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Attached is the Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
the Gandy Range Extension and Adjacent Restricted Airspace As an
zLrea for Supersonic Flight Training. The document is provided in
compliance with the regulations of the President's Council on
Environmental Quality.

The final EIS addresses the proposed action of designating an
additional portion of existing military airspace to accommodate
sup 2rsonic flight. There will be a 30 day waiting period before
a fý.nal decision on the proposed action. A decision on the
pro.)osed action will be made after November 11, 1985.

Persons or agencies wishing additional information may contact:

Public Affairs Office
Hill Air Force Base, UT 84056
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GARY D. VEST
Deputy for Environment and Safety
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(Installations, Environment and Safety)
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COVER SHEET

(a) Responsible Agency: U.S. Air Force

(W) Proposed Action: Designate an additional portion of existing
military airspace to accommodate supersonic flight. The airspace is
ad-i-cr-" to the Utah Test and Training Range wSouthern Supersonic Flig,.
A;-s!a nr,' is located over portions of Westrn Tooele County in Utar.
El, Cou~tt in Nevada.

Cc, Contct: Larry Summers, Major USAF
Public Affairo Office
OO-ALC/PA
Hill Air Force Base, Utah 84056
(801) 777-5201

td) Designation: Final Environm-t.tal Impact Statement (FEIS)

(el Abstract: The Air Force needs additional area to conduct supersonic
flight training for aircraft associated with Hill Air Force Base, Utah. The
preferred alternative to meet this requirement is to designate an area of
existing military airspace which is adjacent to the area currently used for
supersonic flight for this purpose. The resulting supersonic area, a
combination of the existing plus the proposed areas, would accommodate up to
aboot 768 supersonic sorties per month. The existing area now accommodates
a mximum of about 614 such sorties per month. Thus, the preferred
altornativc- could result in an increase of about 150 supersonic sorties in
an area about double the size of the area currently accommodating the 612
sorties. The new land area beneath the airspace is predominately BLM land,
but dops have an estimated 50 residents. If all 768 supersonic sorties were
Flown intn this new area (a worst case which will not occur), it is
estimated that any one spot on the ground would be subjected to one or more
sonic bnoms per day only 35 percent of the time, and two or more sonic booms
per day only seven percent of the time. As a result of public comments on
the draft EIS, the Air Force suhstantially reduced the number of proposed
additional sorties from about 400 to 150 per month, the number of people
potentially affected from 350 to 50, and the land area from 2478 to 1360
squire miles. The environmental impacts are summarized on the following

ýf) Date made available to Public: 3 October 1985.
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SUMMARY

I. Purpose and Need:

The Air Force has identified a need to accommodate additional supersonic
operations within 200 Nautical Miles (NM) of Hill Air Force Base, Utah. The
need results from improvements in Air Force fighter plane performance and
changing mission/training requirements. The Isouthern Supersonic Flight
Airspace*, part of the existing overall supersonic airspace in the Utah Test
and Training Range (UTTR), is not large enough to accommodate the existing
missions at Hill Air Force Base and the training, exercises, and tests
scheduled for the UTTR. The F-16 aircraft assigned to Hill Air Force Base
can routinely exceed the speed of sound during air-to-air combat training.
The authority to exceed the speed of sound is required to remove artificial
restrictions on training. The piiot needs to train as he will fight in
combat.

Th. 388 Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW) and the 419 TFW's full complement of F-IG
airzýraft require 1,024 air-to-air sorties per month to maintain aircrew
prd ficiency. For optimum training capabilities these flights should be flown
in airspace approved for supersonic flight; however, a capacity for about
768 such supersonic flights is adequat.. The "Southern Supersonic Flight
Airspace" (Figure 2.0), will handle a maximum of 614 of these air-to-air
sorties per month when fully available. This capability should not change
in the future and testing and training activities that occasionally override
the airspace's ability to support these air-to-air sorties should also
continue in the future. The proposed action described below, if implemented,
Will i[ISULe the capac~ry to accommodate up to 768 supe-rsonic sorties nrm-
month.

2. Description of Proposed Action:

The Air Force proposes to designate an additional portion of existing
military airspace adjacent to the "Southern Supersonic Flight Airspace" to
accommodate supersonic flight. The "Southern Supersonic Flight Airspace"
combined with the additional area will allow the Air Force to improve the
quality of the training currently received. The additional supersonic
airspace would not be over DOD land. The combined area may accommodate up
to 768 supersonic sorties pcr month. The additional portion of the existing
military airspace is presently charted as Gandy Range Extension Military
Operations Area/Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace (MOA/ATCAA), thus no
additional airspace designated for military use is required. The remainin,
air-to-air sorties will be flown in the northern restricted airspace (R-6404
in Figure 2.0) at subsonic speeds.

This proponal is a redupction of the proposed area descrihed in the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. Tn" proposed action in the draft EIS
encompassed the entire Gandy MOA and adjacent restricted airspace. The
current proposal is ro operate in the northern portion of the Gandy MOA and
adjacent restricted airspace. This- is within the bounds of the analysis in
the draft ETI. Because of punlic comments on the proposed action in the
draft FIs, the Air Force is now proposing the smaller area (northern portion
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only of Gandy MOA and adjacent restricted airspace) as the preferred
alternative. Thin change substantially reduces the number of proposed
additional sorties from ahout 400 to 150 per month, the number of people
notentially affected from 350 to 50 and the land over from 2475 to 1360
square miles. The 768 supersonic sorties per month will not meet all of the
Air Porcte needs, however, the number has been reduced from the optimum t.o
fit into a much smaller area. This was done in response to public concerns
sAit to minimize potential impacts.

The supocsnnic fly-inq which is proposed will range from 5,000 feet nuove
qrnund level (AGtI to 58,000 feet aoeve mean sea level (MSL). Each
s'sinsonic sortie (one airplane, one flight) will average two to) tnree short
n ols of nu-ersonic- fliqht. which creates a ,on-c boom. Dot ing a worst c.se
with the maximum number of sorties beinq scheduled into the airspace,"auproximately 82 sonic booms will be produced per day.

!Iowever, only 30 percent of the booms are expected to reach the qround.
Undeo suon worst case con1itions it. is estimated that any one spot on the
ground may he suhje-cted to one or more sonic nooms per day only 35 percent
ot tie time; two or more sonic booms per day wool.] be expected only' seven
percent of the time.

All the airspace in the UTTR and the military use of the Candy MOA is
Vcn-nu lrd by the 6501 Ranqe Sqquadron and controlled by the 299 Ranqe Control
!2;q. ldron. Thein UTTR managers provide coordination and assistance to
Ie, timate nonmilitary users of restricted airspace within the UJTTRP

3. Affected Environment:

Thb' e.istinq Candy MOA and restricted airspace east of Gandy MOA overlays a
sparsely populated, high altitride range which has numerous ridqelines
running aiprroximately north to South. There are no large bodies of water
undinr the airspace covered in the oroposed action. Vegetation is typical of
thh, mo, untain-west with desert shrubs, greasewood and scattered grasses
sometimes s-quitahle for grazinq. Some of the higher slopes in the Coshute
-and D~em CreeK ranqes host Pygmy forests (juniper and pinyon pines) and even
qti)a1pin," veqetation (pine, sprucen, and quaking .apens.) in the summit areas.
Sheen and cattle are the predominant domestic animals, with horses in some
.,(Ofl. The area is populated with a wide variety of wildlife: mammals,
repf-i ltes, raptors (including qolden eagles and bald eagles) and other avians.
Of the threatened and endangered spkcies, only the bald eagle frequents the

W e area -f the oroposed supersonic flight airsp.,ce.
}4

l1.,-nd uses include ranching/grazinq and isolated small scale min-ing.
PIncreatioo in the area encompasses a variety of outdoor activities. Tourism
tin• limited to near the one main route through the area (hotel/casino
development at Wendover has expanded since the original notices of intent on
tnis FURq; however, this is outside of the proposed airspace.)

4. Environmental Consequences:

SThe preferred alternative meets operational requirements better than the
other alternatives, wi th one exception. The original proposal from the
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Draft FIS, which also encomposses a large area south of the current
t)roposal, remains operationally superior to the proposed action. The
proposed action's environmental consequences are found to be generdlly
acceptahle ýor resilential living and the preferred alternative avoids large
population centers. The primary environmental concern associated with the
proposed action is the effect of the sonic booms. The potential of
long-term health effects from loud noise associated with supersonic activity
is a debatable issue. Some researchers oelieve there in a link between
noise and ill-h-ealth; however, this is contrary to the consensus of the
scientific community at this time.

Air quality will be slightly affected by the operation of aircraft at
supersonic speeds in the proposed airspace. Military and civilian aircraft
now operate in the airspace of the propose(] action. At the higher engine
power settinqs required to achieve and maintain supersonic flight; the rate
at which engine air pollutants enter the atmosphere will also increase.
Based on the high altitude at which supersonic flight operations are
conducted, the large operatinq area involved, and the quantity of air
pollutants added by non-point sources, military flying operations are
considered to have a relatively insignificant impact upon the air quality.

Fi•h and wildlife exist in the area bhut are not expected to be adverse]:
effected by any change in air quality resultinq from this action.
Archeological sites and historical sites exist in the area of the proposal,
hut again the proposed action is not expected to have a deleterous effecL.

i The impact of noise on the area was studied. The analysis concluded thaL the

proposed action will qenerate sonic booms which will not be damaging, but
they will be heard and likely annnyinq. Although subsonic flight is now
present, the proposal would result in -dditional noise impact on the
environment beneath and near the new area. Several state and Federal
aagencies commenting on the proposed supersonic fliqht action have expressed
concern regarding the potential adverse impact that frequent sonic booms may
have on both the human and wildlife opoplation of the area. Based on
calculations of nominal sonic boom overpressuros and assuming people benuo,2rt
the area live at or below 5,000 feet MSL, the maximum overpressure to which,
individuals should be exposed is 7.48 pounds per square foot (psf), but tt,e
overpressures occurring most often should oe less than 3.52 psf. The
overpressure levels do not cause injury to people. Noise at tre expected
leveln of under 60 decibels (long-term C-weicjhed day night average) is not
expected to adverseiy affect the health of people and is below levels
considered acceptable by Federal age-ncies (EPA, HOD, VA, WOT and 1OD) fo.
residential areas. A direct cause and effect relationship has not been
demonstrated netween noise exposure arid adverse health effects in any s',-oriy
using human subijects. The nOOMs may cause annoyance, but use of proposed
action will avoid the vast majority of the 350 individuals which would have
be.n impacted under the oriqinal proposal. Less than 50 persons have been
ohberved residing in the area of the proposed action, northern part orf Candy
MOA and the adjacent restricted airspace. A few windows can be expected to
be broken or cracked as a result of sonic booms. The Air Force has
established procedures to pay for damages from sonic booms.
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The impact of sonic booms and aircraft noise on wildlife and animals has
al)so een studied. Startle reactions or alertinq are common reactions,
however, most species became adapted to the noise. Evidence that sonic
booms adversly impacted reproduction was not found, nor was conclusive
eiidence on any adverse effects to relocaLed species noted. However, the
Air Feoic recognizes potential sensitivity of wildlife immediately after
,elocation to a new area.

The vnpac�o�o the preferred alternative on aviation is slight. While there

will he an increase of speed of the military aircraft operating in the
inqrthern half of the Gandy MOA, the absolute increase will be approximately

.'0 percont. of the spceds now being flown.

Teo ecoromrc impact of the proposed action on the area of western Utah/
.astern Nevada is negliqible. Recreational activities now taking place in
the land area beneath the proposed supersonic flight airspace are of the
outdoor, individual or small qroup, wilderness experience nature. These are
act.ivities where the values of unspoiled nature are deliberately sought.
14Bec-3use of the remoteness of the arei, the total nuMber of people
participating in these activities is expected to be small. Noise creatied by
sonic: booms would probably he annoying to some of the recreationists,. The
sonic booms will not involve any irreversible damage to the recreational
c.AIcity of the area. To the fullest extent possiole, sensitive periods
sLcmn i.-,icht time and weeKends would be avoided, thus further mitigating
posnih3e annoyances. No changes in land use are envisione1 as d result of
the oroposed action.

5. Alternatives to the Proposed Action:

a. No action. Althouqh the no action alternative is the
environmentally preferred alternative, it does not resolve the Air Force
,ieed for additional airspace for supersonic operations to occur. The no
oction alternative also results in continued use of the Gandy MOA by fighter
,-ircrift with a procedural limit on the speed of the aircraft. The no
act-,on alternative does not reduce or increase the current level of air
po)llutants, noise, and air traffic.

h. Relocatinq the supersonic flight requirement to sorme other airspace
wirnin the UTTR. This alternative is constrained by the existence of ground
targ,-ts and instrumnented impact areas in the other areas of the UTTR. Other

S ;part.; of the UTTR ate now used for Cupersonic operations to the maximum
ow×trnt possible. As compared to the proposed air space, alternatives for
supersonic flight traininq areas would result in a negative impact on
excLtinq military usage, commerical/qeneral aviation traffic and/or would
ex,,Yse signiticantly more people to sonic boom activity.

Use of di(;tant supersonic airspace is limited to 200 miles from
BIll AM. Transit distance further than 200 miles will reduce or eliminate
time availanle for training because of insufficient fuel. Air refueling,
which greatly extends the range of the F-16, is not feasible because of
limited KC-135 arnd gC-l() aircraft availability, and the expense of operating

the air tanker force. No other suitable areas were located within 200 miles
of Hil AFI.
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d. Relocating the 388 TFW is not a reasonable alternative. Hi II AFR

is a lesirasle location, and facilities on the base would have to he

replicated elsewhere if the wing was moved.

e. Chanqing the geographic or vertical dimensions of the proposed
supersonic flight airspace would severely restrict F-]6 realistic training
opportunities in this area. If the geographic size was reduced, the punlic
beneath the adjusted area boundaries would be exposed to more concentrated
sonic boom activity as a result oý the smaller operatinq airspace. Raising
the minimum supersonic flight altxtu-ie above 5,000 feet AGL would degrade
realistic air combac training in the area. If the floor of the airspace were
raised above 10,000 feet AGL, training would be seriously degraded because it
would have to he accomplished at altitudes that would not represent actual
combat situations.

f. Utilizing the entire Candy MOA rather than just the northern half
for supersonic flight training. This alternative best meets the training
reouirements. It was presented in the Draft EIS as the proposed action. T'he
putlia vigorously commented against the proposal, and1 an alternative cnhich
partially satisfied the requirement was developed. The use of the entire
Gaidy MOA has been dropped as the preferred alternative. The use of the
entire Gandy MOA for supersonic flight. would significantly increase the
nLtuber of people potentially annoyed by sonic booms.

•. Public Review:

Ar notic., of intent to prepare this EIS was published in Auqgst. 080. The
Draft FIS was releasecd to the public and other agencies on 19 August 1983.
Comments were received until 16 Decemner 1983. Public hearings were held in
Ely and Elko, Nevada, and Ibapah, Utah. One hundred and thirty tour written
comments were received, and 61 comments were made at the hearings. The Air
Force responded to approximately 295 points of discussion. Because of the
areas remoteness, residents are accustomed to the solitude and tranquility of
the rural environment. Many have chosen this lifestyle to purposely avoid
the noise and pressures of urban centers. A number of commentors objected to
this infusion of sonic booms into that environment.

PuOlic commentors also urged the Air torce to proviie a worst-case" analysis
of rotential health impacts caused by sonic booms. However, specific
pr-.dictions of such impacts are not possible. Additional years of research
ar. needed to scientifically determine causal connections or to realistically
pr,dict generalized health effects based upon noise. Nevertheless, it has
he, n suggested that thece are links be-tween noise and problems such as hyper-
tension, cardiovascular changes, increased neuroloqic and qastrointestinal
disurhances, changes in the course of pregnancy, and changes in hormone levo-L
and other chemical balances. These effects are exemplary of condcitions
associated with stress. While such effects have been suggested, no method is
available to predict either any specific reaction or the portion of the
community which could be affected. Although such effects cannot be
dismissed, prevailing scientific opinion supports the expectation that the
predicted noise exposure would not cause the effects speculated on above.
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DEFINITIONS OF' FREQUENTLY USED TERMS

Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace Area (ATCAAA) - Airspace '" ie'ined

vertical/lateral limits, assigned by ATC to provide air traffic separation

between the specified operation being conducted within the assigned airspae

and other IFR air traffic.

Cutoff Mach Number - The aircraft Mach number below which the temperature
qradient of the atmosphere rý racts the sonic boom in such a way that it

does not reach the ground and thus is not heard. Aircraft speeds above the

cutoff Macn num•er will create sonic booms that progagate to the ground.

The cutoff Mach number is solely dependent upon aircraft elevation and

meteorological conditions and can be calculated as shown in Appendix B.

Day-Night Average Sound bevel (DNL) - The day-night average sound level is a
measure of the noise environment over a 24-hour annual average busy day with

a I0 decibel penalty to events that occur after 10:00 p.m. and before 7:00

a *

dB - liecinel, a logqarithmic unit which expresses the ratio between two sound
pr.;sures, measuring the relative loudness of sounds. When measuring sound
pre;sure en the decibel scale, in effect, one is comparing the levelsý; with a
standard reference pressure which is accepted as corresponding to 0 decibclsý,
about the faintest sound that can no heard by a person with very good hearing
in a very quiet location.

Flight be1vel (FL) - A level of constant atmospheric pressure related to a
reference datum of 29.92 inches of mercury. Each is stated in three digits
that represent hundreds of feet. For example, flight level 250 represents a
tnarometric altimeter indication of 25,000 feet; flight level 255, an
indication of 25,500 feet.

Focus Room - A focus boom occurs when two or more shock waves from an
aircraft in supersonic flight converqe on the same point in space at the same
tine causing a buildup of the overpressures. These focus booms, generally
caused oy supersonic maneuvers or accclerations, do not move with the
aircraft, out only occur in one location which can be either in the air or
on the qroutrd.

Mach Numnbt - A number representing the ratio of the speed of a body to the
speel of a sound in the surrounding atmosphere. Subsonic spoe•d are
repbrespnted by numbers less than 1.0, supersonic speeds by a Mach nu-mner )
qreater than 1.0.

Military Operations Area (MOA) - An sirsnaoe assignment of defined vertical
and lat 'ral dimensions, estahlisheo- outside positive control area to
separat.e/seqragate certain military activities fromn TFR traffic and to
identify for VF traffic where these activities are conducted.

Nautical Mile - 1.150 statute miles.
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Sortie - A mission by a single inilitary aircraft.

Sonic looT, - An acoustic phenomenoi (sound) heard when an object exceeds the

speed of sound in air, that is, about 738 miles per hour at sea level aiid

standard atmospheric pressure.

Subsonic - Movement of an object at a speed less than the speed of sound.

Supersonic - Movement of an object at a speed greater than the speed of

sound.

t
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I. PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION:

1.0 Purpose:

The purpose of the proposed action is to expand existing airspace within
the Utah Test and Training Range (UTTR) for conducting supersonic flight
training from 5,000 feet Above Ground Level (AGL) to 58,000 Mean Sea Level
(MSL). Existing missions at Hill Air Force Base (AFB), in particular F-16
fighter pilot training and increased special exercises and tests on the
UTTR, has made airspace already approved for supersonic flight inadequate in
size.

1.1 BACKGROUND:

1.1.1 Utah Test and Training Range:

In December 1977, the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved the plan for
consolidation of the Hill/Wendover Ranges and the Dugway Proving Ground into
a single range. On 1 January 1979, the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC)
became the single range manager and the range is now operated as a major
training and test facility base, known as the Utah Test and Training Range
(UTTR). The AFSC organization performing this managerial task is the 6501
Range Squadron located at Hill AFB. Since the ITTR is operated as a DOD
facility, range plans and programs must consider the requirements of all DOD
range users. This has allowed a more concise ability to plan for and
forecast the total usage of the UTTR. Besides providing a more reliable
source of determining range usage thar was available in the past, this
ability has attracted more DOD training and tests to the range. These two
factors, improved planning capability and increased range activity, along
with better data available on the training requirements of the F-16 aircraft
are the major contributors to the present proposal to establish the
additional supersonic flight airspace.

Figure 1.0 depicts the land areas, restricted airspaces, and Military
Operations Areas (MOA) in the vicinity of Hill AFB which make up the UTTR.
For convenience, R-6404 and the area of the Lucin MOAs will be referred to
in this text as the northern range or northern portion of the UTTR and the
remainder of the E1TR to the south as the southern range or southern
portion. The UTTR can be divided logically into these two portions since
the airspace is divided by a coimmercial airline corridor and the land area
below also forms a corridor between DOD owned lands where an Interstate
Highway (1-80) in located. These flying areas must accommodate approximately

116 F-16 sorties from the 388 TFW and the 419 TFW per day. These areas must
also accommodate special exercises, research and development programs and the

flight testing of aircraft that have received depot maintenance at N41] AFP.

As part of the development of the UTTR complex to augment pilot training and
weapon systems test programs, there have been approximately 60 High Accuracy
Multiple Object Tracking System (HAMOTS) sites installed beneath the
airspace. These antenna sites, the first of which were installed in the mid
1970's, provide position data on test aircraft within the area. Twenty-two
of these HAMOTS sites were more recently installed in the southern range to
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facilitate the Air Launched Cruise missile fly-off program which involved the
UTTR. The Air Force has upgraded some of these HAMOTS stations to provide
tracking sites for a new, highly sophisticated air combat maneuvers tracking
system that has been installed within thc UTTR. Since this new system is f~r
air-to-air trainingit had to service an area where most of the realistic
combat maneuvers could take place. At the present time, the ISouthern
Supersonic Flight Airspace" and the adjacent airspace shown in Figure 2.0,
best meet this description. Thus the HAMOTS sites picked for upgrading were
those that could best take advantage of this airspace. This instrumentation
was installed under a program known as the HAMOTS Upgrading System (HtIS).
Figure 3.0 shows the 35 nautical mile radius circle, designated the HUS
Arena, that is covered by the new tracking system. The inner circle (20
nautical mile radius) shows the extent of the area which is covered by high
resolution tracking equipment and the outer circle (50 nautical mile radius)
indicates the limits of the area covered by lower resolution capabilities.
Although the center of the HUS Arena is not ideally located with respect to
the existing supersonic flight airspace, it is the best location that could
be arranged using existing HAMOTS sites; an arrangement that provided a
substantial savings (millions of dollars) to the US Government.

1.1.2 Special Tests and Exercises:

The range area is already receiving very heavy usage. The monthly range
activity report for June 1982 shows ?,770 aircraft sorties beiQ9 flown in
the range area. Of this number 3,226 were flown by tactical units
conducting operational training. Not all of these sorties exceeded the
speed of sound, but because of tactical target requirements combined with
supersonic flight requirements, most had to be scheduled in the southern
restricted air1pace. One of the highest single day activities occurred
during a past Red Flag Exercise when 164 low level sorties involving super-
sonic flight were flown. This is a much higher sortie rate than can be
accommodated with normal air-to-air sorties. The Red Flag training scenarios
involve large groups of opposing aircraft while the normal air-to-air sorties
accomplished within the UTTR involve much smaller groups of opposing aircraft
or even one-on-one type training. one to fouz Red Flag Exerciacn are
conducted per year. Each of these exercises involved composite missions of
50 to 60 aircraft simulating cealistic air combat and lasted about 28 days.
All Red Flag missions are scheduled in supersonic flight airspace.

4 As indicated before, with AFSC taking over managerial duties for the range,
test activity has increased. As an example of new missions which might use
the range, project managers for the Advanced Medium Pange Air-to-Air Missile
(AMRAAM) and the Advanced Strategic Air Launched Missile (ASALM) have
conducted site surveys on the range for the feasibility of supersonic flight
test operations.

The southern portion of the UTTR now has the only low level supersonic flight
airspace readily available to tactical aircraft based at Hill AFB and it is
located entirely over DOD restricted land area. This land area also contains
many tactical ground targets used for air-to-ground training. As would be
expected, these targets must be located in restricted land areas. A conflict
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t
sometimes arises when air-to-air and air-to-ground missions are required to
be scheduled at the same time and must compete for the same airspace.
Although the aic-to-ground training can usually be scheduled below air-to-air

fights, when a conflict does arise, the air-to-air training will often lose
oiit since ground targets cannot be moved. The air-to-air training will have
t, be scheduled for adjoining airspaces that are not located over restricted
I nd areas. However, whenever this occurs the realism of these air-to-air
training missions are seriously degraded, particularly for the F-16, because
no low level supersonic flight airspace is available in these adjoining
airspaces. (For supersonic flight, low level applies to the airspace betwieen
5,000 feet AGL and 30,000 feet MSL.)

Air Force Regulation 55-34 permits specific supersonic operations above
30,000 feet MSL. Sonic booms from this altitude are not considered
significant because the impct of sonic booms normally decreases as the
aircraft altitude increases. However, to maintain realistic training
conditions, fighter aircraft must generally operate and train in the air J
below 25,000 feet MSL. The airspace identified in Figure 2.0 as the
"Northern supersonic Flight Airspace* is an Air Traffic Control Assigned
Airspace (NTCAA) between 39,000 and 50,000 feet MSL specifically identified
for the flight testing of aircraft that have received depot maintenance at
Hill AFB. Supersonic speeds are a routine part of this flight testing.
Technically neither this airspace nor any other ATCAA airspace above 30,000
feet MSL require the 'supersonic flight" designation to be used as such; but
since this particular airspace is used routinely t sAupersonic speeds, it is
often referred to as a supersonic flight airspace.

1.2 NEED FOR THE PROPOSAL:

1.2.1 The 388 and 419 Tactical Fighter Wings (TFW):

The 388 TFW, part of the Air Force's Tactical Air Command (TAC), was
activated at Hill APB in December 1975 with approximately 1800 personnel.
When it reached full strength in December 1976, the 388 TFW was equipped
with 54 F-4D Phantom II aircraft. In January 1979 the 388 TFW began a phase
out of the F-4D aircraft and replacement with P-16 aircraft. The environ-
mental impact of this action was addressed in the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), 'F-16 Beddown at Hill AFD, Utah.' In this Final CIS, dated
16 November 1977, it was indicated that airspace already approved for
supersonic flight would satisfy the requirements of the F-16 mission.
However, partially due to the newness of the aircraft to the Air Force
inventory, the number of P-16 training flights requiring supersonic speeds
wCIs underestimated at that time. Also, the growing numbet of test and .
training operations at the UTTR which require airspace for supersonic flight
were not accounted for.

The mission of the 388 and 419 TFW is to maintain in a state of readiness,
personnel and equipment to perform air-to-ground missions while retnining/
maintaining air superiority over enemy aircraft. An essential element in
the effective accomplishment of this mission is realistic aircrew training
to nsure that in time of conflict, tactical forces are prepared and capable
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of defeating the adversary. Recent military experience indicates that combat

crew effectiveness and the ability to survive combat situationn are directly
related to the quality and quantity of previous traikling received. Airspace
requirements for quality training with the F-16 aircraft dictate the use of
large supersonic flight training areas to realistically employ the aircraft
in the role for which it was designed . To accomplish Tactical Air Conwianc's
(TAC) directed mission and maintain a high level of combat capability,

a~proximately 40 percent of the F-16 training sorties are air-to-air
siperiority oriented and should be accomplished in supersonic flight
airspace. Because of wide variations in training scenarios, supersonic

flight may not occur on all of the F-16 air-to-air training sorties.
Sipersonic capability, however, should exist so that pilots may employ the
F-16 in that regime if required. Without speed restrictions, the pilots are
able to use the entire flight regime of the aircraft, a necessity in
providing realistic training. Requiring pilots to maintain subsonic speeds
would be an artificial barrier that would not exist in actual 'wartime"
situations and pilots may actually develop bad habits. Currently the air
superiority mission is degraded because adequate airspace in which to conduct
supersonic air combat training is not available.

T'ie 388 and 419 TFW mission training requirements dictate that 1024
ar-to-air sorties per month be flown for optimum training. These missions
rgquire supersonic flight training areas for the most realistic training.
Airspace presently available and appropriate for supersonic training is
limited to a single ai rspace designated as the 'Southcrn Supersonic Flight
Airspace". This southern supersonic airspace is approved for low altitude
operation with a base altitude of 5,000 feet AGL. Because ot its size and
tile large amount of restricted land area lying below, this southern

supersonic flight airspace also receives the bulk of the special exercise
sorties, research and development programs and the F-16 air-to-ground
sorties. At one time or another, all 150 pilots are impacted by not being
able to train in a realistic environment because they must use airspace not
approved for supersonic flight. Most importantly, with no supersonic fl'ght
training on a large percentage of the F-16 missions, the opportunities for
pilots to develop, practice and refine sound combat tactics and )anits in
the supersonic flight regime are curtailed, resulting in reduced combat
effectiveness and survivability.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES:

2.0 General:

As a result of public comments received, the Air Force has developed a new
proposed alternative which is a reduction in scope to the original proposal
described in the DEIS. This Final EIS addresses the new preferred
alternative which is intended to utilize a smaller portion of the same

geographical area. Text has been added to describe the new reduced scope
proposal. This proposal, as shown in figure 4.0 and figure 4.1, excludes

the south half of the Candy MOA which was originally proposed in the DEIS as
shown in Figure 4.2. This is to reduce the impact of sonic booms on this
area. Because of the similarity between the original proposal and the new

reduced scope alternative (actually a subset of the original proposal) much

of the analysis performed in the DEIS is shared with the analysis of the new
preferred alternative. Also, the text has been modified to reflect the

following:

A. Response to public comments and information received from the

pJý ic.

B. Modifications made in the role of the F-16 in national defense; the
proportion of air-to-air sorties to air-to-ground sorties has been reduced

from 55 to 40 percent.

C. Response to public comments regarding readability and clarity of

the EIS.

0. New restricted area boundaries.

2.1 Description of Proposed Action:

2.1.1 Proposal:

The proposed project provides for the establishment of a larger area for
supersonic flight by adding onto the existing southern supersonic flight
airspace (Figure 4.0). The majority of the airspace being sought for
supersonic flight is now within restricted airspace with small portions in
the northern half of what is designated as the Gandy Range Extension Military

Operating Area (MOA). The Gandy Range Extension is now an established MOA
from 100 feet above ground level (AGL) to 18,000 feet above mean sea level
(MSL), and an Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace (ATCAA) from 18,000 feet

MSL to 58,000 feet MSL. The adjoining portion is currently within airspace

restricted for military operations from ground level tc 58,000 feet MSL.
Subsonic aircraft training is currently conducted in this airspace which
overlies the Utah-Nevada border. More specifically the proposed op( atinq
area overlies western portions of Tooele County in Utah and eastern portions
of Elko County in Nevada as shown in Figure 4.1. The Air Force proposes to

conduct aircraft training at supersonic speeds in this airspace while
operating above 5,000 feet AGL. However, subsonic training will also continue
in tnis airspace. The majority of the training will be conducted by the 388
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and 419 Tactical Fighter Wings (TFW) stationed at Hill Air Force Base (AFB),
Utah, using the F-16 aircraft. Although other type aircraft may participaae
in training exercises within the proposed airspace, their usage is estimated
to be less than 10 percent of the F-16 usage.

Under normal monthly operations, schedulers will normally fully utilize the
airspace by scheduling 768 iupersonic sorties per month out of Hill APE to
the proposed supersonic ai-apace and the existing supersonic airspace.
Presently 614 supersonic sorties per month go into the existing supersonic
airspace. A total of 768 supersonic sorties per month could be flown in the
combined airspace currently approved and now proposed for supersonic
flight. It is estimated that this represents the heaviest scheduling
conditions. If conflicts exist with the use of the airspace over DOD land,
then the worst case would be scheduling all 768 sorties per month into the
western portion of the combined airspace. It is this worst case which has
been analyzed in the EIS, although such occasions are expected to be rare.

Normally, the aircraft will remain at supersonic speeds for only short
periods averaging about 15 seconds. Previous Air Force analysis of
operations by F-iS's indicates that the aircraft were supersonic 2.5 times
per sortie with less than one third (0.3) of the sonic booms created
reaching the ground. Analysis of previous experience also indicates that 10
percent of the sorties scheduled in supersonic airspace never actually

obtain supersonic speeds. Since the F-15 and F-16 use similar air-to-air
training scenerios, the characteristics of the r-15 will be used for the
F-16 in this document. Therefore, under the worst case situation described
above, and assuming 22 operational days per month, there will be

approximately 82 sonic booms created per day within the proposed supersonic
flight airspace under full use. The ground beneath the airspace,
approximately 1360 square miles, would probably be subjected to 25 sonic
booms per flying day.

All supersonic flight activity will be logged on Air Force Form 121 in
accordance with Air Force Regulation 55-34. All flights will be conducted
during daylight hours in visual meteorological conditions (VMC).

2.1.2 Locations of Proposed Trainin

As might be expected, now that the HAMOTS Upgrading System (HUS) tracking
equipment is installed (see section 1.1.1). the HUS Arena is generally the
area of first choice for scheduling air-to-air sorties.

The existing supersonic flight airspace over the southern range will
.4 frequently be overloaded with tests, exercises and air-to-ground sorties.

During these pertods, particularly if approved for supersonic flights, the
proposed supersonic flight airspace, to the west of the existing supersonic

flight airspace, will be scheduled for most of the air-to-air sorties.
Supersonic flight would be randomly distributed throughout within the

approved area.
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2.2 Alternatives to the Proposed Action:

The alternatives and the criteria used to determine their capability to meet
operational constraints are discussed below. One change has been made to
these criteria which differs from those discussed in the DEIS. Originally,
we stated that the training area should be located within 100 nautical miles
of Hill APB to ensure that adequate fuel is available to allow sufficient
training time in the area. The 100 nautical mile constraint has been
extended to 200 nautical miles which takes into account aircraft
modifications and operational changes over the past few years which have
effectively extended the optimal distance to a training area.

2.2.1 Supersonic Flight Areas Selection Criteria:

Criteria established for evaluating additional supersonic flight airspace
for the 388 TFW are as follows:

(1) As an optimum the area should be located within 200 nautical miles
(230 statute miles) of Hill APB to minimize the time/fuel required to transit
to and from the area. Fuel consumption associated with afterburner operation
during supersonic flight air combat training is responsible for limiting the
best distance between home station and training area to 200 NM. This 200
nautical mile criteria is applied to the F-16 training area alternative
aralysis since greater distances would preclude a sufficient amount of time
devoted to actual supersonic flight air combat training on each sortie. A
significant reduction of training time in this manner would severely impair

A the unit capability of meeting mission requirements.

(2) As required ny Air Force and FAA regulations, the area should oe

located in airspace transited by little commercial and general aviation
traffic and servicing limited established airports. These criteria avoid/
minimize the impact which military flight operations may have on other
airspace users.

(3) The area should be very sparsely populated so that the fewest
number of people are affected by the noise impact resulting from supersonic
flight training.

"(4) The size of the area must be large enough to allow effective use
of the F-16's radar associated weapons systems. Large areas also enhance
realistic tactical training by providing additional airspace for adversary
aircraft to evasively maneuver and possibly avoid P-16 radar detection.
Pilots at Hill AFB having experience with the F--16 feel that there should oe
at least one horizontal dimension allowing adversaries in simulated combat a
distance of 40 to 50 miles between them. In addition, a large area for

supersonic training is highly desirable because when the aircraft operates
over a large geographic area, the booms would be widely dispersed.
Consequently, the number of booms perceived by any single location would be
significantly reduced.

(5) Operational altitudes available for the area must he low enough to
accommodate realistic training but not so low as to conflict With effective
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air route traffic control and general aviation traffic. In addition, since
ground sonic boom effects are inversely proportional to the altitude of the
aircraft above the ground, the minimum operational altitudes must be a
compromise to allow realistic training while minimizing the sonic boom
effects on the public beneath and adjacent to the airspace.

2.2.2 No Action:

Acceptance of the No Action option would limit local F-16 supersonic
training to the existing supersonic flight area in the southern portion of
the Utah Test and Training Range (UTTR). tue to high priority national
research and development projects, special exercises and F-16 air-to-ground
training, the UTTR supersonic flight area may sometimes be tunable to
accommodate the local supersonic F-16 air-to-air sorties. During these
periods when air-to-air training could not be scheduled for the existingS~ supersonic flight airspace, these P-16 sorties would be flown in restricted

airspace outside of DOD property and in surrounding MOAs (including the
entire Gandy Range Extension) where subsonic flight restrictions would
significantly degrade realistic tactical training.

On F-16 air-to-air training sorties scheduled out of existing supersonic
flight airspace, pilots would be denied required combat training in the

aircraft performance envelope above Mach 1, the speed of sound. Mission
traininq effectiveness would suffer because much of the pilots attention
would be devoted to restricting the aircraft to subsonic speeds. Since
pilots must continually reference the cockpit airspeed indicator to avoid
supersonic flight, full concentration on the specific mission learning
objectives would be impaired. Most importantly, with no supersonic flight
training on a large percentage of the F-16 missions, the opportunities for
pilots to develop, practice and refine sound combat tactics and nabits in
the supersonic flight regime would be curtailed resulting in reduced combat
effectiveness and survivability.

The impact of no action may mean that we accept a training program that is
not totally responsive to known wartime threats. If F-16 comb&t pilots are
to be prepared to defend the national interest of the United States, peace
time training programs must be realistic and tailored directly to expected
threats. When aircrews are required to train in a manner different from
that required for combat, the wartime effectiveness and survivability
of that weapons system is degraded. The key element missing from Hill AFB
F-16 realistic training is the capability tor supersonic flight on every
tactical mission. Until this deficit, affecting both the quantity and
quality of aircrew combat training is resolved, the 388 and 419 TFW will be

Sunable to maintain optimum combat capability.

2.2.3 Use of Entice Gandy Range MOA and Adjacent Restricted Airspace:

This alternative was originally the preferred alternative discussed in detail
in the Gandy Range DEIS. The use of the entire Gandy Range MOA and adjacent
restricted airspace remains a viable alternative and best meets the
operational needs of both the 388 and 419 TFW. However, the Air Force
appreciates and recognizes the concerns raised during the putlic comment
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period and no longer views this alternative as the preferred alternative.
In response to the information received from the public the Air Force has
reduced the scope of its proposed action by more than one half. The new
proposal is more responsive to the concerns raised by the public but is not
as operationally acceptable and accommodates fewer sorties.

Minor changes regarding the number of sorties are reflected in this
section. Additionally, changes have been made to the text to enhance the
clarity of the material and reflect recent changes to restricted airspace
boundaries.

°1

This alternative provides for the establishment of a larger area of super-
sonic flight by adding onto the existing southern supersonic flight airspace
(Figure 4.2). The majority of the airspace being sought for supersonic
flight is now within restricted airspace. It includes the area designated
as the Gandy Range Extension Military Operating Area (MOA) and the adjacent
restricted airspace to the east currently not approved for supersonic flight.
The Gandy Range Extension is an established MOA from 100 feet abo, e ground
level (AGL) to 18,000 feet above mean sea level (MSL), and an Air Traffic
Control Assigned Airspace (ATCAA) from 18,000 feet MSL to 5B,000 feet MSL.
The adjoining portion is currently within airspace restricted for military
operations from ground level to 58,000 feet MSL. Subsonic aircraft training
is currently conducted in this airspace which overlies the Utah-Nevada
border. The proposed operating area overlies the Utah-Nevada border and
more specifically, overlies western portions of Tooele, Juab and Millard
Counties in Utah and eastern portions of Elko and White Pine Counties in
Nevada as shown in Figure 4.2. Under this alternative, the Air Force would
to conduct aircraft training at supersonic speeds in this airspace while
operating above 5,000 feet AGL. Subsonic training will continue in this
airspace.

The majority of the training will be conducted by the 38B and 419 Tactical
Fighter Wings (TFW) stationed at Hill Air Force Base (AFB), Utah, using the
F-16 aircraft. Although other type aircraft will participate in training
exercises within the proposed airspace, their usage is estimated to be less
than 10 percent of the F-16 usage. Under day-to-day operations schedulers
will normally fully utilize the aitspkce, with approximately 750-922 air-
to-air sorties per month scheduled out of Hill AFB for the proposed
airspace. For optimum training all of these sorties should be fluwr in
airspace approved for supersonic flight. It is estimated that this
represents the heaviest scheduling conditions. All supersonic flight
activity will be logged on Air Force Form 121 in accordance with Air Force
Regulation (AFR) 55-34. All flights will be conducted under visual
mt-teorological conditions (VMC) during daylight, hours.

Normially, the aircraft will remain at supersonic speeds for only short
periods of timfe averaging about 15 seconds. Previous Air Force operational
experience with the F-15 indicates that the aircraft were supersonic 'Z.5
tines per sortie with less that one third (0.3) of the booms created reaching
the ground. Previous experience also indicates that 103 percent of the
sorties scheduled in airspace approved for supersonic flight, never actually
obtain supersonic speeds. Since the P-15 and 7-16 use similar air-to-air
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training scenarios, the characteristics of the F-15 will be used for the
F-16 il this document. 4 1 Therefore, assuming 22 operational days each
month, there will be approximately 110 booms created per day within the
proposed supersonic flight airspace under full use. The ground beneath the
airspace, approximately 3,030 square miles, would probably be subjected to
only 33 booms per flying day.

When in airspace with radar coverage, a flight that drifts toward the edge
of the supersonic flight airspace will be warned by the 299th Communications

Squadron over UHF radio. As a backup, flight leads will use ground
references combined with the F-16's Inertial Navigation System to remain
within the area. As shown in Figure 4.2, this alternative supersonic flight
airspace is adjacent to and partially within an existing restricted airspace,
much of which is located over Department of Defenbe property that makes up
part of the land area of the UTTR.

! Because of it's location, the proposed supersonic flight airspace is used
extensively by aircraft moving into and out of ground target and air combat
training areas within the inner portions of the UTTR. It is estimated that
70 to 80 percent of the aircraft performing training in the southern portion
(that portion south of Interstate Highway 1-80) of the UTTR pass through
some part of the Gandy Airspace during their mission. Many of these ingress
and egress type operations occur beneath the altitude proposed for supersonic
flight, -ll these flights will continue whether or not the proposed action is
ult imately approved.

As might be expected, now that the HAMOTS Upgrading System (HI]S) tracking
0 equipment is installed, the HUS atena is generally the area of first choice

for scheduling air-to-air sorties. Looking at the geography of the land area
below (see figure 5.0). Combat maneuvers will generally take place over three
s.eparate areas. This is because pilots will normally choose valleys or flat
areas to work over so they can maneuver in their optimun .levation region
(around 20,00 feet MSI,) without worrying about mountain peaks cutting down
the safety buffer or depth of airspace below them. The three areas are in
the north, over the antelope valley area, and south of the Kern and Deep
Creek Mountains. Tie north and middle areas would both lie within the HUS
arena. The eastern side of the entire area will also incre&se the space
aviilab'e for combat maneuvers now being flown in existing supersonic flight
ai space.

Th' existing supersonic flight airspace over the southern range will
friquently be overIcaded with tests, exercises and air-to-ground sorties.
During these 2eriode., particularly if approved for supersonic flights, the
alternative supersonic flight airspace would be scheduled for most of the
air-to-air sorties. The southern portion of the airspace fo: this
alternative is not %ithin the HUS arena and as sach will be the last choice
sch.Auling air-to-air sorties.

2.2.4 Other Areas for Supersonic Flight Training;

2.2.4.1 Training Areas Evaluated for Supersonic Flight:

The only airspaces available as alternatives for the proposed action are
those MOA's and restricted airspaces making up the Utah Test and Training
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Range as shown in Figure 6.0. Because of Hill Air Force Base's geographic
location, establishing a new airspace as a supersonic flight MOA was not
considered as a potential alternative. Areas north and south of Hill are
relatively high population areas and to the east are mountain ranges which
are not only heavier populated than the areas around the UTTR, but are
generally considered of more recreational value than the desert areas to the
west. These land use constraints, plus conflicts with commercial airways,
limit the area of study to the desert regions west and southwest of the
Great Salt Lake and Hill AFB.

2.2.4.1.1 Lucin Military Operations Areas (West and North of R-6404):

The Lucin MOA's are located in the northern end of the UTTR as shown in
Figure 6.0. This Area is closer than the Gandy Range, but is less acceptable
according to the other selection cciteria.

This area is transited by several commercial airways and to avoid these
airways the supersonic flight airspace would be severely restricted in size
and therefore usage. In fact the Lucin MOAs only reach up to elevations of
7,500 and 9,000 feet MsL because of the commercial airways. Airspace above
these limits is not currently designated as military operating areas.
Although the land area under this airspace is definitely rural in nature
(portions directly west of R-6404 consist of Salt Fiats), the areas above
desert flats probably have nigher population densities than land areas
below the Gandy airspace. Besides numerous farms and ranches, this area the
includes the communities of Montello, Lucin, Etna, Cobre, Grouse Creek,
Rosetta and Park Valley. Among these, the only towns listed with a
ýoýplation in either the 1982 Randi-McNa]ly Commercial Atlas or the 1980 US
Department of Commence Census, were Montello with 180, Cobre with 10, Grouse
Creek with 105, and Park Valley with 35. Certain land areas beneath this
MOA have already proven to be very sensitive to the noise created by existing
low level aircraft activity. In the past several years, there have been
noise complaintn centering out of the Montello, Nevada and Park Valley, Utah
areas, There has been alleged damage to chicken ranching reported from the
Montello area.

Pilots stationed at Hill generally feel the topography of this area does not
lend itself to air combat maneuvers as well as does the proposed or the
orxginal Droposal. Pilots will occasionally use mountains or mountain ranges
for 'masking. purposes before actually "popping-up" to perform air-to-air
intercepts. Also, this airspace is not as appropriate as the proposed
airspace for intercepting flights staging out of Michaels Army Air Field at
Dugway or out of Ne IIis AFB at Las Vegas. In addition, none of this airspace

Ir can make use of the elaborate tracking equipment which will make up the HUS
Arena. Even the Gandy Range is not totally within the HUS Arena but because
a good portion of it is, more of the Arena can be used to its fullest
capability. Because there are more residents beneath this airspace than the
proposed airspace, there appears to be no significant environmental advantage
to this alternative. Because of the lack of vertical dimension there is no
operational advantage to this alternative.
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2.2.4.1.2 Restricted Airspace R-6404;

This restricted airspace meets all the selection criteria except size.
Commercial airways border the north and the south sides of this airspace and
air-to-ground training tied to the DOD property below further restrict theS
airspace that might be used. This airspace is small to begin withi when the
size is further saduced by conditional restraints it becomes unacceptable.

2.2.4.1 3 Restricted Airspaces R-6402 and F-6405:

V Together these airspaces meet the i.election criteria; separately they become C
ptchibitively small. However, constraints in these areas do reduce them to
an unacceptable size. The western edge of R-6402 is part of the UTTR

already approved for supersonic activity and would provide no additional
carrying capacity. The northern portion is over DOD land operated oy the
U.S. Army. This portion of land contains numerous land targets as well as
Michaels Army Air Field and Dugway. Usage of this land area restricts it

from consideration for supersonic flight airspace above. Also Fish Sprin;s
National Wildlife Refuge is located below the border of R-6402 and R-6405 as
well as a historical Pony Express and Stage Route which leads to Callao and
which has several historical sites. Although no damage would be expected,
these areas would be subjected to sonic booms under this alternative. In
addition, none of this airspace can make use of the elaborate tracking
equipment which make up the HUS Arena depicted in Figure 3.0. If the area
of Dugway and Michaels were avoided, this alternative would appear to impact
less residents, but operationally, the airspace could not take best advantage
of existing facilities and would not be large enough to accommodate the daily
training load.

2.2.4.1.4 Sevier Military Operations Areas:

These MOAS are located as shown in Figure 6.0. The narrow strip to the east
is above or near several populated areas including the housing area for

Dugway Proving Grounds and would be inappropriate for supersonic activity.
The southeast side is not only adjacent to the populated area of Delta,
Utah, but it borders heavily used commercial airways between Southern
California and Salt Lake City. The bulk of these MOAs is located directly
south of R-6405. Mitch of it is about the same distance from Hill AFB aa is
the outer most corner of the Gandy Range, but the southern edge is even

further away. The Sevier A and B MOAs only reach up to elevations of 14,500
and 9,500 feet MSL respectively. Airspace above these limits is not
currently designated as military operating areas.

4 2.2.5 Use of Distant Supersonic Flight Airspaces:

One alternative considered was to use airspace belonging to another base on
a joint schedule with the host units. The closest such airspace to Hill At.
is the Nellis AFI Range Complex which is located north of TAs Vegas Nevada,
approximately 320 miles southwest of Hill APB, Due to the distance from
Hill AFB, aircraft would have to deploy to Nellis for supersonic flight
training. However, the training requirements are not satisfied because the
continual scheduling demand for Nellis range airspace by the Tactical Air
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Command Exercise Ped Flag and the flying units stationed at Nellis APR
results in near 100% use of the areas during the daylight hours (Supersonic
flight training is only conducted during daylight hours). Another factor
against a deployment to Nellis is the cost of moviig and supporting
personnel away from their assigned base, cost of moving and maintaining
spare equipment, and significant family separation hardships.

Similiar arguments exist for deploying to any other base with airspace
approved for supecsonic flight. Nellis is the closest to Hill APB, a more
distant deployment would cost more money and still be inhibited by lack of
slack in scheduled range time at the deployed location. No deployment
alternative was acceptable.

2.2.6 Relocate the 388 TFW:

In the environmental evaluation for the beddown of the F-16 aircraft at Hill
APB, 89 bases were evaluated as alternative locations. Hill was considered
to be the optimum location for the F-16 aircraft beddown based on the
following criteria:

(1) Suitable air--to-air/air-to-ground ranges located in close

proximity.

(2) Availability of supersonic flight airspace over sparsely populated
areas.

(3) Beddown without relocation of existing mission/missions. To avoid
excessive facility and relocation costs, the beddown ot a weapons systems
should avoid the requirement for a. double move.

(4) Existing base support facilities requiring only limited new
construction to accommodate F-16 training/operational requirements.

(5) Minimum adverse environmental impact. A beddown site should be
selected which keeps adverse impacts on the environment to a minimum. Air
and noise pollution, urbanization of the area around the base, civil and
general traffic and the capability of the base and surrounding communities
to accept a change in population are factors considered.

It is the Air Force's contention that Hill APB is still the optimum location
for the 388 TFW and its F-16 aircraft. The economics have now shifted even
more in favor of Hill since facility construction and modification have
already taken place to accommodate the P-16 mission. Although the
construction and modification cost about $10 million, the 388 TFW is now
assigned about 617,000 square feet of facility space at Hill that has an
inventory value in excess of $35 million. It is unlikely that any other
installation could meet this type facility requirement without starting a
chain reaction of existing mission relocations.

Relocating the 388 TFW would have an adverse impact on the economy of the
Hill AF11 vicinity. As of March 1983 the 388 TFW had an annual payroll in
excess of $47 million. Although this payroil goes almost entirely to
military personnel, a sizeable portion of it can be expected to filter into
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the area economy. Relocating the 388 TFW without a similar replacement
mission would leave a noticeable gap in various market places such as housing
and retail stores around Hill AFB.

Because of the small number of aircraft assigned, relocation of the 419 TFW
was not considered as an alternative because it would not change the scope
and need for the action.

2 2.7 Change the Geographic or Vertical Limits of the Proposed Supersonic
F] light Airspaces:

P AiotLhei a'ternative evaluated was changing the area boundaries or vertical
working altitu-~es so that certain ground locations are removed from
supersonic overflight. The following paragraphs address the ramifications of
geographic area boundary and vertical altitude changes.

2.2.7.1 Geographic Boundarv Changes:

The first option in terms of area boundary change involves increasing the
size of the area so as to disperse the effects of sonic boom activity over a
larger area. Although this would expose more people to the sonic boom
activity, any specific location should encounter fewer sonic booms due to the
dispersion. No atea expansion is possible to the north because of the town
of Wendover and existing commercial airways. Any expansion to the south

Awcrld encompass the Mount Moriatb area (identified as a sensitive area in
section 4.3.2.1) and would put the supersonic flight airspace closer to the
con.iurnity of Baker. Expansion to the west appears feasible, but again, this
v'oul'ý he expanding the airspace in a direction further from Hill AFB and it
woul] placen supersonic flight activity closer to the communities of Currie,
McGill, and Ely. The area to the east of the north end of the proposed
airspace is Already airspace approved for supersonic liqht. The remaining
airspace to the east is already airspace restricted for military usage and
has been addressed in the section discussing alternate locations.

The seconI geographic chaige option would he to reduce the size of the area
so as to remove certain populated areas from the supersonic flight training
area. imposing area restrictions is preferable over a complete relocation of
the a.:ea boundaries so that existing airspace, although for subsonic speeds,
remains useable. However, the land area involved is so rural in nature that
it would oe difficult to find any areas of concentrated population to avoid.
The place where the largest portion of the area's F•poulation is known to
exist is the Coshute Tndian Reservation which surrounds the community of
Goshute. Even here, the population appears to be distributed throughout the
res-,rvat ion.

4t 2.2.7.2 Vertical Altitude Changes:

The perceived effects of sonic booms are directly related to the altitude of
the supersonic aircraft. As the aircraft's altitude above the ground
increases, the result ing sonic boom noise and overpressure effects decrease.
The higher the minimum altitude, the less impact supersonic flight will have
on the public beneath the airspace. This relationship along with the training
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reqoirements of the P-16 were considered in estab]ishinq the minimum operating
altitude at 5,000 feet AGL. The training scenario for F-16 air-to-air combat
maneuvers calls for a floor of 5,000 feet AGL. This gives the aircraft an
adequate safety OuffMr from the ground but still allows the aircraft to fly at
elevations where experience is required for realistic training. It is
estimated that most sonic booms will be created at about 15,000 feet AGL. If
the airspace below this level was significantly restricted more than by the
5,000 foot minimum, pilots would be forced to employ the aircraft in higher
altitudes where low air density causes reduced engine/airframe efficiency and
decreases the maximum performance of the aircraft, Although operation at
altitudes above 30,000 feet MSL is tzuctically sound during the initial
intercept phase, as the engagement progresses into a thiee dimensional 'dog
fight" all parti,7ipants must decrease altitude to utilize the maximum
acceleration and turning performance of their aircraft.

The :ilternpitives chat will receive additional consideration in Chapter IV
include no action, other airspaces within the UTTR, and vertical dimension
changes to the p-oposed airspace. The other alternatives identified in this
section are considered to be either economically impractical or to degrading
to the 388 TFW's deployment postur'- to receive additional attention.

T -
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II1. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT:

3.0 General:

The airspace making up the proposed action involves only the northevn half
(roughly) of the airspace, described in the rGIS. Boundaries of this

alternative are shown in Figure 7.0.

3.1 Eyisting Site Characteristics:

3.141 Population:

Under the proposed alternative the total population impacted is estimated to
be less than 50. The highest Known concentration of individuals is located
in the community of Gold Hill, shown in Figure 8.6. Gold Hill is a small
mining community with a. migrant population. Individuals return to the small.
cormunity in the summer months to conduct mining operations. Its estimated
average population in thitty. The remaining known population is limited to
the ranches and houses shown on Figure 7.0.

3.1.2 Topography:

The land area below the proposed supersonic flight airspace is located in a

area o the Western United States often referred to as the 'Great Basin"
which is within the site of the ancient Lake Bonneville. As rart of this

basin, it resembles most of the other parts of Nevada and Western Utah in
having nigh mountain ranges, running north and south, cut by narrow valleys.
There are no large bodies of water in the area beneath the airspace; the
water system being confined to mountain streams and small lakes. The ranges
and valleys within the area are shown in Figure 9.0. The largest valleys
are Antelope Valley and Deep Creek Valley. The area also contains the
Coshute Mountains, the Antelope Mountain Range and the Deep Creek Mountains.
The highest mountains in the area belong to the Deep Creek Range rising
7,800 feet above the Great Salt Lake Desert on the east to a maximum of
12,109 feet MS!4 on Tbapah peak. Most of the area's population is in valleys
that vary in elevation from about 5,000 to 6,G00 feet MSL. The entire area
is considered arid; however, because of their height, the Deep Creek
Mountains catch many of the storm clouds moved by the prevailing winds from
the west and cause them to drop moisture on the western slopes. As a
result, Deep Creek Valley is better watered than most valleys in Nevada. 2 2

Several mountain streams flow down to form the Deep Creek and there are many
ratural wild grass meadows. This is the first fertile valley west of the
great salt flats, and is somewhat of an oasis even though still being

considered an arid valley.

3.1.3 Vegetation:

The valleys are covered with typical desert shrubs, greasewood, sagebrush

and scattered grasses which, in some instances, are suitable for grazing.

In the area of the Deep Creek and Goshute Ranges, because of increased
altitude and precipitation, the valley vegetation gives way to the pygmy
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forest community (juniper and pinon pines) on the higher slopes and the
subalpine community (pine, spruces and quaking aspens) in the summit area.
Other mountain ranges have similar vegetation sequences but most other areas
do not reach the subslpine community because of lower elevation and less
precipi tation. 31

3.1.4 Animals:

3.1.4.1 General:

Sheep and cattle are the predominant domestic animals inhabiting the area.
Horses are also present in some areas. Wildlife in the area includes not
only small mammals and reptiles, but also antelope, transpianted bighorn
sheep, mule deer, bobcats, mountain lions and other carnivore ranging from
coyotes to ermine. Additionally, sightings of numerous raptord and other
avian species have been documented, including observations of high densities
of golden eagles year-round. This area is also winter habitat for oald
eagles. Information now being accumulated ort raptors indicates the area
around the Utah-Nevada border is witnin the raigratory pattern of saveral
types of raptors. The Fish and Wildlife Service reports that as many as
10,000 raptors passed through the area of the Goshute Range during late
September and early October of 1983.

3.1.4.2 Threatened and Endangered Species:

The Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (DWR) has identified two endangered
species as occurring within a 5U mile radius of Hill AF5 and the Utah Test
and Training Range; the peregrine falcon and the bald eagle. The Elko
(Nevadi) District Office of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) identified
four animals as occurring on the Nevada side of the Utah Test and Training
Range and on the threatened and endangered species list: the peregrine
falcon, the bald eagle, the spotted bat and the steptoe dace. Although
difficult to identify the exact population size and extent of these species,
it appears that of the four, only the bald eagle may frequent the area of
the proposed supersonic flight airspace.

1. American Peregrine Falcon (Falcon peregrinum anatum): Nesting
apparently occurs throughout noithezA Utah and into Nevada. .abitat conesits
primarily of cliffs and rock bluffs, below 7,000 feet elevation, and in
proximity to a significant body of water. According to a 7 December 1977
letter from the DWR, there have been five documented sightings of the
peregrine falcon in the area of northern Utah since passage of the Endangered
Soecies Act of 1973. The letter also identified five historic eyries
occurring within this area and two candidate parcels of "critical habitat",
designated as such for possible reintroduction of natural reoccupation by
wild stock. None of the locations identified in sightings, as historic
eyries or as critical habitat, are withir, the subject airspace. However,
one of the historic eyries is in the area south of Wendcver, beneath the
proposed airspace. 4 4 In addition, the Department of the Interior reports
that a peregrine falcon vas observed within the boundaries of the proposed
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Ssupersonic airspace during the surmner of 1983 flying above the Goshute
Mountains higher than the 8,000 foot elevation.

2. Southern Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocehalus): Year-long habitat
is restricted to the Goshute Mountain Range and to several areas west of the
area of interest. Winter habitat in Nevada listed as crucial to this bird
occurs at the south end of the Gosbutes and in the Dolly Varden Mountains to
the west. Each winter large numbers of bald eagles spend a portion of their
annual life cycle in Utah. Little use is made of the relatively barren west
desert of Utah which is in a 50 mile radius of Air Force Range areas.
However, there are published accounts of significant numbers of bald eagles
occurring in the area of Vernon, Utah, which is about 62 miles east of the P

proposed supersonic flight airspace and there have also been sightings
within Range boundaries, by Air Force personnel and by State and Federal
wildlife specialists.

3. Spotted 3at (Euderma maculatum): This bat is not on the federal
list but the states of Nevada and Utah are interested in it because it
occurs in a limited range. The limiting factor on the distribution of this
species is thought to be food, as it feeds exclusively on small moths.
Areas of distribution have not been well defined, but are thought to include
the country arounnd Wendover.

4. SteptoP Dace (Relictus solitarius): This fi h is found in waters
that were tributaries to the ancient Bonneville Lake, There are 12 known
sites in Nevada that presently support populations of this fish. One site
is located approximately 20 miles west of the Utah/Nevada border and one
mile south of the Elko/White Pine County lines. This is essentially on the
sorder ot the proposed airspace.

3.1.5 Land Use:

3.1.5.1 Grazing:

Several of the valley areas below the proposed airspace have been used
historically for grazing purposes. The story of the Deep Creek Valley is
3imilar to many areas in the west, where cattle first dominated the range
lands. Then the cattle empires were cut down by fencing of the range lands
and sheep ranching. Sheep then dominated the valley until the early
1900's, The Taylor Grazing Act cut many large sheep ranches into smaller
ones and forced small ranches out of business. Now much of the gtazirig land
is under the control of the BLM.

The RLM controls grazing on public 1r d by issuing grazing permits for
cattle and sheep. The maximum loadinq for the land unde, the airspace
var)es according to area and season of the year. The loading rate ranges
from I cow per scuare mile in the summer months to 7 cows per square .iile in
the wetter winter months.
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3.1 .5.2 Agriculture:

Because of the arid nature of this area, agriculture is primarily limited to
areas where water is available. Most agricultural usages are small in
nature, located in conjunction with and generally for consumption by the
isolated residents of the area and their livestock.

3.1.5.3 Mining-

The mineralization of the area is related broadly to that of the Basin and
Range. The general area is considered to be a possible source of tungsten,

4 { lead, silver and gold. Historically, the Deep Creek Range has been an area
"of significant mining and exploration activity, as a potential producer of
gold, silver, lead, copper, tungsten, beryllium and mercury. 31 However,
mining operations throughout the area are isolated and small in scale.

3.1.5.4 Recreation:

Recreational activities in the area are limited for the most part, to those
activities taking advantage of its unspoiled nature. These activities
include hunting, hiking, horseback riding, camping, nature study, etc.
However, because of the remoteness of the area, the number of people
participating in these activities is relatively small. The BSI has
estimated that recreational usage of the Deep Creek Mountains, in both Juab
and Tooele Counties of Utah, amounts to 6,000 visits per year totaling some
22,000 visitor hours. it is also estimated that the Pony Express Trail
draws some 150,000 visits peL year involving 1.2 million visitor hours.
These recreational visits include primarily camping atnd recreational vehicle
(RV) activities; in fact, the more readily accessible portions (closest to
populous areas) are outside the impact area.

3.1.5.5 Tourism:

There is only one major road through the area; U.S. Highway Alternate 50
which heads southwesterly across the area from Wendover to Ely. Other roads
and jeep trails in the area are primarily for access to specitic locations
and may lend themselves to the recreational activities described above, but
pcohahly would not be considered suitable for tourism as they do not provide
facilities.

3.2 Socio-Economic Conditions:

The economy of the area depends almost eiiiirely on ranchinq and the small
amount of mining taking place. Due to the low annual rainfall and
relatively arid conditions, the water supply is critical to the economy and
the type. activities that the area can support. For the most part, areas
where people are located are determined by the available, water.

3.3 AFFECED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF ALTERNATIVES:

3.3.1 General:

This section addresses the affected environment and the environmental
consequences of the alternatives and focuses primarily upon the original
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proposal addressed in the DEIS. It has been written in a manner which

facilitates comparison between the proposed alternative (northern half of

the Gandy Range MOA, and adjacent restricted airspace) and the alternatives.

Many of the impacts for the original proposal are identical to the proposed

action, which can be viewed as a subset of the proposal generated in the
DETS, and the primary emphasis is placed on highlighting only the

differences.

3.3.2 Original Proposal -- Affected Environment:

The alternative supersonic flight training airspace overlies western portions

of Tooeie, Juab and Millard Counties in Utah and eastern portions of Elko
and White Pine Counties in Nevadla. its horizontal limits are the same as
those of the existing Gandy MOA/ATCAAA plus the space between the Gandy
MOA/ATCAAA and the existing southern supersonic fligh'. airspace to the

east. The majority (estimated at 70 to 80 percent) of the land area beneath

the proposed supersonic flight airspace is public and under the jurisdiction
of the Bureau of Land Management. The exceptions to this are the Goshute
Indian Reservation, small scattered parcels of private land and those state
lands acquired from Congress for the development or benefit of state
institutions.

3.3.2.1 Population:

The area is very sparsely populated, with an estimated total of less than
350 people residing within the boundaries. Maps of the area beneath the
proposed supersonic flignt airspace show the towns or communities of Ghshute,
Trout Creek, Partoun, Gandy, Ibapah and Gold Hill in Utah, and Tippett and
Uvada in Nevada. The only towns listed with a population in either the 1912
Rand-McNally Commercial. Atlas or the 1980 U.S Deýpartment of Commerce Census
were Trout Creek With a population of 15 and Ibapah with a population of 2h.
Tippett and Uvada were listed hut were identified as rural areas with no
populations given. Neither reference had populations for Goshute nor the
Goshute Indian Reservation; however, Utah's Indian Affairs office estimates
the Reservation population at about 150 people. There are scattered ranches
in the area beneath the airspace, primarily in the southern portion, but
none of the populated areas are considered more than rural. The towns of
McGill (population 1,900), Currie (population unlisted), Wendover (population
2,000), Callao (population 19), and Baker (population 50) are located outside
of the area boundaries (see Figure 4.2). Many commentors have identified
differing populations for several communities such as: Partoun, 50; Uvada,
14; Gandy, 24; Trout Creek, 20; and Ibapah, 69. However, the original
estimate of 350 still appears appropriate for the total area. Also, there
are 200 Goshute Indians that do not live on the reservation or in the area
which consider t~e reservation their home.

3. 3. 2.2 Topography:

The land area below the proposed supersonic flight airspace is located in a
area of the Western United states often referred to as the 'Great Basin'
which is within the site of the ancient Lake Bonneville. As part of this
basin, it resembles most of the other parts of Nevada and Western Utah in
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having high mountain ranges running north and south, cut by narrow valleys.
Thero are no largr, bodies of water in the area beneath the airspace; the
water system being confined to mountain streams and small lakes. The ranges
and valleys within trie area are shown in Figure 5.0. The largest valleys
are Antelope Valley and Deep Creek Valley. The area also contains the
Goshute Mountains, the Antelope Mountain Range and the Deep Creek Mountains.
The highest mountains in the area belong to the Deep Creek Range rising 7,800
feet above the Great Salt Lake Desert on the east to a maximum of 12,109 feet
MSL on Ibapah peak. Most of the area's population is in valleys that vary in
elevation from about 5,000 to 6,000 feet MSL. The entire area is considered
arid; however, necause of their height, the Deep Creek Mountains catch many
of the storm clouds moved by the prevailing winds from the west and cause
them to drop moisture on the western slopes. As a result, Deep Creek Valley
is better watered than most valleys in Nevada. Several mountain streams flow
down to form Deep Creek and there are many wild grass meadows. This is the
first fertile valley west of the great salt flats, and is somewhat of an
o-isis even though still being considered an arid valley.

3. 3.2. 3 Vegetation:

Vegetation is identical to that found under the proposed airspace boundaries.

3.3. 2.4 Animal s:

Same as for the Droposed alternative.

3.3.2.5 Agricul:ure:

identical to the prcoposed alternative, however, because this area is larger
with a higher population density there is relatively more ranching and
f.-rming.

3.3.2.6 Mining:

Identical to the proposed action.

3.3.2.7 Recreation:

Recreational activities of tnis alternative are identical in type to that of
the proposed alternative. However, because of the larger population density
to the south, the more accessible areas are located closest to the southern

7 half of this proposal.

3.3.2.8 Tourism:

Identical to the proposed alternative.

3.3.2.9 Socio-Economic Conditions:

Identical to the proposed alternative.
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IV. ENVIRONMENThL CONSEQUENCES:

This chapter provides general background and the environmental consequences
associated with the proposed action. This proposal is designed to avoid
areas of known population as much as possible.

4.1 General Background On Noise and Sonic BOOm Characteristics-

Noise from supersonic operations and its effect on the human environment is
the primary impact associated with this proposal. Considerable efforts have
been made to quantify the sonic boom phenomena and its impact on human
health and wildlife; however, to date, no one has been able to conclusively
identify or dismiss potential long term Impacts. The literature which has
been reviewed supports the conclusion that no significant long term impacts
are associated with this proposal at the levels of intensity identified.
Realizing that, at a minimum, sonic booms are annoying, the Air Force has
reduced the scope of the original proposal to avoid ivpacting as many people
as possible.

Noise in the area will result from two sources; First from the aircraft
itself, and then from the phenomenon produced when an aircraft exceeds the
speed of sound causing a sonic boom. The aircraft in flight produces sound
from two sources: engine noise and airframe noise as the aircraft moves
throtigh the air. When the aircraft is at subsonic speeds (less than the
speed of sound), during operations proposed for the supersonic airspace, the
noise levels will be insignificant. As an example, if 50 sorties per da-
wec to pasn directly over the same spot at 10,000 feet above the ground (a
very unlikely worst case) the day-night average sound level (DNL) would be
44.3 dB. DNL is an equivalent sound level over a 24-hour period that is
equal, on an energy basis, to the fluctuating noise signal under
consideration (aircraft overflights) with a 10 decibel penalty added to any
sounds that occur in the night. By convention, A-weighted sound exposure
levels are used to calculate the DNL values. A DNL of 40 to 47 is the
typical range of noise levels for a rural community. Day-might average
sound levels below 55 decibels are considered by the Environmental
Protection Agency 3 6 to have no effect on public health and welfare, and
sound levels below 65 decibels are generally acceptable for residential
purposes by the Department of Housing and Urban Development 3 7 (the goal is
55 decibels).

At the present time, sohsonic operations occuLring within the proposed
supersonic flight airspace include: special test operations and their
:;tipport aircraft, intercepts, ingress and egress flights to and from ground
targets on DOD land, refueling operations, Red Flag exercises, and others.
These operations often take place at elevations below the normal air-to-air
combat maneuvers aid sometimes below 5,000 feet AGL. Despite using lower
elevations, these operations are so widely dispersed throughout the proposed
airspace that the DNL created at any one location on the ground is small.

If approved for supersonic flight, aircraft involved in air-to-air training
in the airspace will be at subsonic speeds during most of their flight, but
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will accelerate to supersonic flight when conducting basic fighter maneuvers.
In order to accelerate to supersonic airspeeds, the F-16 will use the
afterburner (thrust augmentation) prior to going supersonic. Afterburner
light-off results in a rapid increase of the sound level and on some aircraft
is occasionally misinterpreted as a sonic boom.

When aircraft exceed the speed of sound, or Mach I as the airspeed is
referred to, a particular phenomenon occurs that is heard by individuals
within a defined range as a sonic boom. The boom is an instantaneous sound
similar to a thunder clap or a rifle shot. An important consideration in
the assessment of the effects of sonic booms is tniat not all booms created
are heard at ground level. The atmospheric air temperature decreases with
height above ground. This temperature gradient acts to bend the sound waves 3
of a sonic boom upwards. Depending upon the aircraft height and Mach number,
the paths of many sonic booms are bent upward sufficiently that the boom
never reaches ground level. The heights and Mach numbers produced during
L-16 combat maneuvering are such that less than one boom out of every three
produced is likely to be heard at ground level. This same phenomenon also
acts to limit the width of those sonic booms that do reach ground level.
This concept of sonic boom *cut off" is discussed more fully in Appendix B.

The noise levels and the related parameter *overpressure' from sonic booms
vary significantly, depending on where and how a boom is generated. The
overpressure is basically a function of the distance of the aircraft from
the observer, the shape of the aircraft, and the airspeed of the aircraft.
The maximum overpressures normally occur directly under the flight track Of
the aircraft and decrease as the slant range from the aircraft to the
observer increases. Because of the normal temperature gradients in the
atmosphere, the sonic boom waves tend to refract or bend upward as they move
away from the aircraft until at some point, out to the side of the flight
path, they no longer reach the ground. This horizontal distance at which
the waves no longer touch the ground is called the cutoff distance. The
sonic boom wave overpressures decrease at a rate proportional to the -(3/4)
power of the slant range between the aircraft and the observer until they
reach a distance approximately equal to 80 percent of the cutoff distance.
From here to cutoff, the wave disintegrates more rapidly. This phenomenon
is described in more detail in Appendix B.

As an example, if an F-16 aircraft flying at supersonic speed and at 15,000
feet above the around produced a sonic boom that generated an overpressure
of 2.4 pounds per square foot (psf) directly beneath the aircraft, the
overpressure would decay as shown below:

15,000 ft
above ground (Miles from aircraft ground track)

80% Cutoff Cutoff
Ground1 2 3 4

Overpressure 2°4 2.30 2.06 1.81 1.72 0.54
paf
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Xnowledqo of sonic nooms producer3 in s;teady rectilinear flight is sufficient
to Allow for predictions of the phenomuena. The effects of turns and

maneuvers during supersonic flight have been studied by the French during
exercise Jericho. The study 30 was an intensive investigation into the
"focus" tuhenomenon. A focus boom occurs when shock waves from an aircraft
in supersonic flight converge on the same point in space at the same time.

The rxint of cnnvergence can occur either on the ground or at some point in

the atmosphere. The focus boom occurs onoly at a specific location and does

( not move as th, aircraft moves. Estimates of the intensified overpressures
occurinq as a result of focusing range from two to five timesq the peak
nominal ovrpriessure.

Aircraft in supersonic flight are most likely to produce focus booms that

may reach the grouLnd while nerforming three particular maneuvers: linear

acc'lerations, turn, and pushovers. Other maneuvers such as pull ups,

decelerations, larqe radius turns, and small curvatures of the flight path
nlo not generate focus booms. FoCuS booms are discussed in more detail in

Appendix 13. In one Air Force test on fighter aircraft, 205 sonic booms were
prodtueed, of which 18 booms were reported nay re-sidents. From the evaluation
of this rest data, it was Calloway's 41 ;ubjective opinion that one oF the
eiqghteen nooms could have been a focus boom. The Air Force, along with
other DO,) services, is involvedr in effort.s to model the situation to
determine where and in wnat situations focus booms will he generated.

Aircraft operating at supersonic seeds will also produce shock waves that

travel in the atmosphere above the aircraft. When these waves hit the
region of the atmosphere where temperature increases as altitude increases
(the irverse condition to what normally occurs at lower altitudes) they are
refracted hack toward earth. Shock waves created below the aircraft that
bounce off the ground or which refract upwards before reaching the earth,
will eventually go back to ?arth in a similar fashion. These type shock
waves form a secondary boom carpet at ground level outside the primary
carp*et. However, they create very minor overpressures (on the order of
0.001 to 0.01 psf) and have not been associated with any siqnificant
community response or adverse impact. This phenomenon of a secondary boom
carpet is discussed further in Appendix 8, but it is not discussed further
as a potential adverse environmental impact.

sonic booms and their effects nave been studied extensively .y the Air Force,

the PFderal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the National Aeronautics and
Snace Administration (NASA). Appendix r3 contains a review of the literature
in this area and discusses severil tesr:- conducted to determine sonic boom
ovrrpressure effects on people, structures and animal,-.

A !;implified method for the calculation of sonic boom characteristics for a
wide varioty of supersonic aircraft configurations and spacecraft operating
at altitudes up to 76 km (47.2 miles) has been developed. Sonic boom
ovfrpressures and signature duration may be oredicted for the entire affected
ground area for vc-hicles in level flight or in moderate climbing or
des;cendinq flight paths. The outlined procedure relies to a great extent on

the use of charts to provide generation and propagation factors for use in
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r&'la3t-i cflv simr,l#! exprnss3irns for si onat ure cýaI cuIrlati On. Com pu t at ional1
req'l irrrcmenrs; coin he dr(,no by ht.nd-h- l( s1c ient if ic ca IculIat orf; . The method is

a xp nir,.1 i n deý-tailI i n An pe-ndix BeR. it- uses basis aircraft onerating
cnd it ions; Macni Numner , alt i tude, weight, and flIight oath angl e. The
est imate Provideld by tne mett.od teInds to he Cer'Servative ; tnat is, th o ver-
pre.ssuire d-erived is the maximum possirile. Other factors such as non-standaird
t emokpattjro and winds are not accounted for in this conservuc ive anal ysis for
simplicity. These factr-,rs tend to distort the sonic boom shrnck we.ves and

os:often decreases maximum ove-rpresAsuros.

.The fo)lotnnq chart shows the maximum overpre-ssure to he- expected directly
under the: flight track of F-lb- operationsc in the pjroposedr supersocic flight
31 rs )ace -'t representative irpesand Five altitudes. A'- d~istance from
the flight tr ck increases, the overp~ressiure decreases7 as discussed earlier.

MAXIMUM O)VPRPRF(SrIRE rXPr.CTETD AT B, GROUND LEVIET,

ALTITUOF OF tflOf MSr141L ___

N INRCRAF'-' A,,TIF(lDE (M551,) OF AIRCRAFT

11)0,000(1 0 2n,0901 -2 i-U0- 30,o00

.1 .3 6 ps f 3.352 psiý 2 .40 nsf 1 .81 n.f 1 .45 psqf
1.3 7.48 psf 4.14 psi 2.S5 psf 2.14 psf 1.67 psf

Id theI seý nV!rpreIP'Ssures are well insjdr' the, limits oý those overo:ressures
eyo-ct.od to cause, any strrtc~r~rrl daaeothEr than occasional bre-akage of

q.s. Also, Air Force te-sting with fighter aircr--ft having capabilitiesV simalareto thre F-16 have sho;,wn an average supersonic speed of Mach110
I'1
uC 1-4 1 rt- shor~t bujrsts of spe-rl with only 0.3 of tue oom created reaiching
the qr

1
rund.

<.2 ProposePd Ac-tion:

Iii '2 u'r, roe adresses the environimental i mroacts of the riroposed action. The
aarnrr -mPri,,. ing the- proposed ac.t ion is shown in Fl nuIre 4.-1 'And was dfleveloped
in ro-ponse; to) pub~lic- commen-its, rece-ived on the DEIS. As a result of its,
r"'1ucel sijze, the impacted population has been redoced from the7 original 350
to lft3is th~an ',!.

suis~true, are.j of th- prpse Ction has been so 1ramatically reduce-d,
u~urercere l'.qtt may be randomly rliscrihuter6 througbuut theF entire- airspace

anrd tero' iio Crn genieral areas for -4lricur corce-nt rated activity can cuirrently
',~p.-~r!d.Therefore, tLW us,'e of ei:ssas a genoral analytical tool)
sr *r',aredand the impaicted. ar-i is asesdas a whiole rising the same

Pr-riudru-cally, res,dents; and ainimal ]if- within the proposeld airs,-pace, will be
Sth~cc1to so~nic omS. The: booms, 401 be- comnparableý to nearly

instaittnt aninis exposu3re to a r weightedi sýound exposure level, CSEEJ, of about
1118 'lecin~le lstin fujr only a fraction of a second, not unlike a rifle
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Shot. In November of 1983, personnel from Hill AFB visited the current
supersonic flight area and Listened to sonic booms as F-16 fighter planes
flow directly overhead at 5,000, 10,000, and 15,000 feet AOL at Mach 1.2.
Informal measurements 1ere taken, not taking into account atmospheric
conditions. The soun.d leve:-- measured ranqed from approximately 110 to 120
decinels. which are sopavahle to the figures discussed in this document.
The ptotiabiiity, of hearing a liven number of sonic booms on a single day from
any or:e point in the proposed supersonic airspace is as follows:

Number of Booms Probability of Hearing Given Number
lleard Per Day or More Booms Per Day

01 1.00

1 0.135

2 0.07

23 0.01

4 0.01

5 0.01

Air Forca statistics: indicate that the average perjod of supersonic flight
during combat maneuvers is 15 seconds. The average elevation and speed for
supers onic f iqht for this rroposal is z5 000 AGL a,-d Mjkch 1.1 respectively.
Typicallv, this would result in a boom 3.2 miles long and 3.4 miles wide on
each side for a total area of 22 square miles, this average boom will occur
approximately 25 times per day.

TP'e inflahi tants of soarsely populated and quiet remote areas might reasonably
k. expected to be less tolerant of sonic booms. Individuals outside of the

;'.,osed airspace may occasionally hear sonic booms, depending upon
.'mospheric conditions. Callao is about 3 1/2 miles from the edge of the
:- 'Pa. With normal onerations occaring in the proposed airspace this
community will not h? impacted. The community of Ibapan could be impacted
by rapidly deteriorating overpressures under unusual atmospheric conditions.

The communitv of Gold Hill will be impacted by operations occurinq in the

C T-.o5rd airspace. The majority of the population of this small mining
* x.nmunity (approximately 3D) are present only dirinq the simmer months.

4. 2. 1 Sonic Room Efrects on People:

s:i5'r boom tests have been conducted at overpressures as great as 144 pounds
r,- t square foot. Ten;ts conducted in 1968 at Tonopah, Nevada, reported that
sonic hooms with overpressures ranqinq from 50 psf to 144 psf do not cause
injury to peopl,. Orbservers positioned directly under the flight tracks of
aircraft flying at ltss than 100 feet above ground reported some momentary
discomfort, fullness and rinqing of the ears during the most intense
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booms. 2 3 
Although hearing acuity was not measured, subjects reported no

obsorvanle symptoms of hearing loss or other ear involved disarijities.

Exposure to loud sound without hearinq protection will often he accompanied
by a temporary rinqing of the ears. The ringinq acts as a warning of

acoustic insult. There are dozens of other medical causes for this ringing,

hut when it is caused by a loud sound, it will subside after the exposure
unless the exposure is too long or repeated too often, Other tests at lesser
overpressures have reported that sonic booms do not cause permanent direct
injury to people. The possibility of individual injury from falling objects
or injury as a result of being startled by sonic bornos has not '

5
en

investiqated. Personal injury due to indirect effects of sonic booms occur
vecy infrequently, but the possibility of such effects cannot be eliminated.

sonic booms in the proposed supersonic flight airspace will be qenerated by
aircraft flying at altitudes in excess of 5,000 Feet AGL with most booms
being created at elevations from 10,000 to 20,000 feet AGL. The sonic boom
overpressure at ground level for an F-16 at 10,000 feet AGL and Mach 1.1
airspeed (the average airspeed used during supersonic flight periods) would
no expected to be about 3.51 psf. At 5,000 feet AGL, the lowest altitude to
be allowe(I for supersonic training in the proposed airspace, an F-16 at Mach
1.1 would create an overpressure at ground level of aboeit 6.36 psf. Although
3.52 psf and even 6.36 psf overpressurr is well below that experienced during
the tests in Tonopah, Nevada, that caused no physiological damage, tests
conducted in both the United States and in Canada have demonstrated that a 4
psf sonic boom is considered annoying to most people. Section 4.1 and
Apoendix 9 contain comparison tables to show maximum calculated overpressure
resulting from various supersonic speeds.

The qreatest impact of sonic bDooms on people is an annoyance factor resulting
from neople being startled by the boom. The annoyance factor cin Ibe caused
oy a variety of factors including housý rattles and vibrations, interruptions
of activities, sleep, conversations, television, damage to personal property.
This depends on pe4rsonal characteristics and the psychological makeup of
individuals exposed. Startling is also responsible for creating fear in som-
individuals. This fear is due to the loud, unexpected sounds that surprise
the individual. Although some adaptation may be expecten with repeated sonic
booms, this is a primitive response and whenever an adequate stimulus occurs,
a startle response ordinarily follows.

Some experiments have shown a tendency for sonic boom exposure to deqrade the
porformance of certairn v-iual, stee, 1 aol trackinq tacks, while others have
shown "io effect on performance. 2 0 NowakiwSky (1974) sunjected automobile
ulrivers to sonic booms of 3 paf with no apparent affect on their ability to
nandlo the vehicles. Sonic booms have also been reported to interrupt work, )
r.st, recreation, school and other day-to-dab activities. The actual
acoustic masking effect of the boom is negligible because its duration is
only a fraction of a second. However, the actual interruption will often
last )onger than the boom whether or not startle occurs; conversation and
commernts about the boom may cont inu' after the fact, thought processes may
he interrupted without immediate recovery, and groLup activities may require
a short time to resume their previous business. It may take several minutes
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hefore the interrupted activity is fully resumed and order is restored in
the case of groups of individuals. The response is largely dependent upon
the individual suhjects and M)e sonic boom overpressure.

T'he procedure used• by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the
Department of Hou~qinq and Urban Development37 to assess the impact of sonic
boom exposures on people relates the long-term average C-we-ighted day-night

Saver,...e sourid level produced by booms to the number of people that would be
highl -r-ored by the booms. This procedure was developed by the National

SRese at n ý,uncil of the National Academy of Sciences through its Committee on
Hearino, r~ioacoustics, and Biomechanics. 38,43 The C-weighted sound@
exposure level was chosen in lieu of the normal A-weighted level because it
provides a more reasonable measure of the low frequency sound pressures
associated 'jith high energy impulses such as those generated by sonic
hoons .4 2 The procedure is based upon results from several laboratory
studies and social surveys. One social survey was conducted in Oklahoma
City where the residlents were exposed to eight sonic booms each day for six
months. Duriag the course of this test, they were asked, an three separate
occasions to assess their reactions to the sonic, booms. Another social
survey was conducte01 near an Army base where civilian residents were exposer]
d•aily to the noise from large artillery practice firings, Laboratory tests
were- designer] to explore peoples' ability to judge the relative- annoyance of
sonic booms and suisonic jet aircraft flyovers.

S~No definitive stance on physiological ill-health can be made at this time.

There is little doubt that noise, including sonic booms, acts as a stressor,
nut it in not known with any degree of certainty whether prolongied! exposure
rc-sul~t- in cumulative pathology. Some research has been conducted to
determine- the link between noise and ill-health; however, many of these
qtrldit-s are questioned by the scientific_ community. CHARA was requested by
OSqHA and SPA to consider research that might be performed to examine the
effects on human health from long term noise eXPOSUre for industrial workers
:ind the general po-,xilation, respectivoly. CHABA's conclusion was that
auditory effects wt.re fairly well defiried; however, in light of: the data
reviewed on non-auditc, ry effects it would be prudent to obtain more critical
research. While tlhese considerations are primarily for general audible and
industrial impact noises, it is stres;sedl that specific data on sonic booms
iq also needled. Tie EPA indricates that due to the frequency range of sonic
booms, they may not: ne as harmful as other high frequency impact sounds.

SR~searcher~s like Kryter indicate that if ill-health can result from nnise,

the c•,nnection 13 probably due to psyc~hological stress factors- If this is
the conniection and une accepts the social surveys that predict annoyance as
a factor of noise levels, then one would conclude that a very low percent,
if any, of the exposed people in, the proposed supersonic fliqht area would
"ýlevelop nori-auditory il l-health conditions.

Ptihlir commeitors urged the Air Force to pr.)vi.-e a "worst case" analysis of
the poYtential health effects caused byv sonic booms. However, specific
predictions of such impacts are not Possible. Additional years (if reserch
are needed to scientifically determine causal connections or to
roaligtically predict generalizer] health effects based upon noise.
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Nevertheless, it has been suggested that there are links between noise and
problems such as hypertension, cardiovascular changes, increased neuroloqic
and gastrointestinal disturbances, changes in the course of preqnancy, and
changes in hormone level and other chemical balances. These effects are
exemplary of conditions associated with stress. While such effects nave
been suLggested, no method is available to predict either any specific
reaction or the proportion of the community which could be affected.
Althougq such effects cannot be dismissed, prevailing scientific opinion
SUpPorts the expectation that the predicted noise exposure would not cause
the effects speculated on above.

It is recognized that future research may provide a better understanding of
the relationship between noise and non-auditory ill-health; however, in the
interim, decisions must be based on the data supported by the scientific
community.

4.2.2 Sonic Boom Effects on Animals:

Severa. agencies and orqanizations, incluriinq the States of Utah and Nevada,
have expressed concern over the proposed action's impact on fish and
wildlife. Since these impacts are limited to those resulting from the sonic
booms, they are addressed in the following paragraphs. In summary, it is
anticipated that the proposed action will have no adverse impact on the bald
eagle or peregrine falcon beyond those which may already exist due to the
present low level operations by military aircraft. There has been one
documented sighting of the peregrine falcon in the area of concern, and the
nald eagle is known to frequent some of the area. The impact on the spotted
bat is unknown as, according to BLM, the extent of its distribution is also
unknown. Sonic booms do not appear to pose a threat to fish or fish eqqs°
W4.ithin the proposed airspace there is a population of steptoe dace, an

endangered species. However, no impact on this species is anticipated.
Another animal species of possible concern is the rare Snake Valley (Utah)
cutthroat trout for which the Deep Creek Mountains is one of the few
remaining areas of existence. The qtate of Utah has expressed the concern
that the number of sonic booms impacting this habitat may result in
landfalls and landslides which could block creeks, prohibiting fish movement
and reproduction. It is unlikely sonic booms would impact geological
formations. Normal supersonic operations should have no impact on this
habitat.

Although domestic livestock have been observed during exposure to sonic
0ooms, their reactions have not been conclusive and in most cases, indicated

only recognition of a sound stimulus. One study indicated that sooty tern
ceproduction rates were severeiy reduced when the egos we exposed to intense 9

snic Dooms with overpressures J00 psi or nxire. Generally, though, the
magnitude of animal responses to sonic boom overpressure normally experienced
has been slight.

Avain species will occasionally run, fly or crow. A series of tests
conducted at the Agticultural Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland, also
concluded that the tehavior reactions of large animals to the sonic booms
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were minimal. It was, however, noted that the reactions by animals were more
pronounced to low flying subsonic aircraft than to nooms. The reactions were
of similar magnitude and nature to those resulting from flying paper, the
presence of trange persons, or moving objects, which may indicate that
stress may be pronounced when an object is seen. Observations reported by
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) personnel regarding responses of biq
horn sheep on the Luke Air Force Range, Arizona, to sonic booms indicate
minimal impacts or disturbance to the sheep. These observations are listed
in Appendix B.

Wild animals known to live in the region include small mammals, reptiles,
antelope, mule deer, bobcats, mountain lions and other carnivore ranging
from coyotes to ermine. Also, there have been d3ocumented sightings of
nomerous raptors and other avian species, including observations of high
densities of golden eagles year-round and bald eagles using the area for
winter nar,itat. Other wildlife in the area is characteristic of the western
desert and mountain area. The only potential impact of the proposed action
that might affect these sp>_cies is the sonic booms resul]tinq from the
proposed traininq. Generally, the most delicate and sensiti - behavior of
animals is that associated witn biological reproduction. Although sonic
booms may, under extreme and unusual circumstances, affect this behavior,
neither modification of reproductive behavior nor adverse animal responses
h ave been related to the type and magnitude of sonic booms that would be
experienced beneath the proposed supersonic flight airspace.

A study4 0 conducted in 1980 and 1981 under cooperative agreement between
the USFWS and the Air Force, involver data gathering at 40 breeding sites of
8 species of raptorial birds in an effort to record responses to low level
jets and sonic booms. Falcon and eagle species were subjected to a total of
1000 jet passes and over 100 real or simulated oooms. During the In80
portion of the study, boom responses were recorded at 15 eyries for 9
sp.?cies (including ' peregrinpefalcon eyries) and low level jet responses
were recorded at 19 eyries (including S peregrine eyries) for 7 species. The
objective in each experiment was to simulate a worst case situation (i.e.,
booms louder than normal or repeated passes with aircraft lower and closer
than would be expected in routine low level maneuvers). The rationale being
that if severe behavioral responses could not be generated in the worpt case
experiments, then one could logically conclude that responses to less intense
stimuli would ne less severe. The second year of the study concentrated on
thuý oeregrino falcon and its closest Arizona kin, the prairie falcon. Four
pairs of prairie falcons were subjected to extreme test situations (i.e.,
the daily maximum for jet passes was 42 at one eyrie, and 23 booms at
another) during the courtshin and incubation phases of the nesting cycle,
when they were most likely to abandon. All phases of the breeMing cycle
were also tested in the peregrine. Finally, all sites tested in 1980 were
revisited to determine reoccupancy rates. The conclusion of the study with
regard to sonic booms are: (1) small nestlings do not respond noticeably,
(2) large nestlings ire alerted or alarmed; less often vounq will cower, (3)
occasionally adults respond minimally if at all to loud booms, and
(4) adult behavior i'idicative of site abandonment was not observed, The
report further summarized by stating,
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". .while the birds observed for this study were often noticeably

alarmed by the subject stimuli, the negative responses were brief and never
productivity limiting. In general, the birds were incredibly tolerant of
stimulus loads which would likely be unacceptable to humans."

Under the heaviest loading conditions expected, the land area beneath the
airspaces identified earlier may experience as many as 25 sonic booms on a
weekday. Any single location beneath the airspace will be subjected to only
a portion of this number, Considering uhe relatively high altitude of the
sonic boom activity and low numbers of sonic booms expected to be perceived
by a single ground location within the area, the anticipated noise impact on
endangered species and wildlife appears to be slight.

Cottereau of the National Veterinary School of Lyon, Lyon, France, reports
in all the studies concerning sonic booms, whether real or simulated booms,
the authors came to the same general conclusi.ons: Sonic booms and subsonic
flight noise has very little effect on the animals behavior. He goes further
to say about sonic booms, "Chronic direct effects on wild animals have not
been investigated, bit no significant effects of this kind are presently
foreseen."

1 5

An FAA stuidyiq completed in 1973 arrived at the following conclusions:

I. Animal dama.ge claims are only a very small fraction of the total
daiiage claims that have been submitted to the Air Force.

2. The behavioral reactions of farm animals to sonic booms are, for
the most part, minimal.

3. All experimental eviden.co to date indicates that the exposure of
mink to sonic booms does not affect reproduction.

4. All eýxperisental evidence to date indicates that the exposure of
chicken eggs to sonic booms does not affect their hatchanility.

5. Sonic boom- dn not appear to pose a threat to fish or fish eggs.

6. Knowledge *ionnerning the effects of sonic booms on wildlife in
I imited, biut it- appears thiat sonic nooms do not pose a significant threat.
While available data indicates wildlife and animals demonstrate limited
response and no nestling death or eyrie abandonment, questions on long term
protract br exposure ,nd sublevel responses remain to oe studied.

4. 2. 3 F, inic R-oom Effects on Structures:

fnree l argeq scale tests account for the bulk of recorded data available in
dlescribing structural response to sonic boom overpressure. The most
intens-ive test was conducted at White Sands, New Mexico, where 21 structures
of various design and construction were instrumented and then exposed to
Tnore tnan 1,500 sonic booms with overpressures as hiqh as 20 psf. 2 7 No
damage was detected for overpressures up to 5 psf, nor was there evidence of
any cumulative damage effects after a series of 806 successive flights at
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about 5 p f. The only evidence of damage at the conclusion of the tests,
other than glass breakage, was three bricks that had loosened beneath a
window ledge. Additional details on the White Sands study along with details
on the other two larqe scale tests are provided in Appendix R. The results
of the three large scale sonic boom structural tests and several other tests
were analyzed by NASA. In their conclusion they make the following
statement: 8

The extensive series of overflight tests have provided

valuahle data on the order of magnitude -. f responses to he

exDected. These tests show that building structures in good

ripair should not be damaged at boom overpressures less than

about II lb/ft.
2 

However, it is recognized that considerable

loading variability occurg, owing to atmospheric effects,

and that the residual strength of structures varies
acnording to usage and natural, causes. Thus, there is
a small probability that some damage will be produced by the
intensities expected to be produced by supersonic aircraft.

ny far, the largest percentage of sonic boom damage claims stems from broken
or cracked glass damage. All of the tests conducted in the United States
have confirmed that glass damage is the most prevalent damage caused by
sonic booms.1 6 As addressed in Appendix B, predicting whether or not
glass will break due to a certain sonic rooom overpressure depends upon
various factors, i.e., the surface condition of the glass, the overpressure
geometry and duration, the atmospheric moisture content and the composition
of the qlass itself. fly using a data base of unpublished static test results
provided by Libbev--Or.nn-Ford Company, a statistical analysis was performed
to determine the nrohaoility of glass breakage for various overpressures.

If all flight patis are considered eqoally likely, that is, the aircraft
could approach from any direction, then the probability of breakage for good
glass at various oominal overpressures is shown below.

Overpr-ssures Probahility of Rreakage

1 )sf .0000(1l* (*I pane in 1,000,000 panes)
2 psf .000023

If the aircraft wfre to approach from head-on perprndicular to the plane the
window, the probability would increase somewhat, as shown below:

2 OveprEssure+s Probability of Breakage

I puf .000023
2 psf .000075
4 psf .00] 200
20 psf .105000
40 psf .323000

Note that for the overpressures previously discussed, around 4 psf, the

orobability of breakage is about one-tenth of one percent. Therefore, a few
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windows can he exoected to he broken or cracked as a result of the sonic
booms created in the proposed airspace. The Air Force has established
procedures to recover the costs of damage resulting from sonic booms. Refer
to section 4.12.3 for an explanation of the Air Force claims process.

4.2.4 Sonic Boom Effects on Terrain and Seismic Activity:

Several studies have been performed to study the magnitude of seismic effects
resulting from sonic booms. 2 7 One study by Goforth and McDonald concluded
that the static deformation that occurs at the surface is unlikely to build
up sufficiently to constitute a menace to structures. Although identified
as a concern by the State of Utah , it is highly unlikely that the impact of
sonic booms on geologic formations would be sufficient to generate landfalls
or landslides.

There has been some concern that supersonic flights over mountainous areas
could cause avalanches under certain conditions. In 1967, the National Park
Service attributed damage to two National Park areas caused by falling earth
and rock immediately after a sonic boom. 2' The only test in the United
State; to study the possibility of avalanche was conducted in the Star
Mountiin area near Leadville, Colorado. 2 7 No avalanche was observed as a
direcL result ol a sonic boom. Therefore, the ootential for sonic booms
triggering avalanches remains largely unknown.

4.2.5 Sonic Blooms Effects on Areas Beyond the Airspace Boundaries:

Sonic booms may be exp-rterl to travel beyond the area boundaries. The
distance a sonic boom will travel depends on the aircraft altitude, airspeed,
and atmospheric conditions such as prevailing winds. Using the decay rate
equation, there would still be calculable overpressure at any lateral
d3istance f[oui the Dbouo suUfc. FHowtever, in reality these ShOck waves tend
to refract nack into the atmosphere. Since these lateral shock waves travel
further than those directly beneath the plane, tney move farther through the
atmosphere and are refracted more. The lateral cutoff distance is that ooint
where the shock waves start grazing the ground; at greater lateral distances,
the waves refract back into the atmosphpre never reaching the ground.
Atmospheric conditions such as prevailing winds may shift the lateral extent
of the sonic boom to greater distances than the theoretical cutoff distance.

Under avorige operating conditions, the shock waves will travel approximately
4.3 mt lea out from the flight path of the Plane. At the maximum airspeed
and minimum altitude allowed (M = 1.3 and 5,000 AGE1 ), the maximunm lateral
cutoff distance of the sonic boom will only he abhoUt 1.4 miles from the
aircraft flight track. At the same maximum airspeed hut at 30,000 feet MSI,, )the maximum cutoff distance increases to 11 miles with overpressures
substantially less than when the boom is created at 5,000 feet AGL. Under
this ;et of conditions, the ground beneath would experience overpressures of
about 1.67 pcf; and the overpressure on the ground at the 11 mile distance
would die down to 0.30 psf. The above, 11 mile distance, represents the
widest spread of sonic waves that is expected from the proposed action.

When looking at Figure 4.0, note that all of the airspace is contiguous to
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the eastern side of the proposed supersonic flight airspace and already

within the restricted airspace of the UTTR. As such, the land ar°eas below,

parts of the proposed airspace, are already suhjected to noise from military

aircraft flyinq at suhsonic spe-eds at elevations as low as 100 feet AGE.. In

fact, the community of Gold Hi I is now close enough to existinq 'Southern

Supersonic Flight Airspace' that it is probably exposed to occasional sonic

boom overpressures created in that airspace. By the same token, the land

beneath the northeastern corner of the proposed airspace is most likely

already exposed to occasional sonic boorn overpressures because the existing

supersonic flight airspace is aajacent to it. The most populous area that

could r)e impacted by this worst case spread of shock waves is the town of

wendover. Taking into consideration that this condition will rarely, if

ever, occur and that Wendover is only on the fringe of the impacted area,

there should oe no adverse impacts on this community.

4.2.6 Impact on Air Quality:

The proposed supersonic flight airspace overlays portions of Elko County in

Nevada and Tooele County in Utah. In the EPA review of state Air Quality

Control Regions, the concentrations of particulate matter and of sulfur
oxides throughout the area, with the exception of Tooele County in Utah,
were liqted as being 'Better Than National Standards". Tooele County in
Utah is listed as exceeding primary and secondary standards for sulfur
oxides. However, these violations are due primarily to smelting operations
on the eastern side of the County, some 90 miles east of the airspace. The
concentration of oxidant (ozone) is listed as being "Better Than National
Standards" in Nevada. Duo t-o snarse onrsilation and lack of ambient air
quality monitoring data, FPA considers the entire area to be "Better Than or
Cannot Be Classified" in respect to attainment of the carbon monoxide and
nitrogen oxide standards and also for the ozone standard in the Utan portion
of the area. The airspace is not located in an Air Quality Maintenance
Area.

Military aircraft conducting flight training operations within the oroposed
airspacpe will emit air pollution contaminants of particulate matter,
hy-lrocirhons, car),in monoxide and oxides of sulfur and nitrogen. Table 1.0
provides an estimate of the projected annual pollutant emissions from the
proposed air-to--air training operations within the oroposed supersonic
flight airspace. The quantity of each pollution was derived using data for
F-16 pollutant em .sion rates ontained oy Air Force testing and the
proj-cted annual hours of flying activity in the airspace assuming each
sortie lasts 23 minutes. Sorties going into this airspace are normally

t scheduled for 30 minute blocks, hut because of this airspace's distance from
Hill AFB and the associated fuel constraints, 388 TFW pilots estimate that
each sortie will last from 15 to 30 minutes (hence the 23 minute estimate).
Local pilots also estimate that afterhurners are used for an accumulated
time of 2.5 to 3 minutes during the training sorti'±. Therefore, for the
purpose of estimating air pollutant emissions, it will be assumed that each
air-to-air sortie in this airspace will involve 20 minutes at military power
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settinqs and 3 minutes at afterburner. It should be noted that individual
afterburner ýursts last only Erom 15 to 30 seconds in order to conserve
flel. (The most alvantageous use of fuel is a part of a pilots training.)

TABLE 1.0

PROJEC"PID ANNUAL EMISSIONS
FROM F-16 AIR-TO-AIR SORTIES

Emissions
(Tons/Year)

Pn0 I11tartt Proposal

CO 56.6

HC 1.7

N()X 461.3

SOX 5 3. 0

PartiC-u ate (Total) 7.0

These e emitted over a large area and at an elevation

normally ranging f-om 10,000 to 20,000 feet AGL. Without the supersonic
flight airsnace, t iis area will still have to accommodate many of the
air-to-air sorties. Therefore, over half of the emissions shown in Table
1.0 would still be emitted within the airspace and possibly with more at
lower elevations. The Environmental Protection Agency 3 5 shows the area's
mran innuil mornin~i and afternoon mixing heights to he about 100O feet and
6900 to 7900 feet AGL, respectively. The mixing height is the height above
th~e surface througt which relatively vigorous vertical mixing occurs. The
m-an annual wind speed averaqed through the morning and afternoon mixinq
heights are 9 and 13 miles pei hour, respectively.

Ai I; upernonic a-tivity will take place above 5,000 feet AG(. and, therefore,
well -Aove the mean annual morning mixing height. It in also estimated that

90 to 95 percent of the supersonic activity will takr -' -re above i0,0aO
feet AGL and will also be above the mean annual afternoon mixing height.
That pollution which is emitted within the mixing height should not create a
significant negative impact necaiuse the area has good dispersion
characteristics. Some dispersion will also occur as a result of the
turhblent wake behind the aircraft. Those pollutants emitted above the
mixinq height will remain aloft until the mixing height exceeds the altitide
in which the pollutants were emitted. my this time the nollutants probahly
will have traveled a great distance (sometimes hundreds of miles) and would

be greatly diluted before being returned to ground level. Considering the
anount of pollutants shown in Table 1.0, it is not expected that the quantity
oi those pollutants returning to ground level would change ambient air
quality in the area or in any other air quality control region.
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4.2.7 Impact on Archeological or Historical Sites:

Seven specific archeological sites are known to exist within the Goshute
Peak Wilderness Study Area (WSA). Statistical projections indicate the
possible presence of about 990 open aboriqinal, 60 rock shelters and 50
historic sites w4ithin the WSA. 4 6 Also, within the impacted are.a aro sites
associated with the old pony express and stage trail that skirted around the
south end of the Great Salt Lake Desert. (Much of this desert is now DOD
owned land within the UTTR.) The trail cuts north at Callao, going through
overland Canyon at the northern end of the Deep Creek Mountains. The trail
then proceed; southwest to Shellbourne Pass where it splits; one trail north
toward Wells, the other south toward Ely. Once past Shellhourne, the trail
is out of the area of concern. As a result of some preliminary scoping, the
Utah and Neva.da State Historical Preservation officers have provided written
determinations that the proposed action will have no impact on archeological
or historical sites.

4.2.8 Impact on Air Traffic:

Private aircraft are not prohibited from use of the Gandy Range Extension
portion of the proposeI supersonic flight airspace; however, the vast
majority of the proposed airspace is presently restricted. This airspace is
under control of the FAA at Salt Lake Air Route Traffic Control Center
(ARTCC), Salt Lake City, Utah. When the area is scheduled for military
activities, the control is turned over to tne 29qth Communications Squadron
of the Utah Air National Guard. As compared to current subsonic flight
ope•ations, supersonic flight training will not result in special procedures
or opcrating limitations being placed oit piCiVau diCirdft. A majority of
tneý general aviation traffic in this area can be expected to operate below
10,000 feet AGL and most supersonic training can be expected to take place
anove tois elevation. The Gandy Range Extension MOA is depicted on the
applicable sectional aeronautical chart to warn general aviation pilots of
the specific utilization of the area by military aircraft. Based on this
anilysis, the propoEed action should nave minimal effect beyond current
levels on general aviation in the area,

The Aircraft Ownars and Pilots Association have expressed their concern that
the see-and-avoid ccncept of collision prevention cannot be depended upon
for aircraft operating at supersonic specdc. Their concern is that a high
collision potential would exist between the USAF aircraft flying at
supersonic sp-eds and non-participating Visual Flight Rules (VFR) civilian
aircraft. operating below positive control airspace within the Candy MOA.
However, existing military operations in the Gandy airspace already involve
speeds approaching the speed of sound and a see-and-avoidI concept alone is
not strictly depended upon in these instances. Also used for collision
avoidance is the internal radar system of participating aircraft. The best
apDroach to avoid conflicts is for private pilots requiring access to the

airspace is to file flight plans and pay attention to the Notices to Airman
put out by the FAA. Even though the Floor of the proposed supersonic
airspace is 5,000 feet AGL, military aircraft operating at supersonic speeds
mny not always; he under positive radar coverage with the 299th Communications
qgua d ron.
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4.2.9 A(c--I fnt s:

When compared individually wit'i subsonic air-to-air sorties, allowing the
pilots to fly short bursts at supersonic speeds should not increas,- the
potential for an aircraft accident (crash or jettison of external stores)
and any ensuing effect on human life, property or animal life. However, if
approved for supersonic flight, more air-to-air sorties will he scheduled for
the airspace under consideration and the increased number of sorties would
increase the chance of such an accident in that area. As of 31 December
1982, the F-16 at Hill APR had accumulated 76,617 hours of flying time since
it was introduced into the Air Force inventory at Hill in January 1979.
During those hours there were sixteen major mishaps or accidents involvinq
F-16's at Hill (fourteen within the 388 TFW and two within the international
traininq unit, no longer located at Hill AF4). None of these accidents
resulted in a loss of civilian life or ornperty, hut one did involve the 4
loss of a military life. Although the above figures indicate a low 4
prohahility of an aircraft accident affecting the area, resident fear and
anxiety toward aircraft accidents may result from or be intensified by sonic
boom activity.

4. 3 "Relationship of Proposed Action to Land Use Plans, Policies and
Cont rol :

A Nntice of Intent descrining the nroposed action, identifying the Air
Force's intention to prepare a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DETS),
and soliciting comments was published in the Federal Register and mailed to
the State and Federal agencies listel under section VT of this document.
The same information was also made available through a public news release.
Prior to the notice of intent, additional scoping was accomplished at the
local level. At that time, represenratives of Hill AFB attendedd a session
of the State of Utah's Environmental Coordinatinq Committee and a session of
the Utah Aeronautical Committee to present the oroposal and also met with
representatives of the Nevada State Clearinghouse. This section will address
the land use concerns voiced in the c-omments received from the various
agencies and discussed at the meetings attended by Air Force representatives.

4.3.1 Access tc Affected Area:

4.3.1.1 Land Access:

The Gcri,3y faiige Exten.ion portion of the propo-scd su.p-rsonic flight airspace
is now designated as a MOA and ATCAAA while the remainder is designated as
restricted airspace. These designations have nothing to do with the movement
or restriction of ground vehicles below. Likewise, the authorization of the
airspace ahbve 5000 feet AGT as an airspace for supersonic flight has no
impact on the movement of qround vehicles or qrol~nQ access.

4.3.1.2 Access to Nonmilitary Aircraft:

Access to the airspace making up the Gandy Range MOA is of concern to private
pilots traversing the area, ranchers monitoring livestock, and to State and
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Federal will.1ife agencies who travel through the area while performing aerial
censuses of qildlife. Since the airspace is designated as a MOA and an
ATCAAA, the Candy Range appears on aviation maps to inform pilots that the
airspace is a joint usage area (may be under military or FAA control). The
area isi designated as such on aviation maps with the objective that the
potential for conflict between military and civilian aircraft be minimized.
When at 15,000 feet AGL or above, all military flights in the area will oe
under radar surveillance by and in contact with the 299th Commuinications
Squadron, the Utah Air National Guard unit with air traffic control
responsibilities for the Range Complex. Any time the Range Complex is
scheduled for military use or is "not', air traffic control responsibilities
will switch from FAA to the 299th or "Clover". During these 'hot" periods
Clover monitors all flights within the restricted airspace and the
surrounding MOAs and ATCAAAs. The Air Force is now installing additional
radar in the area of the Range to better insure radar coverage at all
elevations.

When the military schedules a MOA, such as the Candy MOA, the FAA puts out a
Notice to Airman (NOTAM) that the MOA has been activated. Any commercial or
private pilozs flying in the area tinder Instrument Plight Rules (IFR) would
be notified of the activation as would any pilot filinq a flight plan.
Although inicreased usage of the Gandy airspace by military aircraft (as will
probatbly occur if approved for supersonic speeds) may make the area less
attractive to civilian pilots, it will not negate the joint usage policy now
existing. The majority of the proposed supersonic flight airspace outside
the Candy Range Extension is now within airspace restricted for military
operations.

4.3.2 RecroirIon Plans:

4.3.2.1 Wilderness Areas:

The Wilderness Act of 1964 (P'. 88-577) established a National Wilderness
Preservation System consisting of wilderness areas to be designated on
Federal lands. Wilderness as described in the Act, is to be ". . . an area

untrammeled by man . . with the imprint of man's work substantially
unnoticahle . . (and that) has outstanding opportunities for solitude

. The Act further provides that "there should he no . . . permanent road,

* . no use of motor vehicles, motorized equipment, or motor boats, no
landing of aiicraft, no other form of mechanical transport, an] no structure
or installation within any such area."

A portion of the Deep Creek Mountainf Range and the Goshute Mountain Range
were identified by the Bureau of land Management (F[LM) as an inventory unit
possibly having these characteristics as defined by the Wilderness Act of
1964. As such, field inventories of the area were conducted to determine
the presence or absence oF these qualities. As a result of this inventory,
parly in 1980 RIM identified a portion of the original Deep Creek Mountain
anol Coshute Peak inventory units as Wilderness Study Areas (refer to Figure
10.0).

Since a portion of the Deep Creek and Goshute Mountains have been identified
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c ii Iciderness Stn-Av Areas (VSA), a study will he conducted as part of a
oomprehpnsive land-use planninq effort by BLM. During this studv phase, the
nublic will have several opportunities to comment upon other resource values
within the WSA. These comments will he considered in making land-use
d'lcisions p~rior to suhsoquent recommendations to the Presirdent and Congreqs
on the area's suitability or nornsuitability as wilderness. Because the areas
'have bees identified as WSAs, it does not mean that they will tie recommended
as suitahble for final designation as such hy Conqress. However, the RLM is
retqiired, under Conqressional quileliris, to manage the WSAs durinq the study
nhase to preserve wilderness value until a final determination on wilderness

s'-itability or unsuitability is made. Durin' this time, continuation of
exietnnq mininn and qra?.ing uses Will be allowed, but actions (requlatory or
otherwise) will he taken to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the
lands an-i their resources.

It is nor anticipated that the proposed supersonic activity would involve
any irrever!;ible damage to the unipue qualities of the Deep Creek Mountains
or Goshute Peak. There would he no landinqs of aircraft in the area, no
rdropr)ing of live or inert ordnance, no qround vehicles or equipment which
minht tend .o conflict with a wildernoss area.

Soutth Pequnoa and Pltbhell SAS are also located near, hut outside of the
,nroposAd airspace. !Uluehell VISA is located contiguous to the north end of
fl"houte Peak WSA. it max, he impacted hy the lateral spread of some over-
orossuires, rUt they will oe minor. Soutuh Peqiop n lIA in located approximatelv
ten miles (Iýe west of the Phijehel and Goshute Peak WSAs. 4 4 This area
should not -e impacted- by the proposed action.

4. 3.2. 2 Ce, eral Recreation:

Ponroationsai ALiViVteS now takino place in the land area heneath the
proposed superso•ic- fl iqhr airspace are of the outdoor, individual , or smal l
,iroup, wi Iler-ness exper i.oce natir r. These activities- includo huntinq,
hikinq, horse riding, campninr, nature study, etc. The tyrp of activities
where the values of unspoiled natuire are del iherately souqht. Pecause of
the resoton,ess of tne area, tn'i total number of peonle participatinq in these
activiti~s is -xpeted to ie qmall. Noise created by sonic booms, Wouldý
prohua•ly he annoyinq to some of the recrreationists. The sonic booms will
not. involve any irreversiole clameg'. to the recreational capacity of the area.
Tinis annoyance is unavoidable. T o the fullest extenit pussible, based on

S msibhon re-quirement, sensitive 1periods sLuch as niqhtime and qenerally
4 weekends, would he avoided, thus further mitigating possihle annoyances.

4.1.3 N Id1 ife Manag[ement Plans :od Policies:

W'ildli f agnncies have expressed concern over the possiblo conflict hetween
tlh suporsonic flight Proposal and plans to reintrodue, wi Id• i fe into the
areaI. pI,- and the Utah Division of Wildlife Resonirces are considerino
reestahlishinq niqhorn sheep and the orereirine falcon in the Deep Creek
Mountains. 4rPM may also introduce about 20 antolope, near the Deep Creek
Mountains. Although flyinq operations, 1)articularly with jet aircraft,
always have the potential for bird strikes, these operations already exist
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and havy provided no iirlication of siqnificant bird strike problems in tho
area. qtudies referenced previously indicate that, sonic booms themselves
should have no adverse impjact on birds or other wildlife that may be
reintroduced into the area beneath the proposed supersonic flight airspace.

4. 3.A Future Dev-looment:

The State of Utah has expressed their concern that the proposed action would
devalue those state lands acquired from Conqress for the development or
nernefit of state institutions. They contend that any infringement on the
potontial for development ny any agency would.9 he in direct contrast with the
1894 mandate of Conqress that set the lanids aside. The impact of the
proposed action on long-term develonment is discussed in the next section.

4.4 Relationship Retween Local Short-Term Uses of the Environment and
MaintenAnce and Enhancement of Long-Term Pro 3uctivity:

So'me of the State and Federal aqencips contacted have voiced concern over th.,
proposal based upon the potential for adverse impact the nnise miqht have on
wildlife, land values andl recreational opportunities. Visitors travelinq
through the area are often attracted there b-ecause of its quiet, peaceful
and tranquil rural atmosphere. There is concern that very concentrated
sonic boom activitv could adversely imoact the future developmornt of wildlife

prr-flrams, recreational opoortunJ ties, and landl values in the area, and result

in these interests not being fully developed. Tn 1980, a contractor worignq
for the Air Force finalized a study 3 9 on the economic impact of sonic booms
on four existinq supersonic flight MOAs. The four MOAs, Sells in Arizona,
White Sands in New Mexico, Desert in Nevada, and Gladder, in Arizona, had
experience-] superso•nic activity since 1968, 1969, 1974, and 1977
respectively. The evidence obtained hy this study allowed tho contractor to
" "ke the fol1owirny conciusiuris with respect to tene impact of Air F.u OCc , Mr IL
boom activity:

(i) There was no influence exerted on population chanqgs.

(2) There was no significant impact on emoloyment and lanor force

qrowth in the study areas.

(3) There had been no loss of personal income, or slow down of growth
which would have resulted in neqative net improvemenPts.

(4) There •was no impact on thc -hility of r-tu.il trash? to expand.

(5) There was no influnontial role played in assessed valuation )
cn.,nqes within any of the seven counties of the four active supersonic
fliqht MOAs.

(6) There was no impact on imptovements in land values.

(7) The tourism industry in the study area had not been significantly
impacted.
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(8) There was no significant impact on the cattle ranching industry.

(9) There was no significant impact on the mininq industry.

It is anticipated that the economic impact on the land area beneath the
proposed supersonic flight airspace would he similar to that exhibited

beneath the Four study MOAs. The land areas beneath the Four MOAs exhibit

numerous similar characteristics to that neneath the airspacei under
consideration and in some instances have facets that would appear to ne more

sensitive to possible impacts (i.e., retirement home development-s and
tour isem). Also, outside of the possible wildlife programs discussed earlier
5an the wilderness study proposed for a portion of the Deep Creek Mountains,
there appears to be little indication that there are any significant plans
for tno future development of the land area beneath the proposed airspace.

The s;hort-term impact of sonic booms on wildlife has been shown by several
studios to be minimal. To date no studies have indicated any adverse
long-term effects on wildlife.

4.5 Irreversiole and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources:

There are no known irreversible or irretrievable commitments associated with
the use of the proposed airspace for supersonic fliqht other than the jet
fuel that: would ne consumed in ordinary operations.

4.6 Environmental Consequences -- Original Proposal:

4.6.1 Noise Impactsý:

4.6.1.] General:

The general and backqround information on noise and sonic booms provided
utnder the proposed alternative is applicable to this section.

4.6.1.2 Original Proposal:

The ellipses used in the following discussion are utilized as a noisy
evaluation too] to better define noise levels in q'neral areas of higher
aircraft activity. Because they are not defined op:eratinq areas, the
ellipses (in reality) may shift or not occur at all.

Air Force studies of the Oceana MOA on F-15 aircraft indicated that, except
for entry and exit of the MOA, air-to-air combat: maneuvers were concentrated
in an area roughly of an elliptical ishaoe. Since the F-15 and F-16 use
similar training scenarios, portions of this data will be used to estimate
the impact of F-16 operations. Because of the qeographical conditions
oeneath this airspace and because of the location of the existing supersonic
flight airspace, the airspace is capable of facilitating three training
areas, modeled by ellipses, where the noise from supersonic activity will
tend to be heard. The two main criteria for locating these training areas,
as shown in Figure 11.0, are the geography of the underlying land and the
horizontal spacing allowed between adversary aircraft. The areas are
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'ori,-oral ly found over low-lyinq lands or val leyi because the aircraft tend to
operat,, ;it their optimum elevation region (about 20,000 feet MSI.) to avoid
worrying about mountain peaks or high ground reducing the safety buffer of
airspace neneath them. These higher activity areas are usually found far
enough from airspace boundaries and other training areas so that adversary
aircraft can begin their maneuvers at a distance of at least 40 miles apart.
This hori,.ontal spacing allows for effective training in the use of the
aircraft's radar. Also shown in Figure 11.0 are the approximate locations
of the elliptical training areas within existing supersonic flight
Sairspace. As can be seen, should the proposed action be approved, the north
ellipse in Figure 11.0 may extend into the existing supersonic flight
airspace and one of the elliptical training areas over the existing airspace
appears to extend into the Proposed airspace.

Under worst case conditions the airspace could accomodate 922 sorties per
month that would ievulve supersonic flight with most of the noise levels
from the activity approximated by the elliptical areas. Because they are
closer to Hill AFR, the north and middle portions of the airspace would he
more heavily used than the south. It is estimated that the north and middle
ellipses would receive about 400 monthly supersonic sorties each and the
south ellipse would receive the remaining. In Appendix 13, the C-weighted
]day-niqht average sound level was calculated for the land areas and is

modeled ny each of the three ellipses; the north and middle ellipses would
have sound levels of 59.8 decioels and the south ellipse would have a level
of 55.1 decibels. These figures were based on the average supersonic speeds
and altituldes anticipated for the proposed actions: Ml4ch 1.1 and 15,000 feet
A(TL (20,000 feet MS3.) respectively.

Utilizing an A-weighted day-night average sound level method, HUD has
etLablished bnat a location must have a sound level of less than 65 decibles
to ne considered acceptable for residential purposes. Studies 4 2 have shown
that for comparable values of C-weighted and A-weiqhted noise levels, people
generally find the impxulse noise described by the C-weighted method to be
more annoying. These same studies have shown that in the decibel range being
considered in this impact statement, a penalty of about 4.5 decibels should
he added to the C-weighted sound levels in order to compare them with the
annoyance associated with A-weighted sound levels. Even with these penalties
added, the sound levels expected from the scenario described in the previous
paragraph are generally considered acceptable for residential purposes.

Under these same worst case loading conditions (922 supersonic sorties per
month in the airspace), a similar analysis could be performed assuming the
worst case operating conditions. For this purpose the booms are all produced
at, 5,000 feet AGl (lowest allowed elevation) by aircraft traveling at Mach
1.3 (highest anticipated speed). If the same number of booms reach the
ground as was assumed in the previous situation, the C-weighted day-night
average sound level for land areas beneath the north and middle ellipses
would have a level of about 67.4 decibels and the south ellipse would have a
level of about 61.7 decibels. With the 4.5 decibel penality applied to these
C-weighted levels, they would be 5 to 7 decibels higher than what would
normally he considered acceptanle for residential purposes. gut, this
scenario is unrealistically exaggerated and would probably never occur.
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The number of carpet booms likely to be heard at any point beneath an
elliptical operating area can be estimated by the method described in
Appendix C. These estimates are summarized below:

Probability of Hearing Given Number
Number of Booms or More Booms Per Day

Heard Per Day Northern or Central Southern
Ellipses Ellipse

1 0.86 0.50

2 0.56 0.13

3 0.27 0.02

4 0.10 0.o0

5 0.03 0.01

6 0.01

7 0.0]

As an example interpretation of these numbers, an individual I ivinq under the
northern ellipse can except to hear two or more booms on slightly more than
one-half of the days (from the table, 0.56), andi on less than one day in one
hundred would he hear seven or more booms. These probabilities drop off
rapidly at distances more than 0.8 times the cut-off distance from the
operating ellipse, reaching essentially zero at the cut-off distance. This

o• outer limit where essentially no booms are expected is the same as the videst
ellipse in Figure 11.0.

The situations described in the preceding saragraphs are worst case loading
conditions. Under normal conditions there would only be about 719 air-to-air
training sorties within the proposed airspace in one month and the flights
would tend to be divided up roughly between the north and middle ellipses

Swith few going to the southern area. in this instance, the existing
* supeisonic flight airspace would handle the remaining air-to-air sorties.

They would tend to he flown in the two areas represented by ellipses shown
withiLn the existing supersonic flight airspace area of Figure 11.0.

Under average operating conditions, the shock waves will travel only as far
as the outer ellipses shown in Figure 11.0 (approximately 4.3 miles out from
the innermost ellipse). At the maximum airspeed and minimum altitude allowed
(M = 1.3 and 5,000 AGt), the maximum lateral cutoff distance of the sonic )
boom will only be about 1.4 miles from the aircraft flight track. At the
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same maximum airspeed but ;;t 30,0001 feet MSL, the maximum cutoff distance
increases to I1 miles with overpressures substantially less then when the
oono is created at 5,000 feet AGL. Under this set of conditions, the qround

beneath the inner ellipses would experience overpressures of about 1.67 psf?
and the overpressure on the ground at the 11 mile distance would die down to
0.30 pst. The above, 11 mile distance, represents the widest spread of sonic
waves that is expected from the proposed action. With the booms being
created in the elliptical airspace discussed earlier, the 11 mile cutoff
distance would create on outer ellipse as shown in Figure 11.0.

4.6.1.3 Impacts on People:

The impacts would oe the same as the propoied action, except that their are
apprnximately 300 more people located under the airspace in this alternative.

4.6.1.4 Sonic Boom Effects on Animals:

Same as for the proposel alternative.

4.6.1.5 Sonic loom Effects on S;tructures:

Same as for the proposed alternative, except that their are more structures
located within the area.

4.6.1.6 Sonic loom Effects on Terrain and Seismic Activity:

Same as for the proposed alternative.

4.6.1.7 Sonic Boom Effects on Areas Beyond the Airspace Boundaries:

In iridition to the same imnacts assciated with the proposed alternative,
approximately 15 ranches, toe Town of Callao, and one school may be
occ.asionally impacted by extremely diminished overpressures.

4.6.1.8 Impact on Air Quality:

The alternative supersonic fliqcit airspace overlays portions of Elko and
White Pine Counties in Nevada and Millard, Juan and Tooele Counties in Utah.
In toe EPA review of state Air Quality Control Regions, the concentrations of
par-ticulate matter and of sulfur oxides tnroughout the area, with thhe
exception of Tooele County in Utah, were listed as being "letter Than
National Standards'. Tooele County in utian is listed as exceeding primnary
and secondary standards for sulfur oxides. However, these Violations are
due primarily to smeltinq operations on the eastern side of the County, some
90 mi 1em east of the airspace. The concentration of cxidant (ozone) is
listed as beinq "Better Than National Standards" in Nevada. Due to sparse
,opulatitu rnd lack of .obient air quality monitoring data, EPA considers
the entire area to be "Better Than or Cannot Be Classified" in respect to
attainment of the carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxide standards and also for
the ozone standard in the Utah portion of the area. The airspace is not
located in an Air Quality Maintenance Area.
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The follodinq table provides a comparison between the proposal and this

alternative from the DEIS.

TABLE 2.0

PROJECTED ANNUAL EMISSIONS

FROM P-16 AIR-TO-AIR SCRTIES

Emissions (Tons/Year)

Original Proposed

Pollutant Proposal Action

CO 75.5 56.6

HC 2.3 1.7

NOX 615.0 461.3

sox 70,6 53.0

Particulate (Total) 9.3 7.0

4.6.1.q Impact on Archeological or Historical Sites:

impacts are the same as for the oroposed action.

4.6.1.10 Impact on Air Traffic:

The impact on air traffic is essentially the same, however, radar coverage
in the southern portion of thý original proposal is not as extensive.

4.6.1.11 Accidents:

Imnoacts are identical to the proposed action.

4.7 Relationship of the Original Proposed Art-ion to Land Use Plans,
Policies and Controls:

4.7.1 Access to the Affected Area:

4.7.1.1 l.,and Access:

Designation as approved for supersonic flight has no effect on movement of
ground vehicles below. Same as the proposed action.

4.7.1.2 Access to Nonmilitary Aircraft:

Same as for the proposed action, although more pilots may he inconvenienced.
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4.7.2 Recreation Plans:

4.7.2.1 Wilderness Areas:

Imocts are the same as for the proposed action, however, the original
prop),al would impact more of the Deep Creek Mountain Range WSA and the
Mt. Moriah unit of the Humboldt National Forest. Located less then 10 miles
south of the original proposal, it has also been identified by the U.S.
Forest Service for further wilderness study. The closest actual air-to-air
co;Mat maneuvers will be concentrated in an elliptical area 14 miles from
Mt. Moriah. With the aircraft speeds and altitudes anticipated, shock waves
will he refracted back into the atmosphere before traveling the 14 miles to
Mt. Moriah.

4.7.2.2 General Recreation:

Same as for the proposed action, except that more individuals utilizing
recreational areas would be impacted.

4.7.3 Wildlife Management Plans and Policies:

Same as for the proposed action, except there is a possibility of disturbing
transplanted species in the Deep Creek Mountain Range.

4.7.4 Future Development:

4.7.4.1 National Park Proposal:

The State of Nevada has informed the Air Force that the area of the Snake
Mountain Panqe, adjacent to the south end of the original proposal, is being
considered for the site of a proposed Great Basin National Park. The north
tip of the Snake Range, as shown in Figure 12.0, does reach the southern
boundary of the original proposal. Under normal operations, the closest
air-to-air training will !e accomplished some seven miles north of this
boundary with sonic booms created at about 20,000 feet MSL and at a speed of
Mach 1.1. Under these conditions sonic boom overpressures will he refracted
back into the atmosphere almost three miles short of this boundary. At
hign•er speeds and higher altitudes this noom overpressure will impact more
ground area, but will also weaken as it travels.

The White vine Power Project DEIS of GctobeL 1983 sit t S the preferred
location of a generating Plant in North Steptoe Valley. This site is less

5 than 25 miles from the original proposal 's operations area. If this project
is funded and sited in this location, the total populAtion in this region
may increase hy 50%. Although outside of the area of impact from the
supersonic airspace proposal, the WPPP could generate an increased
recreational demand].

4.8 Relationship fetween Local Short-Term Uses of the Environment and
Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity:

SaTWe: as for the proposed action.
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4.8.1 Irreversihle and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources:

Same as for the proposed action.

4.9 No Action:

As would ne expected with this alternative, all the environmental impacts
associated with sonic booms as described in section 4.1, would not occur.
Aircraft operations involving supersonic flight would be restricted to
airspace already approved for these operations which is located over land
controlled ny the DOD. The nroposed airspace would still be heavily used
for aircraft traininq operations but not at supersonic speeds. The environ-
n;,Žntal imoact of this alternative would amount to a 'status quo", but the
388 and 419 TrFW's training programs would remain significantly degraded. A
significant !port on oF their air-to-air comhat training flights would not he
accompliShed in airspace where the aircraft's full capability could be
exploited. A true simulation of wartime situations could not be achieved on
these flights and the pilot's wartime survivability could be impaired.

4.10 Alternative Airsace Within the UTTR:

The alternate training areas within the UTTR that were addressed in section
2.2.4 would experience similar environmental impacts to those expected
nen.,ath the proposed airspace and addressed in chapter IV. At any of these
alternate airspaces, the air combat maneuvers would be accomp]ished at
similar altitudes and the sonic booms generated would cause essentially the
same overpressures at ground level. Available evidence indicates that
domestic and wild animals are not significantly impacted by these over-
pressures and the analysis provided in Chapter IV indicates that the areas
suojected to sonic nooms are stiil suitanle for residential living. The
primary difference in environmental impact would appear to be the number of
people present beneath the airspace that may be annoyed by the booms.
1Lcatinq the operations in the Lucin MOAs (section 2.2.4) would impact more
people than the proposed action while locating operations in R-6402, R-6405,
and the Sevier MOAs (section 2.2.4) would impact similar numbers of people.
The residential population Deneath the LucIn MOAs is approximately 400 ann
the ,nortions of R-6402, R-6405 and tho sevier MOAS in Juab and Millard
Counties (Utah), the least popuilous portions of these areas, have a
population of anout 330. These latter alternative sites are individually
small in useaole size and unless comnined may not be capable of meeting the I
totil training requirements. Also, usr of these sites would not be able to3 take advantaqe of other existing !TP training facilities such as the HUS
Arena. There is no clear cut environmental advantage (less populous areas)
to the alternative sites within the UTTR and in most cases, they involve
operational disadvantages.

4.11 Vertical Dimension Changes:

Any significant increase in thy el]mvation of the proposed supersonic tiight
airspace would force pilots to deploy their aircraft at elevations where the
maiximum performance of the craft is decreased. Although this would decrease
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I
the noise impact at ground level, it would ne a direct contradiction to the
primary aoal of the proposed action which is to provide airspace where
realistic combat training can be accomplished. Minor increases in the floor
elevation (a few thousand feet) could possibly be made without affecting the
normal aircraft maneuvering altitudes, but then the estimated noise impacts
would remain the same because the planes would still tend to fly at the same
altitude. Only the maximum anticipated sonic boom overpressure levels would
be decreased and it is estimated that sonic booms will seldom be generated

at these lowest altitudes.

4.12 Action Taken or Proposed to Mitigate the the Adverse Environmental
Im pacts:

The following actions have been taken or are proposed to minimize the impact
of sonic boom activity on the environment beneath and near the proposed
supersonic flight airspace.

4.12.1 Proposed Action:

The proposed action has been generated to mitigate impacts on communities in

the southern portion of the airspace originally proposed in the DEIS. Ry
reducinq the size of the impacted area and limiting it to an area which is
very sparsely populated, the larger population areas have been avoided.

4.12.1.1 Area Altitude Design:

To minimize noise disturbances even in remote, sparsely populated areas, the
minimum altitude for supersonic flight has been proposed at 5,000 feet above
ground level. This minimum altitude was selecter as a compromise to allow
realistic training while minimizing the impact of sonic boom activity on the
area environment.

4.12.2 Minimum Weekend/Holiday Area PInT

Use of the area for weekend/oliday supersonic flight training wil I be
minini sed. The policy for scheduling air combat training will he to !Irst
utilize that airspace already approved for supersonic fligwt which is
located over DOD owned land. This airspace will generally be aole to handle
weekend/holiday supersonic flight training. This will minimize the noise
impacts on the area during periods when the majority of people are
participating in recreation, weekend retreat and tourism activities.

4.112.3 Dawmage Claýims:

The Air Porce will pay for damage to private property resulting from sonic
booms caused by Air Force operations. Generally, the amotunt paid for
sunstantiated claims is based on tue repair or depreciated replacement cost,
whichever is less. The Air Force will also pay for personal injury
resulting indirectly from sonic Dooms, although occurrences of this nature
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are extremely rare. The Claims Office at Hill AFP can provide required
forms and information concerning claims policies and procedures. Claims and
inquiries should be addressed to:

00-hALC/JA
Hill AFB, UT 84056

It is the policy of the Air Force that whenever its noncombat activities,

including sonic booms, cause damage, it will make payment of fair amounts
for that damage. The claimant need not prove negligence on behalf of the
Air Force or any of its members in order to receive payment. The claimant
need only prove the cause and effect relationship between the sonic booms
and the damage.

Claimants can assist by making a record of the exact time when the damage
occnrrei and/or a sonic boom was heard. Sonic boom damages can be repaired
immediately at the claimant's expense. Actual repair costs/estimate should

then b-' forwarded to the Hill Claims Office with required Air Force claims
forms. Claims for damage may not he payable if (I) there was no Air Force

activity being conducted at the time the damage occurred or (2) the damage
risulted from other causes; for example, structural deficiencies.

4.13 Prn~nsed/Poconnn~nded Actions to Mitigate Environmental Impacts:

4.13.1 JoiLnt St u,iy R-•tweei top Air Fnrc, and the Utah Pivision of Wildlife
Rke.,o:rr7es

t is recomnended that the Air Porcz.? enter into an agreement with the Utah
DiVisio1n of Wildlife ReLzou'rcs (UDw- 1 tný )ointiy ,twidy the effects of sonic
tor-.s on transplanted specris in tny. Deep Creek Mountains. Such a study
woi.i. yie*i information, valuanie to >,ts the Air Force and other wildlife

W1,1 17w-nt ag-_±ncies. The utqde Se- 0T ci rcomstances surroundinq this
pra),3•s- , a tinn p!o0,im,-s ;A- oD'oruUTWry to furtt.er understatnd the effects of
:',c ~1: ;ionxc oOo- on -on l*iif.

4.1K.2 A"-itinrnjl 'Study on SqhiIkrsnnir `igqht wjt,iin A2 2 rove:l

If a waiv,,, to pe:foim surersonic flijh; Wltnin the proposed airspace ;S
qranten., it ) r;commended tnat tn.9 wa11er ne fot a period of three years at
wokhn ,:me tie effects ot tn ation, Vr a-iy, can hne reasse•se'. Durinq this

t0,re,2 ve-ar pt ol, a stody rty be hnerfnrmed., utilizing the HUS arena and3 Aý"1 sy',tnni, to locite and dpf:ne the characteristics surrounding the F-16
and supersonic flight specifically For this airspac..

4.14 Consiiderations thit Offset thn, Adverse Environmental Effects:

The F-16 is a l iqhtweight single ,•'oqin, multi-role tactical fighter
configured for both air-to-air and air-to-ground operations. This allows it
to operate from any airfield with an improved runway now being operated by
the United Sta es Air Force. The F-16 aircraft is essential fot national
security.
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l'ea-jct ime t raining program~s tal lor-d -1irectly to exr-wcted wartime threats are

e~sS',nt iaDI to the mis-sion of the Al Thrce and thus the Nationil De.fense.

Supersonic flight rrainiinj- in the' )Posed supersonic flight airspace would6

d~irec-tly -enhance, the combatc capability of the 31A and 419 TFWn by increasingq
th- ýcanltity an"] quality of reahisticý trainin;1 air-space. Combat ready pilots

w~ojid he *sIhl to fully explore the aircraft performance capabilities and

develop, practice and refine sound corrtat skills and habits dluring supersonic

fl ig-,t.

4. 1 De1)ýtail 1s of Un r esol vei Iss5ue-s:

neai~of the area's remoteness, residents are accustomed to the solitude

and rran-7uility of the rurat environi.1ent. Many have chosen, this life styleý

to nurms3-y avoid the noise and pressures -if urhan ce~ntcc's. For example,
in a letter to the Governor of Utah from The Parrish Ranch, the Batemnana

fooin(1sofmany of thnf residents:

*w LJV- in this jxcflvlo reoetejets) and
love it just ;Ls it is, as toe generations ht'ffre us;

na~ve. Some- ranchnes ainn farms now haysý the fifth family
qnneration beinq raised on them and the GoSh4Z'Ie

Po2c-,.rvat ion has longer 1 innaqe thntint. wP fee] our-

] ivesý and I ivei ir'ood are at stake andý do not want

to have to ?xbandon our homes anti rar(nche. *.

At th" tim- of this document's: prepnaration, the Air Force had bieen contacted

rr, tho individluals and orgainizations, pl-_ntifi-em in the punlic comment

s~ti;Of thi s documeýnt. Issues ident i find tiv thtesge agencies have been
a3.ilrussei III the text.

iT' 'Irafli was fileýd with thr- Environlmorntal Proitection Aq~nc7y in Augu71st 1l9UC
tom'Tnt from p~hlic review are cont,,iiei inApndxU espotises to theseý

commient'; are conta inc.! In ?pcv xF.
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Ct un. rI '~r.e5 ne I idii n o~mj~2 ~ SroC. Amptrica Vol. 51, Feh
197-2, )n. 742-757.

1 un torc..,-i, 'Pn 1 1972) , "1.":3 in, i decrcoo -i, h-ncnq -ie: a*.'ions .silporsooi cs
ir1.-s proiC-io nnr;Pt %1; -in ir ml I I nvp -e "' 12 1: 1 36 7- 14 0 1

1[. Tp,.r 'r t n.j- ' t~hp 1. 1r Pr,ro, , 1), wr FV,-,i. r c)nrne-r,~ i I Tynnart qtAtL'iont

FiI I ht On~ nn ~n th-, Se)l I - A i '-ea(( ".-rlavinn the Pananno Indian

!v' I oiiHthern Arizona,. H'adquo~rter!, TatclArC~oit'and, T~anql-ýy

1 I . D,, r F.- r rm n 1 of thr- Air noc' r, i t y-i -j nrn-,ý_t - Impmt S t m
HU:.rsnflln Vi ht npperat iri;,- in thow VPlont ino Mil litrary ~r3in ra

11olI I om-,~ i AFI, , Now Mnx ic-r., Tact ical A; r Commandi, 27 YJuly 19-lu.

12. 1;oPT11irk, Y. , F lt, 1,, iind Pit, 0, (1974) Vet Rc~r- _.I_ lIF6.
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3. Ewbank, (97 7) -Phe Ef foect.s of Sonnic flooms, on Fa rm An imalIs,

iror, Ci-e-nsnIl C5<1 and Hillr F.W.S. (Pedo). '2te Veterinary__Annual, 11I7th

i ssu.eý, F3 r is.tol: Wr ight.

1 11 Fa'isst ( 1966) F'ausst Wor ki ng Pape r 431, "Report of Veteri nary (It ri cer

of Mini-rtry of Agricultiire." AhotractedH in and Annotated Bibliography on
"Antimal Petsrionse to Soni c B~oomsz anti (-,ther Loud No ises ( 1970)."w Nat ional

Academy of Sci ences, Nati ona , Rese:arch CouncilI Washi ngton, D. C.

I). F Iletcho s, John 1, ; and Pus-nr'lI ,n1.C.- ( 1976), EfFfects of Noise on

Wildl if-. Acadeýmic: Press, San Francs.7c-o, CA p. 63-79.

V. Her shey, R. L. andi T.H. hiqignins, S;tat ist ialI Proedict ion ModelI for G lass
Pr.Žakigs from Nominal Sonic, Room Loads, Report FAA-RII-73-79, January 1973.

17. john-on, D.1., T_ L Co I and DIR C.WA. Nixon, Personal Visi t to SPELLS MOA in
Sou1thern Ar izonaL Oct 11077.

1lb. lyvnch, TE.F.; and 5;,Peaký f D.T4 I (97M), "The Effect of Sonic Boom on the
Nes.t i nq and Rroird Reari ng Qehavi or of the Eastern WiIld Turkey.' *fureau of

Spr ,ir' n 4llfSeartle tWasningt~on Weste~rn Fish r~isease;c Lab.

e* gntn, 1'.J. an-1 I. 2. Ruinyan, Sonic lr-oom f,iter-it ure Survey, Report
L'AA-no-73-l >s-.] (Slat-' of the Art Vol. 1), S;entembe-r 1q73.

*o. Vain-, F.O. and1 1.2. 'R~inyan, Sonic bo-om Literatur Suey Report

FA-p-~n2(Carisule Summnaries Vol. 1,1 ). Se~ptember 1Q)73.

Ma1 - at nn- 1 R~ureai, of Sqtandardls wj t h Rrvi ronmenta 1 Protect non Agency, '7h,,
ý'fl(c-ts of Sonic :40com and Sýimilar 1'nri lsive- Ncise on Structures-, Decamner

2?."2~vaaThe SilIver .;tat e, West'rn states Hlistorical Publ ishers. Inc..

2 3. ' Crn,(½, and Othprs;, Sýonic Ros"eit From Extrweme 1x .0w

AlIit 10- S'I-rsoni C Flight: !5as enn,;nd Obst-r ati urs on Hoi1~ta
TivPS¶,o'-k and eole Aerospa'ý-n Mediical Poseparrb !,abýoratories,

Wriqnt-Patt-.r~snn APP, Ohio, 7Report No. P-P.Tl , Octobepr 11968.

2'.to -40k, '.. (971."Ff Curt:; of Sonic Bonon AlrnhInDriver
1kC.jVi'r ,* " orronto Universityv (Ontairio)) Instirtite i.-r Anro)pace. Stdides,,

Si ITT' EASNo I N-Irn, Ar.,iaA

IG i~u1'~', F. ( 19)71 ), Trr'f i,,r& Ia 1-pnr t 7 10 F4. " nya I Ai1r craf t
r'; -Iol :rinent ( M in I ot r y of Tle rern!..' ) ,a rH'ooui ants , O.Y.

27. SltsSi mon, Sujrvey of Son).- 1,oom 1'tiennieini for the Non-
I In- a t' , F'AA Donror t No. FAA -VDfl7 -(0Vrb17
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28. Teer, J.G.; and Truett, J.C. (1973), "Report No FAA-RD-73-148.
Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Washington,
D. C.

29. Thackray, R.I. ; Rylander, R, : and Touchstone, R.M. (lg73)- 'Sonic Bloom
Startl( l ffects Report of a Field Study.' Civil Aeromedical Institute,
Oklahoma City, 0K.

3n. Theory, Claude, and Jean-Claude L. Wanner, Jacques Vallee, Claude
Vivier , Th-oretical and E£perimental Studies of the FocUS of Sonic Rooms,
J. Acoust, Soc, of America, Vol 52, No I (Part 1), 1972, pp. 13-32.

31. Thomson, K.C., Mineral D;enrsits of the Deep Creek Mountains, Toople and
J!uah Ciunties, Utah. Utah Geological anO Mineralogical Survey Pulletin 9%,

fzaIt l.ake City, Utah, June 1973.

32. ielch, Rruce L. and Annemarie S. Welch, Physinlogical Effects of
Nnis-, Friends of Psychiatric Research, Inc., Maryland Psychiatric
Res-arch Center and the John Hopkins Unive!rsity School of Medicine,
Baltimnore, marvland. Plenum Press, New York, lQ7fl.

33. Hiqqins, John 11., Jr. (1960), Effocts of Sonic Room. J.H. Wigqins
Company, Palos Verges Estates, CA.

34. POo),rtson W.,i., Jr. (1c)70), Proceedings of the ]Sth International
Ornitholoqical Conqresq, The Haque, Holland, AIquet 30 - September 5, 1970.
Mass hitcninq failure of Dry Tortqiqas Sooty Terns.

35. Hel zworth, Georqe C., mixinq lle1cihts, Wind qnedsl, and Potential For
:Urhan Air Pollution Throuqhout the Cont-quous United States, EPA

[rtllrcatinn nl). AP-lnl, Research "'rianqte Park, N.C., Jan 1972.

3(,. Information on Lovels of Environmental lnois- 0 equisite to Protect
S,,lic H[.ulth a-id Welfare with an Ad'iquate Marqin of Safety. 5i50/9-74-004.

b,. C Environmental Prot-ction Aqfncy, Match l 74.

37. Environmental Criteria and Standards. U.S, Department of Housinq and
'Jrhan Drev.,1meent. 24 C•R Part 5].

lH. C(;uidelines for Prcparinq Fnviro•,rienral Irnac:t Statements on Noise",
Uommitte-÷ on iearonq, llioa':onitics, anod rlomechanics, National Research

Coiin-il, Mational Academy of Sciences, 1177.

3". !'cýonomic Impact Stl|y, Va],ntinr, and Morenci Military Operations Areas,-
a F) al ,eport prepared for HQ TAC/DEEV, U.S. Air Force by Team Four Inc.,
and 'nvi rodyne Engineers Inc. , May I:)80.

4'). T e s -r) f Z Mapto r i a I TAi rds to oIw level Military ,;ts arnd S'.on ic Rooams

Pen•l tU; of the 1980 - 19R1 joint U.S. Air Force - U.S. Fish anii Wildlife
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nracl,', AZ '0,937.
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41. C, I Ioway, William J., PpveIormment of C-Weighted Day-Night Avpra(Ie SOLrd

1,'vpl Conto'irs for P-15 Air Comhat Manetuvsring Areas, 3RRN Report 4430, Rolt
RDranpk anti Newman Tnm., Suhmitted to HQ Tactical Air Command, Environmental
Planning Division, Langley AF'1, Virqinia, August 1980.

42. Galloway, William J., Rtfcommendations for Revision of Environmental
Impalt S-tatements for Sh personic Operations in the Valentine -ind Reserve
Military Operating Areas, RRN Report 4430, qolt, Beranek and Newman Inc.,
Submitted to HQ Tactical Air Command, Environmental Planning DiVision,
Langley APR, Virqinia, Octohrr ]980.

43. "Aqsessment of Community Response to High ,nerGy Impulsive Sounrls,
Commiz-t•e on Hearing, Rioacoustics, and Riomýechanics (CHARA) Workinq Group
84, Natinnal Academy of Sciences, National Academy Press, Washington D.C.,
1q81.

44 PrpoLeo2 WH;ells Resourcp Manaijment Plan and Final Environmental Impact
Sta•temPnt, United States TDepartment of the Interior, Bureau of Land
Manaqement, FIto District Office, Flko, Nevada, 28 November 1q33.

45. !)raft W]e)s Resource M. naqement Plan and Environmeatal Impact
Statoment, United Stateg D)epartment of the Interior, Bureau of Land
k-anaqement, F]ko District Orfice, EIKo, Nevada.

46. Wells wildcrne.Ps Technical .peoot, Bu3trp, of Land Management, Elko
Distr,cr. Office, Wells Resource Area, Nevada, April 1q83.
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V. K1S'¶~c)F PI4pApYR ANT) CONTR IRUTERS:

Keith D, DaVis 
LtCol Paul F- 'Rost di ilAB

(tin jonqer workiriq for the Air vorce) (no lonq,:r statiOfle' tHlAf)

Em.?iroflpnrleft Engifleet2
8 4 9 ABG/DTREXX ;st De.Commander Operati~ns

Hil pR, 11tah 34056 
3P8 TFW/ADO
Hill AM~ Utah 8405A

rnw omrt-IEnqifleer 
o

7844 i0/FltXl 
(no Ilonqet stationed at Hill~ APB)

Hiii h~3 utath 94056 
XRanqe Squadronl TAC Lia~on Officer

650] Ranqe Squaiiron/TACLO

,iio~hapl 4. Trirnelhfl 
1101 APB, Utah 84056

tn849 fl~t ARnqiflee 
Lt Col Peter S. Daley

-il I A~rn, Utah 84056 
Fnvi ronmerital Enqineer
SA.F/MIQ

.urrA'V 0. qant 
'Aashinq~tofl DC 20330

Fi oloqiSt

284c, CESý/T)EX 
waiter J. Ouaid'er

Hil I INF', t1t'~h 84056 
lFvi ronmefitel Prote'cti on Speciaflist

HQ AFILC/PEPV

Jilstin R. 'I~ipkifli 
Wright Patte~rson AFB(, Ohio 49033

6501 2ýAnqr .qau ad ron/T TROT 
k~ton h tii,

Hill A.Fq, Utah M4056 
Phs alCS/DE ntist

,VIO A.. ceonrnq M~anis 
banqley AFB4, Virqiflia 23665

(now ret1.reO from Air Porre)

Tacti<Cal Onotatiofl
5 Branckh, Chie?

viilI A F9, Utah 84955

mrfling P,,R Washiflgtnf, DC ?n332
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VT. TLIST OF ACENCIES, ORGANIZATIONq, AND PERSONS TO WHOM COPIES OF THE

"STATEMENT ARE SENT:

"T1he fol lowing aqencies and individuals werp contacted regardinq this proposal
or have expressed a concern in the action. (Commentors providing no return

address have been omitted from the listing). A copy of the FEIS will he spnt

to each of the linted addresses:

Aak~n-, To"iy Allen, t.ee
tc- South 5th State Representative from District I

Elko, Nevada 8()801 riox 278
Tremonton, Utah 84337

Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation Anderson, Mrs Leota
1522 K Street NW Partoun
Washington, DC 20005 Via Wpndover, Utah 84083

Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association Anderson, Scott L,.

7315 Wi•consqn Avenue Vsk Dale
Washinqton, DC 20nl14 Via Carrison, Utah 84728

Air Force, US Arnuette, Rod
554 CESS/DESEP KUTV-TV Channel 2
Atnn: Jim Mclnerney 455 East 23rd Street
Neilis APR, Nevada 891ql Ogden, Utah 84402

AFOT[CE -- WR Austin, Dena J.

1114 Commerce Street PG( Box 878
Room 206 Lovelock, Nevad.a 84419
Dr.llas, Texas 75242

Attn: Tony Robledo qagley Ranch
Dovidi ". ;and flevvn C. Ragicy

Air Forr-, U)S Star PR(oute Box 29(0, Callan

HG TAC/DEEV Werndover, Utah 84083
Attn: Al Chavis

Lanqlq'/ APB, Virginia 23665 Raker, flearn
Raker Ranches, Inc.

Air Force, Department of the PO PoX ')48
H,0 USAP/lEFT.V PakeF., Nevada 89311

Washinqton DC 20332
qIakor, Paul

Air Force, '(epartment of cwe CGenera Del i very
!10 TISAE"XOflPF lbap,, Utah 84n34
Wishinqron DC 20332

i3arq-en, Ricliarei, M.D.

Albi-r, Mrs. Deana Project Morni ngstar
'Trot (creeK, Utah 814077 Dox 1445

Fai lor, Nevada 89406
A l,-e'r, F'.

'Trout C(reek, Utah 8l4077 Tlateman, ac & u Phyllis
Ditei.an, Kyle & Ikanae

Al l,-r, Kennrt h 5., M.D. Parr Ish Tr,nch
"261-, K;i~ppl r D}r. Tthapah, U~t~ih 84034
F;Ie, Nev.•di 89801
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Rates, (Peqgy, Viky &. Vincint) qureau of Land Manaqement,
Nendrv' s Creek Pan(:h Nevada State Office
Garruenn, Utah 84728 300 Booth Street

PO Blox 1?2000
Bean, Blanche Parrish Reno, Nevada 89520

Bean, Charles W.

863 Rosewood Lane Bureau of Land Manaqement,

layton, Utah 8404) Utah State Office
University Cluh Building

Rlrnneimer, Elizabeth 136 East South Temple

14l1 Earl 
0

rive Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Reno, Nevada 89503

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation,
Riennecke, Sandy Midcontinent Reqion

P0 Box 307 PO Box 25387
Elko, Nevada 89801 Denver, Colorado 80225

Rilyeu, Assemr]yman Rill Bureau of Outdoor Recreation,
Nevada State Assemhlyman, District 33 Pacific Southwest Reqion
Pn Box 511 PO Box 36062
Flko, Nevada 89801 San Francisco, California 94102

Riorpean, !Karpn L. Mi•tcher, Buss, Representative
Star Route Box 520 Southwest and California National
Partolin Parks and Conservation Association
Via Wendover, Utah 8.1083 PO Rox 67

Cottonwood, Arizona 86326
Blackforrd, Ray

Dixie Valley, Nevada 8q406 California Dept of Water & Power
Att.n: Mike Yamada

. Finyden, Kennedy & Romney P0 Box 111, ,Rm (3l
c/o Jonn Paul Kennedy Los Angeles, California 90051

Pa!ul 11. Ashton

1 000 Kennecott Buildinq Calvin, Josephine
!(! East South Temple PG Bno 925
ia)t Lalee City, Utah 84133 Lovelock, Nevada 89419

Bfuffitlton, Jacquie Cameron, Wayne
Pn Box 13645 White Pine County Commissioner
Reno, Nevaln 89507 *2 Pint,

Ruth, Nevada 89119
Buren,,l of Indian Affairs,

stern Nevada Aqeoncy Caoron, Robert E.
P0 Lr)x 7.8 Rd 3, Cobb Poad Box 74
Elko, Nevada 8980] Sparanshorq, Pennsylvania 16434

B|*resu of I.and Manaqement, Carter, Phillin .J.
Ely Dir;trict Office Lund, Nevada 099317

At.t: Jake Rajala
stir 11o05r.u 5, ".ox I Central Nevada Newspapers

Fly, Nevada 89301 PO Box 193f -Tonopah, Nevada 89049
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Chilton Engineerinq Eldridqe, RrentMark Chi Iton, Owner SR 1 Row 42
643 Court Street Rly, Nevada 8930]

lko, Nevada 89601

tEldridqe, Dennis H.Cit iT, n Alort SR I ROy 39
Ahhy JThnson, IExecutive Director Ely, Nevada 89301
PO Roy 5391
Reno, Nevada 89513 Elko Chamber of Commerce
C Thomas li. Gallaqher, ChairmanCitizen AI.=rt Aviation CommitteeBill Vincent, Southern Coordinator 627 Coiurt Street
PO Box 168] E lko, Nevada 8980 1

Las Vegas, Nevada 8 i|0o

IElko Daily Free Pre sCitiseos Call 4ql Pontrth Street
,Janet C. Cordon, Direcror PC Box 1 330
126 South 1430 west Elko, Nevada 8980]
Cedar City, Utah 84720 Attn- Me] Steninqer

Department oF Commerce Flko County Commissioners
Of-fice of Environmental Affairs c/o George Bloucher
14th and F Street, Nw Room 106
Washinqton, DC 20230 106 Courthouse

Elko, Nevada 89801Conrad, H.P.
PO Box 94 rllko Fliqht Service Station
Fallon, Nevada 89406 Elko Municipal Airport

PElkn, Nevada 8980]Cook, Joyce C. Parrish
Parrisýi Ranch El]o indcocndent
ihaoah, Utah 84034 11th and Commercial

PO now 30qDean, Laura Elko, Nevada 89801
PC Roy 43 Attn: Stephanie Hanna
Fly, Nevada 89301

Ev 1e½ Iv Times
DeHoret-I News 655 Anltman
Howell Yniqnt PC) Rox 1139
Pr Bow 1257 Ply, Nevada 89301.alt Lake City, UItah 84111 Attn: Ceorqe Carrnes

Marc Pi!0 ,er.4 )OtIqlaRS, (So orgqe
Callao Star Route, qflk 38() Ely EI1iqht Service StationWendover, Ut'ah 84083 Ely Murnc'ipal Airport

Ely, Nevada 89301!)u�k�,t-er ihoshon, Tr ibhe
Triodwaltveromfnt- Cftfice Department oi' Energy
0uc-kw.3ter, Nevada 89134 Actinq Assistant,
Easrley, Char1~s Secretary for Environment
2)3'ey, hrs20 MassdchUsetts Avenue, MW215 No.rth Street Washington, DC 20545
ly, Nova'ia 8'9301
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Environmental ProtecLion Aqency, Us Fish and Wildlife Servico, US

Reqion VIIl P0 nox 146
1860 Lincoln qtrep.t EIv, Nevada 89301

Denver, Colorado 80295

Fores) t Service, US
Environmental Protection Agency, 324 25th Street

Reqion IX Oqden, Utah 84401
215 Fremnont Street
San Francisco, California 94111 Fnrman, RictarI W.

PM Rox 150
Director, Office of Federal Activities Ely, Nevada 89301

E:nvironmental Protection Aqency

4111 m Street, SW Free, Cathy
1Aashinqton, DC 20545 Salt Lake Trinune

143 South Main
Erickson, Ponert Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Neva'la Leqigslature (Staff)
Carson City,, Nevada 8q710 Faulkerson, Bob

215 Fast 7th Street 46
Fs .k Dal. Community Council Reno, Nevada 895(11
Don R. flartlauer, Secretary
Fsqk Dale Fulton, Jack
Via Garrison, Utah 84728 P0 Box 437

Ely, Nevada 89301
Federal Aviation Administration
Director of Environment and Energy Garland, Cecil and Annette
800 Independence A'e, I1' Callao Star Route 225
Washington DC 20591 Wendover, Utah 84083

Pedreral Aviation Administration, Garrett, Jo Anne
Rocky Mountain Region Po Rox 27

Planninq Officer, ARM-4 BaKer, Nevada 89311
)I4IJ5 East 25th Avenue
Aurora, Colorado 80C10 Gesick, Marie, Concerned Rural Nlva.dnnr

880 Mark Road
FPeiral Aviation Administration, Fallon, Nevada 89406

Western Reqion
Mr. Royal Mink, AWE-4 CGilhert, Janet L.
Po Rox 92007 6185 Franktown Road
Worilway Postal Center Carson City, Nevada 89701
Losn; Anqeles, California 900:19

Claspr, Senator Norman
Field, Till TIox 1
I,) Box 163 FHaneck, Nevada 89824
Ely, Nev.ada 89301

GI-rihill, Elizaheth W.
Pi,•ch and Wildlife Service, U5 5340 Goldenrod Drive
Jim Coyn-r, Fish and Ni ldl ife P1ioloqist Reno, NeVad.3 89511
1311 Federal Tluild inq

125 South State Street Goodwin, Mr 6 Mrs
Salt lske City, Utah 841i8 Star Route Rox 582

Partoun
Via Wendover, Utah R4083
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Goshuto Enterprises Hecht, Honorable Chic

C-/o Amy Mills United States Senate
2450 west 500 South Washington, DC 20510
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

Ileinbau~gh, Ken

Green, Dale W. 1501 Ave P

Lehmon Caves Road Ely, Nevada 89301
Baker, Nevada 8931.1

llelderhrant, Linda

CGriqqs, Joseph F., Jr PO Box 3773
PO Rox 488 Stateline, Nevada 83449

Baker, Nevada 89311
Henroid, William J. and Merle

Hardman, Milt Star Route, Box 612

G eneral Delivery Pleasant Valley
Inapah, Utah 34034 via Wendrover, Utan 84083

-Harris, Dale and Deanne Heritage Conservation and
st Pt Box 615 Uvada Recreation Service
Pleasant Valley mid-Continent Region
Via Wpndover, Utah 84083 Po nox 25387

Denver Federal Center
Harvey, Tom Denver, Colorado 80225
United Press international
PO Rox 1375 Hirctmart, Judith
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 Cl t ice ,of Planning and Bu1dget

l11 Stdte Capitol Building

liatch, Honorable Orin G. Salt LaKe city, Utah 84114
United States Senate
Waptinqtnn DC 20510 Holmes, Dick, Chairman

Concerned Rural Nevadans
Department of Health, 11500 Southi Maine

Education and Welfare Po Box 629
Office of Environmental Affairs Fallon, Nevada 89406

330 lndeoendence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201 Hloghs, Julie C.

Po Box 944
llryalth & Human Services Lovelock, Nevada 89419
Attn: Frank S. macha, PhD
Chief, Environmental Affairs lichik, Bill
Centers for Disease Control Paker, Nevad-i 89311
Atlant-a, Georaia 30333

US Department ot the intefi,;t'
HecKothorn, Pee, Sr. Office of Environmental Project Review
611 Pine Strýeet Room 688, Fuildinq 67
Ely, Nevada 89301 Denver Federal Center

Denver, Colorado 80225
H-ckethoriI, fee, Jr.

Sr r Rox 5] D'epartment of the Interior
Ely, Nevada 89301 Office of Environmental Project Review

Interior Building

H1-eckethoro, Gene D. Washington, DC 20240
S r I Box 3

Ely, Nevada 89301
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Intpr-Trihal Council of Nevada Laxalt, Honorable Paul

Euglne W. Pasqua United States Senate

P0 Box 7440 Washington, DC 20510
Reno, Nevada 89510

Lewis, Carol
Ishell, Lucille Trout Creek, Utah 84077
P0 mox 397
Ply, Nevada 89301 Lewis, Elaine R.

Partoun Star Rt, Box 530
Jarvis, Joe Via Wendover, Utah 84083
El Aero Services, nc
Elko Airport Lewis, Larry
Elko, Nnvada 89801 KST-TV, Channel 5

609 S. 100 E.
Johnston, Odis D. Farmington, Utah 84025
944 Ave "W{
E. Ely, Nevada 89301 Leyland, Leah

Pox 310 Callao Route
,lo, Mr A. Z. Wendover, Utah 84083
Nevada Cattlemen and

Wool Growers Association Majewski, Arthur J.
1100 East 15th Street 48 Bob White Way
Ely, Nevada 89301 Reno, Nevada 89502

Juah County Board of Commissioners Marcum, Bob, President

Joseph A. Bernini, Chairman New White Pine SDortsmen's Club
Nephi, Utah 84648 PO Box 1187

Ely, Nevada 89301
KP LK
Attn, Stu pider Martin-Marietta Corporation
ianf Idaho Attn: Janice Tirpack, Dept 3141
Liko, Nevada 89801 13800 Old Gentilly Road

PO Box 29304
Kel ly, Mrs Harold CNorma) New Orleans, Louisiana 70189
General Delivery
lhapah, Utah 84034 McCann, Gene M.

Dixie Free Militia
KEEY 101 Dempsey Lane
PG Box 600 Dixie Vailey, Nevada 89406
Ely, Nevada 89421
Attn: David Hansen McOmber, Russ, Superintendent

White Pine County School District
KRjC 1171 Bell Avenue
1859 Manzanita Drive Ely, Nevada 89301
Po Box 1626
Elko, Nevada 8q801 Miller, Maya
Attn: Jeff Nelson 6185 FrankioWn Road

Carson City, Nevada 89701
Lahantan Auduhon Society, ino
Janet C. Meierdiprck, President Dan Murphy, Chairman
110 Box 2304 Goshute Indian Tribe
Renn, Nevada 89505 loapah, Utah 84034
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II

Murphy, Vyrie V. Nevada Division of State Lands
lhapah, Utah 84034 201 South Pall Street

Capitol Complex
National Aeronautics and Carson City, Nevada 89710

Space Adtninistration

Director, Office of Policy Analysis Nevada Division of State Parks
400 Maryland Avenue, SW Capitol Complex
Washington, DC 20546 Carson City, Nevada 89710

National Park Service, Nevada Air National Guard
RoCkV Mountain Region Attn: Lt Col Stephens,

655 Parfet Street Base Civil Engineer
PO Box 25287 1776 National Guard Way
Denver, Colorado 80225 Reno, Nevada 89502

National Park Service, Western Region Nevada Cattlemen's Association
450 Golden Gate Avenue Wayne S. Marteney, President
P0 Box 36063 Paul Rottari, Executive Secretary
San Francisco, California 14102 419 Railroad Street

Elko, Nevada 89801

Nelson, Richard Fl.
3624 South 2000 West Nevada Division of Historic
Roy, Utah 84067 Preservation and Archeology

Room 113, Nye Building
The State of Nevada 201 South Fall Street
Richard H. Bryan, Governor Capitol Complex
Executive Chamber Carson City, Nevada 89710
Carson City, Nevada 29710

Nevada Prospectors Association, Inc.
Nevada state Office of I. R. Conrad, President
Community Services PO Box 94

Linda A. Ryan, Director railon, Nevada 89406
Capitol Complex
Carson City, Nevada 89710 Nevada Wildlife Federation

John Leitch, President
Nevada State Planning Coord inator 820 East Sahara Avenue
Capitol Complex Las Vegas, Nevada 89104
Carson City, Nevada 89710

Nevada Wildlife Federation
Nevada Department of Pish and Game Bill Vincent
110C Valley Road 105 Palm Lane

PO) Box 10678 L[as Vegas, Nevada 8ql01
Deno, Nevada 89510

- Nevada Wildlife Federation
Nevada DeDartment of Transpnrtation Mill Frueqer, Board of Directors
A. F. Stone, Director PO Box 1857
1263 South Stewart Street Elko, Nevala 89801
Carson City, Nevada 89712

Nevada Wool Growers AssoCiation
Nevada Department of Wildlife Pohert Bel.arena, President
Patrick D. Coffin, Acting Director 1100 East 15th
P') TBox 10679 Ely, Nevada 89301
1100 Valley Road

TPeno, Nevada 89520-0022
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APPENDIX B

SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT AND SONIC BOOMS

PREFACE:

Introduction of advanced aircraft such as the F-15 and F-16, designed to

operate at supersonic speeds in combat, has created a need for conducting

realistic training at these speeds. One result of supersonic flight is the
creation of a wave of compressed air in front of the aircraft. This is
heard and felt, as a sudden loud impulse noise and is called a "sonic boom."
The purpose of this appendix is to disuess causes and types of sonic booms,
and their potential environmental and physiological effects.

SCOPE:

Sounds are atmospheric disturbances detected by the human ear through
changes in air pressure on the ear drum. These pressure changes are
,nxtremely small and are propagated through the air at the speed of sound--
ztbgut 760 miles per hour at standard sea level pressure and temperature of
1;9 F.

A sonic boom may be defined as an acoustic phenomenon we hear when an object
exceeds the speed of sound. When the speed of an aircraft is faster than
the speed of sound, the air in front of the aircraft is compressed, forming
a shockwave. An individual actually hears the change in pressure when air
molecules are first compressed and then returned to a more normal state.
The pressure differential across the shock wave is relatively large (larger
than that produced by speech pressure changes) and is very sudden. As a
result the human ear perceives the rapid change in pressure as an impulsive
type sound very much like the crack of a whip or a rifle shot.

With the spectacular rise in the maximum speed of military aircraft in the
last three decades and the need to adequately train and maintain military
pilot proficiency, sonic booms have become an increasing phenomenon in
various parts of the United States. Because a sonic boom manifests itself
as sound to the human ear, we tend to forget that it is actually a sudden
change in pressure that may have an effect on people, structures, animals
and wildlife. The most important effects are obviously those that man
experiences; however, we must also be concerned with effects in other areas
as well.

Since the late 1940s when aircraft first broke the so-called "sound
barrier", studies and experiments have been conducted primarily to determine
the effects of sonic booms on people. During the fifties and sixties as
sonic booms became more prevalent in the United States, studies were
expanded to include the effect on structures. Studies have also been made
to determine the effects of sonic booms on domestic animals, livestock and,
more recently, on wildlife. The discussion which follows will summarize the
background and the latest available information for sonic booms.

B-2
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BACKGROUND OF SONIC BOOM THEORY:

The movement of bodies at speeds greater than the speed of sound has been

studied for well over 200 years. Forces produced by gunnery projectiles

were determined at speeds up to Mach 2 (twice the speed of sound) as long

ago as 1742. Ernst Mach, a professor of physics in Vienna, published papers

as early as 1887 encompassing both mathematical and experimental studies of

supersonic flow. Studies by Prandtl (1907), Meyer (1908) and Ackeret

(1925) were precursors to the virtual explosive rate of progress in the

study of supersonic flow during the thirties, forties, and fifties. From

1959 to 1964, after aircraft routinely achieved supersonic flight, a great

deal of experimental work was done in wind tunnels and in flight tests to

investigate the validity of the basic theories previously developed.

Sonic booms may sound the same to the human ear; however, as early as 1947

Hayesx derived a mathematical model subsequently called the "Supersonic Area

Rule" which demonstrated that each aircraft or supersonic projectile

generated its own particular pressure source which Was dependent on the area

cross-sections cut out by the Mach wave. Figure 1 is a simplified drawing

of the pressure wave generated by a body in supersonic flight. The pressure

signature is referred to as an N-wave because of the characteristic shape ofgx

the signal as recorded on electronic monitoring devices. In 1952, Whitham

enlarged on the cross-section idea and developed a formulation which

combined the individual pressure sources making it possible to calculate the

pressure field of real aircraft configurations. These calculations only

considered the volume effect of the supersnnic bodies as contributing to the

distant disturbance field. Subsequent work by Busemann in 1955, Walkden in

1958 and Morris in 1960 considered the lift distribution created by the

fuselage and wings. The end result of all these later investigations was to

show that at low altitude, the lift effects were relatively unimportant but

for large airplanes at high altitudes the lift effects became dominant.

Other factors such as atmospheric variations also have an effect on the

magnitude of sonic boom overpressure. Atmospheric pressure and temperature,

like the speed of sound vary with altitude. In the early development of

sonic boom calculations, no detailed analytical method would account for

atmospheric variations. It was assumed that flight was in a homogeneous

atmosphere. Today, however, there is extensive information available to

help determine atmospheric effects on sonic booms.

In 1964, H.W. Carlson of NASA and the Boeing Company developed digital

compter methods and programs to calculate a realistic source distribution

that could be applied to computation of the distant pressure field. The

distant pressure field or far field is the pressure normally heard by an

individual as the sonic boom sound or noise. The far field pressure ( P)

can be calcualted using a simplified formula developed by Carlson and

Maglieri of NASA! The simplified method is explained in detail at the end

of this discussion and some representative overpressures calculated.
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Figure 1. Simplified Sonic Boom diagram Showing "N-Wave".



SONIC BOOM CHARACTERISTICS:

Straight and Level Flight:

A supersonic aircraft in straight and level flight produces a sonic boom
pattern on the ground which can be likened to a moving carpet. The
intensity of the sound and overpressure at ground level generated by the
boom is largely dependent upon the altitude and airspeed of the aircraft.
Peak overpressures occur directly under the centerline of the aircraft,
diminishing at the edge of the carpet to approximately 0.5 to 1.0 pounds per
square foot. Figure 2a is a depiction of a "carpet" type boom.
Occasionally, multiple overpressures occur in the same area. These are
produced by shock waves emitted from the front and rear of a single aircraft
and recognized as two closely spaced booms of similar intensity.

Although a sonic boom is produced when an airplane is supersonic, not all
booms will be heard on the ground. The atmospheric air temperature
decreases with height above ground. This temperature gradient acts to bend
thE sound waves of a sonic boom upward. Depending upon the aircraft height
an( Mach number, the paths of many sonic booms are bent upward sufficiently
thrt the boo% never reaches ground level. The heights and Mach numbers
prcduced during F-15 combat maneuvering are such that less than one boom out
of every three produced is likely to be heard at ground lvel. This same
phenomenon also acts to limit the width of those sonic booms that do reach
ground level. The maximum lateral distance reached by the bcoms is normally
designabed as the lateral cutoff distance.

-¼-•

Figure 2a -Sonic boom ground-pressure patterns. -"Carpet Boom"
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Maneuvering Flight:

The majority of supersonic flight for fighter type aircraft is directly
associated with air combat maneuvering training. Airspace required for
a normal engagement of two aircraft is usually represented as a vertical
cylinder of airspace with a diameter of approximately 8-10 nautical miles.
(This diameter represents the approximate maximum distance one can see
another fighter aircraft with the naked eye. In practice, an elliptical
rather than circular cross section is more representitive of the airspace
required.) Supersonic flight is confined within this airspace. The
maneuvering during an engagement is oriented toward the vertical within the
airspace of the cylinder. Each engagement may last from two to four minutes
and at its conclusion the aircraft reposition for the next engagement. This
repositioning process may take from three to five minutes at subsonic
speeds. Two to three individual engagements may take place during a single
training period and involve either two or, at a maximum, four aircraft.
Sonic booms generated by this training may differ considerably in area.
impacted and intensity from the "carpet" boom produced by a single aircraft
in straight and level flight. Some of the booms may be intensified by
interactions of the various pressure wave fronts generated. These are
sometimes called "focus booms".

Tocus Booms:

Supersonic activity that occurs during air combat maneuvering or
acceleration imay produce what is often referred to as an intensified or
focused boom. These intensified booms can result from various airplane
maneuvers which result in pressure buildups at ground level above the
pressure created by the aircraft in steady rectilinear flight. In general,
the total ground area receiving such sonic booms from air' combat marieuvering
is substantialy reduced from that impact by "carpet" booms. While the area
of these "focus" booms is small (a few hundred feet wide and limited in
length) when compared to the "carpet" boon, the intensity and overpressure
may be higher than a "carpet" boom by a factor of two to five. Duration
does not vary significantly. The "focus" boom will only affect a fixed area
on the ground, i.e., the boom does not move along the surface with the
aircraft as does a "carpet" boom. In each maneuver, pressure buildups occur
in the localized regions suggested by the shaded areas shown in the sketches
in Figure 2b. Illustrated are three types of maneuvers which could result
in pressure buildups at ground level (a longitudinal acceleration, a 90°

turn and a pushover raneuver). The effects can bo minimized by reducing
acceleration rates and turn rates. The turn focus does not always reach the
ground if a large radius turn is used. The pushover focus does not always
reach the ground if a small curvature of the flight path is used. Pull-up
maneuvers and deceleration do not proOice a focus boom.
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Figure 2b -Areas on the ground exposed to focused sonic booms resulting

from three different airplane maneuvers.

Combined anuverin&:

Air-to-air intercept training events, as a part of combat air maneuvering
training, present the worst situation in regard to sonic booms and their
possible effects on the ground environment. This training event initially
employs the aircraft's radar system to acquire and engage a target aircraft
and combines straight and level flight Csometimes at supersonic speeds) at
medium and high altitude until visual engagement maneuvers are initiated.
Traces of a number of flight paths of F-15 aircraft at the Ocean MON show
that, except for this entry and~gxit, m..neuvers are concentrated in an area
roughly of an elliptical shape. The origin of the ellipse is midway
between the twio navigational reference points where radar contact between
the opposing aircraft began. These two points are generally about 40 miles
apart and the major axis of the ellipse is along the line connecting them.
For F-15 aircraft the elliptical maneuvering ar':a is approximately 20 miles
wide by 314 miles long. Within this area, supersonic flight is contained
within a smaller ellipse, with the same origin and principal axes as the
larger'. Traces of representative flight tracks show that in the Oceana
data, an aircraft can be at any location within the ellipse during a sortie.
The radar portion of the intercept is complete upon simulated missile
release. The engagement then often continues as a visual air combat
maneuvering engagement with both aircraft still supersonic, but now within
the elliptical airspace with maneuvering oriented to the vertical. Thus,
the air intercept portion of combat air maneuvering training may result in a
combination of the "carpet" sonic boom and additional "focus" booms in one
event.
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Upper Atmosphere Propagation (Secondary Boom Carpet):

Another factor that should be mentioned in sonic boom characteristics is the

long range "over-the-top" sonic boom propagation in the upper atmosphere.

In most instances of supersonic flight activity there are actually two 4
patterns of exposure detected at ground level. Tflse two patterns can be
designated the primary and secondary boom carpets. The primary boom carpet
is formed by the normally observed sonic boom overpressures resulting from
shock wave propagation through the atmosphere below the aircraft. The
center of this carpet is directly beneath the flight track and extends out
laterally as far as the cutoff distance. The secondary boom carpet is
generated from shock waves that are moving upwards until they reach that
region of the atmosphere where temperature increases as altitude increases
(the inverse condition to what normally occurs at lower elevations). In
this area the shock waves are refracted back toward the ground. These
upward moving shock waves can be generated in the atmosphere above the
aircraft or they can be generated from the shock waves orginating below the
aircraft after they have bounced off the ground (inside the primary boom
carpet) or have been refracted upwards without touching the ground. The
secondary carpet can be pictured as an oblong doughnut sitting around the
primary carpet. Between the primary and secondary carpets there exists a
region in which no sonic booms are observed.

In the region of the primary boom carpet, on or near the ground track,
N-wave type signatures are typically observed with overpressures in tne 1 to
5 psf range and durations of 100 to 300 milliseconds. At the fringes of the
primary boom carpet, near the lateral cutoff, the signatures degenerate
into weak sound waves, and they lose their N-wave characteristics. In the
region of the secondary boom carpet, the disturbances tend to bepery weak
in intensity (0.001 to 0.01 psf) but persist over longer periods. It is the
higher overpressure N-wave-type sonic booms that have caused community
acceptance problems. On the other hand, the lateral cutoff booms and the
secondary carpet booms tend to be more of a curiosity and are not apt to
cause community response problems. The secondary carpet booms are generally
not even audible, but can cause building vibrations which may be observed.
Because there is generally no significant impact associated with the
secondary boom carpet, it will not be discussed further.

HUMAN RESPONSE:

Of the many field studies conducted to better understand community response
to sonic booms, the three most extensive were conducted over St Louis,
Oklahoma City, and Edwards Air Force Base.

St Louis, Missouri -- during the early 1960s, St Louis was exposed to sonic
booms over a seven-month period. A total of 76 flights of supersonic
aircraft were made (with several aircraft per flight), producing
over-pressures up to 3 pounds per square foot (psf). After the flights, a
random sampling of residents revealed the following:

- About 90% experienced some interference with speech, activities, etc.

- About 35% were annoyed.
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- Less than 10% contemplated complaint action.

- A fraction of 1% actually filed a forma). complaint.

- The number of formal complaints was proportional to the number of
supersonic missions, i.e., as missions progressed, formal complaints
increased.

- A large proportion of formal complaints mentioned building damage.

- No adverse physiological effects were noted.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma -- Slightly more than 1250 sonic booms were
generated over Oklahoma City during the spring and summer of 1964. The
average weekly intensity of over-pressure was increased from 1.13 psf to
1.60 psf over the period of the test. Over-pressures during the test ranged
from 0 to 3.5 psf. Almost 3000 adults, representing a cross-section of
local residents, were interviewed three times during the six-month test.
Based on responses to various questions asked during the interviews, the
group was divided into those considered "favorably disposed toward aviation"
and those classified as "unfavorable" similar to those found in the St Louis
test. There were exceptions, however, as indicated below:

- About 3% of the "favorable" group felt like complaining about the
booms and less than 2% actually did, while 37% of the "hostile" group felt
like complaining and 12% did.

- At end of the test, 73% of the total group felt they could learn to
live with eight booms per day indefinitely.

- Reactions of urban and rural residents to sonic booms were essentially
the same.

- Persons who filed formal complaints with the FAA were much more
intensely annoyed and hostile toward the supersonic aircraft than were
non-complainers. These individuals reported 3 to 4 times more sonic boom
intcrfcrcnce, four times more annoyance, 6 to 9 times more desire to
complain and 3 times more damage by booms. They placed less importance on
aviation in general, the necessity of supersonic travel or the necessity of
local booms. Complainers were more often middle-aged females with older
children and smaller families. They generally had more education and income
and more often had ties with the aviation industry. About 40%, however,
felt they could learn to live with eight sonic booms per day.

Edwards AFB, CaliforniaC -- In 1967, residents from the base and two nearby

communities occupied indoor and outdoor test sites and reported their
physiological reactions to sonic boom over-pressures in the range of ..5 to
3.0 psf. Test results were as follows:

- Those indoors reacted to an over-pressure of 1.69 psf as unacceptable
in the following proportion: 50% of the residents from the two communities;
27% of the residents from the base.
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- Those outdoors reacted to arn over-pressure of 1.69 pit aR

unacceptable: 59% from the two communities; 33% from the base.

- Including all tests, outdoor listeners found booms slightly less

acceptable than indoor listeners. Additionally, reaction of outdoor
listeners was more consistent.

- Age and sex were not statistically significant parameters in the
rating and sonic boom repetitions did not increase acceptability.

Physiological effects of sonic booms have been studied in several countries
and over a variety of human conditions.

D
In Russia, tests were conducted to determine the effect on brain and heart
potential, blood chemistry, arterial pressure, auditory acuity and visual
response delay. Results showed that sonic boom intensities of up to 1.72
psf cause very slight shifts in these human functions. These shifts did not
exceed the normal range of fluctuation and returned to normal in one to two
minutes.

The University of Toronto Insitute for Aerospace StudiesE exposed
individuals to 25 sonie booms per minute for two minutes at over-pressures
of 2, 4 and 8 pst. Results showed that booms of up to 8 psi had no
det'.imertal effect on human hearing or heart rate, but that over-pressures
of 4 psf would be considered unacceptable t most people. Impacts of
over-pressures greater than 8 psf were not examined.

'utie committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and BiPmechanics of the National
Academy 9f Sci'ence, National Research Council, published damage risk
criteria recommending limits to peak impDlsive noise levels as a function of
impulse duration Por a nominal exposure of 100 impulses per day. For
impulse noises such as the sonic boom the limit is 140 db which equates to
approximately 4.17 pst booms. This criteria is designed to protect
individuals from experiencing a permanent threshold shift in hearing over a
long term (20 years) period.

Tests have been conducted to determine the effect of sonic booms on sleep,
task performance, loudness annoyance and startle acceptability and many
other areas. The Soaic Boom Literature Survey . ncapsulates 92

investigations In the human response to sonic booms. The following general
conclusions can be drawn from these tests:

- The most frequently reported complaint in regard to sonic booms is
house rattles and vibrations.

- Booms cf similar intensity are slightly less acceptable to listeners
outdoors.

-. In all tests conducted thus far there has been no evidence of direct
personal injury resulting from sonic booms.
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- On the basis of experimental evidence to date, an acceptable sonic
boom over-pressure compatible with undisturbed sleep cannot be given.

- Some experiments have shown a tendency for sonic boom exposure to
degrade the performance of certain visual and motor tasks, while other tests
have shown no effect on perfoemance. The response is dependent upon the
individual subject and the sonic boom over-pressure.

At the request of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Committee on
Hearirg, Bioacoustics and Biomechanics (CHABA) of the National Academy of
Science has reviewed the available data on human response to sonic booms and
has recommended a procedure for assessing the impact of soni?1 b 39ms and
other high-energy acoustical impulses on residential living. ' This
procedore relates percent of a population that would be expected to be
highly annoyed by the sonic boom environment to the C-weighted day-night
average sound level (abbreviated as CDNL) in decibels. This measure is the
long term average of the C-weighted sound levels accumulated over a 24 hour
period, with a 10 decibel penalty to events that occur after 10:00 p.m. and
before 7:00 a.m. The C-weighting is a standardized frequency response found
on sound level measuring equipment. The C-weighting puts more emphasis on
the sounds of low frequencies than the A-weighting used for more common
sounds such as traffic noise or subsonic airplane noise.

The CDNL for sonic boom exposures can be calculated from the expression:

LCdn m CE log1 0 (Nd 10 N) - .

Where I.- is the logarithmic average of the C-weighted sound exposure level
of indiffdual booms, Nd is the number that occur between 7:00 a.m. and 10:00
p.m., N is the number that occur from 10:00 p.m. until 7:00 a.m., and 49.4
is ten Pimes the logarithm of the number of seconds in a 24 hour day,
relative to a one second reference period. An equation to calculate
C-weighted sound exposure levels is given for the F-16 on Page B-26.

The relation between CDNL and the percent of a population that, on average,
would be highly annoyed is:

Percent
CDNL Highly Annoyed

50 3

55 6

60 12

65 23

70 39
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STRUCTURAL RESPONSE:

Following are general ob ervations from 100 investigations of structural
response to sonic booms.

- The largest percentage of sonic boom damage claims has been fox, glass
damage. Plaster damage is second.

- The direction of boom propagation in relation to the orientation of a
structure is very important.

- Sonic booms with over-pressure of 3 psf to 5 psf can cause minor
damage to plaster on wood lath, old gypsum board and bathroom tile, new
stucco, and suspended ceilings already damaged.

- A supersonic flight which produces 1 psf over-pressure can be expected
to break 68 per million exposed glass panes. Breakage will occur almost
entirely in already cracked windows. Breakage rate of new glass properly
installed should be about 1 pane per million.

- Seismic effects resulting from sonic booms are well below structural
damage thresholds.

Three large scale tests account for the bulk of recorded data available in
describing structural response to sonic boom over-pressure. These include
the Oklahoma City and Edwards AFB tests mentioned previously and a test
conducted at White Sands in 1965.

GOklahoma City, Oklahoma -_ Eleven typical types of residential structures
were instrumented and exposed to eight sonic booms per day at over-pressures
of zero to 3.5 psf. The test program consisted of 26 weeks of eight daily
controlled sonic booms having intensities in the range 0 - 3.5 psf (medium
peak over-pressure of 1.2 psf) followed by thirteen weeks of observation and
inspection of the structures to determine the normal rate of deterioration
as compared to the rate of deterioration found during the 26 week sonic boom
period. The major conclusions reached as a result of this investigation
were as folows:

- There was no conclusive evidence of significant damage to the test
houses. However, there was a significant increase in the occurrence of
minor paint cracking over nail heads and in corners in two of the test
houses during the sonic boom period, suggesting that sonic booms accelerated
this minor deterioration.

- Measured deflection of window glass in the test houses was not
sufficient to cause damage.

- Maximum free ground over-pressure alone is of little value in making
structural response calculations since the shape and duration of the
preesure wave acting on the structure, plus the natural frequency of the
structural element must be taken into consideration.
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- For a given aircraft producing N-waves of constant length, the impulse
of the wave (positive area under the pressure-time plot) can be more closely
correlated with some structural responses than can over-pressure. However,
impulses from one aircraft should not be directly compared with impulses
produced by a dissimilar aircraft for purposes of structural response.

Edwards AFB, CaliforniaH -- Typical wood frame houses, as well as long span
steel frame industrial buildings, were instrumented and subjected to
over-pressures of two and three paf. Booms with durations of 0.1 second
(fighter aircraft) and 0.2 second (bomber aircraft) were produced to
determine wall displacement (flexing). The measured plate response of three
gypsum board/wood stud/wood siding walls and one large plate glass window,
and the measured racking response of two typical wood frame houses, one
one-story and one two-story, were analyzed in detail and compared with the
response predicted using boom signatures. The following were the most
significant findings of this study:

- Sonic booms from large aircraft such as the XB-70 affect a greater
range of structural elements (those elements with natural frequencies below
5 cps) than sonic booms from smaller aircraft such as the B-58 and F-104.

- Peak plate displacements of three typical walls in the two test houses
were less than 0.034 inches for sonic boom over-pressure of approximately 2
psf. Racking displacements were extremely small at the roof lines of the
two test houses (.005" and .0018") for sonic booms on the order of 2 psf.

- Structural response could be adequately predicted using peak
ove 1 -pressures and Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF) spectra calculated
from free-field signatures.

- No sonic boom damage was observed in test structures prior to or after
the test flights.

- Since the cond'tion of the glass panes at Edwards AFB was determined
prior to the test program, the number of damaged panes caused by booms from
test missions should be an indicator of glass damage to be expected from
supteronin flights generating peak over-pressures of 2-3 psf. The rate was
one damaged pane per 7.9 million boom-pane exposures. This rate was 27
percent of the rate for buildings in communities adjacent to Edwards which
were not condition surveyed prior to test missions.

- Fifty-eight percent of all incidents of damage for which complaints
were received were listed as possibly caused by sonic booms generated by
test program flights. Of these valid incidents, 80 percent were for glass,
5.5 percent for plaster or stucco, ad 14.5 percent for bric-a-brac or other
fallen object damage.

White Sands, New MexicoI -- Twenty-one structures were instrumented and
exposed to 1500 booms with over-pressures up to 20 psf. Insight was gained
into large and small building reactions to sonic booms. No damage was
detected for over-pressure up to 5 psf, nor was there any evidence of
cumulative damage effects after a series of 860 successive flights producing
5 psf. One boom of about 40 psf was generated accidentally. The structural
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test area included 21 buildings varying in design, construction, and age.
The following are the most significant conclusions reached as a result of
this study:

- The direction of boom pressure propagation in relation to the
orientation of structure or structural element is very important to its
reaction. For example, booms traveling directly into a window cause the
window to react more violently than do booms travellng away from the window.

- The peak pressure recorded on an exterior wall surface is influenced
by the wall rigidity. The stiffer the wall, the higher the pressure.

- Reflecting surfaces such as billboards or houses placed beyond 15 feet
from an external house wall do no significantly modify the peak boom
pressure applied to the wall. Depending on orientation of the wall and the
reflenting surface with respect to the aircraft flight direction, an
increase in peak pressure can be expected when the reflecting surface is
closer than 15 feet from the wall.

- Motion of the frame holding a window does not significantly influence
the response of large windows framed by stud walls.

- The average transmissibility of large windows (8' x 10'), defined as
the ratio of peak inside to peak outside pressure, can vary between 0.5
(boom wave directed into window) and 1.0 (boom wave directed away from
window).

- The transmissibility of a room appears to be governed more by the size
of the window walling the room than by room volume.

- Bouuf cause exterior walls to move more than interior walls in the
minimum damage index level for walls in small houses, such as those used in
the test. Bellows distortion may govern wall damage for larger houses, but
the associated minimum damage index level for the larger houses could be
larger than that observed in these tests.

- To study the cumulative effects of repeated sonic booms, 680
successive flights at a scheduled over-pressure of 5.0 psf were generated
during one period of the study. No damage to previously undamaged material
was identified during this period.

- Bricks on the sill below a picture window in one of the test houses
were cracked by the accidental sonic boom. This was apparently caused by
the window flexing outward after being pushed inward by the boom
over-pressure (the glass was not damaged).

The results of the three large scale sonic boom structural tests and several
other tests were anaixzed by NMSA. In their conclusion they make the
following statement:

The extensive series of overflight tests have provided valuable data
on the order of magnitude of responses to be expected. The tests
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show that building structures in good repair should not be damaged
at boom over-pressures less than about 11 lb/ft. However, it x.
recognized that considerable loading variability occurs, owing to
atmospheric effects, and that the residual strength of structuras
varies according to usage and natural causes. Thus, there is a
small probability that some damage will be produced by the
intensities expected to be produced by supersonic aircraft.

One additional investigation is worthy of mention. In 1977 an adobe house
in southern Arizona was iggtrumented and evaluated while superosnic training
was taking place overhead. The conclusion of the evaluation was that the
adobe structure reacted similar to a conventional style structure. Based on
this analysis, there should be no difference in the probability of damage to
an adobe structure or a conventional structure.

EFFECTS ON TERRAIN AND SEISMIC ACTIVITY

Several studies have been performedK to study the magnitude of seismic
effects resulting from sonic booms. One study by Goforth and McDonald
concluded that the static deformation that occurs at the surface is unlikely
to build up sufficiently to constitute a menace to structures. As a part of
the analysis, the peak particle velocity was determined for various
geological formations. The damage potential of the peak particle velocities
produced by the sonic booms is well below damage thresholds accepted by the
United States Bureau of Mines and other agencies. The peak particle
velocities recorded at a depth of 44 feet were attenuated by a factor of 75
relative to those recorded at the surface. The maximum ground particle
velocity is of the 2 rder of 0.1 millimeters per second for each psf of sonic
boom over-pressure.

There has been some concern that supersonic flights over mountainous areas
could cause avalanches under certain conditions. In 1967, damage in two
National Parks was attributed to falling earth and rock. In both incidents,
the falling earth and rock were preceeded by sonic booms. The only test in
the United States to study possibility of avalanches was conducted in the
Star Mountain area near Leadville, Colorado. Eighteen supersonic runs were
studied with over-pressures ranging from 1.5 to 5.2 psf. No avalanche was
observed as a direct result of a sonic boom. Forest Service personnel rated
the avalanche hazard as low during the best period and considered the test
as inconclusive; therefore, the potential for sonic booms triggering
avalanches remains largely unknown.

STATISTICAL STUDIES OF DAMAGE

Data was gathered from the Oklahoma City and St Louis Lest as well as a test
in Chicago to *etermine the number of complaints and damage claims submitted
by the public. Data also was used to verify damage claims and dollar value
of claims paid Most claims involved broken glass and cracked plaster in
more poorly constructed and maintained homes. Injury claims to people or
animals were very few and of an indirect type, such as injury resulting from
falling objects, broken glass or self injury due to startle.
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From 1956 to 1970, the amount of money claims for structural damage was
$30.6 million while the amount paid was $1.7 million. For the years up to

and including 1968, 65% of all paid claims were for glass and 18% were for

plaster damage.

By far, the largest percentage of sonic boom damage claims stems from broken
or cracked glass damage. All of the tests conducted in the United States
have confirmsd that glass damage is the most prevalent damage caused byP
sonic booms. Because the microstructure of glass is amorphous rather than
crystalline, the practical design strength of glass is a surface condition
property rather than a constant material property. What this indicates is
that the strength of the glass is dependent on the surface scratch
condition. Glass that has been sandblasted, scratched, or nicked will not
exhibit the same strength as a properly installed, relatively new pane of
glass.

In addition to the variation due to surface scratch condition, there are
also variations with loading geometry, loading rate, atmospheric moisture
content, and composition. Glass also exhibits a property known as "static
fatigue" in that it is weaker for loads of longer duration. Thus for sonic
boom loading, which haj a duration of the order of 0.1 sec, the strength of
glass will be roughly twice that obtained in typical laboratory assessments.
By using a data base of unpublished static test results provided by
Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, a statistical analysis was performed to determine
the probability of glass breakage for various over-pressures. If all flight
paths are considered equally likely; that is, the aircraft could approach
from any direction, then the probability of breakage for good glass at
various nominal over-pressures is shown below.

Overpressures Probability of Breakage

1 psf .000001*

2 psf .000023

*1 pane In 1,000,000 panes

If the aircraft were to approach from head-on or perpendicular to the plane
of the window, the probability would increase somewhat, as shown below:

0veep1essures Probability of Breaka--

1 psf .000023
2 psf .000075
4 psf .001200

20 psf .105000
40 psf .323000

ANIMAL RESPONSE:

Controlled investigations of animal reponse to sonic booms began in 1965
with study of the effect of hatchability of chicken eggs. It was resumed in
1967 when the response of farm animals to sonic booms was studied as part of
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the Edwards Air Force Base sonic boom experiments. Subsequent studies were
concerned with the response of cattle and horses to extremely intense booms
(80 to 144 psf), with effects on fish and on reindeer, mink and fish eggs.

The following are general conclusions drawn from investigations of animal
response to sonic booms:

- The animal damage claims are a small fraction of total sonic boom
damage claims submitted to the Air Force.

- Reactions of farm animals to sonic booms are minimal.

- Evidence indicates that exposure of mink to sonic booms does not
affect reproduction.

- Sonic booms do not affect the hatchability of chicken eggs nor do they
affect fish or fish eggs.

- Although knowledge concerning the effects of sonic booms on wildlife
is limited, all evidence to date indicates that animals, under most
circumstances, are unaffected. Sonic booms may, under extreme and unusual
circumstances (booms in excess of 100 psf) adversely affect wildlife, as in
the case of the Sooty Tern incident (see next page).

Individual wild, domestic or pet animals exhibit different reactions to
sonic booms according to the species involved, whether the animal is alone,
and some cases whether there has been previous exposure. common reactions
are moving, raising the head, stampeding, jumping and running. Avian
species may run, fly or crowd. Animal reactions vary from boom to boom and
are similar to low-level subsonic flights, helicopters, barking dogs,
blowing paper and sudden noises. The repo,1 ses are either unrecognizable or
consist of an apparent alerting accompanied by trotting off a short
distance. Damage claims have been submitted by farmers and livestock
breeders concerning loss resulting from sonic booms. Primary complaints
have been that the productivity of animals was adversely affected and that
panic and injury often resulted from the startle reaction. From Air Force
claims records between 1961 and 1970, $900,000 in animal claims were made
and $128,000 in damages awarded. The largest amounts ware--------.. with
mink production ($610,000 in claims and $100,000 in damages paid) with
claims for chickens and horses following.L

Several experiments have been conducted to investigate the physiological
animal response to sonic booms. Studies under various tests were: Effect
on hatchability of chicken eggs; cattle and horse response; effects of
intense booms (80 to 144 psf) on fish; reindeer; mink; and fish eggs. In
other studies no significant responses or production changes were foupd for
pheasants, chickens, turkeys, sheep, dairy and beef cattle or horses.
BelL reported that between 1961 and 1970, claims submitted to the Air Force
for chickens, horses, and ca~tle totalled $144,000 but only $21,500 was
actually awarded in damages.
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Mink Reactions:

Two extensive investigations of mink response to Ronie booms, ranging in
over-pressure f6om 0.5 pet to 2.0 pat in one test and 3.6 pat to 6.6 paf in
the second test, found that no adverse effect on reproduction or behavior
resulted from the booms.

Chickens:

Two tests were conducted to investigate sonic boom effects on hatchability
of chicken eggs. One study carried out in Texas in 1965 exposed a total of
3,415 hatching eggs to 30 booms per day over a 21 day period. Over-
pressures ranged from 0.75 psf to almost 6 psf. No deviations in the hatch
rate were found in this test. A second test conducted in France in 1972
exposed hatching eggs to six booms per day. The hatched chicks from these
eggs were all normal.

Fish:

Testing of fish eggs and guppy reaction to sonic booms was conducted in the
early 1970s. Trout and salmon were reared from egg stage to maturity in the
usual manner except for exposure to sonic booms in the range of 1 psf to 4
psf. No abnormal increase in mortality rate wgs noted. Guppies were
exposed to shock waves of 550 psf (in the air). The fish detected the
passtge of the shock wave and reacted momentarily, however, no adverse
effects were noted in observations during two months subsequent to the
shock wave exposure.

Reindeer:

A study of reindeer reactionT to sonic booms revealed that at low levels of
over-pressure (0.3 psf to 0.5 psf) the animals react with temporary muscle
contraction and minimal or undetectable interruption of activities. Higher
levels of over-pressure (up to 10.5 psf) caused the reindeer to raise their
heads, look around and sniff but never produced a reaction strong enough to
bring resting animals to their feet. Panic movements were not observed, but
neither was adaption to startle noted.

Sooty Terns:

One well documented incident reveals thet supersonic over-pressure may have
affected a wild bird reproduction rate. During 1969 in a Sooty Tern
breeding colony of a Florida Key, the birth rate of young terns was 1.3% of
the expected rate. Possible causes including weather, predation, food
shortage, over-dense vegetation in the colony, pesticides, and disturbance
by man were investigated arid discounted. Three very intense sonic booms
between May 4 and May 11 may have caused embryo damage due to egg
abandonment or physical damage to uncovered eggs. (Overpressures of 100 paf
or more have been generated by aircraft flying supersonically within 60 feet
of the ground.) Birth rates in preceeding and succeeding years were normal.
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Bighorn Sheep:

Correspondence from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel managing the
Cabeza Prieta Wildlife Rguge, Arizona, listed observations of bighorn
reactions to sonic booms. The observations were reported as follows:

9/13/78 Plomosa Mtns, 1 ewe, 1 yrlg, 3 class II rams, 2 el. III rams.
Activity - all animals bedded down (sonic boom) animals stayed in position,
standing but frozen, then entire band ran about 20 yards upslope, huddled,
alert, stayed in this position for about 15 minutes then moved uphill
towards new shaded area.

1/3/79. Plomosa Mtns. 6 ewes, 2 yrlgs. Activity - feeding (sonic boom)
no visible reaction.

May 1979. New Water Mtns, 2 ewes, 2 lambs. Activity - bedded down
(sonic boom) sheep twisted their heads and stared in several directions,
none of the animals rose.

3/21/79. Kofa Mtns. 3 rams. Activity - walking up hillside (sonic
boom) sheep stopped, looked around and continued walking up hillside.

3/22/79. Kofa Mtns. 13 rams. Activity - part of band bedded down,
part standing around (sonic boom) bedded sheep jumped to their feet,
standing sheep bolted about five yards, in about 5 minutes sheep began to
feed and bed down again.

Corresponden• (3 April 84) with personnel from the Department of Fisheries
and Wildlife in the State of Utah, presently studying bighorn sheep in
conjunction with the BLM and National Park Service, indicate the following:

1. The bighorn sheep that we have been studying seem to be more
responsive to visual rather than auditory disturbance. We do not know what
the response by sheep would be to jet aircraft as we have only looked at
responses to fixed-wing aircraft (Cessna's to B-52's) and helicopters. When
these aircraft fly over sheep, their behavior is disrupted, and they look up
for the aircraft. If the aircraft passes them by, they will resume their
normal behavior. On the other hand, if the aircraft stays in the vicinity
of the sheep (i.e. circling), the sheep will flee or try to hide (or both).

2. If the bighorn sheep are exposed to the sound of an aircraft
(especially a helicopter), their behavior is disrupted while the sound is
close. When the sound is gone, they resume their behavior (i.e. feeding,
etc.).

3. On several occasions high flying jet aircraft flew over bighorn
sheep in our studies. These planes often created sonic booms as they flew
over. In such cases the bighorn sheep looked up, but then resumed their
activities soon afterward.

4. With on-the-ground explosions (i.e. dynamite), the sheep's behavior
was disrupted at the time of the explosion, after which they resumed their
activities.
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SONIC BOOM CALCULATIONS:

A simplifitd method for calculating the sonic boom characteristics for

various ai'craft shapes has been developed as discussed earlier. The sonic

boom over-pressure and signature duration may be predicted for the entire

affected ground area for aircraft in level flight or in moderate climbing or

descending flight paths. The procedures for calculation of the predicted

sonic boom by the simplified method involves three basic steps:

determination of an aircraft shape factor, evaluation of atmosphere

propagation factors, and calculation of signature shock strength and

duration.

The effects of flight-path curvature and aircraft acceleration are not

consLdered in using the simplified method. The method is further restricted

to a standard atmosphere without wind. These limitations, however, do not

appear to affect the general applicability of this method for normal

variations from the standard atmosphere and for moderate flight-path

curvature and aircraft acceleration. A variety of correlations of predicted

and measured sonic boom data for aircraft and spacecraft has served to

demonstrate the applicability of the simplified method.

The simplified method is illustrated in Figure 3 where:

,6 p Maximum over-pressure expected

KI. Lift parameter

P = Atmospheric pressure at aircraft altitude
v

P = Atmospheric pressure at the ground

K = Shape factor

K Pressure amplification factorP

M = Mach No.

W = Weight

7 Length of aircraft

h Height of aircraft above ground

Several cases were chosen for study representing the range of altitudes in

which training aircraft would be conducting air combat maneuvering. Since

ACM type training is the major source of sonic booms, supersonic activity

involving primarily the F-4, F-15, and F-16 was selected For each

aircraft, boom strengths were calculated for altitudes ranging from 15,000

to 30,000 feet mean sea level. The calculations were made for the aircraft

in steady rectilinear flight (constant speed, straight and level flight).

Table 1 illustrates the over-pressures of sonic booms for various altitudes.

Table 2 shows the extent (width) of sonic booms at various airspeeds and

altitudes and provides the intensity of the boom at cutoff.
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Boom Duration:

The N-wave duration (At) can be estimated by the relationship:

Ait : 2(r+1) M r 0.257 0.75 K
p 0.75 ah

wh" e:

f- = Slant Range (distanot. from observer to aircraft)

ah = Speed of Sound at Aircraft Flight Altitude

r = 1.4 (the ratio of specific heats)

M2_p= M2-1

(Other variables are as described on previous page.)

Sonic Boom Cutoff:

The temperature gradient in a standard atmosphere refracts sonic booms

upwards. Booms caused by aircraft at low Mach numbers, depending on

aircraft height, h, above ground, will not propagate to the ground. The

Mach number below which this occurs, and above which will result in booms

reaching the ground, is called cutoff mach number, and is symbolized as M
The cutoff Mach number is approximately given by:

4.033 x 10- 6 h
M =e h < 35,300 feetC

M= 1.153 35,300 < h < 51,000 feet

A similar process works to limit the distance a sonic boom will propagate to

the side of a flight path, where again cutoff occurs. This distance, d yc'W Y

in feet, may be calculated from,

M2.I1/2

d ~h (1Mcdy,c=h

M

Where h is height of the aircraft in feet, and M is the aircraft Mach

number.
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C-Weighted Sound Exposure Level:

The C-weighted sound exposure level, CSEL, used to calculate C-weighted
day-night average sound level for sonic booms caused by F-16 aircraft is
given approximately by:

L :178 + 10 log 1 0 g+ 2.5 log1 0 (M2 -1) - 15 log 1 0 r

where:

'S is the ratio of atmospheric pressure of aircraft height to sea level
prestrre

N is the ratio of atmospheric pressure at an observer's ground elevation

to tAa level pressure

M is the uLrcraft Mach number

r is tiie slant distance from aircraft to the observer.

As an example, the C-weighted sound exposure level for an aircraft at Ž0,000
feet MSL, flying at Mach 1.1, directly underneath the flight path at an
observer elevation of 3,000 feet MSL is 109.2 decibels.

C-Weighted Day-Night Average Sound Level Calculations:

As idmntified earlier in this Appendix, the C-weighted day-night average
sound level, CDNL, can be calculated from the expression:

LCdn = LGE + 10 log10 (Nd + 10 Nn ) - 49.4

The term L Eis the logarithmic average of the C-weighted sound exposure
level (CSE•• ) of individual booms and was calculated for the purposes of
this proposal using the following rationale:

The preceeding equation for the term L yields the CSEL at a single point
directly below the flight pats. Points to the side of the flight path, up
to a cuLtoff, will have decreasing sound exposure levels as the distance from
the flight path increases. In addition, the extent of exposed areas along
the flight path will depend on how long the aircraft remains supersonic.
Along the flight path, directly underneath, the boom will travel, a distance
equal to the aircraft speed times the duration of supersonic flight. Air
Force statistics on high performance fighters during combat maneuvers
iadidate 15 seconds is an average duration for supersonic speeds. The
aver:tge aircraft elevation and supersonic speed anticipated for the proposed
airspace is 20,000 feet MSL (15,000 feet AGL) and Mach 1.1 respectively. At
Mach 1.1, the distance traveled Lq 15 seconds, at 20,000 feet MSL altitude,
is approximately 17,100 feet and the lateral cutoff for the boom produce is
abmut 22,540 feet.
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Directly underneath the flight path the CSEL remains constant. The CSEL to
the stde of the flight path decreases by 15 times the logarithm of the ratio
of slant distance to aircraft height above ground, up to a lateral distance
equal to approximately 0.8 times the lateral cutoff. The sonic boom wave
disintegrates rapidly into a rather ragged sine wave of much lower pressure
as the lateral distance approaches cutoff. Following Ref. FF, CSEL is
assumed to decrease by 10 additional decibels as the ratio of lateral
distance to d increases from 0.8 to 1.0. The boom CSEL is considered
negligible atYAeater lateral distances. With aircraft height of 20,000
feet MSL (15,000 feet AGL), and a lateral cutoff distance of 22,540 feet,
the CSEL at 0.8 of lateral cutoff, or 18,030 feet, is 2.9 decibels lower
than directly beneath the flight path, and approximately 13 decibels lower
at 22,540 feet.

The CSEL along the boom carpet, directly under the aircraft, is constant.
The space average CSEL over the boom area is the energy mean average sound
level from 0.8 times the lateral cutoff distance on one side of the boom
width to the sound level overhead. This space average value is
approximata]y 1.1 decibels below the overhead level for the described
situation. The space average CSEL per home is thus 109.2 - 1.1 = 108.1
decibels over an area with dimensions of 17,100 feet along the flight track
(3.2 miles), 18,030 feet to each side (3.4) miles), for a total area of 22
square miles.

If a-1 booms generated in the proposed supersonic flight airspace occurred
such that the same 22 square mile ground area was impacted, then the space
average CSFL of 108.1 decibels could be used to calculate the day-night
average sound level, CDNL, for that area. However, the booms will not be
occurring at the same location. The Air Force studied air-to-air combat
maneuvers in the Oceana MOA to determine the actual areas where sonic booms
would be created. The atroraft used in the study were F-15s, but the
analysis is being used to approximate F-16 operations for the purpose of
this document.

In Re'. GG the Oceana data was analyzed and it was learned that the traces
of a mumber of flight paths show that, except for entry and exit of the MOA,
maneueers were concentrated in an area roughly of an elliptical shape. The
origin of the ellipse was at a geographical location that is midway between
two navigational reference points, approximately 40 miles apart, the major
axLs of the elipse being along this line.

For F-15 maneuvers, the aspect ratio of the ellipse surrounding the
maneuvering area was approximately 1.7:1, or 20 miles wide by 34 miles long,
covering approximately 534 square miles. Within this area, supersonic
flight was contained within a smaller ellipse, with the same origin and
principal "axes" as the larger, having an aspect ratio of 1.5:1, with
dimensions of approximately 12 miles wide by 18 miles long, enclosing an
area of approximately 170 square miles.

Traces of representative flight tracks indicated that in the Oceana data an
aircraft could be at any location within the ellipses during a sortie. On
average, the F-15 made 0.8 booms propagating to the ground per sortie, of 15
seconds duration, during a 20 minute sortie. That is, during 0.010 of the
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time the aircraft was within the supersonic maneuvering area it was, on the

averiqe, causing a propagating noom that reaches the ground. The randomness

of the flight tracks within the supersonic area, and the low probability of

occurrence lead to a first order assumption that the probability of a boom

being experienced on the ground is a random process having a Poisson

distribution function. The expected rate of boom production, and resultant

CSEL are as described above; the geographical location of the aircraft when t
causing a boom is equally probable at any point within the supersonic

maneuvering area.

Toe above assumptions lead to the computation that the space average CSEL
por boom within the supersonic maneuvering ellipse is the space average CSEL

per boom, reduced by 10 times the logarithm of the ratio of the area per

boom to the area of the supersonic maneuvering area,

(maneuvering area)
LCE = CSEL - 10 log10  (boom area)

CDNL Calculations, Proposed Action:

Under the proposed action, a training area including the entire airspace was
utilized because supersonic activity is predicted to occur randomly

throughout the proposed airspace. This is attributed to topographic and

airspace configurations. Local aircraft operations personnel have indicated

that random distribution of operations within the airspace will occur.

Calculations to represent normal loading conditions are as follows:

The area of the proposed airspace is approximately 1,360 square miles.

TherettoreLt, tle 6pace avecfag CSEL buuottIeb:

1360
LCE = 108.1 - 10 log1 0 (22) = 90.2 decibels

With 26 booms reaching the ground per day, 5 days per week, 52 weeks per
year, the long term average number of daily operations is:

26 X 5/7 = 19

and the space average CDNL within the maneuvering area is:

LCdn = 90.2 + 10 loql 0 19 - 49.4 = 50.8

)
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In the case of the F-16 where the space average CSEL has been determined to
he 108.1 decibels and the area per boom is 22 square miles.

170
LCE = 108.1 - 10 logl 0 22 = 99.2 decibels

Since the [lights are assumed to occur anywhere within the supersonic
maneuvering area, including along its periphery, a larger area outside this

boundary will be exposed to somewhat lower sound levels, out to 0.8 times
the cutoff distance, or 3.4 miles to the side of the flight track, This I
defines an outer ellipse with dimensions of 18.8 miles total width by 24.8
miles length with a long term averager CSEI1 of 99.2 - 2.9 = 96.3 decibels
along the boundary. A third ellipse, corresponding to the cutoff boundary,
has dimensions of 21.4 miles in width and 27.4 miles in length, with a
boundary CSEL of 86.3 decibels. With these computations, the C-weighted
day-night average sound level can be computed for the cumulative effect of
operations.

In the proposed supersonic flight airspace it is anticipated that there will
be three separate ellipses where supersonic maneuvering will take place. In
the worst case condition (1,050 supersonic sorties being flown in this
airspace in one month) it is further anticipated that the north and middle
ellipses will carry about 400 supersonic sorties each with the south ellipse
taking the remaining 250 supersonic sorties. Assuming each supersonic
sortie produces an average of 2.5 booms and 0.3 of these actually reach
ground level, the land areas beneath the north and middle ellipses will be
subjected to 300 booms per month or about 14 booms per day and the land

beneath the south ellipse will be subjected to 188 booms per month or about

9 booms per day.

The C-weighted day-night average sound level (CDNL) for the land areas
beneath these ellipses can then be calculated using the equation identified
at the beginning of this section.

North and Niddle Ellipses: With 14 booms created per day, 5 days per
week, 52 weeks per year, the long term average number of daily operations is:

14 x 5/7 = 10

and the space average CDN L within the elliptical supersonic maneuvering
area having dimensions of 12 by 18 miles is:

Lcdn = 99.2 + 10 logl 0  !0 - 49.4 = 59.8 decibels
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The ellipse at 0.8 times cutoff distance, 18.8 miles wide by 24.8 miles

long, has a CDNL of 59.8 - 2.9 56.9 decibels. The outer ellipse, defining

the outer cutoff boundary, 21.4 miles wide by 27.4 miles long, has a CDNL of

46.9 decibels.

South Ellipse: With 5 booms created per day, 5 days per week, 52

weeks per year, the long term average number of daily operations is:

5 x 5/7 = 3.4

and the space average CI3NL within the elliptical supersonic maneuvering area

having dimensions of 12 by 18 miles is:

LCdn = 99.2 + 10 lOg 1 0  3.4 - 49.4 = 55.1 decibels

The ellipse at 0.8 times cutoff distance, 18.8 miles wide by 24.8 miles

long, has a CDNL of 55.1 - 2.9 = 52.2 decibels. The outer ellipse, defining

the outer cutoff boundary, 21.4 miles wide by 27.4 miles long, has a CDNL of
42.2 decibels.

q
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APPENDIX C

PRORABILITY OP SONIC ROOMS OCCURRING
AT VARIOUS POINTS IN PROPOSED SUPERSONIC AIRSPACE EXTENSION

PROPOSED ACTION:

Probability, p, of a single boom being heard in the proposed supersonic

airspace when only one boom is generated is:

p = carpet rea 4

airspace area

p = 22 sq mi. = 0.016

11360 sq mi.

Probability of y booms being heard when n booms are generated is:

p(y) = Cn py qn-y
y

y = number of booms

n = number of booms generated

p = probability of a single boom being heard when only one boom is

generated in the airspace:

q = -P

C" = combination of n things, taken y at a Lime = n
Y (y!) (n-y)

This assumes that thore is an equal chance that an aircraft will be located
at any point in the supersonic airspace area.

The average number of carpet booms generated in a single day in the proposed

supersonic airspace is:

768 sorties 2.5 booms qeneratpd 0.3 booms to Ground

n = month x sortie x booms g-nerated

22 days
month

= 26.2 ,26

)
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No. of Probability of hearing given Probahihity of hearing given no.
Booms no. of booms on a sie daY or more boom!; on a single day

0 0.65 1.00

1 0.28 0.35

2 0.06 0.07

3 0.01 0.01

4 0.01 0.01

5 0.01 0.01

6 0.01 0.01

7 0.01 0.01

8 0.01 0.0]

9 0.01 0.01

30 0.01 0.01
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ORi]iNAI, PRCPQSAL:

Prohahility, p, of a single booni being heard in elliptical operating area
when only one boom is generated is;

p = carpet area
airspace area

p = 22 sq mi. = 0.13

170 sq mi.

Probability of y booms being heard when n booms are generated is:

p(y) . Cn pY qn-Y

y = number of booms

n = number of booms generated

p ý probability of a single boom being heard when only one boom is

generated in the airspace

Cn = combination of n things, taken y at a time =n

'(yfl (n-y)

Thiý assumes that there is an equal chance that an aircraft will be located
at any point in the elliptical operating area.

The average number of carpet booms generated in a single day in, either the

northern or central ellipse is:

400 soltieb 2.5 booms cencrated 0.3 boom.S to Ground

n = month x sorti x booms generated
22 days

month

= 13.6114
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No. of Probability of hearing given Prohability of hearing given no.

Booms no. of booms on a single, day or more booms on a single day

0 0.14 1.00

1 0.30 0.86

2 0.29 0.56

3 0.17 0.27

4 0.07 0. 10

5 0.02 0.03

6 0.01 0.03.

7 0.01 0.01

8 0.01 0.01

9 0.01 0.01

10 0.01 0.01

1I 0.01 0.01

12 0.01 0.01

13 0.0i 0.01

14 0.01 0.01

Anove numOers apply to the northern and central ellipses.
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For southern ellipse

Expected no. of booms = 250 x 2.5 x 0.3

22
booms

= 8.25 9 day

No. of Probability of hearing given probability of hearing given no.
Booms no. of booms on a single day or more booms on a single day

0 0.29 1.00

1 0.38 0.71

2 0.23 0.33

3 0.08 0.10

4 0.02 0.02

5 0.01 0.01

6 0.01 0.01

7 0.01 0.01

8 0.01 0.01

9 0.01 0.01
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PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
INDEX OF COMMENTORS

Written Comments:

Commentor Page Rebponse Number

1. Alder, Deana D-3 1

2. Alder, E. A. D-4 1

3. Alder, Renee D-5 1

4. Allen, Lee, Utah State Representative D-6 2

5. Allen, Lee, Utah State Representative D-7 3, 4

6. Anderson, Leora D-8 1, 2, 5, 6, 7

7. Austin, Dena, Chairman Lovelock Tribal D-I1 5
Council

8. Bagley Ranch D-11 4, 8

9. Baker Ranch D-12 9, 10

10. Bargen, Richard, M.D. D-13 3, 11 to 32

ji. bateman, Rao, et al D-142 1, 3, 4, 6, 31,
33, 34

12. Bateman, Rao, et al (plus petition) D-44 6, 35

13. Bates, Jerald D-53 1

14. Bates, Larry D-54 1

15. Bates, Marlene D-55 1

16. Batea, NormaD-56.

17. Rates, Peggy D-57 1)

18. Bates, Peggy D-58 1

19. Bates, Viky D-59 1

20. Bates, Vincient D-60 1

21. Bean, Blanche Parrish et ux D-61 1, 4, 18, 31, 37, 38
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22. Bean, Blanche Parrish D-63 1, 3, 4, 18, 31, 33,
37, 38

23. Bernheimer, Elizabeth D-70 5

24. Bernheimer, Elizabeth D-71 5

25. Biennecke, Sandy D-72 8, 33, 35, 37'

26. Bilyeu, Byron, Nevada State Assemblyman D-73 9, 39

27. Bjorkman, Karen D-75 4

28. Boyden, Kennedy & Romney (Attorneys for D-76 1, 3, 4, 7, 32, 33,
Goshute Indian) 34, 38, 40 to 80

29. Boyden, Kennedy & Romney D-105 81

30. Buffington, Jacquie D-i08 5

31. Buffington, Jacquie D-109 5

32. Calvin, Josephine D-110 5

33. Chilton Engineering D-111 82

34. Citizen Alert (Reno Office) D-112 5

35. Citizen Alert (Las Vegas Office) D-113 6, 31, 32, 36, 40,
70, 80, 83-86

36. Citizens Call D-115 5

37. Cruz, Lynette D-116 1

38. Douglass, George D-117 5

39. Douglass, George D-118 4

40. Eldridge, Brent D-119 52, 87

41. Eldridge, Dennis D-120 68

42. Elko County Commissioners D-121 4

43. Environmental Protection Agency D-124 4, 144, 145, 294,
295

44. Esk Dale Community Council D-127 89

45. Federal Aviation Administration D-128
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Commentor Page Response Number

46. Forest Service D-129 4, 46, 99, 103

47. Fulkerson, Bob D-130 5

48. Garland, Cecil D-131 5

49. Garrett, Jo Anne D-132 5, 9, 37, 90

50. Garrett, Jo Anne D-133

51. Gesiok, Marie D-134 5

52. Gilbert, Janet D-136 5

53. Gledhill, Elizabeth D-137 5

54. Good, James and Laurie D-138 14, 34, 91

55. Goodwin, Mr and Mrs D-139 1

56. Goodwin, Mr and Mrs D-140

57. Griggs, Joseph F., Jr D-141 1, 4, 5, 92

58. Griggs, Joseph F., Jr D-143

59. Harris, Dale D-144 1

60. Harris, Dale and Deanne D-145

61. Health and Human Services, D-147 4

Department of

62. Heckethorn, Dee, Sr D-148 93

63. Heckethorn, Dee, Jr, D-149 9

64. Heckethorn, Gene D-150 9

65. lHelderbrant, Linda D-151 5

66. Henroid, Merle and William D-152 94-97

67. Henroid, Merle and William D-154 98

68. Henroid, Merle and William D-156 98

69. Holmes, Dick and Betty D-158 5

70. Housing & Urban Development, D-159 4
Department of
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71. Hughes, Julie D-160 5

72. Hunter, Rhonda D-161 1

73. Hunter, Rhonda D-162

74. Interior, Department of the D-163 4, 99-121, 131, 184,
245

75. Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada D-169 5, 122

"76. Juab County D-171 122-132, 142

77. Kelley, Mrs Harold D-175 4, 32

78. Lahontan Audubon Society, Inc D-177 4, 131, 133, 134

79. Laxalt, Paul, US Senator-Nevada D-179

80. Lewis, Carol D-lI) 1

81. Lewis, Elaine D-181 1

32. Majewski, Arthur D-182 9, 142

V.. Miller, Maya D-183 5

84. Montague, Earlene D-184 1

85. Montague, Floyd D-185 1

86. Nelson, Richard D-186 135, 136, 137

87. Nevada, State of D-187 138, 142

88. Nevada State Office of Community D-189
Scrvices

89. Nevada Department of Transportation D-190 9, 132, 139

S90. Nevada Department of Wildlife D-193 4

91. Nevada Division of State Lands D-194 142

92. Nevada Division of State Parks D-195 4, 140

93. Nevada Division of Historic Preservation D-196 4, 143
and Archeology

94. Nevada Cattlemen's Association D-197 34, 141, 142
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98. Norman, Walter and Donna D-204 I
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101. Phillips, Dorothy D-210 149
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103. Reid, Harry, US Congressman-Nevada D-212
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124. Tumbleson, Juanita D-234 5

125. Turley, Howard D-235 153
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127. Utah Air Travel Commission D-257 39, 207, 208

128. Utah Wilderness Association D-259 5

129. Utah Wilderness Association D-260 131, 160, 185-189

130. West Desert School D-262 1

131. White Pine Chamber of Commerce D-263 206

132. Wildlife Society, Nevada Chapter D-264 4, 190-202

133. Wilson, Holly D-269 5

134. Wiskowski, Dorothy D-271 4, 5, 203, 204, 205
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2. Allen, Kenneth D-461
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(Thomas Gallagher)

20. Erickson, Robert D-447 41, 282-287
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(Jim Coyner)

22. Fulton, Jack D-397 270, 271
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23. Garland, Cecil D-311 222

24. Garrett, Jo Anne D-372 4, 248-253

25. Garrett, Jo Anne D-472 147, 248-251

26. Glasser, Norman, Senator - Nevada D-44 4  6, 32, 37

27. Good, James D-292

28. Goshute Tribe (Chester Steele) D-297 142, 209

29. Griggs, Joseph D-375 4, 254, 255, 256

30. Hardman, Milt D-335 4, 33, 54, 130,
232-236

31. Harris, Deanne D-340 204

32. Heekethorn, Gene D-409

33. Holmes, Dick D-378 291
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36. Johnson, Odis D-417 276
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39. Marcum, Bob D-404 4, 37, 131, 174

40. McCann, Gene D-392

41. MeOmber, Russ D-400 174
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(Linda Ryan, Director)

43. Nevada Wildlife Federation D-453 4, 37, 73, 147, 148
(William Krueger)

44. Nevada Wildlife Federation D-401 4, 37, 147
(Bob Marcum for Al Stone)

45. Olsen, Art D-410 142

46. Polish, John D-416 275
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47. Polk, Bruce 
D-395

48. Pollock Drilling (Elaine Pollook) D-418 277, 278, 279

49. Robbins, Edwin D-.386 265-268

50. Robison, Reed D-417

51. Shatz, Dorothy D-390 4, 32, 269

52. Shanahan, John 
D-370

53. Sims, Thomas 
D-452

54. Tooele County Commissioners D-339
(Charles Stromberg)

55. Townsend, Mike D-412 80, 142, 274

56. Vucanovich, Barbara, D-361 237-240
US Congresswoman - Nevada

57. Vueanovioh, Bavbara, D-442 142
US Congresswoman - Nevada

58. White Pine County Chamber of Commerce D-405 37, 142, 204
(Joy Bybee)

59. White Pine County Commissioners D-368 147, 244-247
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60. Weber, Ron 
D-314 3?, 32, 33, 223

61. Wrignt, Bill 
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November 21, 1983

Dear Senator Garn,

I 'Kould like to make known to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical -ahd mental.
health of my family. I am concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our environment
and livel ihood. I ama concerned aboqt the
structural damage of our hom'es, churches, and
school.

This area is populated. We have a public
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellip.se, the
population of the combined towns of Partoun,
Uvada," Gandy, and Trout Creek totals 'one
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred

and twenty (C20) people in the valley, the DEIS
* counted only fiftuter, (15) p'_opze. -W

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic testing areas.

I -appeal to you as my repiesentative to
use your influence to try- and stop these
proposgil pLans.

Sincerely,
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NMovembemw •21, 1983

-1 I • • -~ n

Dear Senator.Garn,

I woufld like to make known to you that I

oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area

for testing and training the F-1S.

I am concerned about the physical tahd mental.

health of my family. I as concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our environment
and livelihood. I am concerned aboqt the:
structural damage of our hon ess. churches, and
school.

This arca is populated. We have a public
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the

vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
population of the combined towns of Partoun,
Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred

'.. nc::..ptM 5 n the the DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people..

I want to go on record as strongiy ,

opposing the proposed JSe of the new super-

sonic testing areas.

I- a-ppeal to you as my representative to

use your influence to try" and stop these

propose$• plans.

Sincere-ly,

" ~~ - ' ,j"g7

D-4 -
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November 21, 1983

Deara

I would like to make known to you that I
orj p .o'rEl the proposed Air Force use of this area
f- --.. .t.ir.q and trainir'g the F-16.

I c&.. conrerned about the physical 'ehd mental,

h e .c, 1 1 C ry famri lY. I am concerned about the
P-,1.;1.i1e cdhtrimertal effects orn our environment
arl.i I -vel xh,--,od. I am concerned aboitt the

stricutural damage of our homaes, churches, and

,is carea is populated. We have a public
sw- .. wit:, Ar enrollment of fifty (50). In the

i,.,y affected by the Southern ellipse, the
p,-,'iut i, .-_f the combirned towns of Partoun, I
Uvaxd,' Gardy, and Trout Creek totals 'cne

hur.dru,-.,d and twenty (120). Of the one hundredIar" t.wnty (120) people in the valley, the DEIS

C rn.rLte d only fifteen (15) people.*

warlt to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-

5,-it est Iip areals.

- appeal to you as my represent at ive to

us . -,:,ur i nfIuen ce to try` and stop these

...................._d p y,

SS ircer'el y',

i ~~D-5..•



RJoust- or) j?JXPJIJ:SENTATIVES -

STATE_ OF UTAH

'REP. LEEj. Ay tEEN _1

lsr DISTRICT
BOXI 276 TREMONTON. UTAH 04317

COMMITTEES! APPROPRIATIONS ICOMMIJNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT)I HFALTH AND AGRICULTURE STATE AND
LOCAL AFFAIRS

December 16,1983

I II A FEC /DE I'V

Wright. Paitterson ALL, Glhio 4b433

E-rie lose~d is; a copy o~f a letterj sen21t to theQ Depar'Llment Of

thel Air, lorece in response to the Proposeud Exte!ni on of' theý

buprsoieFlight Training Area ii' the Gandy MOA.

Ianconecrnuýd about. the .at s_-tty t';ietov and the incre~a!ed

r3k of mid air eul] isionr, with slower flying c-ommercial aircraft

2F on he per' ulleters, of theý MUOA s;, hut pore! than that 1 afl very2

C 0rje i -IIQCI o 0U t til a UdVe(2r Se Cef feCCtS that supersonllic flight-s will

(2v oni the civilian population in the area.

o3lll erely

Lee Alien, State Hepresciit aotive

1)istLrijct, # 1

fl-.6



Sr4kTAT or UTAH

I1ST DISTRICT It

BOX0 278. TREFAONTQN, UTAH 84337 :-
COMMITTEES APfFROPRIATIONS (COMMUNITV AND ECONOMIC DEVELOrMCNCr) - 14ALTH AND AGRICu--CURE S TATE. AND

December 9,1963 LCLAPAR

lk~jpaltmi 1i of the A-ir Force
A~ttn: E ?l P-vis

11111 Air Puc(e b~ase, Uitah lief: Candy PICA

I ktar Lhir.s:

TrtiS ietter is Written !n re-,Pun1Se to the pr-oposal by the Air Force to signiificanitly
t.,xpruid thu, supersounic oCert'llgiit a-rea itt the Gandy PICA,

We- :iou wt.r~y much aware oit the nieedl for conitinual tra-ininrg tiy the Air Force Pe(.rsonniel
;uiii the( re2atroriLs for the diesired exp~ansion of the range in the western desert. We are
alsi.) Very concterned about tie quality of' life for the residents living in the effected
alciý3. tAtsu tiant their propcrty rights and the security of their families are protected.

I1, Sclv hil. tht, iesjilcnts are seetewliat resitgied to the fract that tti Air Porce
3 ,cot ivi 1.V : pjart, ot, their lI ves;, but it is- clearly indicated that they aLre di~sturbed 3

t~y 11th. at.Itn ut of some. (A' the Air orePe:rso~nnel who in their enthusiasm, or poor
'ju~ij'oicril," arlylrng aircraft. much, lower than the 5(XX foot floor spo)kes' of' in your
pi' '.eritliori. liver-, at sub sortie- speed5 these low leve-l flights Play havoc with the

ivuestocLK, p;risonal property and tranqui lity of that remnote area.

1t, mILy b)e- trhat your pilots will have to leant to exercise sane restrain~t zzid
I':1 cu)Ititul, t.xpccially over the iniha-bited. areas.

If' Ilt I qkudilty of' life- f'or tilte, local, residents conti-nues to deteriorate significanitly
Qlau; ()I, th- supers3onic overflihts,. :tý 1 dif the sonic blasts are much more frequentýW

1,tr fun 'rul titan ycju have- ind catetd, it mauy he niecessary to reappraise the- situzztlon.
roi bsew11atu"-ver corr:ctijve actionl isý required.

- ~i. i my Vl'd lrog tint. I woold ii ,vk to deftuittely oppose arty XpdItslol o1f A-ir
II' )cI ti lo istha Would adkVe2rselAy rt~eut the civil tort population oruefnI :i-

,, H ILujJ r t i C tr the ranger nlorth of' Hiji ljway i-do or the Gandy ranlge to thle 4(I '. w Itt~ LI I- lItN wIth a igreat dealt of jinteresLt that we will, watch the results of the

m. Jincerel -

(V: (Ucvert-nt'r- Rkot?. tU~ r Lee Allen, State hýepres3ertative
'JLJ Hatch District #1

;;rvunjr (rLryCG. PUUtCIi~

k u r l et'i e J e M M u l -

-am- -teL --- M



Partoun, Utah
Via Wendover, Ut.

" Nov. II, 1983i

B 1?oo 00

' m t toprotest the establishing of the Gandy Range area for testing

r:-- -cigc ht. f the F--16.

I .. • iv•; e in Partoun, Gandy, and Uvada were never given notices of hearings

•lcd .-discuss the matter. We first heard about it Nov. 3, at a PTA meet-

-oci- One of the parent's mothers had seen a small article in her

a and7d sent it to her daughter -who lives in Uvada (Pleasant Valley).

v- ust" finished examining a copy of the Environmental Impact Statement

_afy 3ange, Hill Air Force Base, Utah. The communities of Trout Greek,

Sva€t j a~ nt-Valley), Partoun, and Gandy-alr beneath the proposed supersonic

fli.q* qi tpace were ignored in the EIS (page 29). Their comment was that,
:-lislein s of population,.fr Partoun, Gandy, and Uvada. Apparently,

Ihere .._ 5 .effot made to check the accuracy of their sources of information.

-e-re 50 people living in Partoun, 20 people in Trout Greek, 24 people

-id about 14 people living in Uvada (Pleasant Valley). Also, the

-". o this entire area is located in Partmcin. We have 50 students attend-

..--.-..nere, and Partoun is located on the southern Ellipse (see fig. 8.0 of

eah at .the school here, ano I am already aware of the noise and disiupt-

- r il Air A •Force jets making low level flights over our school. I

:nedabout the hcalh problems of our children which might result from

D-8
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acom caused byý.the aircraft. The EIS expresses concern over protect-

c ity of Callao (pop. 1.9) because of historical Pony Express and

.ZU e , an hst*orical sit es and also over Fish Springs area. There are

--------------------------------nSchool (Wast Desert, School) as compared to nine at

~_'a~ibo~ Itw~u-seem that our 50 children should be more imporan

-,- r l 'tes and fish.'

Irvedto i'artoun, I lived in Pleasant Valley (Uvada), and not

be~reI oved from there a Hill Air Force jet crashed in the mountains 2
2 [-

en.,.e arother crashed just north of Call~ao; so we have som'e concern

~safety of our own people.

)t etr^oncern i.s for the people who fly small aircraft in and out of

ýa Some of the. ranchers around the Gandy Range area fly in and out

V6en N already have worries about the jets flying so low through

_aouit~iorito' the above concerns, we cannot afford the costs which will

rom '_4indoi4-and structural damages caused to our homes. It is more than7

__ _E~"4t~~vo1ed. It is also a matter of fitnding labor to meake necessary

someý of, us.

~* 22.appeciteany help you can give us in this matter.

Respectfully yours,

U,-9

I I' mans~



I

Ti: ENI;i]tONMENTAL ?I;LNNING, IIQ ALC/DEPV, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFD, OH 45433 DA-T lf

}1~OU*__ yere ea tr r f Leatr Nea d ame, address)

rcveitly learned of the pr tosai to turn part of eastern Nevada into a L~upersonic

t:-er ions area. I ai writing to formally request a 60 day extension in the comment

ppr•rod, from Oct. 14 to Dec. 14. In addition, I am requesting that the Air Force

hol public hearings on the proposal in Nevada and Utah> nK yoa S ceroly,

cgat uerl

LcOde/oi r&~/C ui/

O.k

D-1O
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BAGLEY RANCH
Quality Breeding, Feecding and Eating Beef

DAVID C. & REUVO C. BAG(,Ef or 2120 Pheasant Way
STAR ROUTE BOX 290. CALLAO
WENDOVER, UT 84083 Sdit Lake City, Utah 84121

October 10, 1983

I nvironmental Planning
1|i Aiii,C/Ll I V
k4right-latterson AF13, Ohio 45433

I-ear Sirs:

It is very interestinn to read your Request and Impact Statement
on the Gandy extension to the Utah Test and Training Range Air Space.
If your other figures are as erronous as Callao's population and the
location of the historic Overland Stage and Pony Fxpress Trail you
hav. wasted hours ind days on a report of little honesty and therefore
your cMIclusions are wrong.

4 4
If your planes respect the new boundries as they do the present

ones, no one in W'estern Utah or lastern Nevada will be free from
ha r a om:nt. -We are outside the area now and get flights almost daily
over us and east and south of us.

Your pilots delight in flying just above the ground and are past
before we hlear thie noise. Some seum to delight in buzzing us as we
work in the" fields to see us jumlp nad duck..

1,'e nei, d to have areas to train in hut why not do your buzzing 3
t.ctics ind low flying where t h re are no people. You have many,

8 nnv square miles to the north and east where no one lives and only 8
uyN,:ay's test crews evtr cone.

'think twice, then act like gentlemen.

bincerely yours,

David C. boag

Reuvo C. Bagley

D-11



October 13, 1983

Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Oh 45433

Dear Sirs.

As a pilot of small aircraft residing in Baker, White
Pine County, Nevada, I wish to voice my opposition to
the proposed Gandy Range Extension for Restricted Air-
space.

We -_,re surrounded by several restricted airspaces
thh;t require us to fly greater distances than necessary

9 on many of our trips. A restricted airspace in the
Gandy arer. would affect us in eliminating direct access
into areas of Idaho.

Also, we are concerned with the extent of low altitude
flights in our area. In Baker, there are five pilots
who regularly fly at similar altitudes as some of the

10 jets* I am particularly interested as an agricultural 10I applicator flying at low altitudes which requires my
full attention and rrevents watching for other air
traffic. -The see-and-avoid concept is not at all
practical in this circumstance.

Sonic booms are unpleasant annoyances to the residents
of this area and have on occasion resulted in broken
windows. Any increase in the frequency of sonic booms
would be looked upon unfavoratly.

Thank you for your consideration of my opposition.

Sincerely,

Dean Baker
Baker Ranches, Inc.
P. 0. Box 548
Baker, NV 89311

N12



QUJEST IONS AND COMMENThlS

regarding the

V ~DRAFT ENVIRONMENT'AL IMPACT STATEMENTr

ESTABLISHMflENT OF THE GxANDY RANGE EXTENSION

AND ADJACENT RESTRICTED AIRSPACE AS AN

AREA FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHTr TRAINING

HILL AP'B, UTAH.

(comment period closing

Submttedby:October 

14, 1983)

Richard Bargen,M.D.

( Box 1445,

Fa lion ,N,

89406.

D-1 3



To: Environ-ental Pldnning,

HQ AFLC/DEPV,

Wr ight-Patterson AFB,

Ohio

45433.

Please include the following oomments and questions in your final EIS

for the proposed supersonic training areas in Elko and White Pine County,

Nevada.

Please make note that rural residents of Nevada and adjacent Utah wish

to have the record state that although the final EIS for the Continental

O-erations Range was never completed, the actions of the Air Force and Navy

are producing the same result, without however addressing the environmental

consequences, thus negating the process tiat NEPA of 1969 requires for

producing a legal document.

Please make note in the final EIS that the Air Force, with this proposed

action, will be producing sonic boons over the Goshute Indian Reservation.

This result will pertain if the AF restricts the airspace or attempts to

establish an SOA. When considered with the AF supersoii, flights and

attendant damage over the Papago Indians below the Sellz MOA, the singlinq

out, whether voluntary or not, of the native Americans for this type of

action is iepugnant to the sense of fair play and justice of all Americans.

The enclosed conrtents on th•e proposed supersonic activity in Nevada are

based upon a paper of con-nents for the AF action proposed for Reserve, New

Mexico, and Valentine, Texas. Due to the very short time interval available

since the Nevada proposal truly came to public attention, I am unable to

D.-14



to make all the small changes in wording, or aircraft type, that are

necessary for a proper paper. None-the-less, it is very evident that the AF

DEIS in all critical sections, is Aord-for-word identical with the RDEIS for

Reserve and Valentine. The documents obviously were created by the same word

processor with changes pertinent to the differing locations, but no changes

in the fundamental assumptions and weaknesses.

The Nevada document is inadequate as a draft EIS. Public hearings are

required. The statement of the State of Nevada that no further airspace

restrictions are to be considered, is ignored.

The need for supersonic training airspace was '"underestimated" (page 3).

The training should be accomplished elsewhere. The airspace in Nevada is

subject to an active legal action in U.S.District Court, which if successful

will enjoin the Air Force from conducting supersonic flight in Nevada below

50,000 feet msl, except at Nellis.

The page references in the body of the paper refer to the Valentine and

Reserve documents. The pertinent references are identical, except in page

number, to the Hill AFB document.

The Hill AFB document has seriously underestimated the concern with

which Nevadans view this proposal. The environmental information pertaining

to Nevada is incomplete and does not address the main concern. Nevadan are

also concerned at the rate at which the airspace is being segregated by

restricted areas or by de facto restricted areas such as a Supersonic

Operations Area becomes, regardless of the maintenance of its status as an

MOA.

D--5



Due to the great similarity of the Revised Draft Environmental Impact t

Statements issued for proposed supersonic flight operations in Reserve and Gal v J <%

Valentine Military Operating Areas, the following comments and questions are

submitted for incorporation in the Final Environmental Impact Statements for 4

both areas.

The page numbers, unless specifically noted, refer to the document

entitled "Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement .... Reserve Military

Operations Area, Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico."

Due to the small amount of time available for comment on these major

proposals, the following comments and questions are focused on a few critical

areas of both RDEIS's.

The fact that a Revised DEIS was prepared for the Air Force's proposal

indicates compliance with #1502.9(a) of the "Regulations for Implementing

the Procedural Provisions of tihe National Environmental Policy Act". This
11

section states, in part.... "If a draft statement is so inadequate as to

I pLeclude meaningful analysis.- the agency shall prepare and circulate a

revised draft of the appropriate portion." )
It is appropriate to note that in this case the entire first 'draft' was

revised. The present document, altlough extensively altered, suffers fatal

flavws which render it unable, legally, scientifically and ethically, to

fomrn or Lepresent the basis for a final environmental impact statement on the

proposal. Hopefully, even though this comment is written hastely in the early

worning hours, the data which will be presented, and the questions that will

D-16
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be asked, will substantiate this conclusion..

Part 1502.17 of tie Regulations referred to earlier,states, in patr.,

*.... "The environmental impact statement shall list the names, togethet with

their qualifications (expertise, experience, professional disciplines), of

the persons who were primarily responsible for preparing the environmental

impact statement or significant background papers.. .Where possible the

12 persons who are responsible for a particular analysis, including analyses in 1 2

background papers, shall be identified."

in connection with this point vie note that beginning on page 217 of the

Reserve hearing, the Air Force refuses to make these names known, other than

the statement by a panel member that Captain Gauntt "says he had a hand in

it." Pages 218-220---"I don't know who did that."

On page G-95 of the Valentine RDEIS the conmments about the archeological

expert are noteworthy. In all, there was no infouration provided about the

persons responsible as required by 1502.17, and probably with good reason.

One panel member states that he didn't feel it was necessary for the Air

Force to review all. the sonic bWom literature (c.f. page i--"The Air Force

has conducted an intensive literature review..."). As Mark Twain noted, the

idea is first to get your facts, then you distort them as you desire.

The comments above, along with the major flaws in these papers,indicate

that not only are these docurients inadequate to serve as a basis for an EIS,

hut that the Air Force should take leave of it's closet experts and delegate

to an independent technical group the task of pcoducing a paper that,as NEPA

requires, must be of "high scientific quality".

it is a harsh statement to say that these documents often appear to be

deceptive in intent, but careful review leaves the inquiring layperson with

no other conclusion. Residents of the Morenci and Valentine areas may be
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ocrtain that their only true recourse is to claim the protection of their

Constitutional Rights, and take legal action to stop the implementJtion4 of

what will be a true, uncontrolled medical experinent on the effects of

chronic exposure to sonic booms on human beings. (Page ii---"There is little

doubt thiat noise including sonic booms acts as a stressor, but it is not

bocown with any degree of certainty whe-her prolonged exposure results in

cumulative pathology."

The Air Force conclusion of no significant impact is not legal in the

sense of 'Regulation' 1508.27 which states in part ...... "Significantly" as

used in NEPA requires consideration of both context and intensity: (a) ...

Both s-i-rt-term and long-term effects are relevant. (b2)...The degree to

which the proposed action affects public health or saftey.(b4)Tne degree to

wtlicn the possible effects.. .are likely to be highly controversial.(b5)The

degree to which the possible effects on the iimian environment are. highly

uncertain or ii~vo~ve uniL e or unknown lrisks." (emphasis mine)

Clearly, : hir Force must acknowledge their proposal will result in a

significant impact on human beings, by definition of the very Act that moved

them to create these documents.

The Air Force needs to maintain the highest standards and efficiency in

air contat training. No one questions this need. But the true costs must be

tillred. This training, can he performed elsewhere.as it is now, and in the

type of environment where tie inpact on hum- beings will be zero. )
Again, it should be stressed that there is virtually no possibility that the

Air Force will account for the true human costs of these proposals. The

citizens' only recourse is to the legal system, based on rile Constitutional

pooections that are the right oL eveLyone, even "six highly annoyed" New

Meyicans. This is not a technical problem, it is an ethical and iioral issue.
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-hr re few, if Eny, re~gions in the free wonrld whete civilian

c:0opuations are legally subjected to T-he cnnduct proposed for Valentine and

Roserve, by t-he Air Vorce. The: Papago Indians are b(-irq overfClown

supersonically at 11i-s time Ly the Air Force. The resulting Structural dcamage

and resulting effects on human heallth and welfare are consideroble. There is

at this time no E~IS available based onr the DEIS for the propo--Sed supecsonic

tl~~tat The point appearýs to 1x- that. even without a Final FISIactions can be takan-T, as r pL-o-sed, with i;Tpunity. The AP has issue6 -ýtsel f a
waiver, .1 assunre, perhaps illegally. Rosidents of Texas and NI.M. can t-akeI comfort: in Col. Smith's statement LE-age G-68 Valentine RDEIS) tLnat".. .if rý,)

way, with ,.what we piopuse to) do here, ever. bl the worst s~tetch of your

.Uag:.nati10n, as to how many booms a day yr.u caýn ge-t, wi.ll it compare to what

we have beenT doing to the people iin SellIs ?Az~zora ani the environs there tcr.,

for ZhL past several years."

The U.S.Navy has proposed supxersoiiic air wimbat rnaneuvt~rs over inhaLrmit'il-

regions of Central Nlevada. Thýeir DE;IS ilay be i~ssuei by N4ovember, 1983. One

nave g'uesseq that the? Navy needs to) "riainitain air cr-ew efficiency to

zprevent. rhe degredation of the t'Natýional Detýenlsý. Posture anid for purposes CZ:

iational Securi~ty." TJ.he AF intends w~ sonic b~on eastern lievada in Candy tK~zv<

TeBoard of Coiiunissiconers of three- co~unti.es in Nevada, have all pass-ed

-. so~lutions st~i-ing thEir sti~ong oppos)ýition zo the Navy's pror.ýosal. The

Nevada Stat~e Medical Assoiciation hasý declared its opposition to the proposýAl

on the iýiis of concerns for the health and wel hare of tlhe civilian

ipopulationi. Ninýýty--seven percent. of all. thie Ekysictins practicintg in Lural

aesof northern auid ceýntral Nevada, have s~gned a pe-.tition tequstngth
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government, to appoint a technical advisory ccrrmittee to independently

evaluate the data being used and abused to allow the Navy to reach the

presumed conclusion that sonic Womn-s produced b~y low altitude supersoni~c air

combat maneuvers will not significantly imp~act human beings living below.

This Z>etition was institLutEd upon the clear presumption t-hat. much of the dar-a

and tne interT)Yetation it undergoes, w).l1 be misleadinq, based upon past

experience here (and the analagous situation exists in Morenci and)

valentine).

Perhap;, Nevadans will. receivc- a Lettey quality document. Tha wain Naval

coordinator for the Central Nevada SQA, in San Bruno, California, when asked

itE the docui~ients produced bri the Air Force for Morerici and Valentine would be

ut~ilized in1- the tfavy's, documentc, repli-ed in the ne-gative. '&,en queried as to

the reasoti, the coo~rdinator coimnrenr-ed on tme jco~r qualit~y of the dm-cuments.

However, thlis iay he a simple case of interserv-'ic.e rivalry.

The largest cirganization of civil aviators in Uvhý world, the Aircr~aft

OwciLrs and Pilots Association (U.S.A.), has declared that the underlying

coneptIE of supersonic operations in a Milicary OxaigArea, is ha-zardouis

t-o the safcey of all aviators. In an W4A, -all pilots, both civilian and

:ulidryhave free use of thne airspace upto 18,000 feet above sea level,

fr-eeliy avlating without restriction or hinderance or outside control otherIThian t,.ne F.A.R.'s which govern flight in all airsoaca- in the U.S.A. The AF1

14 :ie-3 -the t-erm "set aside" to refer to the SO.There is nothing set aside in

the proposed SOA's, except the limitaraon supposedly that Iitlitery aircraft

can not, go supersonic outside that region. The iimplici2t ionis for civilian

pilot) sýatcey are false howe-ver.

Perhaps the only element to be s(et aside -will be the airc~raft. insurance

on týhe ci~vili'an aircraft wh4ich operate at their own cislk in the SOA. One
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major civil aviation insurance oonrnany contacted by ph'one stated that

insurance written on a civil aircraft legally flying in an SOA such as

propo•ed, wouid be invalidated due to the hazardous n~ature of the activity.

The rules of flight in a MOA are "see. and avoid". The supersonic activities

conducted in these MiA's by the military are legally defined as

ultra-hzzardous and should be confined to restrict-ed areas. Obtaining a

15 restricted area is a rules-making procedure and the military is avoiding t-his

approach. However, the. nature of the activit-ies here would, as AOPA states,

create "de facto restricted areas obtained outside of normal legislative

channe-ls." Th:2se nazards arid questions have been glossed over in the present

Citizens of Texas and New Me~xico complained in the hearings that their

riunerouts f-t~itions to the Air Force and others, wrtunheeded. In Nevada,

numnerous pezitions have beein coapiled and tocwarded to the government and the

Navy, without any results. Citizens in Nevada have filed before the U.S.

DiSt-rict Court in Nevada for irelief, requesting a preliminary injunction :a

h~alt tie proposed superso-nic bcyaardment. It should be plain to residents of

other rural areas that are similarly threatened, that despite all the talk

and pli2as, only recour11se to the courts will restrain these federal agencies

ficin taking actions that will cawse irreparable harm~ to human healthl and

By attempting to create SOA~s over inhabited regions of the country, the

Dopartunent of Defense has Lundertaken a maor federal action which is includ~ed

in 'Regulation' 1i502.4, a section dealing with "broad" federal proPOE:als

16 which require an EIS to address the proposed actron's effect,- as a whole, niot: 1

on a sitE specific basis. 1502,4c states, in part. ,.."When preparing

statements on broad actions (including propocsals by rtore than one agency)



agencies may find it useful to evaluate the proposal(s) in one of the

following ways: 1. Geographically, including actions occurring in the same

general location, such as a body of water, region, or metropolitan area. (one

notes here that the siting criteria for all military federal agency SOA

proposals certainly select out specific rural areas as targets).

2. Generically, including actions which have relevant similarities, such

as common liming, impacts, alternatives, methods of implementation, media or

subject matter...."

Presently, each SOA proposal is targeted upon a small population by a

federal agency, whether Air Force or Navy. The major federal action for 16 8 C ot

supersonic flight over civilian populations clearly requires a 'generic' or

p'programatic' EIS, prior to allowing each federal agency to produce its own

u site--specific ver/iori of an EIS. A 'generic EIS' led to the cancellation of

the Supersonic Transport overland flights several years ago. The federal

government must, before implementing any SOA's over civilian populations,

compleze a satisfactory generic EIS addressing the central issue as to the

hazards to the saftey, health and welfare of hurman beings, and the many

associated issues. This issue should be dealt with in the courts if the

federal government does not proceed voluntarily in compliance with the

requirements of NEPA of 1969.

As the various federal agencies are presently proceeding, each impacted

regica is dealt with separately. This effectively fragments and mutes any

Sconcerted actions of the relatively unall groups of citizens in the different )

rural areas who have been selected by identical siting criteria foi.r what wasr

previously, quite correctly, called an uncontrolled medical experimert.;!

The ethic-s and morality of this situation demand redress. Reo-urse to

the courts is the only real means of addressing the issue.Do it yourself.
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The EIS that may result ftom the RDEIS's at hand, will not be reviewed

by any capable persons outside of the leading agencies which produced the

documents. Certainly the EPA and the CEQ (Council on Environmental Quality)

will not produce a scientific critique of these documents. The EPA Region

Nine (which includes Nevada) has terminated all their "noise specialists".

Budget cuts have affected the reviewing process in all other regions and also

other agencies with expertise in this area, such as the F.A.A.

Science, August 5, 1983, page 529...."The Council on Envirorunental

Quality (CEQ) has fallen on sorry times since the days when its halls were

thronging with experts, its report-9 were abundant and much-heralded, and its

chairmen had the ear of Presidents.. .The House Appropriations Committee is

particularly unhappy about CEQ. In its report it says that "not a single

scientist or technical expert is on the permanent staff," which "renders the

Council unqualified to offer substantive oontributions or policy advice."...

The CEQ is regarded as having perfoirted an extremci w luable function in the

past, issui.ng reports, monitoring the "" aticnal Enviconmerital Policy Act

(NEPA), perfoLming policy analysis, acting as a direct line to the President

on envirorunental issues, anrd putting out an annual report that contained

extensive independent analyses of environmental pcogress and problens. Now,

as far as many observers con sec, a]] tnat C"Q doe.• I.s put ouc tardy anI ual

Sreports that are little rcore than justifications )f government poliuies."

In short, the only outside review these RDEIS's will receive; will be

from the lay public themselves. There will not he any scienritic review by

qualified persons of the conclusions prese,-,ted by the AF r-nd Navy, which

perhaps renders the demand for a ceneric EIS moot -in any case.

Finally, after reviewing the first draft EIS and the subsequent
-revision, r personal opinion is that these documents have arisen from a long
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'1 4
tiad.Ltion. This tradition is----proceed unless opposition is truly formidable

(refei:ring here to bureaucratic types of actions), bring out inhouse experts,

and use the Mark Twain rule of EIS creation. 4
S. Hamron,a senior partner of the Vibration Damage Specialists in

Louisville, writing several years ago in the American Bar Association Journal

commented upon a document produced by the Air Force, entitled "Sonic Boom

Fact Sheet".

Hanmn wrote: "When the fact finding bodies are called upon to make

decisions concerniing sonic booms...in the near future, statutes, precedence,

and customs will not exist. If guesswork is to be avoided, dependence rmist he

placed on the opinion of learned experts. I stress Cray's qualification

"learned", since there are a host of experts, but only a few who have the

basic qualifications to allow them to understand this subject. The greatest

offenders in this respect strangely enough, are the two agencies who fly the

greatest number of jet planes--the Air Force and the Navy .... All reference is

Lo a mythical "they", w.ho remain nnmpletely obscure. Most of the attempted

answers have sLummations which are ludicrous due to over siriplification and

lack of relevancy to the arguement, which they pretend to sum up. From the

beginning to the end this work is erroneous."

DATA P.AiE )

The information upon which the RDEIS's are based is available to the

layperson; articles in the scientific literature, books, etc. This is the

ssTe information on superibonic tlight and its unwanted stepchild, the sonic

boom, which the Air Force uses to produce these documents. The statement of

the panel member noted earlier, that the AF did not review all the literature
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rno was it tequired to, is unacceptable. Also, as noted earlier, there will

not be any independent qualified scientific review of these documents.

National security has been raised as an issue in each and every of the SOA

proposals, including the two in Nevada. The wording,warning of severe

degredation of air crew combat readiness and the subsequent effect on the

national defense posture, appears to issue from the same word processor.

There are wo citizens who would not make sacrifices that are actually

essential for national security. However, numerous deceptions have negated

the average rural citizens' instinct in these regards. The primary victim of

these RDEIS's are the scientific data. To ameliorate this inbuilt bias, it.

was suggested earlier that independent, unbiased, technical conmmissions could

he created to evaluate the proposals and the central concept itself. Other

orga.nizations also have reviewing abilities such as the General. Accounting

Office and the Congressional Research Service.

In the peges that follow, several of the fundamental assumptions or

interpretations of the AF are questioned, mainly on the basis of the

documents that the AF itself has used. A dispassionate review of the

scientific literature and the documents produced by the AF leads to the

conclusion that the present documents are inadequate as a foundation for an

ETS, due mainly to the selective nature of the presentation of evidence and

facts and at times to the apparently deliberate distortion of scientific(
data.

The time required to conaent on these documents in their entirety is

puohibitive. However, the points made later itn this conuRent paper are not

highly selective, that is, the errors and miasrepresentations cormtented upon

ate distributed tht ughout the entire AF documents.
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"THE UD£1C OF 'MTE RDEIS's

The sttengrh of a structure can be no greater than the strength of its

foundations. In the case of the AF documents, the final conclusion of "no

significant"impact up-n human beings due to low altitude supersonic

overflights can be traced back through the literature, and the seminal

documents and the scientific foundations can be examined. The conclusions

drawn from these documents, which are then used to draw further conclusions

etc., then allow us to evaluate the statements and assumptions made in final

analysis.

It is instructive to compare the first DEIS with the KDEIS, simply to

educate oneself as to the creative interpretation of scientific data.

However, concerning ourselves with the RDEIS,the following represents the

apparent logic the AF utilized in deriving their final conclusions.

1. The CSEL of individual sonic booms are calculated from expressions

utilizirn the peak overpressures of a sonic boonm.

2. C-weighted UML are computed from the CSEL of individual impulses.

3. C-weighted day-night levels were derived on the basis of community

responses to sonic boom exposure, mainly Edwards A-,73 and Oklahoma City tests.

4. CDNL are accurate n'easures of human response to the acoustic impulses

we call sonic booms.

5. The IFPA, in approximately 1936, proposod thle _Lse of a C-weighted

day-night level to estimate the response of other cormmunities to large

anmplitude single event impulsive noises, i.e. sonic booms.

6. Carlson developed a simplified method of estimating sonic boom

ovwrpressures created by various types of aircraft. aid blunt bodies, a paper

published in 1978. (Carlson's nomogramn already appeared in 1966)

7. On the basis of 21 sorties by the F-15 at Oceana, Bolt, Beranek and
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Newman, who have done numerous studies for the m•ilitary, used Carlson's

•jimplified method to estimate the sonic boom ovexpre.saurea that were produced

at sea level when the 21 aircraft were supersonic. i-_

8. BBN then use a table based on a standard at- phep whi i+ rn-'1]s

that less than orie third of the supersonic events prcrluced a sonic boom wihich

could have been detected at ground level. One flight was. Excluded so as not

ii bias the final results. _ I._

9. The long tern average sound level at points on the- ground was

determined by the average CSEL per event, the number f •events and a

probability factor.

10. BBN used a "rough" approximation that these 21 flights occurred in

an elliptical area and through a series of calculaticom arrived at the

r(:i;ulting sound 'xposure levels within two concentric.-llises which

17 contained the aircanbat maneuvers of the F-15. .7

11. On the basis of the CSETz for the ellipses, the CENL's were

calculated. (based upon 15 sorties per day, 5 days weeklly,.52 weeks yearly,

nu izight time operations and less than one boom per supersonic flight).

12. Since the number of "superboons" could not be calculated by BBN

"frmn the present data", they state that one of the 1KJbom reported by

residents of Valentine tests (June,1978) was a superbomt- Thus they conclude

that "With lack of any other data, in this analysis it -is assumed that one

( liboom in 20 reaching the ground will he a superboom. -

13. WBN determine that superbooms will not affect the CEML on a long

terni basis.

14. BBN adjust their calculations for the ground level- in New Mexico and

Texas and determine that maximum CINLs to p produced?-in-Jeserve or Valentine

are scarcely above 61 decibels. No correct ns for changes in humidity noted.
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15. The Air Force places these ellipses into portion5-,cf Valentine and

Reserve MOA's and notes that these sound levels are 1•tk-than. those

recoamended maximums for normal urban residential neigJh~bw*tds and that at

, , , •, ve or six citizens will be highly aru _Mje , supersonic air

combat maneuvers in their county.

4

)i

In returning to the roots of the data base, the testsat. Edwards AFB and

the Oklahoma City tests, one is reminded of the strenr &.the data that is

the foundation for the finding of no significant envirQrnimtaL impact in the

MDFIS. (from Schomr's paper :"Evaluation of C-Weighhtia-1n for Assessment

of Impul.se Noise", J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol 62, No.2,AIKu'.-1977.)

Even without consideration of studies that show truly.rurta areas are

far more susceptihle to the effects of noise, either :inpuii.ve or

on ir-ils-ivc, the OC 'tests' are a very shaky founda _-.• " which to base

conclusions noted in the RDEIS. 1 8

I 8 iOnly a few points of many may be noted. Oklahoma Cit•-was chosen. for

these tests because it was an aviation oriented conmumiA*, -eperienced with

sonic booms. As part of the program, "control of the trthLý was exercised in

that a massive publicity campaign was conducted prior-. the. tests to inform

the citizens that they would be subjected to sonic b'oons .from overflights

that were designed to determine if the SST should be de~vw1lped. This program

was portrayed as of great econoinic importance to OKC and the entire country.

The residents were told that their reactions woul& b-e-_queial to the

developibent of the SST. The majority of tht respondernt- W. that the test

was of six months duration and that a favotable respomrse iWtqd help the SST.
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Despite these and many other such factors, once the *sts began,

numerous court actions were taken to force the cesi n Qf the tests due

to the impacts of low overpressure sonic booms. Lega 'Aqtr9•, included both

private plaintiffs ia City Cotulea _i~tself. At this

point the numbers of complaints were very high. As tile Pcurt-s declined to

offer relief to the plaintiffs (this was a 'test'), ti _4m r s of complaints

declined dramatically. It is upon these numbers that-•*o~n figures

showing that overpreisures, averaging about 1 .2 pstg.2yed" only a
C
0o certain percentage of people.

The results of these "controlled" sonic oorns are meartinqless when

applied to the proposals at hand or when extrapolatedl_-cW _-idicate the benign

,ffect of long term exposure to high intensity sonic-4pn• g e above is only

* ,e of many points that could be made in this connect ,C t -

The response of humans to sonic booms is reported in various studies and
in the R1EIS in terms ot "annoyance;'. "Annoyance" is t that ha- rn legal

standing. You cannot sue anyone because they have caqtcAoL to become

eKtremly annoyed. YoU cannot claim inverse condemnnat•f ewur property

because an agency of the U.S.Government has caused yqW&Xtrme annoyance. The

term represents an amalgam of disturbing events, suchd.2p, i•.terference with

sleep, interference with conversation, anxiety and fbry•e!ndered by noise

or perceived danger, etc. The point is that when an RDEI$.claims certain

levels of annoyance will occur, no legal or even n•-aninq•f~l statement has

been made.

It is noted that all the figures relating to overpressures that "will"

occur in these SGA's, are calculated. No measurements were made at Oceana, no

measurements were made during the "Valentine Tests", et . sults are based

on 21 sorties from which, on the basis of noawgrams, calculations,estj.mations
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and approximations (from aircraft in level flight in 4tandard onditions).

Perhaps most indicative of the presumptive nature of the data is the

17 statement by Bolt, Beranek and Newman that "DeterminiIg.the probability of a

S . . £* c•.Lrcraft sortie, is not readily. possible from 1 7

existing data.. .With lack of any other data, in this analysis it is assumed

that one boom in 20 reaching the ground will be a superibooi."

The French "Jericho" tests are noted several times in the RDEIS and the

bibliography. These researchers went to great lengthstat ,btain actual
measurements of sonic boom overpressures and location.•q sonic xooms made b'

fighter aircraft engaged in standard aircombat maneuvqr. These researchers,

whose evidence was available to BBN and the AF, state.- "A.l aircraft produce-

19 at least one focus boom when they start supersonic flight/focus due to 1

acceleration). Military aircraft which make high load factor maneuvers

produce focus and superfocus booms all along the superr.onci airparh."

Again, simply one point amongst the hundred that indicate how unrelialle

the RDEIS is. It would be appropriate to note hete again, that in the PDIS

as in the first draft, the terminology relating to su2-rfocused bxoms is L&ed

incorrectly.

The simplified method used by the AF to obtain SOA's Shoula be pazenri.

For the first time in this land one is able to lose Cons-itutionall ly an[&

rights (the freedoms that we are protecting, pzesumably) on the basis ot

calculations perfotmed by a sunple, handheld calculator.

An internationally recognized expert on sonic burons, one who is rLued inf

20 the RIfIS, told me that the CDNL levels recommnded by. the EPA and HiD a~e 2 0

cectainly ta) high, even presuming that they in soie_ manner measute the true

response of human beings to sonic boonms.

rn sun, if time allomE•d, the RDEIS and its substructure could be shown,
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it:ein by item, to be inadequate, both as a docinent that pretends to

scLentific accuracy and as a legal document from the point of view of NEPA

ot 1969.

it, as vie Air rotce states,the sonic boom impacts in Reserve and

Valentine would be far below EPA and HUD sanctioned levels- for an urban,

rcsidential neighborhood, then fly the aircombat maneuvera.over the cities.

The noise levels, the AF states, could be doubled add sti-ll fall within these

guidelines. If the environmental impact of the sonic bomst is, so minimal,

then why did the suggestion of residents of New Mexico,tW fly all missions - -

over Valentine, cause Air Force Col. Jeff Smith to say "For those who say

take it all to Valentine, I firnd that unconszionable personally.' (page 193
21

2I ni :he R&sevtve RDEIS). If the levels of both areas are so. low that even

dA--in9 te ntLrmcr of sott,ýes in o.ne area would not cause the litl) criteria

W .. j• %- ,d, en w*ýv cies the A i Furce indicate that an ethical problem

w-,1-i be Iro.'vd with th-is shift?.

F-,a,.ly, as irny - at hear•-ngs asked, why was the question of

tfySr, sulytN over rr-.ted al areas mot raised earlier? After all,

at-o wxaary Lo the LI ssl.on given in the hearings, there aircraft (F-15

a F•, i-16) becaLme cierat-ionra several years ago and their supersonic flights

at. Ka.n 1.1 have been attatned rottutnely by military fighter's foi: two

decads. It shodIld be noted tlat the F-15 wnt to Holloman AFB on the basis

of the posztive finding -oted in "Envixormental Determination for the

Prcposed Beddown of F-15/r-38 AircLafdt at Holloman AFB, N. Mexico (Oct/76)."

"lli* same number of sorties were planned then, as now. Part (c) of the sunmary

.it..•t.es in part: "Supersonic training flights will be increased by the

22 ,onversion of F-4 to F-15 aircraft. However this air cc4nbat maneuver training 2 2

will take place over the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) and will not
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affect the area outside the boundaries of the WSMR. The sut-ersonic events22 122 Con?.

Yr, will increa:e frcan 550 to 1300 per year "

-- er ing

This subject is chosen frcom many oUties3, simply to illustrate another

manner in which the RDEIS is a particularly flawed document,;_screeching

even the laypersons' locjical sensibilities to unacceptable;limits.

The RDEIS states that aircombat maneuvers will average-jlach 1.1, and

utilizirg the concept of Threshold Mach (calculations-only) ntes one third of

all sonic booms %ill reach the ground, resulting in.r significant iipact

on the environment. National security will be uphel6,-7theznational defense

posture maintained arid the Air Force Trews maximally prepared. by air ccrmbat

training within these limits.

Page 1-3..."The F-15 missi-ns require accvmplishment in areas set wide

for supersonic flight to utilize the aircraft in a supersonic regime. This

flight regime is characterized by increased maneuverai~ty .y high G-loads,

and high closure rates." 2 3

23 Page 1-9..."t3y operating in the subsonic flight regime only, pilots r:e

denied valuable experiencLŽ i.. the vastly different perfbrmoance and han•linq9

characteristics of the aircraft in the fliaht ýnxvelope abve._t.ch.O0." (added

eiras Is)

Asewhere we are tolr (the page number escape3 me) that because of the

aevanced design of these aircraft, pilots can slip through Mach 1.0 without

noti:ing, and that. the nt.•rioi. ,ecessary to stay at Mach .99 degrades the

trairL.g mission. ThuLS it appears that the "vastly different performance and

Ihbanling dcaracteristics"of the. rach2.5+ capable aircraft-are maximal between

Mach 1.0 and Mach 1.1.
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Page 4-20..."All participants must decrease altitude to utilizv.- th-e

maximum acceleration and turning of their aircraft." (hot quite the straight

and level flight of Carlson's simplified method). AviationzWeek and Space

_echnology, May 23, 1983, page 75, discusses the F-1519 . erload warnriny

ysystem. "The warning is continLuous un=:.1 the overloadifcoNdition is relieved.

This system permits the full 9-G limia use of the airdaft; enabling the

pilot, whenever possible, to open up the flight envel0p -

o Page 8-1..."Vue to the advanced characteristics of the F-15, supersonic o
L)
no flight is requlired if pilots are to effectively e¶Tloy-the aircraft in the
14 -a,

role for which i. was designed and procurred... combat ready pilots would be

fully able to explore the aircraft p[rforiTance capabilities and develop

practice and refine sound cymbat tactics and habit pattt'rns in the supersonic

flight reguo2e...". (MNst pilots would agree that it is-difficult to explore

the flight envelope of a mach 2.5+ aircraft while ranitnifg between :Aach 1.0

and Mach 1.1. The quote in the paragraph ab!ove is a cast ih point.)

Next it is r•te-worthy that the development of the F-15 through the

various nodels, to the F-15D and the Strike Eagle, have-been directed to the

objective of creating an all-weather, day-night capable-aitcraft, with

equally great air-tc-air and air-to-ground capabiliti.a•This will of oouxse

produce great nLmbers of night flights for training purpose, a&0 certain

types of maneuver-s which wiI.l consistently generate ]acge rnnbers of focased

boonm. Also, an ACMI like systei mis-t be installed in N.M. and Tx..

Referring back to the quote from page 1-3, it must be re-eaphasized that

there is nothing "set aside" about a &OA, from a pilot's viewpoint. This

airspace is freely available to all aircraft, military and civilian-only at

iupersonic speeds it is rransfor-ed into a 'killing ground' that AOPA has

correctly labelled an extreme hazard to civil aviation.. The RDEIS glosses
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:itxessed repeatedly, that their theoretical figui-es are oynservative, are

hicorrect. The real atamsphere often focuses sonic toq,•, -the effect being

qreater at the lower Mach numbers the Ae says it will-ýviprage. Scant,or no

"aid to stud9i.es ,hich have neasured the anp]ification factors

related to rectilinear acceleeztation; multiple t~mms createdL in this fashion;

notiYg the fact that multiple, sechacate bc,(x are create) during turns, and

s'.perfocused boomrs in accelerated turns; aplififcations cz eated when the

:sonic boom envelopes of supersonic aircraft intersect during a pass in

opposite directions and during overtaking maneuvers. It. is nýwbere stated

that the foc-sed boom in a turn will be "thrown" from ten tc.. twenty miles

lateral to the flight .atch of Uhe aircraft turning. Audible rLubles, that
2 4

many scientists texm significant. occur for tens of mriles .lateral to the -2 4

,cu:toff. Terrain a;lificatifyi factors of 12 and greater-.have been measured.

Amplification factars due to bein.n3 near buildings can. resuit in 4 fold or

yjrfeater sonic ho-m overpressures (cf.calculated valuepSl: yiagiic

(1pL ification factors have been scarcely mentioned, al nhoi_ they con• .ttute

an hipact of mejor proportions. Even in straight and level Zlight, variations

,) overpressures below and lateral to the flight path vairy. 3-4x, sinply on

l he basis of Lunnown factors, presumably atmospheric •irb•.ence. These

results are frcm studies in which actual measurements have been Performed.

Even at threshold rach, a caustic is formed. It may not reach the grourZI

but if a r-sidenL, or ome of the more than 60,000 yearly visitors to thisI ve. is standing on a hill, he oL she will be or. the rcclvi;g end of a so'ic

Wom that will be at least two times that of the calculated overpressure.

26 box~t~h those measured by others and not used by the AF, or those, theoretical 26

overpressures calculated by the AF for this RDEIS. Peak overpressure is one
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element that is used to judge the impact of a sonic kmonjrbu i• is r•.•t the I

26 peak overpressure that is the major correlate with thf e nRgoyance expressed by 2 B -c,

Cooi. persons below. Also the AF assumes a rormal distriouxo4;9R data obtained

from the Oceana sorties. it is clear fronm their chars -that-the data cannot 2

27 be normalized in a sense that makes the data a basis>--tblostatistical 2 7

Returning to page 3-10, one can illustrate several qokthe- previous

points. Ore notes that the AF hopes to demonstrate ttiaiqpgtitudinal

acceleratio•ns of an aircraft at an altitude and Mach ýnwber _ •above cutoff,

ptoduce zelacively small areas of focused Eonic boonri <.hat are occasionally

up txo 2 to 5 tiLms the overpressure of rcrmal "N" wavsbut that a highly

stable atitosphete, in their own words, must exist for-these events to occur.

After rotii-g Operation Jericho, the AF states that turbulence decreases or

23 dissipates the bxrin; the A? notes that "the most inpr.tant:a.goint is that the

peak pressure of a focused btr)m decays more rapidly: thpn in an "N" wave and

thus the positive impulse is much lower..." -Z --

Re-emphasizing that turbulence (i.e. the real world at•osphere) causes

frequent focusing effects, even for aircraft in low b1aM@ evel flight, that

peak overpressures are not the major corxelate with irnp4ct on hunans, one

notes d-hat in Operation Jericho the rise times ar/t.. peak impulse of

focused• bccr is e highly siqliificwt anid iiuit rhe triueeffects of focused

and superfocused boan are such that amplification facqor_,s range fran 2 to

greater than 9. In other words, a focused boom is a focused womn.

On page 3-11, the AF states that focused boons do not move along the

ground as is the case with carpet boons ad that the _focai zone is fixed. The
24I 24

focal zone is fixed only in relation to tile positicu-oz thu aircraft at the

time the caustic is produced, which is cnrwon sense. T.he focus for the
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the caustic moves along this region in exactly the samp stnse as a carpet

Loom does, before it becomes extinguished. This focaý 7Pr--s usually the
0C

24 si te of two or three separate sonic boomn which occursk irpid succession o0

"0nt. o be confused with the 'double boom' of the 'N' wave.-o£ a normal sonic

boom). These impacts have -mt been addressed in the R .;1

As noted earlier,the fact :s alluded to, but not streked.,that studies

have sho'r, chat the area involved with a simple long 4tinjaLor rectilinear

acceleration, even at high altitudes, is accompanied .2a fjcused tom and

2929
then an associated area in which 4 to 6 multiple booms ,cc. each equaling

the overpressures of the carpet boom. These booms haves,.piLjar inpacts on

humans but are not included in the RDEIS.

The AF states that in supersonic turns it is quite prxible that sonic

beooms and focused booms will riot reach the ground unlt. _t1_ Mach nmber and

altitude exceed certain conditions. Using tables in 9ýe.sopic boom literature

ore can easily determine whether this statement b xs any mganing other than to

dcce iv!. 7:

For an fighter such as the F-15 at Mach 1.3 and an altitude of 33,000

.30 feet, production of a focused boao can be avoided if ýthe bank angle does nor 30

exceed 10 degrees. This translates into a heading c-. e 0.4 degrees per

seco)nd(perhaps a slight overestimation). Thus the F-.; • -5 ires six minutes

to pertorm a simple course reversal under the oonditions devised by the AF.

Durirn this time it wuld travel approximately 60 miles anA exit th! neat

elVipse~let alone the entire MOA. "Bombers and fighb•rs.susta3inted

supersoniL flight have to make at least one focusirg _tutn.1L fly oack t home

base because the radius of a nonfocusing turn is far -too Ifirge to be

practical." (Operation Jericho).

Page 3-15 .... "This is supported by theW fact that the tests o'x.ducted 3 1
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in 1968 at Tonapah, Nevada, showed sonic booms with overpressures ranging

from 50 psf to 144 psf did rot cause direct injuries to the exposed people."

Uton reading the paper, one notes that the researchers' : ..- '-' ,

their surprise, that when the windshield was blown out, of their stationwagon,

the glass fragments were propelled outward for a distance of greater than 12

feet. It had been thought that sonic booms caused glasp.s reo-kaqe with the

fra*gments dropping neatly at the foot of the window. - .....

Additionally, the researchers roted that the windows of all the campers-

parked along the low altitude routes, were blomi out. By the third day, there

was considerable difficulty amongst the scientists takirg readings, due to

the flinching and stress that occurred, beginning at the time when the

aircraft first Appeared, let alone the sonic boon inpacted,.

The AF note that no harm occurred to humans is perhaps diluted by the

fa(c that no oh-bervations of any nature were made ,oth-x than to note that
31 Con

t.lhre was a fulln•;s and riný;ing in thc car-, or a •pr-s-u-e like sensation

C ont. against the body. Mr. Lord, an environhnental e'pert (AF) stated at the Valen.

test hearings (Atch.7.30)...'"...I know people, I, mys.lf, have been subjected

to 110 p;f so I imc. what it sounds like-I didn't hear for a while

afterwards."

To the lay person, this phrasing is reminiscent of temporary deafness.

to followup studies were done. It is a fact that temporary threshold shifts

are forewarnings, if repetitive, of permanent hearinq. loss. The AF statement

is misleaiing at best. It is also clearly noted in the paper that the startle

reflex, which the AF states will habituate, didn't. There is ample scientific

documentation that habituation of the startle reflex does nwt occur. Where

the AF so states, its experts are o:rnfusing the orienti:nq reflex with the

startle reflex. The eventual result is harm to humans via stress.
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The orienting reflex (to ruch lower levels of overpressure than will

o:cur in Valentine and Forenci) can to a large extent, be extinguished.

Howver. longer term studies have demonstrated that - "behavioral adaptation" 3 1 Co n t.
~!is actually a c0ipensawy , a perid Q' the hIuan

organism deciotpensates. This has been documented in huwi and animal studies $

but is iynored or misinterpreted in the AV document. . .

Page 3-17...The AF states that thete are no generally acoepted

techniques for predicting worsr-case,long-term,health inTqacts from noise

exposure. Dr. Worthington is delegazed by th.h: AF to represent the most

pessi.miscic views known to the AF. ac. ocrthington has ena)uraged a

scientific overview of the subject. To state that his views are amongst the

uttyx•t: pessimistic on the subject of rthk impact of sonic bcom- co human beings
Ssiol.y indicates that the AF did not review the literature. The literature is

3Z) -132

clear that it is only a question of how bad dcxes it eýt. The A? must address

thu• health effects of chronic sonic boom expooure, in, worst case analysis,

a: requir&c. by NEPA, in their revised RDEIS (the RRDiIS'.

********* k,*,*,****

Nearly every page of the RDEIS deserves correction. It is unfortunate

that far.mers, ranchers, housewives, TV repairmen and assorted other omrmoners

have to defend themselves against this misuse of scientific data. The

archeological study noted in the lRDEIS is close to a farce. Two of ten

overflights registered "sonic bocns" with overpressures of 0.15 per. or in )

that neiglhborhood!I No damage to rocks, buL no mention of the rock falls

preeipitated a` other archeological sites by sonic bcowrn,described by others.

Alternatives are required by NEPA to be thoroughly researched. Much of

*,--s is presen,',ed is misleading oz ludicrous. Vweekend- flights over the WSMR

are dismissto on the basis of an "informal survey" of an undefined group at
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Hollcman AFB, citing th-ie problem with rmorale should this alternative be

accepted. Is it the public's responsibility to provide alternatives? The

beddown statement allowed the F-15 into Holloman on xLb;asis- that no outside

affected. If the F-15 flys do•, to 15,000feet, ana the T-38

¶ is engaged primarily in air-to-ground gunnery, then both activities can occur

22, 3 at once in the same airspace with a buffer zone between .them. This and 2 2,3

wfekend flights will ac2Count for all desired supersoo•' :sorties and put them

over unirhabited land.

The costs of all alternatives may appear large, but that is sinply due

to the fact that the true costs have nwt been calculated. -

The Revised Draft statements issued for Reserve and Valentine Supersonic

Operations Areas, are not adequate by the standards seL_ forth by NEPA of

1C69.

The concept of supersonic flight at low altitudes for long periods of

tbme over htmiaw beings, hadi nevei, be•et a&Lesed i%,dE-udently (excej-t for

the high altitude SSr which was cancelled). The AF documents are deceptive.

1k ccripetent outside experts vill evaluate these doctpeilits, The AF overflies

the Papago Indians, never having aompleted the EIS pro ess. As Col. Johnson

told the people of Valentine (Atch 7.28) "... There are several other people

d who have to be asked, the Federal Aviation Adiinistration has to be asked.

It's impossible, well, I don't want to say irn.ossible, it's improper for the

U.S. Air Force to fly supe-rsonic over any area that has rot gone through a

coordination process or been okayed up through the legislative level of the

Government and the FAr. Ve get our permission from Headquarters U.S. Air

Force and that's whc c kays ,t." _
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There is no doubt that the aircraft should be flown, and the aircrews

trained to the maximum of capability. But the Aic Force is only able to have

its cake and eat it too, by producing a docu ne- ).. ' will

bear the impact of the proposal.

The time has come for a totally independent, technically competent group

Zo be formed, a true formt of experts created to evaluatet the concept of

supersonic flight over htmian beings, at low altitLes;.and/or a Congressional

investigation should be undertaken to examine these questions on a nationwide

basis and dealing with all branches of the military.

There is little doubt that these proposals will be acted upon regardless

of the amount of protest, eieU~er •aotional, scientifip, or otherwise. The

ilv -recourse for the commn person is to tecall exactly the freedonms that.

Oie qovernment agency is working to protect and to use those freeooms to

sectre a just and equitable resolution of the problem...

If the Air Force uses the present inadequate document as the basis for

it•j final EIS, then citizens should, cn their own if neccssaiy, proc:eed with

]-,ja) action in order to obtain a permanent inj unction to protect their

he;,Ith and wlfare, the quality of their lives ard the land that they live

in, This should be done with the clear under.standing that the government

agencies involved can attain the sanp rraxiinum quality of training in other

ways, but will not attempt to & so unless they are forced to.

)
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Many important issues face rural Americans today. The past several years

have resulted in tne creadton of a public health issue and a Constitutional

issue of unique proportions, that is supersonic flights of military aircraft

at low altitudes over inhabited regions of rural U.S.A4 Due to the small

nkatbers oi people affected, concerted defensive action5i. e very difficult to

organize and to finance. Often, those in State and other government do not

care. Thus, rural residents of mainly the Western United States must defend

themselves as best possible, relying on their own resources.

In this regard, please accept this unsolicited paper,-a very cursory and

partial ccmment on the Revised Draft EIS produced by th•v•Mr Force upon their

ptoposed supersonic flights over Morenci, New Mexico, and Valentine, Texas.

Time is ripe for the formation of a multi-State coalition of affected

-_nrsons to take aggressive action an -all levels to pre,4ent further harm to

both the health and welfare of thousands of persons. Very little tiwe remains

(or such an action.

I would propose that the various groups already in existence in New

Mexico and Texas, cacmunicate with such groups as Concerned Rural Nevadans,

and commence the formation of such a larger organization as soon as

possible.

Richard BargenM.i.
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Corrmncnts oni tne D4r.iift Bnvironmcntal Impact .t~ite~ment (Jr 14) on tin.
E3tJol13h~nent Of thie G'Andy H-ing'e Extension i.nd idjacenit ne(stricte:-
ailrspace ~..; an Area for superaonic Flic~ht 'Ir-inllng.

Submitted by: h-Ao -mrd Phyllis Batemnan'

Kyle -ind Ran~te B-stezn-iLn

For pre.;entation At public heariLng -At Tribal Hall, Affilb~ted
Tribes of the Goshý..te Iflai;aa liejerv~tton, Iba2p-th, Ut ;h

1.i1-i 11 ;'iwJ Vie, the above namred rAnch otiniers -a d Ibapuhp
(r.eep Creek Valley) residents of long st.nding wixnt. it tnown
;-.e strongly And Absolutely oproae the Air loroc proposAl to
inere Ase restricted -tirzspace Along toe Ut Ah-hev:Ada border for
anpersonic tliehcs and trlining space -tor F-lu ti,-htxcr pl~nes
of the 3G--,th TactIc(-Al1 Fighter Wing of' Mill iix Force bas--e ~nd
other sape r~onic jets. The ira3pqce oeing .sousht for exp-~nsion
of 'supers9onic flight And Air-toý.AIr comb-at tr.ininF overlies
western portions of Toocle, Juau And Millird Counties In Ut~h
and eistern portions of FlAo nod 7hite '-ine Counties in Ncr Wa.
This cou:.rlctely taxes in the Ibap-Ab riAnoning d~iitric.t, its
,ýr-.zing properties, the Goshute Indi.An hesýcrv.-tion, And tnie
p~roposed Deep Greex Mount-iln wilderness area. Our rnca(hes -n-'
otrer properties in the Ibapah Vality --re inclucc-a in the
proposed restricted area ailong- with ta-envy'-five neigýhooring
rrnches -nd atleast twenty -adnitiona. tit ors-s.

POPJI& uN F faP.fl: Within the boundtArie& -otl Iban-ah nhe hive dJU,
neoole lixdifg ini close proximity -And -a total at .350 pcoplc-
living 4ithin the propoa3ed a1rea. The Dr4-Efý-nvironrimcntalj linp!.ct

-1,4 Statement (DEIS) tiLls to recognize th-at the rrcople oi' IU~rah
live In a closely ponmlaItcd rlca ot sparsely <settled A.; st-,ted.

"eneed to be re'.ognized -ndj t -4en into ccnid et r-1tion on this I
propoial as vvO are the ones woo will ce aLdv~rily at~ected.

LEEh SaEFTY AiiD %E~ilhFnh: of the people of Ib'.pih h-Aib'-cn of' little
concern to the milit-ry. Ve -ire 1-sw abiding citizen:- of tneisC
Our United dtites -and we demrand eonsiderizion. The Air Force
has little respect for tst-abliahed boundaries aLnd little concern
for Ib~pah residents. Low flying jets -ire h~tzardous .and sonic
booms do destroy. Low flying jets mea:ns woien you c~n fleir the
metalI clang a.bove the jets roAr, see tine f:la-;h ai idientififýtion
numbers benestn the plaLne, sýee -the tree tops nAove the low £1.iý
jet, hear the !cud roar rllghc wiove you as You orive yo-ir auto- )
-oonlie down the road ind you aýutomatic thy duc.K or sometimes run
out of the road, practically fall ofl Vyour tra*ctor or horse ~
they fly directly above y;.U, or fly just . ove you over the
brinac o! -- hill, etc. The tighter pilots seem to use our r:&nch
hous-es nfd buildings, the valley residents tnemselvea, cr-A ourA
livestock for experimentý.l runs of rc~listic gununery p-ractice
und Juzersonic attacics. Instead of being 'snell sr~ocked", we
-*ill be "Jet shoc~ed" from intensified jrt action.
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THiE NOI.E AS V.ELL A6 "HE Ck"i"US6LON: of the super sonic booms will
annoy area people about 100% rather than the statement of the
DEIS that only 12% of the people living in the area would be
"highly annoyed." All the Ibapah residents are strongly against
this proposal as we have already experienced dam;ging and
explo'3ive onic booms and frightening roara of unexpected, low
flying jets. In the hands of youthful pilots these Jets are an
instrument V sc•re and frightening tactics for the purpose or

3. tmusement La their behalf because of our startled reactions.
With the intensifying of training flights and the predicted

8, 1050 monthly sonic booms from F-16 Fighter wartime tactics, we

3 1 will be blasted out of existence. If noise from low flying jets
and sonic booms are not detrimental, why do babies cringe and
cling to their mothers at the sound of a jet? thy do unborn
babies quiver and Jtump within the mother at jet approach? thy
do people jump and watch in a-ngered anticipation as they watch
for the jets return or the second jet? Why do grazing cattle
stampede to the closest fence at the noise of a sonic boom?
Human0igfV animals alike become unnerved And can no longer funct-
ion properly because of the loud, booming concussion of the
unexpected sonic boom or the roar of a low flying jet. No, we
cGn never adjust to the noise of the sonic booms or the low
flying jets.

PROPFEWiT DM;AMGE: already has been experienced by valley residents
with broken windows, cracked walls of homes and buildi:-gs
Including tho3e of the school house, broxen i±nd falling tile and
plaster, walls crumbling and foundations cracked. With theae

33 unst-Able conditions the value of our properties %ill drop to
nothing. With this airspace expansion the high density of air-
craft that will be operating over this populated area pats our

Slives, our livelihood, snd value of our properties in jeop-.rdy.

IN CONCLUSION: we have shown some of the adverse effects this proposed
training area would have on all Ibapah residents: the rAnchers

and their families, the Goshute Indl.ans, our livestock and our

homes. Our valley will nc longer be a "valley of production"
but a "valley of destruct104", if this proposal takes effect.

hECO•MMEhTION: to have the Air Force review their plan for the

restricted training hnd withdraw their request for the proposed

* -- in-ng area. The military t hEuld consider alternati',es to

the proposed action eather then subject people of the Deep Creek

34 Valley, their properties of the Deep Cr.ek Mountain area, rni the I
bordering Nevado west hills to the devasttifnK effect of air-to-air!

supersonic combAt training by the Hill Air Force Base F-16 fighter

pl. Anos.
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Ibapah, UtahS :'t' /.) November 10, 1983

Honorable Orrin Hatch
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:
As concerned citizens and lifetime residents of Ibapah, Utah

we submit the attached petition opposing the Air Force proposal to
increase restricted airspace along the Utah-Nevada border consisting
of 85 miles long and 25 miles wide for supersonic flights and training
space of F-lb planes of the 368th Tactical Fighter Wing of Hill Air
Force Base.

The Air Force indicates there isn't enough air space to effectivt<
train pilots in realistic and wartime tactics without an increase in
quantity of supersonic flight space for air-to-air supersonic combat
training. The resulting effects predicted of the 1000 sonic booms per
month in this area would blast the residents out of existence. it
will have a devastiting and hazardous effect 100 percent on thQ whole
population of 350 people in this area rather than just the 12 percent z
stated by the Air Force study reported by the Associated Press and
Deseret News. Some residents have read of ha.,ardoua effects from low

8 sonic booms and low flying jets both on human beings and animals, but
studies made have not been conclusive or proven and we do not w*nt to
be used as guinea pigs to substantiate the evidence of the ill effects.
As United States citizens why should our lives and well being be
given only slight consideration? The military has shown no great

* concern for the safety and welfare of the people living here.
The Air Force should use Lhe many available areas now used for

3 5 testing and training of the F-lo jets or use the uninhabited Utah
Salt Flits, the oceAns and other unpopulated areas rather than expandlný
i Into the loapah area.

Please give this proposal your immediate attention as time is
runjing out foV the study and comments on tnis, ending December 15, 198,
Coymnents on th.s Hill Air Force Base plan for the Air Corridor on
the East corder of Nevada including Ioapah Valley and the Deep Creek
Mountains are to be sent to:

Environmental Planning
hp. AFLC/DEPV
Wright Patterson APB
Dayton, Ohio 45433
We ned your help in stopping tunis proposal as our lives, liveli-

hood, and te vilue of our properLies are in jeopardy.
Thanks for your prompt and understanding help.

Fa6 and Phyllis Bateman
Kyle Fnd Fanae Bateman
of the Parrlsh Ranch

cc: Sen. Jake Garn
Rep. James B. Hansen
Rep. Howard Nielson D-44
Bep. Dan Marriott
Gov. Scott Matheson



CC. to
Sen. Paul Laxalt
Sen. Chic Heeth
Rep. Harry Reid
Rep, Barbara Bucanovich
Gov. Richard H. Bryan
Tooele County Comm. Charles Stromberg
Environmental Planning Hq. AFLC/DEPV
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October 20, 1983

We, the 69 white and 120 Indian people living in Ibapah, Utah on both
sides of the Utah Nevada state line protest and oppose the Air Force proposal
:.o use this area of 85 milts long by 25 miles wide for testing and training
;f the F-16 jet fighter planes, The a.rea includes our fifty mile long ranching
Jistrict with bordering grazing lands, the Goshute Indian Reservation and the
"eep Creek Mountains.

The twenty-six ranches,-nd twenty additional homes within the area have
:xperienced sonic boom destruction to their homes and buildings, foundations,
jails, and windows from jet supersonic speeds. The Ibapah Elementary School
uffered damage to the ceilings and brick walls of the structure with resultant

<laster falling from between the bricks, and ceiling tiles falling to the
floor. If one destructive sonic boom In particular had resulted from air
travel from the opposite direction, the whole north side, which has glass
*jindows, would have been shattered and would have fallen upon the children as
chool was in session. For damages suffered at this time, restitution was
a•de to a nearby ranch home by Hill Air Force Base.

The livelihood fr-an ranching is threatened as studies have proven that
livestock miscarriages occur as a result of the loud explosive concussion made
j, the fighter planes. The sonic booms would disrupt and hinder the
itilization of our grazing rights throughout this area.

36 Studies have also shown that unborn and small children suffer both hearing
.npairment and loss from the loud sonic booms. Neither human beiny-i nuv-

L- v'•sL•dt a6ju'.c t t hr IOL)h,, unvxpecL'eU sonic bocoans mnajx•kr L4 ,
, et fighters traveling at supersonic speeds.

We feel the F-16 fighter- testing and training should take place in
:r'populated areas and strongly oppose the plan to use this Utah--Nevytd4 *..rea
:.{f bapah, Utah as the proposed test and training site.

elf, - AK-cc flt-I..6t
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November a1, 1983

Dear

I would like to Make knowr, to you that I

oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and trainrnu the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical -a rd mental'
heainn of my tarnaly. 1 arn concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our environment
ard livelihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and
school.

This area is pcpulated. We have a public

school wit::ar enro~ll::ent of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
popul~tion of the combined towns of 9artoun,
Livada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred
and twenty (120) people in the valley, thg DEIS

counted only fifteen (15) people.' U

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic testing areas.

I appeal to you as my representative to

use your influence to try• and stop these

proposd pltans s.

Sincerely,
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November- 21, 1963

lot, Commanding Officer, Hill Air Force Xasu

Res Proposed TestinR and Training'AfrasB for thu F-16

I would like to r.nak, known to you that Y-bpposc the, proposed

Air Force use of this area for testing and.trairiing the F-16.

I arm concerned about the physical and nlentil health of Mny

family. I am concerned about the posssible detrimental effects or.

our environment and livelihood. I am concerned about the

structural damage of our hormes, churches, and school.

This area is populated. We have a public school with ar,e nrollrnent of fifty (50). Ir, the vicinity ýaffected by the

Southern ellipse, the population of the combined towns of

Partoun, Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one hundred and

tw.nty (120). Of the one hundred and twenty (120) people in the

valley, the DEIS counted only fifteen (15) people.

I want to gbo on' record as strongly opposing the propoýe'd use

of the n-ew ýupcr-sonic teatirg areas. .

Sincere I y,
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November ?1, 1983

Dear

I would like to make known to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and tr.aining the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical -a'rid rtiental,
health of ray family. I am concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our environment
and livelihood. I aril concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and
school.

This area is populated. We have a ptublic
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
popul~tion of the combined towns of E'artoun.
Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one

hundred and twenty (120). Of the one htundrei
and twenty (120) people in the valley, th• DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people.*

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic testing areas.

I appeal to you as my 'epreser,tat ive t c
use your- influence to tr/y and stop these

pr'oposed pldan.

44S~S i rc e-e I y,
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November 21, 1983

Dear

I would like to make known to yOU that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and trair,ing the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical "and mental.
health of my family. I am concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our envirorrnent
and livelihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes$ churches, and
school.

This area is populated. We have a ptmblic
school with an en-ollitient of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
population of the combined towns of Partoun,
Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred
and twenty (Iew) people in the valley, the DEI5
counted only fifteen (15) people.' " .

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super.-
sonic testing araas.

I appeal to you as my representative to
use your influence to try• and stop these
proposed plans.

Sincerely,
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November al, 1983

Dea

Skd lik2 tto make knowri to you that I
o. ,l x, tt,- pr,:,pc,•ed Air Force use of this area

f., % t ard tr-airii , g the F-16.

I c,-r :rrr.d ab.--:,ut the physical -and erntal.,
he-! -,-.f ry family. I arn concerned about the

p--. t. t2 d-..tr mer, ta1 effects or, our environment
a, v,0l 2 I--.d. I am concerrned aboLit the

iit . :L..ra • rn. r. -of our hor;es, churches, and

Is urea is populated. We have a pUblic
...... it . r,a e r, ,llment of fifty (50). In the

o f ai-cted by the Southern ellipse, the

S r.: :.,F the combined towns of Parto un,,

U. , (.- J, alad Trout Creek tot#! on-
h,, .. ..... ; twertV (120). Of the one hundretd

h,A , .. %120) people in the valley, the DEIS
cI aon'..-'itly fifteen (15) people.*

,"•.kVt to De Qn record as strongly

opp ,ti ', t-I prc, p,_-,ed use of the new super-

's qAreas.

apu_.1 t, you as riy representative to

-" ,,t 1 ,.0C t try"' and stop these

P.............r.

Sinrcereliy,
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Novemberr21, 1983

Dnar Senator Barn,

I would like to make known to you that I
Dpid Forcea use of this area

for testing and training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical -ahd inental.

health of my family. I arn concerned about the

possible detrimental effects on our environment

and livelihood. I arsi concerned abo'Ct the.

structural damage of our hofmes, churches, and

school.

This area is populated. We have a public
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the

vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the

population of che combined towns of Partoun,

Uvada, Sandy, and Trout Creek totals one

hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred

and t;went•y (120) peoplQ- i; thc vx'.rIUF. *hr DEIS

couinted only fifteen (15) people. -

I want to go on record as strongly

opposing the proposed use of the new super-

sonic testing areas.

I' 'appeal to you as my representative to

use your influence to try' and stop these

proposg0 pLans.

)

Sincerely,
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November 21, l98C3

Tog Commandin! Officer, Hill Air Force Base
"Re: Propos.md Testi.-,, and TrainjnL..,IAreas for the F-16

"I fould like to make known to you that I tPpose the. ProposedAir ForcUe of thi& area for testing and.trai, ng the F-po.

I -am Concerned about the physical and rnentql health of my
family. I arn concerned about the POSSible dethirnertal effects ofour• envi ro n and l1vel ihood 2 aj concerhnet-d about thestv'uctural damage of our homes, hurcehs, amnd school.

This zrea is populated. We have a public school with anren.ollmen of fifty (501. In the vicinity .affecte b, thetl p•, the population of the combined towns ofPartoura, Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals onx& hundred andtwenty (120). Of the one hundred and twenty (12o) people in thevalley, the DEIS counted only fifteen (15) people.
want to g9o on'record as strongly opposing the propoke'd useof the new super-sonic testin, areab.

Sincerely,
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November 21, 1983

Dear

I would like to make krnown to you that 1

oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing arid training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical 'and rimentaV1

.health of imy family. I arm corcern-, about the
possible detrimental effects or. our environbient
arnd 1 ivel ihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, chulrches, arid
scho:ol 1.

This area is populated. We have a public

sChuoil with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
popu1atiorn of the combined towns of Partcqur,
Uvada, Sandy, and Trout Creek totals one

hundred and twerty (!_*_). Of the orea hu.idred
and twernty (120) people in the valley, the. DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people.

I want to go on record as strongly

opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic test ing areas.

I appeal to you as my representative 1c,

use your irnfl uence to try and stop these
pr-o:,posed plarns.

S incerel
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#41
863 Rosewood Lane
Layton, Utah
Nov 14, 1983

Environmental Planning
Hq. AFLC/DEPY
Wright Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio 45433

We are writing to strenuously protest the proposal by the Air Force to
increase the restricted air space along the Utah/Nevada border for supersonic
flights of the F-16 aircraft.

Our family owns ranches and other property in the Ibapah valley otherwise
known as the Deep Creek valley which runs alongthe Utah/Nevada border. This
valley, the Deep Creek mountains which border the east side of the valley
and the hills to the west in Nevada are included in the proposed restricted area.

We understand from news releases and contact with Hill AFB that the
Environmental Impact Statement says only about 350 people live in the proposed
corridor. They, however, fail to recognize that over 200 of these people are I1

1,4 concentrated in the Deep Creek valley and the Goshute Indian reservation at the
south end of the valley. It should also be noted that the Deep Creek mountains
ar' being considered for a wilderness area.

Another point that should be considered is the statement in the draftI Enrironmental Impact Statement that only 12% of the people living in the area 1 8
3 w1.uld be "highly annoyed" by the sonic booms. This is completely in error18, 31 md unrealistic. In fact the number should be nearly 100%. Our family I

has conducted an informal survey and determined that everyone in the Deep
Greek valley (over 200 people) are strongly against the proposal. We believe
that no one should be exposed to the devastating effects of sonic booms and
low flying fighter aircraft. Also the statement there would be no adverse

ht. alth effects on humans and no significant problems for domestic and wild 3?
animals is incorrect. One only needs to observe the reaction of grazing cattle
to lowr flying aircraft and sonic booms to know how ,rong this is.

Air Force planes have been using this area for a numbor of years for
supersonic flights in violation of current rules and regulations so we are
very familiar with the i-mpact of supersonic flights and sonic booms. The
predicted 38 sonic booms per day or 5 booms per hour is completely unacceptable.
The ones now bein' experienced are causing enough problems for school children
(yes there is also a school in the valley.,), people, grazing livestock, wild horses
and wild life, and property damage. Objections to these flights have been made
to Hill AYE but no action has been taken. We have also made a claim for damages
which has been paid in part.

Fighter aircraft on training flights do crash all to often ( 35 F-16
aircraft since 1979) and so it is very hard to understand why the Air Force 3 8

38 would continue with their plans for training flights over the Deep Creek valley
I with total disregard for the safety of the inhabitants.
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't 3s quite evident that to include tle Deep Creek mountnins, the DeepCreek valley and the Nevada hills to the west in this corridor is wrong as3at would be very detrimental to the ranchers and their families, the Indians,
livestock, wildlife and tie wilderness study area of the Deep Creek mountains.

4 We, therefore, req, est you review your plan for the training corridor, with-
draw your request for the proposed training area and exercise one of yourstated options to seek a more suitable area.

Sincerely,

BLA CH• PA, RIS• BRAN

Copies to: 1. Governor of the State of Utah
2. Governor of the State of Nevada
3. United States Senators from Utah
4. Representatives from Utah
5. Utah Wilderness Association
6. Hill A1 B
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863 Rosewood Lane
Layton, Utah 8404.1
Dec 12, 1983

V Environmental Planning
lqi. At,'LC/DEPY
Wriuht Patterson AFB
Dayton, Ohio 45433

Subject: DEIS on estanlishment of additional air space (restricted)
along the Utah/Nevada border for Suporanic Flight Training.

Ref: Our previous letter of Nov 14, 1983.

Enclosed are copies of written statements submitted by our family
at the hearing held in Ibapah, Utah on Nov 29, 1983. These are for your
records and further consideration.

Sincerely,
- ' ½

D6
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Subject: Proposed Restricted Airspace Ibr Supersonic Flight Training
Along Utah/Tevada Border

Written comments for presentation at public hearing at Tribal Hall, Affiliated
Tribes of the Goshute Indian Reservation, Ibapah, Utah 29 Nov 1983.

Submitted by: Parrish Estate, Ibapah, Utah
Blanche L, Parrish Bean
Phyllis R. Parrish Bateman
Joyce 0. Parrish Cock

INITIAL 3TATEMENT:

The Parrish family desires to go on record as being strenuoisly opposed
to the Air Force proposal to increase the restricted airspace for super-
sonic and subsonic training flights of fighter aircraft. (primarily F-16
aircraft) along the Utah/Vevada border.

The Parrish family owns ranches and otha' property in the Ibapah valley
( Deep Creek valley ),which runs along the Utah/Nevada border and is included
in the proposed restricted area. While we are generally opposed to the whole

proposal we will confine our remarkd relatively to the Deep Creek valley

and the adjacent areas on the east and west side.

POPULATION DENSITY:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) states the proposed expansion1
area is sparsely settled with only as}olut 350 Pnople living there. The U

k fýact is that over 200 of these people live in the Deep Creek valley which
fact the DEIS fails to recognize which we feel is very significant. Also

there iS a school house in the valley attended by all the children living
there. We feel this fact alone should force reconsideration of the
proposal.

SAFETY:

The high density of aircraft that wyill be operating over this concentration
of people poses a very signiiicant safety problem. Fighter aircraft do

crash (36 F-16 aircraft since 1979) . It is inconceivable how the Air 38
38 Force can ignore this fact and continue with their present plan which will

expose the people and school children in the valley to this unacceptable

hazard.

PEC2LE 11,1TACT :

Another point that should be considered is the statement in the DEIS that

only 12% of the people living in the area would be 'TLighly annoyed" by the

sonic booms. This is completely in error and unrealistic. In fact this
18,311 numnber shotdld be nearly 100Z. Our family has conducted all inform-al survey •

and determined that all of the people contacted were strongly against the

proposal and very concerned with the low flying aircraft and sonic booms.
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P1iNIOUS AIR P'O.I-E ACTIVITY:

According to published maps the Deep Creek valley is not included in the
current training areas yet the Air Force has been using this air space for

3 subsonic and supersonic flights for a number of years in violation of
current rules and regulations. As a-result, we, and other people living
in the. valley are very familiar with the impact of traihini7.flghts'And s6nic
booms. The predicted 38 sonic booms. per day or 5 peru hour. is totally

unacceptable. The ones now being experienced are causing enough problems
for school children, people and live,tock. Subsonic flights at low altitudes.
are a common occrance. The actions of fighter pilots seem to indicate they
are using ranch houses, ranch buildings, people and livestock for practice
straf.ing runs. Experiences of members of the Parrish families can attest
to this fact. Objections to these flights have been made to Hill AFB
but no action has been taken.

It vould appear that the Air Force has little respect for established
boundaries and little concern for the inhabitants of the Deep Creek valley.
From past experience we believe it is quite evident that if this valley
is included in the proposed training area the impact on the valley would
be devastating.

PROFERTY DALAGE:

Property damage has been experienced in the valley and it is certain, that
if the plan is approved much more can be expected. Our family has made a
claim for property damages which has been paid in part.

FROPEiTf VALUE:

No one can deny that property values will be significantly reduced if the
Air Force plan is approved. Sale of ranch land and grazing land will be 3

3 very difficult if not impossible unless the asking price is sibstahtiaily
reduced. Why should the land owners in the valley be so penalized? What,
if any, recourse do they have?

OTHER COISIDEBATIONS:

The statement in the DEIS there would be no adverse effects on humans and
no significant problems for doaestic or wild animals is: incorrect. One S
only needs to observe the reaction of grazing cattle to low flying aircraft

- -,4 and to sonic booms to know how wrong this is. Just ask any rancher or his 4
family how they feel when subjected to the conditions of training flights.
It should also be noted that the Deep Creek mountains are being considered
for a wilderness area.

CONCLUSION:

It is quite evident that to include the Deep Creek valley, the Deep Creek
mountains and the Nevada hills to the west in this proposed training area
is wrong as it would be very detrimental to the ranchers, their families,
the indians, livestaok;, wildlife and the wilderness study area of the Deep
Creek mountains. In the face of the facts previously stated it is very

hard to understand how the Air Force can continue to seriously consider
including the Deep Creek valley and adjoining lands in the restricted arew

for high density fighter aircraft training.
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BECO~w'i&-fDATION;

Wc,. therefore, request the Ajr Force review their plan for the restricted

training area, withdraw their request for the proposed traing area and 3
exercise one of their stated options for a more suitable area.

)

I)
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Coirmentsn on tnec Dra-ft Fnrvir-onrncntal Impaict ',t.-temvnt (01,i16) on the
Ititiolishm.ent of tnie G~ndy hinge Ext(7nsion -nd tj~o~-cent Lit.-tricte(
Airspace -. an irea for iupersonic FliL~ht Tr-lnin6.

:;',bmltted by: ha *jr~d Phylli.3 Bateman
Kyle And Ranie Btitem-An
The P-irrish Ranch

For pres;entAtion at public hearing ALt Tribuil Hall, Affillitedi
Tribc's of the Goshute Inoiuýn lieservitlon, Ib--pwh, Ut h
29 Nov 1Lc33

1sl'l~~ Ii.'1tLt: e, the above flawed rrnch ownvers u1.d lhspah
(r~eep Creek Valley) res;idents of long st.ndtngý waint it Pfnrown
-.e -3trorngly And ibsolutely onp-ose the Air Iýoroc proposal toc
incre~ise restricted -iirspuce stlung toe Ut..h-Ivev:iA( border lor
zucor.3onic flig-hts a3nd tr-iininig space ior F-ic.- rtihtcr p1 ~nea
of the 3&3,tki Tacticazl FiLghter Wýing of' 9111 Llir Force fhase nd
other supersonic jets0  TAhe ii1r,3n' rce ceing, ;ougnt for exp-tm.ion
of supersonic- flight ;nd xir-to~xir combait trdining, overlies
wNc ;tern portions of Toocle, Juau And Mill crd Counties in Ut -h
ind e -stern portions of Elmo ind rhite t-ine- Counties in Nev ida.

This-1 co--ple-tely ta!Kes in the Ibapab ranching itrtits
i,rlýzing properties, the Goshute Indian he.;eiv.-tion, And tuie
rorolsed Deep CreeK Mount~iin wilderness area. O~ur r -nehes -rn,
otner properties9 in the Ibatpah '&illty aire inciuQec in tim-
pro~oosea restricted area a-lonLg with týwenty-five neig.hocring
r~ncnes nfd atleast twtcnty idnitional homies.

PO~d.1~juN 1< hu~al: ithin the boand~trit * ofl lbctr-ih .Ne hive 20,
ceonle liviig in close proximity And -A LtotAl of' 350 po.0plclivingK within the proposied area. The Dr~fb.Environnwntail Imn:,ct
-Stitement (DEIS) t-ills to recu~jnize tha-t the roole 01. Iburih
live in a closely ploz-ul~ted -Area, not sparsely iettled ts st-.,ed.

**e need to be r ec:,ogn ized and t - sen into con ;idt r ation on th isý

iHh. £WEi--Y A-cýD ZhLiA1IiE: of the people of Ibtnpih huiz1cbrrn of little
concern to the milit~ry. X'e are law aoiding citizenm of tnesc
Our United St~tes And we demand con.3ider-ation. The Atir Foice
has little respect for cstablished boundaries znd little concern
x'r IbxLpsh r( sidents. Low flying Jets a-re hazardousý xnd sonic
booms do destroy. Low flying Jets means v#;en you cin fleair thuC
nctil clang aibove the Jets roAr, see. tne tia.;h 01 idlentifination
nuanbcrs beneith the pl-ne, see the tree tops -ADove the low £ly'-g,
Jet, hear the lc-ud roar right *suove you -13 you drive youýr .U to-
7oolie down the road ind you iiuionnitic Ally duct or sornetiujies run
out of the road, practically fall oil' your trac~tor or horses:
they fly directly above -yý-u, or fly just ,ove you over the
brinA o1 !i hill, etc. The tighter pilots seem to use our riznch
houses .nd buildings, the valley residents tnemselvea, crcA our
livestocK for experimental runs; of re~listic gunnery practice
aind jucoersonic attacks. Instead oif being "snell sr~ocKed", we
w*ill be "?jet shocaced" from intensified jrt action.
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THE NOISE A6 WELL 6 'ilHE LCiiuUS1iUN: of the super sonic booms will
annoy area people about 100% rather than the statement of the
DEIS that only 14% of the people living in the area would be
"highly annoyed." All the Ibapah residents are strongly against
this proposal as ve have already experienced d~mlging and
explosive sonic booms and frightening roars of unexrected, low
flying jets. In the hands of youthful pilots these jets are an
instrument of scare and frightening tactics for the puroose of
amusement in their behalf because of our startled reactions.
With the intenaifying of training flights and the predicted
1050 monthly sonic booms from F-lb Fighter wartime tactics, we
will be blasted out or exlitence. If noise from low flying jets
and sonic booms are not detrimental, why do babies cringe and
cling to their mothers at the sound of a jet? Why do unborn
babies quiver and jump within the mother at jet approach? Why
do people Jump and watch in angered anticipation as they watch
for the jets return or the second jet? Why do grazing cattle
stampede to the closest fence -t the noise of a sonic boom?
HumanCa6ý 7 ininils alike become unnerved And can no longer funct-
ion properly because of the loud, booming concussion of the
unexpected sonic boom or the roar of a low flying jet. No, we
can never adjust to the noise of the sonic booms or the low
flying jets.

PRhPEhfa DAMAGE: already has been experienced by valley residents
with broken windows, cracked walls of homes and buildis-gs
including those of the school house, broten and falling tile and
plaster, walls crumbling and foundations cracked. With these
unstable conditions the value of our properties will drop to
nothing. Witb this airspace expansion the high density of air-
craft that will be operating over this populated urea puts our
lives, our livelihood, and value of our properties in jeopardy.

IN CONCLUsiON: we have shown some of the adverse effects this proposed
training area would have on ali Ibapah residents: the rinchers
and their families, the Goshute Indians, our livestock and our
homes. Our valley will no longer be a "valley of production"
but a "valley of destruction", if this proposal takes effect.

hECOOMME2ifITION: to have the Air Force review their plan for the
res-rtcted tralnlngO=d withdraw their request for the proposed
training area. The military should consider alternatives to
the proposed action rather then subject people of the Deep Creek
Valley, their properties of the Deep Creek Mountain area, 'nd the
bordering Nevada west hills to the devast"ting effect of air-to-as>
supersonic combat training by the Hill Air Force Base F-lu fightem 2
plines.
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We,, therefore, rcque•st the Air Force review their plan for tho restricted
training area , Withdraw thoir requcst for the proposed traing area and
exercise one of their stated options for a more suitable area.
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1401 Farl Drive
Reno, NV F9503

October 17, 1983

Environmental Planmning

UQ AFLC/DEPV .)
Wright-Patterson AFB

Ohio 45433

Dear Sir:

I hlave recently lea10ned of the pjropos.al to turn part of Eastern

Nevada into a siupersonic oplerations area. I am writing to formally

request a 90 day extension in the cominmýnt period, from Oct. 14 to

December 14. In addition, I am requestiing that the Air Force

hold public hearings on the proposal in Nevada and Utah.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bernheimer

cc: Representatives Vucanovich -&nd Reid

Senators Laxalt and IlectL
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October 17, 1983

The Honorable Harry Reid
"iouse of Representatives..asnington, D.C. 20515

jear Representative Harry Reid:

I was shocked to l' + .... ct
for tne creation OT a 2,9c5 square mile supersonic operariun! arza.5 nere are and have been no puolic riearings planned.

Knowing of your concern for aVevada I do hope that you will use youriniluence in obtaining a 90 day extension so that public ,heariii~scan be held in this state.

Thank you for your help in this matter.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth bernneimer

1431 Earl Drive
Reno, NV 89503

D-71
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V~ A r.0 ' 1123Fjl rotr, rnrnnet

Offikc 7ý.1.)7,,h' and \ lfare

Nevada Legislature
sIXTY-5sICOND SESSION

October 6, 1983

The Honorable Barbara Vucanovich
Cannon Office Building, Room 507
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Barbara:

As you are undoubtedly aware, the United States Air Force has
proposed an extension of the tIOA in Eastern V~evada.

While I have not examined the proposal in detail, I am
son~ehat concerned over further limitations of flight bv 1civilian aircraft. As one who is a sometimes pilot and who

depends heavily on private transportation to travel around
the State of Nevada, I am concerned about further
restrictions on air space. This is particularly true because
of the already heavy military utilization of the air space
over Nevada and because of proposals which are pending by the
United States Navy in the Fallon area. I rather suspect that
there is little, if any, coordination between the various
Ar-med Services, and little, if any, coordination of use.
Because of existing MOAs, direct flight from different points
in Nevada is often difficult, if not impossible, for civilian
aircraft. Berore further areas are considered for MOA
approval, I would feel that it would be incumbent upon the
Department of Defense or Conoress to conduct a review of

4" existing MOAs and their utilization.

While I am an advocate of a strong national defense,
nevertheless the continued expansion of MOAs over Nevada
places a heavy burden upon the people of this State. In
addition to the legitimate concerns of private pilots and
commercial airlines, there are, of course, legitimate health,
safety, and environmental concerns of the public as a whole.

I would strongly urge, either through Congressional action orDepar'tment of Defense action, before other additional MOAs 9
are requested and/or approved, that there be a study and
review completed of the existing mOAs and their utilization.
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The Honorable Barbara Vucanovich October 6, 1983 Page 2

Thank you for your consideration.

For information purposes, I am sending copies of this letter
to our other Congressional delegates.

Very truly yours,

BYRON L.

BLB/lem

cc: Honorable Paul Laxalt
Honorable Chic Hecht
Honorable Harry Reid X
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BOYDEN, KENNEDY ROMNEY
J0ONN PAUIL KLNNEDY LAW OFF-ICES .JOHN 5. AOYLDEN
GEORGE J. ROMN~EY (isce-ialoi
SCOTT C. PUGSI.Y 1000 KENNECOTT BUILOING
MARK ". ANDERSON CAVLEOFC
GEORGE RI CHARD HILL TEN FAST SOUTH TEMPLECOIVLEOFC

ICLARD M. F YMAS SALT LAKE CITY. U-IAH 54133 COALVIL4--, UTAH 154O17

KAREN S. I HOMPSON too)1000e~ 3ý6CO2O
JOHN N. IR F"S 10)5k00

PAUI H. AS HTON
MIO-IAEL L, DOOýCLE
DAVID JAY HOLDS WORTH

JONS 01 D1, December 16, 1983
F. SURTON HOWVARDo

_.STUART MC MASTER

q Mr. Keith Davis
2849 ABG/DEEXX
Hill A.F.B., Utah 84056

Re: Gas hute Comments to the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement Regarding Supersonic. Flight Training In the
G0shute Range Extension.

Dear Keith:

Pursuant to our coznversation of December 12, 1983, 1 am enclosing
for your review copies of the material sent by the Confederated Tribes of the
Goshute Reservation to Wright- Patterson A. F. B. , Ohio.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter-. If you desire
further information or clarification of the Tribe's concerns with the proposal
please feel free to call me at (801) 521-0800.

Sincerely,

Paul H. Ashton

PH A/b rz
encl.
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BOYDEN, KENNEDY . ROMNEY
JOHN PAUL KENNCOY LAW OFFSICES jOHR 1.1OY0EN

GEORGE J. ROMNEYL (I0De-'8o)

5COl T C. RUGSLIEY 1000 KENNECOTT BUILDING

M H, ANDRRIH.- L COALVILLE OFFICE

GEORGE NTICmEARO ILLOUTH TEMPLE
RI CHARD HIL YMAMAIN 

6 CENTER 5TR(ETS

CLARK I. r ETMER SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84133 COALVILLE, UTAH 84017

4ARE• N S. T IOMPSON (801) 521-0 o00 (80') "]345.?0 2'

JOHN Ij. BREMS
PAUL H. ASHTON
MI CHAEL L. DOWDI-E

DAVID JAY HCLOS WORTH

0" C01.SEL
JOHN S. BOYDEN. JR. December 16, 1983
1. BURTON HOWARD
J. STUART MCMASTER

Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson A.F.B., Ohio 45433

Re: Goshute Comments to Draft Environmental Impact
Statement Regarding Supersonic Flight Training in the
Canrdy Range Extension.

Dear Sirs:

Enclosed are the comments of the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute
Reservation to the Air Force Draft Environmental Impact Statement regarding
establishment of the Gandy Range Extension as an area for supersonic flight
training.

Also enclosed is a resolution of the Business Council of the
Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation formally opposing the Ai.-
Force proposal, to the extent that it includes the Goshute Reservation witiiri
the proposed supersonic flight area, and a written statement by Vyrie Murphy,
Counci! Secretary. The resolution and statement are incorporated in and made
a part of the Tribes formal comments to the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement.

The Tribe has also instructed us to enclose for your review ti
Comments of the Shoshone Joint Housing Authority, the Comments of eao

,atema, Bteman, Kyle Bateman, Rana. Bateman, and letter of tne
Batemans to Governor Scott Matheson dated December 8, 1983.
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OYDLN W KENNEDY G RoMNEY Environmental Plannir"LAW ORFrFC-FS December 16, 1983

Page 2

If further information or clarification of the Tribe's concerns is
desired please call Mr. Kennedy or Mr. Ashton of this office at (801) 521-0800.

Sincerely,

BOYDEN, KENNEDY F, ROMNEY

hin Pa I +Kenn y

By_ 

__
Paul H. Ashton
Attorneys for the Goshute Tribe

PHA/brz
encl.
cc: Chester Steele

Keith Davis

)
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COMMENTS OF THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES

OF THE GOSHUTE RESERVATION

Date: December 9, 1983

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
REGARDING ESTABLISHMENT OF A GANDY RANGE
EXTENSION AND ADJACENT RESTRICTED AIRSPACE
AS AN AREA FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT TRAINING

The Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation, hereinafter

Goshute Tribe, offer the following comments with regard to the proposed Draft

Environmental Impact Statement submitted by the Air Force, hereinafter DEIS.

Before setting out the Tribe's formal comments, however, it is appropriate to

make a short statement on the origins of the Goshute tribe and its relationship

to the United States government.

From time immemorial until the coming of the white man the Goshute

Tribe exclusively occupied and possessed an area of approximately six million

acres of land in the western part of the State of Utah and in the eastern part

of the State of Nevada. By gradual encroachment of whites, settlers and

others, and the acquisition and taking of the lands by the United States for its

own use and benefit, the Goshute's way of life was disrupted and they were

deprived of all of their lands except that which now is known as the Goshute

Reservation. Now, by the proposed United States Air Force action, the United

States appears to want to deprive the Goshutes of even this small area by

subjecting the reservation to a continuous bombardment of sonic booms and

pollution.

The comments of the Goshute tribe to the proposed Air Force action

are as follows:
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I. PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION

Regarding the Air Force's description of the Utah Test and Training

Range (UTTR) the Tribe is concerned with the cycle of increased use that is

apparent within the description. That is, it appears from the description that

as the ability to more precisely plan and forecast the total usage of the UTTR

has increased there has been a greater demand on the range, thereby

increasing the demands for an expansion or reclassification of the UTTR. If

the reclassification of the Gandy Range extension is approved, therefore,

would it not be logical to suppose, based on past expansion of use, that the

Gandy Range will be used to a greater extent than that presently projected in

40 the DEIS. For example, while the DEIS focuses on the use of the range by the 40

388 Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW), isn't it possible, and indeed isn't it probable,

that the range will be used by more than the 388 TFW but will also become the

location of various "red flag exercises" and an excuse to base more supersonic

jets at Hill Air Force Base? U
The Tribe is also concerned with the statement on page 3 of the DEIS

which implies that the Air Force has already determined that it shall upgrade

various HAMOTS sites in the southern range of the UTTR complex without first

41 considering the possibility of carrying out the upgrading in the north range.

It is the Tribe's belief that such a decision should not be made until after a 4 1

decision has been arrived at regarding the Gandy Range since the Air Force

should not expend the money on the southern range if, in weighing the. )
environmental impacts, it is determined that the northern range would be a

better location for expansion of a supersonic flight area.
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Turning to Section 1.2 of the DEIS, Mission Requirements, the

Goshute tribe does not dispute that the 388 TFW and 419 TFW have need to

practice their air-to-air combat exercises in a realistic atmosphere.

Nonetheless, the Tribe is concerned with the Air Force propensity to

(continually expand the amount of air space necessary for such exercises. For

example, in the Final Environmental Impact Statement, "F-16 Beddown at Hill

AFB, Utah," dated November 16, 1977, the Air Force stated that the airspace

already approved for supersonic flight would satisfy the requirements of

the F-lG mission. In spite of such statement, however, the Air Force was

contemplating the expansion into the Gandy range area by 1978. How can the

Goshutes be assured, therefore, that just because the Air Force may get 2

approval for supersonic flight at 5,000 feet AGL that shortly thereafter the Air

Force won't demand supersonic flight down to 1,000 feet AGL in order to
Sduplicate .... 'el:tl wa - i - t a ni g,"

uplicaten war-ime training?" Further, beyond the Air Force's

assurances, that supersonic flight training will be limited to 5,000 feet AGL,

the members of the Goshute tribe have experienced too many instances of pilot

"abuse" to not wonder if the Air Force can enforce the 5,000 feet AGL limit.

I1. PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

The Goshute Tribe has a number of concerns with Section 2.1.1 of

43 the DEIS, Proposal. First, the Goshute Tribe is concerned that the DEIS 43

makes no reference whatsoever to the proposed Federal Aviation

Administration's action to make the airspace over the Gandy Range a restricted

I zone. Second, the Tribe is concerned that the DEIS fails to properly address 444 144
the impacts that will occur by jets other than the F-16's of the 388 TFW which
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will use the Gandy supersonic area. The Air Force admits that "because of

their shape and size, [these] other aircraft may create sonic booms of greater44
Cont. intensity," DEIS at 9, but refuses to address the impacts since the "vast C

0

majority of the aircraft training involving supersonic speeds will be by F-16 0

aircraft." The Goshutes believe this to be completely unsatisfactory and would r

hope that the Air Force will conduct further studies as to the impact of these

"1 other aircraft." Third, the Tribe is concerned with the use of data collected 3

45 in studies of the F-15 when the chart on B-24 of the DEIS shows that the F-15I 4

and F-1G put out different intensities of sonic boom activity. Finally, the

Tribe is concerned that the figure of 850 to 1,050 aircraft going supersonic per

month does not properly take into consideration the potential use of the

supersonic range for special exercises such as those discussed on pages 7 and

8 of the DEIS. That is, the DEIS states that the 1,050 figure is arrived at by

40
examination of the needs of the 388 TFW, and does not take into consideration 40

the conversion of the 419 TFW to F-16 aircraft, see page 7, nor the use of the

area by "other craft," see preceding sentence, nor "the use of the area by

aircraft from other bases." Because of this failure, the Goshutes believe they

have not been fully apprised of a "worse case situation" as "hey are entitled to

under 40 C.F.R. Section 1052.22.

Regarding Section 2.1.2 of the DEIS, Background of Proposed

Supersonic Flight Airspace, the Goshute Tribe desires to express its belief

46 that, at minimum, the Air Force proposal should not be adopted until radar 46

coverage is complete over the entire Gandy range extension so as to ensure

that if Air Force pilots violate the altitude restrictions they may be properly

disciplined.
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Regarding the different type of air combat training techniques that

will be utilized set forth in Section 2.1.3 of the DEIS, Training in the Proposed

Supersonic Flight Airspace, the Goshute Tribe believes further study is

necessary to determine how sonic booms promulgation is affected by the various

training methods. That is, it is the Goshute belief that a DEIS based upon

47 data obtained on aircraft flying in a level flight is not representative of the 47

type of sonic boom promulgation that will occur over the proposed supersonic

flight area. Specifically, the Goshute Tribe would like further information on

the probabilities of "focus" booms being generated when there is more than one

aircraft participating in the training such as that contemplated in Section

2.1.3.3. In addition, in regard to the Dissimilar Air Combat Tactics training,

noted in Section 2.1.3.4, the Tribe would like to know what differences in

48 sonic boom promulgation will occur with use of the F-S, F-4, or A-7 aircraft 48

and wh, cthor such differences have. been taken into consideration by the Air

Force.

Regarding Section 2.1.4 of the DEIS, Quantities of Proposed

Training, the Goshute Tribe once again expresses its concern that the number

of sorties which are predicted to go supersonic are too conservative. For

example, the Air Force admits that when the 419 TFW changes over to the F-16

the number of sonic flights will increase by approximateiy 24%. In addcition, it

is of concern to the Goshute Tribe that it is not known whether the number of

sorties per month is an average number per month for a year or whether the
49

number will be the maximum expected for any one month. If the summer 49

months will have greater number of sorties than 1,050 that go supersonic, then

the impacted people ought to be made aware of such and the Environmental

Impact Statement should examine It.
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In a similar vein, the Goshute Tribe is concerned with the consistent

use, throughout the DEIS, of averages spread over 24 hours, such as 30 to 38

booms per day, when in reality the flight period will be much shorter such as

eight hours. To the extent, therefore, that the DEIS uses 24 hour averages,

and implies that the sonic booms will be spread over the same, the DEIS is

deceiving. It is the Goshute belief that the DEIS would have been better if it

had come right out and stated whit the flying day would be and the number of 60

booms to hit the ground per hour. By the Tribe's reckoning, assuming an

eight hour flight day, at 38 sonic booms per day it is probable that the

Goshutes could expect five booms per hour or one about every twelve minutes

and, with the conversion of the 419 TFW to F-16 the Goshutes could expect a

sonic boom every nine to ten minutes. Not only does the Goshute Tribe believe

this is totally unacceptable over an inhabited area but is concerned that this

estimate may be too conservative during summer months.

Regarding Section 2.1.5 of the DEIS, Location of Proposed Training,

the Goshute Tribe is concerned with the inclusion of Antelope Valley as an area
51 for supersonic flight. Further-, the Tribe is concerned with the tone of the 6 1

section which implies the Air Force has already determined to upgrade the

HAMOTS system in the southern range without first adequately examining the

possibility of upgrading such HAMOTS in another location.

Turning to the alternatives to the proposed action, set forth in

Section 2.2 of the DEIS, the Goshute Tribe does not believe the Air Force has

exercised enough imagination in determining the best alternative with the least

environmental impact. Specifically, while the Goshute Tribe agrees that F-16

combat pilots should be totally prepared to defend the national interest of the
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United States, it does not believe that such preparation need be at the expense

of the Goshute people. The Air Force states, within its "No Action"

alternative, that due to high priority national research and development

projects, special exercises, and F-16 air-to-ground training the supersonic

52 area presently existing is unable to accomnodate the local supersonic F-16 air- 52

to-air sorties. Nowhere in the DEIS does the Air Force discuss the possibility

of lessening the use of the present supersonic area for such research and

development and air-to-ground exercises. In the 1977 Final Environmental

Impact Statement dealing with the beddown of F-16's at Hill Air Force Base the

Air Force said the existing supersonic space would be sufficient. The Goshute

Tribe wonders if within that Final EIS the Air Force discussed the potential

expansion of non-supersonic related training in the area. It seems to the

Goshute Tribe that the first alternative that should be considered by the Air

F- orce in meeting its needs for further supersonic flight training, is the better 53

utilization of the current supersonic space and the movement from within that

space of exercises for which the space was not originally authorized.

As for the other areas considered by the Air Force for supersonic

flight training, it is the Goshute belief that the Air Force has been unduly

restricted by existing boundaries and that they have failed to consider the

possibility of modifying the boundaries of the existing MOA's or Restricted Air

Space. For. example, the Air Force recognizes in Section 2.2.2.2.2 that

54 Restricted Airspace R-6404 meets all the selection criteria except size, yet the 64

Air Force seems unable to come up with an alternative in which R-6404 would

be expanded to take up more space in the Lucin MOA west and north of R-

6404. The Lucin airspace seem to have a population which is as sparse as that
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within the Candy range area as well as being closer to Hill Air Force Base. CI
54 The Air Force seems to reject the use of the Lucin MOA based on a few ideas 0

Cwont,
which the Goshutes do not believe justify imposing the supersonic flight area

upon their people. First, the Air Force states that the pilots would prefer to

have mountains or mountain ranges for "masking" purposes, yet the DEIS

recognizes that the optimum geography for a supersonic area would be of aI large area made up of valleys. Second, the Air Force states that the area is
41 not within the HUS Arena described in Section 1.1.2., yet the Air Force 41

ignores the fact that the northern range appears to have HAMOTS which can

be upgraded to handle the supersonic area. Third, the Air Force states thatI

it has received "noise" complaints out of the Lucin MOA, yet ignores that

551 except for the poor communication system out of the Gandy Range MOA 1  5

numerous complaints would have been registered. F'nally, the Air Force statesi

I that the reclassification of the Lucin airspace would interfere with commercial

airways, yet the Air Force fails to adequately balance the consideration of theI56!i5
health and well-being of people on the ground vis-a-vis the convenience of

people flying by means of the airlines.

The Air Force recognizes that the southern portion of the Lucin area

has a sparse population, e.g., the Salt Flats. Why is it not possible to

combine this part of Lucin with R-6404?

Turning to the alternative of using Restricted Airspaces R-6402 and
57

R-6405, the Air Force recognizes that "together these airspaces meet the 67

selection criteria." The Air Force seeks to avoid using this area, however, by

stating that "usage of this land area restricts it from consideration for the

supersonic flight airspace above." The Goshute Tribe believes that such
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usage should be enumerated by the Air Force inasmuch as it appears that the
/

only reason such area is not utilized, as opposed to the Gandy Range Area, is

simply because it would interfer with other "military" personnel. It is the

Goshute belief that the military should be the ones that should be subjected to

L 57 the sonic booms and not the civilian population who have not consented to such
0

Cont. sonic booms.

Regarding the option of using the Sevier MOA, the Goshute Trioe

believes that once again the Air Force has been unduly restricted in its

thinking. If the Air Force were to combine Restricted Airspaces R-6402 and

R6405 plus portions of the Sevier MOA they would have ideal location fur

supersonic flight training without interfering with the Goshute way of life.

Finally, as to the possibility of using distant supersonic flight

airspace, the Goshute Tribe recognizes some of the impracticalities of such a

proposal. Non.t..eless, the Goshute Tribe feels it is ironic that the Air Force

talks abo.,ut the morale of their personnel but seems to ignore the morale of tha

Goshute people and those others who, under the Gandy Range Area, wouid 6a

subjected to a continuous bombardment of sonic booms. Further, while tie

Goshute Tribe recognizes that the 388 TFW brings a lot of economic advar.t2ges

to the State of Utah, they do not believe that such advantages should blind the

58 Air- Force to the potential physical and phychological harm that can come to the 1
51

Goshute people if their proposal is approved. If no such potential harm.

exists, however, then it is the Goshute belief that it might be fairer if the

supersonic flight training took place over' those metropolitan areas which

receive that economic advantages of Hill A.F.B.
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Turning to the last alternative considered by th Air Force,

changing the geographic or vertical limits of rhe proposed suF rsonic flight

airspace, the Goshute Tribe once again believes that the United States Air

Force has ignored the possibility of combining different alternatives.

Specifically, the Goshute Tribe believes that the Air Force has not given

enough consideration to the possibility of expanding the geographical area for

supersonic flight training to include portions of Gandy MOA, Sevier MOA, and

Restricted Airspaces R-6402 and R-6405, with a flight restriction over and

4 around the Goshute Reservation, including that portion of the Goshute 4

Reservation just south of lbapah, Utah (which the Air Force has failed to place

on any of their maps in the DEiS). While this would preclude the use of

Antelope Valley for supersonic flight, it is the Goshute belief that the use of

other MOA's and restricted airspace to the north, south and east of the

reservation would more than make up for this loss. In addition, the Goshute

Tribe believes that the Air Force has not adequately addressed the need to

have a vertical minimum altitude of 5,000 feet AGL. The Air Force states

throughout the DEIS that most sonic booms will be created at about 15,000 feet

AGL. It is the Tribe's belief that the need for a 10,000 foot buffer below

15,000 feet AGL is never adequately explained. This is especially true in light

59 of repeated statements by the Air Force at town meetings that as the jets 69

intercept and start turning and diving their speed drops off rapidly, thereby

giving the impression that once the supersonic effects are felt at 15,000 feet

AGL, and the planes descend toward 5,000 feet AGL, sonic booms will not be

created. Is this correct or not?
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III. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

In regard to Section 3 of the DEIS, the Goshute Tribe believes that

the description of the affected environment is fairly accurate. The Tribe is

concerned, however, with the fact that at no time prior to the issuance of the
" ~60

60 DEIS did the Air Force contact the Tribe for any information such as

population, economy, culture, land use, etc. Further, the Tribe believes that

the failure of the Air Force to involve the Goshute Tribe in the "scoping"

aspect of the environmental analysis was in violation of Federal Regulation.

See 40 C.F.R. Section 150 1.7(a). The Tribe is also concerned that the Air

4 Force, while recognizing that approximately 150 members of the Tribe live on 4

the Reservation, has failed to address what effects will be experienced by

those other 200 members of the Goshute Tribe who do not presently live on the

Reservation but who call the Reservation their land. Finally, the Goshute

Tribe is concerned with the Air Force failure to properly recognize that the

main environmental asset of the Goshute Reservation is its beauty and
serenity, which serenity will be shattered if the Air Force proposal is

approved. The impact of the Air Force proposal on the Goshute's quality of

life is never adequately examined.

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

With regard to Section 4.1.1. of the DEIS, Air Quality, the Goshute

Tribe is concerned about the approximately nine hundred tons of pollutants

62 that will be emitted over the Gandy Range Area. As the DEIS recognizes, the 6 2

airspace over the Goshute Reserv ation is "better than national standards" and

the Goshute Tribe does not see why tie Air Force has to lower that air quality
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to meet such standard. Further, in regard to this section, the Goshutes

believe that the Air Force should seriously consider a variable minimum altitude

62 for supersonic flight training so that it remains above the areas "mean annual 0
Cont.)

mixing height" at any point in time. That is, that the minimum altitude for 04

CD
supersonic flight be raised during the afternoon so that it is above 8,000 feet

AGL. 3
Turning to the main Environmental Impact of the Air Force proposal,

noise, the Goshute Tribe firmly believes that the Air Force has not given

adequate consideration to the potential adverse effects of continuous sonic

boom activity on humans, animals, structures, etc. For example, the Air

Force reliance upon the study done over Oklahoma City is completely

unfounded. For one thing the Oklahoma City test only involved eight sonic

6 3 booms per day for a six month period whereas the Air Force piroposal would 63

subject the Goshutes to eight to ten sonic booms per hour over a period in

excess of six months. In addition, based upon some of the litigation that arose

out of Oklahoma City test, the aircraft flying at that time were at altitudes of

approximately eight miles, a far cry from 5,000 feet AGL. Bennett v. United

States, 266 F.Supp. 627 (W.D. Okla. 1965). Even the Air Force recognizes

that the Tonopah test does not adequately examine the potential effects of a

I noise exposure that is "too long or repeated too often." DEIS at 40. Further,

the Air Force statement that other "tests at lesser overpressure have reported

64 the sonic booms do not cause permanent direct injury to people" immediately 64

raises the question of what non-permanent or indirect injuries have been )
documented and what are the possibilities of such injuries occurring upon the

Goshute Reservation.
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Before commenting further on the impact of noise due to the Air

Force proposal, a few comments may be appropriate as to the overpressures

which will be produced as a result of the sonic boom effect. One concern the

Goshute Tribe has in regard to the overpressure data used in the DEIS is the

"fear that the studies used to arrive at the figures given are of jets traveling at

"steady rectilinear flight." Throughout the DEIS, however, the Air Force has

stated that the supersonic airspace is needed to simulate war-type conditions.

Consequently, the Goshute Tribe has concerns that any studies based upon

steady rectilinear flight are not appropriate for the Gandy Range situation and

further study ought to be conducted as to the sonic boom effects of aircraft

pursuing "dog fight" flight patterns. The Goshute Tribe would especially be

interested in further study being undertaken as to the possibility of "focus"

booms being generated when two or more aircraft are intercepting each other 47
47

or performing other maneuvers similiar to that contemplated for the proposed

supersonic airspace. The DEIS states that a focus boom can be two to five

times as intense as the nominal overpressure produced by a regular sonic

boom, DEIS at 39; and as such, the effects and probabilities of focus booms

being caused by simulated wartime training is a subject that must be studied

further before the Air Force proposal can even be contemplated as viable.

Another concern the Trib-e l..i, in regard to the overpressures

resulting from sonic boom activity, is the statement on page 40 of the DEIS that

4."tests conducted in both the United States and in Canada have demonstrated

65 that a 4 psf sonic boom is considered annoying to most p e." The Air Force

admits that at 5,000 feet AGL a F-16 traveling at Mach 1. 1 would create an

overpressure of 6.36 psf. Further, at Mach 1 .3 the overpressure will be 7.48
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psf. While the Goshute Tribe does not doubt the Air Force belief that

"overpressures ranging from 50 psf to 144 psf do not cause injury to people," C
0

65 DEIS at 39, the Tribe does not believe the studies are relevant to the present 0
Cont. to

proposal which is more akin to the "water torture" technique than a plunge in a C

lake.

Returning to the potential "noise pollution" of the Air Force

proposal, the Goshute Tribe is concerned with a number of items. First, the

Tribe is concerned that the Air Force averages the noise level over a 24-hour

period when, in fact, the flight day will be a period of shorter duration. For

example, the Tribe believes it is deceiving to state that the C-weighted day-

night average sound level for the north and middle ellipses will be 59.8

decibles, a level where about 12-° of the population will be higl annoyed,,

when in reality the sound level will be much higher for the flight day. How

many people will be highly annoyed at the sound levels expected when the level

is not averaged over a 24-.hour period but is instead averaged over, say, an 8-

hour period? (The Goshute has some indication of what the sound level will be

like from the DEIS appendix at B-26 that states that at 15,000 feet AGL an F-16

traveling at mach 1.1 will produce a decible level of 109.2.) The Goshute's

second concern with the "noise pollution" produced is that the Air Force

continues to use the Department of Housing and Urban Development66 I
c'-termination that a day-night average sound level below 65 decibles is

acceptable for residental purposes when, it is the Goshute belief, the

Environmental Protection Agency determination of 55 decibles should be used.

6 The Goshute's third concern is that even when using the Air Force's 24-hour 67671 average sound level technique, the level of sound approved by HUD will be
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violated by at least 5 to 7 decibles when the F-16 is traveling at 5,000 feet AGL

at mach 1.3. The Air Force would seek to downplay this result by stating that

67
"this scenario is unrealistically exaggerated," but if it is so unrealistic why oCont. r

cannot the Air Force agree to a raising of the minimum altitude at which the

supersonic flight will occur? The Goshute's fourth concern with the noise

pollution is the statement at page 45 of the DEIS that "some experiments have

shown a tendency for sonic boom exposure to degrade the performance of

I certain visual, steering, and tracking tasks." What were those experiments
S68 lea

and the results? The Goshute's fifth concern is that the DEIS is completely

silent as to the affect of sonic boom activity on children and especially upon

the children participating in the public school at lbapah, Utah. Finally, the

Goshute Tribe desires to express its belief that the inhabitants of this

AI"sparsely populated" land are less tolerant of sonic booms than their neighbors S4
A I in the metropolitan areas. While the so called city dweller may have consented

to have his ears assailed by unnatural noise, the Goshute people treasure and

prize the peace and quiet of their reservation. Consequently, they will be less

tolerant of the sonic booms and this should be given due consideration by the

Air Force.

Regarding Section 4.1.2.2.2. of the DEIS, Sonic Boom Effects on

Animals, the Goshute Tribe wishes to express its concern that the Air Force

not ignore the need for more studies in this area. The Air Force admits that

'questions on long term protracted exposure and sublevel responses remain to

be studied." As for the effects on domestic animals, the Goshute Tribe

69 believes that the limited studies of the nature relied upon by the Air Force are 69

totally inadequate and further study needs to be undertaken. In this regard,
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69 a question that needs to be addressed and answered by the Air Force is what 0

Cont. further study will take place and who will pay for such study?

Regarding Section 4.1.2.2.3, Sonic Booms Effects on Structures, the

Goshute Tribe believes that the Air Force has not taken into proper,

consideration the effects of sonic booms on structures similar to that upon the

Goshute Reservation. Similarly, the Air Force has failed to consider the

effects of broken glass, i.e., windows, on the Goshute people during times of

winter when, due to limited phone lines, it may be some time before the Air

Force could replace such windows.

Regarding the effects of sonic booms on terrain and seismic activity,

Section 4.1.2.2.4, the Goshute Tribe desires to express its concern that

further study ought to be undertaken before such risks are incurred. In this 4,69S 4,69

regard, the fact that avalanches did not occur as a result of the Air Force test

set forth on pages 49-50 of the DEIS does not mean that it is a danger that can

be ignored.

Regarding Section 4.1.2.2.5, Sonic Boom Calculations, the Goshute's

only comment is that the section implies that the impact figures used

47 throughout the DEIS are based upon aircraft "in level flight or in moderate 47

climbing or descending flight paths." As earlier noted, the Goshute Tribe

does not believe this is an accurate reflection of simulated combat training and

further study needs to be undertaken.

Regarding Section 4.1.5, Impact on Air Traffic, the Goshute Tribe

70 feels that the United States Air Force has failed to meet its responsibility 70

under the environmental laws and as an agency of the United States

Government by failure to note in the DEIS the possibility of potential action by
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the Federal Aviation Administration to make the airspace over the Goshute

Reservation restricted. As noted by the Air Force at the meeting of the Utah

Air Travel Commission on December 7, 1983, it was the Air Force who

70 suggested the change of airspace to a restricted status, though the FAA had

- Cont. been the agency to initially raise the possibility of reclassifying the airspace 0

over portions of the UTTR. Even if the airspace is not reclassified as N

restricted. however, the Goshute Tribe desires to express its concern that the

Air Force has failed to take into consideration the airstrip located just south of

lbapah by the Tribai Hall. This airstrip is a vital link to the reservation for

proper medical care and transportation.

With regard to the remaining of the DEIS the Goshute Tribe

Iexpresses the following comments: First, while the Goshute Tribe does not

desire to see any accidents occur involving F-16 aircraft, experience has

"38 taught that such accidents do occur and the Goshute Tribe is concerned with

the potential increase in accidents with the expansion of air-to-air sorties over

the Gandy Range Area. Second, the Goshute Tribe does not believe the Air

Force is correct when it states on page 55 of the DEIS that there "is no clear

cut environmental advantage (less populace areas) to the alternate sites within

the UTTR and in most cases, they involve operational disadvantages." As

noted earlier in these comments, the Goshute Tribe believes that the Air Force

has been unduly restrictive in its analysis in failing to reexamin the existing

boundaries of the MOA's and Restricted Airspace that make up the UTTR.

Third, the Goshute Tribe questions the 1980 study enumerated in Section 4.4.

71 of the DEIS. This study, which concluded that there would be no adverse 7 1

effects on land values and recreational opportunities under the proposed
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supersonic flight area was undertaken by a contractor working for the Air

Force who was probably desirous of obtaining results favorable to his 0
71

tont. employer. In addition, without further information as to the level of

supersonic flight in the studied MOA's it is questionable if the study has any

va!idity for the present proposal. The Goshute Tribe also resents the

statement at page 61 of the DEIS that there "appears to be little indication that

there are any significant plans for the future development of the land area

6 0, T2 beneath the proposed airspace." The Business Council of the Confederated 7 2,60

Tribes of the Goshute Reservation has always been interested in the future

development of the reservation and affirmatively states that if the Air Force

had followed the proper federal regulations and had involved the Goshute Tribe

in the "scoping process" the statement would not have been made within the

DEIS. Finally, the Goshute Tribe would like to express its concern with the

Air Force's failure to analyze their proposal in the light of Goshute culture and

belief. Unlike the Anglo community, which is a relative newcomer to the area, 4

the Goshutes have posbe:sed the land from time immemorial ind as a sovereign

pe-ple resent the encroachment upon their land and their airspace by the Air

Force.
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RESOLUTION OF THE BUSINESS COUNCIL
OF THE

CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF THE GOSHUTE RESERVATION

"BE IT RESOLVED by the Business Council of the Confederated Tribes of the
Goshute Reservation that:

WHEREAS, The Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation is
organized under the provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act
of June 18, 1934, to promote the common welfare of the members
of the tribes and in order to preserve the advantages of self-
government, and

WHEREAS, The Goshute Business Council is the governing body of the
Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation, and

WHEREAS, The United States Air Force has proposed to include the Goshute
Reservation within a Supersonic Flight Operations Area, and

3WHEREAS, The Air Force has admitted that if its proposal is adopted3
73 between 100 to 125 sonic booms will be generated in a flying day 73

K Iand that a sonic boom could hit the ground approximately every'
I 13 minutes, and

741 WHEREAS, It appears that the Air Force estimates are conservative and that 74
the number of sonic booms generated may be greater than that
estimated, and

751 WHEREAS, Medical evidence exists that support the theory that sonic booms 76
can cause physical and psychological harm to humans, and

WHEREAS, Sonic booms are known to cause property damage, and

7"!nWHEREAS, The adoption of the Air Force proposal will destrov the beautiful 76

761 WH End serene environment Af the ooshaute Reservation, and

3 WHEREAS, The adoption of the Air Force proposal would cause a major 33
. diminution in the value of the Goshute Reservation, and

WHEREAS, A continuing bombardment of sonic booms on the reservation will 3
75,76 have an adverse effect on the children of the Contederated 1757 57

Tribes and will interfere with their schooling, and

WHEREAS, The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is inadequate in al3
7I number of respects and deceiving in other respects, and 77

WHEREAS, The past harassing behavior of Air Force pilots has
781 demonstrated that they will not observe altitude restrictions, 78

and

D-97



WHEREAS, The proposed action, if approved, would greatly affect the 7701 limited access now existing for aviation to and from the 70
reservation, and

WHEREAS, Other viable alternatives are available to the Air Force to
accomplish its mission without interfering with the rights of the
Goshute people, and

4A WHEREAS, The Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation has neverI
surrendered its sovereign power over the airspace above the 4
reservation and has received no compensation therefor, and

791 WHEREAS, The Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation has never To
consented to the use of its air space by the Air Force.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Confederated "1 ribes of the Goshute
Reservation is officially opposed to the Air Force proposal to include the
Goshute Reservation within a Supersonic Flight Area, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Goshute Business Council hereby
authorizes the Chairman of the Business Council to actively represent the Tribe
in joining other groups or individuals in protest of the proposed Air Force
action and to take whatever action is necessary including but not limited to, the
directing of tribal counsel to oppose the proposed action.

CERTIFICATION

It is hereby certified that the foregoing resolution of the Goshute Business
Council uf the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation composed of five
members, of whom 4 constituting a quorum were present at a meeting held
on the 29th day of November , 19 8, and that the foregoing RESOLUTION,
was adopted by the affirmative vote of--4 for and 0 against, pursuant to
the authority contained in the Constitution and By-Laws of the Confederated
Tribes of The Goshute Reservation.

U ci Secretar 7
COJ.FEDERATE TRIBES OF THE GOSHUTE
RESERVATION

"-2-
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Sonic Boom 1983

The Indian People hold a deep reverence for all that surrounds them,

and living in balance with nature is a part of this.

We try not to interfere with the natural way of life, or with the

lives of others, as the Sonic Boom is doing to us.

There is no noise that compares with that of the Sonic Boom, only

that of the Rolling Thunder, which we know comes with the rain. This

we know brings us something to help nature, where the Sonic Boom brings

us nothing. Our living depends upon the deer and rabbit we take for

food, as we have done in the traditional past. The noise of the Sonic

Boom frightens them, as it does every living thing.

The Sonic Boom is interfering with those that are yet unborn, the

education of our children, the young and old people, those who fly

in and out to help us, and at last the animals and birds who has a right

to live peacefully, although they have no voice you seem to think.

The Goshute Indians are a Sovereign Nation, they have a right to protest

this proposal, as a individual , and together as a tribe, each living

in balance with all that surrounds them.

Truly, the Sonic Boom is not in balance with nature.

WritLen by Vyrie H. Murphy, December 9th, 1983
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RRECE1 V&D

_ _Shoshone Joint Housing Authority
P.O. Box 1199 - Ely, Nevada 89301 - Telephone (702) 289-2319

December 1, 1983

HeadQuarters
AFLC-DEPV
Wright Patterson,
Air Force Base, Ohio

45433

Dear Sirs;

"The Shoshone Joint Housing Authority in conjunction with our six Board

of Commissioners hereby submit our opposition to the Air Force's plan to

extend its supersonic flight airspace over the Nevada/Utah border. This

would adversely affect our development of 14 units of housing to be built 80
on the Goshute Indian Reservation in the Spring of 84. The homes to be

80 built at Goshute will be pre-fab modular homes. The units will be brought

to Goshute in two halves and assembled at the sites. The sonic booms from

a jec flying at 5,000 feet could be harmful to the homes and the foundations

of concrete that easily crack when it is fresh, or old.

The Goshutes Reservation will be swallowed up by the supersonic flight

airspace proposed by the Air Force. The Goshute Indians have limited in-

dustry now, and will have an even harder time attracting new industry with 3 3

33 Lup to "38 sonic-booms" per day. These booms will also have an adverse effect

on their livestock, and hamper their limited means of providing for their ownI

families and elderly tribal members.

We ask you to reconsider the plight of the Goshute Indians without having

to deal with tcnic booms approximately three to four times per hour, and re-

locate your airspace to an unpopulated area.

Your conderation and cooperation in this matter will truly be appreciated

Sincerely,

ic Trcvena, Director
D-100
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Conr-.ncnts on tne TDrift invironjncrtdl Impact :tatemcnt (i"Nl.ý,) on thaL
h.staolisaniment of tne G~nay }R-inge Ext~ension and 4tuj:ýcent otsrric
-kirspace -. ; ian Area for .~upersuni c Fl~th1. fr.InInt.

*lýbrntted by: h-o C,rd 1yl Bez.&
Ayle i~nd R~an~e 1L-item-zn
The P-,rrish Rainchi

For present.Ation at puolic he-ring A.t Trib1 il Vl, 4ýffilji.tedl
Tribes of the Gosaute lnaci;;n iieý;erv tion, Ib.iptih, (it-h
29 Nov IL6

IL~i:~L 1 ~ e, the above n-ured r.Lnch oiwners -.xd lbý-iToA'n
(T~eep Creeic V~lley) residerits of long st.rndin6, want, it munwn
%-e.3trorngly 4nfl ioarilutely o',,,'-o.;e the Air 1-orce propoisil to
increase restricted airz~picc Along t,&.e Ut-~h-!Neva-A border ror

zur.eronic flij:hta land tr Jining stace ror F-lu 11L-hter p1 ~nes
of' the 3o-ith 'Iactic-Al 'Fi~hter V'irng of 4il1 Air Force 1-ase ~nd
other 3uper~onic jets. ' .he -iir.;ece oe in6 sou~nt for' .~so
of supersoni-i flieght ýnd 2ir-tozý-ir c~omba~t tr..iningz ovfrlies
uestern portiona of Tooele, Juac :ifd ;ýillarci (ountie.3 in UtA-h
and eaistern portiona of Fli&o And 7hite -ine Countir-3 in Nevada
This co::.plc tely taiccs in the Ibapah ranching Hi.;trict, its
ýr-ýzing properties, trie Goshute Indi-in he~c!'vtian, inlQ tnie
-rorosed DeepD Greex ?Aount~in wilJderness area. C',ur r nn~hes -n-,

otrer properties in the Ibupc~h V-illcy ure incluoca in the
pro~o.;ea rest~ricted area --Ilon6 with ti.enty-five nelgh~oring
r.~nchies -nd zitleast twernty mdciitional) homres.

I G?CPUL.L.IU, OF, 1.[Ž,PaI1: Wýithin the *ooand--triea 'of Ibar-ih -'Ve hAVe 2L)Q
3 ceocle liv i.,g in close proximity -And A IUtdl Of 30'0 PL OU'I
* living viithin the propos0.ed re.The Dr ft:'Environ-mcrnt~i Lrh-ct

3 t..ternent (DEIS) f.~ils to recoQ.nize that tfle reope oi Ib,,~. n
live in a closely rPonu1Ated ara rnot sparsely siettled A3s--e3 .e need to be re:,-ognized -And t-4er into ccn3.iildr-tion on tnia
propoal -is t.e are the ones wno vqill ce aidv~rstly i1>.eoted.

ii S Aý'LY AiD ALF'M!-)E: of the people of Ib2.~p Ah be's:b Ln o~l le
corjoprn to the milit.ry. X'e Are lAw 3bidirng citizen:, of the~se
Our United --t~tes und we demnind consýideriAtion. The Air For-ce
has little resnect for cstablished bound~ries aind little concern
r~or ±b-ipaf r(-siderats. Low flyin-g Jets -irc hazairdou!: _nd sonic
booms do destroy. Low flying jets nean3 v~en 'you cofl ne~r the-
met-al clang aibove the jets roar, s3ee trie fl3..;h oiý identifi(,.tion
numbers bene Lth the pl.,ne, see the tret- tops aoove " the low flyir,
jet, hear the !cud roar il~ht jiuove you ad 'iou Orive acut a-
noolie dow~n the ro~d And you automatic lly ducic or 3orietimjes r'un
out of the rotid, practically fall off 'your trictor or horse ~
they fly directly a'vove ycýu, or fly just ;L ove you over the
brinK 01 a hill, et(-. The fighter pilots 'eem to u--e our rtAmch
hous~es -.nd buildlrqgs, the valley residents tnernselves, crx' Dur
livestocK for experiment -J runi off relistic gunnery practice
Afld.. sor=ýrsiio attaicxa. Instead of' being "snell srnockccd', we
-iill be "Jet -shoe.ted" fromn inten.sified J.t action.
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THE ZO40SE A6 WELL aS THE CLu:,4USSION: of the super zonic booms till
ann.oy area people about 100% rather than the statement of the

DEIS that only I% of the people living in the area would be"?highly annoyed." All the Ibapah residents are strongly against
this propo'al as we have already experienced dim=girng and
explosive sonic booms and frightening roars of unexpected, low

3,6, flying jets. In the hands of youthful pilots these jets are an
instrument of scare ind frightening tactics for the purpooe of

3 1 amusement in their behalf because of our startled reactions.
With -the intensifying of training flights and the predicted
1050 monthly sonic booms from F-16 Fighter wartime t " ctics, we
will be blasted out of existence. If nole from low flying jets
3nd sonic booms are not detrimental, w)- do babies cringe and
cling to their mothers at the sound of L jet? t'hy do unborn
babies quiver and jump within the mother at jet 4pproach? Yhy
do people jump,/and watch in angered anticipition as they watch
for the jets return or the second jet? Why do grazing cattle
stampede to the closest fence at the noise of a sonic boom?
Human'hgl animals alike become urnnerved and can no longer funct-
ion properly because of the loud, booming concussion of the
unexpected sonic boom or the roar of a low flying Jet. No, we
c-n never adjust to the noise of the sonic booms or the low
flying jets.

PROPERTY DaMWE: already has been experienced by valley residents

with broken windows, cracked walls of homes and buildicgs
including those of the school house, broAen and falling tile and

33 plaster, walls crumbling and foundAtions cracked. With theie

unstable conditions the value of our properties will drop to
nothing. With this airspace expansion the high density of air-
craft that will be operating over this populated "rea puts our
lives, our livelihood, snd value of our properties in jeopardy.

IN CONCLU3S.ON: we have shown some or the adverse effects this prooosed
trainixg area would have on all Ibapah residents: the ranchers
and their families, the Coshute Indians, our livestock and our
homes. Our valley will no longer be a "valley of production"
but a "valley of destruction", if this proposal takes effect.

hECOMMEIfaTION: to have the Air Force review their plan for the
res ricted training 0':nd withdrew their request for the proposed
training area. The military should consider alternatives to

34 the proposed action rather then subject people of the Deep Creek
Valley, their properties of the Deep Creek Mountain area, -no the
bordering Nevada west hills to the devastating effect of air-to-ai.
supersonic combat training by the Hill Air Force Base F-16 fightei
pldnes. )
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Ibap'ih, Utah
Decemoer 6, 19a3

y,,ost Hionorable Governor Scott Matheson
Utah State Capital Building
Salt Lake Cit7, Ut.th

Dear Governor M•atheson:
V'e recently attended the hearing on November 29, 19,3 at Lhe( Coshute Tribal Center at Ibapah, Utah held by hill Air Force Base

"- erning the proposed supersonic expansion area over the Utah/Nevada
L "Nider. V~e expressed cur opposition there and remain very much
opposed to the proposed expansion and lowering of super sonic flight
altitudes for the military training in our area. Lawyer, John Paul
Kennedy, representing the Goshute Indian tribe asKed for the raising
of hands of those opposing the super sonic booms along with the air-
space expansion proposal for the use of the F-16 super sonic fighter
rlanes. Opposition shown was unanimous and no h,nds were raised in
favor or undecided pertaining to this issue. As (Deep Creek) Ibapah
Valley residents, numbering about 200, we discussed and made statements
against this proposal and feel this should be brought to your attention.
Hill Air Force Base taped all the comments given at the lovember 29th
hearing to be used in the Environmental Impact Statement.

,e feel the education of our children will be limited and inter-
rupted as super sonic booms And low flights occur with resultant loss
of power of concentration during study. It was pointed out that

7 training flights wil.l occur during school hours. Our brick school
building already has had plaster fall from between the bric~s, cracked

U0ws.qls• . ,and ceiling tile knocrked to the floor all because of sonibob(oms.
The school house has sixteen 4'X4' windows with smaller crius
with our twenty-two school children seated beneath them as they study
when school is in session. It would take only one low sonic boom from
a jet traveling from North to South to shatter the -hindows, covering

the children with glass and, who knows, the resultant injuries that
could occur, possibly even death.

The Air Force ulans ta fly up to 1,050 supersonic missions per
month in the airsnace under consideration producing 100 to 125 sonic
boomns per day. Only 30 percent of these 100 to 125 sonic booms suopposd-
ly will reach the ground, but realistically, the pilots do not stay
within their limits and many more than stated will be experienced. The
proposed low of 5000 feet above ground level has already been exceeded
with flight at much less with resultant damage experienced_ by ranchers
and home owners with their windows being broien, walls m6ved, falling
wall articles, wall cracks, foundation cracks and other structural
damage besides being frightened beyond measure.

The bus driver has been closely "buzzed" and startled by low fly-
Ing jets, in all probabiliLy losing control for atleast an instant,
Jeopardizing his. life along with the tventy-students riding the bus
whoae lives he is responsible for. The lives of the children and the
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. river are endangered as the military plays their games using them
as a target. Vhy are our lives and Y'elfare so meaningless to the
military? W'ho guarantees that the jets will stay 5000 feet above

3 ground level? Lawyer John P~ul Kennedy asied the Air Force for a
sonic boom denonstration at 5000feet above Cround level to take place
curing the hearing at the Goshute Tribal Center November 29th above
the Goshute Tribal Center. The military declined the request of a

scnic boom at 5000 feet, but gave it at 15,000 feet--why? Even at
15,000 feet the sonic boom xcnocxed one fluorescent light to the floor
and glass fell out of a v&indow in the room where the hearing was
taKirg pllce, at the Goshute Tribal Center.

Why do we as free Americans and residents of Utah have to be
subjected to the slow deterioration of our homes, our health and
other hazardous effects of these subsonic and supersonic jets? Some
of our homes which are from 100 -ears old to some comparatively new
will not withstand the 100 to 125 sonic booms per day any better than
human beings and animals can. There is no way we can get used to

these sonic booms. Who will rectify for the damage suffered by our
2four residents who have sevier heart problems, together with the elderly
and children whom we feel suffer considerably because of the sonic
booms and low flying jets?

We live in this peaceful villey (before the jets) and love it

just as it is, as the generations before us have. Some ranches and

farms now have the fifth family generations being raised on them and

the Goshute Reservation has longer lineage than that. We feel our

lives and livelihood are at stake and do not want to have to abandon

our homes and ranches. Devaluation of our land would surely occur
if this proposal is adopted.

Ve invite you to personally experience a low sonic boom of atleast

5000 feet above ground level by these F-16 fighter planes and determine

if you would permit this to happen over your home and family.
Rao Bateman of this letter is an honorably discharged veteran of

YVorid Zar II as well as the rest of us being upright and patriotic

citizens. Out concern is that our lives and our properties cannot

withztand this proposed expansion of Airspace nor the proposed

intensifying of military fighter vartime tactics by F-lb and other jets.

V•e feel that the already established testing areas should be

used by the supersonic F-16 jets or they must vise totally unpopulated

areas such as the Utah Silt Flats.
Vie have attached part of our comments we made at the November 29th

hearing at Joapah.
Thank you very much for -our attention and consideration on

this matter.
Sincerely

Iao and Phyllis Bateman
Kyle and Ranae Bateman
The Parrish Ranch

D-1 04
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BOYDEN, KENNEDY & ROMNEY
JOHN PAUL KENNEDY LAW OFFICES 1JOHN . BOYDEN

OE.ORGE J. ROMNETY

SCOTT r. PUGSLEY 1000 KENNECOTT BLJILDINlG
MA RK H. ANDERSON

GEO RGE RICHARD HILL TEN EAST SOUTH TEMPLE COALVILLr OFFICE

P .HYAS 
MAIN & CENTER STREETS

CLARK B. FETZER SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84133 COALVILLE. UTAH 840:7

KAREN S. THOMPSON 0Ol) 521-0800 (801? 33e-20O

JOHN N. BRENMS
PAUL I. ASHTON

MICHAEL .. I OWODLE
DAVID JAY HOLDSWORTH

Or COUNSEL

JOHN S BOYDEN ..... January 20, 1984
F. 8URTOr 1OWAR-

.J j. STUART ... ASTEP

Mr. Keith Davis
2849 ABG/DEEXX
Hill A.F.B., Utah 84056

Re: Further Comments of the Goshute Tribe to the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement Regarding Supersonic
Flight Training in the Candy Range Extension

Dear Keith:

Pursuant to our conversation of January 18, 1984, the following are
additional comments of the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute Reservation to
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement regarding the Gandy Range. Since
the Tribe is interested in hearing the Air Force's response to the Papago
situation, we are asking that you respond to these additional comments at the
same time as you respond to the Tribe's original comments.

COMMENTS

It has come to tile attention of the Confederated Tribes of the

Goshute Reservation that the Papago Tribe in Arizona has had some negative

experiences with the Air Force in regard to sonic boom promulgation over their

reservation. Specifically, the Goshute Tribe has read in the B.I.A. Tribal

I Newsletter, dated December 29, 1983, Vol. 7, No. 14, that the Vice Chairman

of the Papago Tribe, Mr. Francisco Jose, Jr., believes that the Air Force is

"guilty of repeated violations of rules governinq the Sells Military Operating

Area in south-central Arizona." When Mr. Jose was contacted by the Goshute

Tribal attorney on January 18, 1984, he explained that because of the negative

D-1 05
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BOYDEN, KENNEDY & ROMNEY,• Mr. Keith Davis
LAW' OFFICECS

A January 20, 1984
Page 2

I4

S
. impacts of sonic boom promulation over the Papago reservation the Papago

Tribal Council had passed a resolution seeking a stop to supersonic flights
]1

r' over the reservation. The Papago Vice Chairman went on to note a number of

problems that the Tribe has experienced with the Air Force. Those problems

include the failure of Air Force pilots to stay above minimum altitude

restrictions, evidenced by an incident of three planes fl)-ing at 100 feet above

a Papago village on December 10, 1983, in which severe structural damage was

caused as a result of sonic boom promulgation, and the difficulty the Papago

Tribe has had in obtaining any reimbursement for damages in excess of

S500.00, the limit placed on the local Air Force office to dispurse without

litigation.

The Goshute Tribe is concerned that if the Air Force approves the I
proposal to conduct supersonic flights above the Goshute Reservation they will

experience many of the same problems as the Papago Indian Tribe. The

83 Goshuto Tribe would appreciate it if the Air Force could give its side of the 8 1

story to the Papago situation and could set forth the steps it would take to

assure that the same instances of pilot abuse and reimbursement difficulties

would not be experienced by the Goshutes should supersonic flight be

I approved above the Goshute Reservation.
)
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BOYDEN, KENNEDY & ROMNEY Mr. Keith Davis
LAW OFFICES January 20, 1984

Pa9e 3

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

"Sincerely,

BOYDEN, KENNEDY •. ROMNEY

Plaul H. Ash~

JPK/brz
cc: Chester Steele, Chairman

D-107
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£,CJ•.RCV.TNTAL PLANNIN- G Cc-.. 10, 19P3

WRIGi2-PATTBERSON AFB4' 5433

JACZUIE FUFINGTO T "
P.O. Box 13645
Reno, ".v 89507

Today i learned of the proposal to turn part of eastern Nevada
-- -I pay a great deal of atten-

tion to the newspapers and other media in this area, and I don't
recaoll reading or hearing about this proposalor any type of
public'comment. period before today.

Therefore, on the behalf of myself and others who may be s-m-
ilarily in need of further information, i am requesting that
the Air Force extend its comment period frcm Cct. 14 to Dec. 14.

As today is the tenth of October, I have orly four days under
the current comment period to study the "
to voice my opinions on this important issue. I feel this is

1 am sendifno conies of this letter t,) my COniressional representa-
zives, Governer Bryan of "Tevada and to the ?ubLic Affairs "fic
in Utah. I urge you to extend the public comment period, as
the current time alloted is simply insufficient and disrespectfjl
of the citizens of Nevada.

Sinc erely,

S,/AacQ:ie fur n

I,'-
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TO ;ROM~ LIJNNZN ,Q AFLC/D PV, WR.IGHTP TTE 0 AFB, OH 45433 AeF ROM:iZ• (Name•9.-s•- ,,,• :/,•z , a~. ddress)

I rec ly I med of the proposa to turn part of eastern Nevada into a supersonic

opera ions area. I am writing to formally request a 60 day extension in the comment 6

period, from Oct. 14 to Dec. 14. In addition, I am requesting that the Air Force

hold public hearings on the proposal in Nevada and Utah.Thank you. Sincerely, I
-IIure

D-1 IQl



CCHILTOI 1 [61nmaE[RID1,
October 20, 1983

The Honorable Harry Reid
1171 Longworth Senate Office Bldg.

t Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Reid:

I wish to comment on the Air Force proposal to increase the Military
Operation Areas within the State of Nevada.

From a commercial aviation standpoint, an MOA, even though not a re-
stricted area, serves as an obstacle which must be detoured when flying
under instrument flight rules. Air traffic control will not accept IFR
flight plans that penetrate MOA's and require extensive detouring because
they cannot maintain aircraft separation as required by the FAR's since
they do not have control over military aircraft.

At the present time, it is impossible for a direct flight from Elko to
Las Vegas while flying on an instrument flight plan without detouring east-
erly to Beryl Intersection (near Cedar City, Utah) or detouring through
Tonopah, due to the combination of the restricted area in the Atomic Energy
Commission's testing area near Beatty and the desert military operation area
(MOA) east of said restricted area. The detour in either case requires some
50 to 70 additional air miles of travel which are both time consuming and
expensive.

Our firm has offices in Elko, Reno and Las Vegas and depend upon companyowned aircraft to transport personnel and to serve our clients, which are
located throughout the State of Nevada. The additional MOA'S now being pro- 5 2

82 posed by the Air Force in ea:tern, western, and central Nevada would have a
definite adverse economic effect as well as an adverse effect on the safety
of our flight operations.

We are certainly sympathetic to the needs of military training and
additional build-up of our forces, however, I believe an assessment of the
actual needs and the joint use of the now established restricted areas and
MOA's should be carried out.

We would appreciate anything you can do in this regard.

Yours truly,

CHILTON ENGINEERING CHT'D.

D-1l1 Mark Chilton, P.E.
MC:Ib

421 COURT ELKO, NEVADA *9801 AREA 702 . 738-2121



Citizen CjJlert AN INDEPENDENT INFORMATION SOURCE FOR NEVADANS

P.O. Box 1681 P.O. Box 5391
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 Reno, Nevada 89513
702/382-5077 702/786-4220

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Sit EN BQOM~ELDP. 0. Box 5"'91
G11no Nevaua Rena, NV 89513

J0 ANE 6AM711October 5, 1983
it) ANNE GAHH[EI"

I•.ke Neva)a Environmental Pl1nning
JO[|PHINE GONZALES iijj AFLC/DEPV

¼P,VkS Nev.dWa wright-Patterson APF, OH 45433

DrDRA I ANtlY

1..-.. Nrv.i.. rear Environmental Planners:
SiA S.AN 011 tl

....,,,,y .... Citizen Alert is a statewi.,de, public education and

J•1 'IvV[L:NG,40rr citizen action organization concerned with a veriety of
4.N. N-..... issues, including the management of the nublic lands.

STAFF It was with great surorise that we learned yesterday of
t1he Air Torce's -,)an to create a sunersonic onerations

Q,.o11 Off.. area in eastern Nevada. we were shocked to learn that a.
A1la PA;NTHI Praft Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) had been
io% P.,oo . rrepared, and that the comment neriod is scheduled to

eL VINCENT oxexire October 14th.
Lu,I ALyAS Ofltev

Along with other orgLnizations and individuals,
we ,,would like the op ortunity to comment on the DETS,
and to rarticip..ate in public hearings oAi the proposal.

Therefore, we are writing to formally renuest that
the public comment neriod be extended, nreferably for
F ixty dOnys, to allow full oublic prirticipation in this

5 very significant oros-a. In add"ition, we would also 8
like to request nublic hen:•ings in Nevada and Utah, so
that local residents can have the opportunity to comment
on the prouosal.

Thani you for your timely consideration of these
reouests. 1.7e look :'or- ard to het-ring from you soon.

Sincerely,

Abby Johnson
Executive Lirector

Subject: D515, Estiblishment of the Gandy Range Extension
and .,djacent restricted airspace as an area for supersonic
flight training, Hill AF3, Utah.

Full citizen partici )ation for democratic.decisions on issues that affect our lives. Nonpr i' ctjb le.._



Citizen 54liert
e "AN ALTERNATIVE INFORMATION SOURCE FOR NEVADANS

P.O. Box 1681 P.O. Box 5391
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 Reno, Nevada 89513

Jpov. 8, 1983

Envi rornmental Planning
RZ AFLC/DEPV
dright-2atterson APB
Ohio 45433

-wear Sire:

A study of the Draft EIS for the Gandy Range Extension and
adjacent restricted airspace as an ares for supersonic flight
training rAises serious questions as to the adequacy of the impaot
analysis.

It is our conclusion that only superficial consideration ba Ibeen -iven to the adverse eff"ects the supersonic flights and the • 83

83 restrictions on the airesace will have on the inhabitants, the
economy, the wildlife and the environment in the area and adjacent
to it.

o'e also have concern about the risk to pilots and planes. The
Draft EIS says (p. 32) "sightings of numerous raptors and other
avian species have been documented, including observations of high
densities of golden eagles year-round."

The dlM'e Draft Wells Resource i1anagement Plan and W1S states:
"Of major significance is a raptor observation and trapping area
located atop the ridgeline in the (Goehute Peak) W6A. At the site
over the past four years about 5,000 to 6,000 raptors, including
goshawks and bald eagles, have been observed migrating south each
fall."

i dith the number of sorties projected at from 719 to 1169 a month

I in the presence of so many large birds the possibility of an F-1.6 84
'C]I becoming a casuality would ueem to be unacceptably high. There are

desert areas in this region where pilots and their 416 million
planes could operate relatively free of this hazard.

Serious losses as well as adverse impacts also are anticipated
on the ground,

6,32 3 'hite Pine County Oommissioners and residents, and ranohere and 7

7,, 80 townspeople in Utah have expressed concern about the effects of 0T,0

(more)

D-1 I
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Gandy Range Extension - 2

32 supersonic flights on public health and the economy. Airspace 70.O82restrictions will pose serious problems to the commercial airline
s,80 serving. Ely, to ranchers and other private pilots and to emergency 1Cont.

Lont. medical flights.

S.o adequate studies have been made of the psychological and
31,3 physiological consequences of continuous sonic booms. They would 6,31'3f
1851 be very disruptive to the pease of mind and tranquility of the 4C,8.Goshute Indians whose reservation would be completely blanketed

by the proposed BOA.

SIhe 2I3 takes into account few environmental factors. There
is no mention made of o;ilderness Study Areas although one, the
Joshute Peak WSA, is inside the corders of the SOA, £rid three

86 rth-r3 rtre i -imeditely IJm>cent. Soshute nos been reconmmerded
<-or inclusion in the i•ational 4ilderness 2reservation System, 86
and bighorn sheep plants are planned on Mt. Moriah. Sonic booms
could severly stress the animals. Even booms which may not reach
low elevations because of the bending upward by the temperature
gradient would impact on the higher elevation of Mt. A1oriah
where the sheep would be.

,4e oelive the jue--tiorns r- ised asove deoerve thouc htful
" 3.--on -h1 .ruf!i he-rlp _ should be sdeqL--te to i-rovide

c 'rum for the expressioni, o" these concerns.r
Sincerely,

Jill dincent
Southern Woordinstor

D-1 14



CITIZENS CALL
126 So. 1400W. C. dar Ci•. Utah 720 a (801) sW6674

4 From: Janet C. Gordon, Director

Date: October 13, 1983

'To: Environmental Planning, HO AFLC/DEPV, Wright PattersonAn

Re: Proposed supersonic oneraticos area in Eastern Nevada

We have just this week learned of the proposal to turn the

Eastern part of Nevada into a supersolic operations area.

We request a 60-day extension for the ccmnent period 5

(reported to end October 141) frcxn October 14 to December

14.

We would also like to fonnally request that the Air Force

hold public hearings on the proposal in Nevada and

Ut•.

Thank you

P.1 Would you please send a copy of the DEIS?
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Novernbey- 21, 1983

would like to make 'known to you that I
the proposed Air Force use of this area

fc- testing and training the F-16.

I concerned about the physical -aýnd mental,
health of my family. 1 am concerned about the
pos.:ýibie det-r-irj,.ental effsacts on our evivironment
and livelihood. I afn concerned abotAt the

structural damage of our homes, churchas, and

Thie area ism populated. We have a pVblic

sch-z-_11 with ar, enrollment of fiftle (50). Tn the

vicinity affected by the Southern ellip:seq the

pý::,pulAtiQr, of the combined towns of Partoun,
Uv ad ck,' Gandy, and Trout Creek tc)t;ls 'one

huridr-ed and twerity (120). Of the one hundred

and twerity (120) people in the valley, the.DEIS

cr_,urtted only fifteen (15) people.,

W'-Arlt to go on record as Istrongly

oppQ5ing the propoed use of the r-Law super-

sr-,rac, Lesting area5.

I appeal to you as my representative to

U 9 L? Y- I-A r influence to try- and stop these

plznB,

S ncere y,

D-116
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TO: ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING, HQ AFLC/DEPV WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OH 45423 DATePdi2 ý,jIFROM: 6 -ot~ ta 14ýs Ca/-lapa (z7-. rtXd 3Y(2 'Aov,. (Name, address)S'4v')J3
5 I recently learned of the Jroposai to turn part of eastern Nevada into a supersonic i

operations area. I am writing to formalJy request a 60 day extension in the commentperiod, from Oct. 14 to Dec. 14. In addition, I am requesting that the Air Force Ihold public heazings on the proposal in Nevada and Utah.Thank you. Sincerely, I

SignatDre

SD-1 17.



Diocenber 16, 1983

(acorx;e iJougiasr;

Snl]ac :;tar Route
Tbapah, Utah 34083

nvi romnrintal Planning
Q ,'At',,/)P

; riO:hU-latterson AF", I 45433

'Lear :;it: . 7

I I r nicon;.idnt Xng tvj alternat~ives Lo this draft IS, 1 strongly 4_•coi.:lndalIterniative a. :;o achieri, for tile reasons that:

:'hoseo of us3 who live in this area arc already subjected to enough

iipa~sserit and inconve.Linience by the Air Force.

:i'e iain inconvenience is thait we cannot, except at very limited
t•ee fLy into or out of Ghe area in private pianos.

e arc constantly harassed by low level flights, which can be
oxtrciely frightening at times and are always extremely annoying.
Lose flights upset,, and somctimes stampede our livestock.

c have to put up with cruise iissilos crashing near our fields
arid wiere we are working, and It's anyone's guess when one of those
"-121Ls is going to crash in our yard, amd possibly kill one of us.

hi Fis past su:;emer, three of our neighbors in Gold 'iill on different
,ciciujis had windows; Iror'r andri tUings knocied off shelves in separate
incidenLs of sonic boom,;, so we already have our share of them.

Sincerely,

George Douglass
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December 11, 1933
SR I Box 42
Fly, Nevada 89301

Environmental Planning,
HQ APLC/DEPV,
Wright -Patterson APB, OH 45433

W Ladies and Gentlemen of the Air Force:

T offer the following comments in addition to those I submitted
nt the Fly, Nevada hearing concerning supersonic testing in the
Gandy Pange MOA. I would appreciate your including them in the
recordl.

I understand that there presently exists a mix of supersonic and
subsonic activity within the ITTTR supersonic training area, the
subsonic being primarily air-to-ground practice. Is not another
alternative to the expanded supersonic training area one by which

52 the ground targets would be moved outside the present supersonic
nra-, leaving only supersonic activity there, and increasing
subsonic trsining within the other DOD-owned areas, and MOA's if
necessary?

T fne]. that en increase in subsonic activity would have little, I
if ony, negative impact upon the people or the environment of
Western Utah and Eastern Nevada. I also believe that the cost of

87 moving the ground targets would be far less than that of another 87
,ilterntjtve you've identified--that of moving the 388th TPW. I
would welcome such an alternoýtive being considered; also, the
proposed expansion of the restricted area would enhance the
safety of a more-intensive subsonic training program, and wouldthus be more palatable.

I request that you include a discussion of this proposed
nlt-rnntive in your Final FHS; though I Tnow little about your

training neds, t~jiia ltretv seems logFical, and a. hall of a
lot more acceptable, to those of us whom are potentially impacted.{
Thanks again for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Frent Fldridge

D-i 19



'. [i. I , Box 39.

'ly, Nevada 80301

December 10, 1983

t'.nvironmental Plannirg

HQ A.IC•/DEPV

Wright- Patterson AfiT, Ohiio 45433

Dear Sirs;

i'm writing this statement in regard to the proposed

Gandy Supersonic Operations Area. I oppose any further

esitcictions in the Gandy M.O.A., which will inevitably
come if it is made a Supersonic Operations Area.
1 tnink that there is sufficient area for a supersonic
area in the southern part of Nevada where there is

S8 calr(ady restricted airspace large enough to give a pilot 88

more than three minutes training time in one direction

thro-gh the proposed supersonic area at those speeds.

i think that supersonic booms approximately 14 times per

day will drive people and animals within and adjacent

to the area "nuts". i believe in having a stron arnd
reaoy national defense, but I thinK there is plenty of

spaice already aliocated as resticted for practice and
tr.-;in ng, 1 '1m opposs -to any further restrictions within
or close to the Gandy V1. u. A.

S' cerely,
11117 _3 Z/<// /7;

Dennis H. Eldridge)

D-1 2 0
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December 7, 1983

Dept. of the Air Force
Environmental Planning
I1D AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
45433

RE: DEIS on the Establishment of the
Gandy Range Extension and Adjacent
Restricted Airspace as an Area for
Supersonic Flight Training

Gent lemen:

The Board of County Commissioners responded earlier to
the DEIS when the comment period ended October 14, 1983. A copy
of the comment letter dated October 11, 1983 is attached with
this letter.

Subsequent to the October 14th cormment period closure,
an extension was granted plus three public hearings. One of the
p'ublic hearings was held in Elko, Nevada on the evening of Decem-
ber 1, 1983. Commissioner Smith and the County Manager were in
attendance at the Elko public hearing.

Several presentations were entered into the record by some
of the public hearing attendees whereby the Department of Air Force
will need to respond as noted by the conducting officer. It was
obvious that some of the presentations were verbatim repeat of
what had been submitted at one or both of the other local public
hearings.

'The Board of County Commissioners for the County of Elko
are interested in the Air Force proposal, but are not in opposition
fur any reason au this time. As of this date, the Board of Count/
Commissioners have not been contacted by any person or entity
voicing a concern relating to the DEIS. Therefore, consistent
with the October 11, 1983 response, the Board of County Commissioners
do not submit an objection or concern to the DEIS. However, if a
problem dues develop such as within the West Wendover community,
the Board reserves the condition to request a consideration to
alleviate the problem.

D-1 21



Dept. of the Air Force
December 7, 1983
Page - 2

The Board of County Commissioners wish to be kept informed
of the progression of the EIS and the final decision relating to
the project. Thank you for your consideration and cooperation in
this request.

Si cerel yours,

GLORGE R.E. BOUGH ER

Elko County Manager

GRE'!/lm

D-122
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October i1, 1983

State of Nevada
State office of Community Services
Capitol Complex
Carson City, Nevada
89710

Linda A. Ryan
Director

ATTN: Mr. John B. Walker, Coordinator
State Clearinghouse

RE; DEIS relatinq to proposed use of
air space for supersonic flight
training over a portion of Elko County

Dear Mir. Walker:

The Board of County Commiissioners have, discussed the
DEIS during their regular October 5, 1983 meetingJ. The basic
determination for response by the Board was they do not object
to the proposed use of airspace involving approximately twenty-
two by thirty-four miles in the extreme southeastern corner of
Elko County. The understanding by the Board is the use in air-
space only and not the ground surface except for sonic boom
shockwave affect.

The reservation or contingency the Board reserves for

consideration is if the sonic boom impact does affect the community
4 of West Wendover, Nevada that necessary measures be taken by the

U.S. Air Force to adjust their maneuverpattern to alleviate the
annoyance factor.

Thank you for contacting Elko County for a response in
thiý matter.

Sincerely yours,

GEORGE R.E. BOUC: ER
Elko County Manager

(;RE/ /Im

D- 23



'low, . UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTiON AGENCY

S,-REGION VIII
1860 LINCOLN STREET

-J'i DENVER, COLORADO 80Z95

8PM-LS

Uirector, Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Dear Sir:

The Region VIII office of the Environmental Protection Agency has
completed its review of the Gandy Range Extension draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS). The U.S. Air Force is to be commended for the DEIS's
explanation of the causes of "normal" and "worst case" range use, and the
presentation of related calculations and assumptions in a clear concise manner.

The attached comments are offered for *your consideration in the
preparation of the final environmental impact statement. According to the
systeni EPA uses to rate DEIS's, the Gandy Range Extension and Adjacent
Restricted Airspace as an Area for Supersonic Flight Training will be assigned
a rating of LO-2. This means that although it does not appear that there are
significant environmental impacts from the proposed action, we find the
inforniational content and analysis could be strengthened with the additional
data suggested. If you have any question regarding our comments, please
contact Mike Hammer of my staff at FTS 327-2351.

Sincerely yours,

SJo G. Welles,
qional Administrator

Enclosure

D-124



Detail Comments

AIR QUALITY

The DEIS states that most flight operations will be conducted above the
prevailing morning and afternoon mixing heights. Therefore, there is only a
small chance of the exhaust pollutants reaching the surface under the flight
operation area. The most probable effects of the NOx and S02 resulting
from the flight operations will he as brief and infrequent episodes up to

144 bunoreds of miles down wind. 144

We would request that the Final [IS address the contribution of NOx and
S02 , either by dry deposition or washout by rain or snow, to the acid rain
accumulation in the high mountains of Eastern Utah and Western Colorado.

NOISE

Although the noise analysis compares the Ldn noise levels resulting from
these exercises with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's
upper noise level for determining acceptability of areas for residential land
use, the Air Force has not compared those supersonic training noise levels
witn tne present ambient noise levels without military aircraft overflight.

145 Based on population levels in the proposed flight area, the National Academy
of Sciences CHABA report predicts ambient sound levels in the Ldn 35-40dB 146
range. With the inception of the supersonic training flights, the DEIS
projects a normal Ldn in the range of 58-60dB, which is approximately four
times as loud as the existing environment. The worst case Ldn is projected to
be in the 70-72dB range, or more than eight times as loud. These extremely
I (Jr- e lfr~rredSte uvtr- thu edstiing sound eeicoupled wi:th the very high

i single event noise levels, suggest a need for additional mitigation efforts. I
We fully support the mitigation measures discussed in the DEIS on page

b6 : minimum altitude of 5,000 feet above ground level, minimum number of
weekend/holiday flights, and payment of damlage claims filed by area

4 residents. However, we have the following additional comments on mitigation
for your consideration. We suggest limiting supersonic training flights in 4

the 6anoy and adjacent areas to the hours of 8AM to 7PM, to avoid sleep
disturbance and family activity interference impacts for the residents. These
hours would allow for nighttime flights in the late fall and winter months,
while offering the reside..ts and back.cou.try users rr,•.. respite from the sonic
booms anu accompanying aircraft noise.

In conjunction with the payiment of damage claims, we strongly recommend
tiht the procedures for registering noise complaints and damage claims be
clearly spelled out to local, tribal, regional and state officials having
public health or law enforcement jurisdiction over the affected area.

294 Residents in the area may not know who to call or how to file a complaint or
claim, or be aware of the documen~atior required by the Air Force. We 294
recoammend that several workshops or similar briefing sessions be given for
these officials, since they are most likely to be the first persons contacted
by the public. These officials should have a clear (inderstanaing of the
purpose and extent of the training missions, the normal and worst case
uay/niyht noise levels, and the single event noise levels.
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They should know how to assist their constituents in contacting the Air Force,
aiid what information the Air Force will require for their claim forms. If the
citizens can get help through their local officials, they may feel less
annoyed by the noise from the training operations. Furthermore, based on a
more complete complaint history, boundaries of the flight areas can be
adjusted to avoid areas where continuing complaints are generated and damage
claims paid.

Another mitigation measure would be to soundproof any schools, hospitals
churches or public buildings that would be exposed to sonic booms from these
training operations. Data on the number of such buildings was not presented
in the DEIS, but based on the low population levels of the area, the costs for
soundproofing should not be excessive, especially compared with the savings in
fuel consumption, travel time, and personnel and aircraft relocation costs
which use of the Gandy MOA offers. The energy conservation benefits of
soundproofing techniques such as insulation and storm windows could also be
presented to local residents at the time the public buildings are retrofitted.

2 -

295 Our final comment deals with with the proposed Wilderness Study Area
called the Deep Creek Mountains and the Snake Mountain Range which may at some
point be included in a Great Basin National Park proposal. We share the
concerns of the Bureau of Land Management and the State of Nevada, as well as
users of these areas, that their natural wilderness characteristics and
wildlife populations be protected. The DEIS states that the sonic booms from
the proposed training flights will not impact either of these two areas.
Because we 6o not currently have the technical expertise to evaluate this
assertion, we cannot comment on its technical accuracy. However, we would
strongly recommend a noise monitoring program in each of the areas to
accurately assess any noise impacts from both the normal and worst case
trdffic levels. The data coll•ctcd could then be evaluateu in terms of .
adverse impacts, and appropriate boundary adjustments of the training area
made to avoid noise sensitive area.
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EskDale
Via Garrison, Tir 84728
December 8, 1983

Environmental Planning
fU AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

k Gentlemen:

As residents of Millard County in western Utah, 'we wish hereby to
protest the intentions of the Air Force to establish a supersonic
flight training area a few miles to the north of our c•mmunity over
Gandy and Par toun. We also protest the fact that such short notice
and little information wre given to the public on this matter.

EskDale, with its 71 residents, is a private, Christian oommunity
of the Order of Aaron. Although we have been here 30 years, •yu will
not find us on any maps of the area because of the private nature of
our undertaking. Along with our two sister communities of Bethel
(five miles south) and Petra (three miles north), we total 103
residenzs, all members of the same church organization. The
livelihood of all 103 residents of these oommunities is based
principally Lpon our ddiry operation located at EskDale.

A'I'x) noise anticipated from the frequeno t supersonic 3 .s, of f our

,rLoic ued operations, especally the focal booms which carry longer
iistances, and the noise from tie aircraft themselves is boand to have

SS,--lrLiin-n •".C•or. the ttxic d ia-ir•y hmcr-s 1 e•cr , thc

:s .,p slatrong wands, which a-re so often t r of t o l north here, of
•s.wi.,, %ten pre•_ent, s--v,, to intensify the disturbing effect.

:cr.:;,3+.ML~y, wu may expect a c.ete~riou R effect fn our milk
8B 9 .'t o,

tDo R. Hart W.afee

Adnuj-i w.ý b,'vL,, be-*_- in ox),-atio.Nn h , 'for 30 yea-s, •fe
• har UnK. proximity of your pro•x.6ed operati-)ns is such that it could
!.Q1• 10o1_ý y joopardize our cxontinued existence a~s dairy-based

•n~,•.We ask, the-refore, t-lat you please find a nrwe remlote,
_.ss pYl~ated and less agriculItural area over which to utilize the

• 9 a i-r ' foE :5 h txa.Jna7-cg ýY_1 •. ... --

Respectfully,

ESKLIALE C*MMUITY COUNCIL

Don R. Hartlauer

Secretary
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Federal Aviation
,Administration

Octuher 1.7, 1983

Mr. Gary D. Vest

Accing Deputy for Environment and Sfety
Environmental Planning

HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Dear Mr. Vest.:

We iave reviewed the Department uf the Air Force Draft Environmental

Impact Statement (DETS) on the "Establishment of the Gandy Range Extension

and Adjcent Restricted Airspace as an Arwo. for Supersonic Flight

Draining". We compliment your office on the tremendous effort it has put

inLto this DEiS.

The paragraph on "Impact of Air Traffic" under Section IV, Environmental..

Conset:uences, raised some questions with our Air Traffic Service; they

will contact you directly regarding their concerns.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this matter.

Sincei ely,

(..•'! /7/< ics

Director of Environment and Energy

, ,dwara Wk sr..un F- r5i Ame'lct, AI' ol



g I• rileud 51,,Ž,-, Forest
\ 91•J.p.,,lerd! Serrco 324 21th Street

Aqricuiturt. ogde n, HJ1T W4401

","Y ,, 1950

I-

Mr. James F. Boatright
Ftuvironmental Planning
H.Q. AFLC/DEPV
1'right-Patterson AFB, OlH 45433

Dear Mr. Boatright:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, "Establishment of
the Candy Range Extension and Adjacent Restricted Airspace as an Area for
Supersonic Flight Training," and find it generally well written.

The coverage of threatened and eadangered species is fairly comprehensive, 4,
4, While treatment of terrestrial wildlife is cursory, but adequate. We note

103 ti.) nenrion/discussion of aquatic resources if they are present. The 1 03
c Jwvrage in,4.1.2.2.2, Sonic Boom Effects on Animals, is very good.

I .e co"Žrage of low-level Supersonic Flight Impact on Air Traffic (4.1.5)
FR,99 a ipears to be adequate; however, we have cou.:erns for Forest Service 46,

law-level emergency aerial tire reconnaissance and suppression flights in. 99
the Mt. Moriah area. These activities need to be_ closely coordinated to9prevent accidents from occuring during fire suppression activities.

The Mt. Moriah area is currenLly being evaluated for -ilderness. Such a
classif icit'on would be, In part, dependent upon irintaining opportunities

46 <fr solitude. Areas of Mt.t Moriah na•y be within the elliptical airspace or 46

inhide of the 11-mile cutoff distance. It is doficult for us to judge this
-now this in order to determine the potential effect of sonic booms on the

area's wilderness character.

W,. ;ippr.Žciate the opportunity to review tihe 1)c..t E.r I We concur that the.
Gandy Range, extension is a most log, Ical alternative and desire working with
*-thc Air Force Command to resolve our concerns,

Sincerely

RICHARD K. GRISWOLD
Director, Planning and Budget
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Post Offtice Box 27
Baker, Nevada 89311
October 12, 1983

Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV. Wright-Patterson AFB
Ohio 45433

Gentlemen

Your proposal to conduct supersonic flight training in the
northern border area of Nevada and Utah is a deadly threat to our
environment. For instance:

1) Small. planes, both private and commercial, play a vital role
in our local economy. The ability to monitor cattle, sheep and
wildlife by plane is extremely imp~rtant to the larger ranches, as

9 well as to trapping and predator control. In the immediate vicinity
of the area affected by this Air Force proposal there are at least
twerty families whose livelihoods are built around their ability to
get around this region safely by air. And, of course, this air space
is used quite regularly to flight-train the younger members of these
fa~liiles.

a 2) Regardless of the opinl lns expressed in your DEIS, the I
effect of sonic booms on animals, both domestic and wild, is observable

37 and Violent.. A herd of sheep sct°tters, a horse bolts, This particular "
impact requires serious study, not the offhand dismissal rendered in
Your Draft.

3) The occasional sonic boom that now breaks the silence heref
originates, I presume, at around 30,000 feet. It is always shocking,
to me and to everyone I knoli. Presumably, supersonic flights at 5,000

90 feet would be an even greater assault to us all, animals and human I
alike. That is outrageous. Your DEIS disdmirns the residents of this
area, including an entire Indian tribe, by declaring this kind of
viol''ence "suitable for residential purposes." No authority is cited
for this preposterous notion.

Aside from these and other gross misconceptions in your DEIS, we
deserve to have been notified. of the proposal in a timely manner,
rather than having to discover it for ourselves only five days before
your October 14 deadline. Therefore, we request: 1) an extensiOn
of the commentary period to mld-December, and 2) a public hearing to
permit an exchange of real information between Air Force representa-
tives and the citizens who are productively using the airspace in
question.

Sen. Laxalt, Sen. Hecht n,,s ,,Iv 6P
cc : Gov. Richard Bryan (Vnne

Rep. B. VUcanovish o Anne Garrett
Rep. Harry Reid
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Elizobeth W. Gledhili
5340 GOLDENROD DRIVE - RENO. NE)VADA 851 1
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Enrvironrnent~a 1 Planning
HC AFJJC/DISPV
V.nioht-Patterson APP1, Ohio 415433
Deocember 6, 1983

('live in voS tieri Juii (Countyv, Utah on Fish Sýpringls
I 16 lc-1 Le ;Refuge and on joy the tranquil ity and beauty of- this

roilu t " , c. The.( remnotenesýs of this pa,-rt- of Utah and e~astern
Neaahrak it aI very 6(905) r&D)e place for people (even thoughb

not Ii job in numbexr) to I ivye and visit for enijoying the nat-
tmIII ru of the roa Basin.

[;.s U>. Air Force Caondy iRange Extension and Adjaicent.
I Cflu"For Sýupersonic Flitghtt ]ra ining, Easrtern Ne-vada and
tC't Ut.:th proposa I ou I have an e-xtrueme) y dot r irnenta I effecrt

orI(i"Ite Noth j no jsc known abou t t he ef fects oft cont inuou-s
so bomson people, oceccanimals, wildlife, structures

or trrni in. 1%ho k-,nowos nha the physical and psychological .
91 Fot of the s-onic booms- created by jet aircraft in the3

urspoi iill be,( in theý future. efeel. these factors should3
he( stud ited in det-oii beor hi pir of proposal should ever

Iewi!sh to (jo onr re~nord as Opposingj the Candy Rainge

i.xtonsa on a)nd Adjacent Al rspaic'c Nor S'upersqonic Flight 'rra inino

s454 hiioul he moved ci tho-r f-Irtlier northwest or nort-h onto the 314934I 2i t ý.> i Lake, Desec.rt, ta rlIr15 1(if ldjv r --t l. 1"i-
1 oc Nauri,iprt icuan] n) the northern scite, are more 3

" oh~ ' yo'u for your t irne. 
n o eI

~1ams &Laurie Gýood

D1-1 38



November 21, 1983

J wulcd like to make known to you that I

Co'F:.t..L th.ý proposed Air Force use of this area

f,& ;,-:stinq and training the F-16.

I Xnc,:crncc dout the physica1 .ahd mert a!.
heal ii of wv family. I am concerned about the
pi:. - 2 e dctrirnental effects on our envirorment
ari i :veI iIi,,od. I arm concerned abotLt the

"vt- ral dariage of our homes, churches, and

1![is cArea is populated. We have a public

sc-l.. wit !. r, err,:'llrert of fifty (50). In the
v .. :. a!f-ted by the Southern ellipse, the

p, * ,ir .the combined towns of Partoun,

Uv'.... L- iridy, and Trout CreeK totals one
h,,,. "It-rLI twEenty (1-20). Of the one hurndreoý

ar,,: t.. nty (1<'20) people in the valley, the DEIS

c,--. , . *'.:'r y fiFteer, (15) people.'

* Lrit to go or, record as strongly
i- t, e pr-oposed use of the new Super-

-,...-., . .•-5• H r' 'lr'O

Sappeal ~to you as my representative tac,

us1 1z . :ur ir, fIturece to try" and stop thes.e
pr.,.:3d pLans.

Sincere 1 y,
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THE ROCK HOUSE

''I0, 1 -O icp (30x ';8t3 . flAK(rH NVýVAUA 3 9,311

12 u-Ctobe.r 1986,3

1'Olt:?l ~a ±lanninsg

A. ii*Q AVLC4itt

An: 711- Zutablishment of the Candy
:iaflsZA itxterision.

You have- manaized .,)ell to iepep the exyistence of this p-oposal
,irr! ',:1,3 a secret from the people who live In the vicinity of thle,

"T"9yinnee". TEhat any of us found out about it at all be-fore
thp ycnt~ober i4 deadline for comtments on the Ci-IS appears to have been
pure chance.

You could have done much beýtter at notifying citizens who could
'Oil eXPeened to be concernied abllout this proposal. -That you have not
hF's ledý quite a few Of My neiwhbors to suspect, that the Air Poree
W'UiP p-refeý,(r that weT( did not finc. out about It in time to comment
or; uhp pr-opo~sal. And9 since the A~ir i-true recently spent well over
twe-nty Mlillion dollar-s lying:2 to us about the NXA, you should 'be
ciware that your credibliity Is ;x-ecting pretty thin around here

prtposl nd xte(Ithe comment period for sixty days.

The DEiIS staites that the suibject airspace. will be "less
r ittis '1& to civilian pilots3 if the Proposal Is adopted. It irien-

ti:ties the,: civilian p)ilots as those "ltraversing the a-irspace" andi
4 ,r2!rnrqtresourceý maaer ountinvý wildll-fe. In fact these 4lczIu s'> oa salperoenl-trt-, of roe- ciiirPlt who use the,

aCt th; the7 T S does n-io t d Isc;c uss.

j~i sutet arsac.'ha!- fiD 'za-e m,; fiei'initely coi tne lowq si.E

~ 'C O:;not Inclle [cI )-,coo a rinch LanfA I Iem; Who live, In smcil
fl!'iita fe ei thi ii a fe Il e,- of thep boundaries. in SraeValley

t' I ot300 t) 40o, t here- are fiftn nswql L ill-plaries of' which
1have por-;nnal knwldg. here ar1e probnbly more thian fi-fteen.
-v;er)' -, hat iS about one, airplane for every six familiies. P he
nj *'l'~ , re used-( primllt ly for -e-I -manag~ing. he~rds, ot' 1 ves*nOck.

(nya? r- you-nZ JJ-peopl ajr( lea-rnning to fly and there are moreri

D114



,Ie a• rsp-ce 1193e by these i Irplanes is also us.3d by Jet
ri -,lns from Nellis A-3' and Fallon Naval Air Station for low
]rrel r:arlar evasion trainin. tnese flihters fly over our
q---strips and our houses several days a week at altitudes of
between one hundred and five hundred feet above ground. 2hey
rome - n very fast and maxce a lot of noise. They are a nuisance 92

92 ani .- mo-tal hazard.

fhin airspace is also used by commercial airliners at

ItIt;udes of thirty to forty thousand feet. We are already
subjected to more sonic booms than we are able to appreciate.
Phere is usually at least one per day, often there are three.
The T'.-IS, says that some people lice sonic booms and some do not.
Wf11, the people who live In the vicinity of the proposed super-
sot r1nc range do not like them. I have never met anyone who likes
soninc booms. The proposal places this supersonic range directly
-above an.1 entirely surrounding, an Indian reservation. I am certain
ther, in the whole United States there is not a single reservation
indian who likes sonic booms.

.he lir Porce has often been heard to assume that we met

-e• to these kinds of Impacts. lure wishful thingIng. We are
It •-ei fn then: and thoroniihiy 8 tsrrusted with the continual sneaxy
t-Opershon kofi! the airspace used by military aircraft and restricted
amalnst our use. We have our own flight training and the safety
of Oup p1lots and their familIes and employees to consider, We
nn,'t u"'•fstand why the Air Y0orce is not apparently concerned,
n' we n.re, about the preventlon of accidents. We thinkc this
proposal is greedy and thouzhtless and unworthy of the Air Force.

SIncerely ,y.

Se-inator Chic Hecht
toupresentative nsirbarri Jricinovich

pepresentative Harry 2,eid
'3overnor Richard Bryan
White tine County Comm,1,;soner Brent Fidrldge

D-142
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November a1, 1983

Tot' Commanding Officer, Hill Air Force Baze

Rea Proposed Testing and Training" Areas for the F-16 --

I would like to make known to you that I- bppose thea proposed
Air F-rce &ise of this area for testing and.training thhe F-16'.

I am concerned about the physical and nent~l health of any
family. I am concerned about the possible detrimental effects on
our environment and livelihood. I akm concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and school.

This area is populated. We have a public school with artenrollment of fifty (50). In the vicinity Affected by the

Southern ellipse, the population of the combined towns of
Partoun, Uvada, Sandy, and Trout Creek total; one hAndred and
twenty (120). Of the one hundred and twenty (120) ppople in the
valley, the DEIS counted only fifteen (15) people.

I want to gU on' record as mtrongly opposiv@ the proposed use
of the new super-sonic testig areas. -

Sincerely,

D- 44-.
D-144
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DiL.TARXIMLNI OF IAEALItI & HUMAN SLRVICES Public Health Service

"- Centers for Disease Control
Atlanta GA 30333

(404) 452-4237
October 12, 1983

IEnv irmrnient a Planning
lIZ AlIkC/D)EPV

Wri,.ht-1'attotrson AMB, Ohio 45433

Cent lemen:

We hawo reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
Establishment of the Gandy Range Extension and Adjacent Restricted Airspace as

an Area for Supersonic Flight Training at Hill AFB, Utah. We are responding
no behalf of the U.S. Public Health Service.

4 We havte rviewed this document for possible health effects and have no comments 4

to offer. We believe the proposed alternatives have been adequately addressed.

Thank you for the opportunity t,o review this DEIS. Pleabe send us a copy of
tih final document when it becomes available.

Sin:erely yours,

.:~~~ (. . ?1.• ,

Frank S. Lisella, Ph.D.
Chief, Environmental Affairs Group
Environmental Health Services Division

Center for Environmental health
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811 Pine Street
Ely, Nevada 89301
November 30, 1983

t-. J,•es I . boatragrn
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
(Installations, Environment and Safety)
Lnvxroninental Planning
W) AFLC/DUEPV
W -ioht-Pattteron AFB, Ohio 45433

'car Secretary Boatrigqt

liaving been a cattle rancher in Sp•ring Valley most of my life, I wish
to protea.t the expansion of the Gandy Rýanqe for Super Sonic Flight Training.

1JrX, t~fOdth ~fc sVi hocus '--s hoDý sr. lirtc.net tc irc:nt on 3
th" willlife and eoptle in the area. If permission is granted for sach flight

93 I trairinq over this area, with up to 1050 flignts pet ionth, it will have a 9 3
(aevistatlnq effect on the environment, including all forms of wildlife all the wayv

toroura sanui rels.

r believe the area now used for the Gandy range is adequate and wish to

q(, on record as oppos;inq arny exoansion of air space in Nevada for Super Sonic

in-erely c2,.- -

Dee Rleckethorn Sr.

D-.148



S. P. 5 Box 51
Ely, Nevada 8930]

Novem. ber 30, 1983

'Ir. James F. Boatright
Deputy As!sstant Secretary of the Air Force
(Installations, Environment and Safety)
Einvironmental Planning
Th7 AFL.C/D1TCV
vright-Parterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Dear Secretary Boatright: ]

As a citizeLn with a license to 'Iv a private eirplanc, 1 seriously protcst t
tnc expansion of the lill Air Force Base air sPace for Super Sonic Flight Training,

I own a private business located just Southwest of the proposed expansion
oioundary. 1 own my private plane, and do a large amount of business with it, y

and with this expansioin, it would be impossible for mne to be able to fly the only
fr.?(- a~ir p•spce which now exists over Nevada,

I 11W' f1w1 II ][Nd 01t Of LJs Vec;as , 11i in and out oE the Reno arel, and
thar twice res lriced air si,,c-es 020 enough restriction on the fliqht of

,tivarrt ai-rc1a t 6LnL to the very strict miliCary po liies,

wisi, to go oni record as opposin .o t cin; expansion,

Sin erelv,

SDee lieckethorn Jr.

D-149
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TO- ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING,

WRIGHT-PAT rERSON AFB, OH 45433 t/ // //;9

I recenitly learned of the propos•d to turn part of eastern evada into a
supersonic operations area. I am writing to formally request a 60 day
extension in the comment period, frotl October 14 to December 14. In
Addition, I am requesting that the A' orce hold p he ings on the
proposal in Nevada and Utah. SThank

)f7~~f~ddress



U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
, e4 •1•Denver Regional/Area Office, Region VIII

Executive Tower
1405 Cu'•is Street

"" ""•" Denvei, Colorado 8=20

October 5, 1983

Mr. James F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433

Dear Mr. Boatright:

We have reviewed your Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
for the Gandy Range. Hill Air Force Base, Utah, and find that the
-t.•=ment adequately addresses our area of concern.

In several instances the EIS refers to the U.S. Department of
•.. Iousing and Urban Development (HUD) noise criteria and standards.

S.. Although-the references are technically correct, we would like to
clarify the reference found on page 37 of the Draft EIS. The
reference states:

"Day-night average sound levels below 55 decibels are considered
4$ by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to have no effect

on public health and welfare, and sound levels below 65 decibels p
are completely acceptable for residential purposes by the U.S.
Department of HUD."

Uf
Even though I1D does not require noise attenuation measures for

rising developments which have external noise exposures of 65 DNL or less;-
i •, a Department goal that exterior noise levels do not exceed a day-night

ýe sound level of 55 decibels. This level corresponds with that
- lished by the EPA as a goal for outuuur residential areas; however,

joal does not take into account cost or feasibility. Therefore,
-he purposes of determining HUD's participation in housing developments,

with a noise level of 65 DNL and below are considered acceptable
-.FR Pdrt 51 I01)

Thank you very much.

r- Sincerely,,

Robert4. Matuschek
Director
Office of Community Planning

and Development, 8C

D-159



TO: ENVIROINMENIAL PLArNXNG, M1 AFIWc/DEPV, WJRIGHT-PATTER50N AFB, OR 45433 DT~IF P

11 rec~ently learned of-the 
proposal. to turn part of eastern Nevada into a super~c'naic

operations area. I am writing to formally request a 60 day extension ip-the comment
period, from Oct. 14 to Dec. 14. In addition, I am requesting that the.. Air Fprce

hold public hearings on the proposal in Nevada and Utah.Thank you. Syncerely' \
• - "--" -. "~ [ -*", "

signature 7_

D-160
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November 21, 1983 4

Dear

I would like to make known to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing arid training the F-16.

I cam concernec acout the physical 'aand rmental.
health of my family. I am concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our environment
and livelihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and
school.

* This area is populated. We have a public *
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
popul4tion of the combined towns of eartoun, *
Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one

hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred
and t w'enty (1-20) pcoplo in the valley, tug DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people.*

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic testing areas.

I appeal to you as my representative to
use your influence to try/' and stop these
proposed plans.

Sincerely,

D-1 61-
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November 21, 1983>r

To: Commanding Officer, Hill Air Force Base

Re: Proposed Testing and Trainin 'Areas for the F-I6

I would like to make Known to you that - bppose the. proposed
Air Force use of this area for testing and.training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical and mentAl health of rmy
family. I am concerned about the pos~sible detrimental effects on
our environment and livelihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and school.

This area is populated. We have a public school with an
enrollment of fifty (50). In the vicinity affected by the
Southern ellipse, the population of the combined towns of
Partoun, Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one7 hundred and
twenty (120). Of the one hundred and twenty (120) people in the
valley, the DEIS counted only fifteen (15) people.

I want to gb on record ii strongly opposing the propose~d us.e
of the new super-sonic testing areas.

Sincerely,

SA '

D-1 62



United States Department of the Interior
01' 1I( II (OF Tll'- SI.CRE!'AKY

OFIFI(1- 0: .NV1R()NTiL;N1. PRO.ECT REVIEW

Room 688, BIuilding 67

Iienvt' F.edt:ral Ce(tcl
ER 83/ 1095Denvci, Colotado 80225,,.,-: ,: ER 83/109h (T17 cB

Environmental Planning
HG AFILC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Dear Sirs:

We have reviewed the draft environmental impact statement for Gandy Range
Extension and Adjacent Airspace for Supersonic Flight Training, Eastern
Nevada and Western Utah. We have the following comments.

Flight Airspace

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement states that aircraft are not prohibited
from use of the Gandy Range Extension portion, but the proposed action may
increase the potential for conflict between military flights and civilian
aircraft. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) conducts numerous resource
flights, fire prevefLion/detection and suppression flights in the affected area-

Durinq the fire season, detection and suppression activities in the area include
the use of helicopters, air tankers and smokejumpers. It is the BLM's concern
that fire suppression activities by air may be limited due to an increase in
military aircraft, which would affect the Bureau's fire program.

It is stated in 4.3.1.2 that in increased usage of military aircraft may make
the area less attractive to other pilots. This may be true for civilian pilots,
but the Bureau has public land management responsibilities that will require use
of the airspace. When fires occur and aircraft are being used, it may be
neuessafy to establish an Airspace Rcstriction for all aircraft.

Impacts to non-military flights within the proposed airspace need to be more
fully addressed. The Ely District BLM is charged with fire control within the
proposed airspace, including the Goshute Indian Reservation. Will the BLM be
allowed to fly air reconnaissance after lightning storms or would flights have 100

)0O to be scheduled around military maneuvers? Would the BLM be allowed to perform
unscheduled emergency flights for fire suppression activities? Delays in
locating and suppressing wildfires can lead to undesirable resource and property
damage. Would all non-emergency BLM flights have to be scheduled in advance?
What safety precautions would be followed to prevent collisions?

101 IWhat is the current minimal level airspace for military aircraft operations? JI
F-16s have frequently been observed 500 feet above the terrain and lower.

D-163



Page 37, Item 4.1.2.1, second paragraph: Any overflights below 5,000 AGL
could present conflicts with the BLM doing Wilderness Study Area surveillance
in the Goshute and Deep Creek Mountains or with helicopters/planes which may
be involved with fire-fighting efforts in the airspace. Conflicts occurred with
F-16 jets on the Ferguson Mountain fire during the summer of 1983.

Fish and Wildlife Resources

The environmental assessment presents some data on studies of sonic booms on
several wildlife species. However, there appears to be a considerable gap in
the data available on its effects on a wide variety of species, and on the effects

102 of long-term exposure and sub-level responses as was pointed out in the sunmary.
It is known there may be a wide range of responses to external stimuli between
species and between individuals of the same species. The overall effect of
long-term exposure to sonic booms should be further explored.

There are several locations in and immediately adjacent to the proposed extended
range for supersonic flight that are important habitats to many species of high
Federal interest besides those you address in the assessment. Fish Springs
Hational Wildlife Refuge is immediately adjacent to Dugway Proving Ground and
shares a common boundary. Fish Springs is an important nesting and resting
habitat for migratory waterfowl and shorebirds. Blue Lake, south of Wendover,
and other important waterfowl and other wildlife habitats are found in the
proposed extension. These desert areas are critical to desert wildlife populations.

The over pressures created by supersonic flights could be expected to carry
through aquatic habitats to some extent. The Federally listed endangered

,^•, lahonton cutthroat trout(Salmo clarki henshawi) is found in a !rmall stream on
103 IPilot Peak near the range extension and the sensitive Bonneville cutthroat troutI (Salmo clarki utah) in several si:all streams in the Deep Creek Mountains. Their

h habitats are extremely limited and these species could be subject to external
stresses.

The LIS should address the planne(' bighorn sheep transplant by the Utah Division
of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) into the Deep Creek Mountains. While studies quoted
on page 46, paragraph 3 of the EIS indicated that sonic booms created minimalimpacts or disturbance to bighorn sheep, these studies were done on an established 10 '

104 population. Impacts to a transplanted population could likely be much greater
since newly introduced animals are much more susceptible to disturbance. The
proposed action could decrease the chances for a successful bighorn sheep

Vtransplant and shoLIld be further documented.

The proposed action, if approved, would be a gooo opportunity to study and
evaluate the impacts on nesting, breeding and brood-rearing raptors. Raptor
breeding activitiy and nesting success, particularly for bald eagles, prairie

105 falcons, red-tailed hawks and great-horned owls, has been documented over the i )
past 4 to 5 years by BLM and UDWR. Good baseline data exist for the area.
Such a monitoring study should be adopted as a mitigating measure. The concen-
tration of nesting raptors in the Deep Creek Mountains is important and should
be protected.
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Considering the need for supersonic flight training, the relatively unknown
effect of some booms on fish, wildlife and their habitats over the short and
long term, and the proximity of unique habitats -in and adjacent to the extended
range, the Fish and Wildlife service (FWS) recommends the Air Force and FWS
work together to study the effects of short and long term sonic boom intrusions
to fish and wildlife.

Recreation

The BL. is seriously concerned that sonic impacts would degrade the sense of
isolation experienced by visitors to the wilderness study areas (WSAs), as well
as dffecting residents and travelers in the area. The Air Force should be

131, aware that all three WSAs in the proposed area (Goshute Peak, Bluebell, and 4,131
295 Deep Creek) are currently under consideration to be recommended to Congress for 295

wilderness designation. The Governor of Utah has expressed his interest and
priority for such designation. In the event these areas are designated as
wilderness, BLM will probably seek to restrict activities which would detract
from the sense of isolation.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the DEIS. More specific comments are
enclosed.

Sincerely,

Robert F. Stewart
Regional Environmental Officer

Enclosure:
Specific Comments
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE GRANDY RANGE DEIS

1. Page V, item b: If Wendover, Utah and West Wendover, Nevada (immediately
north of the proposed supersonic test space) will experience sonic booms, many
more than 350 people will be affected, considering the resident population and
tourism. Figure 9.0 on page 52 shows that this could occur. Also, tht noise 106

S analysis assumes an average elevation of 5,000 feet MSL or below for people
exposed to noise, but the analysis here doesn't consider people or wildlife at
higher elevation (e.g., users of WSAsý that would be disturbed. What available
data indicates wildlife and domestic animals demonstrate limited response and
no nestling death or eyric abandonment when subjected to sonic booms? Was the
testing done in this general region or somewhere else?

2. Because of a variety of factors mentioned within the Draft EIS, the impact
of the sonic booms on the local population may be greater than that analyzed:

a. On page V it is assumed that people within the proposed airspace
live at or below 5,000 feet. Six thousand feet would probably be a 3 7

bycloser average.

81 b. On page 9 it is stated that limited use of the proposed airspace
by other supersonic aircraft will create sonic booms of greater intensity. 108a

c. On page 11 it is stated that maximum usage for supersonic flight 3
Swithin the area will occur frequently. 1

d. On page 16 it is stated that the volume of training may increase
over present levels.

i0 e. Page 38 mentions the "afterburner light-off" which can sound likesd
a onic boom. What is the decibel level?

Sf. Page 39 mentions the focus booms (with two to five times the 11 1I
iI peak nominal overpressure) and the secondary booms.

S3. Page 29, item 3.1.2: The Goshute Mountains are higher than the 7,800 1184
Sfoot prtion of the Deep Creek Mountains described here.

4. Page 32, item 3.1.3: The Goshute Mountains definitely have a forested
cover of both pinyon-juniper and subalpine vegetation, such as white fir,
bristlecone, etc.

1 12
112 5. Page 32, item 3.1.4: The area is a major migratory route for raptors,

and research of this aspect, which has occurred for the past five years, is
an annual event in the Goshute Mountains. Documentation on this raptor migra-
tion area indicates that this may be the single largest concentration within
the West.

6. Page 32, item 3.1.4.2 (American Peregrine Falcon): This discussion should
113 include more information. The historic eyrie mentioned in the area of Wendover I I

is near Montello. However, the best historic site in Nevada for potential
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peregrine reintroduction is below the proposed supersonic airspace. This site
has been recommended in the Wells Resource Management Plan as an area of critical
environmental concern of 6,200 acres to 16,200 acres. Reintroduction may occur
within the next 2 or 3 years. This is a major omission, even though it is
said that there will be no impact (pages 51-53, item 4.1.3). In addition, a
peregrine falcon was observed within the boundaries of the proposed supersonic
airspace during the summer of 1983 flying above the Goshute Mountains higher
than the 8,000-foot elevation.

S7. Page 33, item 4: Steptoe Dace in Lookout Spring (T26N, R67E, Sec. 30 NESE) 1112
I12 ~are located within the proposed airspace.

1141 8. Page 45, third paragraph: Overflights resulting in sonic booms will have 1i141 an impact on individuals using the Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs).

9. Page 52-53, item 4.1.3: It may be incorrect to say that there are no adverse
impacts to wildlife. It should be stated that the effects are not known or are
poorly documented. EPA states that they cannot prove that sonic booms definitely
hurt animals. Particular impacts to wildlife may occur from the sonic booms:

a. Signal interference may occur. Animals use vocal calls to show
alarm, and to recognize mates, young, territory, danger and food. If

115 these sounds are masked, care of young, mating, preoator detection, 1 15
prey detection, and spacing for optimum population can be disrupted.

b. Nest abandonment may occur. Sane grouse especially have difficulty
staying on a nest during a disturbance. Populations are not healthy
enough to withstand even a slight decrease in nesting success.

c. Physiological impacts can occur. The added stress to an animal
from the soric booms could decrease the animal's ability to withstand
additional stress and thus impair chances for survival.

116 | 10. Page 53, paragraph 1: There are documented sitings of peregrine falcons 1 16
I in the Goshute Mountains. What about the impact of raptors in jet engines?

11- Page 54, item 4.1.5: This section requests that private pilots file

pre-flight plan with the Air Force and states that ai-craft are not always3 1
monitored by the 299th Communications Squadron radar. It would reduce con-
flicts if the F-16 pilots would always fly above 5,000 feet AGL.

SiE 12. Page 57, last sentence: If training doesn't occur over the mountains, i ,

such as the Goshutes, then why is the area drawn in as the northern ellipse?

i 13. Pages 57-59, item 4.3.2.1 and Figure 10.0: The Bluebell and Goshute Peak

WSAs are not shown or discussed, and the EIS does not analyze impacts on these Iii
areas. Refer also to page 34, item 3.1.5.4: This section states that recrea-
tion is related to the area's unspoiled nature; this is true of the Goshutes, also.
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sites have been identified in the land area beneath the proposed supersonic 120120 airspace." This is incorrect. Sites have been identified and the USAF shouldconsult with the appropriate State Historic Preservation Office and/or BLMDistrict Office.

15. The following should be used as a reference as it summarizes the mostsignificant studies on noise effects on wildlife between 1971 and 1980. Itwas not listed in the Draft EIS bibliography. 
444

United States Environmental Protection Agen--y, 1980. Effects ofNoise on Wildlife and Other Animals Review of Research Since1971. EPA Document #550/9-_8-_0. Office of NoisekAbatement
and Control, Washington D.C.

16. BL11 reference sources which might be consulted include the Wells Resource 34 Management Plan, prepared by the Elko District; the Schell Management Framework 4Plan (fIFP), prepared by the Ely District; Topaz MFP, prepared by the RichfieldDistrict; and Gold Hill MFP, prepared by the Salt Lake District.
17. In February, 1962, Murray Sant at Hill AFB (2849 ABG/DEEXX) was sent 1121 a copy of the Elko District (BLM) Wells Resource Area Peregrine Falcon Habitat 12 1Inventory which identified the historic peregrine falcon eyries and theirpotential for reintroduction.
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INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL OF NEVADA
PHONE (702)2M-42 329-3955

650 $. ROCK BOULEVARD SUITE 11 - RENO, NEVADA 89502
P.O, %box 7440, kno, NV. 89510

-¾*.:~ ?'ecexki--r 1, 1983

Public Affairs Office
OO-ALC/PA
Hill AFB, Utah 84056

Dear Sirs.

The Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada, Inc. whose governing
body is ccxprised of 25 federally recognized tribal groups
strongly endorse the attached resolution, which will support
the concerns of the Goshute Reservation and rural Nevadans in
their quest to halt the proposed encroachrent over and upon
Nevada land areas.

Please give this resolution your utmost consideration
when dealing with the issue and keep us informed as to the
progress.

Sincerely,

rene W. Pasqua
F--recutjve Director

•, cf

Attachimrnt
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R SOLtU T ION I'CN-83-29

OF

INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL OF NEVADA, INC.

WHEREAS, the Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada, Inc. is a Nevada corporation
representing the twenty-three (23) Indian tribes of Nevada whose
purpose is to promote and protect the economic, social and physical
well being of the Indian population of Nevada, Inc., and

WHEREAS, the Executive Board of the Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada, Inc. is
the governinc body of the corporation and is comprised of the Chairman
of the twenty-three federally recognized tribes in the state of Nevada,
and

WHEREAS, the United States Air Force (USAF) proposes to establish a Supersonic
Operations Area (SOA) on the Nevada/Utah border in Elko and White Pine
Counties, and

WHEREAS, this (SOA) would cover approximately twenty nine hundred (2,900) square
miles ot lana that is inhabited by over three hundred and fifty (350)
people including the Goshute Indian Reservation which will be directly
under the SOA, and

RiAS, the Air Force has failed to adequately notify the inhabitants within the 1,
SOA, so that they could voice their concerns regarding this proposed SOA, and

1 WHEREAS, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) is inadequate in its1221 determination of the long term effects on the people, public safety, 1 22

public health, wilderness and wildlife of the proposed SOA, and

WFI1EREA•, Dr. Richard Bargen aka "The Flying Doctor" and the group known as the
Concerned Rural Nevadans have initiated a lawsuit against the Air Force
in hopes that the Air Force will reconsider or halt their plans for
restricting this air space in Eastern Nevada especially directly over
the Goshute indian Reservation.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Executive Beard of the Inter-Tribal Council
of Nevada, Inc. fully supports the efforts of Dr. Richard Bargen and
the Concerned Rural Nevadans in their quest to halt the United States
Air Force's encroachment over and upon additional Nevada land areas
which include the Coshute Indian Reservation.

fKF TT FURTHER E7SOL\VnD, that the inter-Trihil Council of Nevada, Inc.-ill Support
the Goshute Indian Reservation should Goshute initiate separate legal
action on its own behalf against the Air Fo.-ce.

CERTIFICATION

11he foregoing resolution was adopted at a duly called meeting of the Inter-TriLbal
touncil of Nevada Executive Board, held on the 19th day of NoveA)br ,
]983, at helno, Nevada by an affirmative vote of 15 for; 0 against; and,

0 abstentions.

William Rosse, Sr., Secretary
ITCN Executive Board

D.-170
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JUAB COUNTY
T H E KEY COUNTY OF

CENTRAL UTAH

BOARD OF COCUISSIONERS NEPHI. UTAH 6S64A

Joseph A. Bernini, Chairman
Clinn A. Morgan
R. Roscoe Garrett December 12, 1983

State' Capitol BuT4

Salt L.ake Ciy 8411

Atyv'Itab State Governor Scott F. Nat on

Rcgarding: i)raft Environmental Impact Statement
Ebtablishment of the Candy Range Extension
And Adjacent Restricted Airspace as an Area
F:or Supersonic Flight Training

Dear (;.''ornor Marthlisn:

Ilih, .hlas County Conmis.sion has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact
Si at inicut .ýs pub]islied by the lDepartMent of the Air Force. We have the
f01 owng comments regarding the manner in which the Draft EIS was circulated
for review and our reaction to material in the document itself:

1) ThlI notifiction of puhlic officials was inadequate. The .Juab
County Ccamini st;ion ] yarned of the public information hearing
onlv tlie day before it ,,was held in Ibapah, Tooele County. Any-'
thing as, signif i cant as this issue should have been presented in
each of the counties whcre s;upersonic activities would occur. 1 23

123 County contains arge oportion of the proposed supersonic
rnge and lias a subsi;antai a] number of citizens who would be
impacted. It waLs stated 1ly the Air Force at the Ibapah hearing
tliat they have pi) iviid news el )('alt'S to public agencies regarding
tlie range. 1We would be Jlutres;ted in a copy of the list of public
ag 'i'.i te L wihm nti f icat it0f was ,Ceat. , particularly if Juab County
was included.

S2) lIn the Air Force Draft "lAS it is stated that of 125 boomns to be
124 (ceated per day, between 30 and 38 would reach the ground. At 1 24

the hearing, the Air Force assured us that 38 would be a worst
rise situation, Is there any reason we should expect less than

125 what the Air Force is asking us to ac:cept? We believe the public 3 12 6
I ; entitled to knew what magnitude of sonic blast the aircraft is3

ic~iiille of producing at minimum altitude and maximum velocity.

126 Also, how far ',4il sonic booms be heard at both the upper and lower 1 2 8
altitude limits of tile range?
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I)ra I t 1IS - (kind y hange

3) It is our understanding that the U.S. Navy is requesting 5,600
square miles for a supersonic training range in Central Nevada.

What steps are being taken by the Department of Defense to coord-

inate the activities of the Air Force, the Navy, the Army, etc.
to prevent duplication of facilities for each branch of the 12 7

127 service? If no measures have been taken yet, we feel a regional
plan should identify what the military intends to acquire over

the next several years. This would avoid the present piece-meal

approach where the various military groups come back year after

year with additional requests.

A) Of primary concern to us is the impact sonic booms will have on

animals and humans. The Draft EitS makes no evaluation of the

effects chat sustained bombardment may have to animal and human

life. Although the report infers that animals and humans may

128 become somewhat conditioned to the startling booms, we feel there 1 28

is inconclusive evidence to verify that the booms are not
detrimental to health. The statement in the Draft EIS that
"chronic direct effects on wild animals have not been investigated,

but no significant effects of this kind are presently foreseen"

scems somewhat unsure. People at the Ibapah hearing stated that

present sub-sonic activities adversely affect their livestock.

Supersonic blasts are definitely perceived as more severe than

present activities.
Even though the Air Force, at the Ibapah hearing stated that

129 generally, no one person will hear over one or two booms per day, 129
what assurance do we have of this, and if we find that the Air
Force has under estimatted the problem, what recourse do we have

once the supersonic range is created and in use?

5) There are three schools located in proximity to the proposed

i1n supersonic range. Interruption el their schooling will definitely 130
have a negative impact on the children's learning process and is

an inflringement on the rights to the children to a public education.

6) A wilderness area has been prioposýed for the Deep Creek Range

13• ,outheast of lbapati. ilie daily bombardment from the training 1 3 1

range is not consistent with tie original intent of creating the
wilderness area.

7) Anot)her issquc is that of miiigLatory birds. The Candy - lbapah ap r
area contains a large number of migratory birds d resident r 122

122 The Draft EIS fails to adcoquatuly addre.ss known or perceived impacts

sonic booms will have on these protected species.

8) Safety conisiderations are a concern. The Candy MOA was created for

joint civilizan and militiry use of airspa,-e. Jet aircraft operating
in thle airspace have been restricted to sub-sonic speeds with the

132 idea that civilian and military pilots could see each other and 132
:;void collisions. If jet aircraft are now allowed to operate at

:lpersonlic speeds, the see iand avoid concept for avoiding collisions
is impractical. Closure rates between the two classes of aircraft
would be much too rapid for avoidance responses. As there are

inhabited areas beneath the proposed range, this could be a severe
Lazard to persons, animals or property.
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brafL EIS - Candy Range

9) In addition to the creation of the supersonic training area
within the Gandy MOA, it has also been learned that the Federal
Aviation Administration proposelS to create a restricted area I 42
over most of the Gandy range. The Juab County Commission is

142 opposed to the creation of any such restricted airspace until
public information meetings are held with residents that live
beneath the proposed restricted area and with resident pilots

K who utilize the airspace that is proposed to be restricted.

In conclusion, we have carefully monitored comments at the public
hearings and based on both public sentiment and the several questions
we feel are still unanswered, we must oppose the creation of a supersonic
training area within the Candy MOA.

In addition, we have received the following attached petition from

concerned citizens who live under or near the proposed supersonic train-
ing area and we, as a County Commission endorse that petition.

Respectfully yours,

Juab County Commission

JCC/kdl

cc: State Planning Coordinators Office

State Clearinghouse A-95
)16 State Capitol Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

Utah State Senator Jake Garn
420' Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Utah State Senator Orin Hatch
41] Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Ei, vice oment a 1 1'Planning
Q AFLC/DEPV

Wrighht-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Bureau of Land Management, Utah State Office
University Club Building
136 East South Temple

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Bureau of Indian Affairs
P. 0. Box 28
Elko, NV 89801
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1)raLLt hIS - Gandy Range

Utah I)ivision of Wild] ii,• Rkcsourccs
1596 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

Nevada State Planning Coordinator
Capitol Complex
Carson City, NV 89710

D
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Lahontan Audubon Society, Inc.
Post Office Box 2304
Reno, Nevada 89505

(702) 329-8766

October 10, 19B3

Environmental Planning

HQ AFLC/DEPV

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 454133

re; Candy Nange Extension DEIS

Dear Sir;

We are appalled at such a poor analysis of the impact on wildlife and

Nevada wilderness in the DEIS.

ýpecifically in regards to raptors, the Goshute Mountains arc host to

one of the largest concentrations of varied raptors in the United States.

During the six week fall migration, raptors are funneled -through the

Goshute Mountain passes as they leavu the Great Salt lake area. They

are concentrated here due to thermal uplifts, food and nesting sites.

The raptors are concentrated in such numbers and varieties that the 4

4 Nevada BLM and the USrWS collect and tand at this site every fall.

(Refer to the Wells R•esource Managenent Plan and EKS, p. 3-5).

Super sonic operations in the North Ellipse will impact all these raptors

133 and other wildlife. On page 32 you state that "only the bald eagle 1 3

frequents the area of the proposed supersonic flight airspace".
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We a1.:;o take exceptJon with your :statement that the only impact will

be from sonic booms. If low level "war games" occur as proposed in the

text, and if they are similiar to, if not actually part of, the Red

Flag operations out of Nellis, then direct bird-aircraft collisions

will occur. The Nellis war games operations have been observed numerous

times, and are recommended to occur, by the Air Force, at extremely low

elevations.

The DEIS states there are no Wilderness Study Areas (WSA) in the Nevada

study area. Totally included in the proposed supersonic area is Goshute

Peak WSA, which was recommendIed for inclusion in the National Wilderness

131 Preservation System in BLM's Wells Resource Area Management Plan and IS, 1 3 1

May, 1983. Ihis area is also strongly supported by Lahontan Audubon

Society. The supersonic operations area is adjacent to the South Fequop

and Bluebell WSA's, which have also received recommendations from the

BLM for inclusion in the National Wilderness System.

I Although this proposal does not propose to expand the boundries of the
,-OA, just to intensify it, we feel there should be a regional analysis

and plan for airspace allocation. With proposals recently made public

by thl Air Force and Navy, over 30 percent cf the airspace over Nevada I 134
is usurped for military use. This has occured without public input or

the opportunity to comment. We feel there should be public hearings in

Nevada and Utah on this specific proposal and on the larger issue of

adequate ard fair allocations of the public airspace.

Sincerely,

a~net G. .etierdierek

Preside nt
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PAUL_ VAXALTWt~I.TUL7C.

(±02) 224-1354
COA M rTTEr ON A PI'Icq "i AT [NS

CONIMITTEEF ON .J'JOIC7AfRY '2 nf~ S afzZ c ac705 NII". PL-L SrACXT
'Zctlfý fctcz(70Z) 8& J-191 +0

WASHINGTON. D.C- 40510 LAS V..$A "I'CR

390 LA. VYoý 0,-0, SXoýr
November 14, 1983 (702) 305-6, 7

Sm.c. $'',c C r0-
3.00 Bgcoom Snu'rmtr

(70;) 784-5508

Dear LTCOL Main:

Attached please find a copy of a letter signed by
Mr. Bill Vincent, Southern Coordinator for Citizen Alert
i egarding the Draft EIS fot, the Gandy Range Extension
and adjacent restricted airspace for supersonic flight
training.

Mr. Vincent raises several questions and concerns
which appear valid.

Would you please send me a copy of your response to
his letter to my Las Vegas, Nevada office. I have
asked my Regional Assistant, Ace Robison, in Las Vegas
to follow-up on this matter. Please direct any
correspondence to his attention.

S

U.S. Senator

PL/rs

Enclosure

LTCOLJ Don R. Main
HG APLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Ohio 45433
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November ... i, 1983

u w,:: Ild I i ke to make known to you that I

o, -. th. propo,,sed Air Force use of this area
f,-. ' ;tiriq and trairinr' the F-16.

I ,: crerred about the physical ,ahd mental1
IL. ,:cf .y family. I am concerned about the
p,. .. . cJitrimerntal effects or, our environment
a.. I :vl ý Aý , :d. I ar corcerned aboLit the
st:'.,:t,'Aal dar,:age of our horties, churches, and

I;.i s area is populated. We have a plkblic

sclw... with an erJr,ollment of fifty (50). In the
vic:i.ty affected by the Southern ellipse, the
p,." w ti,:,r, of the combined towns of Partoun, e
Ur. G,-n dy, and Trout Creek totals oneh,,,;•.d ai,dc twenty (12O). Of the one hundlred

ay-, .ILirty (120) people in the valley, the DEIS
cuiA ,,i, or,'y fifteen (15) people.'

wrt to go on record as strongly

oppc _irig tit pCProposed use of the new super-

s£. t -q areas.

ip,)Poal to you as my representat ive to
-I. ..v.fl c.k Ce C r, ( t r'r arid stop these

*• . .. _'d pLa;.s.

Sincere 1 y,

, .'"

r

B-lao.
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Novemlber 21., 1983

Dear' •'L, L.

I would like to make known to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
fr":r testinq and training the F-16.

L .. - ' ruI ,.l r r iLd Abuw uL. .e physical ar, d mental.
health of my farii lv. I ar con- ricernred about the

possible detrimental effects on our environrment
arid I i vel ihcod. I am concerned abcaLit the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and

sch iol .

This area is populated. We have a pUblic
school with arn enrollrnernt of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
populat ion of the combined towns of Partour,

Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals 'one
hurndred arid twenty (120). Of the one hundred
and twenty (1O) people in the valley, the DEIS
5,ournted onrly fifteen (15) people.*

I want to go 9 -,on record as strongly

opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonric testing areos.

I appeal to, you as my i-epresernt ative to
use yc, r i rnf I uence to tr'y and stop these
pr,,ps .d pl ans.

Sincer'e ] y,
D_/ I /

D-i81
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Zit~t~rV~iruvtag AUJbv 61tr rA~&*wtW r~n~ ia

October 10, 1983

Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

I have just received word from personal friends in the
eastern part of our state, and from Citizen Alert, which
monitors military take-over of Nevada lands for us,
that you are currently in the middle of the process of
pre-empting yet another area of Nevada's air space for
your purposes, namely, supersonic operations.

As one who has long been involved with caring for
Nevada's land and water, I want to join now with others

5 in formally requesting a 60-day extension of thejcomment period on the DEIS which you have apparently I
developed in secret.

It is outrageous that citizens of this state are the
last to learn about your intentions.

We do understand that the Governor's office has known
about this new usurpation for some time, but you need
not assume that your informing that office will
necessarily "trickle down" to the rest of us. In this
case, it has not. And it is your obligation by law
to let concerned citizens know your intentions to
change current regulations of our land, air, and water.

We have become familiar out here with a kind of
arrogance regarding public opinion that seems par for

4 the Air Force, but we are not yet willing to relinquish
civilian control over military which is basic to the
American concept of democratic government.

Sincerely,
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November 2i, 1983

Dear

I would ii ke to make kr, owrn to you that I
Oppose the pr,,c, sid Air Force use of this area

,r" testinq ard tr-airiiniy the F-16.

1 am concernred abcut the physical arid rmertal
health ,_,f y fari ly. I ari cc,rcerrned about the
poJsible detrirmenital effects or, our environrment

anrd 1 i va I i ':1 -d. I am coricerned about the
str-uctural damiage o-if ciur h,--,res, chiurches, and

This area is populated. We have a public

e~ch':'] wit ; anr: enric] I merit of fifty (50). In the

vicir,ity affected by the Southern ellipse, the

p'-pulat j• , ,nf the combined t,-wns of Partoun,
Uvada, Garidy, arnd Trout Creek totals one
huridred arid twernty (120). Of the onre hundred

nd twernty (la1) people in the valley, the DEIS

c(ounrted ,-rly fifteern (15) people.

I .'anrt t C, o n-r, ec,.-,'d as strongly
opposing the pr'roro e•d use *:'f the rnew super-

,riC test ing areas.

I appeal t,:- you as MY represent at ive to
use yourr iarni uprice to try arid stop these
2--,op,-sed p1 ans.

S i rncere I y,
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November 21, 1983

Dear

I would like to make known to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and tratning the F-16.

I am corntrkenrd about the physical "and mental.

health of my family. I am concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our enviroranent
anrd livelihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and
school.

This area is populated. We have a plublic
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the

population of the combined towns of Llartoun,
Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred
and twenty (120) people in the valley, thg DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people.'

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-

sonic testing areas.

I appeal to you as my representative to

use your influence to tryý' and stop these
proposed p}ans.

Sincere y,

D - 185 / 7
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November 16, 1983

Staff Judge Advocate
O0-ALC/JA
Hill Air Force Base, UT 84056

Dear Sirs:

In response to your announcement of DEIS for Gandy Range Extension
letter of 10 November 1983, 1 submit the following observations.

The DEIS addresses a prime problem of the immediately adjacent area,
but it fails to address the area of more local concern. With the 388 TFW
located at Hill, any sortie flown must originate and terminate there.

5 The DEIS should include those areas subjected to high noise levels on 136
135 takeoff and landing.

Regulations should be established (and enforced) to minimize noise levels I 36P

136 for the people living south of Hill in Layton and North Kaysville, and
north of Hill in Plain City, Warren, Roy, and Riverdale.

* I, for one, cannot understand why military aircraft must use low level 137
137 approaches and afterburners for takeoff and landings when commercial 1

aircraft are much quieter.

Perhaps, in an emergency environment, that would be permissable, but for
normai training sorties it seems unnecessary.

It always seems that these noise disturbances occur at awkward times just
before people are arising and when they are retiring. Couldn't low
noise approaches be implemented and the use of afterburners be restricted
in the areas near Hill?

Sincerely yours,

RichardAR

3824 South 2000 West
Roy, UT 84067
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THE STATE OF NEVADA

EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
Carson City, Nevada 89710

RICHARD It. BRYAN TLLEPHONE
Go-,'.o, October 13, 1983 72s8-567o

James F. Boatwright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the

Air Force
(Installations, Environment and Safety)
Environmental Planning
NQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Ret SAI NV 484300014 Project: EIS, Gandy Range
Hill AFB, Utah

Dear Secretary Boatwright:

In reference to the Gandy Range Extension and
Restricted Airspace (Draft Environmental Impact Statement),
please be advised that the State of Nevada is directly opposed to
any further airspace restrictions or reclassifications by the
U.S. Department of the Air Force.

The Air Force proposal to establish a supersonic
training area within the Gandy Extension will create further

Irestrictions on commercial and private aviation in Nevada. It
- should be noted that 7,675 square miles of the state's airspace 142

421 are currently restricted and over 25,000 square miles are now
Icategorized as military operating areas (MOA). In effect, 36.7%

of Nevada airspace is under federal agency control other than
normal FAA control.

.1 Our concerns regarding additional airspace restrictions
also include the potential for future "blocking" of large
airspace areas over the state. Historically, federal agencies
have acted independently in expanding MOA boundaries in Nevada
and the existing cumulative results have restricted the size of
airway corridors and the ease of aviation access between Nevada
communities and adjoining states.

In addition to expansion of MOA boundaries, status has
been changed without proper notification. On 10 October 1983,
between 0800-0830 hours, the State of Nevada Aircraft 711NV was
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informed by FAA, Salt Lake, that the alert area of Nellis was
restricted between 18,000 and 51, 000. This amounts to
activation of the Continental Operations Range which was
previously opposed by the State. It is my understanding that FAA
retains tapes for seven days, allowing verification in this case
up to October 17, 1983.

All Environmental Impact Statements developed for
airspace use in Nevada should include an examination of private
and commercial aviation impacts. Baseline data should be
provided for aircraft flights under both visual and instrument
flight rules within MOA flight ceilings; this data was not
provided in the Gandy EIS. Moreover, it is our contention that 1 38

138 the Department of Defense must examine the statewide impacts of
any future airspace classification or restriction in Nevada and
that such examination must include an analysis of private and
commercial airspace use between and within all designated MOA's
in the state. This analysis should be presented in the final EIS
for the proposed Gandy Range Extension/supersonic flight training
area.

Under the authority of Presidental Executive Order
12372, the above comments are made from the State's designated
single point of contact and are presented as a State Process
Reconmendation. Please advise of your actions to accommodate our
concerns.

Sin erely /

R ARD BRAN
Go ernorr

RHB/sc
cc: Brent Eldridge, Chairma

White Pine County

J. L. Helms, Director
Faderal Aviation Adminis ration
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STATE OF NEVADA

2 STATE OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SERVICES
CAPITOL COMPLEX

CARSON CITY, NEVADA 89710

TELEPHONE (702) 885-4420

RICHARD H BRYAN LINDA A RYAN
GoVE.toR October 12, 1983 DIRECToR

Mr. James F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the

U.S. Air Force
(Installations, Environment & Safety)
Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Re: SAI NV #84300014 Project: EIS, Gandy Range
Hiill AFB, Utah

Dear Mr. Boatright:

Attached are the comments of the Nevada State Departments
of Transportation and Wildlife and the State Divisions of Lands
and Parks concerning the above referenced project.

These comments are provided by the State Clearinghouse as
an attachment to the State's Process Recommendation prepared by
Governor Richard H. Bryan.

Sincerely,

r- L-nda A. Ryan
4 Director

LAR/aa

Enclosures
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TRANSPORTATION BOARD

UllR OICHARrD H. BRYAN, Governor, Chairman
NPSTrTI OF lVBRIAN McKAY, Attorney General

STATE OF AEVRRR DARREL R. DAINES, State Controlter

DEPRRTmEnT OF TRRfWSPORTRTiofI
1263 SOUTH STEWART STREET

CARSON GITY, NEVADA 89712

October 11, 1983
A. E STONE

Director IN REPLY REFER TO
F Linda A. Ryan, Director

Community Services
Attention John Walker PSD 1.06
Capitol Bldg. Cocplex
Carson City, Nevada 89710

L Re: EIS GANDY RANG

Dear Ms. Ryan:

We are strongly opposed to the proposed change of the Gandy Military
Operations Area (1(A) from one of ALEMt', where all pilots must be alert
because of possible high volume of training or unusual activity, to an
area of RESRICTION/Supersonic where flight though not wholly prohibited
is often restricted or closed because of unusual often invisible hazards.

The impact upon aviation as a viable means of transportation to the
nations fastest growing State has been selectively ignored by the
Department of Defense (DOD) and the Federal Aviation Administration.

This Environmental Inmact Statement (EIS) expresses the desire to be
9 conpatable with aviation but does not review the limited air space and the 1I negative asptects of greater restrictions. This includes the new East-WestI route proposed by the Nevada Air System Plan.

The EIS proposes an airspace extending from 5,000 feet Above Ground
139 Level (AGL) to approximately 58,000 feet Mean Sea Level. There is also 139

mention of using valleys for pre ocombat evasive actions, and that a change
of a few thousand feet would be permissable.

I The above statements are sufficiently vague that we must concur with I
132 the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association in that flight will be unsafe 1 3 2

at any speed or altitude.

Historically the west has been a ready resource for land and airspace
to meet the needs of Federal programs without fear of impact. This is no )
longer true. A system planning need exists whereby the various states
acting independently and in concert should develop an air space plan
which would meet their needs and that of the Nation. This would enable
proper review of existing and proposed MDAl's in the Western States. Such
an approach would place airspace and aviation on par with other natural
resources and transportation Modes.

0-190
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Linda A. Ryan, Director
October 11, 1983
Page -2-

We are enclosing maps of Arizona, Nevada and Utah that show the extent
of MQA's in these three states.

The Nevada map demonstrates the existing and proposed areas by
function and existing• airways. We feel this ably delineates the

Simpact upon aviation in Nevada and the need for an air system plan which
would meet the needs of Nevada and the wishes of the many military
organizations.

Sincerely,

A. E.
Dir tor

AES:HEG:bb

Encl.
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Nevada
D.epartmnent ,.,'7

Of RICHARD H. BRYAN
GoVERPNOnWXildlife

1100 VALLEY ROAD * P.O. BOX 10678 * RENO, NEVADA 69520-0022 * TELEPHONE (702) 784-6214

September 27, 1983

Ms. Linda Ryan, Director
Office of Community Services
1100 East William, Suite 109
Carson City, NV 89710

Dear Linda:

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement associated with the Candy Range Extension
and Adjacent Restricted Airspaces which was prepared by the Department
of the Air Force (SAI NV #84300014). The document appears to have
addressed those concerns which our agency identified in a letter dated
September 30, 1980 which was written in response to a scoping process
(SAI NV #81200025). Although we continue to have concerns relative to

4 safety protective measures in areas of high aircraft use, we cannot 4
address any firm conclusions which would support an opposition viewpoint
toward the proposed action.

If you have any questions on the above or feel a need for further
input at this time, please advise.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM A. MOLINI, DIRECTOR

Patrick D. Coffin
Acting Director

RPM:pw

cc: Region II
Chief Pilot
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I)'uttvrn *t/ .%racr" 1 aitci Ardrete' Rr eph tI

.t arl ar c land I ng Agoile t y "" i DivI,Ion of Siare I and%
t a '1)2 ) H85-4ar r 201 S. fall Sererl

(apirol (ornrkac
Carpon r ty, Nevada H9710

STATE; OF NEVADA

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Division of State Lands 3031 y_

September 1, 1983 t
1~4 1982? %

"C"

M E M.0 R A N D U M

TO: John Walker
Office of Community Services

FROM: Pamela B. Wilcox, Administrator-?3L

SUBJECT: Gandy Range Extension - SAI NV #84300014

We have no major objections to the proposed action, i.e., the
converting of an existing Military Operations Area (MOA) to allow
supersonic flight training. Our objections are to the larger question which
is the federal government's, particularly the Department of Defense,
blocking up vast areas for single purposes, and the inconveniences this V
cAues citizens. Rough calculations indicate that about 30 percent of
Nevada is covered by military restrictions or MOA's.

This is only one of several military airspace expansions that have
been proposed in the past two years. The others are associated with
Nellis Air Force Base and the Fallon Naval Air Station. We feel that
there should be some statewide or regional (multi-state) plan that
adequately allocates airspace for military, commercial and civilian private
use.

This proposal is to block up a total of about 5870 square miles
(1800 in Nevada) for military supersonic operations (including the Northern
SFA, Southern SFA and the Gandy Range plus area). Although this proposal
is for supersonic flight at over 5000 feet above ground, the restricted
airspace is from ground level to and including 58,000 feet or eleven miles

142 up. There is no analysis of other possible use of this airspace. 1 4 2

PBW:JHM/js

cc: Roland Westergard, Director
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Qt I0I ic of 1 ComWInn1I tyý St )1i L0.s

1IMRM John 10cad~o s~9$¾N f

Y. Bit C EIS - CANDY RANGE, IIUJ.. AIR PGRCE BASF, UT

U' ~~A kuick evi ow of the c .' . 1-:I.; for the Uandy Range shows

Ni]o Caroa1~e~:fit. t here wi11ilol ho e any impact on cititer Cave Lake or Waird

Cut-rent ( e tst1naIuse in tlie area ten~ds toward di spe rsedi

mecoted t.i os use! on an ind;ivi dual or salgroup bas'-Is. Thellse
are ac Iivili i whiore tlie vsi ties.- of iinspoil1 Ž natur nircee

de-liber-ateoly sough31t . The noise created by sonic booms will
nrohably be annoyingj to recroational users.

On pane 22 the FI5 eludes t~o the fact, that pilots 'will
ocsional 1', use mountains or mountain ranges for maskingj

purp~oses." When this happens the pilot-s arc flyingl considerably

below the 5,000' level which will cause conside~rable annoyance
to recreaL"ti-onal users. 140

10If the 111] Air Poec pi lotis are, anything like the Ne lis pil ots,

we can11 'xueC(-t t Ii ght below the b,000 ft,. level- quite often. We.

cuiir~mteily have mil it ary uni ixs flyingj over Beaver Dam, K1"ershalw-

Ryan, Echio and Springj Valley oftecn at the 100 - 200 ft. level.

This is a considierable annoyance to all users.I

11 theo mil1i tary cclo gt nsfl of theicr flightr zone, Cavel Lake and
Ward Willoew aire wit hi n a 1evw minfutes. -1f this hiarnens , We c'an

expect recreational user:; to file comulainits with1 Park staff.

4 U Neil ne(t seany !vroblemas wi th the eýxtenlded bounda(1'ries as long 4

the nivlot s fly at expected levels of altitude and at expected
tms(non1-weekend)

J R:AN: em



HICItANI) If HIYAN STATL OF NEVADA ROLAND L). WL1,HIR.AI)
Gvvprnog State I•ozric Preservat i Officer

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND ARCHEOLOGY

201 S. Fall Street
Capitol Complex

Carson City. Nevada 89710
(702) 885-5138

October 13, 1983

Environmental Planning
11Q AF'i,C/DEPV

Wright-Patterson AFB, 011 45433

Dear Sir:

This letter regards the extension of a military operations area/air traffic

control assigned airspace area (MOA/ATCAAA) for the Gandy Range in Nevada
and Utah. The Division has completed review of the draft environmental
impact statement. Our major concern over the extension of this range is with
the effects of sonic booms on historic and archeological resources in the
Nevada area.

Little is known about the cultural resources in the most eastern portions of
Elko and White Pine Counties; few archeological, historical or architectural
surve'js have been conducted. Without knowing more about the cultural resource0S

oT rhe area, it is difficuIt to determine whethcr the increased number ci son- * 4
4 ic booms created over the area will have an effect on archeological sites such

-s rockshelters or historic sites such as rock-walled structures. At this

time, reluctantly, it is the opinion of this office that the extension of the
range will have "no effect" on properties of National Register quality in the
Nevada portion of the area.

I Native American consultation with Coshutes living on the Goshute Reservation 4S

necessary to determine whether the extension will affect in any way their use * 1 4 3
of sacred sites or other locales of importance. This should be accomplished

before the final draft of the FIS is published.

if you have any questions regarding these comments, please call us.

Sincerely,

ALICE M. BECKER
Staff Archeologist

ANB/i 9mw
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Cattlemen's
Association

419 Railroad Strctt FIko, Ncvada t9ni0

(7(12) 73S-9214
Of F ICI- RS

President

"..."' ... Mir ', Wcemer 13, 1983

I si ice Piesideot

ocord Vice Pros.dents

t 'icline Sactretery

Asst Crec Secretary Environmental Planning
HQ AFLW/DEP

Wright-Patterson AF]3, OH 45433
F- iC OMM nttee

""Dar Sirs,

Enclosed for your consideration is Resolution 17 adopted by members
1, .. li.',r,, .of the Nevada Cattlemen's Association and the Nevada Wbcl Growers'

Association at their annual joint convention. I believe the
,'. resolution is self-explanatory, but if you xnýuld like further

explanation please let us know.

Sincerely,

i...... - - 'I,'+,',,',':,, ..... / //At/. / -. ~

Paul ]3ottari

- ,.., ¾i',w,, Executive Secretary
ir., r ,nrir c~e y

R,., Enclosure

(Jo'' Marvirh

ii.'... Vaoi+.y iW I.o

I IiN-1,-,
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RESOLUTION ND. 17
Environment and Water C(mnittee

NEVAJAY CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION AND
NEVADA WOL GCRWF2RS ASSOCIATION

JOINr CmNTELION
Ely, Nevada

November 16, 1983

VMEREAS, The United States Air Force has declared the need of a supersonic

test and training range within useful flight time and distance of Hill A.F.B.,

utzth, ar3

I WHEREAS, The proposed action will withdraw and restrict that airspace

142 adjacent to the already extensive existing Military Operation Area in 1 4 2

Northwestern Utah, and will also extend into eastern portions of Elko and white

Pine Counties of Nevada, and

141 WHERAS, Sonic bocms are known to cause physical damage to property and 1 4 1

I serious health hazards to people and their livestock, and

5 WHERFAS, The closure will restrict all other aviation uses within the 1

1421 proposed area in a state already excessively burdened by restricted areas;

therefore, be it

RESOLVED: That the Nevada Cattlemen's Association cppose this proposed

34 action by the Air Force and FAA and urge their ooridevation of other 3

alternatives.

Directed to: LEAF Wright-Patterson Fld, Ohio
FMt, Reno, Nevada
Governor Richard Bryan
Nevada Ccxgressional Delegation
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NLVADA PRUGSPECTORS ASSOCIATION, INC,
Mr. Roman jArizabalaga,

P.O, BOX, 94,
Mr. Harold GhishoJm# FALLUN, NEVADA, 89406,

Mr. Norman Frey, OFFILE OF THE PRLSIDENT, Phone. 702/ 432/ 6231.

Me. Gludla Sexton, Lotober', 9, 19830

Ono VaCancy.

Hill Air force bOas,2849

A(iG,D1 .EXXH1Il Air force beeo Utah# 84056,
AttKeof rl:...;vs.,

Land grab in No* Nevadatj If we8 wh to protest? Just whet do you expect g? We are vigirously protesting
5 nd further expect that the closing daet be indefinstely pamoponed for reaSo, I 5

The method used in this so csllednotificetion are very Inadequate end time of

equa of short notice, 7'

145 •a t era fore request this closing date be Indefinutely postponed as We must
get full information on the detuils and consider the luck of need from your 4.

Ipoaition, It I8 noteeble that these lockout's Pro never adequately or fully

egploined and the ruinous results are left for We thu People to become acquainted

with at some time in the future, much to lateu

Thank you,,
HR, 2ed, .Pialdent
Chuirlms• of' board.

1).S. tho c.ntinued yelp

__ _.... ._ - "from all Military, WAR dITH RUSSIA, Is the large

cmuse of most of our trouble wibh Russ•inThe constant in'Prouilon into the

Zoverign right's of respective Stetvson the self generated supposedly for

reasons not apparent to any concerned Citizen.
P.s. the cuntinued yelp War with "'UBiOeHRG,

COPILi TO

f certain responsaule parties.
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NEVADA WILDLIFE FEDERATION, INC.
SAti Affiliatc of the National HddlIlp Fed-'ratn

820 EAST SAHARA AVENUE f LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 09104

October 30, 1983

Environmental Planning

HQ AFLC/DEPV

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Dear Sir:

After careful review of the Gandy Range Extension DEIS, the

4 Nevada Wildlife Federation is strongly opposed to the proposal.I 4

Vie would be in favor of alternatives "b", "c", or"d" as addres-

sed on page ii of the DEIS.
cosOn page iv, the DEI1$ sta-ces, "'Environmental impacts are

considered minimal in all respects except the noise resulting
73 from sonic boom activity". At a rate of 100 to 125 sonic booms

per day (page ii, DEIS), the Federation feels that this is a

significant impact on the environment.

The DEIS states on page v that, "Questions on long term

protracted exposure and sublevel responses (of wildlife) re-
main to be studied". On page 46 of the DEIS we read, "One study

indicated that sooty tern reproductLon rates were severly reduc-

ed when the eggs were exposed to intense sonic booms...". The

Federation wishes to point out that the proposed area is some
of our finest deer winter range. What will the sonic booms do 147
to the rut, and what effect will the stress of the booms have on

the pregnant does? Will this stress result in a higher fawn

m-ortl-_y? The a DEI) states on page 46, "the most delicate and
sensitive behavior of animals is that associated with biological

reproductionU'

Also of importance to us is the fact that the valleys of the

proposed area are among Nevada's finest trophy antelope habitat.
Will the booms interfere with antelope reproduction, or will the

booms make them more vulnerable to hunters?

D-200
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U2

ýsuotiJLng fromr the oK page .57, which is a quote from the
`iilrns Ac of 'I'V "ilderness as described in the Act is

to be atn area untrammeled by man, with the imprint of mainvs work
Lsubst anti ally unnoticable, and that has outstanding opportunities

for s-olitude"l. 1. ' feel the proposal hardly fits the descri~ption

of a wrilderness, area. The GoShute ViSA (recommended for inclusion 13

in tho Hlational VWilderness Pres3ervation 3ystem in the May 198jý

týU-i D ýx s the ncreferred alternative) is totally included in the

propooed operations area. The area it' immediately adjacent to

the -outh Pequop and Bluebell UA ,which have received thc sameI
a,,oroval by DLII as the Goshute Peak 'tB"A.

Quoting from the DEN, -page 59, "R~ecreational activities now4
taking, since in thc land area beneath the proposed supersonic

.!iig1;ht airs-pace are of the outdoor ... wilderness experience naturQ.I

... activitiors include hunting, hiking, camping., etc. These are

Lctivities whe-re the values of unspoiled nature are deliberately

s:cuGht. B-ecauue of the remoteness of the area., the total num-

her of ueople participating in these activities is expected to

bc mal.'

The t'edoratlon wcishes to point out that in our arid and

haLrsh;i stýate, atreas of this nature are scarce. Our population iS

gr.;ngrapidly, perhaps theD most rapidly in the nation, and re-

creationa]. demands on this area will increase significantly*

TIo .'ru hitc, Pine Poweor P1roject D of October 19635 sites the pre-
fe(2rred location of theý generating plant in North B-teptoe Val-

key i~s steis Iless, than fifty miles from the pro~posed oper-

4 Ltioiv' uxeOa. The V)hPJ.1. DIPI'8 states on page x2 "At the peak j 4
ol' cunL;truction, Uhe total population of White P-ino Countly w-ill

1b.e nearly 50.0 more than it-, porjected level without Vi.PP.P. Theu
increasecd population will place an increased demand on... outdoor

'2he Fedoration wishes to discuus one final point, that being

raj~~rS.According to the DýlN's Draft Violls Resource Management

vdan and iVIS3, itof major oignificance...in the Goshute ýSA... 51000
'to GC ) raptors, inuluding goshawks and golden and bald eagles
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have been observed migrating south each fall". This does not
include the resident raptors. What will be the effect of the

uupor:sLonic booms onl those raptors? Will the booms alter their
foraego supply? Wjill the booms disturb nesting, and reproduction?

Of at least equwl importance, what will the effect of the
raptors be on an F-167 h1ere at Nellis AFB, outside Las Vegas,

147 a civilian falconer is employed to keep small birds off the 147
flight line. dome range personnel have expressed concern that

ifilc horse populations are not controlled, starvation may
atcrack carrion birds that could be a threat to jet aircraft.
i'he operational altitude oroposed for the supersonic operations
aroa is certainly well within the soaring altitude of the raptors

inhabiting the area.

At a replacement cost of 512 - 16,0009000, the loss of one
or teo -- 16i's to a raptor would certainly exceed the cost of any
temporary duty assignments for training in a more suitable area 148

148 both environmentally and tactically. While the purchase of

an F-16 and payment for temporary duty might come from differ-

ont budgets, the taxpayers are footing the bill.

ncerely yofrs,

Dm . -P~Xt Ž)
•sident

cc:,,ohn Young, Southern Vice-President, Nev. Wild. Fed.
1)0n r•uilici, 1dorthern Vice-President, " " "

Fred W'iright, Legislative Chairman, It

Bale Gaskill, Jest. Pceg.. xxec, National Wildlife Federation
tlut..ty 'Aaunbrecher, Public Lands, ""

donlatolr Chic Siecht

darnator Paul Laxalt

JCeorusentative Iharry void
aýeprecontative Barbara Vucanovich

Governor Richard Bryan
>.1i]l Nolini, Director, Nevada Department of Wjildlife
--:u Lpang, dtate Diredtor, Bureau of Land Management
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inlay, NevaJa Wool Growenr

Vic. P.-.;Ja5  AssociationPetc P,-r;a Jr.

EIL.., N-..2 -C

S-tr~rey Trveamrer
Vi.,,A Joy..

Ea.t El•, N.,7 J.

DIRECTORS 1100 . 1in T31. SLY. NEVADA 2010

'A0N. UUJ.
Ely, N.J. October 8, 1983

El.o, N.,.J. James F. Boatright
K.. S.J.k Environmental Flanning

S.h I.ý Cit, U,-k HQAFLG/DEPV
Si,.Iy EMh... Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Ellk., N...J.
LASo ...... Subject: Gandy Range Extension

Elk., NeaJa At the Semi-annual meeting on September 24th, 1983
Jay li....iJ in Ely, Nevada, the Nevada Wool Growers voted

FMy, N..J. unanimously to strongly oppose this extension.
DI.J7d Sae.tc.n&,wa

EMk. N.... We felt that the extension would be detrimental to
Brn Pa.r;$ Jr. t.qe agricultural interests in eastern Nevada while

Ely, •-J. not serving any real purpose.
F.i Feai.t Jr. 149

S.tN... J. The increased air space was questioned while the 149
real benefit or advantage couldn't be justified.

We felt that the Air Force had enough air space
We. C. in its present Candy Range for any supersonic

Geifavle,CIf. flight training which was needed to be conducted
Ly.. Ro...i.PJ to allow for tests and training.&61..ll,,, N,-,J,

Padl Grigg, if ycu have any questions concerning our position,
Winnm... N-.. please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely,

Robert Beizarena
President

RE/vj
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November al, 1983

I WCuld like to mlake krnowrv to you that I
C'ppo,.C- the proposed Air Force use of this area
for" t c'stir, ) ard training the F-16.

I an, c,-rcerre-d about the physical -aeid mental,
heal th ,..f iny farii ly. I am concerned about the
possiblUe detrirmental effects on our envirornmnent
an] I ive 1 i hocjd. I arm concerned aboqt the

ty,-uctural damage of our homes, churches, and
s ( •Ic ,:.•. I

S rIis a4rea is populated. We have a public
sC-H.-.,. withi ar, enrollmnent of fifty (50). Irn the

vii,:ty affected by the Southern ellip~se, the
p,::.,i j tir, ,-of the combined towrns of Partoun,,
Uvd&,•, Garidy, and Trout Creek totals 'One

h1. r,cr id arnd twerty (12I), Of the one hutndred
a, , ,i.-Z,) pe,_,ple it, thL valley, the DEIS

CI II ornly fifteen (15) people.,

"w,'t t,_, go on recor-d as stronrgly
opposing the proposed use of the rew super-
s.ri estinrg areas.

appeal to you as my represent at ive to
ust, tc Vur irf I uerce to t-ry" and stop these

S i ricere 1 y,

D-204



December 20, 1983

Environmental Planning
HQ AFLCA/DEPV
Wright Patterson A.F.B., Ohio 45433

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Candy Range Extension

Gentlemen:

ike The Board of Directors of the Ogden Area Chamber of Commerce would

like to go on record as supporting the proposal to extend the supersonic3 4
operating area of the Candy Training Range. We have been briefed on the
proposed changes and wish to make the following observations:

1. HILL AIR FORCE BASE has been able to develop complimentary
logistic and tactical missions because of the close proximity
of the Utah Test and Training Range. Quite simply, if the
tactical mission cannot be conducted satisfactorily in existing
air space, the mission will be located elsewhere. Such action
would create a far greater socio-economic impact among the
thousands of people along the Wasatch Front who depend on the
base for their existence.

2. We do not believe the negative comment offered at public hearings
is representative of the greater majority. Hill Air Force Base
has been a dedicated community partner in Utah for more than
forty years. Any innuendo that the Air Force is dishonest or
insensitive should be discounted as emotional and political.

3. Considering the current tensions in the world, the Ogden Chamber
Board feels that the possible impact on 350 people spread over
3,030 square miles is a necessary concession to maintaining a
combat-ready tactical air force.

eve Lawson
Executive Vice President

SLb/hw

11D-205
2307 Washington Blvd. * Ogden, Utah 84401 * Phone (801) 621-8300



We the people living in the Deep Creek Mourntaln area of Pleasant
Valley, Bandy, Partoun, Trout Creek, and Calla:.. protest ard
oppose the Air Force proposal to use this area of 85 miles lo-,nrg

Sby 25 ,miles wide for testing ard traininrg of the F-16 jet f iqhteý-

planes. The area is riot unpopulated! This area has 18 ranches.: SS

additional homes and a total of 182 people.
Studies have also shown that unborn and small children suffer
both hearing impairment and loss from the loud sonic booms.

63 Neither human beings nor livestock can adjust to the l':.ud, 8,33,
36 unexpected sonic booms madt by the F-16 jet fighters traveling at 36

supersoric speeds.
The livelehood from ranching is threatened as studies have provenr
}hat livestock miscarriages occur as a result of the lcoudi
explosive concussion made by the fighter planes. The sonic boo,=,ms
would disrupt and hinder the utilization of our grazing rights
thr-oughtout this area.
We feel the F-16 fighter testing and training should take place
in unpopulated areas and strongly oppose the plan to use tLh
Utah-Nevada area as the proposed test and training site.
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We the people livitirg inr the Dee p CreLeký, m.:ounrtain area o-f Pleasant
ValeI --Y, Gandy, Pat-tonur, Trout CrVeeok, and Ctlopr-otest andcp pC)S e the Air Fo-rceý pr':.posacl to use this area of 85 fillieslcnby 25 meswide for- testirng and training of the F-16 jet f'c~hterplanies. The area is ri-:ft unipopulated! This area has 18 ranches, &8addit-it-nial homes and a to:ýtal of 182? people.
StuIkd i e1sz have alsco shown that unibornr and srmall1 childr-en s u fferboýt h h eaoiring i rolpa irronet arnd loss fromi the l oud son ic boomis.Ne ith er- h urian be inrgs nocr livestonck man adj ust toc the lou.d. J,Urie,-peCted sConiic boom-ris [lade by the P-iS jet fighters traveling attsuperercnic' speeds. 

ime 1avechnd frm rnch~ni is threatened as studies have pir-oven3-h at I I vestoQck. riliscar'riecIes5 o Ccu Ir' as1 a re Su it o.f the lo.u.1dexplcsa,5ve Cocsinmade b:y the tighter planies. The sonic boomsr)7

wot1 u I isrupt arid hinder- the u-t iiizat ion of our, graz ini! r- I J t1thrc--'uphtn::ut this Area.
i n t.bnipopvi.Ilatead areas arid s~tro:ngly opposse the plani t C u se t henUt 7 A-Nevada area as the pro~posed test and training site.
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TO ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING,
HQ AFI-DEPV,
WRIGHT-PATtERSON AFB, OH 45433Date

I recently learned of the propos-l to turn part of eastern evad into a
supersonic operations area. I am writing to formally request a 80 day
extension in the comment period, from October 14 to December 14. In
addition, I am requesting that the Air F rce hold public hearings on the
proposal in Nevada aed Utah. T ank you incerely,

S- g [re

D-211
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HIouse of Etpreswtutiues

November 21, 1983 HARRY REID
NEVADA

COMMITTEES

Colonel Albert L. Barbern FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Oifice of L-egislative Liaison SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

D inartment of the Air Force TRAVEL AND TOURISM CAUCUS

1he Pentagon SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING

Nashir.gton, D.C. 20320

Dear Colonel 3arbero:

Enclosed are copie-s of some of the many letters my oflice
has received concernin-1 the DraZt Environmental Imnact State-
me)nt ID7Iq) on supersonic tlight operations in the Sandy
Military Operations Area (.110A).

I feel that those responding have raised very legitimate
concerns, particularly with resce=t to the etf3cts of sonic
nooms on wildlife and the ri6k to pilots and planes posed by
the abundance o0 lara~e birds in the flight area.

I am glad to see that the 1ri Force nas scheduled hearinqs
to illn. the tublic an oppjortunity to voice their concerns
dUirsctly to those responsible for the DZ1S. I would appreciate
it if you could keep we informed, of further developments.

'Chank you for your cooreration in this matter.

With all best wishes,z •K ,z7

Žl•m2Der of Congress
HR. drc m

Snclosure

*A11 letters transmitted are included in comments.

D-212
,&WASHINGTON OFFICE: 1711 LONGWORTh HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING. WASHINGTON, DI.C. 20515, (202) 25l-6M

Q LAS VEGAS OFFICE: 420 FEODERAL BUILDING, 300 LAS VEGAS BLVD., SO. LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101. (702) N6548

0 HENDERSON/8OULCCA CrIY OFFICE: 201 LEAD SMET. ROOMA 26. HENDERSON. NEVADA 89015, (M)21 5U-WS7
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November 21, L24ý

To: Commanding Officer, Hill Air Force Base

Re: Proposed Testing and Trainina"Areas for the F-16k!

I would liku to make known to you that 1 bppope the. prouobed

Air Force use of this area for testing and.training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical and mentAl health of rny

family. I am concerned about the possible detrimental effects on
our environment and livelihood. I apm concerned about the

structural damage of our homes, churches, and school.

This area is populated. We have a public school with an,
enrollment of fifty (50). In the vicinity Affected by the

Southern ellipse, the population of the combined towns of'I
Partoun, Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals ond hundred and

twenty (120). Of the one hundred and twenty (120) people in thel
valley, the DEIS counted only fifteen (15? people.

I want to gb on'record as strongly opposing the propo'sed use
of the new super-sonic testing areas.

Sincerely,

D-21 5'



November a1, 1983

Dear

I would like to make known to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical 'and mental.
health of ray family. I am concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our envirornment
and livelihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and
school.

This area is populated. We have a ptublic
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipsP, the
popultion of the combined towns of 9artoun,
Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals c'ne
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred
and twenty (120) people in the valley, the DEIS
counted only fifteen (li) people.'

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic tcz-ting areas.

I appeal to you as my representative to
use your influence to try- and stop these
proposed plans.

S i no•re I y,

D-216



November 21, 1983

Dear

I would like to make known to you that I

oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and training the F-16.

I am =once-rc,:d aibi. the physical 'and mental.
health of my family. I am concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our environrment
and livelihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and
school.

This area is populated. We have a p\tblic
school with ant enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
population of the combined towns of Parto•un,
Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundre-d
and twenty (120) people in the valley, the DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people.'

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic testing areas.

I appeal to you as my representative to
use your influence to tryn and stop these
proposed plans.

Sincere y,

D-217



November 21, 1983

Dear

I would like to make known to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area

for testing and training the F-16.

I am concerned about theo physical 'aild mental1
health of my tamily. I am concerned about the
possible detrimental effects on our environment
and livelihood. I am concerned about the
structural damage of our homes, churches, and
school.

This area is populated. We have a p\ublic

school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipse, the
population of the combined towns of Partoun,
Uvada, Gandy, and Trout Creek totals one
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundred
and twenty (120) people in the valley, thg DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people.*

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic testing areas.

I appeal to you as my representative to
use your influence to try' and stop these
proposed plans.

Sincerely,

D-218
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TO: ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING, HQ AFLC/DEPV, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OH 14 143 i DATS
FROM •e"AJ.OOA lS•-• A Ac 42 VnV . re4 4 /- L t 'lAt//1'), d-1t4.tV//) (Name, address)
I recently learned of th6 proposal to turr part of eastern Nevada into a supersonic
operations area. I am writing to formally request a 60 day extension in the comment
period, from Oct. 14 to Dec. 14. In addition, I am requesting that the Air Force
hold public hearings on the proposal in Nevada and Utah.Thank you. Sincerely,

Signature"

D-219
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At, : October 12, 1]83

John Shanahan

P.O. Box 153

Eureka NV 89316

•ear ;.

I recently learned of the proposal to turn part of eastern Nevada

xnto a supersonic operations area. Tam writing to formally request a

60 day extension in the commert period, from Oct 14 to Dec 14. In addition,

Iam re'questing that the Air Force hold public hearing on the propsal

in Nevada and Utah.

The Air Force came out to our house and had some driling done and

made a fault and poisoned our stock our family the water is now no good
16

v are in town and our Health is very bad and we want a ranch back and see

a: we can get some help for us. They do not keep ther word and do not take

c.are or the people they harm.

Sincerely Yours

John Shanahan

D

D-221



Shoshone Joint Housing Authority
e .P.O. Box 1199 Ely, Nevada 89301 -Telephone (702) 289-2319

December 1, 1983

HeadQuarters

AFLC-l)EPV
Wrighit Patterson,

Air Force Base, Ohio

45433
3

Dear Sirs;

The Shoshone Joint Housing Authority in conjunction with our six Board

of Commissioners h.areby submit out opposition to the Air Force's plan to P

extend its supersonic flight airspace over the Nevada/Utah border. This

would adversely affect our development of 14 units of housing to be built

on the GoshuLe Indian Reservation in the Spring of 84. The homes to be

built at Goshute will be pre-fab modular homes. The units will be broughtai
S to Goshute in two halveb dild .. sse.'mled at th ' tLC$. Tit e sonic booams ro'n

80 a jet flying at 5,000 feet could be harmful to the homes and the foundations 80

of concrete that easily crack when it is fresh, or old.

The Goshutes Reservation will be swallowed up by the supersonic flirQi1

airspace proposed by the Air Force. The Goshute Indians have limited in-

dustrv now, and will have an even harder time attracting new industry with 1 8 1

15l up to "38 sonic-booms" per day. These booms will also have an adverse effecL

on their livestock, and hamper their limited means of providing for their oa-n

U families and elderly tribal members.

We ask you to reconsider the plight of the Goshute Indians without having),

to deal with sonic booms approximately three to four times per hour, and re-

locate your airspace to an unpopulated area.

Your consideration and cooperation in this matter will truly be appreciated I

Sincerely,

Rict Trevena, Director

cc: Board of Commissioners D-222

Senator Laxalt



p )SIERRA CLUB
Toiyabe Chapter - Nevada and Eastern California

Pi LASE REPLY 010:0 Q"Q GRLET BASIN GROUP 0 LAS VEGAS GROUP
P,1, o, 0P.O. Go 8096 P.O. Box 19777
ljnin .e. ty Station Las Vegas, Nevsde 89119

Re os Nevada 89507

Envi ronmental Planning Dec. 14, 1983

110 AFLC/DII';PV
Wright-Patterson AFB

Ohio 45433

Dear Sir/Madam:

The Executive Committee of the Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club at its October

15, 1983 meeting passed the following resolution:

Resolved, that the 'roiyahe Chapter of the Sierra Club
opposes establishment of additional restricted airspace by

the USAF northeast of Ely, Nevada for the purposes of

conducting supersonic flight training.

* I, fV.18; on the establishment of the Gandy Range Extension fails to adequatley

consider the impact% on the Wilderness Study Areas and does not even mention two I 1 4
114 that -ti. directly impacted, the Goshute Peak WSA and the Bluebell WSA, both of

w-ic) ,are in Nevada. Also, tile Goshute Canyon W.SA And the South Pequop WSA are
hoth very closte t,) the proposed area. Finally, the Mt. Moriah USFS Further 1 3 1

131 IPlaniin.1 area (soon to be recornienued for Wilderness designation) is very close

to the proposed are3.,

%l -,ex ila wi ltrnuics ,xperience is ont of unmatched solitude. There exists

vt-r, *tw areas in the lower 48 states that offer the peace and tranquillity that
-• t i a t, Nevad;ka. Son ic h.) -iýs will effectively destroy the senise of 1 62
p.21 , re r tre ,,'tv avail;I hl In tihe withdr.twal region. Military land and air

.t .,I•r'-, are ch1ippinj; away at th,. rtoriote recreational and wildlife areas in

' 1 .al. We strongly oppose this increment.il process and strongly oppose this

a alo reel that the impacts on wilnlife are substantially underestimated.

* " , AnitaVl will not drop dea4 imhiciiately when experiencing a sonic boom, the

I r 'otto has not presented conclusive evidence that biological shifts will not

i-cki which result in species depletion over the long term. Is the Air Force

,',•iro to monitor avian and mammalian populations over the long term?

The Air Force contine, -, to think that the Great Basin Is waste land suited

only for their use. This attitude is most unfortunate since it adversely and

unfairly atfects the people and environment of the Great Basin.

Glenn C. Miller, Chairman

D-223 Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club

lo explore, Cenj0y, ana protect the natural moluntain scene . .



November 21, 1963

Dear Senator Garn,

I would like to mcka known to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical .ets mental.
health of m~y family. 1 arm concernad about the

possible detrimental effects on our environment
and livelihood. I arm concnrned aboCt the;
structural damage of our howujest churches, and
school.

This area is populated. We have a public
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the
vicinity affected by the Southern ellipte, the
population of the combined towns of Partoun,
Uvada, Gandy, and Trou• Creek totals one
hundred ar,-d twarnty )Leol. Of the one hundred
and twenty (120) people in the valley,, the DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people."

I want to go on record as ctrongiy
opposing the proposed use Of the new super-
sonic testing areas.

I appeal ro you as my rept.esentative to
use your influence to try' and stop these
proposqes pl-ans.

Sincerely,

D-224
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November 21, 1983

Too Commanding Officer, Hill Air Force Base

Re: Proposed Testing and TrainingwAreas for the F-IS

I would like to make known to you that I.bppose the, proposed
Air Force use of this area for testing and.training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical and mental health of my
family. I am concerned about the possible detrimental effects or,

our environment and I ive . ihood. I am concerned about the

structural domrge of our homes, churches, and school.

This area is populated. We have a public school with anr
enrollment of fifty (50). In the vicinity affected by the
Southern ellipse, the population of the comabined towns of
Partoun, Uvada, Gandy, and Trownt Creek totale oren hundre( ap l

twenty (lee), Of the one hundred and twenty (120) people in the

valley, tUve DEIS counted only fifter n (15) ptople.

I want to gbo on'record a5 strongly, opposing the propo'sen use

of the new super-sonic testing areas.

Sincerely,

D-225



November 21, 1963

N~Z3 N

Dear Senator Garn,

I would like to make knoown to you that I
oppose the proposed Air Force use of this area
for testing and training the F-16.

I am concerned about the physical -ahd Mental.

health of my family. I am concarrind about the

possible detrimental effects on our environment
and livelihoQd. I aw corwwrned aboQr thev"

5tructural damage of our homes1  churches, and

school. -.

This area ia populated. We have a public
school with an enrollment of fifty (50). In the

vicinity affected by the Southern ellipst, the
population of the combined towns of Partoun,
Uvada,' Gandy, and Trout Creek totals 'one
hundred and twenty (120). Of the one hundreO
and twanty Ulkt peopie in the vaXity, the DEIS
counted only fifteen (15) people."

I want to go on record as strongly
opposing the proposed use of the new super-
sonic testing areas.

I appeal to you a5 my reprei-entative to
use your influence to tryr and stop these

proposco pLans.

Si ncerel y,j

D-226 -
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TO: ENVIRONM4ENTAL PLANNING.
HlQAVLdC4?EPV,
WRIGHT-FXLTEMON AFB,OR Dat ILXBL..
I recently learneO of the proposJ1 to turn part of eastern Nevada in~to a
supersonic operations area. Xsip mirting to . .. ~t 6

ti

pm ~ a spess NeademkW. Thank you. Sincerely.

\ViM4( MCI ASS\I17NIEintr

RE~j b IL V3 Address

4!

2N7 PowL I
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TO: ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING,
"JQ AFLC-DEPV,
WRIGIIT*PAIIr8ON AFB, OH 453 Date N
I recen;|y learned of the propos l to turn part of eastern Nevada into a I
supersonic operations area. I am writing to formally request a 60 day
extension in the comment period, from October i4 to December 14. In
addition, I am requesting that the Air Force hold public hearings on the
proposal in Nevada and Utah. Thank you. Sincerely,

Address

- 2

V-228



TO- ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING,
HQ AFLDEPV,

1 recently learned of the proposal to turn part of ea&tern Nevila4nto a
supersonic operat'ons area. I am writing to formally request a 60 day 5
extension in the comment period, from October 14 to December 14. In
addition, I am requesting that the Air Force hold public hearinp on the
proposal in Nevada and Utah. Thank you. Sincerely

"Signature

,,f Addrrss

D4 29

D-.229



1685 Kings Row
Rena, NV 89503

October 27, 1983

Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFE, Oil 45433

Re: Proposed Supersonic Operations Area in Western Utah and
Eastern Nevada

Dear USAF:

I recently learned from a friend about a supersonic operations
area in Eastern Nevada proposed by the USAF. There has been no
local press coverage cn the proposal. I wondec how Nevadans are
supposed to find out about such projects in order to comment on
them. What opportunities has the USAF provided Nevadans for
notice and involvement?

ir Although my comments don't meet the OctobeL 14 deaciline, I hope
you will accept them and extend the deadline until December 14 so
others will have a chance to comment. Also, please schedule
public hearings in Nevada on the proposal during the extended
comment period.

Please send a copy of the Draft EIS to:

Rose Strickland
1685 Kings Row
Reno, NV 89503 t

From what I was told about the proposed SOA, I would like to ask

the following questions about the proposal:

I. Why didn t the DEISa analyze the impacts .C the £OA on the
proposed wilderness areas in Ear:tern Nevada?; I

BLM - Goshute Peak WSA
South Pequop WSA
Bluebell WSA 1 19

USFS - Mt. Moriah Further Planning Area
Schell Creeks - defacto wilderness
Wheeler Peak Scenic Area

NPS - Lehman Caves National Monument

a 2. Hlow much land and air space in Nev;cda is already subjected to
13I military restrictions? [low will the proposal disrupt current *8

8 S C1. f 0 air space over Eastern Nevada? Why didn't the DU) 3
consl.der an alternative of using air space already restticted for 3

a military purposes for UC"AF purposes?

What are the short-term and long-term effects of incteasedl
37 sonic booms on the health of residents and visitors ;Jnd of

animals, both domestic and wild? Goshute Mojntains are an
important captor migration area. Will increased sonic booms

1
D-230



di:,.-u;.t r-aptor habitat and use of the area?

4. Easterr. Nevada is occupied, although sparsely, both by 217,
2Vt, pormanenr residents and-by visitors. What are the costs of the 4
246 disruption of the lives of residents as well as visitors by the •46

increased frequency cf sonic booms? Doe-i the USAF consider these
costs less than those of a more densely populated area?

Perhaps i will find the answers to some of these questions when I
have an opportunity to fully review the DEIS. if the areas of
concern belng raised by the public are not adequately addressed
in the DICIS, would the USAF develop a supplemental KIS?

Thank you for considering my concerns.

Sincerely,

Rose Strickland

D-231



As-'emblyman COMMITTEES

WgashoE County No. 2-i

920 Cordon Avnu, .Economic Development, Tourism,
R(eno, Nevada 895.09. and Mining

Home 322-2095 Member

Judiciary
Hlalth and Welfarv'
Transportation

Nevada Legislature
SIXTY-SECOND SESSION
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4%
"kt•tate of Q11tah

Y..tom oJ the World Ftmouu lBonneville Salt Flaix

47 South Main Sircet, 1'ooelc, Utah 84074

November 17, 1983

tH 0 10 111)\I It'

i N js'" ' r (II'""•'•Env ironmental Planning

.Ilk., Ulp. AFLC/DEPV

Wright Patterson AFE( )1I I K A.-\ ODayton, Ohio 45433
Scik[ -, i '.,c

I Xiiil' I) I \ ,iH Dear Sir:
Ivt .,h.I-I

IY,.n..\lkci,,k The Tooele County Board of Commissioners strongly
support and endorse the enclosed letter.

• iui~i, .I I L

IRo•hld I I It•,11 We would appreciate your immediate consideration
Sid,. regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

'\tl K• I)nl\l CHARLES STROMBERG, thairman
Siiiw. .. Tooele County Commission
I hii..I.ld I<, ,Li'il,'

CS/pl

cc: Sen. Jake Garn
Rep. James B. Hansen

*Attached letter from the Bateman's included elsewhere.

D-233
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655 Kirman Avenue
Reno, Nevada 89502
October 9, 1983

Environmental Planning
HQ AFLO/DEPY
Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio 45433

Gentlemen:

Sometimes air traffic in Heno is diverted to other than regular

landing strips, and even for a short time the noise is unbearable.

What those people in eastern Nevada would have to endure if hundreds

of planes per month are goirz; to be flying over them at supersonic

speeds is unthinkable. It would be enough to drive them insane.

5 1 think there should be hearings over the state to see how they

feel about this enlargement of the Air Force operations area.

Will Nevada ever be free of bombardment os some sort by our own

government?

Very truly yours,

M aI
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C-ntlerwnenta lann

I t-ae this opiortunity to write yo'i people whose task it Is tc. be con-

! erneo. about the cbviornment in which we live,to a;;raise yo!, of w hat the

military plans are for thep desecration of the envictrinment Cf tice s tate of

-.eva-ýa.-'ith their Su;:ersonlc low; flying Aircraft envirions of thIs area Is

to b~e bc-mbaraea by hund~reds of sonic boomst per asy,vY:Ith little or nc, th.urg

ht as to life here will be affez-tea.

ATn.-tter of recorrK is the fa-ýt that- eighty sevcn percent of the total

1ýn, nre-.t in NTEv,--a Is VerlL~zan,nost of w~hich is warte. land~ an,, mrst

iiTho~.jit--lE to -nan anl beý-t.-here- are hur.Kre.-,s of s~~uarE miiles of j-.z:t

~Thr4oP sltf~tsan., sdn~ .u wheýre there i!s nu water amtnr4 fl(r~nl. wl~l

gro-v: in the way of jlant life beneficial to either -ran or beast.ThIut f~r

s obscurr. reahsc.n the cil ary rrefuses t, -a&if -UF, 'L týQý --as55t'-ec 1a-ncF

ff-r their trainfi.4: purl-oses.For instabece thr. Yay 7Veiart-.nont has ~';.LECý it's

tre-inin, -L.acilities into tlh-e ?allc-n area,vwhich is- one of th-e few ýasiE that

exists on the -reat ..imerican Desert,he.,e they v;:ýnt to carry 0,,t tý-czir deadly*

v.ur CgTies rX~ht over rhe4ý Yeads of' 1-coile with a total disrctv;ard L,., how; their

intý-rests are affect~ed.

-it is harcu fo-r sce kf .s tv believe that fmeric;-ns cculcrýcsL L

subJectedi to inmignities of this nmagnitude."tut such Is the case anuý -,e !ave,-

no recourse to even uum-n(n sense of oar officials .r~ur cenat~.r T~a)alt 1-as

informne; us that we *ould have to learn t( co-exist with the mi.)lita-.-b'jt

unfortunitelýy for us he has no sugý7estlins as tL hov. wec are to ma this.
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Trhere Is a Law that rrotects the wil(h horses that roam~ tre esrnran-

ges frcr o .&ssnn by airzraft.Tsn't it flatte-ing to, us to rsalize that4

the vi.iL ho~rse is worthý that muc-h moire to our 2o(vernment than are the

11eu ura1:.i~ that you r-nviornme-ntal rec-Ile are involvedI in whether C-r4

not t~he 'ilitary ~1.ans are. -:o be finalized here-.w*e ALre holinC t at yc.v-i

pive- SoLe1 CfL1S-'QeraLti(jr to. t~e jlii-rtt of the- leoi1e lavinr- here..At least

we shoulu be jai-- for our rortwhc.woulhl enable us to reic~ve ourSe--

ives from the Qianger Zone.

Besj~ectful]~y -cursp
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I q A!%o n

M.TT )tLIllt'iEsOx )f-FIC. I-H," TH-E COVERNOR4
C0(1 rRN H AL A - LA K•L I - CI1-Y

8,4114

December 13, 1983

Major General Marc C. Reynolds
Commander Ogden Air Logistics Center
Hill Air Force Base, Utah 84056

Dear General Reynolds:

The Resource Development Coordinating Committee has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Statement entitled "Establishment of the Candy Range Extension
and Adjacent Restricted Airspace as an Area for Supersonic Flight Training".
The attached comments address specific sections of the DEIS. From the
comments, however, there are a number of important points that deserve
particular attention. They include:

1. Worst Case Analysis: A careful reading of the DEIS suggests that the
54 "1worst case scenario" appears to be much closer to the intentions of the 154

Department of Defense than the level of activity identified as the proposed
| action. Accordingly, the DEIS shuuld be republished with the proposed action

defined in a fashion that acknowledges that the wotst case scenario is the
proposal.

2. Consideration of Alternatives: The state of Utah is dissappointed
that many of the other promising alternatives were excluded without additional
analysis. In particular, the alternatives of using already restricted
airspaces R-6404, R-6405, and R-6402 were excluded with virtually no
discussion, on the basis that they are too small. Powever, it is apparent

[55 that only portions of the Candy MOA ate regularly used under the proposol. 1 56
When the largely unused portions are compared wi.th the area proposed forS•expansion, it is apparent that iL i. n fa atra!df..ensieh:.n

some of the other alternatives. Thus, dismissal of these alternatives on the
basi:t of size is inappropriate. If there is a basis for excludinig the other
alternatives discussed, that basis should be fully and completely set. out in
the ,nvironmental impact statement.

3. Deep Creek Mountains: A related issue concerns the Deep Creek
Mountains. The DEIS repeatedly notes that the Dep Creek MounLains will bet
avoided or are not suitable for inclusion in supersonic testirg due to tbeir
physical characteristics. If this is the case, they should be excl.Aded f t 1 5t

156 the proposal or the proposed action should be defined in a way that it is
clear under what specific circumstances flights will be permitted in the
vicinity of the Deep Creek Mountains.
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General Reynolds
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* 4. Adequacy of research data and discussion: The state is generally

concerned that the research data utilized to support the conclusion and 1 6

157 discussion of environmental impacts is out of date. Most of the studies

relied upon were conducted in the 1960's. Because little was known about the

impacts of supersonic flight in the 1960's, it is apparent that such studies

could be successsfully updated today. In addition, the DEIS virtually fails

to deal with the environmental impacts of a marked increase in subsonic

activity. This is true with respect to environmental impacts on humans,

wildlife, and recreation.

5. HUS Arena: The DEIS continually refers to the BUS (HAMOTS Upgrading

I18 System) Arena that is proposed to be established. However, before the BUS 1168
Arena can be used a baseline against which to measure impacts it needs to be a

more concrete, identifiable, and certain proposition.

6. coshute Indian Reservation: Finally, the state of Utah is very

concerned about the lack of consideration given to the residents of theC5 oshute Indian Reservation. The DEIS almost casually dismisses the option of•I6

excluding the Indian Reservation from any expanded supersonic area, reasoning

that there are only 150 Goshutes. This demonstrates an insensitivity to the

Goshute Tribal members and way of life guaranteed by federal treaty
obligations, an insensitivity which I cannot endorse.

We trust that you will consider our comments carefully as you prepare the

final E1S. The state of Utah feels that the proposal needs to take into

account the needs of the citizens of our state as well as the goals of the

Department of Defense.

In conclusion, this proposal raises more concerns than it adequately

considers. Based upon this review it is my opinion that the DEIS itself
provides a basis for reasonable objections to the proposal and fails to

provide a complete and adequate assessment of the possible impacts.

aSncer ly,

'Glovernor

SMM:mbz

cc: Environmental Planning

HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wzight-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Establishment of the Ganoy Range Extension
and Aojacent Restricted Airspace as as
Areu for Supersonic Flight Training

k 1.1.2 Utah Test and Training Range:

... It]he HAMOTS (High accuracy Multiple Object Tracking System) sites to
be pickeC for upgrading will be thoac that can best take advantage of
(the) existing supersonic flight airspace. Tnis instrumentation is being
proposed under a program known as the HAMOTS Upgrading System (HUS).(page
3)

Since the HUS system is not in place it is inappropriate to refer to its

41 location throughout the document without in each instance noting that it is 4 1

simply a proposal. In aooltion, as long as it remains a proposal, it should

not be used as a factor favoring the location of the proposed supersonic

airspace.

Figure 2 (page 4) depicts the optimum training range of 100 nautical miles

from Hill Air Force Base. The DEIS states that:

Although outside the 100 NM radius, the Gandy Range Extension is being
proposed as a supersonic flight airspace bacause it is close enough that
the extra distance is consioereo an acceptable trade off when compared to
the alternatives. (page 7)

Wt- disagrK that tHii tiddu uff wiiiW would re-ult ini additionial im0,pacts I

on the communities below the airspace is acceptable, and question the need for I160 00

additional airspace. If additional supersonic airspace is a critical need, it

Sappears that R-6404, R-6405, or R-6402, all within the preferrred 100 NM

radius and already designated as restricted airspace, would be better choices.

The final EIS should more fully explain why these alternatives were rejected.

1.2.3 Special Tests ano Exercises: The description of Rea Flag Exercises

inoicates that:
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Comments
December 12, 1983
page-2-

LEach of these exercises involved composite missions of 50 to 60 aircraft
simulating realistic air combat and lasted about 28 days. All Red Flag
missions are scheduled in supersonic flight airspace.(page 8)

This increased intensity of flights over the proposed airspace is not 1t61 161

fully addressed as an aduitional impact on the communities and special uses

below.

II. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

2.1.1 Proposal:

because of their shape and size, other aircraft may create sonic booms of
greater intensity, but since a vast majority of the aircraft training
involving supersonic speeos will be by F-16 aircraft, charactirisitics of
this aircraft will be used throughout this document to evaluate the impact
ot the proposed action. (page 9)

In aoditiun, on. page 11 it is stated that:

"Since the F-15 ano F-16 use similar air-to-air training scenarios and are
similar in shape, the results of the F-15 will be used for the F-16 in
this document."

More precise justification for using this comparison is not offered in the

DEIS. Therefore, it is inappropriate to use the results of the 1980 report

162 "Development of C-weighted Day-Night Average Sound Level Contours for F-15 Air 1 6 2

Combat Maneuvering Areas" as a basis for flight performance results of the

F-16 i.n the DEIS. Nor is the comparision of the F-15 to all other anticipated .

I aircraft an adequate comparison. We would expect descriptions of other
44I 44

"anticipated aircraft" to be incluoed in the DEIS to forecast all expected

impacts.
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1591 Figurp 4 on page 10 shows that the proposal surrounds the Goshute Indian I

upposition to the Air Force proposal.

The figure of 850 to 1050 airnraft going supersonic per month in this
ditspace is the maximum anticipateo. Existing supersonic flight airspace4 over DoD property in Utah can handle a portion of the traininng
requirements aria will be used to the fullest extent possible. If' any F-16
sorties are accomplishea over DoD property, the number accomplished in the

*propose-d supersonic flight airspace, will decrease accordingly. However,
the airspace over restricted property is usec heavily for daily "raining
involving ground targets. Also, this area is normally scheduled for
special exercises ano developmrent tests which are occuring on an
increasingly frequent basis. Therefore, should the proposed airspace be
approvec fur supersonic flight training, it is anticipated that maximum
usage will occur frequently. (page 11)

This again demnonstrates that the worst case -scenario is to be expected to

4154 Joccur "frequently". Our review of the DEIS demonstrates that the "worst case 154

scenario"l is a more likely scenario than the "proposed action".

2.1.3.1. 'Transition Training: It is noted that, within the Gandy MOA now

designated as subsonic with a floor of 100 feet PAGL:

Effective training is further degraded because a great deal of the pilot's
attention must be devoted to restr-irting the aircraft to subsonic
airspeeds. Since pilots must continually reference the cockpit airspeed
indicatur, concentration on the specific mission learning objectives is
impeded. (page 13)

It is likely that this would also be the case for a pilot checking his

63 instruments to ensure that he does not violate the minimum supersonic flight 1 6 3

level of 5,000 feet AGL. If for this reason the flight training in thiis area

will be impaired the DEIS should state that fact.

2.1.3.4 Dissimilar Air Combat Tactics: This activity is described (page

15) as involving 4 to 8 aircraft employing combat tactics currently conducted
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above DoD land. 1h e previously mentioned Red Flag exercises and this activityI

164 are intense tlight maneuvers that are not adequately addressed as an impact on 164

the communities and other uses in this area.

2.1.4 Quantities of Proposed Training:

A review of the DLIS with respect to quantities of training flights

demonstrates that the impacts of the proposed action will be those of the

worst case scenario. For example, the DEIS states:

At times, scheduling air-to-sir sorties for this area will continue to
conflict with special exercises, research and developments projects, and
the 956 monthly F-16 air-to-ground sorties, all three of which must be
scheduled for airspace over DoD controlled land. (page 15)

The Oistribution of flights is reported as 719 F-16 air-to air sorties in the

proposed airspace with the remaining 450 in airspace over DoD land already

approved for supersoninc flight. The UEIS also notes:

However, when conflicts arise over scheduling operations in airspace over
DoD owned land, pdrt or all of the 450 air-to air sorties normally
performed there will be moved to tht proposed airspace. When all sorties
are scheduled for the proposed airspace, the worst condition exists of
1169 air-to-air sorties with 90% of these, or about 1050, sorties
involving supersonic speeds. (page 16)

The DEIS continues:

The existing supersonic flight airspace over the southern range will
frequently be overloaded with tests, exercises and air-to-ground sorties.
In these cases, particularly if approved for supersonic flights, the
proposed supersonic flight airspace will be scheduled for most of the 388
TFW's air-to-air sorties. With all 1169 monthly air-to-air sorties being
accomplished in the new supersonic flight airspace, it is estimated that
about 75 percent will be accomOlished in airspace that is within the HUS
Arena. (page 19)

Again, the conclusion to be drawn from these statements is that we could
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expect thE worst case scenario will occur "frequently".

in fact, this "worst case scenario" does not include many possible

impacts. For example, on page 16 it is stated that an "additional factor" to

be consicered for future operations is that the 419 TFW anticipates changing

aircraft. F-lOS aircraft of the 419 TFW will be replaced with the F-16.

When the 419 TFW changes aircraft, it is anticipated that the number of
aircraft and the volume of training may eventually increase over present
levwls, up to about 24 sorties per day or 120 per week,... these 419 TFW165 sorties may increase the total number of supersonic flights out of Hill 166
AFB by abou 24%. (page 16) kemphasis added)

However, this is not adressed in the worst case scenario nor considered in

this impact statement as evidenced by the statement:

Tue number of supersonic flight sorties to be flown in the proposed flight
airspace does not include 419 TFW sorties... (page 18)

Thus, the DEIS fails to consider the adding of additional flights from the 419

TFW to those of the 388 TFW in the proposal.

2.1.5 Locations of Proposed Training;

As might be expected, once the HAMOTS Upgrading System (HUS) tracking
equipment is installed.. .the HUS Arena will generally be the area of first 3
choice for scheduling air-to-air sorties. (page 18) 188

As pointed out earlier, it is inappropriate to tie the proposal adoressed by

this DEIS with another proposal that is not yet implemented.

2.2 Alternatives to the Proposed Action: Unless it can be shown that a

critical need exists for additional training space, the state would favor tine

alternative listed under 2.2.1 No Action. (page 19) This option limits local

supersonic F-16 training to existing supersonic space in the southern portion
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of the Utah Test and Training [ange. If, however, is can be shown tnat a

crtzLcal need exists for additional training space, we would favor option

2.2.2, i.e., other areas for supersoinic flight training (page 20).

Under 2.2.2.1, Supersonic Flight Areas Selection Criteria, you have listed:
(1) As an optimum the area should be located within 100 nautical

miles.. .of Hill AFB to minimize the time/fuel required to transit to and
from the area.

This 100 nautical mile criteria is applied to the F-16 training area
alternative analysis since greater distances would preclude a sufficient
amount of time devoted to actual supersonic flight air combat training in
each sortie. A significant reduction of training time in this manner
would severely impair the unit capability of meeting mission requirements.
(page 20)

In an earlier portion of thc DEIS, discussion included the need to adequately

meet combat simulation requirements. For this reason, since the Gandy 4

Extension Range is outside this 100 NM radius, areas within the UTTR and

within the 100 NM raoius should be given more serious consideration.

Other considerations among the listed criteria are:

(3) The area should be very sparsely populated so that the fewest number
of people are affected by the noise impact resulting from supersonic
flight training. (page 20)

The DEIS should consider the possibility of future growth in this area as well

as the impacts upon the residents already living within the proposed airspace.

... [The] Gandy Range Extension... is located outside the optimum 100
nautical mile range. However, it is close enough that this was determined
to be an acceptable trade-off when compared to the considerations
presented by other alternatives. (page 21)
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2.2.2.2.1 LuCsn Military U,verutions Areas (West and North of R-6404):

"Ibis area Tits tne 100 nautical mile criteria better than the Gandy Range but

is less acceptable accuroing to the pjther selection criteria." (page 21) The

Lucin MUAs are rejectuo as viable alternatives in the DEIS for the following
if I'reasons:;

Certain land areas beneath this MOA have already proven to be very
sensitive to the noise created by existing low level aircraft activity.
-... there have been noise complaints.. .[therej has even been allegeo damage
to chilken ranching.. [in addition,] pilots stationed at the Hill
generaily feel the topography of this area ooes not leno itself to air
combat maneuvers as well as does Gandy." (page 22)

We agree that sensitivity to noise due to low level aircraft is a

rtobLlui. in fact at recent hearings in Ibapah, Utah and Ely, Nevada, this was

4 ;a common complaint. If this is a problem to those living under the Lucinr
Military Operated Areas then we expect it is also a valid concern for those

living 1r. or otherwise utilizing the space under the proposed Candy

Extension. As noted earlier in trie state's comments, the additional noise

impact due to additional aircraft that would be using the proposed airspace is

a significant concern not addressed in the DEIS.

"In addition, none of this airspace can make use of the elaborate tracking
equipment which will make up the HUS Arena cescribed in 1.1.2." Because

".a good portion of the Candy Range..." is within the HUS Arena, it "can
be used to its fullest capability. (page 22)

Again, the location of the HUS Arena is merely "proposed" at this time.

2.2.2.2.2 Restricted Airspace R-6404:

This restricted airspace meets all the selection criteria except size.
Commercial airways border the north and the south sides of this airspace
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and air-to-ground training ties to the DoD property below further
restricting the airspace that mighýt be used. This airspace is small to

n begin with; when the size is further reduced by conaitional] restraints it 4
becomes unacceptable. (page 22)

The DEIS stated that usually only thu northern portion of the Gandy Space

would be utilized. Except for when the R-6404 airspace is being used for

air-to-grouno maneuvers its size is similar to the northern portion of the

Gandy Extension Range. Although sometimes inconvenient, some sharing of I 6

166 airspace to facilitate both types of required training (i.e., air-to-air ano

air-to-ground) should be considered when the trade off is conducting intense

military exercises over non-DoD owned land.

2.2.2.2.3 Restricted Airspaces R-6402 and R-6405:

Together these airspaces meet the selection criteria; separately they 5
become prohibitively small. However, constraints in these armas do reduceU
them to an unacceptable size. The western edge of R-6402 is part of the
UTTR already ap2roved for supersonic activity and would provide no
additional carrying capacity. (page 22)

Not withstanding the quoted language, only a tiny portion of R-6402 is already

designated for supersonic flight. Therefore most of 6402 is available as
187

167 auditional supersonic carrying capacity (see figure 2).

Also Fish Springs National Wiiolift Refuge -s located below the border of
R-6402 and R-6405 as well as a historical Pony Express and Stage Route j
which leads to Calleo and which has several historical sites. Although no
damage would be expected, these areas would be subjected to sonic booms
under this alternative. i, addition, none of this airspace can make use
of the elaborate tracking equipment which make up the HUS Arena depicted
in Figure 3.0. If the area of Ougway and Michaels were avoided, this
alternative would appear to impact less residents...(page 22)

Again, the HUS Arena is not yet in place. THe DEIS assumes that it is
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sihtiificant to protect, thu wildilfe keiu-c, and tnu historical sites from being

"sutOjt~ct to sonic booms under this altýInative". Vith State of Utah believes

that it is equally signifiuant to prutuct wilalife, the Deep Creek Wilderness

Study Area anO the Gushute Indian Restervaticn tnat woul.d be impacted by sonic

bounts if the proposed airspace is appravud. In aadition both these areas are 44
within the "optimum 100 NM radius", Therefore, the State finds no compelling

reason why these areas are not consi.derec more seriously for redesignation as

ý,upersonic airspace. It appears, in particular, that R-6405 would be less

objectionable than the proposeo Ganoy Extension, as it has the advantage of

being within the 100 NM radius. In oddition, there are no competing

air-to-grouno combat maneuvers in this area.

V. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES:

'i.0 General:

The environmental consequences aiooesseo in this section are found to be
generally acceptable for residential living, and the specific training
sites identified later within tre proposed airspace will generally avoid
areas of known population. (page 35)

The fact that the Air Force finds an impact "acceptable" is not an

appropri.ate description of the consequences of the proposed action. The DEIS 168(68 16

should objectivey describe the impacts rather than impose subjective

jucguments on the reader. In addition, the assurance "generally avoio" is not

specific. If the Air Force intends to avoid certain areas, this Should be

specifically included in the proposed action.
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4.1.2 Noise Impactis:

4.1.2.1 General:

Noise in the area will result from two sources: the aircraft itself, and
from the phenomenon proauced whcn an aircraft exceeds the speed of sound
and causes a sonic boom. (page 37)

Noise will also result from adoitional subsonic activity in this area due to a

more intense use of the airspace as has already been discusseo. However, the

169 report states that: 189

When the aircraft is at subsonic speeds.. .the noise levels will be
insignificant. ... .The Public Affairs Office at Hill AFB logs and minitors
all noise complaints that are rccuivuo because of Air Force operations in
the vicinity. They are unaware of any history of noise complaints coming
from the land areas beneath the airspace under consideration. (page 37)

This is inconsistent with testimony at the recent hearings in Ibapah, Utah and

EIy, Nevada, where several resioerts complaineo or tne existing noise due to

subsonic flight activity and expresscd concern over additional activity in the

area.

lf approved for supersonic flight, aircraft involved in air-to-air
training in the airspace will be at subsonic speeds during most of their
flight, but will accelerate flight when conducting basic fighter
maneuvers. (page 37)

I Sinc t',F number of flights will aurnittedly -c morc, and the suUsonic floor is im
170 io0 feet AGL, the additional impacts from many more subsonic flights neec to

be fully adoressec.

4.1.2.2 Supersonic Noise (Sonic booms):

A focus boom occurs when shock waves from an aircraft in supersonic flight
converge on the same point in space at the same time ... Estimates of
the
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intensified overpressures occuring as a result of focusing range from two
to five times the peak nominal overpressure. (page 39)

The Air Force, along with other DoD services, is involved in efforts to
unioCel the situatdon to determine where and in what situations fccus booms
will be generated. More information on these efforts ano their findings

I'7 shoulo be available for inclusion in th• final version of this document. 1 7 1
(page 39)

T he adoitional information referencud shoulo be in the final EIS.

4.1.2.2.1 Sonic Boom Effects on People: The impacts discussed in section

4.1.2.2.1 are baseo upon stuoies conducted in 1968. We oo not consider test

results from 1968 to be current and thus not a reliable for inclusion in this

repoit. (page 39-40)

Although some aoaptation may be expectec with repeat sonic booms, startle
is a primitive response and whenever an adequate startle stimulus occurs,
a startle response oroinarily follows. (page 40)

S Where is the basis for this conclusion? is it merely the opinion of the "72
172 te

authors?

Because of the geographical conoitions beneath the Gandy airspace and

because of the location of the existing supersonic airspace, the Gandy

airspace is capable of facilitating three training areas, each with its own

ellipse where supersonic activity will take place. (page 41)

This observation tends to confirm the States' concern that alternative

•!73 areas discounteo cue to insufficient size were in fact large enough to allc,• 173

supersonic flight training.

Some experiments have shown a tundancy for sonic boom exposure to degrade
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the performance of certain visual, steering and tracking tasks, while
others .have shown no effect on performance . ... [ these have] also been
reported to interrupt work, rcst, recreation, school and other day-to-day
activities. The actual acoustic masking effect of the boom is negligible
because its duration is only a fraction of a second. However, the actuJal
interruption will often last longer than the boom whether or, not startle
occurs;...thought prucesses may be interrupted without immediate recovery,
and group activities may require a short time to resume their previous
business. It may take several minutes before the interrupted activity is
fully resumed and ordei is restored in the case of groups of individuals.

174 (page 45) 1 74

If these results are to be expectec, as the report states, the State views

these impacts as unacceptuble intrusions into the classroom environment. This

intrusion also adversely affects the quality of life in the community as a

whole, as well as adversely affecting the wilderness user's experience.

Additional research concerning the impact of sonic booms on the citizens of

the State and their educational, working ann recreational experience is

necessary before any assessment of impacts can be meaningful.

4.1.2.2.2 Sonic Boom Effects on Animals:

Although domestic livestock have been observed during exposure to sonic
booms, their reactions have not been conclusive and in most cases,
indicated only recognition of a souno stimulus. ... .Generally, though, the
magnitude of animal responses to sonic boom overpressure normally
experienced has been slight. (page 46)

Additional work is also necessary to determine the actual effects of sonicI

boom activity on animals. The relationship is not clearly known. For

example, the DEIS quotes Cottereau of the National Veterinary School Of Lyon,

Lyon, France as saying;

Chronic direct effects on wild animals have not been investigated, but no
significant effects of this kind are presently foreseen. (1978) (page 47)
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This confirms the state's position that all effects of the proposed

activity have not been studieo. The statement that no significant effects are

for,-seen is an opinion and as such not evidence favoring this conclusion. Our

position is further grounded in the following statements from the DEIS:

An FAA study completeu in 1973... states that "Knowledge concerning the
effects of sonic booms on wildlife is limited, but it appears that sonic
booms do not pose a significant threat." (page 48) (emphasis added)

In addition the DEIS points out;

While available data inoicates wildlife ano animals demonstrate limited
rtýponse and no nestling death or eyrie abandonment, questions on long
term protracted exposure and sublevel responses remain to he studied.
ýpage 48)

A study from 1970 is quoteo in the DEIS as stating that it was:
... Lnioted that the reactions by animals were more pronounced to low
flying subsonic aircraft that to booms. (page 46)

It follows then that the impacts of additional subsonic activity on animals

needs to be addresseD. This, however, is indicative of a greater failing of

the DEIS. It almost totally fails to address the environmental impacts of

subsonic activity.

... [tihe supersonic flight el.Lipses in Figure 6.0 do not extend into the
Deep Creek Mountains. Therefore, normal supersonic operations should have
no impact on this habitat. (page 53)

If the ellipses of predicted acitivity do not extend over this Wilderness

Study Area, then why request its inclusion in the proposal? As earlier noted 166
S156

in our comments, if this area and others the Air Force purportedly intends to

"avoid" during supersonic flight activity are not included, then the rejecteo

alternatives would be of similar size to the Gandy Extension Range.
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4.[L5 Impact on Air Tratfic: The DEIS states that there is:

... [clomplete radar coverage down to 15,000 feet AGL from the 295th
Cummunications Squadron's radar antenna located on a 9,300 foot mountain
south of Ogoen. (page 11)

However,

There is a proposed radar mooernizaticn project that will locate a 'gap
175 fiiler' radar site at Tippett, Nevada, which will complete the airspace's 1 7

radar coverage between 5,000 and 15,000 feet AGL and lower. Funds have
not yet been approved for this project, so it is not known when it will be
constructed. (page 13)

Since anticipated flight coverage is to be more intense, this could pose an

additional safety problem to non-military aircraft. The following statements,

however, illustrate that the Air Force has failed to recognize that additional

military aircraft pose an additional hazard.

As compared to current subsonic flight operations, supersonic flight
training will not result in special procedures or operating limitations
being placed on private aircraft. (Page 53)

A majority of the general aviation traffic in this area can be expected to
operate below 10,000 feet AGL and most supersonic training can be expected
to take place above this elevation. (page 54)

Based on this analysis, the proposed action should have minimal effect

beyond current levels on general aviation in the area. (page 54)

However, the "analysis" is merely an unsupported conclusion that does not

address all of the impacts associated with additional military traffic.

... resident fear ano anxiety toward aircraft accidents may result from or
be intensified by sonic boom activity. (page 54)

The DEIS should also note that resident fear or anxiety may result from
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increased flight activity.

4.3 Relationship of Pioposed Action to Land Use Plans, Policies and
Controls:

Prior to the notict of intent, auditional scoping was accomplished as the
local level. (page 56)

176 176

When and where were tnese meetings ýeiid? The residents at the recent public

hearings in Ibapah, Utah and Ely, Nevada remarked that they had not been given

adequate notice of this action and the State is not aware of such activites.

4.3.1.2 Access to Non-Military Aircraft:

The Utah Division of Wilulife Resources has indicated that they frequently

have encountered difficulties accessing that area in order to conduct wildlife

I17 surveys. The timing of these surveys is often important to the accuracy of the 11 7 7

result,. However, if the joint usage policy will prevent regular and

predictable access to the area by UNk, that impact on DNR operations should be

evaluated. (page 56-57)

4.3.2 Recreation Plans:

,4.3.2.1 Wilderness Areas:

The Wilderness Act of 1964 (PL 88-577) established a National Wilderness
Preservation System consisting of wilderness areas to be designated on
federal lands. Wilderness as described in the Act, "... has outstanding
opportunities for solitude.. .there should be.. .no use of motor vehicles,
motorized equipment...within any such area." (page 57)

... [elarly in 1980 BLM identified a portion of the original Deep Creek
Mountain inventory unit as a Wilderness Study Area... (page 57)

It is not anticipated that the proposed supersonic activity would involve
any irreversible damage to the uniquu qualitites of the Deep Creek
Mountains. (page 57)
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It is inconceivable that the solitude experienceo by users of the Deep Creek
178 Mountains will not be adversely impacted. The DEIS should openly acknowledge 1 78

the inconsistency between sonic booms and a wilderness experience.
-ItI he elliptical training areas where sonic booms are expected to begenerated are not locatea over the Deep Creek Mountains WSA. The altitudeof these mountians make the airspace above unattractive for air combatmaneuver training. (page 57)

Again, as earlier mentioned, if this area is not anticipated to be used then
why include it in the proposal at all?

4.6.2 Minimum Weekenc/Holiday Area Flying:
UWe of the area for weekend/holiday supersonic flight training will beI minimized. (page 61)

179 Again, what kino of assurances will be provided? Will this be an offical 17 9

poiluy? For this position to be used as a mitigation measure it must be
included as part of the proposed action.

VII.. LIST OF AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND PERSONS TO WHOM COPIES OF THESTATEMENT ARE SENT:

4 We believe that this list is out of date. For example, Dr. Jim Bunger is
no longur the Utah State Science Advisor. He left this post approximately two
years ago, We suggest thac this list be updated so that copies of the DEIS
and toe EIS are sent to the correct people and offices.
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APPENDIX B
5UNIC BOOM CHARACTERISTICS

The discussion which follows will summarize the background ano the latest

available information for sonic booms. (page B-2)

HUMAN RLSPONSE:

Of the many field studies conducted to better understand community
response to sonic booms, the three most extensive were conducteu over St
Louis, Oklahoma City, and Edwards Air Force Base. (page B-8)

180 Howeve~r, the studies utilized by the Air Force were conducted in i965 and I10

S1967. These are outateo and do not belong in this report.

Finally the DEI5 cites "The Sonic Boom Literature Survey" from 1973. The

document claims it is comprised of 92 investigations. When were these 1

! 81 unaertaken? What type of studies were they? 1o the extent that these studies

are used for a basis for conclusions in the DEIS, they should be specifically

indentifieo.

STkUCTURAL RESPONSE:

The largest percentage of sonic boom damage claims has been for glass 3
oamage. Plaster damage is second. ... Sonic booms with over-pressure pf 3 9
psf tp 5 psf can cause minor damage to plaster on wood lath, old gypsum
ooaro and bathroom tile, new stucco, and suspended ceilings already
uamaged. (page B-12)

The discussion following this introduction again cites the 1965 study from
182182 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma and the 1967 study from Edwards AFB, California.

4 Also, a test conducted in 1965 at White Sands, New Mexico is included. The

State feels that these tests are out of date and therefore not appropriate

material to base a decision regarding the proposal for additional supersonic
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space. 4

!he authors feel that:

tne aouitionai investigation is worthqy of mention. In 1977 an adobe house
in southern Arizona was instrumented ano evaluated while supersonic
training was taking place overhead. The conclusion of the evaluation was
that the adobe strucuture reactec similar[ly] to a conventional style
structure. Baseo on this analysis, there should be no difference in the
probability of oamage to an adobe structure or a conventional structure.
(page b-15)

J83 183This hardly constitutes a random selection necessary for a complete

evaluation nor sufficient Lime upon which to oraw conclusions related to the

integrety of ai adobe structure when subjected to supersonic training.

Bighorn Sheep: The document contains five observations from 1976 and 1979

which are inconclusive.
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The Utah Air Travel December 15, 1983

Commission

Environmental Planning
HQ AFLC/DEPV
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Re- Diaft Environmental Impact Statement, Establishment of the Gandy Range
Extension and Adjacent Airspace as an Area for Supersonic Flight Training

Gentlemen:

The Utah Air Travel Commissio, would like to go on record as not opposing
the creation of the Supersonic Training Range within the Gandy MOA. The
range, as proposed, should have minimal immediate effect on commercial or
general aviation utilizing that airspace. We co, however, wish to voice two
concerns, both of which are safety related:

1. It appears there will be a large mix of aircraft operating within the!
Gandy MOA, some of which will fly at speeds less than 100 nautical miles
per hour while others will operate at supersonic speeds. This definitely
increases the risk of a mid-air collision with closure rates too rapid for 207

S207' see-and-avoid tactics. As military training activities intensify, it may
become impossible for scheduled commercial flights to operate safely in
the MOA airspace, requiring them to fly around MOAs as well as restricted 3
ranges, except when air traffic control can verify no military activity.

2. In the draft environmental impact statement, it is stated that the
creation of the supersonic training area will increase the number of
military training flights. Presently there are several established
airways used by commercial airlines which cross the western Utah deserts.

*As the number of military flights increase, there will be additiona1

congestion around these airways, particularly in the joint
civilian/military use MOAs, which in turn will increase the potential for
accidents. Airline routing planners will surely take Lhis into
consideration and may impose restrictions on their equipment operating
into or out of Salt Lake International Airport. This could have aI

208 I negative impact on the economic potential and development of the Salt Lake 205

City hub.
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Environmental Planning
December 15, 1983
Page Two

While both of these concerns are important, we feel the necessity of
training a strong national defense outweighs the potential negative s: fety
considerations imposed by the supersonic range. We do recommend, however, 3 9
that the Department of Defense provide assurances that there will be cross
utilization of the ranges set aside for the various branches of the military
and that a long range master plan for future land and airspace acquisition be
provided to both state and local planning authorities for their review and
concurrance.

Respectfully 
yours.

Jess Agraz
Chai n

cc: Govenor Scott M. Matheson
Judith Hinchman, Office of Planning and Budget
Lt. Colonel Joseph Winsett, HAFB
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Utah Wilderness Association
325JUDGE BUILDING-SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 64111.18011359-1337

* , 10 October 1983

tnvi ranmental Planning
h1Q ABIC/DE) PPV
W'right-PatLerson AFB, Oil 45433

Dear Sirs:

We are formally requesting an extension of time for public comment
on the EIS ( draft ) for the Candy Range, Hill Air Force Base, Utah. 5

5 Wc' learned of the FIS on 4 October and received the hIS on the fifth
of October. The comment period terminates on the 14th of October. This
is loss than 10 days for analysis and comment.

Clearly thiis is violation of the Nf-PA public involvemcnt regulations
promulgated as a result of NIAPA. Therefore we would like, at minimun,
a 60 day comment period extension and public hearings and meetings
to adequately discuss and inform the public on what i, a very controversial
pr-oposal.

We do expect to hear from you soon. Thanks very much.

Cordial ly,

lDick Carter
Coordinator
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Utah Wilderness Association
325 JUDGE BUILDING -SALT LAKE CITYUTAH 84111-18011 359-1337

December 9, 1983

lnnvironmental Planning
lIQAFlC / PEPV
Wright-Patterson AFR, Oil 45433

Pear Sir:

A disturbing sense of deja vu pervades the proposal to increase
supersonic flight zone into the Gandy region. We have several serious
concerns and questions about the preferred alternative. We do not
support the expansion and feel there are better alternatives including
using the existing supersonic space in the Wendover Bombing and Gunnery Range,
Hlill Airforce Bombing and Gunnery Range, and the Dugway Proving Grounds
or using existing supersonic air space in Nevada.

S The LIS present,; five alternative--, to the proposed action. On page I
iv of tile EIS, they are sunmarily categorized as being impractical. This 1185
entirely biases any analysis rendering the EIS a subjective document. The

,adeqacy of the EIS is suspect. An objeOctive analysis is cssential to
* determine not only the impacts of the various alternatives but to help in

determing the best alternative.

We question the need for expansion of supersonic airspace. The EIS notes
on page 3 that a previous 1IS, done for the F-16 flight placement at [Jill

tractictory infonnation is disturbing and negatively impacts the creditibility
oft the Air Force's EIS, public involvement and planning processes.

"L"Te .1S raise some readily apparent contradictory statements and con- *

cltusions. We are told that the new supersonic airspace is required for proper
training of the pilots. ltowever, map 2.0 shows that the Optimum Training
Range for F-16 fighters is 100 nautical miles. This radius is well short 181r

186 of the proposed Gandy extension. The [IS also notes that aerial refueling

to use the southern Nevada supersonic a;rea would he too expensive. Doesn't
aetrial refueling simulate actual combat situations or are we to assume the
IF-!0 fighters will only be able to defend a 100 mile radius? If the Air
Force is so concerned about simulating real combat situations, why isn't
aerial refueling considered as part of the necessary training?

The ['IS accurately indicates potenti al impacts to the residents of
Dugway (page 22 and 23). It also details the hardships families of Hill
AFB personel may face (pg. 24). However, the [IIS is callous in its analysis

187 of the residents of the area to be impacted. It is questionable if only 1867
350 people live in the region. Nevertheless, evca if "only 350" people
live in the area, they are still individuals every bit as important as mil-
itary personel and their families. It is hard to imagine that only 12% of
these people would be annoyed. Knowing many of the residents of Snake and
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I Oice Cr(reelk Val 1 ys.ari'd hayvi rig worked wi thI them, I finid it hiard to heliievetim all of them woul dn 't be annoyed h.' the supersonic overflights. In fact

present military B i ght s i n t lie area di sturl people.

* The impacts; to the local economy are not adequately addressed in the
E IS. Much of the area is a prime backeountry recreational resource. This
is particulary true of the Deep Creek mountains in Utah and the Goshute 131 i1351 klotn~iinais in Nevada (note: the LIS also fail., to note that this range is

a Wilderness Study Area (NSA) within the proposed supersonic expansion area).
Any potential for increased recreation could be squelched by expanding the
supersonic flight area.

Wýhat are the long term effects of sonic booms on individuals? The H-ISI
does not present detaliled research that takes into account long-term effects. 1 88

188 Won't the lifestyle of the residerits and the enjoyment of visitors be adver-
sely impacted by the overflights and sonic booms?

The impacts to wildlife could be great. Bighorn sheep are being rein-
troduced into the Peep Creek Mountains. They are a wilderness dependent

leg species, intolerant of di.sturhances. Again, there are no long-term studies 189
mcitioned in the TIS on the effects of supersonic flights on wildlife. Also,
there ire no stundies that relate To snsitive species such as bighorn in the
FIiS. Are there any studies specific to bighorn sheep of which the Air Force

i S aware?

III cotclusion, the draft [IS raises many questions and concerns. There
;a 'e 1ro J1311Y LurklruOWriS, These nit ;IIIswe rCd p0illts lead one to believe the EIS
is iinadeqriattc. Aga'in, we must reiterate our opposition to the proposal and
feel there are better alternatives available. Thanks for the opportunity to
cortillicnt.

Cordial ly,

GaI ry 7c fa rlIan e
N~au al Re SOLrce Specialist

cc:

Governor Scott Matiresoii
Scr•milot aJoke Garn
Sernitor OrCcin latch

A Comgcessmart Dan Marriott
C:onglressman James Jiansen
{'ongre-smnarr Ilowird Nielson
C(o aniIIiIdirig Officer], Hill Air Force Base
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1t A 3 t2,C

December 5, 1983

Dear.,

As the Student Council of the West Desert School, we wish to
express o 'ur concerrn about the proposed use oF this area for
testirg arnd training the F-IC. As rvepreserntatives of the stUderit
bony we are directly concerned aboutt the effect this proposal
woulo nave or. our interests as a school.

Out- school, West Deser't High andi Elementary, is located in
P art,-,uno Utah. Student b,.ody members consist of students from
Trout Creek, Partotir,, Uvada, Gandy, and Henry's CreeH.. Pl1 in the
prop.,_,ec testinrg area. In all, we have fifty (50) student s,

Nineteen (19) high school and thirty-one (31) elementary. We have
anr average of one teacner per 17 students. We have a strong
academic prograri, a single "A" basketball team, an- excellenit
m1usic proQgramn, arid a growing computer science program. We have a
new ,sch,,ool O,'il id kg cith a 1ibrary, gym', and lu-nrchroom. We want
to make you aware that we are here arid we love our school.

We appeal to, yr.;" to use y's,-_,r in.fluence to:, try and stoizp these

pr-c, mosed plans which we, as a student b,_:dy, strorngly oppose. We
like it here and wtsn to,, suay. il&-e rt the peace aid quiet Lde
hav own to love.

S I rneere I y,

The West Desert School

Student Body

Presidernt: /

Vice-Pres i dent /Represer at ive -

f,-r- Elementary: Q''5uI(,~

Secretary/Treasurer: , .

C,' /'VkCIL 1

H i st --:Y m an:t; ~

Represent ativ esfo/
trds7-l2.

QW'>?Q.\N0. A //r~~yr 6+



White Pine

,Chamber of Commerce
Phone: (7C2) Box 239

.289-8877 'Ely, Nevada
89301

Octobez 25, 1983

Headquarters
U.S. Air Force

-The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20000

Gentlemen:

During the September meeting of the Board of Directors of
the white Pine Chamber of Commerce, much conccrn was voiced V

regarding Air Force Proposals to extend its supersonic flight
testing area in the Gandy Range MOA across the border west
into Nevada from Utah.

Our Board is opposed to any further extension of military
air space in Nevada. We feel rcstricted air space is already

206 placir too many expensive limitations on private and commercial o
aircraft needing access to communities in the state. An estimated c
35,000 persons use our county air strip annually. Many flights
are having to detour around certain areas, causing more expense
and extended flight times. In the case of the air ambulance
flying from Ely to Salt Lake City, already existing restricted
air space is causing delays for flights when every minute counts.
Area ranchers are very concerned about being unable to fly tD and

rom their propexty without '"advance recTuests" being approved, and
with the added annoyance of more daily sonic booms.

We hope you will reconsider further restricting the air space in
the State of Nevada.

4 Sincerely,

Thomas Lyle Taylor -
President r4

cc: Public Relations, Hill Air Force Base, Utah
Nevada U.S. Senators Laxalt and Hecht
Representatives Vucanovich & Reid
Governor Richard H. Bryan
Nevada State Senator Rick Blakemore
Nevada State Assemblyman Viroi? -- co
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TIie 'Wildlife Society•o

Nevada Chapter ok4,

December 10, 1983

j .rmes F. ]Boatrirht
rivirontnental Plonning

fi,> IF.2,/DEfV
,..ri-ht-iatterson AY"B, Ohio 45455

be:ar 'Yr. Boatright:

fie Nevada Chanter of the Wildlife Society is a non-profit
crc•nmzation coPLiriied of profesrionel wildlife biolopgists
irc'm sltate and federal ,overnmental agencies and private
interests. ]The Society is dedicated to the wise manarement
ýznfc conservation o0 wildlife and the habitat upon which all
wildli-'e rely for life. ;ve feel that Air Force plans to
cat bbi!sh the (.andy aunge Extension and adjacent restricted
;lirsuace as an ;area for supersonic flight training could
result in sirnifica.nt detrimnental impacts to the locaLl wild-
life resource. After carefuJ review of the Draft Er-iron-
.rent-il Impct .t.tnnt addrcs-in: this action we have the
following concerns.

';,:reral Concerns

_1e nmd or expansion of available supersonic airspace arose
:rom increases in militlry oterations not anticipated in the
197 7 Air Force EI, "F-16 Beddown at Hill AFB, Utah". Al-
tnou-h tee 1SF concluded that existing supersonic airsuace
would satisfy the requirements of the F-16 mission in 1977,
it now admits airsnce recuiremeni.s were either underesti-
maT.,ed or unaccounted ior (Sec. 1.2.1, pg. 3). Indications
from ihe Sandy dan-e Extension DElS are that operations in 190

190 the areai will continue to ,,row. Specifically, conversion of
the 419 T,'W from F-1O5 aircraft to F-16 aircraft will mean
on increase of 24,/ in tho number of supersonic' fli;bhts out of
hill AFB (Sec. 2.1.4, ng. 16). Why are proposed and potca-
tial increases in military activity excluded from impact
,,s .cssments in the DElaY? Lire there any guarantees that fu-
ture growth of iiilitary ocserations in the area will be
r-,tricted?

iiesc.arch concerninrý sonic boom eff'ects on wildlife clearly
anears to be limited ýand inconclusive. While chronic,
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direct effects on wild animals have not been investigated,
and while sonic booms are markedly more disturbing to birds
than to mammals (Cottereau 1978), the potential for impacts
to wildlife in the area should not be discounted. Areas
within the boundaries of the rronosed supersonic airspace
extension contain high densities of breeding, migrating, and
wintering raptors, and include sites identified for possible

191 freintroduction of bighorn sheep and peregrine falcons. Will 19
introduced animals respond differently to disturbances than
established resident populations? Will military operations
in the area precLude state and federal wildlife agencies from
workin- towards the establishment of once native sDecies?
B•ecause research in the area of sonic boom impacts on wildlife
is limited, the USAF must assume a "may affect" rather than
"will not aftect" attitude in the analysis of impacts.

iDoes the USAF intend to reuert formal Section 7 consultation 1
192 with the 1j.5. Fish and Wildlife Service concerning< potential 192

impacts to bald eagles, reregrine falcons, and steptoe dace?

]osiile wildlife confLicts rot addressed in the 1)ZIS include
disturbcnce from sonic booms to kit fox and bighorn sheep in
the Goshute Itountajins should they be reintroduced there. The
valley environment under the nronosed and existing supersonic
airspace rorovides habitat for the kit fox, a furbearer whose
'Q:11i;jt'n tr aJ ad, status is currently being monitored on
public lan-ds by; the BinLA. Additionally, the Goshutes have
been identified by the JBevwida Department of Wildlife as being
one of 16 sites statewide that may be suitable for reintroduc-

Ition cif California or r.ocky b,:ountain bighorn sheep (Golden m
191 jand Tsukamoto 1980). How will increased sonic booms affect 191

either of these species?

.-1111a,, ,s exrecl ed from the :.ro:osed level of suoersonic flir•ht
octivity are assessed in toc D.t;IS as they would affect organ-
ism; residing at 5000'. m.,uch of the Iey wildlife habitat in-
Ci u]d"ed withi; n th boundafries of the rroyosed airspace exten- a
1 ion e,:curs at elevaýtionr: well in excess of 5000'. Wh;at I19.9

193 evenresrssures can wildlife residingý at the higher elevations,
be exoected to experience?

Qu.'o a ,tatements concerning i.ererrine falcons in the bit,[S are
erroneous and should be corrected. These include comments th;.t
tee:'e a re no documented sivhtings of the neregrine falcon in
the arca of concern (Sec. 4. 1. 3, pm. 53) and that the his-
tortcovrie near Wendover is located immediately north of the

nroinosed airsrnývce ('Sec. 5. 1. 4. 2, pg. 33). A pereg-rine
194 falcon was sighted in the Coshute L%,ountains in August, 1983 19

by US,. Fish and Wildlife Service emp]oyee Steve Hoffman.
i•dditionally; the locution of the historic eyrie is within
the boundaries of' the pronosed airspace.
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SSnecific Concerns

,he (Go,-,hute Pý,Iounta:in and intelooe Valley areas supnort some
of' the most imoortnt rastor habitat in the state of 11evada.
Since these areas lie directly beneath the regions of sonic
boom impact (Fir. 9.0, pr. 52), more considerations should
be given to the possibility that rantors might be impacted
a d to the importance of these areas to raptors. Specific
areas of concern in rerards to raptors are addressed in the next
1paragraphs.

1. The Goshute Nountoin area represents a major western in-
i.nd migratory route for rajitors. Studies conducted by the
iId.. and USFWS between 1979 and 1982 show that over 12,000
raitors migratinF at a rate of 16 birds/hour have been observed
in the Goshutes between August and October. In addition,
there is evidence to sugqost the Goshutes may also serve as
a spring mipration route as well. While migratory raptors
include primarily sharp-shinned hawks, cooper's hawks, and
roshawks, fair numbers of red-tailed hawks, kestrels, golden
cýales, b ild eag-les, marsh haw,,ks, Lnd broad-winged hawks also

195 -utilize the area-. dill high level sonic boom activity in 3 5
the Coshute area influence roetor migration patterns?

I 2. The Antelope V'alley are-, fro:i T261, to T31N has been iden-

196 tified 3s key winter h -bit ýt for bald and golden eagles.
iSince 1977-, thesE r'ptours hy;ve been observed wintering in the

"-valley, ill frenuent sonic boorns disturb wintering eagles?I The Goshute `,,ountains oroviae important nesting habitat 1
197 for golden earles, prairie falcons, marsh hawks, and a var-

iety of accipiters. How w<ill the increased supersonic
flight activity af'ect nesting raptors?

1., A bald eagle roost site in the Goshute Mountains has been
ob;;erved to sur.mmort eagles from January to March since 1981
(Paine and killer 1981). Evidence sup,,Tests the roost site
h.aa buen used W.; c:rlcs for ny years. While eagles are less
toler••nt of disturoance wrna roosting than when engaged in
other activities such as feeding (Steenhof 1978), the eleva-
tion of the. roost -ite nia. mke eagles even more susceptible i
to sonic boom imnacts. Since the roost site occurs at 9000'

198 what overures-nures can eav,_as at this elevation be expected 1'
to exoerience? Also, wilp frcouont sonic booms cause roost
abandonment and/or increa,.se stress leading to increased
Tnlort:a] ity?

5. The historic peregrinc faIlcon eyrie located south of
Wendover represents one of only' 3 to 4 si, - identified state-
wici for pose'ible uererrine falcon reintroduction. Vhile the
eyrie itself is located within the boundaries of the airspace
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1 extension area, historic use areas are included in both existing and proposed supersonic I
199 airspace (Ballantyne and Jones 1981). Several techniques for reintroduction of peregrine 1 9

falcons exist, How would increased sonic boom activity affect implementation of these
methods?

6. Valleys south of the Goshute Mountains including Antelope Valley have been identified
as areas supporting high densities of ferruginous hawks by the Nevada Department of
Wildlife. Additionally, 9G% of the 250 to 350 nesting pairs that occur in Nevada are
located within a 150 mile radius of the proposed airspace extension boundaries.
Ferruginous hawks are listed by the USFWS as Category 2 species, meaning they are
being considered for classification as threatened or endangered due to habitat loss and
disturbance by humans. Nesting ferruginous hawks are extremely susceptible to
disturbance of any kind. If appioached by vehicle or on foot by humans, this species|

200 will readily abandon its nest, particularly during the egg laying and incubation stages. 200
Will the level of sonic boom activity proposed in the DEIS cause nest abondonment by
ferruginous hawks?

The Nevada Chapter of The Wildlife Society is opposed to the establishment of the
I Gandy Range Extension and adjacent restricted airspace as an area for supersonic flight

201 training. Rather, we support the use of Nellis AFB as an alternative. The increased 20 1
fuel cosis incurred by the USAF from using Nellis would be offset by the loss of one
F-16 resulting from a raptor caused collision.

If the proposed action is approved, the USAF should adopt the following mitigating
measures to minimize impacts to wildlife:

1. The USAF, in conjunction with state and federal wildlife agencies, should develop
a monitoring program to evaluate impacts from sonic booms on wintering bald eagles,

4 nesting ferruginous hawks, and reintroduced peregr.nes. Should conflicts become evident, 4
the USAF should limit the number of supersonic flights allowed in key areas during
critical periods such as nesting and wintering.

2. Guarantee should be included in the final EIS that increases in supersonic flight 202
202 training and other types of military operations proposed for the supersonic airspace

extension area will not exceed estimates described in the DEIS.

TIhan}< you for the opportunity to review the draft document. We hope our comments

will be considered in the development of the final Environmental Impact Statement.

Sincerely

William A. Molini
President, Nevada Chapter

cc: Chapter Committee Members
Bob McQuivey, NDOW

Don King, USFWS
Andy Leitch, Nevada Wildlife Federation
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Enviromental Planning
HQ' ALF/DEPV
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

To all concerned:

i strongly appose the proposed increase in the range of supersonic flights
over the Deep Creek Valley along the Utah Nevada Border for the following
reasons:

1I. The impact area includes the Deep Creek Mountains, currently under

study as a wilderness area. The mountain range includes some of the 203
203 most pristine, undeveloped and beautiful land in the United States. ,

The supersonic flights would destroy the wilderness potential of the3
area and have a negative impact on the wildlife in the range. U

2. The quality of life for the people in the area would be destroyed.
Fourteen sonic booms per day would be so distressing and damaging
as to render the area uninhabital. Our farm house is in the
flight path of the supersonic planes currently flying in the area.
The sonic booms are frightening and have already broken several
of our windows. We've suffered this damage even though supersonic

204 flight is presently prohibited in the area!
204

3. The value of the farms and ranches in the area would be destroyed.
It is an accepted fact of agricultural economics that earning a
living on a farm is difficult. The value of these farm properties
represents the only savings most of these people have. The pro-
posed supersonic flights would reduce the value of the farms and
ranches, and perhaps even render them unsaleable. We personally
would suffer tremendous financial difficulties if this were to
happen,

4. Sonic booms are a health hazard. They shatter windows and flying 206
205 glass and can be dangerous. The noise is damaging to the human

ear. Sonic booms are also psychologically unnerving.

5. The Gcshutes, the largest group of people in the area, will per-
haps suffer the most from the flights. Having first been rele- 4

4 gated to a remote reservation with little economic potential,
they now face losing the peace and quiet of the area, which is the
main redeeming value of the place.

In addition, the proposal has been handled secretively. The first notice 9
we had wa'3 an article in the Salt Lake Tribune on October 10, indicating

5 the close of the comment period on October 14th. This hardly seems ade-
quate for a proposal so devasting to the quality of life, economic value

Land wilde'ness potential of the area.
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We intend to object strenously to our Senators regarding the proposed

flights and the improper handling of public comment.

Yours truly,

Dorothy E. Wiskowski &
Ronald H. Weber

Ibapah, Utah & 1163 Garfield Ave.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
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The hearing at lbapah, Utah commenced at 1505, 29 November 1983.

Colonel Casari: 1 am Colonel Guido Casari: I am a trial

judge with the Air Force stationed at Travis Air Force Base,

Californi a. My role here is simply to conduct the hearing, main-

tain a fair and orderly procedure, and insure that the time limits

are followed as closely as possible so that we may conclude as

closely as possible to the termination period scheduled for this

hearing at five o'clock.

I have not been involved in the development of the super-

sonic flight training proposal or the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement on that proposal, and I will not be making any recoRmmen-

dation or any decision respecting the proposal,

Now, first on the agenda this afternoon is an explanation

of the supersonic flight training proposal and the draft statement.

Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Winsett, the briefing team chief, will

introduce the briefing and the two other briefers, Mr Larry Davis

and Mr Keith Davis. Following this presentation, there will be a

short period of five to ten minutes to permit questions to be

asked by you to clarify any point in the presentation. We will

then have statements antd comments from the public. The order of

speakers will be elected officials first, if it is their desire to

speak, followed by any official representative of state anu local

government agencies. Also on the agenda, tentatively stcheduled

for three-thirty p.m., weather permitting, is a sonic boom

Jbapah I
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demonstration. I am advised that an F-16 will fly at supersonic

speeds to create a boom at some 15,000 feet above the ground.

We ask that speakers limit their comments and statements

to five minutes so as to permit as many as possible of those who

wish to speak to do so. Now I'm flexible on the times and if there

is opportunity to permit people to speak longer, we will try to do

that. To give the greatest opportunity for all those who wish to

present comments to do so, we requested before the meeting that

those wishing to speak fill out a card which was available at the

back of the room and to bring it up to the front of the room, the

table at the extreme right, so that we may call you appropriately.

You may fill out a card now if you so choose and have not already

done so. Speakers will be recognized from the floor only if time

permits and after all those requesting and registering to speak

through filling out a card, have had an opportuaity to do so. If

time does not perrit one an opportunity to speak today, then one

may certainly submit written comments or statements. This may be

done by presenting such documents to me at the conclusion of the

meeting or by sending them to the following address:

HQ AFIC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 4S433

and if anyone needs that address, l'll be happy to provide it to

them individually. You have until the 16th of December 1983 to

get any written comments you may wish to submit in to us. That

Ibapah 2
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date also marks the closing of public comment oii the Draft Environ-

mental Impact Statement.

We have a tape recording system in place and a verbatim

transcript of the entire hearing will be made. To insure your

comments are recorded, it is essential that you speak directly into

the microphone which is provided at the center of the room in the

front.

I wish to acknowledge the presence at this hearing of Mr

Chester Steele, Chairman of the Tribal Council of the Confederated

Tribes of Gosiute Indian Reservation and of Mr Charles Stromberg

and Mr Reed Russell, Tooele - and I practiced a great deal to be

able to pronounce that properly - Tooele County Commission. I am

also advised that there is a representative of the governor - of

the Office of the Governor of Utah present to observe. We welcome

them and all of you to this hearing. Lieutenant Colonel Winsett.

Lieutenant Colonel Winsett: Thank you sir. Our presenta-

tion this afternoon is not intended to be brief. On the other hand,

it will outline what the proposal is. After that proposal is pro-

vided to you, it will probably bc about time for us to observe the

sonic boom demonstration. We'll come back and be glad to take

whatever time is necessary, as Colonel Casari said, to clarify any-

thing that we may have said during the briefing. I'd like to intro-

duce at this time, Mr Larry Davis, who is Chief of Tactical

Ibapah 3
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Operations for the Utah Test and Training Range, and he ill

brief you on the proposal for the supersonic flight trai ing area,

"I LLarry Davis: Now before I get into my briefing, I would

like to cover the legend on the map of what all the color coding

means. First of all, to kind of orient you, we have Ogden located

here; Salt Lake; Tooele; Delta, Utah; Ely, Nevada; Ibapah, where

we are now; this is Wendover, Utah; Elko, Nevada right here. The

area that you see marked in red going around the range (indicating

on the map), this air space right here, the air space down through

here and up around, that's what we call a military operating area.

That means the military can operate in there in conjunction with

general aviation. In other words, its a see and be seen environ-

ment. They operate under VFR conditions and anybody can go through

here without having to ask permission. The area that you see

marked in blue up on the north range (indicating) and down on the

south range, this area here, this is a restricted area. What this

means is no one can operate in there, either military or general

aviation, unless prior permission is received from the 299th at

Hill Air Force Base. And this is called Clover Control. The

black cross-patched area, this is a supersonic ait space that we

now utilize. The area that you see marked in yellow is the area

that we would like to redesignate as supersonic air space. Now,

once again, this is a military operating area. We utilize this

Ibapah 4
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- air space every day on a day-to-day basis. The only thing we'd

like to do is to be able to go faster in the air space that we

already utilize.

Now the reason for this, back in 1978 when this was first

proposed, we realized that we were going to be changing from the

F-4 aircraft into the F-k. Now the F-4 aircraft could go super-

sonic but it took a lot of effort and a lot of gas,. We knew we

were going to be getting the F-16. The Ft16 is a much smaller

aircraft, it has a larger engine; consequently, to be able to fly

the aircraft in the manner it was designed to, we knew that we

would be going supersonic more than we were back then with the F-4.

Another area that was driving this is, we were picking up

an air combat instrumentation system to be located in this area.

What this is, it's a system designed to teach young pilots how to

fight air-to-air or dogfight better and it's an air combat maneuver-

ing instrumentation system, It has sixteen different instrumented

sites located in this area (indicating on the map) that can see

everything that's going on in three-dimensional form. It sends

this information back to Hill Air Force Base and someone sitting

down in front of a video console can see what's going on in the

r range out here, Consequently, we can send the younger pilots out

here to hone their skills in air combat maneuvering and the instruc-

torpilots no longer need to go along. They can now go to another

building up here on Hill, sit down in front of this video console.

Ibapah
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and they can see what their students are doing out there, And they

can see all the mistakes that are being made, All of this is also

being tape recorded or video taped so that when the students land,

or when they'd fly back to tlill, when they land, they can go over

and get with their instructor, they can play the video tapes back,

and the instructor can go over all the mistakes that were made,

So it's a great training device out in this area,

Now, why do we need this area here? There were three

factors that were driving that. First of all, we wanted to take

advantage of the supersonic air space that we already had permis-

sion to fly into - which is located here (indicating on the map).

That posed a problem in that when the students were out flying - or

the young pilots - when they were flying to the east then they could

fly the aircraft the way it was designed to fly and they could

concentrate on their opponent. The minute they turned around and

headed towards the west, now they had to worry about keeping the

aircraft subsonic and, therefore, they couldn't concentrate on the

flight, so they really weren't getting the training that they

needed.

Another factor that was driving this in locating it here,

we had looked at this area down here and we have Dugway Proving

Grounds, and they've got a lot of sensitive equipment right down

here and so that was another feature that made it desirable to
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place it right here. We looked at putting it up in here. We

have an air-to-ground scorable gunnery range called Eagle Range,

located here and this area just wasn't large enough.

Another factor that was driving the decision to place it

over here., is that we have certain air-to-ground targets located

out on the range and we have to locate these targets on DOD-owned

land. In other words, government-owned land, and we own the land

up in here. So a lot of our air-to-ground targets that we utilize

are located in this area.

Now we have two primary missions. We have what we call

an air-to-ground mission and an air-to-air mission. The air-to-

air mission is the one we were just talking about - the dogfighting

which takes place in this area and the air-to-ground would occur

along here. And what would happen is a pilot would take off from

Hill, fly low level up to this area, down through the corridor,

and then come in here. fie would climb up and roll in on the target

and then drop his bombs.

having the MOA as supersonic air space here means that we

could conduct simultaneous missions. In other words, we can be

flying ground attack missions over in this area, we can simultan-

eously be flying air-to-air missions in this area. So that was

another factor that was driving it.

There w`s a need to locate this very close to Hill Air

Force Base and the reason for this, number one, is that the F-16
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is very limited on fuel. In other words, it normally only carries

about an hour twenty minutes worth of fuel and it takes ten ininutes
.4

to get out to the range, ten minutes to get back, and so it - if it

only has an hour - the pilot only has an hour in which he can train.

The further away that you locate this, the more difficult it is LOT

him to train.

Another factor that was driving this is that to be able to

keep your skills up in air combat maneuvering, you have to do it

on almost a daily basis. It isn't something that you can fly for

two weeks and then skip for three or four months and then go back

at it again. You've got to keep it up on a daily basis.

Now when the EIS - that's the Environmental Impact State-

ment first came out,it talked about 30 to 38 booms reaching the

ground out here during a given day. Now, I'd like to emphasize

that that's on the worst case situation. in other words, when wc

put this out, we had to address the fact in here, what would be

the worst case. And we do have exercises that are conducted out

in this area periodically, several times a year, just for a short

time, where we do invite aircraft from all over the United States

intr Hill Air Force Base. One of these exercises is called Red

Flag, and there are times during the year that we would be flying

enough out thereý to generate 30 to 38 booms, sonic booms, but on

normal conditions, we would only expect about eight sonic booms to

reach the ground on a given day. And once again, when I say a
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sonic boom reaching the ground, it doesn't impact the whole area at

the same time. In other words, a person up here way hear the boom,

a person down here may not hear it, and so it all depends on the -

on many factors - on altitude,humidity, temperature. When these

booms - or sonic booms - occur, they normally occur at altitude

and that's where the pilots start their engagements. They normally

start their engagements between 20 and 30,000 feet and they start

head on and that's the time when they'd like as much airspeed as

possible. Once they pass each other and begin turning and twist-

ing they go subsonic very quickly. So what I'm saying is that it's

not like they're going to be driving out here supersonic as fast

as they can go over the entire airspace. They only do it to start

the engagement, it lasts for four or five seconds, and then that's

it. They're all through with that portion of it, until they start

their next engagement.

We have a 5,000 foot buffer area. In other words, there

i5 no supersonic flying below 5,000 feet above the ground. And

that's to dampen out the noise and that's also as a safety factor

too.

Now at this time, i'd like to turn the remaining portion

of the time over to Keith Davis and he'll be talking about the

environmental impact of sonic booms in the area.

lbapah
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Mr Keith Davis: Very brief]),, I just want to tell you what

is talked about in the Environnmental Impact Statement. As we men-

tioned, this area that Larry showed is already heavily used by the

Air Force. The main impact that will be associated with this pro-

posal is the generation of sonic booms - those shock waves that's

created by the aircraft as it goes faster than the speed of sound.

Those are the primary impacts.

In the Draft Enviromnaental Impact Statement we address the

impact on people. In all cases we feel that's livable, The Air

Force references some ninety-two studies, that, in no case has there

been personal injury. They are annoying but that is going to be

the worst part of it, the annoyance.

Impact on animals - again, no specific studies have been

shown where there has been injury to animals, or at least the Air

Force is not aware of it. If you're aware of some studies that are

different than that, that's the kind of comments we woula definitely

want to know about,

The impact on structures - there is going to be the small

possibility under a situation like this that there could be damage

to plaster and the windows, We feel that's a very small probability.

Studies have shown that most structures, well constructed, would

have no impact from booms as high as eleven pounds per square foot.

That's a kind of a rating on the intensity o£ a boom. We're looking

at probably booms of two and a half pounds to maybe a maximum of
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five or six pounds per square Loot. So we don't think we're in a

critical range at all.

The impact on terrain - again, we don't think this will

have any impact on mining or subsurface geology.

Impacts on area economics and land use - the Air Force

has looked at four areas where there has been supersonic opera-

tions area over public lands and private lands, and the basic

finding of their study was that there was no significant impact

on the economics of the area.

Those are the major issues. Those are areas that we would

definitely like comments on, disagreements, whatever and, again,

if somebody hasn't had the opportunity to see the Environmental

Impact Statement, we have some copies here. 16 December is the

close of the conteieLt. peiiod.

The history of this impact statement - I believe it was

mentioned before - this proposal was first originated in 1978

within the Air Force. At that time, at Hill Air Force Base, we

performed an environmental assessment. We sent it forward through

channels to our higher headquarters. In February 1980, they

decided that that environmental assessment, that's the EA, that

7 format was not comprehensive enough to address the issue. They
t

directed us to start a Draft Environmental Impact Statement

process.

We first published a notice of intent to prepare a state-

ment in August of 1980. That was published in the Federal Register

Ibapah 11
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There was news releases from Hill Air Force Base, We also 5ent out

notices to various count)' and state agencies. In August of 1983,

the impact state-ment was finally released to the public. From 1980

to 1983 it was internal in Air Force channels. There was a couple

of studies that the Air Force was trying to perform to get a better

handle on how to address the impact, how to describe it. That's the

main reason why it took that long to get to the public comment

period.

Soon after it was released, we got a number of inquiries or

comments, particularly from Nevada, that people did not have ade-

quate time to refer to it. We then extended it now to the 16th of

Deceinber, and we also scheduled public meetings for this week,

We will then get the comments and concerns from the public

meetings, try to incorporate them into a final impact statement.

We think that will be done - hopefully be completed during 1984.

That will then go back to Air Force. If they determine they're

going to make the decision on it, that will again be released to

the public for comment period. And that's where we are now. We

may not be looking till '85, '86 before the Air Force is actually

ready to put that out and say they've made their decision or what

they feel they would like to do, That's not hard and fast, but

we just don't think it'll happen faster, in a quicker tine frame

than that. And that's all then.
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Coloncl Casari: Ladies and gentlemen, I would lJkc to now

extend you an opportunity to ask any clarifying questions y011 Aay

have. You need not have filled out a card to ask a question and

you may ask the question from your seat, but I would ask whoever

is designated to answer the question, repeat the question into the

microphone before giving the answer so that we may have ;t properly

reported. Are there any questions?

Spectator: (Question was asked from the audience but she

could not be heard.)

LtCol Winsett: Excuse me. Why don't you come on up here

and everybody can hear your question and you can use this pointer

and we'll all be better off for it probably. Thank you,

Spectator: I'm from Callao and I lived twelve years at the

mill site. I think it's about right there (indicating on the map).

Okay. Now the jets come over us all the time, One wrecked out

there not very far from us, just about three or four years ago.

Now, you guys are talking about having a sonic boom out here but

you're talking 15,000 feet. I've never seen one 15,000 feet.

When they come over me they're 25 and 30 feet and I've even had

one have a sonic boom over me at 15 and 25 feet. So what point is

this one that's coming out today to do 15,000 feet? That's my only

question.

Colonel Casari: Ma'am, do you wish to state your name for

the record? You don't have to if you don't want to.
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Spectator: l'nm Linda Tim.

Colonel Casari: Thank you.

LtCol Winsett: I am not going to say that you did not

observc an F-16 at a very low altitude over your property and that

zis a result of that flight that you did hear a lot of noise. But

I will go on record as saying that there is no supersonic flight

permitted by F-16 aircraft operating out of Hill Air Force Base,

or any other aircraft utilizing the Utah Test and Training Range,

no supersonic flight is permitted outside of this hashed area

(indicating on map).

Mrs Linda Tim: Okay, I showed you the wrong spot then,

If this is Ibapah, we live on this side of the mountain from

Ibapah and we're just nine miles north of Callao, So we are in

that area. I'm sorry. I didn't know that was Wendover.

Colonel Casari: If I correctly understand, and I would

like the record to retlect that the correction indicates, ma'am,

that you do live within the area of permitted supersonic flight?

Mrs Linda Tim: What I was wondering about is, there is

no -- (question was unintelligible).

LtCol Winsett: Yes ma'ain. For the record, supersonic

flight in this area is not permitted below 5,000 feet. Now I'm

not denying that you may not have encountered a low-level flight

of an F-16 or an F-4, or another aircraft that may be operating

in the Utah Test and Training Range, I'm just saying that
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supersonic flight is not permilted below 5,000 feet in this

current designated supersonic training area. And I thank you for

your comment. Are there any other clarifying questions before we

really get into the public comment. And there's the sonic boom,

or there's the aircraft. (Aircraft could be heard overhead.)

Colonel Casari: Colonel, do you wish to adjourn in order

to permit people to observe, or do you wish

LtCol Winsett: If you want to go outside, go ahead. As

far as I can determine, they're just making passes overhead right

now. The demonstration shouldn't be for another two minutes. So

let's adjourn. If you want to go outside or stay in here, whatever.

Colonel Casari: We'll be in recess for two minutes.

(Meeting recessed at 1536 and readjourned at
1547.)

Colonel Casari: The meeting will come to order. I would

note for the record that during the recess at 2536 by my watch.

That is 3:36 p.m. a sonic boom occurred.

LtCol Winsett: Can you folks upstairs there where it's

nice and warm hear us now any better than before? Yes? Who's

saying no? You can't hear us? Okay. (Sound level was turned

up.)

Coionel Casari: Are there any other questions? Yes sir.

Sp)ectator: I think it should go on the record that for

the assessment of this sonic boom, that the mach number and the
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altitude and the winds and the temperature will be recorded so

that there is some - you have some way to compare this with any

Rind of sonic boom and the fact that the plane was in level flight,

etc., etc., and the fact that some glass fell out of the roof in

this building when the plane came over.

Colonel Casari: We will insure that the data respecting

the circumstances attending the sonic boom demonstration are

placed in the record.

LtCol Winsett: I'm still here for clarifying anything

pertaining to the proposal. Does anyone have any other questions

concerning the proposal? Yes sir.

Spectator: My name is Jim Goode. I'm the refuge manager

at Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge and we're used to a lot

of these flights. My question is - and if it's not pertaining,

just take it off - with the proposed airspace, could you tell mC,

or if you can't do it, what some of the flight patterns will be

and if they are going to change from what we now get?

Colonel Casari: Mr Larry Davis will respond.

Mr Larry Davis: Fish Springs, for those that aren't

aware of where it's located, it's down in this area Tight here

(indicating on the map), and we don't forsee where the types of

flights would differ from what they're doing right now. In other

words, it would pretty much be the same as to what you're

experiencing.
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Colonel Casari; I believe there j5 a question from a

gentleman in the front row.

Spectator: I asked the hearing officer if we could raise

questions during our statements, He indicated that he thought he

would permit that, so I'm going to withhold any questions until my

statement.

Colonel Casari: Very well, Yes sir.

Spectator: You know, the sonic booms that you just heard -

like the small kids that we got here, their ears are more sensitive

than us grownup people. They're the ones that going to suffer

later on and we could go ahead and talk all we want, but you're

stiRl going to make the sonic boom happen no matter what we say,

or what anybody does. They're still going to have it. Just 'cause

he flew at 15,000 feet, the next one when you're not here is still

going to come down a little lower. He's going to be flying just

over the top of this building. Just 'cause they've got all this

high-powered people here, he's flying up there just to make you

guys happy.

Colonel Casari: Thank you sir, Do you wish to address

any comment to that?

LtCol Winsett: No,

Colonel Casari: Are there any other questions? Yes sir.

1I you wish, state your name for the record.
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Spectator: My name is Dan Nelson. I'd like to know - that

overflight - what altitude he's flying at. That's my first question.

Lt Col Winsett: The altitude was at 15,000 feet above

ground level; 20,000 feet above sea level.

Mr Dan Nelson: And could you tell me if he was at level

flight?

LtCol Winsett: The aircraft was at level flight.

Mr Dan Nelson: And the other question that I had was in

regard to the Red Flag training that you anticipate in this area,

What duration or time period would you anticipate that you would

have Red Flag activities in this area when you would have a more

intense training period?

LtCol Winsett: The term "Red Flag" was rcally not appro-

priate. That is a common termn that we use for a lot of aircraft

operations that are involving exercises conducted by the Air Force.

Primarily, those take place down at Nellis Air Force Base. We do,

however, at Hill Air Force Base, conduct air operation exercises,

Usually those are in the summer months when the weather is good.

Aircraft from other bases from throughout the United States or

even overseas, as far as that is concerned, can come in and use

the facilities at Hill Air Force Base. We anticipate that those

types of exercises will be probably one or two per year and usually

in the summer nonths.

Mr Nelson: Colonel, how long do they go on?
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LtCol Winsett: And they last for about a week,

Mr Nelson: Okay, thank you,

LtCol Winsett: Now, that was a general statement. Okay?

I'm not saying that maybe we won't have three scheduled next year

maybe just one scheduled next year, but our pattern thus far have

bzeen about two air-to-air, air-to-ground exercises involving a lot

of aircraft and a lot of sorties out on the range.

Colonel Casari: Yes sir.

Spectator: I'm Milton Hardman, You made a statement that

they are supposed to stay 5,000 feet above the ground level, Does

this include the mountains, the valleys, or just what type of

terrain are they supposed to stay over the 5,000 feet? That's ore

question.

Mr Larry DPvis; When we're talking about 5,000 feet, we're

talking about 5,000 feet above the highest point of the land, and

so if they're operating in the area where it's very flat up here,

then this elevation would be around 4200 and that would be 5,000

feet above that, If they're operating down in the Deep Creek aiea

then they should be S,000 feet above the highest point of land dyqn

there and that runs up to around 10,000 feet

Mr Hardman: Okay, a back up, I was in the military service

in the Air Force National Guard, We were always instructed never

to fly our airplane in dangerous situations. My pilot flew up

the Grand Canyon in a C-119 where I could have reached out and
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touched the walls. What I'm telling you is that once those pilots

have left their trainers, such as ours, we didn't do what they told

us to do. To back this up, my boy went to the National Guard out

at Camp Williams this summer put on by the National Guard, living

in Ibapah, some of them said, "Oh yes, we know about Ibapah. We

have a heck of a good time confusing our instructors because what

we do is, we go down below the radar, change our position, and

rise up." I happen to be living in that very valley they do that

in and I have watched them make those switches, What control -

my question is, you've mentioned they are mandatory they can't go

below this 5,000. My question is, what penalties are there if

they do and what controls do you have to prevent that from

happening?

LtCol Winsett: To clarify the 5,000 foot buffer zone again,

supersonic flight is not permitted below 5,000 AGL. As far as the

integrity and discipline involving our pilots are concerned, if

they do violate their established rules of engagement, their operat-

ing procedures, and it's discovered that they did violate that,

then there are disciplinary actions that are taken against that

aircrew member. I would like to impaTt with you that our pilots

today - I'm not saying that some don't deviate - i'm saying that

most of them are very mature and very professional and realize

the sophisticated weapon system that they're flying and the respon-

sibility that they have for conducting a safe flight,
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If we're finished with the clarifying questions concerning

the proposal, at this time Colonel Casari, I'm going to turn it

over for the public comment period.

Colonel Casari: Well, thank you. First I would like to

S( call on Mr Chester Steele. Mr Steele.

Mr Chester Steele: My name is Chester Steele. I'm the

Chairman for the Gosiute Tribe. I just have one announcement

which one of the members here on the panel has probably announced

already. There's a luncheon after this meeting.

Okay, for now I'd like to just briefly introduce the area

of Gosiute Reservation. Okay, the introduction of the Gosiute Indian

Reservation. The Reservation is comprised of 110,352 acres of which
I

71,554 acres are in Nevada and 38,793 acres are in Utah and lands

are tribally owned. Each reservation family can be allotted an

acreage on the reservation for their use. The population of the

enrollment is 369. Income producing activities are limited on the

reservation due to the extreme isolation factor hinders industrial

development on the reservation. Indian people have little means

of support except for which can be derived from farming, livestock

raising and employment at the Gosiute Enterprises.

Only by abandoning their lands and leaving the reservation

can be roost obtained permanent work on the nature providing livable

wages, On the reservation land lies between the elevation of 5,500

feet and 12,000 feet.Irrigable lands lie between elevations of

5,500 feet and 6,500. The general slope of irrigable lands are
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from one to three percent. The rangeland is gradually rolling and

undulating except for mountainous terrain on the south and east

ends of the reservation.

The Gosiute Reservation has its wildlife resources, The

existing wildlife resources are deer, woodchuck, ruffle grouse,

sagehen, antelope, hungarian partridge, ring necked pheasant,

quail, mallard duck, and the rainbow trout. Wild edible vegeta-

tion, just to name a few, are chokecherry, elderberry, wild onions,

pine tnuts, and wild potatoes.

The native language is spoken and it is limited. Although

the majority of the Indian population speak the English language,

the Ilbapah community has public school. Student enrollment is

sixty-two and sixteen Indian students. Grade school students are

transported by bus from 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., five days a week,

twenty-five miles one way and fifty miles total. There are about

nine Indian students currently attending Wendover High School.

Students are transported by bus, five days a week, 7:39 am. to

3:30 p.m. The distance is about 65 miles one way; total of 130

miles round trip, and also we have about 17 other students currently

enrolled in various states and vocational trade schools and colleges

and university throughout Utah and Nevada, California.

I'm just going to have to jump around here. Okay. On

October 5th, 1983, the Daily Times ran a series for the United

States Air Force regarding sonic boom and proposing to extend sonic
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flight testing area westward for Utah, It is evident that the

US Government has proposed in Testricted areas for MilitaTy pUr-

poses. Such proposals and restrictions are areas the Salt Flats

west of the Great Salt Lake and southward from Dugway Proving

Grounds,acreage and mileage involved are unknown and possibly
unidentified. To some unknown reason perhaps the Air Force repre-

sentatives here today should explain and clarify the matters.on

the acreage I have mentioned do not apply to this area but there

are those people in the surrounding area own, livestock and to those

livestock owners it should be clarified and areas ý of areas that

are being restricted.

Existing supersonic flight space area is located southwest

of the Salt Flats beginning only a few miles south of Wendover and

some few miles west of Knolls Station or a•ito wreck-ing and south-

ward about 40 miles and east of Goat Hill and only a few miles

north of Caliao, all in Tooele County, and now the US Government

and the United States Air Force is proposing to extend supersonic

testing area westward to the northeastern Nevada to Elko County

and White Pine Counties. The total counties involved are Elko,

White Pine, Juab, Tooele, and Millard.

Let's see, I'll just read the last part here of my presen-

tation. There has been studies made by the various agencies such

as physicians, attorneys, commissioners, senators of both states,

Nevada and Utah. The utmost very unheard of rule individuals
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located in isolated and remote areas, from civilization, so to

speak. Civilization consists of large cities, towns where heavily

populated people are near interstate routes, railroads, even air

terminals and main supermarket chains. The people of such isolated

and remote areas are constantly degraded and are no value of cities

and governments of the United States. So, therefore, such isolated

remote areas are identified and proposed to be the supersonic and

po-sibly nuclear waste dumps of the United States of America.

Whcn I was in a grade school, our teacher used to have us

as a group or a class, to sing each day. And one of the songs

that waas - that brought back memories because of all of this pollu-

tion and testings - was the song, it's called "America the Beautiful."

And the song has some interesting verses about - America was once

a - once uj.u,: a time a fice country - America was once upon a time

had purple mountains and blue spacious skies. America was, at one

time, a beautiful country which no longer exists. America had

purple mountains and blue skies which no longer exist. Such

qualities of once upon a time America is now becoming the super-

sonic test areas and waste dumps of nuclear. And I'd just like to

say the species that would be affected from the supersonic testings N

W ,ould be the human egg, the unborn child within the mother's womb,

is affected by sonic boom which would be - children in schools

relating to their educational studies are affected by supersonic

booms. As you heard, the one that was being released earlier and

people of races and all colors within the valley are affected by
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sonic boom. Not only people but natural resources as well, should

be livestock, wild game, crops, wild vegetation, all are victims

of sound waves or better known as the sonic boom, So as the

Chairman of the Gosiute Tribe 1, in the form of a resolution, which

I did not prepare yet, but we are still working on it and along

with our comments, we will probably be presenting that to you

people. So thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you, Mr Steele. I now call upon

Mr J. Kennedy. I believe the middle initial is "P" but I nay

have that wrong. I understand that Mr Kennedy is the Tribal Council

attorney for the Gosiute Tribe, or Confederated Tribes.

Mr John Paul Kennedy: Thank you much Colonel. My name

is John Paul Kennedy. I'm Tribal Attorney for the Gosiute Tribe.

I practice in Salt Lake City with the firm of Boyd and Kennedy and

Romney. I've represented the tribe, our firm has, for over 30 years

and I personally have done work for the tribe for the last dozen

years. I've come to this valley many times during that period of

time and I'm pleased that the tribe has asked us to be here today.

I'm with Paul Ashton. who is another lawyer in our firm, and he

will speak briefly when I'm through.

We want to thank the Air Force for assisting in arranging

this hearing here today so that you people could come and partici-

pate. We've been grateful to them for their willingness to acconuno-

date the interests of the people as far as holding this hearing is
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concerned. I wish there were other good things that I could say at

this time, but I think that's the end of the good things. I have

a number of comments to make and questions to raise.

First of all, the Tribal Council has indicated to us that

they are opposed to the proposed - they are opposed to the proposal

that has been presented. I believe the chairman has given a few of

the reasons why they are concerned about it and why they are opposed

to it. In making a rough count, I see approximately seventy resi-

dents of the valley that are here today. I'd like to know if any

of you that are residents of the valley here today are in favor of

it. Would you raise your hand. I think the record should show

that there is no hand raised.

Colonel Casari: That is correct.

Mr Kennedy: Aire any of the residents of the valIcy here

today opposed to this proposal? Would you raise your hand? I

think the record should show that a significant'number of hands

were raised. I can't count them but my guess would be in the

neighborhood of thirty or thirty-five.

Colonel Casart: That seems accurate.

Mr Kennedy: Are there any residents of the valley here

today who have no opinion on the issue at this time? Would you

raise your hands? I think the record should show that there are

no hands raised.

Colonel Casari: That is also correct.
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Mr Kennedy: Now, in the tine that I've come to this valley,

I've remarked to myself and to others on nany occasions how beauti-

ful this place is, not only because of the visual impact but also

because of the peaceful nature of this area, It's one of the few

places that I've been in the United States where you have a truly

peaceful, quiet environment. One which is very, very unusual.

Now that sonic boom that you heard earlier was flown at level

flight at 15,000 feet above ground level. They can come down

within the tolerances of their permitted range another 20,000 feet,

As most of you know, the impact of sound -varies inversely with the

square of the distance, which ineans the closer it's to you the

louder it gets and it's not just a little louder, but it goes up

by the square of that difference. In other words, a significant

difference. We asked the Air Force to fly at 5,000 above ground

level today and they would not do it, Now you can ask youTself

I guess why they would not do it.

The Indian people who live here and whom we represent

have been in this area for generations and generations, Many of

the non-Indian people have also been here for many, many genera-

tions. The people that are here have made sacrlfice• to be here.

Certainly the non-Indians have sacrificed greatly in building their

ranches, their farms, their homes, establiLshing their mines and

their other workings here in this area, It has taken a lot to do

that, The IJndians have sacrificed a lot too. As many of you know,
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the Gosiute people, which includes part of the Shoshones, extended

at one time from far into Nevada all the way over to Tooele, That

!and was taken from the Indians, as the courts have held, back Xn

the late 1800s. They have sacrificed a great deal in having that

land taken from them. The government arranged to have this reserva- t
tion set up for the Gosiutes back in the 1914 timeframe, As Chester

indicated, the reservation that remains is about 110 or 120,000

acres. That's to be compared with many, many thousand square miles

that they originally had. That land is gone and they've been left

with a much smaller area. The tribe is very proud of their area. -

They're proud of tile beauty of the area. They're proud of the

people. They're proud of their relations with many of the non-

Indians here. They're proud of what they've been able to accom-

plish in terms of building an industry here, small as it may be,

but one which has been successful in contrast to many other tribal

ejiterprises across the country. They're proud of their future.

They're proud of their youth and they're proud of the opportuni-

ties that lie ahead of them. A question that I would like to have

the Air Force answer is, "What is in it for the Gosiutes to allow

this to happen here in this area? What's in it for the non-Indians?" •

• As far as I can tell there's nothing in it, except some vague notion

of expanding our capability as a nation to train our people. )

2CGranted, that may be true but that doesn't explain why it's going

to be put here as opposed to someplace else.

r
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The Gosjute Tribe does not consent, does not consent, to

allowing its airspace to be used for this purpose. We believe

that the consent of the Gosiute Tribe is essential before that

airspace can be so used. The Gosiute Indian Tribe is a sovereign,

independent entity. To ry knowledge, there has been no statute, no

taking of their space, their airspace. While much of their ground

has been taken and they've been compensated for that, there has

been no compensation paid to the Gosiute Tribe for the taking of

airspace and they do not consent to allow it to be so used. And I

think the record needs to have that very clearly stated.

There were a number of points made during the presentation

that indicate to me that there are many alternatives that have not

been adequately considered. For example, there was a discussion

briefly) of the air combat system that has been set up in the area

designated by the crosshatch. We would like to know why that area -

why that system was set up in that area if the area was not suitable

for the training purposes. Why wasn't the system set up, for example

in the area to the north of Wendover? Another point that was made

was that they felt that the range needed to be close to Hill. I

would also suggest that the area north of Wendover is much closer

to Hill than we are here. The money that would be saved in fuel

by using a northern - a more northerly situated area, would more

than compensate the Air Force for building an entirely new air

combat system, if costs were a factor. Can you imagine what it
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would be like here having a sonic boom approximately every twelve

minutes, assuming they even stayed at 15,000 feet like we were

told that they were flying at today, In the time that has taken

place since that first sonic boom occurred, we'd have probably

two or three more that would have occurred, Can you imagine your

children in school trying to concentrate during that kind of

situation? That's what they're up against. I wonder if the Air

ForceŽ Ihas considered that and I wonder if they have plotted the

r location of schools in the area north of Wendover and whether

they recognize that there is a school here at Ibapah.

I would like to know whether the Air Force will guarantee

that there will be no restriction of this airspace. You indicated

that this was a military operational area, At this time, in a

military operational area there is not automatic restriction,

1% other wortls, general aviation can use that same area if J it

becomes a supersonic range, as they propose, will they guarantee

that the area will remain unrestricted?

The implication wade by one of the Davis' concerning the

impact of the Environmental Impact Statement was that this kind

of sonic boom does not affect people, Well then, why are they

making such a point of the fact that there are few people living

ii this area and why don't they hold their sonic booms over Salt

Lake City, for example, It seems to me that Tooele County is

becoming the low point of the state, We're going to get the

tailings out here from Salt Lake County, now we're going to get
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the sonic booms from Weber County. Again, what is the advantage

to you people here of those moves? Why don't they have them in

the other area if they don't have any adverse impact.

Colonel Casari: Mr Kennedy, may i ask you to sun up

please?

Mr Kennedy: Yeah. I have a number of points. I']n repre-

senting over 300 people here, Colonel, and if each one took five

minutes it would take quite a while. I'm trying to go through it

as quickly as possible.

Colonel Casari: I understand. i'm only trying to insure

that all those who have signed up to speak have an opportunity.

Thank you,

Mr Kennedy: Thank you. We also were advised in the

Environmental Impact Statement that the area shown in the cross-

hatch is over used. That they're using it for cruise missile

tcsts and other things. Were those original tests planned as a

part of those - of that space when it was designated as supersonic

and if so, will the same thing happen here over this area? Why

",don't they move the things that axe now taking place in the cross-

4 hatch to some other place and let them do their military air-to-air

exercises in that area.

I'd like to know whether, when you say that no supersonic

jflight is permitted under 5,000 AGL, whether that means that no
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supersonic flight occur., under 5,000 feet AGL, lid li~ke to know N

,"how many deviations from the general rule have occurred over, say

the last five-year period, and what has been done with the Air

Force officers that have been involved in those deviations.

Also in the Environmental Impact Statement it was noted

that there were few complaints from the people in this area. On

behalf of the Indian people, I'd like to have the Air Force know

that we cily have one telephone here and the one telephone that's

here is frequently not working, so it's very difficult for the

Indian people, and I assume also for the non-Indian people, to

voice their complaints. Similarly, many of the older Indian people

who are frequently looked upon as the spokesmen for the tribe, are

not fluent in English and are not particularly fluent in ability

to write English and, consequently, it is not surprising to me to

)know, or to hear, that you haven't Teceived many complaints from

Ithem. That doesn't mean that they don't have any and I've heard

many myself from them.

Mr Ashton of our office will now take a couple of minutes

of my time, if he could. Thank you Colonel.

Colonel Casari: Thank you very much Mr Kennedy, Nr

Ashton?

Mr Paul Ashton: My name is Paul Ashton, I1m associated

with Mr Kennedy. I have a few questions here Just in running
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through the hIS. In the Environmental Impact Statement, they sny

that military aircraft,primarily F-16 aircraft will be used in the

area. What other types of aircraft will be using it? My under-

standing is different types of aircraft have different impacts,

S can have much greater impacts. I assume this is being written

down so we can get some type of response.

I notice that the hIS didn't take into consideration the

members of the tribe that happen to live off-site, off the reser-

vation, but feel that this is their home. Also, do we have a

schedule of when the 419 Tactical Fighter Wing will be converting

to F-16s and what effect that will have. A lot of these things

have been covered.

I notice in the Environmental Impact Statement, you used

the F-15 for many of the tests. In the appendages of the EIS, I

notice there is some differences in those two craft and why haven't

they been addressed?

Another thing I would like to point out that concerned me

especially, was the fact that in constantly talking about the noise

levels that will be experienced, you talk about day-night average

spread over 24 hours, and then you make much of the fact that the

Department of Housing and Urban Development says that's okay. And

yet, my understandjng is the flights will be mainly limited to an

eight-hour period; therefore., the noise levels will bc much greater

and the Environmental Protection Agency, which I would think is

more efficient than HUD, looks at 55 decibals. day-night as the

safer level. Also, one thing that I would like to get clarifica-

tion is the phenomenon called the "focus boom," What we experienc ;d
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today was I don't know what the exact iargon is but I belieye

it's more of a carpet boom. Focus boom, in my understanding, is

where two waves hit each other, they are magnified two to five

times; much like when you drop two pebbles in a lake and the waves

intersect. I don't believe the exercises here will be involving

just single jets and will that not enhance the possibility and

probability of focus booms?

Also, I think it should have been noted in the initial

presentation that, under the Air Force's own examination, that

when an F-16 is flying at 5,000 above ground level at Mach 1.3,

the sea-weighted decibels - over 24 hours again. - this is not

cramped into the eight-hour period where the reality is -will

highly annoy over 35 percent of the people, Now. I wasn't

hig,,hly annoyed with that sound I heard. Like I heard one person

,say, it sounds just like a shotgun, Nonetheless, your own studieslK

"I say 35 percent of the people will be highly annoyed, uhat does

highly annoyed mean?

And finally, on page 45 of the Environmental Impact State-

mtnt, you note that some experiments have shown a tendency for

sonic boom exposure to degrade the performance of cextain visual,

steering, and tracking task, and yet you did not go on and state

what results were shown. It seems we've only seen the positive

1tests here, the slight impact, and I think there is soine real

concern with health and safety. Thank you.
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Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr Ashton. I would remind

everyone that we do have a number of cards to get through and

ase you to please confine your comments to five minutes, w14l1

]sbegin to interrupt and advise you. I don't want to cut you off,

[ I know there's a lot to say, but it's important that everyone

have an opportunity to speak. Mr Cecil Garland of Callao.

_Mr Cecl Garland: I wish to thank very inuch the Air

Force for holding this meeting. I guess if I would have asked

a question. I live in an adobe house that: was built in about 1903.

Already from the low-level flights and from the sonic booms that

we receive, I question how long my house will stand. It has some

great value to me over and beyond the cost of just replacing it,

p It's my understanding from talking to the people who lived ýn the

Callao area for a long time, that Samuel Clements spent the night

there and Barney Oldfield spent the night there, so not only when

my house is shaken down, as I presume that it's going to be before K.)

too long, I will want to be reimbursed for the value of the home

but for its personal, historical value to me,

Perhaps the question is, then, is not so much ss this

particular one incident, but is the Great Basin of Utah and

Nevada to finally be recognized and admittpd to by the military

that we are to be a military reservation and that every 5cheme

that is dreamed up or hereby conceived of, is placed upon the

r Great Basin of UlLah and Nevada simply because we are a sparsely

populated area. The history of the treatment of the miilitary,
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1'm sorry to say, is not good. Beginning after World War II, we

bcgan to get the radiation fall out abovc ground over the Great

Basin, and I am convinced that there are people dying in this area

becaust, of the concentration of radiation. Sheep died in Skull

Valley next to ours from poison gas, we're convinced, and the

military has never admitted that. And then the Air force come up

with MX and it was oiily because of the enornous concern of the

people of this part of the United States, the love of their vast

valley, and the quietness of the valley, where we choose, not out

of desperation, but out of choice to live here, that we Tose up

and opposed it and ultimately had it stopped. And now, we are

asked to endure over and above the low-level flights, which I anu

convinced oftentimes, uses our vehicles, our homes, and our

schools, as targets, whether by accident or design, I'm absolutcly

convinced of it. And the first time that J was driving along on

the desert road and a jet aiAplane cone over 3nc somewhere between

two and five hundred feet, probably' more closely to two, 1 went

into a shock, an accelerated heartbeat of fright, of fear, of

myself and my child laying in the seat beside ne, I'm settan' on

a tractor and this comes over .me, Im -sure that for an instart I

lose control. I am that frightened. 2 know no one else who feels

any different and it's the same whether you witnessed that low-level

flight and £t occurs time and time again and it comes at unexpected

and it never lessens.
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Now we are the recipients of this because we live in a

sparsely populated area. James Madison - President James Madison

wrote extensively about the will of the majority imposing its will

upon the minority and one of the early corrcctions to the Constitu-

(tion - amendments to the Constitution - was upon that very subject.

Now if this value that is presumed to be occurring from

this was truly a value, then why don't we put it over Salt Lake

City or Washington I)C? Obviously, because they wouldn't tolerate

it. Yet the stress to the individual is no greater over Salt Lake

Citv to an individual than it is to an individual, a Native Ameri-

can, or to myself who chooses to farm or ranch. Our personal

liberty of living without the fear of being simply shocked, having

our houses rattled, having our livestock stressed, is a fear, is

a freedom that I believe that we should be afforded. So; at this

point in time, I think that we have to determine, whether by acci-

dent or designs the military chooses to simply make us a military

reservation. If that is the case, then I object! I would like to

state that it's my opinion that we exist here, not at the liberty

or at the whims of the Air Force or any other part of the military,

but that they operate here because we tolerate them to do so

because that we recognize that we need, in this mad world of today,

some form of defense.

There are different kinds of invasions, Assuming from

some preposterous point of view that the Russians invaded us, they

wouldn't stop long on the west desert. They'd get on down to
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K-Mart anJ McDonald's. That's what they're more interested in,

But the perpetual and endless invasion of the Aix Force is, none-

theless, an invasion, and I simply wish to object.

Colonul Casari: Thank you very much, Mr Garland. Mr

Ron Weber of Ibapab.

Mr Ron Weber: I think all the chinking's falling out of

my house too. I never really thought about what the reason might

he but maybe that's it.

I have a farm about ten miles south of here. If we all

looked a little bored when the sonic boom occurred, it's because,

I guess, to me, it was really kid stuff compared to what we're

really used to hearing out here. (Applause) We've heard a lot

better. Five minutes isn't much time to speak in defense of

what's really important to you, and I might have a little more

than five minutes worth of stuff here, and I guess I'll try to

talk real fast because I want to get most of it in.

I'm going to have to read it because I'm not too good at

stpcaking extemporaneously, I brought my wiCe along for that. No

offense intended. She's really good. You Rnow these valleys and

the high desert country of the Great Basin are wondrous and spell-

binding. Must have been in a place such as this that the phrase, )

on a clear day you can see forever or the silence is deafening,

had their origins.
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Well folks, if the Air Force has its way, things are going

to change quite a bit around here. There won't be the silence that

will be deafening, It will be good old heart-thumping sonic booms.

The sound of freedom, as the military so affectionately refers to

the pheIiomenon. It is interesting to note that they don't want

this sound of freedom to occur over Hill Air Force Base. The sound

of freedom will occur at the rate of approximately 100 to 125 sonic

booms per day. And you may not be able to see forever as these

aircraft belch 900 tons of pollutants into the atmosphere each

ycar in this area. The Air Force tells us that it will only hurt

a little bit. That there are no known adverse physiological effects

on people of these overpressures. We must be mindful that today

a significant number of southern Utahns are hurting more than a

little bit, they' being the innocent downwind victims of the 1940s

atomic testing in Nevada, from which there were, at the time, no

known adversephysiological effects, or at least admittedly unknown-

or knownn.

Unremittingly thorough, the Air Force also informs us that

these sonic booms won't bother the reindeer or Sooty Tern.

I'm happy to hear that but I'm mostly concerned with people. It

bothers me. A sonic boon) is Toughly equivalent to the explosion,

without warning, of a stick of dynamite in your backyard. Such a

noise produces a startled effect which you can never get used to.

"the body is immediately flooded with adrenalin and other potent
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cliewicals to give it eneTgy and endurance for the emergency, and

a sonic boom is an emergency. If you're on a horse and there's a

sonic boom, it's an emergency or if you're operating a piece of

power equipment, it may be an emergency. it might be good for the

laundry business.

Continued over a long period, exhaustion of the powers of

stress resistance follows. The body then loses control and these

chemicals - hormones - proceed to overstiulate and attack vital

organs. Blood pressure stays high and heart Thythm changes. Peptic hý

In ulcers, hypertensive kidney' disease, tooth decay, arthritis, lowered

resistance to other diseases, and premature aging are some of the

consequences that eventually may follow, But then as they say, it

will only hurt a little bit.

Of course sonic booms, a-; an unremitting diet, are harmful

to your health. Forget about the Sooty Tern and reindeer. Even

without a classical, crosed solution, mathematical proof that this

is so, common sense leads us to this conclusion. We can project

fron ourT own, not too meager, experience in this area. That noise

will drive us all batty. That's why the Air Force doesn't want

sonic booms over Hill Air Force Base, They don't want to be batty;

they want us to be batty. Why us? Because we're small in numbers;

.5U people they say, and because they think we're backward and

dumb. I quote from page 63 of the DEIS, Draft Environmental Impact

Statemont, under the title, Details of Unresolved Issues, "because

of the area's rural population and remoteness, area residents are
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accustomed to a Jifestyle free from encroachment of modern civili-

zation." Hlave you ever felt so deprived? Well, they're going to

fix that, They're going to bring you modern civilization in the

form of that sound of freedom lullaby, BOOM! These lullabys may

not put you to sleep but they will give you the power of levitation.

You rise about two feet off the ground for a few seconds every time

you hear one.

If this supersonic area - operating area - goes through

it will be detrimental to your health and your pocketbook. Your

land will depreciate in value because no one with all his marbles

'3 intact would live here and no one with all his marbles would want

to buy in. The value of your land is intrinsically related to the

lifestyle and peace and quiet that goes along with this area.

Nost of you probably aren't out here for the money and most people

don 1t buy farms and ranchies fuor tlle piiv liege of exper-iencJng the

startled effect of sonic booms, You can get that same experience

a lot cheaper by just sticking your finger in a light globe socket

a few times a day,

This proposal is an act of aggression against our physical,

mental, and financial well-being, The Air Force seems to forget

that we're all supposed to be on the same side, Unless you misin-

terpret where I stand, let rhe mention that I believe in a strong

defense, I always vote for the party that gives the military more

money, I'm a super patriot and I'1ve served in the military. One

of my friends equates my political leaning as being just slightly
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to the right of Genghis ihan. I just happen to believe that what

the Air Force is propo'ing here, and the Navy in Nevada, is wrong.

I believe this proposal infringes upon my basic constitutional

rig-hts to life, liberty,, and the pursuit of happiness, and my right

to own property. And this under the guise of protecting my libert\y.

If the military really needs to render this good -alley unhabitable

because of an incessant and abusive startling effect of sonic booms,

let them cxercise the government's right of condemnation and justly

compensate us for the physical, mental, and financial losses which

will surely incur. We're so vulnerable because we're so few in

number and they're so strong. They have legions of experts and

lawyers, which vie pay for too out of our tax money. And yet, this

Draft Environmental Impact Statement may offer a glimmer of hope.

"These legions of experts and lawyers, after years of work and who

knows how much of your tax money, have proposed a very flawed docu-

mOnt. I believe many of the arguments are specious, if not spur.o.. s,

in nature. And by that I mear, some facts aie said to indicate oia

thing when they may as well indicate another,

Colonel Casari: Mr Weber, may I ask you to surm up please?

Mr Weber: All right, I shall do that. The Air Force has

otht-r options. They're not just - they're just not the most con-

venient ones. For example, it's a mere 320-mile flight to use

another area that's already designated an SOA and unpopulated.
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They also have SOA areas over Dugway, They would have to coordin-

ate their air-to-air sorties with air-to-ground sorties, They also

mention that it would be bad for the morale of personnel if they

had' to be transported to other areas for this kind of training,

Well , I submit tliat we have morales too, even as unaware of modern

civilization that they deem us to be. I feel like the man in the

bathtub in an apparent disarray, everything upturned, dogs and cats

all over the place, and he says, above the surface I mnay appear

calm but underneath I'm paddling like hell,

W~e all live our live. a little bit in quiet desperatlon

an.: 1 prefer quiet desperation to noisy desperation,

Surmar), one i aragraph, If you want high blood pressure,

hea r :,g loss, arith:zic iheaxrtbcat, peptic ulcers, arthritis, pre-

r:jiurc aging, an,, a nervous tic to boot, then do nothing. If you

S½.': - li • the hings, !ak; sone noi.se. Vrite to your congress-

Lnac.1 CA the,., GarY, hiach, Marriott, Ilamisen, tell then

~ i.,k> for tc :i3:chbioj. antC as. them tiat you really don't thin'L

,- i i., uite thc :.-c.t tone, and ask if they just can't

ii..,c' zhih ba. jo,.e go away. Thank you,

(ulonei Casarj "lhank you :'r Weber. Mr Bateman - 34r

S1•)' 1 c ~a t eman.

Mr Kyle Bateman: P'in K)yle Bateman, J live here in the

valley. I'm a rancher and IriVe the school bus here in the

valley, and as I was driving doomn the road, I was late because I
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had to take the kids home and y.:e did hear that sonic boom coming

dow'i the highway, about 40 m.zes an hour in our truck, ofter I'd

taken the kids, and I would just like to assure that Hill Air Force

Base that that is nothing like we have already experienced, That

I don't even know if some of the paIrents aie aware of this but -

and i can't give you the date, but you have a record of it because

partial retributimr, was made to a ranz-h for damages that were

suffered, and so you, T'I, sure keep na record of that, I can't tell

you the exact date, We might have it Lut I don't have it with me

tod•a. But there wais a -- I experienced a sonic boom in our yard

and it's really like having someone drop dynamite. I've never had

somelbody drop dynamite to the side of ine, but - wel, like I would

imagine -t would be - and my dad had bcen in the service and he -

it shocked him, It kind of put you in kind of a shock, But that

day it blew out windows, it knocked a wall away and some of the

wall full down from the foundation. The wall fell away. I got

pictures• of it, We did put in claims and that's the -eason I

know that they have a -t.cord of it because we did put in clalims

and they did make :artial retribution for that,

That same day row - I cin'L tell you whether school was in

sesion or not because I can' L rcmePLnlr, But we did go over to

1Ce school. It was after class rime so I can't remember. I'd have

to look it up to knc,' the exact date, 1-ad that plane been coming

from the opposite direction, all those great big - and I believe
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tLey are four by four wjndows - would have fallen upon the kid.,

Now, I'm saying, had they been in class. I don't know whether they

uere in class. I can't do that because I don't have the exact date,

couldn'r look it back and backdate it. Also, that day, plasue-r

,as craicked from between the briclit.. It fell out oil the floor, It

was right there as plain as day. You could see it. There's cracks

in the scho.oihouse walls. The teacher - I tried to get the teacher

c, make a complaint. We got the papers and surrounding neighbors

to make complaints and as far as I know we were the only ones that

"s:ejt in, I even sketched windows for some oi my neighbors. And it

isn't that they aren't concerned. They are concerned but they do

feel that it doesn't do any good. That's the comment I got from,

mlost of toem,. Well, why do it, They just keep on doing it. Amid

I didn't know that we were set - it had been already a corridor

because we've been experiencina this for quite awhile.

Also, as I drive the school bus down, and I expect that -

I would inagine - I would estimate that plant was maybe three to

five hndred leea above us in our yard. And also, I think another

very dangerous thing - and ; stand to be corrected - since 1979 L
is there 36 that have crashed?

4 Colonel Casari: If you're addressing that to me sir, I

cannot answer it. I don't know the answer.

Nr Bateman: I believe my uncle checked that out and it• was

35 and he added one because of the one that happened the other day.
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Hey, four years. That isn't very nuch, If ont- of them lands in

my yard down there and it's going to wreck our homes, our .anch,

0ur corrals, and everything. And we aren't stretching that, We

aren't - because these things do happen,

I was just talking to a neighbor before coining up here

and this summer, hauling hay, it wasn't that the sonic booms were

so annoying, he had to quit hauling hay, lie was tTying to pack it

in tight enough to make it stand and so that the weather would be

decent. And they kept buzzing him until they annoyed him that he

h(id to quit hauling his hay that day. And he is here so -- and

that w.:7 just this summnei, There is 22 children in the school

down here ar.d I think that they deserve just as much respect and

the safety that the ones in town deserve. And then there is also

a bus that runs to Wendover. 1 have also been buzzed while driving

my bus up here on the reservation - between the reservation and

do%..n here - with a busload of kids., and it true. For a moment,

you do lose control. I hope not very long because I'm responsible

for those 20 lives on the bus, that ride my bus, And so I don't

appreciate that.

Colonel Casari; Mr Bateman, may I ask you to sum up

nas e7

Mr Bateman: Yes I will. I'm going tV, read this part.

"llhie Draft Environmental Impact Statement states, "The proposed

expansion area is sparsely settled with only about 350 people
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living there." The fact is that over 200 of these people live in

the Deep Creek Valley which is a fact that the DLIS fails to recog•-'

nizewuhich we feel is very significant, Also, there is a school-

house in the valley attended by the children. We feel that this

fact alone should force reconsideration of the prcposal, The high

density of the aircraft that will be operating over this concentra-

tion of people poses a very significant safety problem. Fighter

aircraft do crash, and like 1 said, I believe that was 36 since

1979. It is inconceivable hov the Ai0 Force can ignore this fact

and continue with their present plan which will expose the people

and school children in the valley to this unacceptable hazard,

Another point, that should be considered is the statement in the

DLIS that only 12 ptercen., of the people, and I believe that I

looked that up just before coming here, and it says 12 percent of

the people living in the area would be high.y annoyed (y the sIonic

booms. And I believe this is an error. This is completely in

Serror and unreal istic. In &act, chts number shouild be nearly

100 percent. Our family has conducted an informal survey and has

determined that all of the people were strongl7, against the pro--

posal and very concerned with the low-flying aircraft and sonic

booms.

According to published raps, the Dietrich Valley is not

included in the cuirent areas, yet the Air Force has been using

this airspace for subsonic and supersonic flights for a number of
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years in violation of current rules and regulations, As a result,

we, and other people living in the valley, are very familiar with

the impact of training flights and sonic booms, The predicted 38

sonic booms per day, or five per hour, is totally unacceptable.

Thhe ones now being experienced are causing enough problems for

school children, people and livestock.

Subsonic flights at low altitude are a common occurrence,

The actions of fighter pilots seem to indicate they are using

ranch houses, ranch buildings, people, and livestock for practice

strafing runs. Experiences of members of the Parish families can

attest to this fact. Objections to these flights have been made to

Hill Air Force Base but no action has been taken, It would appear

that the Air Force has little respect for established boundaries

and little concern for the inhabitants of the Deep Creek Valley,

From past experiences, we believe it is quite evident that if this

valley is included in the proposed training area, the impact on

the valley would be devastating, Property damage has also been

experienced in the valley and it is certain that if the plan is

approved, much m.ore can be expected, Our family has made a claim

j for pronerty damages which has been paid, in part, No one, and I

repeat no one can deny that property values will be significantly

J-educed if the Aix Force plan is approved. Sale of ranch land and V
grazing land will be very difficult, if not impossible, unless the

asking price is substantially reduced, Why should the land owners
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in the valley be so penalized? What, if any, recourse do they have?

The statement in the DEIS, there would be no adverse effects

on humans and no significant problems for domestic or wild animals,
C'Nj

,; is incorrect. And I say, do we have to be the guinea pigs to prove

that maybe in twenty years, yeah, it does affect humans. I don't

think that we should be jeopardized.

One only needs to observe the reaction of grazing cattle

as to low-flying aircraft and to sonic booms to know how wrong this

is. Just ask any rancher or his family when they're subjected to

the conditions of the training flights. It should also be noted

in the Deep Creek Mountains are being considered for a wilderness

arca.

And this is in conclusion. It is quite evident that to

include the Deep Creek Valley, the Deep Creek Mountains, and the

Nevada hills to the west in this proposed training area and in the

south, is wrong, as it would be very detrimental to the ranchers,

their families, the lndians, the reservation,, livestock, wildlife,

and the wilderness study area of the Deep Creek Mountains. In the

face of the facts previously stated, it is very hard to understand

how the Air Force can continue to seriously consider including

IDeep Creek Valley and adjoining lands in the restricted area for

high density fighter aircraft training. We therefore request that

the Air Force review their plan for the restricted training area,

withdraw their request for the proposed training area, and exercise

one of their stated options for more suitable area. And I thank

you for this time.
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Colonel Casari: Tnank you Mr Bateman. Ladies and gentle-

men, unless there is strong objection, I' li gotng to propose a five-

minute recess so that you may get up and move around and restore

)ou T circulation. We're in recess fOr five minutes,

Hearing recessed at 1640 and reconvened
at 1645. -

Colonel Casari: Ladies and gentlemen, in order to facili-

tate the matter, and I've shown that I've been flcxible in trying

to permit you to say what yoC wish to say. What I'm going to do

is give you wahinng at three minutes which will permit you to begin

your summiary b-nd ;,eiraps we can conclude at a reasonable hour.

Mrs Phyllis Bateman.

Mrs Phyllis Bateman: I've written my conments in the name

of Rae and Phyllis Batenan, Kyle and Ranae Bateman of the Parish

Ranch. Bu' this is for all the people in this area cause I love

them all and we're all very closely associated.

We, the above named ranch owners and Ibapah residents of

long standing, want it known we StTongly and absolutely oppose the

Air Force Proposal to increase restricted airspace along the Utah/

Ncvada border for supersonic flights and training space for Y-16

ii htCer planes of the 3088h TacLhies FPghtex Wing of Hill Air

Force Base aid other supersonic jets.

The airspace being sought for expansion of supersonic

flights and air-to-air combat training overlies western portions
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of looele, Juab, and Millard counties iv, Utah and eastern portions

of YFl)o and White Pine counties in Nevada. Thi!,s completely takes

in the lhapalh ranching district, its oraziug properties, the Gosiutr

indian Rcservation, and the proposed Deep Creek Nr,;iitaa.: ild.-:

Area. Our ranches and our other properties in )bat'ab Valley azi-

included in the proposed restricted areo: along with twenty-five

neighboring ranches, and at least twenty additional hones, 'ivifJin

the boundaries of Ioapah, we have 200 neUple livJng in close prox:m;-

ity and a total of 3S0 people living within the proposed area,

The (raft fniironmental Impact Statement fails to recognize that

the penple of Ibapah live in a closely ponulated area, not sparse]-

settled as stated. We need to be Y'ecngnized and taken into consndc .

tion on this proposal as we are the ones who will be adversely

affected. The safety and welfare of the people of Tbanah have bee-

of little concern to the military. We -_.re law abiding citizens e

these, our United States, arid we demnand consideration, The Air

Force has little respect for established boundaries and little

cencern for Jbai.ah residents,

Low-flying jets are hazarnous and sonic booms do destroy.

Lzw-fiying jets nean when you cati hear- the muetal clang above thei jets roar, see the flash of identification numbers beneath the

plane, see the treetops above thfi low-flying jet, hear the loud

roar above you as you drive )your automobile down the road, and

you actcmatically duck or soni etimes run out of the road, practi-

cally fall off your trac'tor or horse as they fly directly above
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you - or fly just over you - over the brink of a hillp etc, The

lighter pilots seem to use our ranch houses and buildings of vailcy

residents themselvtes, arid our livestock, for experimental runs,

reaIlistic gunnery practice and supersonic attacks, Instead of

being shell shocked, we will be jet shocked from intensified jet

action.

Colone] Casari: Two minutes.

Mrs Bateinan: The noise, as well as the concussion of the

supersonic booms will annoy area people about 100 percent, rather
K)

t than the statemeit of the DEIS that only 12 percent of the people

living in the area would be highly annoyed. All the Ibapah -resi-

dents are strongly against this proposal as we have already

experienced damaging and explosive sonic booms and frightening

roars of unexpected lo•-flying jets, In the hands of youthful

pilots, these jets are an instrinent of scare and frightening

tactics for the purpose of axnusemznt in their behalf because of

our startled reactions. Vith the intensifying of training flights

and the predicted 1,050 iionthly soAic booms from F-16 fighter war--

time tactics, we wil. be blasted out cC existence. If noise from

low-flying jets and sonic booms are not detrimental, why do babies

I 1r.;gc and cling to their mother.- at the sound of a jet? Why do.

Sunborn babies quiver and jump within the mipther i.t jet approach?

lWhy do peeple jump and watch in angered anticipation as they watch

for th1-e jet's return or for the second jet? Why do grazing cattle
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stampede to the closest fence at the noise of a sonic boom? Human

beings and animals alike become unnerved and can no longer function

properly because of the loud booming concussion of an expected sonic

boom or the roar of the low--flying jet.

No, we can never adjust to the noise of the sonic boom or

the low-flying jets. Propcrty damage already has been experienced

by valley residents of broken windows, cracked walls of honmes and

buildings, including those of the school house, broken and falling

tile and plaster, walls crumbling and foundations cracked. With

these unstable conditions, the value of OUT properties will droptI
to nothing. With this airspace expansion, the high density of

aircraft that will be operating over this populated area, puts our I

lives, our livelihood, and value of our properties in'jeopardy.

In conclusion, we have shown some of the adverse effects

LIJI proposed training area would have on all lThanh ridents,

The ranchers and their families, the Gosiute Indians, our livestock
i

and our homes. Our valley will no longer be a valley of production

but a valley of destruction if this proposal takes effect. The

recommendation i5 s to have the Air Force review their plans for the

restricted area and withdraw their request for the proposed train-

ing area. The military sho)uld consider alternatives to the

proposed action, rather ihin subject people of the Deep Creek

Valley, the properties cf the Deep CTeek Mountain area, and the

bordering Nevada west hills, to the devastating effect of airTto-

air supersonic combat training by the Bill Air Force Base ?-16

Fighter planes. I thank you.
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Colonel Casari: Thank you Mrs Bateman. Mr George Douglas,

Mr George Duuglas: I live on the other side of the mountain,

Callao. I'll tend to be brief. I think it's interesting to note
p

that the Nevada Congressional delegation has representatives here

but I don't see any congressional representatives from the State cf

Utah and we're meeting in Utah, How come they can't bother to get

someone here and Nevada people can?

(At this point, it was pointed out to Mr Douglas that
there was a contingent of congressional people from
Utah who were present at the meeting,)

I feel that those of us who live out here already put up

with enough harrassment from the Air Force on this, Over where

we are, we have cruise missiles crashing in around us, These low-

level flights, and so on, and I just want to go on the record that

I'm adamantly opposed to any increased flights, and especially this

supersonic stuff.

Colonel Casari: Thank you sir. Mr Paul Baker.

Mr Paul Baker: My iiame is Faul Baker. Around 1673 -

between 1875 and 1876, a treaty Was asjgned tetween the whites and

the Indians. One of thc promises aas that She government -would

leave the tribe alone if they lived in upeace. We -Lave lived in

peace since then. Mow the •governzent!hast*one back on its trord -4

promises and word by wanting to use our reservation as part of the
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testing range. The goveTnmert is wrong by telling the Air Force to

extend their testing range ove-t the Gosiute Reservation which i5

part of the valley, The Gosiute Reservation is part of the lbapah

Valley; therefore, I am against the Air Force using OuT valley for

testing their jets over our peaceful valley, I believe the people

feel the same way as I do. Thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you very much, Nr Baker, Mr Randy

Freston, I believe it is.

Mr Randy Freston: My name is Randy Freston, I repTesent

Juab County, The Juab County Commission asked me to be here,

Yesterday, we attended a public meeting in Callao and, at that

point, the commission was informed that this meeting was being held,

The Juab County Commission would like to go on record stating that

they have received no notification of 'this meeting or a copy of the p
Environmental impacT Analy:is at this time. One of the Tesidents, .

Nr Garland of Callao, give the commission, myself, a copy of this

document yesterday. That is posslbly a lot of -poor communication

on our part as a county, but we are lacking on that document at 3
this time. The Counity £o-imission 4saskime.'seo state tht .they -Will

--. . . . - -' -. • .

have a formal statement -o the Cocrernor-t1f Jtah tn*Wovember '22, -and

that should be forthcoming to *oU "Vrlv ro the 16Ih, --1 lanrk you.

Colonel tasari: Thank ou ITr' .1 iould'ZLtketc nnouice I
for your information, that Senator Miatch, Senator Garn, ,and Iepre-

sentative Hansen do tave -representatives who are tere vbserving

these proceedinzs ýtoday, Mr -iR, targen,
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Mr R. Barg.en: I'm pleased to have the opportunity to talk

to you. I'll be very brief and summarize as quickly as I can, a

few major points.

First of all, I've been authorized by the Executive Direc-

tor of the Nevada State Medical Association to publicly state

that the Nevada State Medical Association, representing nany thou-

sands of physicians in the State of Nevada, are totally opposed to

both the concept of supersonic operating areas over inhabitated

areas of - certainly not opposed in any way to supersonic training

or training the defense forces of the nation, The Nevada State

Medical Association is opposed on the basis of documented and

extrapolated effects on the health and welfare of human beings.

That's the main concern, !

Now, speaking for myself, as a physician and a pilot, the

proposal at hand here stems from a proposal generated back in 1977,

The first Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Morency

Supersonic Operating Area had to be withdrawn and revised under

the terms of the National Envirormental Policy Act, because it was

a scientifically meaningless doctument. The revised document that

came out of Morency, Now Mexico is this document (ahowin aocurent). ..

Everything that you have in your document for this VEIS -is -out of

the dociments for -- 'alent ine, Texas and MoTency, Wew Mexico. There's

a little bit that's pertinent to .Nevada bIt the Ceneral .concept

certainly has been developed before, and everything everyone has
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said here tonight is in the previous document. The reason the

people of Morency are facing the F-15 and a supersonic operating

area over their country is because the F!'5 was taken into Hollo-

man Air Force Base on the basis of a beddown statement which

t stated that the total operations of the F1J.5 would be conducted

over White Sands Missile Range, unhabited areas, and no further

areas would be needed. Their Environmental Impact Statement ir

the draft, states that due to increased usage of White Sands

Missile Range due to other defense-related projects, we now need

to expand our area.

The reason the F-l6 went into 15ill Air Force Base was on

the basis of a beddown document which stated they would conduct

their maneuvers over unhabited areas. The reason that they now

want this area is on the basis that the previous areas are too

busy and so on and so on. 4

What we're faced with and the Navy's proposal in Central

Nevada is a need by the military to conduct certain types of

operations which, unfortunately, by their very nature result in

the violation of certain constitutional rights of the citizens of j
this country. .

"Colonel tasari: Two ninutes.

Mr Bargen: Unfortunately, because of the lack of response

from the military, people who consider themselves patriotic are
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forced to defend themselves against this by whatever means they

can.

To sum up a lot, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

for Gandy Supersonic Operation Area is a scientifically fraudu-

N lent document. There's no question about it. A book could be

written about this document and it should be thrown out and a

revised statement made at best,

Secondly of all, the hearings that you are pnrticipating

in are to comply with the requirements of NEPA of 1969. That's

all. You should not expect anymore, and unless you're going to

do something else, you can expect these areas to be instigated,

I'd like to also tell you that - sone of you know we have

a preliminary inunction pending in Federal Court in Reno for

Nevada. An amendment was recently submitted which included this

area. It was accepted by Judge Thompson so that if that case is

won, the question becomes moot. In other words, the Air Force

would not be allowed to do what they propose to do here regardless,
Finally, I would like to read you a very short paragraph

'from a paper done by Galloway, who's quoted in this document.

There are far too many things to say here, but he simply says that
this is a document, Bolt, Brannock, and Newman Report 4952, it's

4

quoted in the Draft Environmental Impact Sta'cement. "The effects )

on People. Where seaningful data base does not exist, we are

forced to comparisons in which we attempt to infer equivalencies

I
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in environments through the use of stimuli descriptors that are

expostulated to provide equivalent response measures. This is

largely the situation for human response to sonic booms.'" What

he moans is that we know how bad it is now; we don't know how

Shad it's going to get. And this is William Galloway, a very

- respected person who is instrumental in helping design the super-

sonic operating ellipsis which the Air Force and the Navy will be

using for attempting these projects.

There's many other things to say, but that's fortunately -

unfortunately all 1 have to say.

Colonel Casari: Thank you very much, sir. Mr Milton

Hardman.

Mr Milton Hardman: I want to thank the Air Force for this

because it gave me a chance to go through it. I would like to go

on record as saying that I feel like the document is not complete.

Also, I think there has been some deliberate misleading in the
I

document. I'm not going to take time to go through all of them.

I would like to share one of them. It's on page 29. It's dealing 4

with the population.

It's quite interesting that in this statement, they left

out Callao, but in their reason not to use Lucin, they incorporated

Montello and Grouse Creek which was on their border. You know,

when you add two cities, that changes your population drastically.
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Again, many things have already been said that I don't

need to repeat, but I do agree with that which has been said,

SAs far as this Lucin area being closer and cheaper for the tax-

payer in the long Tun. Also, it is even less populated than what

we are.

I don't see anything in the Environmental Impact Statement

that tells us about the growth of the area. Are they aware that

Wendover is no longer a thousand people; they're pushing two thou-

sand, and in the next five years, they plan to be to 11,000? The

casinos have already Jut the contracts out, they're already build-

ing the foundations of several of 'em. It's a real fact, Even though

Ithey're not in the main corridor, they will have a great impact

on our area for population,

It also, in the Inpact Statement, I see of nothing that

tells of the history of this area. I don't propose that this

would ever happen, but do they realize that this valley has had

anywhere from two to four thousand people in it? All you'd have

to do is get gold up to $800 an ounce again. Vegetation. In the

statement it says nothing that there's any crops out here. Some-
rwhere along the line 1 guess they've missed - I've got over 400

acres under cultivation now. They say that - it also states that

our crops, as far as the State of Utah are concerned, are unimportant,

and I think that'.s quite a statement to make. We raise quite a fewLows around here. It also says in the statement that we are domi-

"ant sheep, Maybe we are, Maybe the cattlemen can set me straight
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but it seems to me I see more cows than sheep, They talk about

these items. They also misinterpret, and they have made a mistake V
in here. They call the city of Ibapah "Goshute." If they hail Cf

I cen out lierc doing this physically, I don't think the miU

would have entered into the document. They talk about the golden

eagle and the bald eagle. At low level flights that they do over

my house, I am surprised you don't have more accidents picking up

eagles in your intakes.

Colonel Casari: Two minutes.

Mr Hardman: I want to go on record to say that the time

that 1 have lived here, they have come within 30 to 40 feet of the

cedars that are on my hill; they have had to swing up so that they

do not hit my power lines that go to my pumps which are 50 feet off

the ground. The Air Force themselves, teach us that when a guy is

working on a piece of equipment, the last thing you do is to go tip I
and to clap your hands, make a loud noise, or startle the man.

That's how fingers are lost, and having lost my finger before, I

,jappreciate this safety rule, If you are working on a piece of

equipment and a sonic boom or a fast-moving aircraft comes at a

low elevation, if your head's under something, you get an awful

sore head. If you happen to be working next to a piece of equip-

ment that's operating, an arm, a leg, or etc., could be lost

extremely easy. We are in an area that we do deal with machinery.
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It's not a safe factor, It doesn't say anything about the possi-

bility of increased farming in the area. I have talked to many

people who have big ideas, hopes that they can go into farming into

large acreage. We're not talking in the hundreds but in the

thousands. If this occurs, we do have plenty of water; we have

plenty of good ground; it's a possibility, Here again, affecting

the future, and I see nothing in the statement that talks about it.

I would like to also reiterate the fact of school kids,

My kids go to school. Everytime there's a sonic boom - boy I just

loved that when I was in school, You got another iS or 20 minutes

Sof school that you didn't have to pay attention to the teacher

while you settled down, If they constantly happen, I do think that

it would inhibit the education of my children in the school.

it also states in here that the), have not made any studies

on the human effect. How can we go ahead with a project with no

long-term studies of what it can effect in the human responsibility.

For example, we're just now, many, many years later, finding out
eC'

Swhat radiation can do. Nany years down the line, what is sonic

booms going to create? Are we going to have a mass of people that

are shell shocked? I think that the study's got to go first. It

seems to me like it's incomplete and I would like to find the

truth of the matter out before anything takes place.

It talks about here, as far as studies regarding land area

and masses, and the importance of the ground. It so states that

our ground out here is unimportant. I would like to have them
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know that ten years ago it took eight acres - or we had eight

acres to feed a person, we are down now to just a little over four

acres to feed a person. If we keep going and we keep consuming

farmland, we're going to be in trouble as a group, or as a nation,

and it'll be far more serious than just the sake of a impacl state-

nmc-nt. We need to look at the future.

I want to thank you for your time,

Colonel Casari; Thank you very much, sir, Commissioner

Stromberg, would you wish to address some remarks to the group?

Mr Charles Stromhbej: Commissioner Charles Stromberg,

Chairman of the Tooele Count)' Commission, I'd like to make a state-

mý,nt that the commissioners have received a petition signed by the

people of Ibapah and Callao in this area, and we strongly endorse

that petition which is against the development of this new area, and

I just want to say that I hope that when we, on county government,

hold a public hearing, we hold the public hearing to get the input

of the people and we make our judgment on what we find at that

hearing, and I sure hope that the judgment is going to be made on

what they hear from the public in this hearing, and also the one

at El,,. And I still want to stress that I think that Air Force

maybc their words speak louder than their actions because if you

hear them today that they don't make low-level flights - and I've

known many people out here in Ibapah for many years, and I know
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they don't lie. They're a high caliber of people and they tell

me of experiences that they've almost had to 3ump off their

horses in order to keep from being hit, that they come in so low.

And ] think that the people here don't trust the Air Force or a

lot of the military people arid I think that's one reason why you're

getting so many negative comments is because, I think the actions

has been speaking louder than their words and so I want you to

know that Tooele County Commission is wholeheartedly endorsing

the petition that's against this expansion.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Commissioner. I have asked to

speak all those who have previously registered. Now I know we're

past the time but I don't want to prevent anybody who may have not

registered to speak from having that opportunity. So I would ask,

is there anybody else who has not registered and has not spoken

who would wish to speak?

Yes ma'am, in the back of the room. (Her comment was

unintelligible.) Certainly you may. Would you come to the front,

if you would, identify yourself for the record?

Dleann Harris: Yes. Py name is Deann Harris and we live

in what's called Uvada. If this is Ibapah, then we live right

here (indicating on the map), right on the Utah/Nevada border.

There's four ranches there. Also, down here, past Callao, there's

frout Creek, Partone, and Gandy, and there's not any representa-

tives here from those people because it's too far to travel, school
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was in session. There's no school mentioned in the Environmental

Impact Study in that area. There's not any mention of a lot of

people living in here. We have 120 1 know for surc, if not 140

people, not counting Callao and not counting lbapah, Just .iij this

area, Gandy people said, "11h, it won't bother us. We're not

included in it." I said, "Do you know what it's called? It's

called "Gandy" whatever. Supersonic airspace or whatever you want

to say, and the people soon come to realize it wasn't brought up;

people didn't know this was going on, They didn't know it's going

to affect them. But everybody can't solve what they're doin' to

come here and voice their opinion, But I know, peTsonally, we

have been working as a community to write to our senators, our

congressmen, our representaiive, letting the people know we are

concerned, We've only lived out here two years, but we're buying

a ranch. What, if ever, we have to sell that ranch? What're we

going to do? Our ground will be worthless, We had visitors in

the summer come, little kids from Arizona, and it was one week

that it leaked out that the Air Force was going to have a testing

in that area. We was at a reunion and my husband heard it from

someone and it passed out - anyway, during that whole week they

were having their testing flights, These little kids would hold

their ears and scream and run and cry. This is subsupersonic

stuff we're experiencing now, What's going to happen when it

becomes supersonic? All I'm saying is as I'm an individual, my
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far ;i'N ! importani 1c me, the place 1 live is important to m1e. And

maybe I 'im not a high official and an important person in the city,

but I matter. And I hopk, that they'll realize that the people out

here care, and we hope that you'll see, even though it isn't a

populated area, we choose to live out here. It's a beautiful

country. To be able to look out and see deer and antelope, hear

the coyote at night howling in your back yard, to see the vegeta-

tion and the beautiful wild flowers, to hear the calm, peaceful

feeling and then, all of a sudden, have a boom hitcha. We take

it now, what's goin' on. That's we have to take. But please,

hear our cries, hear our voices, WKe don't want anymore. Thank

"Vou.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mrs Harris. Is there anyone

else who has not spoken who wishes to speak? Apparently not.

Permit me to thank the people of lbapah for permitting us to use

these facilities and particularly to MT Steele, who -went to such

efforts to help us set up. Thank you also to all of you for your

courtesy in helping us to conclude at a reasonable hour. The I
meeting will adjourn,

Excuse me, I might announce to you unce again, as a

reminder, that you have until the 16th of December to get your

comments, any written comments you may wish to submit, to get those

in by that date. Thank you.

Hearing adjourned at 1725.
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The hearing at Ely, Nevada commenced at 1910, 30 November 1983.

C olonel Casari; Good evening, ladies and gentlemen.

First, if 1 may intrude just a bit on your time, may I say that

people of Lly and environs can he justly pioud of the line

facilit\ in which we're fortunate to meet this evening,

A welcome to this, the second of three scheduled public

hearings on the Draft E1nvi.ronmental Impact Statement on the

proposed establishment of the Gandy Range Extension and adjacent

restricted airspace as an area of supersonic flight tiaining.

Now, hereafter, I'll refer to this matter simply as the super-

c(nic flight training proposal for easier reference.

I am Colonel Guido Casari and 1 am an Air Force Trial

J1udge stationed at TTravis Air Force Base, Cal-ifornia. Mly sole

purpose here, my role, is simply to conduct this heariug, to

maintain a fair and orderly" procedure, and to insure that the

time limits are followed as closely as reasonably possible. I

have not been involved in the development of the supersonic

flight training proposal or the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement on that proposal, and I will not be making any recoM-

mnendations or decisions concerning the proposal.

Now first on the agenda this evening is an explanation

of the supersonic flight training proposal and the llraft Statement.

Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Winsett, the Briefing Tean Chief, will

introduce the briefing and the two other briefers, Mr Larry Davis
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and Mr heith Davis. Following this presentation, statements and

comments from government officials will be received. The order

of speakers will be elected officials first, or those representing

elected officials, followed by official -representatives of federal,

state, and local government agencies, if any. Statements and corn-

ments or questions from the public will then be accepted. All

speakers are asked to limit their comments, statements, or quoes-

tions to five minutes so as to permit as many as possible of those

who wish to speak this evening to do so; that is, within the pro-

jected two hours of the mleting. I will give an oral warning when

the speaker has two minutes remaining to permit him to sum up. In

certain instances where 1 know the length of the statement, I will

not do so and I will not do so for public elected officials. p

Now to give equal opportunity for all attendees to speak,

%,u requested before the meeting that those wishing to speak fill

out a card which is available at the table to the rear of the

auditorium to my right - to my left, I beg your pardon. If you

have not already done so and wish to do so, you may do so now.

Speakers will be recognized from the floor only if time permits,

and after all those registering to speak through filling out a

card, have had an opportunity to do so. If time does not permit

you the chance to speak, and I will strive to avoid that, you

may certainly submit written comments or statements. This may

be done by presenting such documents to me or to Mr Murdock who
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is assisting at registration who is standing at the rear of the

room at the registration table at the present time, or by mailing

them the following address at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base:

IHQ ALC!/D PV
Wright-Pat:eorson AFB Oi 45433

and, of course, I would he pleased to provide any of you who wish

that address to you individually. Now you have until 16 December

1983 to get )your vxritten comments in. That date also marks the

closing of public comments on the Draft Environmental Statement,

We have a tape recording system in place. A verbatim

transtript of the entire hearing will be made. Now to insure that

your comments are recorded, it is essential that you speak directly

into the mnicrophone which is located at center of the auditorium

in front of the stage.

Any question asked, or comment or statement made during

this hearing will be formally considered and addressed in a final

Erivironmental Impact Statement. Even if your questions or observa-

tions cannot be or are not responded to here tonight, you may rest

assured they will be addressed.

I am privileged to note of the presence at this meeting

of Congresswoman barbara Vucanovich and of representatives of the

congressional delegations of the states of Nevada and Utah, Many

have traveled here from Washington DC for this hearing. I'm .&ISO
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privileged to note the presence at this meeting of Miss Linda A,

Ryvan, Director, State Office of Community Services, State of Nevada,

representing your governor, Richard Bryan. And I'm also pleased to

recognize the presence here of Mr Brent Eldridge, Chairman of the

W'hitc Pine County Commission, who will be speaking 3ater but will

be speaking solely as a private citizen and not in behalf of the

county. I also note the presence here of Dr J.K. Jones, Vice-

Chairman, White Pine County Commission, who will be addressing you

formally for the county. And also, we would wish to note the pre-

seince of Mr Wayne Cameron, a Commissioner of White Pine County.

We welcome all those whom 1 mentioned and all of you toZS tiics inp.

And finally, one administrative matter, I'm asked to

announce that this is a public meeting. Smnokirg is permitted onI_n)D

in the lobby.

Colonei Winsett,

ltCol Joseph Winsett: Thank you Colonel Casari, Good

evening ladies and gentlemen. Our presentation tonight will be

by viewgraph and we're going to ask that the house lights be

dimmed during the presentation so that, hopefully, all of you can

se(, thi3 map that is on the screen, IT for some reason, during the

course of this presentation, we are not clear in a term that we are

using, such as a military operating area, or use some acronym that

is not familiar to you, please call that to our attention. Also
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if you cannot hear what we are saying, please call that to our
attention. But again, we would like to give our proposal first,

and then as the proceedings continue, that is your opportunity

for your comments and your questions and we will do our best to

try to answer those questions.

At this time, I would like to introduce two individuals

that are with me tonight. Ni Larry Davis is the Chief of Tactical

Operations concerning activities on the Utah Test and Training Range,

and he will be outlining and briefing this proposal concerning

supersonic flight. Mr Keith Davis is an environmental engineer

from Hill Air Force Base and he will discuss certain things pertain-

ing to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Both of these

gentlemen are employees of the United States Air force. So at

this time Mr Larry Davis will present to you the Air Force

proposal.

Mr Larry )ajis: Could we have the lights out please?

(Lights were turned out.) Now before I start, I would like to

go into the color coding that we have on this chart and where

the various cities are located.

We have O,.den, Utah up here; Hill Air Force Base; Salt

Laake; we have Tooele; Delta, Utah; we have Ely, Ibapah, Wendover,

and Elko. Now the area that you see outlined in red in the North

Range and also this area down here in the South Range, this is

called a MOA, or a military operating area. What this means is
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that military aircraft can operate in this M0A along with general

aviation. In other words, it's a see and be seen environment

and you don't have to ask permission from anyone to go through it,

Now the black cross-hatched area is the current supersonic

area that we now utilize. The area that you see marked in yellow

is the area that we would like to designate as supersonic area.

Now the reason that we need this is, back in 2978 we knew

that we were going to be changing aircraft at Hill Air Force Base.

We had the F-4 at that time and the F-4 could go supersonic but it

took a great deal of effort and it also took a lot of gas. We

knew that in a couple of years we would be changing to the T-16 and

the 1-10 being a much smaller aircraft, having a larger engine,

could go supersonic very easily; therefore, we realized at that

time, that this supersonic area that we havu here would just not

do the job.

Another area that was dri-ving this is that we would soon be

picking up what we call an air combat maneuvering instrumentation

system, Now this system is simply a system that would be installed

out here on the range that can teach pilots how to dogfight better,

or how to do better air combat maneuvering. Now this system is

designed with 16 instrumented sites that are located on the ground

in this position, With these 16 instrumented sites, we can see

everything that's going on out here on the range in three-dimensional

form, This information is then sent to Hill Air Force Base and
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anyone up there can go over to Building 3, which is a special build-

ing and inside this building, you can sit down in front of a video

console and you can see everything that's going on out there at the

range. Now, what this means is that when the pilots from Hill fly

out into here we can also have the other pilots that are evaluating

their performance sitting over in front of these video consoles

and they can see everything that goes on. They can see all the

mistakes that are being made. And also, all these engagements are

all video recorded. When the pilots get through out here they can

go back to Hill, they can land, get with these other pilots that

are the evaluators, and they can see all the mistakes that are made.

So it's an excellent training device,

Now, why do we iieed the MOA? When we were planning where

to locate this air combat maneuvering instrumentation system, we

wanted to take advantage of the supersonic area located here. Now

the problem is, that when the pilots are up flying, when they're

turning toward tie east, they don't have to worry about trying to

keep the aircraft under supersonic speed. They can now concentrate

on their opponent; however, when they turn toward the west, now

they can't concentrate on their opponent. Now they have to be

worried about flying the aircraft, and now they're looking at the

gauges; therefore, they really can't train in that aircraft the

way it was designed to fly.

Another problem that came up, we were looking at locating

it over in this area and we have Dugway Proving Grounds located

over here. They're also in the airspace, and theyfve got some

very delicate equipment down there; some sensitive instrumentation.
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And so that was a problem. We looked at locating it up in the

North Range in this area. We have an air-to-ground scorable

gunner), range called Eagle Range located on the eastern end of

this range, and that kind of prohibited the area. The other

problem are the airways that run through the area. In other

words, these are the airways that you can see going between the

towns, and these airways were established by the Federal Aviation

Administration. As you can see they honeycomb the area up on the

North Range. Wnd so that's why that we finally ended up having

to locate it down here on the south portion.

Another driving factor is that a lot of our scorable air-

to-ground targets are located over here. We have two main missions

at Hill Air Force Base. We have the air-to-air mission that we

just gut through talking about, which is air combat maneuvering,

and we also have the air-to-ground mission. And this is when the

aircraft take off, they go out on the range, and they roll in and

strike the targets by dropping bombs or shooting guns at them.

Since the targets are located on DOD-owned land in this area, in

order to fly simultaneous missions; in other words, to fly our

ground attack missions over here, it was necessary to locate the

air-to-air arena over on this side. So that was another driving

factor.

Now, why locate everything so close to Hill Air Force Base?

In other words, why couldn't we go to another range somewhere

across the United States? Why not doit out over the ocean?
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There arc two factors. The F-16 is very limited on fuel, it only

carries about an hour and twenty minutes wVorth of fuel on brard

and if it takes ten minutes to get out to the range and ten i,inutes

back, that means they only have an houT's worth of training,

Another factor that was involved, is when you're talking about air-

to-air combat maneuvering, it's something that needs to be done on

a day-to-day basis. It's iiot something that you can go out and do

for two weeks and then not do it for three or four months, It's

something that you have to continually work at. So that was another

problem driving it into this area.

Now, when we talk about the DEIS, the Environment Impact

Statement, it talks in there about 30 to 38 booms reaching the

ground - sonic booms reaching the ground on a given day. This is

the worst case. When they devised that statement, by regulation,

they had to present the worst case. Now there are occasions out

at Hill Air Force Base when we do invite other units from across

the United States. We may have 50 or 75 aircraft in there for an

exercise. And that's normally during the summer months; normally

maybe beveral weeks out of that time period. And during that time

period we would be exposed - or we could, possibly have 30 to 38

booms reaching the ground. Under normal conditions, and this would

be most of the time, we would only expect to experience approximately

eight sonic booms reaching the ground on a given day. And even

then, we mqy - some person down here may only hear one or two;

another person may only hear one or two up here. In other words,
r
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they' would be spread out over the ent5re area, When these booxus

would originally be initiated at approximately 20 - between 20 and

30 thousand feet. The reason for that is when they start their

air-to-air maneuvering, they would start it in this xange and as

they approach each other, that's when they would have the highest

speed on the aircraft. Once they pass and start turning and twist-

ing, then the speed drops off very quickly to subsonic airspeed.

We would also have a 5,000 foot buffer zone out here, extending

from the surface to 5,000 feet above the ground and that would be

to dampen the sound of the sonic boom.

The last item - this would have no impact on commercial

air carriers going in and out, out of Ely. Now I have Keith Davis

who will now be talking about the environmental impact of sonic

Luoujui i•z the area.

Spectator: Colonel Casari, could I ask a couple of ques-

tions•

Colonel Casari: Can we wait sir, until the conclusion of

the briefing and then --

Spectator: He has it on the board now.

Colonel Casari: Very well. Do you intend to leave that on

the board as is?
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Keith Davis: Yes.

Colonel Casari: 1 think others are going to be placed on.

Let us complete it. Put it back on and then we'll take the question

sir.

Keith Davis: As was described before, this area is already

used heavily by the Air Force so we're anticipating the primary

impact from this proposal are the sonic booms that would be created

with the additional speed. Basically, the area that we've looked

at in the impact statement that we've tried to address - the areas

we've tried to address in the impact statement are shown in this

slide. Primary and foremost - the impact on people. The Air Force

has looked at some 92 instances or studies where people have been

subjected to sonic booms, often in intensities much greater than

we anticipate in this case. There's never been an instance of -

a recorded instance of a personal injury. They are definitely an

annoyance. We've spent a large amount of time in the impact state-

ment trying to evaluate that annoyance. That's a very difficult

thing to do, but we feel it's acceptable.

The impact on animals. Again, there has been no recorded

instance where there has been injury to animals at the pressures

we're talking about in this case. The aircraft will be, at all

times, above 5,000 feet, primarily around 20,000 feet above mean

sea level, There have been studies on beef cattle that have shown

no change in productivity, as well as with dairy cattle.
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Impact on structures again, the sound levels we expect

to be producing should not impact structures. There's been a study

performed by NASA that showed that they gave a reading of eleven

pounds per square foot as being any well-built structure withstand

with no problem. We're probably looking at two and a half pounds

per square foot to a maximum of five to six. So we should be well

below that. There may be slight probablities of breakage of win-

dows and plaster. Those would be the items that might be affected

by a vibration.

Impacts on terrain - again, there's been studies that show

that there should be no significant impact on mining operations or

any landslides caused by type of presssuves we're dealing with.

Impacts on area economies and land use - the Air Force is

involved in a ntudy to look at four locations that are now located

under supersonic training area. They looked at general economics -

mining, cattle industry, land values. They found no significant

change because of that supersonic training area.

Again, those are the areas we tried to address. We would

certainly be happy to hear any comments or whatever on those

impacts,

Very briefly, I'd like to give you a history of where this

impact statement has been. As mentioned earlier, it was originated

in June of 1978. The Air Force at Hill Air Force Base prepared an

environmental assessment at that time, channeled that up through

Air Force Command. Air Force determined in 19B0 that an Environmental 4
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Assessment format was not comprehensive enough to address this

issue. They determined at that time that they wanted to upgrade

it to a Draft Environmental Impact Statement. In August of 1980,

we published in the Federal Register, a notice of intent to pre-

pare such an impact statement; we released news articles on it;

we sent notifications to state and federal agencies. Any response

or anybody that indicated an interest at that time iirmiediately was

put on our mailing list and, in August of 1983, that Draft Environ-

mental Statement was released to the public. The mailing list

included state and federal agencies, everyone that expressed an

interest, and then anyone that called in subsequent to that asking

for a copy of the impact statement, we mailed out, Because there

was a large outcry, primarily from Nevada, that they didn't have

enough time to comment on this Draft Impact Statement-, the word

hadn't gotten out fast enough, we extended the public comment

period to, now it's 16 December, and we scheduled public meetings

for this week.

The comments and concerns that are addressed in the public

meetings and the hearings, the written comnents, we will try to

incorporate them, try to address them. We will formulate a final

Ar Fnvironmental Impact Statement. If the Air Force then decides that

they want to press forward with the proposal, that final Environ-

mental Impact Statement will be released again to the public for

additional comments. At this time, we don't think that will happen
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in the near future, at least not for a few years, maybe. That

could go faster. We just don't t.hinV it will. And that's what

we had for a formal briefing. I guess we'd like to --

Colonel Casari: Would you please restore the slide that

was on? I believe we had a question from --

Spectator: I have two of them about the 1OA.

Colonel Casari: Would you please come forward sir, and

speak into the microphone. Thank you very much. You may state

your name for the record.

Virgil Field: I'm Virgil Field. I'm representing myself

but I am also a member of the FAA.

Colonel Casari: Certainly. You may .ddress

Mr Field: The question I had - you stated that the civi-

lian aircraft could go through there anytime, through the MOA. Is

that not correct?

Larry Davis: That is correct.

Mr Field: tut I understand they restrict lFR aircraft

from going through. So IFR aircraft cannot fly in the MOAs when

they are in use.

Colonel Casari: May I note to those who are responding,

that their answers must be recorded as well so they should also

approach the microphone.
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Mr Field: Okay, I'm sorry. Instrument flight rule air-

craft is like your airliner which is on one of these prescribed

routes up here, and 1 was also going to question - some of those

routes - I have seen a proposal that some of these routes are going

to be changed to avoid the restricted areas, or rather the present

MOAs.

Larry Davis: Yeah, first of all let me respond to that

first question. A military operating area is a VFR area and that

means that you operate in that area under VFR conditions. It's also

a warning - kind cf a warning - to general aviation that there is

high density military traffic going on in that area and so that's

why it's a VFR, it's a see and be seen environment.

Now the other proposal that he was talking about - this

will not change the MOA at all, In other words, we're just asking

to go faster in the airspace that we already utilize under thish

proposal.

Mr Field: Well, my question sir, was, I have seen a pro-

posal that the one airway that goes from Wendover to Salt Lake -

and I see itts already been eliminated on your chart, but it went

to Provo previously, and that has been removed from your chart on

this -- it was an airway. And I was wondering if these other airways

would be involved.

Mr Davis; No sir, these areas right - the airways that

you see right now would not be involved in this proposal right here.
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In other words, these are the current airways that you see going

froi tly up here to the intersection, over to Wcndover, and then

to Salt Lake, and the), would not change. Everything would stay

the same.

Mr Field: Just that one little red area (indicating on

map), right there by that 9,9 which shows a Transition area between

your north area and Gandy. Is that to be considered part of an

MOA Or is that actually a quarter?

Mr Davis: This right here is a quarter and it's also a .

MOA, military operating area.

Mr field: Will that affect IFR flights?

Mr D)avis: No. 7

Mr Field: Than], you,

Mr Davis: Any other questions?

Elaine Pollock: Elaine Pollock. I'm in iningng. Our

comnanv is located here -in Ely and m- husband flew back fror

Arizona to Ely this spring, There was a big thunderstorm and they

were forced to use the other valley to get home, Now from what 1

understand, this will not be possible fOT private aircraft anymore

coming in like that. You haye to call ahead and then you probably

won't get the clearance, I'm sorry, I think this is also going
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to raise the rates at Sky West for us, which we do an awful lot of

freight with, because the), said their gas bill will be norc which

means our planes will use more to go around the boundaries they're

proposing. Thank you,

Larry I)avis: Okay, in answering the first question, this

still remains a NOA out here, In other words, general aviation

and military aviation can operate in this area, In other words,

the only thing 'C-.'re asking for, and 1 just want to emphasize it

again, we- ust want to go faster in the airspace that we already

utili~e. Now as far as any impact on Sky West, it will have none.

In other words, they can still use the same air routes if the)y

decide to fly this air route over to Salt Lake, or if they want to

cut across the MOA, whether up through this area (indicating on map)

or down through this area, they can still do it. It will not have

anx impact at all on Sky West.

Spectator: (Unintelligible question)

Colonel Casari: Would you please indicate for the record

what the question was. I believe the question was, may we quote

you --

Mr Davis: Would you like to come up here for a minute?

Colonel Casari: No, this will suffice. the question is -

may we quote you on the statement that Sky West will not be affected

by this proposal at all?
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Mr Davis: That is correct. For establishment of the

supersonic flight training area in the nilitary operating area,

Sky West will not be impacted by that designation.

Spectator: (Unintelligible question concerning Sky West's

rate-s,)

Mr Davis: Well, I cannot speak for Sky West's rates and

their fares, and so forth,

Spectator: (Unintelligible question,)

Colonel Casari: Excuse me, If -- we have departed now

from the rules, and I have permitted it because there was an acute

interest in the particular aspect, I will permit this questioner

to conclude but I want to -- well I want to insure that the Te Old

is made. We must address any question raised, Would you state --

what was the question last posed?

Mr Davis: Well, it concerned, Colonel Casari, the rates

that Sky West established, and so forth, I cannot comment on how

Sky West establishes their rates and charges, Again, for the

record, this proposal has no impact upon Sky West's operations.

Colonel Casari: Very well. May I ask that the lights be

turned np.

Mr Davis: And ladies and gentlemen, I want to apologize

for the awkwardness of this PA system and asking you to come up
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anitd re orTd vo ir C onmet 1 t hu t i i s ab ou t thc on I y way t hat I h ave

ojimalkin.ý 5Urc that your commcnts are -recorded and that we do get

t heri i the -record , so please bear with -us.

colone (, ,ICasn r : And incx1 -mvery privileged to call

11pon, Con1gresswoman Vucanovi ch to addlress you.

Ybirbara Vucanovich: Thank] you Colonel, I'd just like To

tkl (Yr)n11, I'm awfully -lad to. Fsee everybody in White Pine

g itsJust great being baclk here, Thank, you all forcmn

ii1r,. It ' c.Ir om n

(i ' 1 1)t 'aso- thinik itis is- a very , ve-ry important thingIo :u -hite Pine Count' ard for our !state. So I'm glad you're- all

oU1t hoLrc and *oul'-rc all goinyg to tell what you'1re. feeling about

As 'you ma-Y hQ Oaware, reyque~sted these hearings earlier

thiiz\'a be:cause I felt that the T'eparrient of Defense, and the

Air i urce in part icullrl. h1ýid not allowed -sufficient ti~ne fo-r Public

co~mimnt , and I 'm very pleasud -that the AIr Force has agreed to holdl

the(Se s-pcci al meet ings, and on behalf of all of -us here in Nevada,

I really vant to express my appreciation to them for this special

conrisd(-rption. We're all here becpuse we're concerned about too

imc.(f our huvadai airt-pace( be IgF rest ricted to mailitary use'. I t'Is

awiwas been a p-roblelm in so0710 oreas of o-ur state, but with this,

lalest proposal, I must say that I believe the Air Force is simply

askinig for too much. With distances as great as the), are, in NovadE

and1 with communities as isolated, qir travel is an absolute
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nI Yc> Iit " I uiat nceCd is no ti1 .b i ý recogni nod by t lie Air lorec., iI

p act, tue proposa1 ,l,'for, us wo)ld restrict so 0luch airspace that

.,ril aviation travel to certain points in our state would no

I once. i'11 r I thc s i g ' I callt I li Se saving that a t I noI does,. "I his 4

I% erJl C il•CrCs t C, i j1 aL , 0 , 0 01 coomnmunit jc,. near the SOA and woule

"I Yt 1, .1 Vf 1 t h I 'ecVC I,; an I unacceprabi C I cVCI of governTrIcrt

C C :. (t i c'cr ou C i spa11S'CL.

MC- sC et tng iS to Cj ýcusS th!ese and any other problems

I. t . , as. Citi -ens, hav (- ,ill rcgard to this. matter. I want to

7k IC ray L (-vrcvorie t c, spea 1, u,. forc ilv and to demand sat i sfact ory

)- 1 I' ICtoi l c lC( 1JO). s i pe r s ona l a Iiavc several quest ions

811d Ci1,<r.• ap I could stajrt off iith those and, hopefully, we'll hear

fre., sov>- of the other peoplc iho arc here tonight. I really would

i C, kn oLeu That if this supeCrsonic area - operat ing area is

(21 a• lis led, v. iII th erc lic a, floor bel, 1, which supe rsonic flight

S 1 1 I)( heresttricted in order to lessen the impact on private citizens,

gtencral ;a iat ion, and livestock. And I kniow wIe've heard a lot of

mucAers, hut I'd like to hear that. I've been out there. N N

hu.!sbanh d I are both general aviation pilots and I've been out

there and I know that there are a lot of wonderful young men in the

S., I I ,,' an o)1t here- fiying ,, but I know a lot of I imies the)y

I ;llt I I les sI thnIIa I , I 11(U0 ( et f . Bel ieve mie. I'Ive had them below

ii. ald ie don't fly that high in our 182.

dI'd also likc to as], whv can't the services consolidate

"" s ) JI'crs on i c £ )i th t po. rot ions so) that this much airspace doesn ' t
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nix c to be taken up for the same purpose. he have a Navy proposal

for i large segment of central Nevada. Nell]is already has , largc t
0

:uc r.•; ýi c operating area , and wh en that operT9 I on when Itat I
00

o• 111;.; iI booked, supersoni k training is conducted in Arizona, Tt
64

s CI . Ci seems that N evada has already 1riven its Lair sharc

i C .. ,7 for this- admittedly important training.

I'd reall y also lI je theme to explain in more detail the

c; -raining conducted and the need for the supeisonic operat -

i, ;,1a ds i3 gnat ion. I know that there are loads of people who

,b.I 1 0 S. t Uo spe r, hCrC tonFight so 1 INill sit down arId ask al

tc C les.e e xpres- your concerns, because ) do think that the

I'.: e.• xoOld really like to res.pond to us and try to be helpful.

' i, YtOU, V ery mlluch.

Col one] C.ia.i-a Thankr you CGuiigresswoman Vucanovich. Also

lo.l 'our coutrt es' in ohserving the time. May I ask Mrs Linda A.

-- ,(.].rese.lit your governor, to addressý you.

t ,Vol insea I.t Lxcuse me sir. For the record, if it is

all r"igh 1t 1,ith you, may. we defer those answers to the 1:15? Thank

M v1 us i iidi A . Rviln l ',einbers of the Air Force, Congressman

Vu,\i nov ich, White Pine County Comniiissioner , and ladies and gentle-

iI,!i, 1ii% name is Linda Ryan. I am Director of the State Agency

designatcd thioughi presidential executive order 12372, to review
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offeerljct%. at i usý inl Nevadaa and I 'ii he re t odav onl

I'4a I f ove-rnor hichardl bryan.

(Ii, O:t obe r 1:711h , 198S. , Governor Bryan f o rwa rd ci Noeva di S

ku Il:ý caIcommlent" on Ihli propo sod act d onl for superson i C f Ii g-irt I aiii -

Tcý jklL'> y t~Vil . I,~d Pall¶Ae h\-I , , Io tin it etl St ait AS Air

'1 1, tis -Of f jCicIal Lo r clearlyN eXpressed Nevadas op cposz itI i on

1;' it ropo)Cseud action. The oero' opposition as based! onl the

oloiloi 11; fo ur is,ýs ues 1 Th fe anticipat ion of 12-5 soni c booms per

u pe Crcn C 11Of ldhich 1,ili reaich the' gT)roud, is a in Ces-t i m ateC. No

- f ci ro & rend-, is of fered shoul d thec soni ic booms whi ch reach theic

4.1 ~ 0 1n~ * ed r1 lss of thec nlumbhers , sustain an impact severe enough

i I1n rartudcý 0J to deract fron the qual ity of l ife in th1C area. (

S in c nea rl 4 ( perIcent1- of Nlevada' a irTspace i s now un de-r fcd erala

agenc Control,01, anly additi1 jonalI airi-spa cecre s t r ict i on s or reTstri C ti1Ve

u-cas i fj iIni. ion will neaiel imac 011j)1(:IO private and commerciail

Li .inl Nelvadi. F) ederal agencies are acting indepenidently

,Vt ;it I p'ann ingý ef fort s tow6\ard proposed changes and ul timatec

i cclasi ý ýfac ýat ion o f our s tate 's rema ini ngi f ree a irspIace. (4 ) 'Thle

Ili'rt Inivironmental Impact Statement describing the proposed actions

in 'tile Candy Range. does not, I repeat, does not, address in any-

- Wt ail ivynianne thec staitewide airsýpace impacts on pri-vate

l~cl&ji&eC ilaiatio~n inl Ne-vada. Ihs areU the i 5slýsues hi ch

tnci S i itutc Nevajda'ý- s as is fox- opposing the C'andy- proposal. N~ow

(' \ ~U11 likeC to0ý sahniu I aIdd i t I OnlI inT)fo-rmlat1 ion onI eCh L1Of the(

foki concrns .
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SJrst , iI re. lat in L(, the i.sue of sonic booms., the qudiuaty

of lif for people living in the area must be given appropriate

con.sideration. The Draft Lnvironmental Impact Statement speak:s to

tl,'> issue in terms of estimates of the number of sonic booms With

no,• provision for public recourse should those estimates prove to

h( understated, It is not reasonable to expect the residents of

Ncvada to accept the burden of this proposal without having prior

know•lIdge of a daily maximum on the number of sonic disturbances,

the severitv of those distrubances, and a process for remedies

should the disturbances prove to be detrimental.

Next is the issue of the self-imposed restrictions by

.ri\Iate and comaercial aviators in their use of military operation

arcas known as MOAs or N-O-As, as I call them, which are reclassi-

fied for supersonic flight traininpr It should be remembered that

the Federal Aviation Administration, the FAA. designates MOAs to

enhance airspace safety for all users. That is, the MOA defines

specific airspace for military use while still allowing safe access

under visual flight rules to private and commercial aviators.

However, comments submitted to the Air Force by the air-

craft owners and pilots association documented in the DEIS for the

Candy kange proposal strongly point to the fact that the see and

avoid concept of collision prevention is not an effective method

for aircraft operating at supersonic speeds. Thus, it is our con-

tention, that when the Department of Defense reclassifies an NOA

for supersonic flight training, it is, in effect, and for all
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-~ml • . . .. . . . . w.- - - u-. -,-, m ntnl-nl ,, -,lm lll - -., ,- ,-". - " _

ar ct ical purposes, rcestrict ing that airspace. We are aware thlat

th( s:pace will not c official Iy rest ricted, as the FAA does• not

Ic"gulaite supersonic flight act tvitv within MOAs. This )oi)oi n, hid, -

ever, is academic, since moszt commercial and private aircraft ,ill

not us(- those arceas.

U he third area 0f concern is that this proposced action siill

intensify airspace use in the area surround ing the Candy Range.

N The Department of Defense and the FAA must consider the use of sur-

rounding airspace in any reclassification effort. be need reliable

data on the use of airways, surrounding Nevada MOAs in an effort to

evalu;ate the impact of designated space for supersonic training.

This cnvironmenta! review should consider the potential increases

in the military use of the airways outside of the existing MOAs and

the relative impact on the remaining free airspace. p

And finally, the Governor'smajor concern is with the historic

trend toward the blocking of large portions of Nevada's airspace and

the cumulative impact on the remaining airway corridors within

Nevada. Experience indicates an increasing airway corridor encroach-

ment through the expansion of one or more of the five existing major

MOAs in Nevada. The reality of this encroachment on Nevada's free

airspace is evidenced in the recently extended desert MOA in south-

ern Nevada by approximately 20 nautical miles to the north as

initiated by the US Air Force at Nellis. This reality is further )
intensified by the pending action of the Department of Navy's pro-

posal to designate over 5600 square miles for supersonic flight
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training within the Gabb and Austin MOAs. Thcse actions, and the

knowledge that airspace currently designated for military use in

Nevada is surrounded by low-level military training routes and

military air-to-air refueling routes bring us to the critical issue

01 the resulting impact on private and commercial aviation. If we

had an accurate map of all MOAs, restricted areas, low-level mili-

"tary training routes, and military refueling routes in Nevada, it

"tould be evident that private and commercial aviation are clearly

threatened. The US Air Force, the Department of Navy, and other

feleral agencies proposing to limit use of airspace in Nevada, have

a clear duty to evaluate all aspects of military use statewide.

All of us appreciate and wish to accommodate the needs of the US

Air Force; however, it is time for the Air Force to deal with us

Sini term> of statewide airspace use. Addressing this issue ov a

limited, one bite at a time basis, is resulting in severe, adverse

impacts on private aviation in a growing and tourist-dependent

Even though Nevada is the forty-third state in terms of

population, with less than one million residents, we have within

our borders the twenty-ninth busiest commercial airport in the

world. Nevada's potential for urban and rural growth, in relation

to aviation access between communities and adjoining states, must

be considered in any review process; therefore, it is our conten-

Stion that the environment review process employed by the Air Force

is inadequate to justify this proposed action. Thank you.
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Colonel Casari: Thank you, Mrs Ryan. Commissioner Jones.

Commissioner J. K. Jones: Representative Yucanovich, ladies

and gentlemen, this is a position statement of White Pine County and

is not intended to raise questions which I am sure were raised by

other speakers in the audience.

White Pine County government is very concerned about your

proposal to train supersonically over its land and its citizens

and doesn't believe you've told us what the true consequences of

your actions will be. We haie, in White Pine County, all the

valuer- and uses you mentioned in the DLIS and more.

Many of our coMMercial and recreational uses you downplayed

while citing studies which show average city noise levels having

little or no affect on these activities. We don't see any correla-

tion whatsoever between ambient ,oise levels in the cities and the K
sonic booms which could ricochet out there in the quiet of eastern

White Pine County. At stake is the commercial and recreational use

of that land.

I call to your attention the efforts of the Bristlecone

Film Committee which has been in existence for about a year, Its

primary goal is attracting the filming industry to our area,

Several commercials have been shot here and several companies are

serious about doing a larger production, As you could well imagine

no producer will spend money on a secluded site which is inundated

with sonic booms. The proposed action will, indeed, adversely
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affcct the economy of our county directly. There may be only 3S0

residents living directly beneath the test area, but there are

Sthousands more who usc the area because of the character of the

enfli ronnent.

The reasons for using the area the way we do are manyfold.

Of importance equal to just daily access of hunters, trappers,

prospectors, ro(:khounds, and casual recreationists is the experience

in a nonurban setting. Those qualities in our environment would

be lost, found contrary to your analysis. We say this because we

believe only we fully understand our attachment to and enjoyment

of the values here.

Presently, about 95 pL.rcent of the land in White Pine

Count" is controlled by federal government. Our tax base is small,

has been largely dependent upon the mining industry throughout our

histoty, and if you implement this proposal, the effects will

further reduce that base by laterally running the scattered inhabi-

tants off their mineral and agricultural land. We don't like that.

Air traffic is essential to the diversification of our

economy and there is a definite adverse effect and impact upon

nonmilitary traffic within an MOA when going from subsonic to

q supersonic as it relates to safety. General aviation and our air

carrier will choose to riot fly through that large expanse of air

space after being rendered completely unsafe. We doubt that the

transient or cross-country' pilot will be given the access and

clearances as promised to locals through the area when it's hot.
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Becajuse of the extra distances involved in avoiding the new super

MOA, we are inade even more remote. We suggest that vou correct

the DF)IS to accurately portray the impacts from such a. action as

you propose. if you presently are forbidden access to the lower

N then w e suggest that adequate data does; not exist by which any) of

the impacts may be properly addressed. We don't believe that ouri

people can bear the psychological effects of su'ch activity and

urge your recognition of that in the DETS. We appreciate your

coi;wing to 1l)" for this hearing. Thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you commissioner Jones. I would

note to you that we have some 33 speakers fron the public who

wish to address this group so it is important to adhere as closely

us possible to the time linits so that we can conclude at a V
reasonable hour.

Mr John Kenneth Shanahan, I believe somebody is designated

to read Mr Shanahan's statement. Are you Mrs Garrett?

Mrs JoAnn Garrett; Yes.

Colonel Casari: Please, Mrs JoAnn Garrett will read the

st at ement.

Mrs Garrett: Mr Shanahan asked me to read this because his

health doesn't permit him to do so.
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Deear Sirs, because of the state of my health at this time,

I request this to be read during mi) five-minute block of time, I

feel that before Nevadans consider allowing the Air Force to use

Nevada airspace, they should consider how the Air Force has dealt

with Nevadanis in the past. I now reside in Eurcka, Nevada but used

to reside on a ranch about 20 niles cast of Eurelca. This ranch is

located in White Pine County. 3 -as forced to leave my ranch

because the water system was poisoned, our animals died, our health

deteriorated, the ranch was condemned and doctors told us to move

out. I am convinced that blasting conducted by the military' for

WN purposes had a direct effect on the ground water my wells

pumped fr-om. lhe reason we believe this to be true is because our

water system worked very weal for four years but shortly after the

blast ing, ouT Watei system became contaminated. We have had our

uater tested various times with conflicting results, but everyone

does agree the water is contaminated. The -members of my family

and 1 have gone to various physicians who all seem to relate our

health problem to overburden of heavy minerals,

BLM reports stated all holes that were blasted were all

later filled in so that no water from above ground could seep in.

A sheriff's report and photographs in myi possession show this to

be totally untrue, before blasting, we were all assured no blast-

ing would be conducted any closer than five miles from all private

property. In fact, the blasting occurred within a quarter of a

mile from our private property,
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i believe, before ve allow the United State. Air Force,

or any other government related group to enter Nevada in any way,

we should receive more than empty promises and untruths concerning

their functions in our state, I also believe these people should

be held liable and take responsib.ility for the damages to property

and life they inflict, Sincerely, 3,,hn 1K, Shanahan.

Colonel Casari: Thank you, Nr Shanahan and Mrs Garrett,

Mrs Garret1 , you arc next on the list.

Mrs JoAnne Garrett: I'm JoAnne Garrett of Baker, Nevada,

and I I.ive Just south of the proposed supersonic freeway. I'm a

mNemCber of the board of directors of Citizen's Alert on whose behalf

I'mn speaking now.

Citizen Alert is a statewide Nevada public education and

citizen action organization that's been active for eight years in

nuclear and public land issues, We first became aware of the Air

Force's proposal, thanks to an article in the newspaper, about ten

days before the comment period was scheduled to end on October 24,

Without citizen action, local residents would not be having this

Si opportunity to :,peak with you today, because there would be nto
public hearings. We are pleased to see that the Air Force is com-

plying with the minimum requirements of the law, the National

Environmental Policy Act.

Today, we'd like to focus on Citizen Alert's primary

concern about this proposal and that is the gradual control of
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Nevada's land and airspace by the military. According to the BLM's

public land statistics of 1982, Nevada had 3,935,300 acies of land

dedicated to energy and military use. This is 5.6 percent of the

s<taf's acreage; the highest percentage of an), state in the union.

.ror7. thc MX missile to nuclear waste, to military airspace, the

I derial government continues to turn to Nevada to solve its prob-

les . Nevadans haive proven their partriotisn ¾y assuming the

nati on's burden for dangerous nuclear weapons testing. The nearly

-:0,0k:,000f acres just meni doned demonst rates the degree to which

Nevada is already controlled by the military; yet, this Draft

I nvironmcntal Impact Statement does not acknowledge the larger

Npicture - the amount of land and airspace already committed to the

military. And this has been rnentioned by others here; and the

Na•\"' current proposal to tie up 5700 square miles of central

Nevada airspace. The Gandy proposal and the Navy's proposal,

together, total an area almost the size of the state of Massachusetts.

Citizen Alert believes that it is the responsibility of the

citzens and the government of Nevada to question the impact of this

proposal on our state and its citizens. The intrusion of sonic

boom.s and supersonic flights over land not controlled by the mili-

tary is unnecessary ii a state where nearly 4,000,000 acres of

land is controlled by defense-related agencies. The alternatives

to the proposed action are presented as if there were no alter-

natives. he don't believe it. If the airspace under consideratioln

were off limits, we believe the Air Force could find an SOA over
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military controlled land that would not infringe upon the lives

and livelihoods of rural people. The military branches and defense

agen.cies! should cooperate and not compete to find alternatives to

expansions of SOAs. In addition, the DEIS doesn't adequately

iddress the long-term sonic boom effects on humans and wildlife.
kt

iJh studies cited in the DMIS were mostly conducted by the govern-

moet, most deal with sonic booms of much less magnitude than those

thint arc proposed --

Colonel Casari: Two minutes.

Mrs Garrett: -- and the summary of the DEIS that was sent

out fro-, the Air Force office makes the assumption that, "People

lcneath the area live at or below 5,000 feet mean sea level." That

doesn't need commenting on.

Impacts of the proposed action on the local economy, includ.

ing ranching, tourism, business and economic development are

inadequately addressed, if at all. The DEIS ignores the wilderness!

""studies areas under or adjacent to the proposed SOA in Nevada,

including the Gosiute Peak, Bluebell, and South Pequop. It mini-

Imize.- the significance of the Gosiute mountains for bird migration

Swhen, according to the BLN, over the past four years about 5,000

to 0,00•( raptors have been observed migrating south each fall.

To conclude, Citizen Alert believes that this DEIS is

inadequate. In addition, we oppose further supersortic operations

area over land not controlled by the military. Finally, we urge
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the Air Force to involve the public to the fullest extent possible

as required by the letter and spirit of NEPA. And we thank the

Air Force for the opportunity to express our concerns.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mrs Garrett. Mr Joseph F.

uri gs , Jr.

Joseph F. Griggs, Jr: I timed this at five minutes if I

read fast.

I want to address three subjects. First, sonic booms,

DLIS admits that tiey will probably be highly annoying to people

who are subjected to them. In other places, the DEIS states that

some people do not seem to mind sonic booms. It suggests that

people need not be annoyed by them. It implies that people can

gut used to them if they want to. Where I live we already have

sonic booms. Ny guess is about five per week on the average;

occasionally, up to five per day. I find them annoying. The),

come from Mach I speeds, from 30,000 feet. An acquaintance of

mine reported recently that a sonic boom caused large rocks to

fall on him as he worked in his mine and he narrowly escaped

death. Asking people to accept sonic booms is asking a great deal

of them. it is not appropriate to treat the subject as a small

Dmatter. The DEIS does tTeat it as a small matter by saying that

noboby knows much about them and that sonic booms will affect only

a small number of people.
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Subject: Cumulative and Continually Increasing Impacts on

Airspace used by Civilians. The DEIS, by omission, treats as rrele-

rant to the present pioposal the current extent of use by nilbturv

aircraft of Nevada and Utah airspace. To civilian pilots and their

families, this is probably the main issue in connection with this

proposal. The amount of restricted airspace in the two states has

steadily increased over the years. A few years ago, a proposal to

restrict virtually all of Nevada's airspace was dropped because of

opposition to it from civilians. In the meantime, military aircraft

us:, in addition to restricted airspace, airspace which is not

restricted, talking about MOAs here. The presence of military air-

craft in nonrestricted airspace makes flying very dangerous for

civilian pilots. They fly at elevations and at speeds that, accord-

ing -to FAA regulations, are illegal for civilian aircraft. I don't

mind seeing military aircraft flying in the valleys and the canyons,

and over the mountains, or even 100 feet above my house. From the

ground, they are a thrill to see. The)y are awesome and impressive.

Except for the sonic booms, I personally don't mind the noise either

But from the vantage point of a small airborne plane, the sight of

them is a harrowing experience. After you've been through that

once, it is impossible to appreciate the presence of mili'tary air-

ýraft where you know civilian pilots and small planes are in the

air. Recently, a neighbor of mine requested that the Air Force )

move its low-level exercise route ten miles to the north to avoid

flying directly over the three airstrips in Baker. The Air Force
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graciously complied with his request. Within a short time, Navy

fighters began using the old route right over the airstrips and

have been using it ever since.

Time is approaching when the Air Force and the Navy are

going to have to make some deals. Maybe the time is now. You want

something, you want something more, what'll you give for it? How

about signing on the dotted line that this will be the last request

so that a few years down the road when all your personnel has

changed, they will know better than to expect more. The resource is

not unlimited. You are only Hill Air Force Base. We have Nellis

and Fallon too. Now we have somebody training foreign pilots for

dictatorships in the Middle East. Some people feelthat a line

should be drawn right there.

Subject: Alternative to the Proposal. I'm not convinced

that two of the alternatives mentioned in the DEIS have been

sufficiently vCeil explored. They are, relocating the supersonic

flight requirement to some other air'space within the UTTR, use of
NJ

distant supersonic flight airspace. Discussion in the DEIS of why '

Sthese two alternatives are unacceptable is quite unconvincing and,

for that reason, inscrutable to people who don't know much about

the subject. We are asked to take it on faith that these alterna-

tives are not feasible. At this point in time, that is asking a

lot. I get the impression that the Air Force finds it inconvenient

to consider these alternatives further. I do not believe that it

is appropriate at this time for the Air Force to be talking to us
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about convenience. It is my opinion that these two alternatives,
F ii some combination, and other alternatives not even mentioned,

probably have a good chance of providing a more elegant solution

to the problems associated with Air Force training plans than does

the present proposal. Prom ny standpoint, the Air Force is pro-

posinýg to pound the Gosiutc Indian Reservation with sonic booms

for an indefinite period and proposing to use more airspace. The

DIAS does not convince mne that the Air Force has good reason to

propose either one. I strongly suspect that the Air Force can

find another way.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr Griggs, that was just about

on the money. Mr Pick Holmes.

Mr Pick Holmes: (Mr Holmes displayed a map he had brought

with him.) This is a composite map that I put together on my

kitchen table, here. Two aeronautical Charts. ln the middle here

we've got the state of Nevada, the state of Utah, Idaho, Oregon,

California, and so on. This, is the area that's been discussed

tonight which is being proposed by the Air Force for a supersonic

operation area. The area down here at Nellis, Barbara has already

puir.ted out, is being used supersonically. And this• i;s the 5,700

square miles that the Navy is proposing to use for a supersonic

operations area in central Nevada. The significant thing about

this to me, is the fact that these military operations areas here

are onl), about 60 niles apart. This is the area up in the
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Mountain Home area in Idaho, Again, maybe 30 miles apart. This

whole entire area her- - the reason I put this map together is

iusl to give you ail overall view of uhat is being proposed and the

Whitc Pine and the Gosiutes are not being singled out for the honor

here. Thanks fellas. (Map was removed at this time.)

I'm delighted to see Barbara arid Ace here tonight and Linda

Ryan, representing the Governor, and Bill Farr, representing Chick

}leckt. Thanks a lot for coming.

On several occasions, the Air Force and the Navy have

insinuated that the authority to conduct theia" activities in our

airspace resides in their. ard, that after satisfying the requirements

of the National Environme'ntal Protection Act, that they may operate

in an- manner which they deem appropriate, regardless of the con-

sequences to any individual, but this is misleading. The sole

responsibility for controlling the use of our airspace is invested

in the administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency, who is

appointed by the President and who operates under the directives

and confines of the Federal Aviation Act. The adminstrator, alone,

may designate certain airspace as restricted in order to confine

hazardous activities and to protect nonparticipants, or he may

.revohe That designation. He may assign or revoke civilian and

militarv joint..use airspace and military training routes. lie may

issue or suspend waivers of the rules which regulate airspeeds.

He may confer with the Department of Defense or any other govern-

mental agency about the desirability of taking these actions.
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What he cannot do is abrogate or ignore the directions of

thc Federal Aviation Act, one of which clearly states that, when

anT aircraft activity, conducted in special use airspace, could

affect the safety of persons or property on the surface, provision

shall be made for their protection.

The Navy in central Nevada and the Air Force in Nevada,

Utai, New Mexico, and Texas are now proposing just such an activity.

'Iheir stated justification for these trespasses is the need to pre-

pare a national defense and each proposal is enforced with the

w,ritten sqtatement that there is no acceptable alternative, and

uith the oral extortionary threat that they will remove themselves

and their economic support if the community frustrates their plans.

In recent years, the military organization has become sc

influential that there are some who view it as a fourth branch of

government and not merely as an agency of the Department of Defense,

and there are others who seem to feel that we can preserve our form

of government by ignoring its laws. The administrator of the

Federal Aviation Agency needs to be reminded of his responsibilities.

Our elected representatives should make every effort to

assure that the various military units cooperate with each other

and coorlinate their activities in such a way as to produce the

least environmental damage, keeping in mind that the inhabitants of

our sparsely populated areas also make substantial contributions

to our national strength and character and are entitled to the same

considerations as those who live in more populated areas. And, in
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the final analysis, if it is determined that theie is no possible

alternative to destroying our habitat in order to provide a

national defense, then our elected representatives should come te

'ýi and explain in convincing terms why this must be so and what

provisions will be made to compensate individuals for property

destruction and devaluation and for the disruption in their lives.

And again Barbara, thank you very, very much.

Colonel Lasari: Thank you Mr Holmes. We have been moving

with, I think, a very good dispatch and I would propose, not as a

reward but because it seems appropriate at the time, perhaps a five

minute break and then we'll return.

(Hearing adjourned at 2020 and resumed
at 2025.)

Colonel Casari: Come to order. Our next speaker is

Commissioner Brent Fldridge who will be speaking in his own behalf

and not on behalf of the county.

Mr Brent Eildridge: I'm Brent Eldridge, one of four

brothers who, with our dad, mother, grandmother, and our wives and

children operate a cattle ranch beneath the southern elipse depicted

in the DEt:IS. I speak today for that family,

This DEIS has one major flaw which is evident throughout,

It nearly ignores the proposed action's negative impacts upon the

Shuman environment while expounding incessantly on the need for the

training area expansion. I won't argue with your statements of
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need for adequate training areas, but 1 ta"e exception to chosen

alternatives which arC driven by inadequate environmental analysis,
Before getting into the errors I see in this document, I'd first

like to diaw some comparison-.

The present supersonic test areas and the proposed, when

combiined, would total approximately 6400 square miles. With 1he

adjoining subsonic training area!4 also thrown in, the whole train-

ing area would total over 16,000 square niles for The use of one

Air Force base. I note that the nation of El Salvador is one-half

that size; the Falkan Islands, one-fourth; Israel, one-half;

Lebanon, one-fourth; Kwait, one-fourth; and Nationalist China,

Sseven-eighths. If, indeed, 16,000 square miles is a minimum size

for the adequate training of ixnerican pilots, I respectfully sub-

mit that we must choose carefully where we have a war. In man)y of

t(he smaller countries, there just ain't room. (Audience applause)

Since the DEIS - is that knocked off my time'? (Laughter.)

Colonel Casari: No sir.

Mr Eldridge: Since the DEIS addresses subsonic flight

effects somewhat, I'll state for the Tecord that we've seldom beei

offended by lo'-flying fighters over the last twenty years. In

fact, we usually enjoy them. I;c support a strong defense, a nili-

tary force that can stab, shoot, burn, strafe, and bomb with the

best of 'em, but as you might surmise, we also strongly believe in

our way of life and in the values embraced by all the people of
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rural Nevada and Utah. We live here for definite reasons and those

reason5 arc now in jeopardy. At 1.2.1, reference is made to a

lauliy LIS finalized in November 1977 in which the needs and impacts

of the 388th Tactical Fighter Wing and others were underestimated.

I underst and that the same type mistakes in other beddown hiSs for

other locations are also now the justification for similar type

expansions of training areas there. l feel that, indeed, once might

have been an honest error, hut twice would indicate to mc a design
(N

To incrementally gut the western deserts. The people of Utah and

Nevada may have offered different comment in 1977 had they been

advised of the real impacts resulting from beddown at Hill. This

DIAS seems only an effort to legalize what may have been, in 1977,

and may still be, a violation of NEPA regulations.

Also, in the summary, you note that the expected levels of

ovterpressures are not known to cause any) health hazards. You

haven't said, however, whether they are known to not cause any)

health hazards. You should address the long-term effects result-
(2

ing from loud, intermittent noise. Average noise levels in a city

have little similarity to the proposed action. I recall a recent

item on TV news which described the reaction brought about by an

evening flight of the blackbird over Salt Lake City. I continue

to believe, until it's proven to me otherwise, that after living

several years at 5,000 feet beneath your nominal sonic impact, the

350 people there won't he worth protecting.
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Following arC errors or misleading statements made in the

M)1IS which indicate the overall inadequacy of the document.

3.1.3: An attempt is made here to depict the test area as

an almost barren desert and that's very incorrect. Antelope, Deep

Creek Spring, and Snake Vallc.ys are sonic of the best livestock

winter range in the Intermountain West. 1 know of no instance

where the scattered grassc,,ý are not suitable for grazing.

3.1.5.2: Agriculture is indeed an important land use in

the area, contrary to your supposition. Native meadows and/or

cultivated crops here are essential to almost every livestock

opteration affected by this proposal.

5.1.5.3: An inference that mining will never be of any

greater importance in the area than it is now is misleading. Sure,

Smining operation, s are now isolated and small in scale but that's true

of any area before a decision is made to mine some new-found deposit

on a large scale. The number of mining claims in the area attest

to its minfral character.

4.1.2.1 and the two following sections: Tou note that noise

created by subsonic flight is insignificant. I agree. You could

have also said that noise created by nearby supersonic flight is damn,

significant and I would have again agreed. But you didn't and I

think you should. YOU ment ioned the annoyance factor, and then

moderated that. Ladies and gentlemen, the annoyance, the startled

reaction inherent in all live critters is the issue. Either

address its effects or demonstrate that, because of lacking or
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inconclusive evidence, it can't he addressed. I'd prefer prior to -

M any inip]ementation or further advancement toward your proposal be

proved to the people of eastern Nevada and western Utah what really

way be in store for us. It doesn't seem -unreasonable to ask that

Nou send your 1--16s here for a few passes down each valley, west

(l the cxisting supersonic test area, at Mach 2 to 2,4 and 5,000

fect AGI. We'll then really know what the one-time impact is, I

sug~e.st Mach 2.4 because that's what the aircraft is capable of

ýi :132 it's capable, we'll experience it. As you say in the DLIS,

pilots shouldn't have to constantly monitor the airspeed indicator.

"Ihank you for this opportunity to comment.

Colonel Casari: Thank you, Mr Eldridge. Mr Charles

Mr Charle. Elasley: My name is Charles Easley. PIm speak-

ing for myself. Being a layman I have just a couple of questions

I'd like to ask the Air Force, and after a quick scan of the sec-

tional charts foi this area, for Nevada, I counted thirteen

Irestricted areas, that's already restricted airspace. Realizing

th.at lHill Air Force Base is outside the state, I would like to ask

Wh\wh can't they use these restricted areas that we cannot fly as

private pilots in now?

Secondly, I counted twelve - already twelve MOAs, this

Q military operation areas. Why do we have to have a supersonic
(N

this close to us? You've already taken over the one south of us
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which is down near Vegas, and with the total numbcr of rnutes,

training routes, I would Iikc to know how many' square miles of

Nevada space the military already had? Can you answer that? And

why give us this mess next door? 0

That's all I have to say Colonel. Thank you.
oa 0

Colonel Casari Thank you very much, sir. As I noted,

if there is any opportunity at the end and there is an answer

available now, we'll try to get it in. If not, these matters will

be addressed in the final hIS. Mr Edwin Robbins.

Mr Edwin Robbins; Mx namlie is I;. 11. Robbins. I'm from

Dixie Valley, Nevada. What you people are gonna get, We already)

got, only different color. This is blue; we got gray. But I

want to tell you you're not alone. The gentlemen up here need it

for Hill Aia Force Bas.e. W•e were just down in Reserve New Mexico.

Itolloman Air Force Base wants Re.serve. They have two places in

Arizona. They have one down by Valentine, Texas. The Navy has a

place in Yuma and Florida to train. It won't be very long before

Mountain Home Air Force Base up in Idaho will want the Paradise

NOA. If you'll start connecting everyone of these together, you'll

find out what they're really after. It's just - you got the head

of the camel under the tent now. Just wail till a little later on.

This whole thing is gonna he one v-ast military operating area which

th~y'll turn into a supersonic.
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The Air lorcc, which I noted here, said 1 belieyc one of

these gci.tlemen did - that they didn't know of any damage that had

been done to any individual or livestock by the sonic blasts. This

is totally incorrect. When we were down at Reserve, New Nexico we

talked to many- people down there. An Indian out on the Papago

Indian Reservation was thrown from his wagon by the US Air Force

and a sonic boom. The wagon rolled over his head, He is now

totally blind. To me that's - I just kind of wonder who they're

protecting. If they're out to protect me, from whom arc they pro-

tecting? When these people took their oath of office they swore

to uphold and support the Constitution of the United States. What

• they're going to do to you is inverse condemnation. They're taking

your land, the use that you have for it, without just compensation.

If they're saying that only one or two people are going to

be annoyed by the sonic booms when they get to the ground, if that's

the case why then they ought to take it to the biggest wilderness

area I know of and that's Washington DC, And to only allow five

minutes on a subject of this magnitude to the people here, because

this is going to directly affect your lives, is absolutely

ludicrous.

They state - I used to work for the Air Force. I'll put

this down so it goes on the record. I worked fcr the Air Force

for eleven years. I worked on electronic instruments. I worked

on the F-111,3 worked on the F-105, on the 106, and the 100. 1

did the armament systems on the P-111. I armed and disarmed that

a
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Saircraf. 1 did the pyrotechnics on it, So I have a little bit

of expertise in it.

(.:clone) Casari: Two minutes,

Mr Robbins: 1 didn't get to work on the F-16. Thjs 3is a

tacticall aircraft, air-to-air and ground-to-air. When they get in

their three-dimensional mode, anytime this aircraft changes position

;in supersonic mode, it will cause a super boom that will be up to

¶wclvc times the normal of what these people are telling you, It

Nhb: the capabilities of blowing windshields out of cars. They did

itaT on a test down in New Mexico - blew the windshield completely

out of a station wagon,

If you want tourism, you better think about this proposal,

In Dixi\' Valle, to date, for one year we've 105 sonic booms, 41

bu.zings, including one where they buzzed our school bus, The

driver saw it coming; otherwise, she would have lost control of the

school bus.

On March 2nd, the Navy did two tests with an F-14 at 5,000

feet, at Mach 1.5, to give us a register of what this would be like.

"lhe first was a straight and level flight and it was pretty awe

iatspiring.. The second one, the pilot came over at the exact same

speed, same altitude, but he maneuvered. lie focused the boom. It

pu-t a 29-inch crack in our school house; it did $900 worth of

damage to the sheetrock in my house. My wife - it took three days

for her to calm down. She's a very even-tempered woman, 1 had to
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put that in. You people are really in for hell, Really, Because

this is only the tip, It's gonna get a lot worse. The aircraft

everyone of these aircraft want to come in like the Israelis do.

1hey have the highest kill rate. Eighty to one is their kill rate.

1hey came into the Bekaa Valley at AGL zero supersonic and destroyed

the Syrian missiles. The Air Force is gonna go for that. If the)y

say they're gonna tell you 5,000 feet, don't believe it. That

surface-to-air missile would love to see an aircraft at 5,000

feet. The Navy has told us they' want ground zero. Holloman Air

lorce Base in Alamogordo, New Mexico, the want zero but the), said

$,0(f(. If they can get 5,000, it's only a step down. They cannot

control an aircraft in a three-dimensional dogfight. fie's too

hbusy after his adversary. If he doesn't get it they tell him

when he gets home and he gets his tail end in the can, Geographi-

cal location doesn't mean a darn to him except to run into it.

W'hat you're gonna get is what we're getting already. So I'd

advise you, real careful. Take a long look because your peace and

quiet, )our tourism, and your economy won't be here tomorrow.

Thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you, Mr Robbins. Mrs Lucille 1sbel.

Mrs Lucille Isbel; I'd just like to say, a few years ago,

about 1980, I was going to Las Vegas and I was just below Caliente,

arid this plane, army plane, zoomed down and I thought he was going
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to crash, and naturally, if i hadn't had a strong heart, I wouldn't

be here now. But anyway, he was zooming my car and then he went on

down a ways and he turned back and zoomed again and I swear he

wasn't over 200 feet over My ca-r. Now this is what we're going to

have now.

Colonel Casari: Thank you, Mrs Isbel. Mrs Dorothy A.

Schot:.

Mrs Dorothy A. Schotz; I would just like to share with

you a short article from the --

Colonel Casari: Excuse me, one moment please.

Mrs Schotz: (The microphone was adjusted.) I would like

to share with you, a short article from the December issue of

Prevention Nagazine, I'm sure a good many of you know this ]naga-

zinc. It's or. our health.

Airport noise may cause heart disorders. First came news

that excessive noise such as that from ýet takeoffs and landings

could elevate blood pressure. Now a new study shows that airport

noise can directly increase the risk of death from cardiovascular

disordcrs. Mortality statistics for 200,000 residents in two

communities in the Los Angeles International Airport area were

compared by University of California at los Angeles engineer,

William Meeken, Phl), and Research Associate, Neal Shaw. The test

area was a region adjacent to the airport. The other community,
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similar in racial makeup, lifestyle, and social economic factors,

lies directly soith of that region. The only difference between

the two areas was in the average exposure to noise. Drs Neeken

and S! aw found significant differences between the death rates

( from t,,- tio arc-as. The data revealed that among residents 75

Syears of age and older, heart attack, and stroke death rates were a n

1 iS percent higher in the noisier region. A 60 percent greater

incidence of violent aeath, including murders, suicides, and auto

accidents was also reported among this age group. Also suicides

among 45 to 54 year e)ds were double the figure of th?: quieter

a1 1 e a.

The noise from Jets in the test area measured at least 90

decibals, a level at which industrial workers must wear hearing

protection to prevent permanent damage. The excessive exposure t.o

noise apparently produces a high degree of tension which, in turn,

increases risk of high blood pressure. The fact that planes fly

overhead constantly makes the rcsiaents angry, Meeken says. The ON

combination of anger and fear may be a contributing factor to ten-

• sion. P;ecause older people are weaker, they are more susceptible

to resulting disorder-s. We have dramatic increases in suicide

rates within the middle-age group, Meeken says. My belief is that

;a similar pattern, exists among other age grcups but more research

would have to be done to make the figure3 statistically significant.

Colonel Casari: Two minutes.

Mrs Schotz: Thank you. While there wouldn't be the numbers

and so forth, it still has a very grave ielationship to noise.
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Noise can be extremely annoyinjg and I 'm sure many of ui, agree to

that

Now there's just one question I have as a private citizen,

Wýith the type of war, please God, it's not going to come to this

countr.y, after viewing. that horrible mnovie on ABC, what would these

JliltIc gnats have to do in relationship with the big buzzards that

M1oscow, is sending from their nests? I don't understand, Thank you,

Colonel Casari: Thank you, Nrs Shotz, Mr Gene McCann,

Mi' Gene McCann: Thank you Colonel, ladies and gentlemen.

It Las already been somewhat explained why we, from Dixie Valley,

a small contingent are visiting your area tonight. I think that's

pretty obvious now that we do have a common problem.

In regard to the sonic booms and their effect on human

psyche, I was in the Air Force also during World War II. I served

a hitch overseas in a B-24 bomber crew. I can remember delivering

many loads of bombs; I saw the devastation, the destruction of

bombs. I also was on the receiving end a few times where I was

caught above ground, not able to reach a bomb shelter during

German bomber attacks on my area. I was stationed up on the Wash

in England with the 93rd Bomb Group and I remember very well the

traumatic effect of bombs exploding quite some distance away from

where I happened to be. You didn't have to have shrapnel flying

around to wet your pants. I don't like to be too melodrmnatic

about this, but I do want to tell you I relate sonic booms to many

of these bomb blasts that I experienced myself.
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1he Aii Force, in its -summary of what it's proposing, seems

to play dawn tremendously the effect of sonic booms. Over there in

.•hixie Valley, I wonder if they're using a different kind of sonic

booms. It makes me shudder when 1 hear one occasionally. This is

just one ever)y so often, rot 25 or 30 a day. When the Air Force

if the Air Force gets it proposal] through and this area is sabjzcted

to this 1,050 sorties in a month's time, you can bet on it. You will

have many sonic booms and they are not guing to be this little thing

that doesn't disturb anybody. I consider myseli just an average

person but I can -- I shake a little bit when I hear these things.

I think I've talked enough on soiic booms but I would like to tovrn

on something concerning the ConstitutioA.

Colonel Casari; Two minutes.

Mr NcCann: You may or may not realize that the Constitu-

tion is a limiting document which must have been God sent by the

founders, the writers of our Constitution; however, it rainly keeps

the government off our backs - the government in any formn It is

up to us to watch what is going on, study that Constitution. Many

of uf haven't read the Constitution since school days. .e el1, I

think that's tragic. There could be a tremendous loss to the

country if too uany people do not know what their protection is

under the Constitution. Thank you very much.

Colonel Casari: Thank you very much, sir. Mr Ray

Blackford. And permit me also to apologize to the previous

speaker for the distraction which occurred which I was unfortunately

unable to prevent. For the record, the one microphone slipped from

the stand, Please proceed sir.
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Mr Ray Blackford: I'm Ray Blackford. I also am from

Dixie Valley. These coats - Dixie Free Militia on it. The reason

we are wearing these coats is, we as individuals, had no voice in

fighting the Navy. We had to band together and so we chose this

name, Dixie Free Militia, as a group to oppose the Navy from des-

troying out valley; That's why we have them.

A while back, my wife and 1 came to the valley to retire

there. lhe love Dixie Valley. It's a beautiful place. It's quiet.

We have artesian wells. I was managing for awhile a beefalo ranch.

The Navy came in and started a proposal of the supersonic area.

Since then I have seen the cattle wildly stampeding in the corral;

we have seen goats drop kids prematurely shortly after sonic booms.

As lid mentioned, after the testing, it was upsetting to the commun-

ity. We feel that we are literally in a war zone. The worst part

of it is, it hasn't even started yet. These are merely the viola-

tions; these are the things that the Navy has done to us before

they have started their supersonic operations and I'm begging you

please write to your Congressman, to your Representatives. Stay

behind your people that represent you. Keep in contact with 'em

because this is the only way that you can fight them. Take the

Air Force to the courts. Tie them up in the courts. That's what

we're doing. So either take it in the courts or through your

elected officials. I believe this is the way that you're going

to win. Thank you.
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Colonel Casari: Thank you, Mr Blackford. Mr Bruce Polk,

Mr Bruce PolU: As you can see, I'm also a refugee from

Dixie V'alley. During the break tonight I was standing back there

and I heard somebody say something about, those guys from Dixie

Valley. What are the)y doing here? They're in enough trouble

already. And as you heard tonight, why we do have some problems

out there, thanks to the Navy.

We moved to Dixie Valley a few years ago and we were still

working in California and trying to move back to Nevada after being

gone for fifteen years and selling real estate in California and

trying to bring Californians over to Nevada to get out of that mess

over there, and we had about four parcels of land in Dixie Valley

that ue thought that we would sell, as an added income, Besides

we have our own little farm there, And I believe it was about the

end of about 1980, 1 put an ad in the newspaper in some small

papers around northern California and I immediately sold a 10-acre

parcel for $12,000. This was in 1980, And as Mr Blackford just

told you, we have a beautiful valley there, I mean it's 3500 feet

elevation, ideal growing area, artesian wateT. We have two tremen-

dous we.lls on our property, Wo just turn on a sp got and there's

Sthe water, We have fruit trees. This is not a commercial trying

to sell you property. I'm just trying to tell you how desirable

this area is.

Again in about 1981, we decided well, we would sell another

parcel, so I Tan some more ads in some little throw-away papers
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around northern California. The first call 1 got was from Napa,

California. An individual called and the)' said, where is this?

You say northeast of Fallon, Nevada, a place called Dixie Valley.

lHe said, oh, I heard about that. Somebody told ine that the Navy's

there taking everybody'". land away fromn 'erm. Now that was just

rumor, of coursc. Now that's the way real estate values go, After

that I heard comments such as, oh yeah, you're in the valley there

where the Navy's bombing you, or you 're in a place there where the

sonic booms are wiping out your homes. Yeah, we don't want any

part of that.

About three mnonths ago, some people from southern Califor-

nia I got them through an ad - an old ad that they happened to

pick up, and they called and they said, well, we want to come up

and look at Dixie Valley. So they came up and they looked and they

really liked the ten-acre parcel that 1 had there, but being a

truthful person as I like to be, and I said, there's one thing I've

got to tell you. I've got to tell you about the problems we have

with the Navy. And then I went on to tell hin that we are on the

edge of this SOA area and what could happen and what is proposed to

happen, lie says, yeah, now you talk about it, now I remember

something about that. Ile says, you know, frankly we like it here

but we're down in an area where we've been pushed around by the

military for years in southern California and we just really don't

want anything more to do about it.

Colonel Casari: Two minutes.
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Mr Polk: So, all 1 have to say is, if you think that your

property will not be impacted economically, or your Teal estate

values will not be hurt, when Nevada has been one of the fastest

growing states in the union per capita last )year, and it's kind of

a state where people want to get away and do their own thing, v&hy

Jist think twice before you allow this to come into your area.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr Polk. Mr Jack Fulton.

Mr Jack Fulton: My name is Jack Fulton and I represent

myself as a private individual. But first of all, I'd like to

also be recognized as a -military pilot and I fly for the Individual

Ready Reserve, and I'm a senior aviator in the Army'. And I'd like

to support the Air Force in the fact that I understand the needs

for the training areas - the needs to train our pilots. Our Air

Force isn't out there to harass us or they're not specifically

designed to run us off the road or give us sonic boons or make

life miserable for us, but those pilots are out there to train.

And 1 will admit that there are some irresponsible pilots that do

break the rules a little bit, but I am supportive of the Air Force

efforts to get more airspace.

p Now let me turn mny card over because I live here and I

don't think that this is the airspace they really need. There's

some inconsistencies that I'd like to point out that we see right

here. I have a publication here that's a news release from 9th of

November and it shows here that the - on mnine, that the ac:tual

trestricted area is inside of the MOA and it was my understanding

earlier that what they were going to say about the supersonic area
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was, all we wanted to do was have the NOA have permission t.o fly

faster in the MOA, but this publication shows proposed restricted

area configuration which splits that MOA and gives us half restricted

area and half MOA. What this means to me, as a pilot out there, is

Sthat I'm still faced with the fact that I'm going to be dealing with
00

Ssupersonic aircraft in the MOA, as well as underneath the MOA, at

flihc 5,000 foot boffer, which also there are publications out that

say that this restricted area will go down to 100 foot ACL, inside

this restricted area. So I see some inconsistencies in what we're

gettin' here ini publications and what we're being demonstrated here.

Also, I would Jike to remind the folks what happened out

here three years ago with the - what were there, three military

pilot,; - within less than a mile from here, we still have a big

charred mark on the ground and a crater out there from the impact

of the '-4 and the two lads that were killed out there. So that's

irresponsibility on some of our military pilots which doesn't look

very well when the Air Force comes up here and presents us with

tills situation.

As far as access to the restricted area as it stands right

now, I've made the trip from Ely to Salt Lake pe... ,,s sixty times

in the last three )ycars, and I've only had one time permission to

go direct route through Clover Control, and a direct route from

yiv to Salt Lake, so all other times, as an air-taxi pilot and

commercial pilot flying VFR, I've had to go to Wendover or to
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Dielta and around, adding tiTic to my leg and also expense to my

customers.

(Colonel Casard: Iwo minutes.

Mr lulton: I al.so want to point out the size of the area

that's proposed. it's about 3-( by 90 miles in change of this

aspect, and to put this into timewise at Mach 1, it's about seven

11inutes of flight time and at Mach 2.5, it's about three minutes

of flight time. So if the three minutes of flight time for that

• pilot is valuable training, where's the tradeoff as far as the

incomvenience for the hundreds of people. and the additional three

niinutes of training for that pairticular pilot at those speeds?

lhat's all 1 have sir.

Colonel Casari: Thank you very much. Thank you Mr -ulton.

I believe it's Mr A. :., 1 hope 1 have the middle initial correct,

Joy.

Mr A-Z.. 9J: How can you forget a complicated name like

that? (Laughter from the audience.)

I'd like to read a resolution that the Nevada Cattlemen's

I Association, Nevada Woolgrowers adopted at the joint conve.-tion

here at Ely on November 16th.

Whereas the US Air Force has declared the need of a super-

sonic test and training range within useful flight time and distance
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from Ilj 11 Air Force Base, Utah and whereas the pToposed action will

withdraw and restrict that airspace adjacent to the already exten-

sire, existing nmilitary operation area in northwestern Utah, and

will al-so extend into eastern portion of Elko and White Pine

Cotwtics of Nev-ada, and whereas supersonic booms are known to cause

physical damage to property and serious health hazards to people

and their livestock, and whereas the closure will restrict all

oilier aviation used within the proposed area in a state already

extensively burdened by restricted areas;

Therefore, he it resolved the NevadaCattlemen's Association

opposes this proposed action by the Air Force and the FAA, and

urge their consideration of other alternatives.

I'd like to say one Thing, You people gave us the DEIS

to read. I refer you to the August issue of the Reader's Digest.

Colonel Casari: Thank you, Nr Joy. Nr Russ NcOmber.

Mr Russ McOmber: Thank you Colonel. I'll be very, very

brief. I think when I looked at the things on the charts up here,

and I don't really understand these, but I do understand the one

thing that says "people," and I represent youngsters as Superinten-

dent of the Schools, and presently we're under fire throughout the

nation. We're becoming a political issue for the first tine, which

is probably the most positive thing that's happened to education.

People are concerned about what's happening to their nost important

resource, which is their children.
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We just had a recent report called, "Nation at Risk,"

which tells us very explicitly that our young people are inportant

to us. My concern, and the concern of every educator probably in

thi.s state or an)y other state, is disruption - I'm sorry, annoyance.

If a youngster becomes an annoyance in the classroom, we remnove him.

It's pretty hard to remove a jet airplane and those annoyances,

however slight, are disruptive to the educational process. And I

can't see how we can possibly continue in any way educating our

youngster when we're, pardon the expression, constantly annoyed.

Thank you very much Colonel.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr McOmber. Is Nr Bob Narcum

here-? Hr Marcum will read a statement of Mr Al Stone, and as he

is verv next on the list - I believe I have this order correct -

he will then address you in his own behalf. Thank you sir.

M.lr Bob Marcum reading for Mr A] Stone: This statement's

on the behalf of the Nevada Wildlife Federation, Al Stone was

scheduled to give it to you this evening, lie's a director in

that organization. Now he's out in the back country someplace.

in aiiy case, this is signed by the President of the Nevada Wild-

life Federation, Andy Leach.

After careful review of the Candy Range Extension DEIS,

the Nevada Wildlife Federation is strongly opposed to the pro-

"1) osaI. i'e would be in favor of alternatives B, C, or D as
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jddressed on page 1) of the I)L1S. On page 4, that's IV, the DLIS

states, "Lnvironment-a1 impacts are considered minimally in all

respects except the noise resulting from sonic boom activity."

At fhc rate of ]00 to 125 sonic booms per day, the Federation feel

Sthat this is a significant impact on the environment.

The DEIS states on page 5 that questions on long-term pro-

ti-acted exposure and sublevel responses (of wildlife) remain to be
'-1

s tudied. On page 40 of the DEIS we read, "One study indicated

nthat the Soot)y Tern reproduction rates were severely reduced when

1he eggs were exposed to intense sonic booms." The Federation

,i.-hes to point out that the proposed area is some of our finest

de-,r winter range. What will the sonic booms do to the rut

and what effect will the stress of the booms have on the pregnant

does? W;ill this stress result in a higher fawn mortality? The

D.IS states on page 40, "The most delicate and sensitive behavior

of animals is that associated with the biological reproduction."

Also -r importance to vs is the fact that the valleys of

the proposed areas are among Nevada's finest tiophy antelope

habitat. Kill the booms interfere with antelope reproduction or

1will the booms make them more vulnerable to hunters?

Quoting from the )LIS, page 59, "Recreational activities

noý, taking place in the land area beneath the proposed supersonic

flight airspace are of outdoor wilderness experience nature."

Activities include hunting, hiking, camping, etc. These are
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activities where the values of unspoiled nature are deliberately
sctviiu the ttlermter o
sought. Eccause of the remoteness of the area, the total number of

people participating in these activities is expected to be small.

The Federation wishes to point out that in our arid and

harsh state, areas of this nature are scarce. Our population's

growing rapidly, perhaps more rapidly - most rapidly in the nation

and recreational demands on this area will increase significantly.

"The White Pine Power Project DEIS of October '83 cites

the preferred location of the generating plant in North Stepto

Valley. This site is less than 50 miles from the proposed opera-

tions area. The White Pine Power Project DEIS states on page 10,

anL that's X, "At the peak of construction, the total population

of White Pine Count>' will be nearly 50 percent note than its

projected level within - without White Pine Power Project. The

increased population will place an increased demand on outdoor

recreat ion.

The Federation wishes to discuss one final point, that

being raptors. According to the BLM Draft Wells Resource Manage-

ment Plan and EIS of najor significance in the Gosiute WSA, that's

Wilderness Study Area, 5,000 to 6,000 raptors, including gose

hawks and golden and bald eagles, have been observed migrating

south each fall. This does not include the resident raptors.

What will be the effect of the supersonic booms on these raptors?

Will the booms alter their forage supply? Will the booms disturb

nesting and reproduction? That is the statement from the Nevada

Wildlife Federation.
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Colonel Casari; Thank you sir, Y•lo ma-y proceed with your

statement, if you choose.

Mr Bob Narcum; P'm not actually representing A yself. I'm

the President of the New White Pine Sportsman's Club and the Club

uould like to read into the record a comment.

The New White Pine Sportsman's Club is a White Pine County

organizalion with 35 memnbcrs in Ely and McGill, Nevada, We have

careful11)' reviewoed the DEIS for the establishment of the Gandy

Rlange Lxtension. We are strongly opposed to this proposal. We are

rinot opposed to alternatives b, c, or d, as stated on page ii. Our

concerns are primarily in tlo areas of predicted problems.

First is our strong concern on the potential detrinental

effect on all wildlife, including feral horses. Page roman

numeral V states that questions on long-term protracted exposure

land sublevel responses remain to be studied for wildlife. The

Nevada ground areas involved are substantially used for the hunting

of mule deer and antelope. Mule deer hunting takes place in the

foothills and mountains; antelope hunting takes place on the valley

floors. It is our experience that these two big game animal speci.es

are extremely difficult to approach after a sonic boom. There is;

no question that the Gandy Range Extension wivll have a detrimental )

effect on big game hunting in the area. The sonic boom effect on

small game and nonconsunptive wildlife is also believed to be

detrimental.
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The second area of strong conacni is the undesirable impact

of sOnic booms on persons using the Gandy Range Extension area for

recreation. Subject land is regularly used in spring, summer, and

fall for primitive back-country recreation and sonic booms will

impair this experience, While subject US governmental BLM is

managed for multiple use, it is our strong position that the proposed

, Gandy Range Extension would impose an undesirable environmental

"effect on all species of wildlife and on recreational users of this

land. Thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you sir. Mr Joy Bybee.

Mr Joy Bybee: As Chairman of the White Pine Tourism Com-

mittee of the Chamber of Commerce, I'd like to just pass on a

that we would like to express our feeling from the Tourism Committee.

The White Pine Chamber of Commerce Tourism Committee would

like to express its concerns over the proposed Gandy Range Exten-

sion and adjacent restricted airspace of the area for the super-

sonic flight training.

The Tourism Committee is working to promot, tourism in

White Pine County and increase the tourist trade. The committee

Srecognizes that our area has great and potential tourist through-

out this scenic, beautiful, and historic sites and recreational

opportunities. Increased tourist trade can have a substantial and

a very positive impact on the area's economy. The proposed exten-

sion of the supersonic training site may be very detrimental to
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our efforts in three ways. The increase in military flights over

2the area decreases the potential for civilian flights through the

6 restricted airspace, making it more difficult for our civilian

Straveler5 to come to Ely. One of the county's greatest assets for

to increase our outdoor recreational facilities. We have millions

of square miles in the back country waiting to be used. The

increase in sonic booms will reduce the appeal of these back

country to a tourist. The Spring Valley, Mt Wheeler, Mt Moriah

and the cast side of the county for outdoor recreational use.

The county attracts hundreds of visitors every year to
hunt , fish each )car. The negative effect of the increased sonic

booths in the areas wildlife are not known and not harve been fully

explored.

White Pine County, at the present, suffers a hi.gh unemploy-

ment and unstable economic conditions. increased tourist, we

believe in this area, is one way to generate jobs, income for our

county residents. The exzension of thu Gandy Range and adjacent

restricted airspace for subsonic flights and training will provide

will not provide any direct or indirect economic benefit to our

area.

The committee feels thei Draft Etnvironmental Impact State-

ment has not been adequately addressed to the economic impacts of

the White Pine County and we are opposed to the extension of a

supersonic training site.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr Bybee. Mr Scott L. Anderson.
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Mr Scott 1. An:ierson: I'm from a small comnunity just

a little cast of you heor. I'm approximately 20 miles south of

this area and I felt that maybe I should say a few things. I

think nmost of themn have been adequately covered already.

One of the things i don't feel has been addressed are

those people that are living in the area. In the statenent that -

Sthe Enyironmental Impact Statement says there's 350 people out

there. I wonder who went out there and counted them. We surely

didn't see anybody out counting heads.

The other probleii that I see is that we have three schools

in the area that I don't think have even been considered. I didn't

read anything about then in the statement. I - as illiterate as I

may seen at this time -I am somewhat nervous, I have to admit, but

I come fror a family that - my mother is a teacher, my sister is a

teacher, my mother-in-law i1 a teacher, and I oven married a

teacher. Now if that doesn't show up, I think I have a little bit

of an idea of the effect of this kind of flying on the kids. And

when the kids go over they all think that's neat, but they are not

trained. And I am a pi.ot, okay? And I have - well, I should say

we have an airstrip that is in this MOA. We are off the end of it.

h" e regularly have fighter aircraft flying over. I'm afraid that I

don't have a good enough - I'T not fast er.ough to tell whether

they're Navy or if they're Air Force aiTplanes. All I know is

they come over and they think tho corral is a neat place to buzz.
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V\ell that corral happens to be my livelihood. Now if that doesn't

count, I want to know who's going to make that determination.

In the EIS, they state that the Air Force will reimburse

those claims that the)' find to be - l'm sorry, I forget, I didn't

write it down - anyway they want 'em validated. I'm curious as to

who's going to Tnake that determination. They say that it has to

be, - they'll give you the fair value of the replacement cost of

the window. Well, I wonder if they're going to pay that glass man

to come out and replace that window. Is he going to pay ine for the

amount of time that that window is out while I'm waiting to write

the_ letter to the glass man that I need a window replaced and then

for him to get the time to come out? All that time, here we've

got a piece of wax paper up in the window holdin' the breezes out.

Colonel Casari; Two minutes,

Mr Anderson; The other thing I'd like to address is - it

says there's no impact on aviation in the area. I like to fly in

that area. I fly at approximately 100 to 120 miles an hour. Well

we have our flyboys coming through there and I suspect that I would

P lose an)" race with them. I can look out for myself and I can look

out for the fellow that's approaching me if he's in another gencral

aviation airplane. I can't look and make my circle just before I

take off and clear the area, and when I take off, by the time J

reach the point where I'm a hundred feet in the air, that fella has
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come over the hill in back of me and he's on top of me, And his

training has ended and so has mine. And I think that these things

Sneed to he addressed and I would like to have known about it long

Senough in advance that I could have had a nice written up thing

hece and I'd a had my wife read it to you. But I'm sorry, you'll

have to put up with inc.

Colonel Casari: I don't think I depart from the neutrality

in saying that your literacy is not in doubt.

Mr Gene fieckethorn.

yr Gene Heckethorn: Well, I haven't got a whole bunch to

say except that I do have a son and I ao have a brother that's both

licensed pilots. They're indirectly right in the middle of this

thing out here. I own a little farm right in the south end of this

proposed area, in Snake Valley. It's between Baker and this area

here. I have observed planes coming over there and if it hadn't

been for the 230,000 volt line coming through there, I believe

they'd probably been just a little closer to the ground than that.

It's approximately 90 feet off the ground.

And I do have livestock in there and I can't help but

Sthink this whole thing is uncalled for to have this kind of an

area, that many areas in this state. It just doesn't seem feasible

atall. That's about all I have to say. Thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr Heckethorn. Mrs Barbara

Rowley. I'm sorry, I was given a card. I did not note that it

indicated negative. I apologize. Mr Art Olson.
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Mr Art Olson; Colonel, in order to add a little variety

to tonight's festivities, I would begin by expressing appreciation

for the opportunity that is ours to participate here tonight.

I'm Art Olson and I'm Chairman of the White Pine County

Industrial Park Reviev, board. It is representing this group that

I would make this formal statement.

The White Pine County Industrial Park Review Board has

reviewed the Draft Ennvironmental Impact Statement for the proposed

Candy Range Extension and adjacent restricted airspace as an area

f.'r supersonic flight training. The board feels that the DEPS

does not adequately address the economic impacts the extension

would have on White Pine County. Additional analysis on the

effects on civilian flights and economic impacts on the count)y is

needed. Airspace to the south east and west of White Pine County

Sis already restricted for military uses. Extension of the range

and increasing the volume of military flights -will decrease avail-

ability of airspace for civilian flights. This reduction of

flights for air traffic, both passenger and freight, to fly to

White Pine County or, an east-west route.

The Industrial Park Review Board feels the proposed Gandy

Range Extension and restricted airspace for suprsT5oniC flight has

the potential to adversely affect the White Pine County's economic

development efforts. Given the information available in the DEIS,

the board opposes the proposed extension. I would also say that,
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as Chairman of the Whi te "Panc Powcr Project Advisory Committee,

that we would reflect these same basic air passenger and freight

concerns. Thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr Olson. Mr Dale W. Greei.

The speaker indicated most of the issues had been covered quite

adequately and he thanked the group. Thank you sir. Mrs Laura

l)can.

Mrs Lauraj Dean: Well, I think that we have definitely

covered all the things against this whole issue, so I would like

to point out something that is definitely a benefit to us all.

Now, I have this German Shepherd. lie's about 14 months

old and his ears never did stand up but everytime there's a sonic

boom the sucker puts his ears up, so I figure 'rm gonna have me

a perfect German Shepherd if we have enough sonic booms. Now

that's one. Now I have another one, and that is the Lehman Caves.

Now, if you want to take a tour, it used to be so long. They used

to have those beautiful caverns and things, you know. Now, they've

cut some of those things out. You know, it makes me wonder. They

tell me that there's a crack that's gotten wider and, you know,

they don't really tell us why. So I figure that must be it. Sonic

Sboomns, and now we don't have to go so far and walk so far. Right?

Now, there's another one. Oh, I love this one. I have

this friend - oh, by the way, in case nobody wants to identify me,

I live in Baker, Nevada and I'm next door neighbor to JoAnne Garrett,
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and she has a daughter here and she's real pretty. Now j saw this

pilot the other day and he was so cute. lie came about 50 feet

above my place and he had blue eye's and the only thing he didn't

do was give me his name. lie hieeded a shave slightly and I could

tell and I thought I'd introduce him to Diane Bullock. So there

have to he some advantages to all this, don't you think?

Now the other thing is, who's gonna pay iny insurance rates

for zill this bullshit?

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mrs Dean. We have gone some-

thin- - slightly over an hour and I'd like to afford you another

five ]nlnutes rest.

(Hearing adjourned at 2123 and
reconvened at 213S.)

Colonel Casari: May we reconvene the hearing please?

Please come to order. Mr J. Mike Townsend.

Mr J. Mike Townsend: I'm not gonna plow a whole lot of

new ground. I'm a local resident. I'm a general aviation pilot.

I own a small communications business in town and I think most of

you know I'm the engineer for the local cable television company.

I'm intcrested in this issue from all three points of view.

My experience indicates that I am very unconvinced that

there'll be no adverse affect on Sky West operations by this pro-

posal by the Air Forcc. I believe, at the very least, Sky West'll
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experience increased fuel costs in transit times, and 1 thinV

they're gonna come out of our pockets. We are very dependent on

Sky West for the transportation of our own personnel and people

coming to visit us and emergency parts. We are not a big company;

we don't have thousands of dollars of spares sittin' on the shelf,

and in the wintertime especially, Sky West has had a very good record

of making their flights with a minimum number of overflights and

missed landings in adverse weather. And one of the reasons is their

flexibility of operation in the - with the type aircraft they're

flying and lots of airspace. And I think this would - particularly

in the wintertime, they're gonna have more problems with this high

level of let activity close by. I believe that it will result in an

increased number of aborted landings and flights in and out of Li',

particularly during times of adverse weather. I think that will

have an adverse affect on the business economy in Ely in general.

and certainly we don't need anymore of that.

If this proposal was to go through, I see a need for a very

large-scale upgrading of the electronic gages and navigation in the

area. I see the needs for instrument landing system, MLS in the

airport, and who's gonna bear the costs of those to maintain service.

We've got a rather marginal situation from the pilot's point of

view out here. Awful lot of that cumulus granite to find when

you're flying in bad weather and there's nothing more valuable than

lots of clear airspace aTound you, and this proposal proposes to

take away a lot of that.
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It was mentioned earlier that they didn't want to go over

l)ugi,a, because of all the delicate equipment and I would point out

that most of you are probably aware that several of our mountain-

tops in the immediate area, the operational area, have got deli-

cate equipment which brings us otir television, our communications,

and various other electronic aids to bring the 20th century out

• here into the backwoods. And the equipment - I work on a good

deal of it and it's subject to continual mechanical assaults.

We'v•e been on some of the Jmountaintops with very close encounters
4

with m1ilitary aircraft that are outside this NOA as it exists now,

and the shaking and poundingý that the sites take resuit in increase

maintenance costs and increased unavailability of the equipment.

From the general aviation point of view, there are conflicts I

bctween general aviation aircraft and military aircraft, in general.
I

Colonel Casari: Two minutes.

Nr Townsend: In the last five years, as a passenger in a

commercial airliner and as a pilot in a general aviation aircraft,

I have had two near midair collisions with military aircraft nrore

than fifteen miles outside the boundaries of their operating area-.

In both cases, I feel that midair collision was averted only by

the sharp eye of a FAA radar controller. In both cases, we had

no visual contact with the aircraft until we had taken severe

evasive action. In one case, we passed within a thousand feet of

a Navy jet fighter, 25 miles outside of his operational area, Fallon.
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Military aircraft have navigational failures, they have

pilot faiiures, they have pilot error. We don't need that this

close to this area. I believe there are viable alternalives.

And as for sonic booms, we get 'em in town every once in

a while and I came back in that patch of Southeast Asia we shed

so much blood over a few years ago, and when caught unawares, I

still end up hanging from the rafters. And we don't have very

m.1anv in town, but I think we'll have a whole lot -more and I think

Sthis proposal is poorly founded and not terribly well addressed

by thc Air Force. I believe there's a whole lot of looking that

nuCds to be done.

Colonel Casari Thank -oi Nr Townsend. Mr Philip J.

Yt rkt, r,

.M Philip I. Carter, I': Philip 3. Carter; i live in

lulud; I 'm invol%'cd in agribabi-ncss. And many of my conerns have

bci& vx'ery u ll addre:.-ed here this evening, so I'm gonna be very

bricf.

I Iould like 1o protMC.t the extension of the Gandy Test

kanc:e further into White Pine Coanty for the following reasons:

- Ii co ld rmae a mere cArcuito0, route for our commercial airlines

bt)wce-ci LIAN and Salt Lake City and may have detrirmental effect on

Sair transportation iii and out of White Pine County. Now the Air-

,. Force addressed this tonight, but I'm still concerned in their

moving the supersonic test area closer to our airline in and out

of here.
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Also, cxlending the range would have a detrimental impact

on many ycars of prior ranch-ng r travel in and out of Spring

\alley ;ImV other valleys affected. And I don't think that this

thing has been -very properly addressed here tonight yet,

I -lso feel that rhe extension of the range and the result-

in- added sonic booms would have an impact o; the people, livestock

and buildings, in the proposed enlargeu artea. I would urge that the
cc

Air Force consider alternatives to the enla-rgement of the test

ragce and I thank the Ar lVorcc for this opportunity to express my

comInent here tonight,

Colonel Casari: 'ihanh you Mr Cartcr. Mr John Polish.

Mir John Poli_7bh: I'mi John Polish, former Assemblyman of

Wh itc Pine Count)'. Right .oiw my concern is we own about 372

acres uusr south of that little airstrip the Air Force is talking

about there and Ae - my son and I - of course, are against this

Patmrticular proposal of using this 1,y the Air Force and, our main

question though is, with the speeds that our aircraft are travel-

ing today, we don't hear very nmich about it except at some of

the islands where some of the atomic bomabs were, but why can't

you jL ut - the extra five or Iei Tni.nutes -hat your planca could

fIv - do a lot of this over Ihe Pacific Ocean? My question is.

Ih; haven't you used more waLer bodies? Is i t to save your pilots

I- I don't ti;nk that [he, re - according to a lot of the

crash,:s that we've had, you can't - whether it's on water or land,

it's pretty disastrous. Bu'L we are opposed to this particular Air

Force program. And that's my comments tonighlt.
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Colonel Casari: Thank you M-r Polish. Mr Otis D. Johnston,

Do you wish to address the group sir?

Mr Otis U. Johnston: Yes. I'm Otis Johnston, the Ciyil

Defense and Emergency Management Director for White Pine County.

One of the things that has not been, I don't think,

iaddreCs-;d in any of thiJs, is the additional exposure to possible

accidents in the eastern part of White Pine County. Now if we

get a plane down, we're going to have to activate our search and

rescue people and all this sort of thing. Who's going to pay for

it? It's costing you and me as the taxpayers, of this count)' to

, lju his. So this is just cmc of the things that I don't think has been

addressed, It is a possibility and as we get nore and more plares

inTO the 22 miles - into the 22.mile area that this will extend,

from thc Utah border into White Pine County, then we're going zo
IIh mnorc exposure to this; type of accints. Thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you sir. Mr Reed Robisii.

Mr Reed Robison: I'm Reed Robison. I live in ý,pring

Xalley. I feel that my sentimients have been adequately expressed

hcre tonight but contrary to what you might have read or heard,

( 1 -have no V'ritten agreement with the Air lorce concerning ny

access to ti proposed rango cxtension. Thank you.

L (Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr Robison. Mr Ken fteinbah,

do you wish to speal% to the group? Apparently Mr Heinbah has

departed. Mrs Elaine Pollock.
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Mrsý L Iaine C 01 Col lck: Somethlingj J would like to Inow is-

our drill rigs, have -)0-foot hoomns on 'em and we have drilled around V

N tepoo3ara iiI)tlia~f'cIsonordiln asaasOur equipmnent moingI311 around and the boom beingq up on the hills

anda things with these - et a go kg 1. brotýIgh? I also wan ted t~o b'now

he il( land -restrict dons wifll. ho c harnged on the leases for the

latnd for the mining. I alIso wanTted to know if ther'e's any) de~finitC'

staii st ics on how far ve can hear , sonic hoow from where it Star'is

Al 5 ,0(f)0 feet eci va tien , 1 I), 000 iecet I2 know fha t during last week1

WC' iwo id a son~ic bIoo; ri'ght hrcI. in Eli. and our gueCsts wer am inY

x~non earth was that?' Thýe windows s;hock. And I said, wel -i

aI 5011iic bcoom. It happens11ý evt'ry so oftenp. Put t nat w~as two

vila Iera away. So whait will i~c bear ihen it's 'right next to us

just one Valley away?

i think, the Army w~iil1 also findi that a harried mother

f inally get.- hier bnaby or youngster dovtrn for a naip and all of a

Lsudden aq sonic booml Lits, IýC're going toC have World War Ill richi

here. And 1 think we 'd allI f - 1 the s;ame way . Ther-e's days when

aill of us, no matter what %Cwe are, come bone, sit dewin, kick

our shoes off , lean hack and -rel ax a winute. Well when we knc,'

thalt three Ur so times a dayI weC canl expect a s;onic boomi, it '

1c Ieallv go ing' tt' be. bard to shut that out when1 we're trying t--

rvrelax , we 'rYe goi ng toc be ThIinkiling , i s i t goi ng t o hit. Andt the

kisare gonn~a feel -it , We're gonna~ feel it . The l-ittle kids who
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are under five right now will slowly get used to it but they don't

know vet the re.sults of what's gonna happen to 'em when they hit

school. I mean, they're gonna be just like we are. They're gonna

say, when is it gonna hit. You know, they're gonna be sleeping

and think during the naps or whenever, and they're gonna be think-

ing, is it coming. Every little noise they're gonna wonder if

thCy're gonna jump with it.

In conclusion, I'd like to say we love and value our peace-

fulness here and sonic booms aren't conductive to that peace.

"I ha v11 oU.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mrs Pollock. The last listed

speaker is I)r Richard Bargen. Dr Bargun indicates he has a great

deal of scientific evidence that he wishes to put on the record,

and it may be that the time limit would not permit it all. 1 have

agreed to extend him ten minutes. I will give him warning at eight.

If' thereafter - we will then conclude the meeting. If thereafter,

InI ;4".1rgen wishes, he may record the remainder of his remarks on the

tape recorder. Doctor.

Pr Richard Bargen: Thank you. I didn't want to sound too

9 'vicious here. lirst, 1 have some questions. The question period

was rather short and if the Air Force people - if anyone would

feel qualified, I - first of all I would like to ask, for the

restricted areas now that are presently extant, rastricted areas
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6, 7 - think it'. 07, fox instance, where are the vertical bound-

"aries for that restricted area? And that's referring to this area

here (indicating on the map).

Colonel Casari: Do you wish an answer to the question

I no.w'? And are we able to respond] to that?

Dr Bargen: I was wondering about the vertical boundaries

, for restricted areas currently extant 6407 or 6707, 1 can't quite

Ssee it. Where are the -vertical boundaries? In other words, based

on grouned to certain altitude or does it have 5,000 feet to a

certain altitude?

Larry Davis: 'eah, the vertical boundaries on 6407 go from

surface up to 58,000 feet.

Br Bargen: Thank you.

Colonel Casari: That was Mr Larry Davis.

Dr. bargen: Now for - I'd also like to ask, what are the

rules that the Air Force or the military uses, or the FAA uses,

to establish the boundaries for restricted areas, for instance?

Clln other words, is it the handbook for airspace - handling air-

space ivatters? Is that the book thay is used to c...ablish these )
boundaries?
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Lary Davis: I'm not sure what the - what book it I ould

be. Normally, when you establish boundaries, it's - you're talking

aboui how xiuch airspace you really need and to what altitude, and

those are the requests that will go into some proposal like this.

S A~nd so I 'm not aware of any book you go to. It's just a need In)at

the Air Force has to 'lave, you know, for the proposal.

Colonel Casari" Larry Davis, again.

Dr Bargen: Thank you. Then i'd like to go to the book

lh•,1T the Air Force needs to follow. It's called, "Proccduies for

llnndling Airspace Matters," and it's DOT FAA 74002B. Now for the

present restricted areas such as 6407, from ground surface, or from

the surface to 58,000 feet, the requirements to meet these require-

nients, to have a restricted area ak ground level, there are certain

• requirements.

F t:irsi of al', under Scctior. 694, restricted area floors, if

practical, shall be designated at 1200 feet above gTound level, or

higher. If this isn't practical, then the following criteria shall

apply. Amongst these criteria are that the - if private or public

use land underlies an aTea, the restricted area floor shall - the

r -word shall has a specific meaning in this document - shall be

designated or agreements made by the using agency so as to provide

aerial access to the land. Secondly, the surface may be designated

as a floor only when the usi.•,' agency, in this case the Air Force,
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c it her owns, leases, or other1,ise controls- the underlying surface

and the criteria listed previously, are applicable. Now, I'd like

to ask, does the Air Force have lease agreements or any written

agreements : ith pri vat landholders wnder the restricted area 6407?

Colonel Casari: -ihese questions t,ill be responded to

.suhscqucntly. 1 believe we have too little time this evening.
0?

Please proceed sir.

Dr Bargen: Ukay. The Air Farce doesn't have any agree-

I eIts with these people. By definition, by their own documents,

the existinFg restricted areas are illegal. It's just a point i'd

like to make amongst many, potentially hundreds of paints.

The preserntL restricted areas, the boundlary definitions ar'e

illegI l . There are scve-ral othe-r restricted areas in the same

Cat cgor-.

"I'] repeat a statement I made at Ibapab. 1ro been auth-

orized 1y the Executive lii )ector o:F the Nevada State MoCi cnl Associa-

tion to make the following statement: Neiada State Medical Association

officially opposes the concept of sunersonic, low-altitude flight,

both in general and aise in this proposal :ýpecificully. This oppo-

sit ion is due to a knov;n and postulated hazards to the health and

.,e] fare of human beings of these proposed actitons.

The Draft Environumcnital Impact Statement that n'any people -

tha, 1we're basing our commenlts- on, is a very flaued documenit. I
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reciewed all thcjr literature that's both listed in the biblio-

graph , in this document; I reviewed several hundred other studi-,s,

personally reviewed them for their pertinence and for the accuracy

as comp;ired to what might be stated in the Draft Environmental

S Impacti .Statement.

As m•ny of you mnow, the first Draft Environmental Impact

Statement for super.-onic operating area came out for Morency and

\alentinc, Texas in 1979 which was the gap - there was a gap from

1979 to 198(0, shown to you on the previous slides by tht. Air

lorcc. That first document was flawed to the extent that a

crv i -ed draft was reqii i red. This revised draft forms the basis

Or this doCument. Thv - to sum up a lot of information, none of

t. information in this document, irone of the overpressures, --

eolonel Casari: Two minutes.

Dr bagen_: - - none of the postulated effects froUhi tv-s...

•• overpresures, ae based on one single measurement. The way the

reasoning goes, is this. T1wenty-one flights - twenty-one flights

of the `-15 aircraft were flown in the Oceania Military Operating

Ar-'a of the east2rn seaboard. From these 21 flights and the air

aat mane,.,vcring,. 3 nstrumen;tation system, data was gathered which

"%1,a5. t..ugged into an eyCat ion, designated Carlson's Simplified

NeCthod. Flom Carison's Sil,'p'ificd Method, which is restricted to

1straigh1t and leve:l fligh(t, c(.-ain overpressures were calculated.-
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"Ih es•e overpressures, I must stress again, were calculated based

on a simplified method that's applicable only to straight and level

flight. William Galloway, an Air Force researcher - I'm not sure

if he's Air Force personnel, but he's done many studies for the

Air F orce - has specifically stated in his Bolt, Beranek, Newman

document of September 1982, that this bears no relationship to the

2 ¶ype of overpressures, the type of activities, the type of noisc

U that %,ill occur in an air combat maneuvering area. For instance,

S1he document states that this area will allow the pilots to perform

;ad explore the full performnance envelope of their aircraft. The

pilots in the audience will kniow that you do not explore this -

youi pterformance envelope of a Mach 2 or plus aircraft, flying at

acl I . I.

Colonel Casari: Sir, your time is concluded. Please sum
u p .i-

Dr Bargen: Okay. 1 think, an summary, and it Seems pretty

obvious, what we're dealing with, is that the Department of Defense,

for very necessary reasons, has discovered the need to fly super-

sonically over certain areas for certain types of training. From

a fledi cal point of view, fron a human point of view, from an

et.ical point of v'ie, front a mvoral point cf view, this cannot be

donie over human beings. It has to b~e done over uninhabited areas.

lVhat the federal government and the Department of Defense has
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initiated is a major federal action which requires addressing, by

wihat NIF1A calls programatic or generic LIS. In other words, the

concept of supersonic flight over human beings has to be address'v.i,

it specifically for Gandy, not specifically for Mvorency, nor

specifically for Valentine, or for Fallon. It has to be addressed

in a general environmental impact statement as a major federal

action in itself. However, the process that you're involved with

now is merely cosmetic and your only input is through your politi-

cal people and through the courts. And the only real input to ny

mind will be legal action.

And finally, I'd like to restate, this action is subject to

the court case curreCTtly in Reno as a - under preliminary injunction

to prevent the military from flying supersonically over inhabited

regions. If the court case should happen to be won, or the injunc-

tion granted, then this proposal will be moot, but the question

!-till rcmliins that it's t.iJiig aplproached in the wrong way and the

nilitary must address this question far more seriously if they

expect the common people living in this land not to rise up and

oppose them in these necessary actions.

Colonel Casari: Thank you, Dr Bargen. I see a hand from

M2i lha i.

Mike Townsend: Colon i, one brief question. I should

have read in), notes more carefully. Can you bear me all right?
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Colonel Casari; I can hear you sir, but it's a problem

of recordation. Will you please come to the front?

Mr Townsend: One point I omitted in my presentation is

that we are dependent upon Life Flight for high-level medical care.

he have very fine local medical facility yet myi wife is alive today

because Life Flight got her to Salt Lake to the University Medical

Center in time. One of the previous pilots in the arm has pointed

out the problems of getting clearances to cross the already existent

restricted areas. T]here have been similar problems with the areas

at Ncllis, even when a mnedical emergency existed. Will the Air

Force provide for absolute clearance, regardless of what's going

on on the range for the Life Flight aircraft, direct Salt Lake,

direct Ely, and return, regardless of what kind of upset it does

to the range operations at any particular time? Our lives are

literally on the line in that respect. Thank you.

Colonel Casari: Thank you Mr Townsend. As the question

was asked, we'll take the time to hear the answer. Apparently

there is one.

LtColonel Joseph WAinsett: I want-to assure everybody

h're that we will make sure, through the FAA and through our

facilities at Hill Air Force Base, that any emergency of the nature

that was described by the gentleman, will be accepted and approved.

LmQrgency flights of that n1tnre take priority over any of our air

operations.
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Colonel Casari; Thank you Colonel Winsett. Ladies and

gent lemon, we have now heard from all the speakers who have signed

to speak and I wish to express -my appreciation to Congresswoman

\'ucanOv-i c and t- the other elected officials who appeared, and 1o

all of you ladies and gentlemen for your courtesy in seeking to

observe the times. We now conclude at 2159 by m1y watch. Thank you

very much. Goodnight.

(Htearing closed at 2159, 30 November 1983.)

STATEMENT BY COIONEL CASARI

It is now 2203 hours and I have informally opened the

record in order to record that the offer which was mnade on the

record to hr Bargen was again made at the conclusion of the

nieeting; that is, to permit him to dictate the remainder of his

remarks into the tape recorder. 1)r Bargen, I am advised, by Mr

Murdock, declined that offer, lie stated that his comments were

for public consumption and chose not to exercise the prerogative

which we extended him of recording his remarks on this recorder.

lie also indicated that his main points were included in his pre-

viously submitted written comments.

ENI) OF RECORl)
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I THE HEARING OFFICER: This hearino w'ill come to

2 order. Good eveninq, ladies and qentlemen. I can't helT)

3 hut 4egin the meeting by saying that we are very fortunate,

4 as we were in Ely, to meet in such excellent facilities.

I would like to welcome you all to the third of three

6 scheduled public meetings-- that is, hearinqs, on the Draft

7 Environmental Impact on the proposecd establishment of the

8 Candy Range Extension and adjacent to the restricted air

9 space of the Supersonic Flioht Trainina Pronosal. There-

after-- or hearafter, I will refer to this matter as the

Su-)ersonic Fliqht Trainino Prooosal for Pilots. My name

12 is Colonel Guido Casari, trial judge stationed at Travis

13 Air Force Base, California. My role here is simply to con-

14 duct this hearinq, essentially, to maintain a fair and.

15 orderly procedure and assure that time limits are followed

16 as closely as reasonably possible. I have not been involved

17 in the development of the Sunersonic Fliqht Training Prooosal

i6 or Draft Environmental Impact Statement. On that statement,

19 I will not be making any recommendations or decisions con-

20 cerning that proposal.

Now, first on the aoeyida this evening is an exrlana-l

22 tion of the Supersonic Fligcht Training PYonosal and Draft

23 Statement. Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Winsett will introduce

24 the briefina and two other briefers, Yr. Larry Davis anO

25 'Ir. Eeith Davis. Followina these presentations, statements
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Sarid comments from oovernment officials will be received. The

2 order ot speakers will be elected officials, first, followed

3 by ofiicial representatives of federal statement and local

4 aaencies. If any wish to address us, statements and comments

5 or Questions from the public will then be accepted. All

6 speakers are asked to limit their comments and statements

7 or questions to five minutes so as to nermit as many people

I as possible, those who wish to speak, to do so within the

9 projected two hours of hearinci that we have. So, I intend

10 to be somewhat more flexible, at the outside comments, at

l least limit your remarks to 10 minutes. We'll start with

iz a goal of five. I'll aive a little warning when a sneaker

13 has two minutes remnaining on the 10 minutes underneath that.

14 ] won't interrupt you. !Ill try to uive you a warning at

the least intrusion on your comments by speaking quietly

16 into the mike, two minutes.

17 Now, to aive ecual opportunity or for all attendees

18 to speak, those wishing to speak, there is a card at the

19 rear of the room, as you enter you may fill out a card now,

20 if you wish to do so. Speakers will be recognized from the

21 floor only if time permits, and after all those reqisterinq

2 or filling out of the card have had an onDortunity to do so,

23 if time does not permit the chance to speak toniaht, which

24 seems unlikely, you may (inaudible) presenting some such

Zs documents to me or to Mr. Reed Murdock, who is to my ixrnecliat
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1 richt, or mail them to Headqnuarters AFIC/DEPV Wriqht-

2 Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, 45433.

3 Now, in the event that anyone needIs that address

4 and has not picked it up, we'll be pleased to write it

5 ind(ividually. You'll have until the 16th of December, 1983

6 to aet your written conents in. That date also marks the

7 closing of the public comment on the Draft Environmental

8 Impact Statement.

9 Now, we have a Court Renorter "resent this evenina,

10 and verbatim tianscriot will be available, and we also have

I a tape system in place as a backun in order to ensure that

1Z for the backup purposes any statements made or recorded will

13 be esseritial for you to sncak directly into the microphone.

14 The sane microphone will be used by the briefers, and it is

15 situated in the center of the room here in front.

16 Now, any auestion asked or any commient or statement

17 made during this hearino will be formally considered and

18 addressed in a final Environmental Impact Statement. Even

19 -if your questions or observations cannot be or are not re-

20 sponded to here this evening, you may rest assured they will

21 be addressed.

22 I'm sorry for the interruptions. I'm privileoeO

23 to notice the presence at this time, Conciresswoman Barbara

24 Vucanovich anr Representa Lives of the Conoressional Delega-

25 tion of the States of Nevada and Utah. Many have traveled
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1 here from Washington, some by way of Ibapah and Ely to be

2 present at this meeting. I'm also Privileged to note the

3 presence here of Senator Norman Glaser of the State of

4 Nevada, of Assemblyman Bill Bilyeu, and Roy F. Smith, Elko

5 County Cormmissioner. We welcome all these elected officials

6 and all of you to this meeting.

7 I think without further adieu, we can now oroceed

a to the presentation, and I ask Colonel Winsett to proceed.

9 LIEUTENANT COLONEl WINSFTT: Thank you, Colonel

10 Casari. Yrs. Vucanovich and other elected officials, ladies

11 and aentlemen, and Conoessional Delenates, we are ýleased

12 to be here tcnicht to be talking with you on this pronosal

13 concerning the suoeisonic training on the Utah Tested

14 Trainino Ranqe. Our briufors tonicht are two peoole, Mr.

15 Larry Davis, who is Chief of Tactical Ooerations for the

1, Utah Tested Training Ranae, will outline the proposal. He

17 will be followed by Mr. Keith Davis, who is an Environmental

IS Engineer. We are all from Hill Air Force Base, both Mr.

19 1 Davises are employees of the United States Air Force. We

20 will attempt to try and clarify or answer any cuestions

21 that you have. Please understand, also, that some of your

2f auestions will not nermit us to answer them tonight because

23 of the technical level or lenoth of the answer to your

S24 cuestion, but if at all uossible, we'll try to answer some

25 of your questions to clarify issues concerning this proposal.
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I So, at this time, I would like to introduce Mr.

2 Larry Davis.

3 LARPY DAVIS: Thank you. Before I start, I would.

4 like to go through the color codinc that we have on our mao

S5 up here and just kind of orient you lust where everythina

6 is located.

7 Over on the riqht-band side we have Ogden, here,

8 ]!ill Air Force, here, Salt Lake, Tooele, Delta, Utah, Ely,

9 Nevadia, Ibapah, Utah, Wendover, and Elko. The area that we

10 Isee marked in red, aoino around the parameter of north and.

11I south, this area here, and down there, the corridor, this

12 is what we call a rilitary Operatinq Area or MOA. What this

13 means is that military aircraft ca uoperate in this area in

14 conjunction with aeneral aviation. In other words, it's

15 C and B, C environment they operate untler VFR control. The

16 area that you see outlined in blue up on the north rancie,

17 down along the south rancie, this area here and up in here,

18 this is what we call a Restricted Area. This means no one

19 can operate in that area, either military or civilian

20 aviation, unless prior oermission is received from the radar

21 unit located at Hill Air Force Base located over here. Of

22 the area that you see marked in black, the cross hash, those

23 are current supersonic areas that we now utilize. The area

24 that you see marked in yellow is the area that we would like

25 to redesignate as supersonic air space. I would like to
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I emphasize this is already a militarv operatinq area, we

2 just want to rio faster in the air snace that we currentlv

3 utilize now. Why do we noee this additional air snace?

SBack in 1978, we knew that some chanTces were coinci to occur

S in Hill Air Force Base, one transition from the F-4 aircraft

6 to the F-16. Now, the F-4 (inaudible) but it took a creat

7 deal of effort and areat deal of (inaudible) the F-16 beino

8 a much smaller aircraft, it could oo suoersonic speeds.

9 lConsecuently, we knew that in order to be able to train in

10 that aircraft in the rannes it would fly, we would need more

13 supersonic air space over here.

12 Another drafting factor, back in 1978, we knew

13 we would be gettinq combat air computer instrumentation

14 svstem at Hill. It's a system strictly desioned to teach

1|5 nilots how to air to air doofiaht better in the F-16's

46 located out of this area. The way it works, they sit behind

17 that and they can see everythina that is going on in

18 (inaudible) in that information, send the information back

19 to Hill Air Force Base, a person back there can sit in front

20 of the video console and see evervthinq that's goinq on in

21 that area. What hapoens, we can now send our pilots out to

22 train in dogfighting, we can send (inaudible) evaluate over

23 to a special building over in Hill whi)e they are training

24 out there. He can see all the mistakes they are making.

25 When they fly back to Hill, they land, all this information
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I is also in a video tape, and we can co into this buildinq,

2 sit down and replay the video tape and see a].l the mistakes.

3 It's an outstanding system.

SAnother question: Why do we need the war down

5 here; why couldn't it be located down in this direction or

6 why couldn't it be up here in the supelsonic area; why do

7 we need two different marked ACMI, that's located here?

8 In olanning on where to locate that site, we first looked

9 at this area over here. This area is owned by Douoway

10 Proving Ground. They also have some very sensitive labora-

tories over there. That was the driving factor in pushing

12 it away from that area. We looked at trying to locate

13 another supersonic area up in here, in this direction. The

14 lines that you see c'oing irom place to place, these are air

15 ways, IFR, established by the airways back in 1958, back

16 up in the north area there. They honeycomb the area. There

17 just isn't room to-- Something else about this MOA, it looks

like it's a large area, but it only gets up between two and

4,000 feet above the around. You get up in this area, you

acet mountain peaks that stick up throuah the MOA. That's20

21 the reason we couldn't utilize this area down here. After

"examining the only area that was left over in this area,

23 that was the driving area in there. :Mere, we also fly two

24 different type of missions out of the Hill Air Force Base,

air combat, air to air missions, the other missions we fly
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I is air to around missions. We fly 40 percent air to air

2 and 60 percent air to ground. When I'm talkina about air

3 to ground, striking taraets on the around, we'll fly low

4 level, very low to the nround, tryinq to simulate we are

i5 acing in under enemy radar, just before we pet there, pull

6 up and go into the targets or release the bombs or other

7 weapons. Our targets had to be located on Government owned

around. This government around we own around here is in

g this area. That's where our tarocts are located. Being

10 able to conduct our air to ,round, air to air missions

|| over here means we can ocerate simultaneous missions. We

12 need to net the best use out of that air snace as we can.

13 We've qot the capability at Hill Air Porce to (inaudible)

14 enough aircraft and enough sorties to be flown to max out

15 the utilization of that air soace, that is, to max it out

16 from sunrise to dusk.

:7 Another auestion that came u3, why do we have to

18 have this supersonic area so close to Hill Air Force? Says,

19 why not go out, fly over the ocean, and why not fl.y to

,, another range? There arc two factors involved with

21 The F-16 normally only carries about an hour and 20 minutes

22 worth of fuel; 10 minutes out to the ranae and 10 minutes

23 back, it only has an hour to onerate. In other words, the .

34 further you locate this from Hill means the less trainina

Z5 you get. Now, also, we have some ranaes down in Nellis, and
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1 thoso rances are r-axer3 -jut ric'ht now, so this-- we cot

some other ranqes uO in Sailor Creek there, marked (in-

3 audible) trying to eet up to Sailor Creek, by the time we

Sact-- fly up there, we only have 10 or 15 minutes to train

before we have to ao back.

6 Another reason we neeO it fairly close to Hill,

7 when you are talking about air to air combat, this is--

8 these are skills that need to be honed on a daily basis. It

9 isn't something they can do for a week or two weeks and lay

10 off for three or four months. It's something they need to

6no on a daily basis to be prepared if they have to co to

12 war. These nilots are canable or have to be capable of

13 heing able to go to war in 24 hours. They don't know whether

14 it's Lebanon or where, so they have to train with that

15 attitude in mind. if they qet their supersonic traininq,

16 if the balloon goes up, they are goinn to war beincy de-

17 ficient in an area. We would like to send them over so

13 they are completely trained in all areas.

19 In the Environmental Statement, it talks about

20 booms. I'm talking about sonic booms. Talks about 30 to

21 38 reaching the ground on a given day. I would like to point

Sout this is the worst case, the absolute worst case, and

23 the reason for that is because when they came up with the

24 Environmental Impact Statement, said there are going to be

25 times at Hill Air rorce Base, we are going to be hosting
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exurcises around the United States, that is, aircraft from

2 all over the United States cominq out to Hill, and talking

3 about 50 to 75 aircraft. This would normally be in the

4 summer months and two or three weeks at the most. Normally,

5 under normal conditions, all the rest of the time we would

6 only expect eiaht sonic booms to be cienerated in this area

7 on a 0iven day. Once again, when a sonic boom is (lenerated,

8 it is one boom, doesn't impact the entire around at the same

9 time. Someone down here may hear some, and one up here

10 may not. Wher, we are talking about eight sonic booms reach-

11 ing the around on a given day, we are talkinu about sonics

12 down here, hearing one or two, and uD here, one or two. It

13 would be spread out over all the whole area. Most of the

14 sonic booms would occur between 20 and 30,000 feet. N1,0maly1 ,

15 that is where the air to air engacements start. Once they

16 pass each other, the air sueed drops off very rapidly. They

17 would fly down to an area 5,000 feet above the ground.

IS There's going to be a 5,000 foot cushion, 5,000 feet above

19 the ground, that no one can go to (inaudible) is to damper

20 the noise and the other one is a safety factor, because he

21 would have to quit his enqagement before he hits that 5,000

Z2 foot buffer zone.

23 I would like to emphasize that the sonic area

24 that we are talking about down here has no effect, and I

25 repeat, no effect, on commercial aviation, none whatsoever.
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Now, that concludes my briefina, and I'll turn the

2 briefing over to Keith Davis.

3 Keith?

4KEITH DAVIS: I would like to very ouickly discuss

5 what the Environmental Impact Statement addresses. As

6 the primary impaction as indicated before in an area is

7 already used extensively by the military- Impacts are

8 associating with the new nroposal, so the sonic booms that

9 ;will be in the Environmental impact Statement, we are re-

10 strictina that any singQle location under worse conditions

j1 will hear possibly three booms, as many as three booms, 90

I1 percent of the time, possibly go up to five booms, two

13 percent of the time. They are Qoing to be spread out. The

14 main impact, of course, will be on people. The Air Force

15 has looked at 92 studies where people have been subjected to

16 higher than we expect. There has been no documented cases

17 of personal injury because of those. Basically, they are

is definitely an annoyance. We made an attempt to quantify

19 that annoyance, but we feel they are below livable thresh-

20 holds.

at Also, the document addressed the impact on animals,

2 both domestic and wild. Again, the entities we were involved

23 with, we didn't feel there's any injuries to that-- beef

24 and dairy cattle, no significant impact should occur from

Z5 these type booms.
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I Imipact on structures, booms, I'm sure you are.

2 aware, do rattle structures. There's slight Dossibilitics

3 of window brcakaae and 1laster damage. In a]l cases where

4 there is already a weakened plaster and pane, these should

5 not initiate now damoae at the levels we are talkinq about.

6 impact on terrain, they should not be hinh enouch

7 to impact mine opi~rations, cause landslides, that type of

8 problems.

9 Imnact on (inaudible). The Air Force was involvc,

10 in a study to look at foul su;)ersonic traininci areas or the

11 Iland area, the communities under those supersonic traininc

12 areas. They found no sionificant impact on area economics,

13 land values, mining, cattle industry, those types of situa-

14 tions. These are the areas that are addressed in the impact

15 statement that we would be interested in hearing comments

16 on those areas.

17 Give you a brief history what's happened with this

13 impact analysis process, As mentioned earlier, the proposal

19 originated at (inaudible) of 1978. At that time, the Air

20 Yorce prepared ak, Exvi-ronrmental ..sa.sement, sent it throucrh

E1 comunand up through the Air Force level. In Washinaton, they

22 determined in 1980 that that Environmental Assessment was

23 not. comprehensive enough to address this issue. They

24 directed (inaudible) to prepare an Environmental Impact

25 Statement. We announced a Notice of Intent. It was
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I rpublished in the Federal Recister in Auqust of 19P0. We

2 sent out primarily to state and fe6eral acencies. ,We also

3 Idid local news releases. Anyone that exoressed an interest

4 at that time was n)ut on a mailina list for the future mailina
5 ;or anything that wont on from that point on, those peonle

6 were informed. Ir August of 1983, we then released the

SKraft Environmental:I to the public. To date, in 2983,

S jthe Air Force was involved in a cou-ile of studies to try to

9 better describe the impacts. That was a primary reason for

10 'that delay. Soon after we released the documents, we qot

11 numerous public comments sayinq that they-- there was not

12 enough time to respond, information hasn't been sent out in

13 timely enough ma~nlilt, so we madc the extension of public

14 matter to the 16th of December and scheduled nublic meetinqs

15 for this week. As mentioned earlier, these comments, dis-

16 cussions that take place now will then be incoroorated into

17 a final Draft Environmental Impact Statement. If the Air

18 Force makes a decision to pursue the proposal, that final

19 Environmental Impact Statement will again be released to the

20 public for comments. That's where we are at now.

21 THE HEARING OFFiCER: May I ask that the house

22 lights be turned up now. Thank you.

23 i'm very pleased now to have the privilege of

24 introducing to you, Congresswoman Barbara Vucanovich, for

25 her comments.
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HONORABLE BARBARA VUCANOVICH, CONGRESSMAN, SECOND

2 DISTRICT, NEVADA: 1 would like to welcome everyone here

toniqht, and I would particularly like to thank them for

4 coming and speaking. We had well over 150 people last niubt

5 in Ely, and I home we still have people cominq in here, be-

6 cause I think it is important. As you may be aware, I

7 reouested these hearings earlier because I felt that the

8 Department of Defense and our Air Force, in particular, had

9 !not allowed sufficient time for the public comments. I am

10 viury nleased that the Air Force has agreed to hold these

11 s:,cial meetinqs, and on behalf of all of us, I want to

12 express my sincere appreciation for this special considera-

13 tion.

4 We are all here becubs we are con d about too

1S much of our Nevada air space being restricted to military

16 air use. It has always been a problem in some areas of our

17 state. With this latest proposal, I must say I believe the

IS Air Force is simply asking for too much. With distances

19 as great as they are in Nevada and with communities as

20 isolated, air travel is an absolute necessity, and that need

Zi is not being recognized by the Air Force. In fact, the

2 proposal before us would restrict so much air space that

23 general aviation travel to certain parts in our state would

24 no longer offer the significant time saving that it now

Zs does. This would increase the isolation of communities near
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1 the SOA or under the MOA and would represent what I believe

2 is an unacceptable level of goverrnent control over our air

3 space.

4 This meeting is to discuss these and other problems

5 that we, as Nevada citizens, have with recard to this matter.

6 J want to encourage everyone to speak up here forcefully

7 and to demand that they satisfactorily try to answer aues-

B tions. I realize there are a lot of people who would like

9 Ito speak tonight, and I hope they will. I would like to Just

10 pose a couple of questions that we hope the Air Force will

:11 answer. If they don't answer right away, I'm sure they will

12 belore the evening is over or before the EIS is finished.

13 I understand that the Air Force is not actually

14 enlarging the MOA, but they are redrawing the lines to allow

15 a slightly larger corridor into Salt Lake City. The corridor N

16 is a strip very narrow and doesn't allow much leeway for

17 correcting course errors. What did the Air Force use to

16 determine this change?

19 Secondly, I really am concerned as to how this

20 will affect our private citizens, and I'm talking about

21 ranchers and people who live under or near the MOA, and, of
w
4 22 course, I'm concerned about the livestock.

23 But, I won't talk any longer because I would like

24 to hear some of you get up and ask some questions.

25 Thank you all for being here, and, again, thank the
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I Air Force for conducting these hearings.

2 THE HEARING OFFICER! Thank you, Conoresswoman

3 Vucanovich.

a e May I now ask Senator Glaser to come forward and

5 address you.

6 HONORABLE SENATOR GLASER: Conaresswoman Vucanovich

7 and friends and neighbors, I appreciate the opportunity to

8 express my views here tonight and also appreciate the Air

9 force in bringing this hearing to Elko. I am a member of

10 the Nevada Leqislature. my Senatorial District runs from the

11 Utah border over by Weridover to the California border north

12 of Reno, from the Oregon border to Central Nevada. I am

13 appearing today in opposition to the proposed enlargement

14 of the supersonic operation area, and I think-- I think for

15 most of my colleagues in the Nevada Lecislature. I'm going

16 to give some broad, philosophical expressions of my views,

17 and I think their's, and of our Staff Assistant with the

IS Nevada Legislative Counsel, Bob Erickson, will fol~ow me and

19 will give his detailed analysis of the Environmental Impact

20 Studies as he sees it.

21 I feel that the Draft Environmental Impact Study

ZZ does not adequately address the impact that the SOA will have

1k on the gual.ity of livestock or residents of the area or on

24 the ranching or the mining or the industries in the area,

25 in presentations that were made here. No one can be sure of
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I the physiological and physiological damage that might occur

2 ýto the individuals, to the livestock, or wildlife to the

3 area. There hasn't been enough research done in this area

4 yet. I would also like to point out, in the narrow corridors

5 that they will be operating in is the (inaudible) Town of

6 Wendover. Wendover is growing by leaps and bounds and be-

7 coring a very important economic asset to the State of

8 Nevada and to Elko County.

9 i Now, I recognize the importance of a strong mili-

10 tary and training of Air Force pilots, but I would like to

j n ooint out, Nevada, over the years, has contributed more of

12 the surface area to defense, to atomic energy, to disposal

,S of radioactive waste, than any other state in the Union. In

14 recent years and in the recent months, there has been a

15 strong move by the Department of Defense establishment to

16 balloon these areas. Encroachment is beina made not only on

17 the ground, on the water resources, but in the air space. I

18 know that they've given some assurances that small aircraft

19 will. be allowed to fly over some of these areas. Let me

Z0 point out that not too long ago I flew with a friend to Las

21 Vegas, and we had to go to Las Vegas by way of Cedar City

S 22 in order to circumvent the Nellis air space and their test-

23 ing grounds, and he told me, he said, you know, when the

24 Air Force was holding hearings on the establishing of Nellis

25 Air-Force Base, that they assured us that small craft could
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1 fly in and out and through this area; now, in recent years

2 I have not been able to go directly. I was buying the gas

3 on that particular trip, and I was buying the aas on that

4 particular trip, and it cost me an extra 50 on that trip.

5 1 The Nellis base in Clark County just recently

6 lexpanded its area and moved another 40 miles east, many

7 Ithousands of souare miles have been added to that area. The

8 jNavy base at Fallon wants more surface area and wants to

9 balloon its supersonic space east out of Austin and Battle

IC0 Mountain. The air base at Ocgden, Hill Air Force Base, now

11 wants to expand the sunersonic military operation area, not

12 only in Utah but across the border into Nevada. Well,

13 Nevada has become rather sensitive in recent years because

14 of our sovereignty and dominion, and I guess it's because

15 we have so little of it. The dismal statistics is that 87

16 percent of our surface is controlled by the federal govern-

17 ment, and I suppose that is why they always look to Nevada

18 to expand defense operations areas.

19 I'd like to conclude with this thought that we

20 don't have much land in private ownership in Nevada. -9e

21 don't have much water in Nevada. The Great Basin is the

22 driest in the Union, but we do have abundance of sky.- Now,

23 Uncle Sam wants to move in to that area and preempt us from

24 it. This proposal will take two percent of the Nevada air

25 space, over 2,000 square miles, some 1.3 million acres. I
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1 contendl that it's an excessive demrandl, that- they ouqht to

2 ccback to the drav'ino boardls and see if there -FE some way

3 they can consolidate that land and make it morev conpact andl

dýo like we do in Nevada where we have multiople type use

5 Thanký "ou, very much.

6 Tb! FEARING, OFFICER: Thank you, Senator Glaser.

I ~~I rcquest Mr. Robert Erickson to come to the m.-icro--

6 12:½ . I iaht noteo, I 'mi pecrmitting E'r. Ericlison to specak-,

9 -nc: this ma" a-)ie-ar te d-onart from the proposed sne-)akers;

10 2e* -l, elove Er.Iircksni caic nbhl h

12 10 jiL'cT E FI CES1N Thank you, Colonel Casari.

13 c-.Ltor, Concre-SSWo)mar. Vucanovich, and ladlies and oentlerien, i

14 ci&K:icna coment-s based on) the Environmental impact S~tate-

15 :.,1 think the fir-st thing 1 would like to point out is9

16 ifc .amost all- of Neaa vou can cheeck it on the miaps,

17 ccnu-ainedC in the LIiS, almost all of Nead falls more than 0
CIj

"~ 18 1'> xuticai miles away from the lainauoible) yet, on naoc

119 Y~of the FIS, it. s-tates- that the hundred nautical mile

20 ciSoeis aunl-ied. to the F-16) training3 area. Alternative

21 Dl- laS, 51C' c.reator aýistanCcS, na1,mely acme into Nevlada,

422 would precludle a suffdicint amiount of time devotool to actual

23 su-.ersonic flight, airT combat traininc on each sortie, a

24 sinnificait- reduction of trainine, ti~ne in this manner, aaain,

U 25 over 100 nautical miles would severely iinnair the unit
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1 c-ann bility in r, motinq rission rcouirements, and in all defer-

2 encc to our friends over in Utah, 1 think that this roroposal

3 PEirhaps should not have considered the air soace -ver Nevada.

4 Icc have plenty of air space that's hein- withdrawn nov' from

S:,cc<is and nov the- Fallor'ýsval Air Station, and J w-'ou2 d ass;

6 that Air rorce examine that 100 nautical mile criteria

.cý if the Nev:ada air s.ace Js truly needed for this

9 , The second ooint I would like to make, and the

to § :in: one, has to do with wvhat I be]levo is an inadeC'uato

p 11 ,'-,ution of desicnatin: the north area shown on the

S|Z< c',]eras a tossible area. instead of the southern area. J

S13 note'd that the Colonel, or Yr. Davis had a Tnar up that Wac

14 nor include•d in the Environmental Impact Statement. That

15 :' showed a coIi-,orciaa airways in the area that is not

16 contained in the Lnvironoental ImnTact Statement. There is

17 no discussion on what kind of use is made over that north

1 18 r'r(ca in terms of commercial aviation. How difficult is it

19 :or these routes to be adjusted if thai north were to be

20 sc' ccted instead of the area being (inaudible) The Environ-

21 !,rta] inpac-t Statement gives four reasons why the north

22 o--. was not sclecte(. They did mention that it is better

2 23 that it is completely within 100 miles, excluding that Nevadal

24 rortion, but most of it is within 100 nautical miles of Hill

25 7Air Force Ease, making it more feasible for the traininq
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1 sessions that arc needed. lirst of all, nape 21, it states

2 that several commercial over the Lucins MOA area, and asain

3 1 would ask how often are they used, nigqh there he some

4 adjustments, and what about the corridor that exi sts betwecn

5 that north and south area, is that ani alternative. Secon(d],

6 thc population as buas ulit u.; nuit-c a bit in the Environ-

I7 iertl lrnact Statement, it stated that the area, Candy"

8 -xt(.nsion, had a much smaller nonulation or sionif-eant~y

9 Fr..-tleCr p.)opulation than in the Lucin MOA area. 11ovever, ;hen

10 -,e start rcadina details of the revort, the noniila ion jn
Nj

11 , Luc:n MNA is 400 as o:,nnosed to the Gand9' Extension 1)oj20

, 12 -•- :hes. \Cu delet(, Montello with ]280 ocoole an(c Grouse
(N

1 • (½.,'., it's only loft with 105 peonle, perha-ps out in the

14 U' ]t Flats only" a hunOred people or so. So, what I'm--

15 w'-t I'm sugoesting is r2:- the Air Force to take a look at

16 ,-'ssxiv combinino the rcstricted area R-604 and p.)ortions

17 of rc ],ucin 1OA into one area for this tyne of operation.

18 In addition, the report wont on to say that

19 to-,cqraphy in the northern area was basically not &s aoodl

20 as that in the south, because in the south the mountains

S21 could be used to mask various sorties. However, if the

22 aircraft is to fly at 5,000 feet above the oround level, it

23 would seem to me to be imnossible for the Nevada site for

24 any aircraft to operate and mask their missions betwce-en--

25 behind mountains. Look at the topography, shows that low
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I eltCvatiofls in Novaoo dr tllt proaesed: SQA is about 5,OOC,

2 fec't elevation, the hicihost. peak- in N~evada in that arcEa iF-

3 ab~out 9,600 feet. No st of the valleys, indeed, are ab)out

4 6,000 feet, and most of the miountains are between ciaht an

5 ricthereforc , riakinc that area Pot ideal or not possiblo

6 tro run those supersonaei na,,ssions below the mountain level.

7 rinally, thorc< was talk- about the SIM1S anternna

6 ~ networký, anO it'sz mv undIerstand9inci that this netiwork-

9 t xl~sts in tIL( north. as wc'l 1 as the south. Thev 1.ropose to

I c) the Eirer- In tLt south. I wo--uld, ask wh- not uz-c-rad~e

11 thc re in the north instead. 3 vould askll that (inaudiblAe)

12 6xst 4-4 anda a portion- of thet L-ucir !'OA andl seeý if there

13 ri-t not bec a Na: to lesse-n :;nmc of the environ-mertal hr

16 With that, 1 thank- you for your time.

17 TIIE UHAIZNC- OFTI'CER: Than k You very much , Mr .

19 Nevada State Assermb'lyman, Pill Bilyeu,, if he,'s

20 t '.,the rnicro-)hnon is N'ours.

21 1CHOV)PAIPIU BYRON 1- b~yV ASSPfIBI-YMAN: ThankL

2.2 \CoL, Colonel.

23 Conn re s smai \ucanovich, Senator Glaser, ladies

24 and cientaemen, there's not much that I can a~dd to what

Z5Conciressman Vucanovich has already said, what the Senator
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I n boobI), has ably said. Our COncern, t he impact. that I 'ye

2 crlt teli back Ir-on' most o' o constitu1-ents ab~out. the cyravc

3 conicerns arc about thc noronosal. The" do noit think thec

4 I in'aronr.ental Statercot has been adecruately assessed. I

5 iCVa c-neat deal of coimment, narticularly from,. orivatc-

6 t"s, a,- sometiries a orivate Duelt, myself, T hadý thec

-7 xi(--_c-)c, ~ftrin:' to thre~ar tlle various corridors.I

s oaeic sus-)eet, that. th(u Air Force doesn't talk- to the

9 ,av-, andi the N1av- ooesn't talk, to the 1"arines, andi the,

10 -~ vet f cpc fnedocs not crlate all of thOr', inr. term?:

sT' and OB a an(. 1 tchink- we already have so muchl of

12 cu rataýker u- by\ the Federal Governm-ent, ther military,

13 :.c I toll -ou in a]ll honesty, I think you ounht to lookK

'N14 a:1 stwards, perhaps over Dougway. I d~on't know what sensi~tivei

15~ they have' over there that recuired then to move. I

16 ',oridcr why that was not lookedI at hardler.

17 I-Put, the conicerns that we have here in Nevada was

18 wath, so much of our resources taken up bv the Federal Govern-'

19 ( cenera] aviation is so importrant to us in tea-ms of

2 uhvs1\--icailvo<-ettinn from here to there. It is so inportant

4L Z N - ý11 ac, l-rnc For national lefenseintrso .kad

23 ul-11 CCuniesýwhich I renDresen-t. YyfredouinEy

24 d lon't think you'll find3 more stroncrer neonle who are

25 Etoarfrnational defe~nse than those neonle. Buit, we hay4'
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1 hac so muchi of the, imnos~i ion, hera usc we- arc coarse in

2 r~o-.ulation, of the Federal Gove(-rnmentn and3 ri] itarv eni us.

3 i nouoh1 is c noutcib1

4 Thank \'OU.

5 Ty HAVIG (U iEP Thank \yo-u , Assemblym--an

6 !1,il'ou .

I It is now7 time to accent. Oc~plDfts, C'uestiofls,

£ sta-tements t rorn, the n)u1lic. I car)lier announcecl the cloti

9 cr five r-,nutesý, outside lmi of 12ý y-inutes. Perhan~s, I

10 \<Sa l.it too sa-nctiocs in r.,, i-s-seýssment of time. 0 thn'K

j1 it would hec- Jr'nr ro babl, thereocre , I wil ask t-he

12 s>aQsto restrict their cop-rents to seven rminutes. 1'l1

13 wanyou at five.

14 Thank you.

-' IsMr. Thomas E. Simsý.

16 HO!S IMS: Thank 'iou. All of the centlermen

17 here toniaht, this doesn' t-- does deeply concern inc beocaust(

18 ut in that vol 1ev I m- I err, the owner of the Crystal Ball

19 Cave that has m~any tourists. Eventually, it w-ill he a

20 'National attraction. Aaýonaj in that- valley, 1 wass born an,'

21raanesd. I have a brother and. sister that make their li\x'eli-

22 hood) from Candy, clear dlown- th-rounhl Calico. hiv brother

2.3 ives r-inht next. to the Salt M'ats where they, (inaudible).

24 One thingi that bothers me with the aircraft flyinol in there,

25 pnrescntly, the Air P'orce on their boundýaries has a p~atrol
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vwathI a lcý (oure r,y and0 you, cou Idr' t d~rive nu t f ro C 'v N

2 brot~her-inl- oaw'sa a mile wi-thout havino-- beijyw icei'

3 1' this continuesý_, will that 'whole mountLain be nickedl, nlO-

ho4 would to ab o tO f 'lv in that whol o area. a have also

6 r)-T-n K carns rMountain. "brte andý ther wo-k. at

C-Gos~hute Mountain above Cali.1co, and t-'at 's their i ve] ihooA:

8 aiczý income for Calico. ~nvplnec: any mainnfl~ is oojnr- to co

ci! is a livelihood(1 for riany -eoplo. o ot a real concern,

L) d I think1 heir'n. born ann2 rlSer1 inNvaa w hol ke

*1 wha)t v-c have.

12 Thankl you .

13TIF) FEARING OFFICER: Thank- you veryiu- Mr.

14

15 Mr. P-ill Eruccer.

16 1;IIMhIdC a~I Tn Wi] liar., Kruener. I live

17 1ecin Li1ko. I am-, a mcfnn!er o, the Boardl (.- Directors of

18 I Nvad:ýa Wild11 ife, and7 I have a ILet ter herr' f rom the PresidCent

19 ocf the Nevada Wildlife Federation 1 would like to readi. it

20is addlressed to the Environmental Plannino, lPeadc'uart~ers

21 ;A!'!C/DLPV, Wriaht-Patterson. Air Force, Paso, Ohio.

22 "'Dear Sir:

23 "After careful review of the Candy

24 ~panne0 Extension DI)FS, the NevaOdaj2z Wildl1ife Federation is stronnly
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I ( 0r to tim. -)I-oT)osal. I'e wouldý

2 bc anl favor of alterna-tives Y) C, 01

3 d as, aOdnressed on) nac'e two of the

4 Dl2S.

5 "On. :,a(- 'our , the 1)11 ta to , cr-

vac~~nnlA rin.Taotr are corisnidcred oQ-
7i~r3i ])rsetc excont the

0 1)nods C~k:3vItýir J- frcom sonic hoorr

9 act 2 vt' At 1 rat o C to 1212,

10 Sfic 00Ffrdy the reclerat ion

F-, L. af I- 4¾i Iinc a ricia -ia t

12 orC~ic. the envaroncoent. fv

14 ions, onI-t01 03o1e

15 tract c.C cxi 'osurc. andsu2elr-

16 sponsor of wi dlii al rem-ain to be,

17 studied. On Tacare 46 ow the DEIS

8We, re'ad, one,: studyCI arldi(ated that

19 soo)cty, torn reu:oroduct ion rates were

20 sever>v reduced when the ecc~os wore

21 erNOOso to jlt c'nse sonlic booms.

22 The1 Feertonwshesý to point out

23 that the mor)osose area is somle of

24 our finest acer winter ran(-,(. Wh at

2.5 will the son-ic bo~oms do to the rut,
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1 "andý( whalt Cf1 oct will 1 the stressz of

2 the- booms have on tlhe vorennant- d-oes?

3 WiNI this stress resul t in a hi~iher

4 fawn mort aI at? The DMIUS states- oni

5 mane 46, the- mo~st del-ijcate andý sensýi-

6 tivC beh~avior of anim-als is- that

7 as.-ociated- -~ith ~ie locnicaa rc;orodque-

'~ 9 "Also of ime~ortanee to us is the fart

10 that the valle'vs of the nroposed, area-

ar rooNvcasfiettoUvato

12 liehbtt ',ilthe booms i~nterfere

13 wt neoo eioutoi rwl h

14 booms make them more vul-nerable ton

15 hunters?

16 "Quotino fr-om the DIMS.:, mane 57, which

17 is a ovuote -from the Wilderness Act of

Is 1904, Wilcle~ness as described. in the

19 IAct is to be an area untrammeled bv

20 man, with the imonrint of man's work

21 substantial l\ uTnnotic.cahieI, and that

22 'has out-standinc- onnDortunities for

231 solitude. W~e Ifeel the p~roposal hardly

24 fits the description of a wilderness

t25 area. The Goshute WSA recommendedl
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1 "for inclusion In the National Wilder-

2 ness Preservation System in the Mal

3 1923 BELM DEIS as the preferrec' alterna-

4 tive if totall' included in the prooosed

5 onerations area. The area is imLmediately

6 adtacent to the South Pec'uo- and Bluebell

I WSA's, which have received the same an-

8 oroval by ET2, as the Goshute Peak WSA.

9 "Ouotina from the DEIS, nanre 59, Recre-

10 ational activities now takinq olace in

I1 the land area beneath the roronoseO

I Asucersonic fliaht airspace are of the

13 outdoor wilderness experience nature,

14 activities includinci hunting, hJkinc,

15 cam'±ing, etcetera. These are activi-

16 ties where the values of unsnoiled

17 nature are deliberately souoht. Be-

cause of the remoteness of the area,

19 the total number of people partici-

20 patang in these activities is expected

21 to be small.

2U "The Federation wishes to point out

23 that in our arid and harsh state, ar-

24 eas of this nature are scarce. Our

25 population is erowing rapidly, perhaps
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I "the most ranidlv in the nation, and

2 recreational demands on this area will

3 increase sionificantly. The White Pine

4 Power Project DEIS of October 1983 cites

5 the preferred location of the ?enerat-K
6 inn plant in North Steptoe Valley. Tais

7 site is less than 50 miles from the pro-

S posed operations area. The WPPP DEIS

9 states on mane IP, at the peak of con-

10 struction, the total population of White

11 Pine County will be nearly 50 percent

12 more than its projected level without

13 WPPP. The increased population will

14 place an increased demand on outdoor

15 recreation.

16 "The Federation wishes to discuss one

17 final point, that beino raptors. Ac-

18 cording to the BL!'s Draft Wells Re-

19 source Planacement Plan and EP1, of

20 major sionificance in the Goshute WSA

21 5,000 to 6,000 raptors, inciucino aos-

4 2 hawks and Qo]den and bald eagles, have

23 been observed mjncratinq south each fall.

24 This does not include the resident

25 rantors. What will be the effect of
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I "the SUD7.Lrsonic booms on these rantors?

2 Will the booms alter their foraue sup-

3 rly? Vill the booms disturb nesting,

4 and reproduction?

5 "Of at least enual irnmortance, what

6 will the effect of the rantors be on

7 an 1-I2(? Hiere at Nellis Air Force

8 Base, outsidee Las Venas, a civilian

9 falconer is employee to :eeo small

10 birds off the flir' ht line. Some range

11 oersonnel hxve exnresseO concern that

12 if wild horse populations are not con-

13 trolled, starvation may attract carrion

14 birds that could be a threat to jet

" 15 aircraft. The operational altitude

16 proposed for the supersonic operations

17 area is certainly well within the soar-

18 inq altitude of the raptors inhabiting

19 the area.

20 "At a replacement cost of $12 - 16,000,

21 000, the loss of one or two F-16's to

22 a raptor would certainlv exceed the

23 cost of any temnorary duty assionrments

24 for training in a more suitable area

25 both envirornmentally and tactically.
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I "While the purchase of an F-16

2 and payment for temporary duty

3 micht come from different budoets,

4 the taxoavers are footino the bill."

6 Sinned, Sincerely, John A. Leitch, President.

Thank you.

7 ""UE HKAPING OFFICER: Kr. Chilton, as for the

8 record, inzticated a remuest to be calleA last. I will honor

9 that renuest.

10 Pr. Thomas H. Gaflanher?

11 ThOMtAS H. GALLArHER: I'm Tom Gallanher, Elko.

12. 1 r Chair.ran of the Aviation Conmittee, Elko Chamber of

13 CorLncercc. 7 have notten into this from my interest as a

14 milet and also from our-- the standpoint of the air service

15 that we are presently enrvoyino in Elko and wonder tF it will

15 continue.

17 Recently, the air carrier that serves Elko has

I8 stated that his cost will be considerably increased with

19 havino to qo around the supersonic area. I think that one

20 thina that has to be particularly addressed, Colonel, you

21 did licihtlx', I believe, is the ouestion, and I have addressedl

22 this to Connresswoman Vucanovich and Senator Hecht and also

23 to Senator l axalt's offices, that perhaps there is a nossi-

24 bility to place more of this activity down in the central

25 1part of the state, in the Nevada Test Site. And, I really
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I do think that there as E neer' for Conc'essional review

2 relative to the ex-ansicn. We all heard about the Navy's

3 area, and nowj the Air Force area for their test sites, and

4 1 think that that shoul] be studied closely. There's a

5 tremendous area included in the Nevada Test Site, and I

6 think that the Possibility of the Air Force, the Army, and

7 Navy, and Marines beinn asked to work closely toeether in

8 that area minht so]ve this problem.

9 As far as our coniments, Colonel, about the fuel

10 used to ce from Hill Air Force Base dovn to this test area,

11 arC that reducing their maneuverino time and/or flioht time

12 in the test area, I'm sure that all these pilots have to
13 out in a certain amount of flinht time, whether it's cross-
13

S14 country time. And, cross-country time in an F-16 from Hill

15 Air Force Base down to the Nevada Test Site, I think would

16 1 just serve to fill in their requirement--- required flight

17 time, even if it did cut down slirihtly on their supersonic

18 time once they got there. But, I think this problem, the

19 problem around Fallon and the problem that we see in this

20 Gandy area, should be addressed in a Congressional review

21 of just how necessary it is to expand these areas and

z2 wouldn't it be better to consolidate the areas and cet the-'

23 all down there in one nlace and we can fly around them, or

24 possibly with nermission, fl,, throuah them.

25 Thank you very much.

L
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I TITE HEARING OFFICER: Thank you very much, sir.

2 I have a card from Dr. Kenneth S. Allen. Dr. Allen

3 does not wish to speak. lie recuested that I read the follow-

4 inq question into the record and determine if the Force is

5 prepared to qive a resnonse.

6 If additional air snace is aoing to be taken, can

7 thc Military and FAA work tooether in terms of joint use of

a the air space, esnecially IFT, throuch the MOA's? Please

9 cornent.

10 1 have innuired of the Air Force Team Chief, and

11 ', advised the resnonse will be made fry Lieutenant-Colonel

12 Grant Hacknan. I would ask Colonel Hackman to state for the

13 record where be is stationed and his duty nosition there.

14 LIEUTENANT-CO1.ONEL GRPANT IIACKtUAN: Mv name is

15 I.ieutenant-Colonel Grant Hackman. I'm a nilot in the Air

16 Force and also the Air Force representative to the Federal

17 1 Administration concerninc; the n)olicies of joint use.

IS The stated policy in our-- all of our air space

19 will be joint use to the maximum extent without segregating

20 our mission. I think you'll find that if you review the

21 Air Force air space across the country, you'll tind that a

"22 qreater percentace of it-- I don't have the fioure, but very,

23 very larme f)ercentare of it is joint use, especially the

24 air space that we are talkincg about, Utah Testino-Trainino

25 Range, test space probably has some of the best joint use
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1 working arranoemcnt of air sroace in the United States. This

2 2 applies to both the military operations area air snace as

3 wcll as the restricted area air space. We handle the Toint

4 use in two different manners. One, whenever we are finished4

5 with the air s;pace or we don't need it for, say, some reason,

the aircraft at ijii are sittinr down for a day, we don't

7 oeen call un the air space, the r'AA has it to use as they '

8 sce best fit. That, let's say, would be a strategic tyoe

9 use. Ve also have a tactical tvoe joint use, %,hen in, say,

r0 fQJ the next 3? m.inutes we are able to work civilian air-

A craft through it, in fact, there acain, I think ,'e have one

1 of the best arranoements in the Air Force on the Utah Testing

Sand Trainino Range due to the sophisticated tyne of radar

14 and radio eouipment that we at Hill have at the Clover

Control that would provide this service throuah the area.

16 lAnd, I think that you'll find if you talk to one of the air

17 carriers, I'm not sure which one serves. This narticular

IS one I've in mind serves Ely. That micht be the same carrier.

19 I think if you talk to their operations folks, you'll find

20 often they are provided direct access through that air space.

22 I hope that answers the (cuestion.

22 THE HEAI'1Nr OFFICER: Is that satisfactory to

23 Dr. Allen? Anparontly so.

Z4 Thank you.

Z5 We thank Dr. Allen for his question as well.

D
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I Ladies anO oentlemen, we've been coinc about an

2 hour. 1 think this would be an anrooriate time for a five

3 minute break.

4 Thank vou vorn: m.uch.

5 (Xhercuoon a recess was taken.)

6 TBE HEARING OFFICER: This hearinq will come to

7 order.

S W'ill yr. Tony Atkins come to the front of the

9 auditorium and address his remarks to the arouc, ujiease.

10 TONY ATKINS: I'm a private Dilot and also work

IT. the minerals industry' in the area. I think the expansion

1Z cf the r:ilitarv operations is a noor idea, one, on the basis

13 c f bcing a private pilot, I fly a 172, not an exactly hiah-

14 r-owered aircraft, and I really feel that I have a real prob-

15 lern in crossino a (inaudible) if an F-16 is flying.

16 The work in the minerals industry, using airplanes

17 is often real handy to look out crops and-- and the same

18 thina, if I'm flvino around and terrain-hugeing fighters

19 icomes through the area, there's going to be some problems.

20 The military has a lot of space in Nevada. It's a real sport

21 to choose this oronerty. I fly the FR, so I co with the

22 wjinfs and the weather, and just the exoansion of these areas

Z23 is noing to create additional hardshin for civilian air-

24 craft in my work as. a 'ieolooist lookinq at landscapes. I

25 think it's a vor, Door idea to exoand this area.

ID4
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I THE HEARING OFFICECT: Thank ,ou, 1.ir. Atkins, for

2 your comments.

3 Dr. Richard Berlin.

4 RICHARD BERGIN: 1 know the Air Force is aettino

5 tired of hearinn from mc here. I'll be under my seven

6 minutes.

7 First of all, once anain, for the benefit of the

8 neoplc in Elko, the executive (inaudible) statement on behalf

9 of the Nevada State Medical Association, the statement of

10 oppYosition of the concept of the sunersonic fI iciht at low

fl altitddes over human beinas, this onposition known on the

12 scientific data as a possible hazard to human health and

13 %\clfare. My personal position upon reviewing the documents,

,14 u`won many bases, is that it-- the documents we are reviewint,

15 we do not really have to discuss alternatives. This docu-

16 ment is a document from the scientific point of view. The

17 ertire document is based on a medical (inaudible) of air

18 combat maneuvering and predicted (inaudible) will be that

19 will be generated by sonic booms. The document under-

20 estimates these effects by various rather subtle but un-

21 scientific ways of perhaps defining threshhold. I would

2, lie to (inaudible) 4952 (inaudible) by William Gallaway

23 who is responsible for essentially (inaudible) air combat

24 maneuvering air space. Now, lust so you realize it is not

25 my idea, he states that this model, and this is very
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I important to realize that this entire document, all the

2 measurements, all the predicted over-pressures, even allow-

ing that over-pressure is only one parameter, that is im-

4 ortant to assessing a human response to a-- oni'; one naran-

eter, not the major one, but even allowino for the sake

\. 6 of argument, Bill Gallaway says that this model is not vali-
6

edated by any sound level measurements. The data used to7'

develon the model assumes 'or (inaudible) in remembering

that (inaudible) of snecia) distribution are sparse and have
9

beeni fully: analyzed. The applicabilitv of the model to
10

other aircraft havino different Derformance characteristics

1 or to other combat stracenists is unknown. Gallawav states12 1
very clearly that the oresent knowleOee that the Air Force

13
!losses over in this document is not sufficicnt to oredict

S141

an5 ' of the results that they' do predict, simple thinos that

16 brine to mind, the lack of economic imoact. The Air Force

conducted a studly in (inaudible) and, for instance, what17

they don't tell you included in the economic impact are

Sthe Cities of Phoenix and Tucson. Now, if they are not
19 19

20 receiving any sonic booms, You would not exoect the land

values to decrease. Land values could ao to zero in the21

rural areas and still not establish (inaudible) actually
"n 1

23 affect the area under studV. The Air Force states there's

no known instance, no human beings, just one instance, a24

court case was liticiated in Federal Court, a lady was cut
25
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I by flying glass secondary to sonic boom impulse. I think

2 it's Cox versus Halaby. ý'm not certain of the court case

3 exactly. The lady lost her court case under the federal

4 court claim act on the basis of the oovernment's discretionarj'

5 function exclusion. I (inaudible) a number of exclusions,

6 and there are many numerous examples of these thinos, and I

7 invite the Air Force's representative to our court case in

a Reno if they would like to be more fully informed on the

9 various aspects of this problem.

10 The Air Force makes great note that the Chabahudnev

11 EPA data say that sound levels will be appropriate to resi-

12 0ential neiqhbors and should not bother anyone. However, in

13 talkinq personally with people who worked (inaudible) groups-

14 THE HEARING OFFICER: Two minutes, doctor.

15 RICHARD BERGIN: in noting Gallaway's report, it

16 is quite clear as he says, the working oroup that qenerated

17 this result was uneasy about the recommendation, in fact,

18 some members disa-reed completely, but needed to orovide an

19 interim result. What we are faced with, very briefly, is

20 an action that's necessary for the military to train in a

21 certain fashion that should not be done over human beinos,

2 and I think it would be appropriate if a Congressional

23 investigation was undertaken, that an area, as the previous

24 gentleman noted, he chosen for this ty,3e of activity, that

25 people be bought under the laws of eminent domain, if necessa v,
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I but people arc allowed to suffer to the extent that their

2 1Fifth Anendment riohts: are violated by this action. It

3 wouldn't happen unless either our Congressional people take

4 action very firmly and directly or our leoal recourse is

S successful.5
6 Thank you.

7 THE HEARINC OFFICER: Thank you, doctor.

8 Mr. Dick Holmes.

9 DICK HOL1MES: I'm Dick Holmes, and I'm here

10 toni-ht rer'resontinc the Lahonton Pilots Association. Last

11 niniht, I was renresentinq concerned rural Nevadans. Nornan

12 Giaser co-mmented about the various areas of our state that

13 w•ere used. I thought you miciht like to see a pictorial

114 rcnresentation of it. Thank you very much.

15 This, of course, is the State of Nevada that I

16 have outlined in green. We've cot orange area, and the

17 Utah, and so on and so forth. This is the area that you

18 viewed on the slide earlier. This is the proposed supersonic

operations area that the Air Force is plannina. Now, of

20 course, the Air Force is already operatino supersonically

21 in this area at the Nellis. This 5,700 souard mile area

22 in the center is the area that the United States Navy is

23 proposing for central Nevada and, of course, this is another

24 area for the Mountain Home base un in Idaho, Northern

25 Nevada and Oregon. But, one of the siqnificant things it
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I seems to me about (inaudible) in lookincg at this map is

2 1 the shortest distances that you notice between the military

3 (inaudible) and this distance is probably 40 nautical miles,

4 oh, this is a little lonqer, maybe 40 or 50 nautical miles.

5 This is Tonopah Airport, to cJve you some perspective, this

6 is the Gabbs military operation at Fallon. Aoain, we are

7 talkinc about 60 miles, so basically, in the original con-

8 !cept we had what has been referred to bDy the military as

S9 a continual omeratino ranoe, w-7hich they have extensively

10 (anaudible) but, nevertheless, are imierementinci niecemeal.

11 Thank you very much, fellows.

12 I'm especially uDeaseO to see Barbara Vucanovich,

13 acain. They were at thc. meeting in Ely last ric'ht, and

14 Nnrnal • -laser and Bob Erickson. Pete Kelly, and Bill Farr

15 arc here representing Senator liecht. Last ninht, Linda

16 Ryan was at the Ely meeting, representing Governor Bryan.

1 7 Is there anybody here toniciht who is reoresenting Senator

18 Laxa)t? I don't believe he was represented at the meetino

19 last night or at the meeting in lbapah. I'm sorry about

20 that.

21 Arc you representina Senator Laxalt tonight?

22 So, somebody here is representinq him. Thank you

23 very much.

24 THE HEARING OFFICER; Yr. Farr indicated that he

25 would accept as representative.
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I Mk. •-•tR: I will accent that. This is mv state-

o2 fant.

3 On several occasions, the Air Force and the Navy

4 hove insinuated that the authority to conduct their activi-

5 ties in Our air7 space resides in them and that after satis-

6 fvioog the r(.qui-ements o7 the Environmental Imnact Act, they

7 mc," operatc, in any manncr which the" deem ano]ronriate, re-

s aardless of the consecuences to any individual.

9 but., this is misleadino, and the followino should

10 1,e forceabl ' pointed out, that the sole responsibility for

11 controlling th•e use c- our air space is invested in the

12 administrator of the Federal Aviation Industry who is appoint
13 ed hr ieu President, and who ocerates under the directives

j14 and convenience of the Federal Aviation Act. The administra-

15 tor alone may dcsignate certain air space as restricted in

16 order to confine hazardous activities and to protect non-

17 T)articipants or he may revoke that desianation. He may

18 assinn or revoke civilian and military joint use air space

19 and military training routes. lie r.tav issue or suspend,

20 waivers of rule that reculate air space. He may confer with

21 the Department of Defense or any other qovernmental acency

I2/ about the desirability of -taking these actions, and this is

23 a point of emohasization. W.hat he cannot do is ignore the

24 directions of the Federal Aviation Act, one of which clearly

25 states when an aircraft activity conducted in special use
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I air space could affect the safety of person or property on

2 the surface, provisions shall be made for protection.

3 THE HEARING OFFICER: Two minutes, sir.

4 MR. FLARP: The Air Force in Nevada, Utah, New
OL ES

5 ]Mexi.co, Arizona, and Texas are now proposing just such an

6 activity. Their stated justification for the trespasses is

7 the need to prepare a national defense, and each proposal is

8 erforced with the written statements, there is no acceptable

9 i.1ternative, and with the other (inaudible) economic support

10 is the cornrunity frustrates their Dlans. In recent years,

11 the, militar\, organization has become so influential there

12 are some that view it as a fourth branch of the oovernment

13 and not merely as an agent of the Department of Defense,

14 and there are others that seem (inaudible) by (inaudible)

15 of the needs to be reminded of his responsiL•lit•'es. ow-

16 ever, our elective re}resentives should make every effort

17 on the various military units (inaudible) cooperate with

18 each other and coordinate their activities in such a way as

19 to produce the least environmental impact on sparsely popu-

20 ]lated areas, also make substantial contributions to our

21 national strencrth and character and (inaudible) who live

22 in more populated areas.

23 And, in the final analysis, is it is (inaudible)

24 that there is no nossible alternative to destroying our

25 habitat in order to provide a national defense, that our
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I elected representatives should come to us and explain in

2 convincing terms why this must be so and what provisions will

3 be made to compensate individuals for oronerty destruction

4 and devaluation and for the disruption in their lives.

5 Thank you very much.

6 THE HEARINC OFFICER: Thank you.

7 Mr. Holmes-- I micht note-- I'm very sorry, sir?

8 MR. FARR; Let the record note that the text was

9 not deviated from last night, and Mr. Laxalt's representativel

10 i:as in attendance at that neetina.

11 THE HEARING OFFICER: Very well. Mr. Farr has

12 asked that I note for the record that it was identical as

i3 to that that was read last niqht at Ely, and Senator Laxalt's

14 representative was present at that meeting.

15 Mr. Holmes, if you wish to provide either the

16 documents that you displayed to the group or a duplicate to

17 the Air Force, I think they would be pleased to have it

8 incorporated in the--

19 MR. HOLMES: I left a document with you last night.

20 THE HEARING OFFICER: I was referring now to the

z2 map exhibit, sir.

S2 MR. HOLMES: I see. All riaht.

23 THE HEARING OFFICER: I'm not mandating it. I'm--

24 If anything, I'm sirily affording you the onportunity if you

25 choose to do so.
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MR. HOLMES: Thank you.

2 THE HEARING OFFICER: Certainly.

3 Mrs. Joanne Garrett, the microphone is yours now.

4 JOANNE GARRETT. I'm Joanne Garrett, and I'm a

5 resident of Baker, Nevada, just south of the proposeO super-

6 sonic freeway. I'm a member of the Board of Directors of

7 the Citizens Alert, on whose behalf I'm speaking. Citizen

a Alert is a statewide Nevada public education and citizen

9 action organization that's been active for eight years in

10 nuclear and public land issues. We first become av'are of the

11 Air Force's proposal that was in an article in the newsnaper

12 about 10 days before the comment period was scheduled to end

13 on October 14. Without citizen action, local residents

14 wouldn't be havinc this opportunity to speak with the Air

15 Force, today, because there wouldn't be any public hearings.

16 We are pleased to see the Air Force complyinq with the mini-

17 mum requirements of the law, the National Environmental Im-

18 pact Policy Act.

19 I would like to focus on Citizen Alert's primary

concern about this proposal. Gradual control of Nevada20

2 lands and air space by the military, accordinc to EMLM's

'1982 Public Land Statistics, Nevada has 3,935,000 acres of
land dedicated to military and military areas. This is 5.6 )

23

24 percent of the state's acreage. This is the hichest per-

25 centage of any state in the Union. From the MX missile to
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1 nuclear, federal governments continue to turn to Nevada to

2 solvP it- problems. Nevada, by assuminq the nation's burden

3 for dangerous nuclear weapons testing, the nearly four

4 jmillion acres indicate the deoree to which Nevada is already

5 controlled by the military, yet, that Draft Environmental

6 Impact Statement that we are considering doesn't acknowledne

7 this larger pjicture, that is, the-- the amount of land and

8 air space already committed to the military. The Navy

9 currently is trying to tie un 5,700 square miles of central

10 Nevada air space. The Gandy proposal and Navy's proposal

11 total area is almost the size of the State of Passachusetts.

12 Citizen Alert believes it is the responsibility

13 of the citizens and government of Nevada to cruestion the

14 iaraact of this impact on our (inaudible) and citizens of this

15 state and certainly (inaudible) gratifying and unanimity

16 among all the people about this proposal. The intrusion of

17 sonic booms and supersonic flights over land not controlled

18 by the military is unnecessary where nearly four million

19 acres is controlled by defense related agencies. The al-

20 ternatives too are presented as if there are no alternatives.

21 we don't believe it. If the air space under consideration

II
22 were off limits, we believe the Air Force could find an SOA 1

23 over military controlled lands that would not infringe on

24 the lives and livelihood of rural people. The military

25 branches should cooperate and not compete to find alternative
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I to exoansion of SOA's. As Dr. Pernin so ouietly indicates

2 that the DEIS does not seriously address the affects of

3 isonic booms on humans and animals, impacts of the proposed

4 action, our local economy, includina ranchiiig, tourism, and

5 business economic development, are all very seriously around

! 6 Ely where I live inadequately addressed, if at all. And,

7 as -Mr. Krueqer comments, DEIS ionores the wilderness study

8 areas, and more imoortant, micration routes.

9 To conclude, Citi2en Alert believes this DEIS,

0we do opoose sunersonic over land not controlled, and,

11 finally, we urne the Air Force to involve the public fully

12 in the process as required by the letter and spirit of Nevada

13 I would like to apologize to the people, everyone

14 who has had to listen to this twice. Ve thank the Air Force

i5 for the opportunity.

16 THE HEARING OFFICER: Thank you, Mrs. Garrett.

17 Mr. Wriaht is present. I call him to come forward

10 to the microphone.

19 BILL WRIGHT: My name is Bill Wright. I'm a

20 rancher, and I speak only for myself. Certainly, if I were

z i underneath the area of the sonic booms, I would be very

22 concerned about my livestock and myself. I am simply for

Z3 those people, very much for those of us who aren't-- IT

24 certainly that, for example, in the USSR, only a professiona

25 hunter can even have a aun. These guys are practicing to
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I protect our freedoms, amoncg which are huntina, the enjoyment

2 of our wildlife, which we all do. I'm very much a back-

3 Icountry man, myself, spend a tremendous amount of time out

4 i in this Moaz, in and around the moaz, which are not in the

5 supersonic areas, and the qame that they are aoing to hurt,

6 or the wildlife they are coing to damage, foraet them. I

7 feel very strongly about that. We have a lot of freedoms

8 1here, and these ouvs aren't just uo there coing this for

S9 themrselves.

S10 TH!E PEARING OrFICER: Thank you very much, Mr.

1 1 I ,right.

12 May I more formally identify the person of Mr.

13 Farr.

14 MR. FARR: I am Bill Farr, who is the Northern

15 Nevada Administrator for Senator Becht of Nevada.

16 THE HEARING OFFICER: Mr. Mark Chilton?

17 You wish the viewcraph turned on? Would you please

is whoever is at hand, someone turn on the viewaraph.

19 MARK CHILTON: Thank you very much. My name is

20 Mark ChiIton. I am Chairman of the Board of Chilton Engineer

2! jno. 7 would like to express my appreciation for Congressman

22 IVucanovich and the elected officials and gentlemen of the

¶ 23 Air Force.

24 Ladies and oentlemen, our firm has three offices,

25 in Elko, Las Vegas, and Reno. We have four pilots that are
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1 also engineers rn the firm, and we fly extensively throughoutj

2 the State of Nevada. The expression of concern that Senator

3 jGlaser had on a fliaht we were making from Elko direct to

4 Las Vegas, which is-- penetrates or at least flies over the

S MOA. the desert MOA. At the Rotary MeetincT some years ago,

6 the Air Force 0±d advise us that there would be freedom of

7 aeneral aviation operation through these MOA's. That is

8 Itrue in the case of IFP flicht nlans. IFR cannot separate,

9 therefore, they will not cive you an IPR clearance to qo

10 through the MOA. To that end, we who do fly IFF are required

1; tc deviate additional distances to circumnaviqate or ao VFR.

I1 If we don't oo VFR, however, there are occasions when it

13 ioes occur, that the MOMs are actually safety hazards,

14 involving undue restrictions on IFR flight plans. I asked

15 for the view chart to be shown to ask if the Air Force would

16 jplease conduct a study that would possibly combine Victor
bo

S17 6 and Victor 32, namely, the airways Victor 6,Lucin to Oiden,

18 Victor 32, Wendover to Salt Lake City, in a corridor wider

19 in the area in the Victor 32. I recTuest this on the grounds

20 That an instrument approach cannot be made to Wendover when

21 Ithe areas are hot due to the procedure turn required there

22 has caused our company flinhts to deter from Wendover into I )
123 Salt Lake for a landino in instrument weather. The reason

24 for it is the necessary breadth of the flight plan or approaci

25 into Wendover.
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1 The second thing that becomes a concern, we don't

2 nave a lot of thunderstorms in this area, but wben we do,

3 and it requires sometimes ITR to penetrate or come very close

4 to the thunderstorms because of the inability to get a de-

5 viation through that corridor. If Victor 6 coulC be Dossibly

6 rcaliqned or eliminated, then maybe your sonic boom could

7 be conducted to be referred to in the EIS, that would be mort

S favorable to and closer. I'm also connected to the MOA's

9 just west where center cannot actually separate you from

10 areas, when you penetrate Victor 32 at altitudes that have

i1 1.een referred to and are considerably above or in the same

12 area as the minimum enroute altitude- in IFR flioht plans.

13 jVictor 32 extends from Elko throuqh Wendover to Salt Lake

14 City. Victor 6 runs north of Eliko through Wells, Lucin,

15 Ogden,, and I-- my situation, have they studied widening

16 this corridor which would eliminate the problem of procedure

17 apprcach in Wendover and also give us more deviation when

18 IFF is tryina to circumnavigate by the possibility of eliminat-

19 inc Victor 6.

20 Now, for my other side of my presentation, this

21 j would like to refer to as a cuestion to the scientific

22 or the research side of the EIS. When, in fact, the mention

23 was made as to the effect that sonic booms have on livestock,

24 not long ago I acquired this exhibit from a friend of mine

25 who is a longtime native of Elko, and he alleaes that this
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1 phenomenon was caused by sonic booms during the prccrnancy

2 of the mother cow. The exhibit is commonly known ac the twn-1

3 headed calf. The question that I would bring to the Air

4 Force at this time and to the ranchinq comnunity is that the

5 impact it would have on the economics of the cattle as to

O 6 whcther or not the calf would eat twice as much and qain

7 Itwice as fast, and that would be a positive, or eat twice

8 as much and stay the same, which would be a neqative.

9 I thank you very much.

10 THE HEARING OFFICER: Thank you very much, Mr.

I! Chilton.

12 All those who have indicated a desire to speak

13 have spoken. We have a few minutes, and I now incTuire of

14 fthe group whether anyone who has not previously spoken has

16 Yes, sir?

17 JIM POINTER: Keith Davis asked me to pass on a

18 littlc information that probably should be more looked into

19 1by the Air Force in this proposal. First of all, my name

20 lis Jim Pointer. I'm with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

21 fin the Goshute range of mountains. It appears to be a ratherf

22 heavily used raptor core of miciration corridor. In the

23 latter part of September, there has been a man out there that

24 has been studying this over the past several years, and last

25 year he banded it 1,000 raptors. Primarily, that means
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I Iooshawks, coopers and sharpskinneO hawks, and during the

2 itime that he was there they also kept records of the numbers

3 that passed by, and they banded a0 percent. That means there

4 was 1,000 banded out of 10,000 that passed throuch. In 19E2,

5 he banded approximately 600, and in 1981, about 300. It may

6 be a point that needs to be looked into, primatily, for the

7 safety of the pilots and the aircraft.

a Thank you.

9 THE IIEAPTIN.r OFFICEE: Thank you very much, Mr.

10 Pointer.

11 Is there anyone else that wishes to speak from the

12 aroup?

13 Very well, I may then conclude the meeting with

14 thanks to you all for your courtesy which we have found

15 virtually unfailing throuhout the three hearings that we

16 have conducted.

17 I would also like to again thank Conaressman

15 Vucanovich for being present with us. Also, Senatory Glaser

19 and Commissioner Smith, we greatly appreciate their attend-

20 ance, and the attendance of all of you.

21 This meeting is adjourneO. Thank you very much.

4. 221

23 -o~o-

24

25
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1 I REPORTER'S CEFUIiFCATE

2

3 I hereby certify that 1, RAYMOND T. HEILJy,

4 ICertified6 Stenotype Reporter, in and for the County of Elko,

5 State of Nevada, was present on Thursday, December 1, 1983,

6 at 7:10 P.M. of said day, at the Public Hearing in the

7 natter of the Supersonic Flight Training Proposal.

8 That as such Reporter, I took down in Stenotyne

9 Shorthand writing the entire proceedings and testimony given

10 in said Public Hearing to the best of my ability; that I"

11 thereafter caused said stenotype shorthand to be transcribed

12 into longhand typewrirting; that the foregoing 52 naces

13 constitute said transcription; and that the same is a full,

14 true and correct record of the testimony taken and proceed-

15 ings had at said time and place.

16 Dated at EBko, Nevada this 17th day of December,

17 1923.

19

20

21

23

24

25
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WRITTEN COMMENTS

SUBMITTED IN CONJUNCTION

WITH ORAL COMMENTS

These comments were reviewed and were not
sigriF 'cantly di fferent than the comments
given during the public meetings. Therefore,
separate responses were not provided.
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Comments on the Draft EnvironmuntLi Impact Statement (DFIS) on tnh
}sitaollshment of the Gancy hange Lxtcnsion and Adjacent hestrictea
Airspace as an area for -)upersonic Flight Training.

Submitt.d by: bao and Phyllis Bateman
Kyle and hanae B]ateman
The Parrish hanch

For prebentation at public hearing ut Tribal Hall, Affiliated
tribcs of the Goshute Inlaon Reservution, ibapah, Utah
29 Nov 1953

Nlhb.[•L &'±,'it±,hT: We, the above named ranch owners anid bapah
(Decp Crech Valley) residents of long st:ndirng want it Kno-n
we strongly and absolutely opiose the Air Force proposal to

Sincrease restricted airspace along tue Utah-Nevada border for
supersonic flights and training space for F-Il fighter planes
oX the 3b.th 2actical Fighter Wing of' Hill Air Force Ease and
other supersonic Jets. The airspace oeing sought for expansion
of supersonic flight and air-to-air combat training overlies
western portions of Tooele, Juab arid Millard Counties in Utah
and eastern portions of Elao and Vvhite Pine Counties in Nevada.
Tnis completely taxes in the lbapah ranching district, its
prazinF. properties, the Goshute Indian Reservation, and the
proposed Deep Creek kountain Ylilderness area. Our ranches rno
other properties in the Ibapah Vallcy are included in the

proposed restricted area alont vith twenty-five neighboring
rinches aLnd atleast twenty additional homes.

I-OPULA's iO OF IbAPn-1: 'Within the boundaries of Ibapah we have 200
people living in close proximity and a total of 350 people
living within the proposed area. The Draft Environmental Impact
SLa-tement (DEIS) fails to recognize that the peuple of Ibapah
live in a closely paOpui.ted area, not sparsely settled as stated.
.Ve need to be recognized and taken into consideration on this
proposal as *e are the ones who will be adversfly afiected.

'iHE S•nThY nhD ýELýAhE: of the people of Ibapah ha*-bcen of little
concern to the militiry. We are law abiding citizens of these
Our United States and we demand consideration. The Air Force
has little respect for establishid boundaries and little concern
for Ibapah residents. Low flying Jets are hazardous and sonic
booms do destroy. Low flying jets means when you cat hear the
metal clang above the jets roar, see toe flash of identificution
numbers beneath the plune, see the tree tops above the low flying
jet, hear the loud roar right auove you as you drive your auto-
moblie down the road and 7ou automatically duck or sometimes run
out of the road, practically fall off 'our tractor or horse as
they fly directly above you, or fly just anove you over the
brink ol a bill, etc. The fighter pilots seem to use our ranch
houses and buildings, the valley residents themselves, and our
livestoex for experiment,l runs of realistic gunnery practice
and supersonic attacks. Instead of being "shell shocked", we
will be "Jet shooced" from intensified jet action.
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TkW 1 NOISE AS YWLL AS ThE GuIX CUloN: of the super sonic booms will
annoy area people about 100* rather than the statement of the
DEIS that only 2I of the people living in the area woulo be
"highly annoyed." All the Ibapah residents are strongly against
this proposal as we have already experienced damiging and
explosive sonic booms and frightening roars of unexpectec, low
flying jets. In the hands of youthful pilots these jets are an
Instrument of scare and frightening tactics for the purpose of
amusement in their behali because of our startled reactions.Iith the intensifying of training ilights and the pr-edicted
1050 monthly sonic booms from F-1l Fighter wartine tactics, we
*ill be blasted out of existence. If noise from low flying jets
and sonic booms are not detrimental, why do babies cringe and
cling to tneir mothers at the sound of a jet? Why do unborn
oabies quivrtr and Jump within the mother tt jet approach? Why
do people jump and watch in angered "ntlcipation as they watch
ior the jets return or the second jet? Why do grazing cattle
stampede.to the closest fence at the noise of a sonic boom?
Husnanlcfrtn animals cliKe become unnerved and can no longer funct-
Ion properly because of the loud, booming concussion of the
unexpected sonic boom or the roar of a low flying Jet. No, we
cain never adjust to the noise of the sonic booms or the low-
flying jets.

IhUPtETY DnWMaGE: already has ueen experienced by valley residents
with broken windo~s, cracxed walls of homes and buildi•,gs
including those of the school house, broken and falling tile and
plaster, walls crumbling and foundations cracked. With these
unstable conditions the value of our properties will drop to
nothing. With this airspace expansion the high density of air-
craft that will be operating over this populated area puts our
lives, our livelihood, and value of our properties.in jeopardy.

IN CONCLuSION: we have shown some of the adverse effects this proposed
training area would have on all lbapah residents: the ranchers
and their families, the Goshute Indians, our livestock and our
!iomes. Our valley will no longer be a "valley of production"
but a "valley of destruction", If this proposal takes effect.

hEG0mMEhýbViTON: to have the Air Force review their plarn for the
restricted trainingf¶n'd withdraw their request for the proposed
training area. The military should consider alternatives to
the proposed action rather then subject people of the Deep Creek
Valley, their properties of the Deep Creek Mountain area, and the
"bordering Nevada west hills to the devastating effect of air-to-air
supersonic combat training by the Hill Air Force Base F-lb fighter
planes.
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863 Rosewood Lnne
Lnyton, Utah 84041
Nov 30, 1983

Staff Judge Advocate
O0-ALC/ JA

1-111 Air Force Base, Utah 84056

As agreed upon during my conversation with your Secretary on
Nov 28p 1983 1 am sending you a copy of the written statement presented
by the Parrish family of Ibapah, Utah on Nov 29, 1983 at the metting
held on this date.

Sincerely,

For the Parrish family.
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Subject: Proposed Restricted Airspace *br Supersonic Flight Training
Along Utah/Nevada Border

Written comments for presentation at public hearing at Tribal Hall, Affiliated
Tribes of the Gosbute Indian Reservation, Ibapah, Utah 29 Nov 1983.

Submitted by: Pearish Estate, Ibapah, Utah
Blanche L. Parrish Bean
Phyllis R. Parrish Bateman
Joyce C. Parrish Cock

INITIAL STATFIZNT:

The Parrish family desires to go on record as being strenuomsly opposed
to the Air Force proposal to increase the restricted airspace for super-
sonic and subsonic training flights of fighter aircraft (primarily F-16
aircraft) along the Utah/Nevada border.

The Parrish family owns ranches and othw property in the Ibapah valley
( Deep Creek valley ) which runs along the Utah/Nevada border and is included
in the proposed restricted area. While we are generally opposed to th& whole
proposal we will confine our remarkd relatively to the Deep Greek valley
and the adjacent areas on the east and west side.

POPULATION DENSITY:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) states the proposed expansion
Sarea is sparsely settled with only about 350 people living thur-6. Z10
fact is that over 200 of these. people live in the Deep Creek valley which
fact the DEIS fails to recognize which we feel is very significant. Also
there is a school house in the valley attended by all the children living
there. We feel this- fact alone should force reconsideration af the
proposal.

SAFETY :

The high density of aircraft that will be operating over this concentration
of people poses a very significant safety problem. Fighter aircraft do
-rraEh- (36 w1_ aircraft since 1979)1 . 1. -s inconceivable how WIe A-I--
Force can ignore this fact and continue with their present plan which will.
expose the people and school children in the valley to this unacceptable
hazard.

PE.UPLE IMPACT:

Another point that should be considered is the statement in the DEIS that
only 12% of tie people living in the area would be "highly annoyed" by the
sonic boams. This is completely in error and unrealistic- In fact this
number sbould be nearly 100%. Our family has conducted an informal survey
and determined that all of the people contacted were strongly against the
proposal and very concerned with the low flying aircraft and sonic booms.
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PREVIOUS AIR FORCE ACTIWITY:

According to published maps the Deep Creek valley is not included in the
current training areas yet the Air Force has been using this air space for
subsonic and supersonic flights for a number of years in violation of
current rules and regulations. As asresfllt, we, and other people living
in the valley are very familiar with the impact of trainini-flithta.and sojic
booms. The predicted 38 sonic booms per day or 5 per hour is totally
unacceptable. The ones- now being experienced are causing enough problems
for sahool children, people and livestock. Sabscnic flights at low altitudes
are a common occurance. The actions of fighter pilot, seem to indicate they
are using ranch houses, ranch buildings, people and livestock for practice
strafing runs. Experiences of members- of the Parrish families can attest
to this fact. Objections to these flights-have been made to Hill AFB
but no action has been taken.

It would appear that the Air Force has little respect for established
boundaries and little concern for the inhabitants of the Deep Creek valley.
From past experience we believe it is quite evident that if this valley
is included in the proposed training area the impact on the valley would
be devastating.

PROPETY DAJ,4AGE:

Property damage has been experienced in the valley and it is certain, that
if the plan is approved much more can be expected. Our family has nade a
claim for property damages which has been paid in part.

PROPRT VALUE:

No one can deny that property values will be significantly reduced if the
Air Force plan is approved. Sale of ranch land and grazing land will be
very difficult if not impossible unless the asking price is Smtazti•tlaly
reduced. Why should the land owners in the valley be so penalized? What,
if any, recourse do they have?

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:

The statement in the DEIS there would be no adverse effects on humans and
no significant problems for domestic or wild animals is: incorrect. One
only needs to observe the reaction of grazing cattle to low flying aircraft
and to sonic booms to know how wrong this is. Just ask any rancher or his
family how they feel when subjected to the conditions of training flights.
It should also be noted that the beop Creek mountains are being considered
for a wilderness area. )

CONCLUSION:

It is quite evident- that tV include the Deep Creek valley, the Deep Creek
mountains and the Nevada hills to the west in this proposed training area
is wrong aw it would be very detrimental to the rancbers, their families,
the indians, livestock, wildlife and the wilderness study area of the Deep
Creek mountains. In the face of the facts previously stated it is very
hard to understand how the Air Force can continue to seriously consider
including the Dee,, Creek valley and adjoining lands in the restricted area

for high density fighter aircraft training.
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=GECOZ.ATION:

We, therefore, request the Air Force review their plan for the restrictedtraiiing area , withdraw their request for the proposed traing area andexercise one of their stated options for a more suitable are&.
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•ORTHWEST FARM BUREJ.W
INSURANCE COMPANY

BOX 297 LUND, NV 89317 TELEPHONE; 238-5295

To: U S Air Force Hearing Lly Nov 30, 1083

From: Phil Carter Lund, Nev.

I would like to protest the extension of the Gandy test range

farther into White Pine Co-. for the following reasons.

It could make e more circutious route for our comercial air

line betw'een Ely and Salt Lake City, and may have detrimental

effect on air transportation in and out of Vihite Pine Co.

bxteniing the range would also have a detrimental impact

on many years of prior ranching air travel in and out of 6pring Valley.

I also feel that the extension of the range, and the resulting

added sonic booms could have an impact, on the people, livestock,

and buildings in the proposed enlarged area.

I would urge the Air Force to consider alternatives to the

enlarpement of the Test Range.

Thank you holding this hearing in our County and giving us the

o-rortunity to eyýoress our concerns.
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STATEMENT OF BRENT EKDRIDGE AT ELY, NEVADA, CONCERNING SUPERSONIC
TESTING DEIS FOR THE GANDY RANGE EXTENSION MOA, NOVEMBER 30, 1985.

I am Brent Eldridge, one of four brothers who, with our dad, mother,
grandmother, and our wives and children, operate a cattle ranch
beneath the southern ellipse depicted in the DEIS. I speak today
for that family. f

This DEIS has one major flaw, which is evident throughout; it
nearly ignores the proposed actions' negative impacts upon the human
environment, while expounding incessantly on the need for the
training area expansion. I won't argue with your statements of need
for adequate training areas, but I take exception to chosen
alternatives which are driven by inadequate environmental analysis.
Before getting into the errors I see in this document, I'd first
like to draw some comparisons.

The present gurersonic test areas and the proposed, when combined,
would total approximately 6400 square miles; with the adjoining
subsonic training areas also thrown in, the whole -training area
would total over 16000 square miles, for the use of one AP13. I note
that the nation of E1 Salvador is 1/2 that size, the Falkland
Islands 1/4, Israel 1/2, Lebanon 1/4, Kuwait 1/4, and Nationalist
(TChina 7/8. If, indeed, 16000 square milez is a minimum size for the
adequate training of American pilots, I respect-fhlly submit that we
must choose carefully where we have a war; in many of the smaller
countries there just isn't room.

Since the DEIS addresses subsonic flight effects somewhat, I'll
state for the record that we've seldom been offended by low-flying
fighters over the last 20 years; in fact, we usually enjoy them. We
support a strong defense, a military force that can stab, shoot,
burn, strafe, and bomb with the beet of them. But,as you might
surmise, we also ctrongly believe in our way of life and in the
values embraced by all the peoplc of rural Nevada and U.tah. We live
here for definite reasons, and those reasons are now in jeopardy.

At 1.2.1, reference is made to a faulty EIS finalized in November,
1977 in which the needs and impacts of the 388th TFW and others were
underestimated. I understand that the same-type mistakes in other
bed-down EIS's for other locations are also now the justification
for similar-type expansions of training areas there. I feel that,
indeed, once might have been an honest error, but twice would
indicate to me a design to incrementally gut the western deserts.
The people of Utah and Nevada may have offered different comment in
1977 had they been advised of the real impacts resulting from
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bed-down at Hill; this DEIS seems only an effort to legalize what
nay have been in 1977, and may still be, a violation of NEPA
regulat ions.

In the summary you state that people beneath the area live at or

below 5000 feet MSL. Such is not the case. Almost all the
inhabitants here live at or above 5500 feet MSL. !

Also in the summary you note that the expected levels of
overpressures are not known to cause any health hazards. You
haven't said, however, whether they are known to not cause any

* health hazards. You should address the long-term effects resulting
from loud, intermittent noise. Average noise levels in a city have
little similarity to the proposed action; I recall the recent item
on TV news which described the reaction brought about by an evening
flight of the IR 71 Blackbird over SLC. I continue to believe,
until it's proven to me otherwise, that after living several years
at 5000 feet beneath your "nominal" sonic impact the 350 people here

* won't be worth protecting.

eollowing are errors or misleading statements made in the DEIS which
indicate the overall inadequacy of the document: 3.1.2--Deep Creek
'Valley may be better watered than most valleys in Ncvada, but it is
definitely not better-watered than at least one other valley in the

* proposed test area. 3.1.3--An attempt is made here to depict the
test area as an almost-barren desert, and that's very incorrect.
Antelope, Deep Cr., Spring, and Snake Valleys are some of the best
livestock winter range in the Intermountain West. I know of no
instance where the "scattered grasses" are not suitable for grazing.
3.1.5.2--Agriculture is, indeed, an important land use in the area,
contrary to your supposition. Native meadows and/or cultivated
crops here are essentials to almost every livestock operation
affected by this proposal. 3L1.5.3--An inferrence that mining will
never be of any greater importance in the area than it is now is
misleading. Sure, mining operations are now isolated and small in
ncalc, but that's true of any area before a decision is" made to mine
some new-found deposit on a Jarge scale. The number of mining claims
in the area attest to its mineral character. 4.1.2.1, 4.1.2.2, and
4.1.2.2.1--You note that noise created by subsonic flight is
insignificant--I agree. You could have said also that noise created
by nearby supersonic flight is damned significant, and I would
haveagain agreed. But you didn't, and I think you should. You
mentioned the annoyance factor, and then moderated that. Ladies and
Gentlemen, the annoyance, the startle reaction inherent in all live

critters, is the issue. Either address its effects, or demonstrate
that, because of lacking or inconclusive evidence, it can't be
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addressed.

I pre~er that, prior to any implementation of, or further
advancement toward, your proposal, you prove to the people of

Eastern Nevada and Western Utah what really may be in store for us.

I doesn't seem unreasonable to ask you send your F-16's here for a

few passes down each valley west of the existing sllpersonic test

area at Mach 2--2.4 and 5000 feet AGL. We'll then really know what

the one-time impact really is. I suggest Mach 2.4 because that's
what the aii-craft is capable of; if it's capable, we'll experieiice

it. As you say in the DEIS, pilots shouldn't have to constantly
monitor the airspeed indicator.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
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November 30, 1983

Department of the Air Force
Headquarters 2849th Air Base Group (AFLC)
Hill Mir Fore Base, Utah 84056

For inclusion in the Gandy Range Extension DEIS

Dear sir:

On several occasions the Air Force and the Navy have insinuated
that the authority to conduct their activities in our airspace
resides is them, and that after satisfying the requirements of
the National Environmental Protection Act, they may operate in
any manner which they deem appropriate, regardless of the conse-
quences to any individual. But this is misleading.

The sole responsibility for controlling the use of our airspace
is invested in the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency,
who is appointed by the President, and who operates under the
directives and confines of the Federal Aviation Act.

The Administrator alone may designate certain airspace as
restricted in order to confine hazardous activities and to
protect non-participant---or he may revoke that designation; he

may assign, or revoke, civilian and military joint-use airspace
and military training routes; he may issue, or suspend, waivers of
the rules which regulate airspeeds; he may confer with the
Department of Defense, or any other governmental agency, about
the desirability of taking these actions.

What he cannot do is abrogate, or ignore, the directives of the
Federal Aviation Act, one of which clearly states that "When an
aircraft activity conducted in special use airspace could affect
the safety of persons or property on the surface, provisions
shall be made for their protection."

The Navy in central Nevada, and the Air Force in Nevada, Utah,
New Mexico and Texas are now proposing just such an activity.
Their stated justification for these trespasses is the need to
prepare a national defense; and each proposal is enforced with
the written statement that there is no acceptable alternative;
and with the oral extortionary threat that they will remove
theimselves, and their economic support, if the conmunity frus-
trat.es their plans.

In recent years the military organization has become so
influential that there are some who view it as a fourth branch of
government and not merely as an agency of the Department of
Defense; and there are others who seem to feel that we can
preserve our form of government by ignoring its laws. The
Administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency needs to be reminded
of his responsibilities.
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Our elected representatives should make every effort to assure
that the various military units cooperate with each other, and
coordinate their activities in such a way as to produce the least
environmental damage, keeping in mind that the inhabitants of our
sparstly populated areas also make substantial contributions to
our national strength, and character, and are entitled to the
same considerations as those who live in more populated areas.

And, in the final analysis, if it is determined that there is no
possible alternative to destroying our habitat, in order to
provide a national defense, then our elected representatives
should come to us and explain, in convincing tezms, why this must
be so and what provisions will be made to compensate individuals
for property destruction and devaluation and for the disruption
in their lives.

Dick Holmes, chairman
Concerned Rural Nevadans
Box 629, Fallon, Nevada 89406

copies to:

Congresswoman Vucanovich
Senator Laxalt
Senator Hecht
Governor Bryan
Attorney General McKay
Citizen Alert
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WHITh- PINE SPORTSMEN
Nevada Vildlife Federation - Member

P. . SJUX Ili7

November 29, 1983

Environmental Planning
110 AFLC/DEP\'
Wcioht-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Dear Sir:

The Now White Pine 'Sortsmen's Club is a White Pine County
oroanization with thirty five members in Ely and McGill, Nevada.

We have carefully reviewed the DEIS for the "Establishment of
the Candy Range Extension". We are strongly opposed to this
proposal. Ve are not opposed to alternatives b,, c,, or d., as
stated on page ii.

Our concerns are primarily in two areas of predicted problems.
First is our strong concern on the potential detrimental effect
on all wildlife and feral horses. Page V states that "Questions
on lono term protracted exposure and sublevel responses remain
to be studied'(for wildlife). The Nevada ground areas involved
are substantially used for the hunting of mule deer and antelope.
Mule deer hunting take,'" nlac in foothills and mountains.
Antelope hunting takes place on the valley floors. It is our
experience that these two big game animal species are extremely
difficult to approach after a sonic boom. There is no question
that the Candy Range Extension will have a detrimental effect

on big game hunting in the area. The sonic boom effect on small
game and non-consumptive wildlife is also believed to be detrimental.

The second area of strong concern is the undesirable impact of
sonic booms on persons usina the Candy Ran,. -xtension area for
recreation. Subject land is regularly used in spring, summer,
and fall for primitive backeountry recreation and the sonic
booms will impair this experience. While subject U.S. Government
BLM land is managed for multiple use, it's our strong position
"that the proposed Gandy Range Extension would impose an undesirable
environmental effect on all species of wildlife and on the recreational
users of this land.

Bob Marcum, President Bob- Ilio1n *er, Sft-etary
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THE STATE OF NEVADA

EXECUTIVE CHAMBER

Carson City, Nevada 89710
F,( AR[) 'i. BRYAN 7}•vANIONi

( STATE OF NEVADA'S COMMENTS ON HILL AFB/GANDY RANGE DEIS

Members of the Air Force, ladies and gentlemen . . . my name

is Linda Ryan. I am director of the State agency designated

throuyh Presidential Executive Order 12372 to review the impact of

Federal Activities in Nevada, and I am here today to speak on

behalf of Governor Richard Bryan.

On October 13, 1983, Governor Bryan forwarded Nevada's

official comment on the proposed action for supersonic flight

traini•y being requested within the Gandy Range by the United

States Air Force. This official comunent clearly expressed

Nevada's opposition to the proposed action. The Governor'-

opposition is based on the following four issuesý

i. The anticipation of 125 sonic booms per day (30% of

which will reach the ground) is an estimate. No

specific remedy is offered should the sonic booms which

5 reach the ground, regardless of the number, su~stain an

impact severe enough in magnitude to detract from the

area's quality of life.

2. Since nearly 40% of Nevada's airspace is NOW under

federal agency control, any additional airspace restric-

tions, or restrictive reclassification, will negatively

impact on private and commercial aviation in Nevada.
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3. Federal agencies are acting independetly in their

planning efforts toward proposed changes and ultimate
reclassification of our State's remaining free airspace.

4. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement describing the

proposed actions in the G.andy Range does not - I repeat

DOES NOT - address in any substantive manner the

statewide airspace impacts on private and commercial

aviation in Nevada.

Those issues constitute Nevada's basis for opposing the Gandy

proposal, and now we would like to submit additional information

on each of the four concerns:

First, in relation to the issue of sonic booms, the quality

of life for people living in the area must be given appropriate

consideration. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement speaks to

this issue in terms of estimates in the number of sonic booms with

no provision for public recourse should those estimates prove to

be understated. It is not reasonable to expect residents of

Nevada to accept the burden of this proposal without having prior

knowledge of a daily maximum on the number of sonic disturbances,

the severity of those disturbances and a process for remedies

should the disturbances prove to be detrimental.

Next is the issue of the self-imposed restrictions by private

and comimercial aviators in their use of Military Operations Areas

(MOA's) which are reclassified for supersonic flight training. It

should be remembered that the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) designates MOA's to enhance airspace safety for all users;

that is, the MOA defines specific airspace for military use while
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;till allý.-ng safe occezss (undur Visual Fliglht Rul~t) to private

anu commercial aviators. flowever, comments submitted to the Air

Force by the Aircraft. Owners and Pilots Association docunented in

the DETS for the Gandy Range proposal strongly point to the fact

that the "see-arid-avoid" concept of collision prevention is :';L

an effective metho.. for aircraft operating at supersonic speed:

Thus, it is our contention that when the Department of Defens e

ueclassifiesan MOA for supersonic flight training, it is in effect

and for all practical purposes, restrictiiig that airspace. We are

aware that the space will not be officially restricted as the FAA

does not regulate supersonic flight activity within MOA's. This

point, however, is academic since most commercial and private

aircraft wiil not use those areas.

The third area of concern is that this proposed action will

intensify airspace use in the areas surrounding the Gandy Range.

The Department of Defense and the FAA must consider the use of

"surrounding airspace in any reclassification effort. We need

rýeliable data on the use -if airways surrounding Nevada MOA's in

order to evaluate the impact of designating space for supersonic

training. This environmental review should consider the potential

increases in the military use of the airways outside of existing

-MOA's and the relative impact on remaining tree airspace.

And finally, the Governor's major concern is with the

historic trend toward the blocking of large portions of Nevada's

airspace and the cumulative impact on the remaining airway

corridors within Nevada. Experience indicates an increasing

airway corridor encroachment through the expansion of one or more

of the five existing major MOA's in Nevada. The reality of this

encroachment on Nevada's free airspace is evidenced in the
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recently extended Desurt. MOA in Southern Nevada by approximately

twunty nautical miles to the north as initiated by the U.S. Air

Forc' at Nellis Air Force Base. This real ity is further

intensitied by the pending action of the Department of Navy's

proposal to designate over 5.600 square miles for supersonic

flight training within the Gabbs and Austin MOA's. These actions,

and the knowledge that airspace currently designated for military

use in Nevada is surrounded by low-level, military training routes

and military air-to-air refueling routes bring us to the critical

issue of tne resulting impact on private and commercial aviation.

If we had an accurate map of all MOA's, restricted areas,

Low-level military training routes and military refueling routes

in Nevada, it would be evident that private and commercial

aviation are clearly threatened. The U.S. Air Force, the

Department of Navy and other federal agencies proposing to limit

use of airspace in Nevada have a clear duty to evaluate all

aspects of ir 'tary use statewide. All of us appreciate and wish

to itccorunodate the needs of the U.S. Air Force. However, it is

time for the Air Force to deal with us in terms of statewide

airs•pace use. Addressing this issue on a limited "one-bite-at-a-

tiiiie" basis is resulting in severe, adverse impacts on private and

coiine-rcial aviation in a growing and tourist-dependent state.

Even though Nevada is the 43rd state in terms of population, with

less than one million residents, we have within our borders the

29th busiest commercial airport in the world.

Nevada's potential for urban and rural growth in relation to

aviation access between cur communities and adjoining states must
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be considered in any review process. Therefore, it is our

contention that the Environmental Review Process employed by the

Air Force is inadequate to justify this proposed action.

i
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WHITE PINE COUNTY
INDUSTRIAL PARK REVIEW BOARD

P.O. Box 630
Ely, Nevada 89301

November 30, 1983

Environmental Planning Office
HQs. AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Gentl emen:

The White Pine County Industrial Park Review Board has
reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
for the proposed Gandy Range extension and adjacent
restricted airspace as an area for supersonic flight training.

The Board feels that the DEIS does not adequately address
the economic impacts the extension could have on White Pine
County. Additional analysis on the effects on civilian
flights and the economic impacts on the county is needed.

Airspace to the south, east, and west of White Pine County
is already restrict:ed for military uses. Extension of
the range and increasing the volume of military flights
will decrease available airspace for civilian flights.
This reduction of flights through the Gandy Range will
make it more difficult for air traffic, both passenger
and freight, to fly to White Pine County on east/west routes.

The Industrial Park Review Board feels that the proposed
Gandy Range extension and restricted airspace for supersonic
flight has the potential to adversely affect White Pine
County's economic development efforts. Given che information
available in the DEIS, the Board opposes the proposbed extension.

Sincer

AMO/jas
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Dear Sir(s):
Because of the state of my health at this time,

I request this to be read during my five minute block
of time.

I feel th'at before Nevadans consider allowing
the Air Force to use Nevada airspace they should
consider how the Air Force has dealt with Nevadans
'n the past.

I now reside in Eureka, Nevada but used to reside
on a ranch about twenty miles east of Eureka. This
ranch is located in White Pine County. I was forced to
leave my ranch because the water system was poisenred,
our animals died, our health deteriorated, the ranch
was condemned and doctors told us to move out. I am
convinced blasting conducted by the military for MX
purposes had a direct effect on the ground water my
wells pump from.

The reason we believe this to be true is because
our water system worked very well for four years but
shortly after the blasting our water system became
contaminated.

We have had our water tested various times with
conflicting results but everyone does agree the water
is contaminated.

The members of my family and I have gone to
various physicians who all seem to relate our health
problem to overburden of heavy minerals.

B6M reports stated all holes that were blasted
were all later filled in so that no water from above
ground could seap in. A Sheriff's report, and
photographs in my possession, show this to be totally
untrue.

Before blasting, we were all assured no blasting
w,.iould be conducted any closer than five miles from all private property.

In fact, the blasting occured within
1/4 of a mile from our private property.

I believe before we allow the United States Air
-orce, or any other government related group to enter

Nevafd in any way we should recieve more than empty
4 )romises and untruths concerning their functions in

our state. I also believe these people should be
held liable and take resporisability for the damages
to property and life they inflict.

Si ncerel y,

John Kenneth Shanahan
P.O. Box 153
Eureka, Nv. 89316
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White Pine

Chamber of .Commerce
Phone: 1702k Box 239

-289-8877. Ely, Nevada
- 89301

"November 30, 1983

Fnvironmental Planning
Hqtrs. AFLC/DEPV
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 4 5 4 3 3

Gentlemen:

The White Pine Chamber of Commerce Tourism Committee would
like to express its concerns over the proposed Gandy Range
Extension and adjacent restricted airspace as an area for
supersonic flight training.

The Tourism Conmnittee is working to promote White Pine County
for increased tourist trade. The committee recognizes that
our area has a great deal of potential for tourism through
its scenic beauty, historic sites, and recreational opportunio-
ties. Increased tourist trade can have a substantial, positive
impact on our area's economy. The proposed extension of
-the supersonic training site may be very detrimental to our
efforts in three ways:

1. The increase in military flights over the area
decreases the potential for civilian flights through
the restricted air space, making it more difficult
for travelers to fly into our area on east/west flights.

2. One of the county's assets for increased outdoor
recreational use is its millions of square miles of
back country areas. The increase in sonic booms
will reduce the appeal of the Spring Valley,
Mt. Wheeler and Mt. Moriah areas on the east side
of the county for outdoor recreational use.

3. The county attracts hundreds of visitors to hunt
and fish each year. The negative effects of the
increased sonic booms on our area's wildlife are
not known and have not been fully explored.
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Tourism 'ommittee
White Ke Chamber of Commerce
DEIS Hearings on Gandy Range Page 2 Qf 2

White Pine County suffers from high unemployment and unstable
economic conditions. increasing tourist trade in the area is
one way to generate jobs and income for the county's residents.
The extension of the Gandy Range and adjacent restricted
airspace for supersonic flight training will not provide
any direct or indirect economic benefit for our area. Our
Tourism Committee feels that we should not be asked to
suffer the potential losses to our economy that could result

( from the proposed action. The Committee feels the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement has not adequately addressed
the economic impacts on White Pine County and we are opposed
to extension of the supersonic training site.

•%rre relIy,

t. Touri ism Commi ttee

JB/Djas

i
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WHITE PINE COUNTY
STATEMENT ON DEIS

SUPERSONIC TESTING IN
GANDY MOA

NOVEMBER 30, 1983
J. KENDALL JONES, M.D.

VICE CIIAIR14AN
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

White Pine County governiment is very concerned about your proposal
to train supersonically over its land and its citizens, and doesn't
believe you've told us what the true consequences of your action
will be.

We have in White Pine County all the values and uses you mentioned
in the DEIS, and more. Many of our commercial and recreational uses
you've lown-played while citing studies which show average city
noise levels having little or no effect on these activities. We
don't see ary correlation whatroever between ambient noise levels in
the citi.es and the 3onic booms which could ricochet around out there
in the quiet of eastern White Pine County. At stake is the
commercial and recreational use of that land.

I call to your attention the efforts of the Bristlecone Film
U Conuittee, which has been in existence for about a year. Its

primary goal is attracting the filming industry to our area. Several
comxnerzials have been shot here, and several companies are serious

P about doing larger productions. As you could well imagine, no
producer will spend money on a secluded site which is inundated with
sonic booms. The proposed action will, indeed, adversely affect
the econom', of our county directly.

There may be only 350 residents living directly beneath the test
area, but there are thousards rore who -use the area because of the
character of the environment. The reasons for using the area the
way we do are many--foldt of importance equal to just daily success
uf lunters, trappers, prospectors, rockhounds, and casual
recreationists, is the experience in a non-urban setting. Those
qualities in our envir-umeent would be lost, contrary to your
analysis; we say this because we believe only we fully understand
our attachment to, and enjoyment of, the values here.

'resently, about 954 of the land In .hitc Pine County is controlled
by federal government. Cur tax base is small, has been largely
dependent upon the inining industry throughout our history, and, if yc
implement this proposal, the effects will further reduce that base
Ly Jltteral±y running the scattered inhabitants off their mineral
and agricultural land. We don't like that.

Air tcaffic is ezsential to the diversification of our economy, and
there is a definite adverse impact upon non-military traffic within

fan MYDA when going from subsonic to supersonic, as it relates to
safety. General aviation and our air carrier will choose to not fly
through that large expanse of airspace after being rendered completely
unsaie. We doubt that the transient or cross-country pilot will be
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qiven the access and clearances, as promised to locals, through
the area when it's "hot". Because of the extra distances involved
in avoiding the new "super MOA", we are made even even more remote.

We suggest that you correct the DEIS to accurately portray the
impacts from such an action as you propose. If you presently are
forbidden access to the lower elevations for realistic demonstration
of speeds of up to 2.4 Mach, then we suggest that adequate data
doesn't exist by which any of the impacts may be properly addressed.
We don't believe that our people can bear the psychological effects
of such activity, and urge your recognition of that in the DEIS.

We appreciate your coming to Ely for this hearing.
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1. The Air Force appreciates the concern expressed over population figures
and, based upon the comments received and observations of pilots frequently
overflying the area, we have revised the estimate of population distribution.
Comment noted and revisions made to FEIS.

2. Referi.snce 4.2.9 of FEIS - The Air Force appreciates the concerns expressed
about the increased risk of mid-air collisions and impacts on the civilian
population in the area. This concern fostered the initiation of the Military
Operating Area (MOA) concept. As discussed in the FEIS, the probability of a
mid-air collision with civilian aircraft is very low. Similarly, we recognize
that resident anxiety towards aircraft accidents may be increased. To reduce
anxiety and impacts on the civilian community, the Air Force is considering a
reduced scope proposal as a primary alternative.

3. The 5r000 toot AGL floor is proposed for supersonic aircraft operations
only. The Gandy MOA is now identified as an operation area for subsonic
military aircraft dedn to 100 feet AOL. However, Air Force regulations do not
allow harrassment of ground parties and any pilots found guilty of such
activities are dealt with severely. A timely notification to the Air Force
woold definitely help identify pilots responsible (within one day if reporting

by telephone). A written or verbal notification to one of the following

otlfices would be appropriate:

Public Affairs Office 299 Range Control Squadron

00-A L.C/ PA 299 RSC/CC
Hill AFB, UT 84056 Hill AFS, UT 84056
(801) 777-5201 (801) 521-7070
(Off Duty: (801) 777-3007)

4. V'our comment hban been noted. The coacerns and opinions expressed have

been considered in the evaluation of this proposal.

5. Notices announcing the public hearings were first released on 10 November
1983. The Air Force first published its intent to prepare a Draft EIS in

August 1980 and released the DEIS to the public on 19 August 1983. The DEIS

was released to news media and copies were provided to State and Federal
agencies and anyone expressing an interest as a result of the 1980

notification. The public hearing notification was again released to the news
media and individual notices were mailed to everyone that had expressed a
concern about the DEIS or the proposal. The public comment period on the DEIS

was nriginally scheduled to close 14 October 1983. This co-mment period was
subsequently extended to 16 December 1983 to accommodate the public hearings.

6. The Air Force appreciates the concern expressed by many commentors. Based
or the collective knowledge and consensus of the scientific community, the Air
Force believes the level of overpressures to be experienced at intermittent
intervals are neither sufficiently intense nor frequent enough to be considered
a significant impact from a health standpoint. Reference 4.2.1 of the FEIS.

7. Reference 4.12.3 of FEIS. Comment noted.
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8. Comment noted. Other alternatives are evaluated in Section 2.2 of the
FEIS.

9. The proposed action to designate a portion of the Gandy MOA as airspace
for supersonic flight training will not change its designation as a MOA. The
joint use policy now existing in this airspace will not be impacted by this
proposal. Also, supersonic flight is proposed only for elevations above 5,000
feet AGL and it shculd be noted that 90 to 95 percent of the supersonic flying
will be above 10,000 feet AGL.

10. The airspace above the community of Baker, Nevada, is not controlled by
the military nor is it designated as an area for military operations. However,
the Lucin MOA does begin approximately seven miles to the east. Outside of
MOAs and restricted airspace, military aircraft must adhere to established Air
Force regulations which are coordinated with FAA. They are required to travel
at air speeds of 250 knots or less whenever they are below an elevation of
10,000 MSL unless they are flying under a waiver or otherwise designated route.

11, This comment is not applicable to this EIS. There was no Revised DEIS
proposed for the 'Establishment of the Gandy Range Extension and Adjacent

Restricted Airspace as an Area for Supersonic Flight Training.'

12. The initial notice of intent was filed in August 1980 and was prepared to
meet the CEQ guidelines. The Air Force has elected to continue processing the
Draft EIS under the guidelines rather than the 40 CFR 1500 regulation. While
there were minor differences in the format and technical requirements. The
Final EIS is prepared in accordance with CEQ regulations and does an adequate
job of evaluating environmental effects of the proposed action and
alternatives and does provide the decision-maker a basis for a sound, reasoned
choice. A list of preparers is provided in this document.

13. This comment is not applicable to the proposal addressed in this
document. The airspace being proposed for supersonic flight has not been
designated for that usage in the past.

14. The tern 'set aside' does not mean to literally restrict or segregate.
Ii means to identify, list, or approve the area for supersonic flight.

15. The Air Force is not aware of any definition for a MOA that provides a
legal basis for stating the operations conducted therein are ultra hazardous.

'Aa arz established under criteria provided in FAA Handbook 7610.4, "Special

Military Operations', and FAA Handbook 7400.2, 'Procedures for Handling
Airspace Matters.' The proposed action meets the criteria identified in these
handbooks. Additionally, the F-16 has on-board radar that further enhances
the area control provided by FAA.
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16. Comment noted. This comment focuses on the general policy of supersonic
flight and it is emphasized that the Air Force has not proposed changing that
policy. The only Similarity among the supersonic proposals is timing. The
proposals should not be considered as cumulative or even connected actions
where one affects, or is interrelated or dependent upon, another. Thus, there
is no basis for preparing a programmatic EIS.

17. The Air Force did provide environmental analysis based on overpressures
rather than Mach number and altitude. Consequently, overpressure data does
include the Mach 1.3 supersonic event. Prom a statistical standpoint, both
methods show comparable values; however, overpressure analysis provides a
straightforward approach to answering questions on a number of events one
would expect to hear, and percent of booms expected above a given value.

18. The comment indicates that complaints were used to derive percent
"annoyed" is not true. Three rounds of social surveys which included urban,

suburban, and rural subgroups were used to obtain dose-response data.
Extrapolated data from the study can be applied with confidence. Due to the
subjective nature of individual responses to noise, active campaigns against a
proposed flight program will frequently generate multiple anticipatory
complaints far in excess of those occuring during the actual program.

Conclusive evidence does not exist to show that noise at the proposed
levels adversely affects the health of people. A direct cause and effect
relationship has not been demonstrated between noise exposure and adverse

,' health effect in any study using human subjects. Worthington's statements
should oe compared to those of Thompson. Dr. Shirley Thompson of the
University of South Carolina School of Public Health summarized her research
team's *evaluation of the epidemioioic evidence available regarding the
effects of noise on the cardiovascular system' in a paper given at the May
1983 meeting of the Acoustical Society of America. (A summary of EPA reports
having NTIS designations PB 82-147752, PB 82-147760, and PB 82-147778.) Of
some 800 potential publications, 83 were chosen for critical review. Rach

( selected article was critiqued indepen~dently by an epidemiologist, a

cardiologist, and an audiologist. Individual critiques were then integrated
for study summary. The conclusion derived by the reviewers, plus an
additional set of consultants, was: 0Our analysis indicated that studies to
date are inadequate for establishing cause-effect relationships between noise
and_ cardiovascular disease. Recommendations made were aimed at improving
study designs for future research.' In. terms of adequacy of current research
Thomoson summarizes the results of the evaluation process as follows:

"The relatively poor quality of" the identified papers is
reflected in the individual component and overal) ratings
of the reviewers -- the proportions of studies
meeting more than 50 percent of the evaluative criteria were
as follous: On the noise component, 6% of the English studies
and 11% of the translated research; on the health outcome
component, 334 of the English and 32% of the translated
research: and on the epidemiologic methodology component,

42% of the English literature and 11% of the translated studies.
When the lowest of the three component scores is taken as the
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overall validity score, no study reported in the English
literature and only one in the translated literature was rated

higher than "4' on the 0-9 scale. These ratings indicate that
the literature is less than full informative for the task of

judging the association between noise and cardiovascular effects.'

These reports by Thompson represent a milestone in noise research and
hopefully a precedence has been set for future evaluations of research in this

area. The bulk of the available scientific evidence suggests that noise

levels that would yield 'hypertension, ulcers or pregnancy problems' are
considerably in excess of those that will characterize the Gandy MOA.

19. The French "Jericho" test data, along with consultation with the United
States' representative to that test, provide a significant basis for the
analysis provided. What appears to be at variance is an understanding of the
focus phenomenon in respect to cutoff Mach number.

20. Comment noted. There are many people, as well as intern&tlonal experts,
who sometimes make uncritical comments about the effects of noise. This is

one case where group opinion is probably better than individual opinion. A

group is more likely to consider all aspects of a decision. The EPA and HU0D

statements and criterion represent the opinion of groups.

21. Colonel Smith's personal comment addressed his recognition of the issue
to protect one's backyard from a nonparochial requirement (regardless of the
level of impact). He pointed to the fact that some people express concern

over the endangered peregrine falcon in Reserve, but no such concern is

mentioned when it's suggested to double the impacts in the Valentine MOA,

which also has a peregrine falcon. (The same point could be made about the

many other attributes that are common to the two areas.) It was this point

that Colonel Smith was expressing.

22. This comment is not directly applicable to this DV2IS. Reference 1.2 of

this document for discussion of training requirements. However, we did

underestimate training requirements at Hill APR also.

23. The Air Force does not propose to train at the upper end of the flight

envelope in the Candy Range area. Functional flights at higher Machs can and
are performed over totally desolate range areas. Projected operatiors for the
Gandy MOA requires external fuel tanks which would have to be dropped during

flight in order to achieve the higher flight speeds. This does not cegrade

the value of distant training areas; pilots must develop conservation habit

patterns while employing the aircraft to its optimum configured capat-ility.
Although the average supersonic flight speed would be about Mach 1.1, it will
range between 1.0 and 1.3+ Mach.

24. Reference 4.1 of the FEIS.

25. The comment grossly overstates the potential impact. The probability,

under a most conservative estimate, is still no greater than 0.003 that anyone

will get focus booms.

26. This is precisely why CSEL is used to assess human response instead of

peak overpressure.
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27. Comment noted. While the data is not perfectly Gaussiýn, it does allow
for a very conservative statistical analysis. This assumption overstates the

case since the true distribution is skewed to lower values.

28. We concur with the first parairaph and wish to clarify the points made in
the second paragraph. Turbularace always decreases boom magnitude, not
increasing magnitude due to focusing. Of c.ourse, rise time and peak impulse
are highly significantr hence CSEL, A 'focused boon is a focused boomv only
as much as a stable, uniform atmosphere permits it to be.

29. If the focus is at a high altitude, it can have no effect on people on

the ground.

30. No exception is taken to the *quote': it does not say the focus always
reaches the ground0

31. Uncritical statements are made repeatedly that people do not adapt to
noise or that the startle response has been proven not to abate after repeated
exposure. Such statements are meaningless without stating the parameters
existing in the noise environment in which the supposed adaption or lack of
adiption occurs. The situation is complicated and some parameters are
incompletely understood, however, there are occasions where, some adaptation
does occur. 11hether adaptation occirs or not is related to the intensity and
frequency content of the noise, the level of the background in this area ani

hopefully, in the future one can specify in analytical detail those situations
where we would and would not expect adaptation. Also adaptation can cccur
alo-vg many dimensions - behavio:al, physiological, ant psychological and we
must be able to specify how adaptation occurs along each dimension.

32. Conclusive evildence does not eKist to shew that noise at the proposed
levels adversely affects the health of -people. A direct. cause and effect

reiationsship has not neen demnstrated between noise exposure and adverse
health effect in any st•dy using haman su.-jects. Worth.ngtoe's statements
a-ould oe cow.w)ared to rnozne of Tnocaon. Dr. Shirley Thompson of the

University of South Carolina S.hfono or Public Health summarized h*r research

team's *evaluation of the epidemiologic evidenr-e available regarding the

effects of noise on t"e cardiova3cJlar system' in a paper given at the Vey

19A3 meeting of the Acoustical Society of America. (A summary of EPA reports

having NTIS designations PB 82-147752, PB 82-147760, and PB 82-147778.) Of
.ome 800 potential publications, 83 were chosen for critical review. Each

seiected article was critiqued independently by an epidemiologist, a

cardiologist, and an audiologist, Individual critiques were then integrated
for study summary. The conclusion derived by the reviewers, plus an
additional set of consultants, was: "Our analysis indicated that studies to

date are inadequate for estanlishirg cause-effect relationships between noise

and cardiovascular disease. Recommendations made were aimed at improving

study designs for future research." In terms of adequacy of c,.rrent research

Thompson summarizes the results of the evaluation process as follows:

"The relatively poor quality of the identified paperg is
reflected trn the individual component and overall ratings
of the reviewers -- the proportions of studies
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meeting more than 50 percebat of the evaluative criteria were

as follows: On the noise co~nponent, 6k of the English studies
and 11% of the translated research; on the health outcome
component, 33% of the Englisn and 32% of the tranalated

research; and on the epidemiologic methodoloiy component,
42% of the English literature and 11% of the translated studies.

When the lowest of the three component scores In taken as the
overall validxtý score, no study reported in the 1nglish

literature and only one in the translated literature was rated

higher than "4" on the 0-9 scale These ratings indicate that

the literatu.e is less than full infe:mative for the task of

judging the association between nmise and cardiovascular effects."

These reports by Thompson represent a milestone in noise research and
hopefully a precedence has been set for future evaluations of research in this
area. The oulk of the available scientific evidence suggests that noise
levels that ,':uld yield 'hypertension, ulzers or pregnancy problems* aLe

considerably in excess of those that will ch&racterize the Gandy MOA.

33. Reference 4.4 of the FEIS. Also see section 4.6.1.5 of the FEIS.

34. The Air Force appreciates the conce,:n expressed, but believes these

alternatives have been adequately revieu,. Also see section 2.2 of the FEIS.

35. Reference 2.2. of the FEIS. Commeac noted.

36. We are unable to determine which studies the commentor is referring to.

However, the National Academy of Science published a report in 1982 on
Prenatal Effect of Exposures to High Level Noise, which was prepared by the

Biomechanics Assembly of Behavioral and social Sciences. TPe study evaluated
the hazard of prenatal noise exposure and reports. There is no conclusive
evidence of detrimental effects of high-intensity external sound in higher
man.als. The noise )eve&q to ue generated within the Candy Range are not

expected co ne detrimental to the hearing of small children, either.

37. See responses o, 32, and 36.

Although available literature concernigq the effects of sonic booms on animals
is somewhat limited, intormtion to date ndicates that arimals arc unaffected
under most circumstan-es.

Wildlife including hcrses, burros, peregrine falcons and other birds, do
respond to soni c beoo, st imudi. Responses generally range from a momentary
pause or change of behrlYoral activity to a startle reiction followed by
fl1yiL. T'he noise is usuilly suddau and uO shnrt duration. While there zrE
responses to sonic boom stimuli, a response sho~ild not be considered synonymous
with an adverse impact. Thy Air Force, for example, undertook a noise inpact

study (f eight species of birds, including the endangered peregrine falcons.
There was no evidence tnit iite abandcn; ent or reproductive failure was caused
by jet noise or uonic booms.

In ,a 1973 report by Federal Aviation Adnrnletr6aion entitled, "Studies of the
Effects of Sonic Booms on Birds' (report No. ?AA-RD-73-148), a vari'ry o.2
nirt were exposed to sonic booms and simulated boom overpressures to discover
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if boom- Affected their reproductin adversely. Results of those tests showed
the overpressures had no effect on hatching success, growth races, or
morta-ity.

Observations reported by the US Fish and Wildlife Service of responsBOs of
bighorn sheep on the Luke Air Force Range, Arizona, to sonic boona indicate
minimhal disturbances of the sheep. Since 1955 desert bighorn sheep on the
Nellis Air Force Range, Nevada, also h,ve been exposed to sonic booms. During
this period, theie has been no significant change in the sheep pop•latLion's
age structure, longevihy or reproductive success.

Currently, antelop*, deer and otzer wildlife (including desert fox) utilize
land adjacent to atatic test stands. These stands teast solid propellant
rocket molars an6 subject wildlife to high noise levels from rocket motor
testi,,g and low flying subsonic aircrafh: with no adverse affects. Also, the
State of Utah performs wildlife counts on the Utah Test and Training Range
(UTTRi annually. The antelope population has actually increased in the UTTR
area resulting in addttional hunting areas on lands adjacent to the range.

38. Reference 4.6.1.11 of the FEIS and. see response 2.

39. The above comments suggest that tne cuwnulative* effect of this proposal
uLon all other proposals ahould rbe addressed or that a "programmatic' study be

tmade of all MOAM prior to implementation of this proposal. It should be noted
that the Candy Military Operation Area (MOA) w.ts so establirhed and desionated

* by the FAA in 1976 and is not vart of any ýrcrposals to desiqnate additional
SMOAS. The MOA has been used for militaty operations for several year:. The

only impacts associated wth this prop-osal are those resulting from the
propagitxon of sonic booms. Neither the nature of the aircraft activities nor
the size of the area will oe changed. The only chanq' is a slight itcreahe in
maximum airspeed which will give rise to sonic booms; therefttre. the primary
impact address,,d by this do-uatat is the impact of sor.ic booms uF,•u the

immediate area of toe Gandy MOA. This impact has no s*gnifitant effecr.,
curnulative or otherwise, outside the designated area. In short, this NOA has
existed for several years and the aircraft, activitioas therein are not the
asc'j]ect of this proposa' --- only xhge increase in airspeed which will have
environmental impac t.

40. As required in 40 CFR 1502.22, t•itlon&i Environmental Po)icv, Act, the Air
Force naE attempted to present anti evalu'te, a worsit case condition in the
FIS. The worst case is created when special exercisei such as 'red flag
-,xercises" are scheduled for LATTV airsaxce. The wor-t case ana)ysis presented
takes into consideration future pln.s and activir.iea anticited for the Y-TR..

Also, it is very unlikely that a signife.antly larger nuaber of supersonic
aircraft would eve: be stationed at hill AFB. The number of aircraft
operations now occurring at Hill make it one ot the ousiest single runnay

airports in the world.

41. Both parts of your fist point are correct. As to your second comment, the
equipment making up the HUS Arena described in Section 1.1.1 has already been
installed and is now being tested oy the contractor that installed
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it. The system should be turned over to the Government sometime during the
summer, 1985. As further described in Section 1.1.1, the location of the HUS
Arena was picked to make bebt use of existing HAKOLgi sites and air.ecc already
approved for supersonic flight training. Thus, the primary controlling factors
for choosing the location of the HUS Arena were independent of the proposal
addressed in this EIS.

42. The Air Force does not currently foresee any future requirements which
would change the current proposal for supersonic flight above 5,000 feet AGL.
A floor of 5,000 feet AGL is used for air-to-air training whether or not that
training is accomplished in airspace approved for supersonic flight. However,
mission and training requirements do frequently change, therefore, no
assurances (guarantees) can be made. Of course, any modifications In operation
which may have a significant environmental effect will be assessed prior to a
decision to initiate that action. Procedures are currently available to insure
that the 5,000 foot AGL limit is malntained.

43. The FAA action whiih real,.gned restricted airspace within the UTTR is a
totally separate and distinct proposal. Air Force sees no possibility of a
significant cumulative effect between it and the proposal in the FEIS.
However, the Goshute Tit'e, as well as the general public, has had the
opportunity to comment on both proposals.

44. Table I of Appendix B to the DEIS shows the relationship of sonic boom
overpressures created by the F-16 as compared to other Air Force fignter
aircraft that may occasionally use the UTTr. However, the main text of the
PEIS continues to use the P-16 as the aircraft impacting the environment in
tne airspace under consideration. As long as the described F-16s are based at
Hill AFB, it will be the predominant fighter aircraft utilizing the UTTR.
Special exercises involving other type aircraft are small in numerical
corn.parison an, will have their air-to-air training concentiete]d uver the
airspace elready designated for supersonic flight.

45. Yes, Table 1 in Appendix I of the DEIS does show that the F-16 and F-15
aircraft created sonic booms of different intensities because they art' of
different size and shape. However, the table depicts nothing aoout sonic boom
actiVity. Extrapolations were made from P-15 data oec&use the two aircraft

have similar maneuvering capanilities in air-to-air training. The basic
extrapolations jsed were: (1) the two aircraft use a similar aaunt and
configuration of airspac-e during their air-to-air maneuv~rS; (2) the twJ
aircraft would both average about two and one-half supersonic excursions

-during a uingie air-to-air borti'_, arid (3) the averag" :;peed of both aircraft
during the supersonic event would be about Mach 1.1. You should note that the
intensities of sonic booms created by the F-16 are lower than those created by
the F-I5. For analytical purposes, we used P-15 data to err on the side of
caut ion.

46. This FEIS addresses a reduced scope proposal as a primary alternative
being considered by tha Air Force. The airspace involved in the reduced scope
proposal has full radar coverage down to 5,000 feet AGIJ.
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47. Appendix B of the PEIS discuss the phenomena of focus booms. The
important factor to remember is that a focus boom occurs only at a specific
location and does not move as the aircraft moves. The probability, under a
most conservative estimate, is no greater than 0.003 that anyone on the. ground
will get focus booms. If the focus is at a high altitude, it can have no
effect on people on the ground.

48. Only the sonic boom or overpressure is generated, its propagation is
affected by the same physical laws, independent of the type of aircraft
involved. However, the size and shape of the aircraft does have a direct
bearing on the magnitude of that initial disturbance. See response 44.

49. The worst case monthly loading identified in the EIS it the maximum of
air-to-air sorties expected in any one month.

50. It is trtle that the booms experienced will be during daylight houte.
However, the use of average sound level is the preferred method for quantifying
human response to sonic boom exposures. It is recommene.ed by CHAfA and lhs
been adopted by pertinent Federal agencies. All day-night average sound level
criteria, as developed by EPA and used by BUD, WoD, DoT, and otheir, aFre Iceng-
tetm, preferably annual averages. This is also in accord with k1vricav,
National Standard S3.23-1980, 'Sound Level DesctrzLptors for Determination of
ComrAtible Land Use.' Based upon a worsL case analysis, it is predicted that
99% of the time any single ground location will ex,-pience lesa tihan four booms
per day, in fact one spot on the ground will only he&r a noon 35% of the
time. Reference PEIS summary. Conversion of the 419 TMw to ?-16a has not
been taken into account with our calculations and figuret Although activity
will increase during the summer months, our worst case is based upon these
increases.

51. The proposed action now being considered by the Air Force reduces the
scop*. cf the original proposal, thus eliminating a portion of Mntelope Valley
as a supersonic flight area. See response 41 and chapter II of the FEIS.

52. The airspace currently approved for supersonic flight is an extremely
valuable asset to the DoD because it is lotated entirely over land which they
control. The F-16 Is a dual rnie aircraft in that. it can performt both air-to-
air and air-to-ground miss;ins and its pilots must receive tratninri in both
areas. By tae very nature of its requirement (delivery of weapons on ground
targets), air-to-qround missions must be flown in airspace where the ground "s

leao controlled. As long as the 7-16 13 based at Hill APM there will be a
requirement for onth types of training. For reasons of safe.ti.y &nd security,
special tests and exercises must often be assigned to these sait test ran.en.
This type asset is limited in the United States. The Air Force and the DOD
make tthe best posnible use out of these assets when they determine where
sp;sc.al rests and exercises will be e.eld.

b3. Th AUFiL rc•ce does nut agree oftnt the idea that airspace no' approved for
supersonic fliq!t. and the controlled land lying b.-neath is being used fir
purpose. not originally authorizedo. Weaepor, systemes have changed, eut this
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area continues to be a multi-use test area for those weapons, as it has since
the bombing ranges were formed.

54. The Air Force believes that the criteria used in evaluating the viability
of utilizing the Lucin MOA is adequate. Reference 2.2.1 oC the FEW..

55. The Air Force has no practical means of knowing if noise complaints exist
unless they receive them. Although the availability of a telephone system in
an -%ea may effect the number of complaints received, it does not preclude the
utilization of a mail system. Based on the lack of complaints received, the
Air Force feels it is reasonable to assume that the degree of the problem is
les.• un the reservation.

56. AS stated in the FEIS, the Air Force does not believe that the health and
well-being of the people on the ground is impacted. The availability of
airspace for cowmercial traffic was a separate consideration. At no time did
the Ai, Force consider the effect on commercial traffic over the health and
well-being of people on the ground.

57. Reference 2.2.1 of the F1IS.

$8. Reference respnsea 6, 31, 32, and 36. The Air Force does not believe
that any physical or psychological harm will result if this proposal is
approved. While ir. is true that the areas sorrounding Hill APB receive
proportionately nmure economic advantage, it provides the same national defense
benotits to the nation as a whole° The Air Fo ce rergnrizes that its training
wis•s4c mroo affect individuals; therefore, ever, eff<wt is made to affect as
few people as p-ossible and still meet its missican requlre.'nts.

59. Co v-e-t. Dutrliw a [ane b'are~vers at hioh G Woads, airspeed does drop
off quick:lq. If the •iane ro'aains under mah 1. Ielow 15,000 fot AL, sonic
booms -li na:t be created. This should nor be interprered to mean that Mach 1

will ,.evcr tbe eircecded be)ow 15,000 feet SAL. Tbe ai•zc'at may continue tht.ir
aiz-to-dl: rr,,neuvers d]own to 5,00C feet AGL dF;d th) pilots should not have to
worry &ýovu speed limits in i-he entire regime. It should be noted that it is
estirmated that 90 to 95 percent of the supe.rsonic activity will be done at
e]ev&tlcns above 10,000 feet AGL.

6t'. The Air orcie published and mailed out its Notice of Inoernt o Prepare a
braft EIS in August 1980. A copy of the Notri :e wsu :;urS to the Bnreau of

- Indian Affatte NlIN': Eastern Nevada Aqtgncy, specitictlty becaus, of theJ Goshute Reseorvation. When no comments or concerns were focr'hcoming, Hill AEB
contacted true Eastern Nevada Agency of the 3.A to verify that the Goshute Tr)ie
had indeeo received notification. The superintendentý a•ssurev-" the base that the
riotitication ha,i b.een made in a Goshuze Tribal Council neeting and that no
cwm,.k-tits were ohtained at tnat time. It never was the Air Force'N intent to
exc'uude che (Xahute Tribe from the "scopingt process.
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61. Comment noted, The methodology in 4.6.1.3 of the FEIS is the method by
which we evaluated the impact of noise on qualities or quality of llfc.

62. It is not the intent of the Air Force to lower the air quality to meet
national standards. The emission of pollutants is an unavoidable consequence
of flying aircraft. It should be noted that 90 to 95 percent of the supersonic
activity will take place above 10,000 feet AGL and will be abeve the afternoon
average mean mixing height. Uecause the meant mixing height is an average and
the vast majority of super3onic activity occurs above it, the benefits realized
from a Variable mlinimum altitude restriction would be insignificant.

63. The Air Force feels it has given adequcte consideration to the effects of
continuous sonic boom activity on humans, animals, and structures. Toe
assumption that the Goshutes would be exposed to eight to ten sonic booms per

If hour is in error. Referencing Appendix C of the DEIS, the probability of
hearing seven sonic booms in one day is less than 0.01. Under the proposed

I action in the FEIS, only on rare occasions will an individual on the Goshute
S Reservation ever hear a sonic boom. In regard to the Oklahoma City test, the

area involved received eight to ten booms per day ovel a six-month period and
did consider urban, suburnan, and rural residents. Since the probability of
receiving eight to ten booms under the DEIS is less than 0.01, the reliance on
results from the Oklahoma City test was justifiable and conservative. The
exposure to sonic booms at Oklahoma City was at least three times greater than
the exposure within the Gandy MOA.

64. Reference 4.6.1.3 of the FEIS. Tb? probability is dependent upon
A individual subjects. Under the FEIS preferred alternative, the probability is

/ 0.

65. The analogy is not applicable. Also, see responses 50, 61, and 63.

66. Reference 4.1 of the FEIS.

67. The very fact that a 24-hour average rsound technique is used makes the
scenario unrealistic. The Air Force concedes that a single event of this type
(5,000 feet AGL at Mach 1.3) may occur on rare occasions, but the chances that
all aircraft during any 24-hour period would meet those conditions Is totally
beyond the realm of probability.

68. Reference 4.16 , Bibliographic Reference, iv the FEFS. The results ate
contained in referenced report 20.

69. A worst case analysis was conducted and corpared to general scientific
consensus opinions on the subject. In this context, the Air Force believes
the EIS is adequate and meets the intent of the L•iPA. Reference 4.13.1 of the
FEIS. Also, see response 32.

I

70. The airscrip referenced is currently under restricted aircTace. The Air
SFoce is presently trying to establish Memorandums of Tinderstanding with
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individt'als who have a legitimate neee to use restrictel airspace. The FAA
proposal is F separate action not associated with the proposal for increased
supersonic operations.

71. Copies of the referenced report (#29 Bibliographic Reference) are
available for review from HQ Tr.C/hEEV, Langley AFB, VA. The contractor was
tseed to enssre accurate and objective resulte were obtained.

72. Comment noted. Reference 4.3.4 of the FEIS.

73. The Air Force is predicting that only about 30 percent of the bOoms
cSenerated will ever reach the ground. It iF also predicted that 90 percent of
the time any single ground location will experience less than four sonkic booms
per day.

74. The Air Force estimate represents a worst case.

75. Th,' consensus of the scientific community is that no physical or
psychological harm will occur. Also see responses 6, 31, and 36.

7E. The action ýili not have a significant impact on the Goshute Reservation.
Also see respona- 51.

77. The Air Force believes the DEIS is accurate and meets the intent of NEPA.

78. The sophisticated navigation zcquipf.ent on board the F-16, extensive FAA
radar, coupled with the discipline and professionalism demanded of today's
fighter pilot, makes iicidents of wandering far from the prescr-ibed course
exttemely rare. Df jicated training, constant evaluati n and ontrlnual
supervisory attention ensure that only the most qualified individuals fly high
perfornmnce aircraft.

79. As mentioned, this proposal relates solely to the increase of airspe-o
above 5,000 feet AGL in area of the Candy MOA. The authorization to conduct
military operations in this area has existed for several years. The FAA was
established as the authority to control all airspace and designated the Gandy
SGA for military use in 1976. That use is not affected by this proposal. In
fact, FAA does not impose restrictions on airspeeds wichin the MOA. The
authorization to use the It)A remains uncharged by this proposal. The proposed
action identified in the F'&IS avoids u'4peCsonic flight above all of the
Coshute Indian Reservation,

80. The Air Force does not anticipate any damages will re-,lt from the
proposed acLion, However, if damage occurs, damage claims will be e'.aluated
based on facts presented. The Air Force acts on every reported incident of

dsmage attributed to sonic booms and Leaches a decision on its validity only
after careful considzration of all factors. Also see response 273.

81. In resoonse to your comment, the problem is not one of abuse or
difficulty, it's a matter of understanding. The Sells Airspace is used
predominantly by units at Luke AFl, Davis Monthan AFB, and the Air National
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Guarrd. The airspace is also u.sed frequently by units from the Navy, Marines
and various otheC DND organizations. The users of this airspace operate
essentially every aircraft in DIjD's inventory in a vnt,ýety of missionS and
activities. The general public has difficulty la idýentLifynq typrs of
aircraft, aircraft speed, altitode and mission, and it is e:'iy tr see why many
instances of prop)e.r flying activities are mistaken for pilot abuse or violation
of FAA an6 Air Force regulations. This is not to say that violations do tnot
occur. However, when one considers the hundreds of n•rta;s fiewr each moath
in the Sells airspace, actual violations cf airspace zegutations are the
exception and not the rule.

When the occasional violation dots occur that causes d6&age, claims can be
filed to obtain reimbursemeitt for the damages. Davis Mo.ithan APB has claims
jurisdicLion for: the ScIlu airspace. After the 1979 public hearing held cn
tne Papago Reservation, the Air Force realized that the Standard Form 95
(claims form) wds too complex for a people who understood little English and
had no written lon-uacje of their own. To mn-ce tiling of claims easier and less
complex, Davis Monthan began ttLing collect calls for claims and would
reirtursE amounts up to .3100 for claims that seem reasonable wit'tout requiring
further action from the clairant. Further, Davis Monthan personnel began
mau;inq monthly visists to the xeservtion to settle any claims. (Tnis wac ire
addition tC taking collect telephone calls.) However, bercause claimis were
tiled so infrequently, these visits were later reduced to onice every six
months. Today, because so few claims are filed by the Papagos, the visits
every ;six months have been discontinued and claims are handled by Davis
Monthan personnel as they occur.

Should the Air Force choose to implemenn the action addressed in this document,
they will maintain an open driIGge with the Goshute Indian Reservation.

82. No additional MOAs are being proposed under this action. Also, reference
4.4 of the PEIS.

83. See responses G, 32, 36, and 37. Also refer to 4.4 of the FEIS.

84. The Air Force does not view the risk of a bird strike as unacceptably
high. Reference section 4.3.3 of the FEIS.

85. The Air Force feels tsdt the studies are adeq-ate. See response 40.

1 6. Consideration of al! the available !ith-nr-ture indicates that bighorn
sheep will not be severely stressed. Reference 4.1 of FEIS. Comment on
wilderness stody areas noted. Also see response 131.

37. For the reasons identified in response 52, it is not pýactical to
reloc(ate !x`stinq ground targjets. Aithough the proponal to realign resc:ricted
birspace is a separate end d)etii.ct issue, the Air Force does concur that a
valuable air troffic control service can be offered in restricted airspace.

68. The Gan~y Range is considered to b<: the maximum distance away to still be
practical for daily 3ir-to-iiaP )rties for the F-I6. A though areas to the
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south could be used on a sporadic basis, it would fail to meet current
training requirements. The Nellis Range in southern Nevada was considered;
however, they too do not have enough airspace to meet their current and
projected mission requirements.

89. Reference 4.2.2 of the FEIS. The general concensus of the scientific
community is that there is no deleterious effect on cattle or milk production
from exposui:e to sonic booms. Additionally, the region in question is south

ol the area under consideration and will not be impacted by the proposal.

90. Reference 4.1 of the FEIS and also 24 Code of Federal Regulations,

Housing and Urban Development: Part 51, Environmental Criteria and Standards.

91.. Reference Chapter !V of the FEIS.

92. First sentence is true. Second and third sentences are correct.
Exception is La!•en to the claim that the planes are a nuisance or a mortal
hazard. The noise may bE an annoyance, but it causes no harm or injury.
AfteL 7ý,317 hours of flying time, between January 1979 and 31 December 1982,

there has bean no property damage of loss of civilian life resulting from an

accil.ent within Lho region of the Utah Test and Training Range. Therefore,
the Air Force believes that the proposed action does not constitute a mortal
hazard. Also see response 3.

93. This conclusion is not supported. Reference 4. 2.2 of the FEIS.

94. The Air Force has attempted to identify the regions with the least

population which still meet the selection criteria in 2.2.1 of the FEIS.

95. The Air Force is only saying that there will not be a significant adverse
impact to man or animals: Also see. respnonse 32.

96. This is not supported by studies which have been accomplished for the Air

Force. Reference 4.4 of the FEIS.

97. This contentior. is not supporteG. Reference 4. 2.1 and 4.2.2 of the

FFIS. Alto see response 36.

98 Ref-rence Cnapter IV and section 4. 4 of the FEY.?. Comment noted. The
Air Force teels it has explored all reaso-.able alternatives.

99. In restricted airspace, emercŽncy air:,'aft (ambujlance lervirne; fir-
*suppression, ftc. ) always h,:,ve top pLirity and are immeulately routed through

the airspace. This is accomplistied by the 299th Range Control Sqgadron.
MOAs, on the other hand, are joint use, see-and-be--seen airspaces. The Air

Force has no control over non-military usage of the MOA, but cou•d assist
emergency situations by kee.inG military aircraft cleat if necessary.

103. MOAs will continue to be joint u'se airspa,: and the Air Force (at HIl
AFlI is presently trying to estaolish Memorandum• of lUndtrstand~ng with
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individuals who have a legitimate need to use ce*tricted aispace. It is the
Air Force's policy to accoin.odate those needs.

101. The Gandy airspace is currently a MOA down to 100 feet: AGLt The
adjacent restricted airspaces R6405, P,6406 and R6407 (also Involved in this
proposal) extend down to the ground surface.

102. The Air Force feels that these areas have been adequately explored.
Also see responses 32 and 37,

103. The proposed action will have no impact on the Pilot Peak area. Studies
addressing the impact of sonic booms on fish are referenced in Appendix U and
4.2. of the FPIS, and 4.2.2 specifically addresses the rare cutthro&t trout
found in the Deep Creek Mountains.

104. The planned bighorn sheep transplant into the Deep Creek Mountains is
addressed in 4.3.4 of the FFIS. As stated in Appendix B of the FEirs, observed
responses of bighorn sheep to sonic booms have been minimal. Impacts on
reproduction behavior of wildlife in general have also been studied with the
results showing minimal response for sonic booms of the magnitude involved in
this proposal. Biological reproduction is usually considered the most
delicate and sensitive of behavior patterns. In the absence of reliable
evidence to the contrary, we expect that a transplanted population would not
exhibit a more sensitive behavior. Also, the proposed action being considered
by the Air Force does eliminate a good portion of the Deep Creek Mountains
from the area of impact.

105. Comment noted. The Air Force is willing to dist:us& the benefits of a
joint monitoring study as a mitigation measure.

106. We do not anticipate that the communities of Wendovea or West Wendover
will be impacted by sonic booms generated by normal opezations. Aithougn it
is theoretically possible that an overpressure may travel that far, it is
highly improbable. In regard to raptors, simulated sonic booms were generated
all across the State of Arizona. Low-level flights were arranged only across
the southern third of the state. No nestling death or eyrie abandonment could
be attributed to the stimuli. Domestic animals and wildlife studies have been
performed in many areas around the world. The general concensus of the
scientific community is that behavio!cal responses to sonic booms are minimal,
sonic booms do riot affect reproduction, nor pose a threat to fish or fich eggs.
See the Bibliographic Referece sectio; of the FEIs numbers 40, 13, and 19.

n,. Trale I tie n-. uze.-udx s of l tJbe FEIS Cdho iCU1dtt uvetnte±e tou

ground levels at roth 5,000 feet MSL and 6,000 7eet %5L. The diferrences are
small. For instance, an airerc-f flying at 20flr0fi feet M3L at Mach 1.1 would
generate sonic booni overpreusut s of 2.40 p52f end 2.53 paf *st grolnid elevations
of 5,000 feet MSL and 6,000 feet MSL, respectively,

108. correct; however, the vaot nr3aority of the air craft utilizing supersonic
capanilities will be the F-16. See response 44.
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109. Correct, but the Air Force analysis is the worst case.

110. An observer on the ground beneath an F-16 flying subsonic at an elevation
of 1,000 feet AGL in afterburner would experience a noise level of about 112 d8
(A-weighted overall sound level). The same aircraft at 500 feet AGL would
produce a 121 dH level, while at 2,000 feet AGL a noise level of about 104 dB
could be expected.

111. Correct. See response 47.

112. Correct. Correction has been made.

113. The Air Force feels its discussion is adequate, especially since it is
believed the species will not be impacted.

I14. This is discussed in 4.3.2.1 of the FEIS.

115. The concensus of the scientific community is that while some interference
may occur, it is unlikely and unproven that it will be significant. Also see
response 37.

116. Bird sttikes with the peregrine falcons would be an extremely unlikely
event, Obviously, this would result in the deathi of the falcon. The Air
Force has been studying the impact oa bird strikeý on aircraft for several
year:1.

117. This would preclude the low level training requirement from being met.
Hwever, air-to-air (including supersonic) maneuvers will be accomplished
above 5,0U0 feet AGL.

118. The inner ellipses, which Show a-pproxilmate maneuvering areas, are
'Iocated ovez• relatively flat valley are-asý However, the outer ellipses, whichdte'ct the extent of overpressure propagation, may extend into the mountainous

119. Comnent noted. The3e WSAs are included in the FEIS.

120. Tbp Air Force has consulted with the State Historic Preservation Office
arid the B..M. Na sites ar proposed or listed oti the National Register.
N'Žither agency expressed concern over any archaeological sites.

.s 121. Thank you.

122. The Air Force [eel-i that these impacts have befn adequately addressed.
Also see responses 6, 32, 36, and 37.

123. Se. responses 5 and 176. A list of those notified was included in the
Dr!IS.

124. Since the DEIS represents a worst-case scenario, you could expect less.
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125. Table I in Appendix 3 of the FETS provides overpressures that would be
experienced at ground level from aircraft flying at minimum elevations and
maximum anticipated speeds (Mach 1,3).

126. Table 2 in Appendix B ot the FEIS provides empirical values for the
lateral extent of sonic booms generated at several elevations.

127, See response . The military services, however, do routinely share
airspace to maximize the use of existing facilities and thus reduce as much as
possible the need for new facilities. The FAA. has responsioility for managing
and allocating airspace. They can and do deny military requests for
airspace. The Air Force recognizes the concern but feels that it is a
separate issue not associated with this proposal.

128. Comment noted. The Air Force believes the EIS adequately evaluates

these concerns.

129. The Air Force has provided the most accurate predictions possible,
incluJing a worst case. Complaints can be registered with the Public Affairs
Office, Hill AFB, UT 84056. Also see response 3.

130. There is no evidence to support the contention that the action will
significantly impact the learning process. The Air Force does not view this
action as an infringement on the right to a public education. Note that the
new reduced scope proposal takes this region out of the impacted area. The
Air Force remains very concerned about any impacts on the nation's populace,
especially children. We exist to protect their rights, one being a public
education. Also see response 174.

131. This area is not a wilderness area and the action will cause no
irreversinie damage to unique neaou.

132. The F-16 is equipped with highly sophisticated airborne navigation

equipment designed to let the pilot know his position at all times. It also
has an advanced on-board radar system that allows long range detection and
avoidance of other airborne traffic. In addition, supersonic flight operations
are conducted with two or more aircraft, each monitoring altitude and position
of the formation during training activity and picking up other aircraft
visually. We feel the potential for disaster is low.

133. The results of studies referenced in the ETS negate this claim. Low-
level fliLihtn are not a part of this propa.sa!. section 3,!,4.2 of the FEIS
deals with threatened and endangered species only.

134. see responses 39 and 127. The Air Force feels that there has been an
adequate opportunity for public comment on recent proposals.

135. There will be no significant change to existing conditions, therefore,
no discussion is required. Further information on noise impacts from Hill APB
can be obtained from the 1982 Hill AFB AICUZ report on file at 2849 CES/DEEXX,
Hill AFR, UT 840564
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136. Flight patterns have been chosen with this goal in mind.

137. Military aircraft must be able to successfully compete in all anticipated
environments in order to ensure a strong national defense. Because noise
controls adversely effect the efficiency of an aircraft, military aircraft are
exempt from the noise controls utilized on commercial aircraft. This ensures

that military aircraft are able to perform in the most efficient manner
poss inle.

138. This proposal to increase the airspeed of aircraft already operating in
the Gandy MOA will have no impact on private or commercial use of the
airspace. Current procedures for access to the MOA by private and commercial
aircraft will not change. Travel time to and from adjacent communities is not
affected by this proposal. The use of restricted airspace by nonmilitary
users adjacent to the Gandy MOA remains unchanged.

139. Section 5.8 of the FEIS addresses the possibility of making minor

elevation changes to the proposed floor of 5,000 feat AGL.

140. When below 5,000 feet AGL, the planes will be subsonic. Pilots
currently fly low-level sorties in this area. See response 3.

141. This contention is not supported by the analysis performed in the EIS
nor ny any consensus of expert opinion. The Air Force has concluded that the
majority of the evidence indicates that there will be no adverse impact on
personal health, property, or wildlife. Also see responses 6, 32, 36, and 37.

142. The Air Force wishes to clarifv this issue. The Gandy proposal will not
restrict additional airspace; however, a separate proposal changed the
restricted airspace boundaries in tnis area. Portijn! of the Gandy MOA will
continue to be for multiple use. If this supersonic proposal is approved, the
Air Force will be permitted to fly at supersonic speeds above 5,000 feet AGL.
Restricted airspace proposals are evaluated by their own merits considering
environmental and public review.

143. See response 98. Public hearings were also held with the Goshute
Indians. The Goshutes had no input regarding impact on their use of sacred

sites. Therefore, we have no reason to suspect that such an impact exists.

144. The contributions of NOx and Sox are insignificant. See Table 1.0 of
FEIS. The US EPA is currently con'iu4:ting studice to determine if and how much
NOx and SOx contribute to *acid rain". Currently, the chemical reactions
which occur are not completely understood. The Air Force feels that if these
pollutanta do contribute to acid rain, the at ounts produced by this proposal
are too small to even be measured as a contribution. hlso see response 62.

145. This area curiently receives noise from low level flights which accounts
for much higher background than discussed in the referenced CHABA report. The
decibels normally predicted by this proposal do not represent a significant
increase over existing background levels.
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146. The EIS process is designed to provide information to the public and
decision makers. See response 5. All requests for information have been

responded to. The Air Force feels that the EIS is a full disclosure document.

147. Reference 4.2.2 of the FEIS and response 37. There is no evidence to
support the commentor's concern about the proposed action having serious
adverse affects on deer, antelope and raptors. The sooty tern incident
referenced involved an exposure to an extremely intense sonic boom
overpressure, more than an order of magnitude greater than anything expected
from this proposal. The general consensus of the scientific community is that
there is no deleterious effect on wildlife associated with exposure to sonic
booms of the intensity expected from this proposal. Also see responses 6, 32,
36, and 84.

148. The Air Force feels the potential for bird-aircraft strikes in the UTTR
airspace is sinall. However, in an attempt to make that potential even
smaller, the Air Force has been involved in programs to monitor seasonal and

daily flyways of the birds in the area.

149. It is the Air Force position that the proposed action would definitely
enhance thu quality of training available to military pilots; training that
could someday improve their chances of surviving a wartime situation. It is
also the Air Force's position that this benefit can be obtained without
significant adverse impacts to the agricultural interests of the area.

150. This comment does not apply to the Gandy FEIS proposal; however, it has
been forwarded through the proper Air Force channels for investigation.

151. The total number of booms per day referred to in the FEIS is considering
the entire area which is proposed for supersonic flight. At any one ground
location it is much less. Under the normal operating conditions for the
proposed action, any single location would experience three or less sonic
booms per day at least 90 percent of the time.

152. Comment noted. The Air Force recognizes that the proposed action may
cause annoyance; however, there will be no irreversible damage.

153. The Air Force is dedicated to preserving and protecting the
environment. Other alternatives, including the one you recommend, were
considered but did not meet the selection criteria outlined in 2.2.1 of the

FEIS.

154. The worst case situation may occur occasionally. The number of
supersonic sorties is discussed in 2.1.1 of the FEIS. We wish to stress that

the worst case is expected to occur only on a sporadic basis. It should ini no

way be considered as the norm.

155. Section 2.2 of the FEIS provides the thought process involved to look at
alternatives to the proposed action.
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156. See response 118. Also, the reduced scope proposal addressed in the
FEIS would eliminate a major portion of the Deep Creek Mountains from the area
of concern. However, set ups for air-to-air sorties will still take place in
this airspace.

157. The Air Force has relied on the most current studies available. The
DEIS does not discuss any marked increase in low-level subsonic activity and
none is expected to occur. The potential for an increase in air-to-air
sorties does exist, but because of the altitudes at which this would occur,
the impacts of subsonic flight are negligible.

158. Because the DEIS was written over a five-year period, the status of the
HUS Arena has changed significantly since the DEIS was first drafted. The HUS
Arena is now a concrete proposition which will be operational in the very near
future. see response 41.

159. The FEIS addresses a reduced scope proposal as a primary alternative
which does not include any of the Goshute Indian Reservation. The Air Force
has been, and will continue to be, concerned about all American citizens,
regardless of race, color, or creed. The Goshate Indians were included in the
public participation process, specifically to discover in which ways their
culture would be impacted.

160. The comment is noted; however, the need for additional airspace is well
documented in the DEIS.

161. These increases occur sporadically and are addressed as a worst case
Within the EIS. Also, sep response 157.

162. This comparison is used because it represents the best possible inforna-
tion available. The Air Force feels that the F-16 maneuvering configurations
are roughly equivalent to the F-15 and, therefore, provides an adequate base
for the prediction of impacts from the F-16. Also, see response 45.

163. The majority of air-to-air sorties will occur above 1.0,000 feet ACL, and
it is estimated that 90 to 95% of the supersonic activity will occur above
this altitude. Therefore, only rarely will the pilots need to be concerned
with the 5,000 foot AGL restriction. The elvation of 5,000 feet AGL is now
the floor for all air-to-air sorties. For safety purposes, the pilots must
break off their corbat maneuvers should they ever drop to tnis altitude. It
is Zrue that this causes the pilot to monitor his elevation; however,
monitoring altitude would be a requirement during actual wartime maneuvers,
whereas monitoring speed just to insure that subsonic speed is not exceeded
would not.

164. The Air Force feels that this activity is adequately assessed. Also,
see response 44.

165. The worst case condition does include room for the additional flights
from the 419 TFW as stated in 2.1.1 of the FEIS.
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166. Whenever possible, air-to-air and air-to-ground missions are assigned to
the same airspace. In fact, this happens quite often. Conflict with
air--to-ground missions is probably the least significant of the reasons sited
for bumping air-to-air sorties out of airspace already approved for supersonic
flight.

167. See Figure 1 of the FEIS. Currently this area is also used by the U.S.

Army and would not be compatible with supersonic air-to-air sorties.

168. The impacts are addressed objectively and specifically. Subjective

judgements are not imposed on the reader, but are offered in this case, as a
consensus of the preparers.

169. we believe the comments referred to low-level subsonic flight, for which
there is no anticipated increase predicted.

170. The Air Force does not anticipate additional impacts fron an increase in
subsonic flight. There is no anticipated increase in low-level subsonic
flight as a result of this proposal.

171. Research on propogation of booms has been conducted, but the report did
not cover focus booms. The referenced research was not available for this
statement, but NEPA requires that if the research results significantly affect
this statement, we will have to amend the statement.

172. In the sentence cited, the Air Force is not saying that adaptation will
occur but only pointing out the obvious that startle responses will follow
appropriate stimuli. Also see response 31,

'73. In order to accommodate thin and other concerns, the Air Force has
generated a new proposed action, significantly reducing the size of the
airspace originally proposed.

174. The Air Force acknowledges that tha occurrence of sonic booms will be an
additional disruption to the classroom environment. The reduced scope proposed
action should all but eliminate this impact. We wish to point out, however,
that the disruption is short term. These disruptions are analogous to daily
occurrences within a classroom. For example, a lawn mower goes by a window, a
lunch pail is dropped, a bell rings, or a joke is made. We do not consider
the sonic boom activity as a continuous significant disruption. Also see
response 130.

175. The Air Force does not believe that additional military aircraft is a
correlate of additional hazard. Instead, technological advances in on-board
radar and better training have substantially reduced any remotely associated
risks. Also, within the airspace involved in the reduced scope proposal,
aircraft will be tracked by radar down to the air-to-air combat are-a floor of
5,000 feet AGL. Also see response 132.
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176. Response 5 outlines the steps that were taken during the EIS process for
this action. Written notifications were provided to the State Clearinghouses
at each significant step (i.e., Notice of Intent, Release of DEIS, and Notice
of Public Hearings) along the way. Plus, similar actions were taken before
the environmental analysis was upgraded to a DEIS. The Air Force relied in
part on the State Clearinghouses and reviewers to disseminate information on

the proposal.

177. The joint use policy will not prevent regular and predictable access by
the DWR.

178. The DEIS does this. Reference 4.3.2 of the FEIS.

179. There can be no concrete assurances made. Mission requirements can and
do change, although no changes are proposed at the present. Tim!cing weekend
flights will be a policy; however, it does not preclude meetinr, mission
requirements. We disagree with the cormnent which states that a mitigation
measure must be in the proposed action. Mitigation measures may be properly
proposed and integrated into a Record of Decision.

180. The studies utilized were the most pertinent and timely studies
available. The Air Force feels that including the most pertinent and timely
studies in an EIS is appropriate.

181. This reference is available for review upon request. The Air Force does
not believe that individual citation is required in accordance with 40 CFR

1502.21, The DEIS incorporates reference data from the survey as a whole, and

did not incorporate specific individual investigations noted in the survey.

182. Reference 180.

183. The intent of citing the adobe house study in Arizona was to illustrate
that it reacted in a similar nature to conventional construction, which there
is an adequate data base for evaluation.

184. Comnent is incorrect. The text states that the Deep Creek Range is
7,800 feet above the desert floor, not 7,800 feet MSL.

185. Pages ii th.rouqh vi are summary pages and 2.2 has been revise, to fully
address the alternatives.

C
186. While the Gandy Extension was outside the optimum 100 !M training
raiius, it is still within the training range of the F-16, the FEIS has been

modified to include a 200 nautical mile radius. In order to use the southern
Nevaaa ranges, aerial refueling would be required for each and every sortie.
The 388 TFW's comibat role is to deploy to operating bases close to the front
lines during war no aerial refueling is not as important a part of their

pilots' training as is combat traininq. Aerial refueling training is

accomplished routinely, but to utilize it on every sortie would be extremely

expensive.

187. See response I and the reduced scope proposal presented in the FEIS.
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188. There are no anticipated long rerm effects from sonic booms on
individuals. The Air Force has reviewed all the knnwn pertinent research on
the area of health effects. The impact on residents and visitors does
recognize that there may be an annoyance factor. Also see responses 6, 32,
and 36.

189. There are no studies specific to bighorn sheep response to sonic booms
which the Air Force is aware. Observations regarding the responses of bighorn
sheep to sonic booms is available in Appendix B of the FEIS. Also see
response 104.

190. Proposed and potential increases were not excluded from the DEIS. All
known increases were evaluated. If any future mission requirements require a
change beyond the scope of the FEIS, they will be environmentally assessed.
There are no guarantees that there will not be any additional future growth.
Mission requirements can, and often do, change.

191. The Air Force does not anticipate the reactions of reintroduced animals
to be different from resident populations. Military operations will not
preclude State and Federal wildlife agencies from the establishment of
once-native species. Also see responses 37, 85, 104, and 148,

192. The Air Force has requested and received formal section 7 review and
comments from the Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, and State
of Utah Division of Wildlife Resources.

193. The table in section 4.1 can be used to estimate the overpressures at
ground elevations higher than 6,000 feet AGL. For a rough approximation,
simply compare the elevation differences (i.e., overpressuren at ground level
of 5,000 feet MSL and an aircraft at 20,000 feet MSL would compare to
overpressures at ground level of 10,000 feet MSL and aircraft at 25,000 feet
MSL). Also, as indicated in response 118, air-to-air combtat maneuvers will
not normally be performed directly over mountain areas.

194. Cormment noted. The peregrine falcon siting occurred after the public
release of the DEIS. The siting is now referenced in the FEIS in section
4. 2. 2.

195. The Air Force does not anticipate sonic boom activity to influence
raptor migration patterns. Future activity is not expected to be
significantly different from stresses placed on the region currently.

196. Sonic booms in this area are not expected to be frequent and the Air
Force does not anticipate any adverse impacts on wintering eagles.

197. Reference 4.2.2 of the FEIS.

198. See response 193 and 4.2.2 of the FEIS. The altitude changes referred
to will not make a significant change in the anticipated impact.
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199. The Air Force is not familiar with the techniques referenced by the
commentor. More specific information is required before a response can be
yen erated.

200. The Air Force does not anticipate the level of sonic boom activity
proposed will cause nest abandonment by ferruginous hawks. Raptors seem to be
incredibly tolerant of stimulus loads.

201. The probability of a collision with a raptor above 5,000 AGL is
negl iqible.

202. No guarantee can be made. Mission requirements often change and
National Defense is the Air Force's first priority. Also see response 40.

203. Supersonic flights will not cause any irreversible damage to proposed

WSAs. Reference 4.3.2.1 of the FEIS.

204. Reference 4.4 of the FEIS. Also, see responses 80 and 273.

205. Reference 4.2.1 of the FEIS.

206. See responses 9 and 99. Also, the Air Force is presently trying to
establish Memorandums of Understanding 4ith individuals who have a legitimate
need to use restricted airspace.

207. The Air Force believes there is no correlation between the number of
military aircraft and a risk potential. Also see response 132.

208. No major airways would be impacted by the proposal.

209. The consensus of the scientific community is that there should be no
adverse physiological or psychological impact. See responses 32, 36, and 174.

210. The benefit of a strong national defense is spread equally among all
citizens of our nation.

2]1. The Air Force wishes to ensure that only the minimum amount of
individuals are impacted while still meeting their training requirements.

212. As mentioned, this proposal relates solely to the increase of airspeed
above 5,000 feet AGL in the area of the Gandy MOA. The authorization to
conduct military operations in this area has existed for several years. The
FAA was established as the authority to control all airspace and designated
the Gandy MOA for military use in 1976. That use is not affected by this
proposal. In fact, FAA does not impose restrictions on airspeeds within the
MOA. The authorization to use the MCA remains unchanged by this proposal.
Incidentally, the prefer-el alternative identified in the F'IL avoids
supersonic flight above all of the Goshute Indian Reservation.

213. This has been considered.
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214. Those tests were planned for the referenced region and there are no
plans to use the Candy MOA for similar purposes. Also, see response 52.

215. It means no supersonic flight is permitted below 5,000 feet AGL. There
have been no deviations because the area has not been designated as supersonic
with a 5,000 foot AGL restriction.

216. The Air Force cannot respond to complaints it does not receive. There
is no record of complaints received in the Goshute language nor from their
legal representatives.

217. All individuals living in or visiting the impacted region have been
considered.

218. The 419 TFW has converted to P-l6s. The additional 24 F-16 aircraft
have been included into the assessments made in the FEIS.

219. We acknowledge that the EPA uses 55 dBA and HUD also has a goal of 55
dBA. Because a sonic boom is a phenomena which occurs over a fraction of a
second, the Air Force agrees with the EPA and HUD in regard to using a 24-hour
average as the standard. Averaging over an eight-hour period would increase
the dBA, but it would be meaningless when compared to accepted standards
arrived at over a 24 hour period.

220. The term "highly annoyed" represents the quantified subjective response
of a sample populat cn exposed to various weighted day-night averaged sound
levels in decibels.

221L The concern for health and safety is noted. However, the literature
reviewed does support the conclusion that there aLe no adverse health and
safecy impacts associated with the levels of exposure expected from the
proposed action.

222. Studies performed indicate that the potential for structural damage
(other than windows) is extremely low; see 4.2.3 of the PEIS. Section 4.12.3
provides an explanation of the Air Force claims process.

223. Pollutants will be spread over 3,030 square miles. Of those pollutants
only 10.6 tons of particulates will be dispersed. The net effect on
visibility will be unnoticeable. The amounts of pollutants will not
significantly degrade the air quality in, th-e impacted region.

224. Section 4.2.9 of the FEIS provides updated information on the accident
history for F-16s stationed at Hill APB.

225. Three rounds of social surveys were used tQ obtain dose-resp9onse data.
This data, indicating 12 percent of the people would be highly annoyed, can be
applied with confidence. Also see response 220.
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226. Additional information, date, time type of aircraft, etc. needs to be
provided to ascertain the validity of a complaint and initiate appropriate
disciplinary action. See response 3.

227. 'Reference 4.4 of the FEIS.

228. The commentor's opinion is noted. See responses 6, 7, 32, 36, and 84.

229. This is a startle response to a stimuli. Reference section 4.4 ot the
FEIS. Also see responses 32, 36, and 37.

230. The DEIS referenced provides an adequate evaluation of the environmental
impacts of the proposal. The Air Force believes it meets the intent of the

NEPA.

231. The Air Force does not agree with the commentor's interpretation.
Mr Galloway was simply describing the methodology he used to forecast human
response to sonic booms.

232. These areas were considered because of their proximity to the
alternative's impacted area.

233. Comment noted; however, there are no impacts associated with vegetation.

234. The city of Ioanah is not confused with Gosnute. Reference Figure 4.1
of the FEIS.

215- The Air Force shares this concern and feels that individuals working on
eqtiipment in an area where sonic booms can reasonably be expected to occur,
should exercise additional caution. In part. because individuals are aware of
the potential to )e startled, additional risks should be reduced. When
involved in work where a high potential for injury exists, earplugs can be
worn. Normally this type of work occurs only for brief periods and
probability for a sonic boom occurring concurrently with this type of activity
is considered negligible. The Air Force has not been advised of any accidents
of this nature which have occurred as a result of supersonic activity.

236. Studies on the impact of sonic booms (noise) have been conducted, see
response 32. The Air Force feels that the base of knowledge provided by these
stuedies is adequate to conclude that there should be no adverse health effects

j associaLed with this proposal.

237. The comment is incorrect. The proposal does not restrict additional
airspace. Also see response 138.

238. The floor referenced is 5,000 feet AGL.

239. Military aircraft below 5,000 feet AGL are flying suhsonic. See
response 3.

240. Consolidation of airspace for supersonic activities is not considered
practical at this time. Ina general, because of the number of individual
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training sortier which must be flown, and the heavy scheduling of all training
airspace, approximately the same amount of airspace would be required for a
consolidated area. The Air Force has found that locating even several small
areas is a difficult task within U.S. airspace. Consolidation, even if
possinle, would also require abandoning substantial investments in existing
facilities around the U.S. and would likely require the construction of
additional air bases.

241. The estimates represent a worst case scenario and will not be exceeded.

242. The Air F,,-ce does not viee use of the area as being any more or less
restrictive in any sense of the word. The only difference is that training
flights using the area will be permitted to fly faster. This action has no
impact on airways outside of the existing MOA.

243. See response 39. The other actions occurring within the State of Nevada
are separate, distinct actions. The Gandy Range does not impact any of the
other actions referenced and, therefore, does not contribute to any cumulative
impact.

244. The referenced study included urban, suburban, and rural areas. The Air
Force feels that the data extrapolated from this study can be applied with
confidence to the Gandy MOA.

245. Comment noted. We can neither confirm nor deny this contention.
However, the frequency of sonic booms is not such that it would normally
impact the fi m industry.

246. Recreational use and tourism is taken into account in the DEIS.
Reference 3.1.5.4 and 3.1.5.5 of thi FPIC.

247. The Air Force feels that methodology employed and the correlations used
are proper and can be confidently applied.

248. Comment noted. Public hearings are only one method of soliciting
comments and they are not specifically required by NEPA. After receiving many
requests from the public, public hearings were scheduled to solicit additional
comments from the effected public.

249. The Air Force recognizes the contribution to national defense made by
the States of Nevada and Utah.

250. The alternatives to the proposed action are seriously considered in the
FEIS and represent true alternatives to the proposed action. If the airspace
was not available, there would be serious degradation to the training of
pilots. All other available airspace for air-to-air supersonic combat
training is either outside of the distance criteria or is being used at near
maximum capacity.

251. The Air Force feels that the impacts on humans and wildlife have been
adequately assessed. Also see responses 6, 32, 36, and 84.
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252. The economic impacts are adequately addressed in th^ DF.IS, reference
section 4.4 of the FEIS.

253. Reference 4.3.2.1 of the FEIS for a discussion of the potential
Wilderness Study Areas.

254. The noise impacts from sonic booms is not considered a "small mattero by
the Air Force. Although no significant impact is anticipated, this subject
provided the basis for the preparation of the EIS.

255. The Air Force's position is that the proposed action will have no
signiticant impact on the statewide oz regional utilization of airspace. The
proposal neither classified additional airspace as "restricted" nor moves
military operations to airspace not already designated for that purpose. The
Air Force is simply requesting to go faster in airspace it already uses, and
the only adverse impact associated with the proposal is due to the generation
of sonic booms which create a localized concern.

256. The Air Force does not consider these alternatives infeasible. They
are, for many reasons tully discussed in the document, less attractive. These
alternatives are given serious consideration by the Air Force and represent
true alternatives to the proposed action.

257. Although the size of the area where the pilots may be called to carry
out their duties in a wartime environment may vary, the size and location of
their training area must be such as to give them experience in all of the
possin Ie environments they may encounter.

25B. The 1977 EIS did underestimate future requirementsi, but it was based
upon the best information available at that time.

259. The general consensus of the scientific community is that there are no
anticipated long-term health e~tects associated with this proposal. The Air
Force feels, based on the be3t information available, that this is an adequate
and accurate evaluation. Also see responses 6, 32, 36, and 37.

260. This section is accurate and does not imply that scattered grasses are
unsuitable for grazing.

261. Mining is important to this area; however, we have seen nothing to
indicate that an increase in importance is probaule.

262. The Air Force maintains that Mach 1.3 is the highest anticipated speed
within the Gandy MOA and that Mach 1.1 is the best average for the occasional
excursions into supersonic flight that will occur there.

263. These areas are already fully scheduled. Reference 2.2 of tht FEIS.

264. We are unable to determine whether the commentor is referring to
restricted airspace, MOAs, airspace that is occasionally flown, and from what
point in tilke. We are unable to generate a response withoit additional
clari fication.
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265. This proposal does not propose a taking. It simply proposes to permit

pilots to fly faster in airspace they already utilize. The study referenced
in 4.4 of the FEIS indicates thpze should be no significant impact on land and
property values.

266. This comment grossly overstates the probability of a focus boom. The
probability is 0.003 that any one location will experience a focus boom. The
factor is 2.5 greater than a carpet boom, not 12.

267. The commentor is probably referring to an incident that occurred during
a study in 1968 at Tonopah, Nevada. A windshield was blown out, but the flying
operations involved consisted of aircraft at supersonic speeds at extremely low
elevations. Ground level overpressures were generated that are at least ten
times greater than what is expected under this proposal.

268. Air Force pilots are among the most professional and highly trained
pilots in the world. Air-to-air training breaks off at 5,000 feet. Within the
[WS Arena, pilots are instructed to break off the engageme-nt as this altitude
is reached.

269. Comment noted. The anticipated sound levels from this proposed action
are far below the 90 decibel levels reported to be in the immediate vicinity
of an airport. Yhe hazard level for industrial workers is a 90 dBA noise
exposure for eight continuous hours per day, or its equivalent in time and
intensity. This should not be compared to average values of sound levels at a
MOA because neither time nor intensity characteristics are similar.

270. This proposal involves no additional restricted airspace. The
publication referenced apparently dealt with two separate and distinct
proposals that involve some of the same airspace.

271. The maximum expected airspeed for the F-16 in air-to-air combat training
ij 1.3 Mach. Regardless of the duration, the ability to train above Mach 1 is
extremely important to ensure pilot proficiencV.

272. See response 1. Population figures were extrapolated from census data
and inquiries made to other Federal agencies. Census data is not available
for most of the Gandy MOA, many areas are listed as unpopulated.

273. In the event that damage results from sonic booms or similar aircraft
activities, Air Force Regulations provide for payment of actual damages caused
by the aircraft activities. For example, the actual replacement cost for a
broken window would be paid. The Air Fouce is not allowed to pay for
"Inconvenience" claims. Under established claims procedures, claims are
submitted to the nearest Air Force Claims facility (in the case for the Gandy
Extension, this would be Hill Air Force Base, Utah) where the claim is
investigated. Depending upon the amount of the claim, it is adjudicated
either at the base or is forwarded to Washington DC for adjudication by Air
Force Headquarters. In the event the claimant is not satisfied with the
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adjudication, suit may be brought in the appropriate Federal District Court
pursuant to the terms of the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 USC 1346 (th), 2402,
2671, 2672, 2674 , 2680). Also see response 80.

274. The community of Ely is not within the area ot anticipated impact from4
the proposed action.

275. Reference 2.2.1 of the FEIS.

276. The Air Force conducts its own search and rescues.

277. No impact on your operations is anticipated.

278. There are empirical equations that can be used to calculate the lateral
extent of sonic boom overpressures. Equations of this type were used to
generate the numbers in Table 2 of Appendix B of the FEIS. This appendix also
provides a discussion on these calculations. Referring to Table 2, the
"Cutoff Distance" is the maximum horizontal distance from a point on the ground
directly oeneath the aircraft that the boom or overpressure will travel.
Section 4.1 of the FEIS discusses the cutoff phenomenon. :t should be noted
that the empirical equations are based on a homogenous atmosphere. Atmospheric
vari-ations will have some effect on the magnitude of sonic boom overpressure.

279. The annoyance factor is addressed in 4.2.1 of the FEIS.

280. The restricted airspace R6407 was designated by FAA as restricted from
surface to FL 580 (approyimately 58,000 feet MEL) before section 694.0 was
included in the referenced docUTment (DOT FAA 7400. 2B). Also, the Air Force is
presently trying to establish Memorandums of Understanding with individuals
who have a legitimate need to use the restricted airspace.

281. The flights referred to were studied to obtain information on the amount
and location of airspace used during air-to-air maneuvers, the altitudes, the
speeds, durations of supersonic flight, and the influence of the cutoff
phenomenon on limiting booms that actually reach the ground. The Air Force
feels the number of flights studied adequately represented this type flying
operation. However, the Air Force does plan to further study UTTR operations.
Sqee response 47 in regard to focus booms that may be generated from non-
straiqht and level flight. Finally, although the aircraft may have the

"9 capanility to meet or exceed speeds of Mach 2, these speeds are not in the
normal performance envelope for aircraft engaged in air-to-air combat
maneuvers.

282. Ideally, airspace within 100 nautical miles would be preferred. {
However, modifications to the F-16 have increased the operating range to 200
NM. This is only one of a number of factors which were used to evaluate the
alternatiwvs. The Gandy Range is considered to be the maximum distance away
and still be practical for daily air-to-air sorties.

283. Section 2.2,1 of the FEIS identifies the selection criteria used to
evaluate the alternative locations for supersonic flight airspace. The
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